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Capsule Summaries of the More Significant Articles in this Issue 

New Zealand to Sell its Share of Synfuel Plant 

The New Zealand Government has agreed to sell its 75 percent share of New 
Zealand Synthetic Fuels Corporation Ltd. to Petrocorp Ltd. The value of the 
transaction (page 1-2) is said to be approximately $225 million. 

Amnn.fr.-From-Peat-Plant Cnn..tlnisd in Fb.lsn.l 

Kemira Oy has built the world's only• ammonia-from-peat plant at Oulu, Finland. 
The plant uses the German High-Temperature-Winkler process for gasification of 
peat in a pressurized fluidized bed. A brief description of the project is 
given on page 1-1. 

IRA Sees Nine Percent Growth in 
Oil 

Demand by 1993 

The International Energy Agency predicts total world oil demand, outside com-
munist areas, to rise to over 54 million barrels per day by 1993. Most of the 
increase will be in North America, but there will be relatively strong increases 
in Europe and the Pacific region also. See page 1-6 for a short summary of 
the outlook. 

AGA Says Natural Gas Prices to Rise in 1989 

The American Gas Association predicts an increase in natural gas prices of 
about six percent in 1989. They believe that gas prices bottomed out in 1988 
at $1.62 for wellhead prices and $5.34 for retail prices. The forecast Is sum-
marized on page 1-8. 

NDCF Calculates True Cost of Imported Oil 

The National Defense Council Foundation released a calculation which shows 
that, when military and other costs are fully factored in, each barrel of oil 
imported from the Persian Gulf carries with it a hidden cost of $49.04 per 
barrel. If averaged across all imports, these costs equal $18.92 per barrel of 
oil imported. The calculation is explained on page 1-11. 

NCA Calls for National Energy Policy 

In a prepared statement, the president of the National Coal Association says 
the goal for the United States should be to place energy independence squarely 
at the top of the national policy agenda. This calls for a program of greater 
reliance on all domestic resources, with increased use of coal as the cor-
nerstone, in addition to conservation. The statement Is presented on 
page 1-12.
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Merrow Refln Coat Improvennf Potential for Synfuels 

A new RAND corporation report by E. Merrow Is concerned with the learning 
curve for the chemical process Industry. Using an equation developed from 
historical information on the introduction of new products and processes, he 
calculates that by the time a hypothetical coal liquefaction industry win have 
produced 10 billion barrels of syncrude, its unit production cost will have fal-
len to less than 10 percent of the cost of the first plant. A condensed sum-
mary of the Merrow report begins on page 1-13. 

International Synfuels Agency Proposed 

An article on page 1-17 proposes that the key question is not whether syn-
thetic liquid fuels will actually provide a large fraction of energy supplies 
after the year 2000, but rather whether we will be prepared to use such fuels 
by the year 2000--and the consequences of not being prepared. An argument 
is made for greater international cooperation in the area, such as the estab-
lishment of an International Synfuels Agency. 

WRI Rwat Argue Against Coal-Derived Methanol 

The World Resources Institute says (page 1-22) that the widespread substitution 
of methanol for automotive gasoline or diesel fuel is unwise. The Institute's 
position is that methanol made from coal would be particularly undesirable be-
cause the net effect would be three times as much carbon dioxide emitted per 
vehicle mile as currently. 

Unocal Parachute Creek Project Still Striving for Bieskeven 

Shale oil shipments from Unocal Corporation's Parachute Creek Project set a 
record of over 6,000 barrels per day In the month of October. This is 
thought to be near the level required to cover plant operating costs. A plot 
of the plant's production since startup appears on page 2-1. 

Gary Refinery Reopens to Process Unocal Syncrude 

Western Slope Refining Company, formerly Gary Refining Company plans to 
reopen in March to begin processing shale oil from Unocai's Parachute Creek 
Project(see page 2-1). The refinery filed for bankruptcy In 1985, after 
making heavy investments to handle shale oil which did not materialize. 

Shell Australia Buys Interest In Ypat Project 

Shell Company of Australia has purchased a 42 percent interest in the Yaamba 
and Herbert Creek oil shale deposits In Australia. The Yaamba deposit is es-
timated to hold 4.1 billion barrels of shale oil (page 2-3). 

LLNL Proposes 100 lTD Pilot Plant 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory wants to build a 100 ton per thy pilot 
plant to test their cascading bed retorting process. The LLNL oil shale 
program, and proposed efforts for 1990 and beyond, is outlined on page 2-3. 
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HYCRUDE Estimates ProdudlAm Costs for Eaten Shales 

HYCRUDE Corporation has completed a series of cost estimates for 
50,000 barrel per thy retorting plants operating on six different eastern oil 
shales. The cost, In terms of $1987 per barrel of hydrotreated oil, range from 
$48 for Indiana New Albany shale to $74 for Kentucky Sunbury shale. A sum-
mary of the economic results begins on page 2-9. 

Economics of Bct1.4atIm Plus lly*oretating Reported 

HYCRUDE Corporation and the Mineral Resources Institute of the University of 
Alabama have prepared cost estimates showing in economic advantage for 
beneficlating eastern oil shale before hydroretorting. Their results (page 2-12) 
show that straight hydroretorting of Alabama shale would cost $63.64 per bar-
rel, but if the shale is first upgraded by froth flotation to reject 70 percent 
of the ore as inerts, then the total product cost can be reduced to 
$49.13 per barrel, or a 23 percent savings. 

Will Tests New Albany Shale in ROPE Process 

The ROPE (recycle oil and pyrolysis extraction) proéess developed by Western 
Research Institute has been used to test Indiana shale In both a two-inch 
diameter process development unit and a six-inch diameter bench scale unit. 
Test results are discussed in the article on page 2-20. 

Amoco Patents Static Mixer Retort 

A downward cascading mixer-retort is described in this patent. The mixer 
contains no moving parts and is said to have provided, during testing, unex-
pected, surprisingly good mixing, superior to existing types of static mixers. 
The patent has been condensed on page 2-23. 

Unocal Patents Arsenic Removal Process 

A new Unocal patent says that substantial amounts of arsenic can be removed 
from	 crude shale	 oil by treating it	 with an alkali	 metal hydroxide and then 
extracting it with water. For a summary of the patent, see page 2-25.

Performance of Utr-3000 Retorts Improved in Estonia 

Two 3,000 ton per day Ufl-3000 (Galoter) retorts have been built in the Es-
tonian SSR. Since the units were first placed in operation, a number of 
modifications and improvements to the equipment have been made. These are 
summarized in the article on page 2-28. 

Status of World Oil Shale Processes Tabulated 

The worldwide status of the oil shale Industry is reviewed on page 2-29. In-
cluded is a listing of various retorting processes and their development status. 
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Department Snitflnd with Monitoring Results for Unocal Project 

Unocal's Parachute Creek Project published its first annual Environmental 
Monitoring Report during 1988. Results are discussed on page 2-33. Treasury 
says the data show no areas of environmental or health concern. Thus, at 
present, there are no environmental constraints for replication of similar shale 
oil facilities. 

Controversy Over Uzpatented Oil Shale C lsins Continues 

In December the United States Department of the Interior announced that it 
would again begin processing oil shale land patent applications. In January the 
new Secretary of the Interior reversed the action. Meanwhile, new bills have 
been introduced and hearings held. See page 2-44 for an update. 

NewGrade Energy at 66 Percent Capacity 

NewGrade Energy Inc. has started up its new 50,000 barrel per day heavy oil 
upgrading plant in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. As of January, the 
upgrader/refinery complex was operating at 66 percent capacity, with full out-
put expected in April. See page 3-1. 

Eythill Project Passes One Mifilat Barrel Mark 

The Eyehill thermal pilot project near Lloydminster, Saskatchewan recently 
produced its one millionth barrel of oil. See page 3-2 for a brief project 
status report. 

OSLO Activities Get Urkle Way 

A $95 million engineering study has been initiated by the OSLO group for a 
proposed 77,000 barrel per day oil sands mining and extraction plant in Al-
berta, Canada. Preliminary field activities are also under way. News on 
project activities appears on page 3-3. 

Government Aid Proposed for Oil Mining Project 

The United States Department of Energy has announced its intention to aid a 
mining-assisted oil recovery scheme in the Caddo Pine River Island Field in 
Louisiana. The project, which will Involve sinking vertical shafts to a forma-
tion below the Annona Chalk pay zone and drilling upward, is described on 
page 3-8. 

The Future Belongs to Heavy OR and Tar Sands 

That Is the title of a recent paper by G.J. Stosur of the United States 
Department of Energy. He says that by the year 2030, production of heavy 
oil, extra heavy oil and tar sands could account for 30 percent of total world 
oil production.	 An abstract of his presentation begins on page 3-12. 
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Canadian Heavy Oil to Look Wt for Markets 

The market for Canadian heavy oil In the United States upper Midwest appears 
to be nearing saturation. Several analysts have suggested that future growth 
of the industry will depend on moving the oil west, to Pacific Rim markets 
(see page 3-14). 

Canada NEB Forecast Notes Improvement in OH Sands Outlook Since 1986 

A new forecast from Canada's National Energy Board presents two scenarios, 
one based on low economic growth, low oil demand and low oil prices, and 
one based on high growth, demand and prices. In the low case (page 3-15) 
Canada's oil supply In 2005 is only three-fourths of that In 1986. In the high 
case; the supply in 2005 is 15 percent above that In 1986, with all of the in-
crease coming from heavy oil and bitumen production. 

Small Scale ART Process Econondcal for 011 Field Upgrading 

The ART process developed by Engelhard Corporation has been proposed for 
preliminary upgrading of heavy etudes in the field. This would reduce the 
need for diluent to transport the crude, as well as Increasing its value to a 
refinery. An economic analysis of this approach, by Fluor Daniel Canada, is 
summarized in the article on page 3-19. It predicts an attractive return on 
investment in the mid-1990's. 

Blends Tested for Canadian Gasollnes of the Future 

CANMET's Energy Research Laboratories have carried out extensive gasoline 
blending studies with tar-sand-derived components as well as other nonconven-
tional refinery streams. Results, reported on page 3-25, show no apparent 
technical or economic problems In making gasoline blends with up to 
50 percent of the feedstock derived from Athabasca tar sands syncnide. 

LR-Coking Process Applied to Oil Sands and Aspbaltenes 

Experience with Lurgi's LR Flash Coking process applicable to bitumen and 
heavy-oil-derived asphaltenes Is discussed on page 3-23. The inclusion of 
deasphalting and LR flash coking of the asphaltenes into a heavy oil refinery 
complex may be an attractive option. 

Consortium to Study Wood-Beaver Process with Benefidated Sands 

The University of Arkansas, the Mineral Research Institute of the University of 
Alabama and Diversified Petroleum Recovery Inc. are working on a 
$750,000 program funded by the Department of Energy to test the Wood-Beaver 
solvent extraction process on beneficiated Alabama tar sands. A description of 
the process and the program begins on page 3-28. 
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Venezuela Creates Development Plan for One millia' Barrels per Day from 
Orinoco 

The Venezuelan national petroleum company PDVSA has developed a conceptual 
plan for producing one million barrels per day of extra heavy crude oil from 
the Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt by the year 2000. The development plan, outlined 
on page 3-34, relies on the use of emulsion technology to produce the crude, 
transport it to a terminal, and produce a salable water/oil emulsion for the 
international boiler fuel market. 

USSR Tests Combination Electromagnetic and In Situ Combustion Process 

The article on page	 3-32 describes a process whereby electromagnetic heating 
of	 a heavy	 oil formation is	 used to reduce the	 viscosity	 and	 create	 elastic 
energy (by making steam). This then makes- it possible - to inject-oxidant into a 
formation which otherwise would have too low a permeability for injection to 
succeed.	 The process has been tested in four wells in the USSR. 

ASVAHL Develops Suite of Upgrading Processes 

Heavy oil upgrading processes involving thermal cracking, hydrovlsbreaking, 
catalytic hydrovlsbreaklng, solvent deasphalting and catalytic hydrotreating have 
been developed by the French research group ASVAHL and tested on Canadian 
and Venezuelan crudes In an experimental mini-refinery at Solaize. The dif-
ferent ways in which the process steps can be combined, and some typical test 
results, are presented on page 3-38. 

Liquid Phase Methanol Plant Achieves Record Run 

The liquid phase methanol pilot plant at LaPorte, Texas recently completed a 
124-day run. Production rates averaged 60 to 70 barrels of fuel grade 
methanol per thy--almost twice the original design rate. Sponsors called the 
run extremely successful, saying it demonstrates a 20 percent reduction in 
methanol production costs. See page 4-1 for more details. 

Et men to Expand Chemicals from Coal 

Eastman	 Chemical Products	 Is undertaking	 a	 $150 million	 expansion	 of	 its 
chemicals-from-coal facility	 at Kingsport, Tennessee. As noted on page	 4-1, 
the expansion will include construction of a new acetic anhydride plant and a 
new methyl acetate unit, along with modification of the existing coal gasifica-
tion facilities.

British Gas and Osaka Gas Extend Work an MRS Gasification Process 

A New, three-year, $7.4 million joint research agreement has been signed to 
continue development of the MRS high-pressure coal gasification process. The 
existing 200 kilogram per hour pilot plant will be modified to allow continuous 
operation. The program is presented on page 4-2. 
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Shell to Join SW's LFC Project 

Shell Mining Company has agreed to provide backing for SGI International's 
proposed liquids from coal plant near Shell's Buckskin mine north of Gillette, 
Wyoming. See page 4-4. 

Great P15118 Operates Smoothly After Privatization 

Dakota Gasification Company assumed operation of the Great Plains Coal 
Gasification Plant in November, 1988. The company's projections for 1989 in-
clude operating expenses of $159.5 million and revenues of $170.9 million. 
That would produce a profit, before interest and depreciation, of $11.4 million. 
The cost of production of synthetic natural gas would be $3.05 per 
million BTU. Other details of the budget and operation are given on page 4-4. 

DOE Awards Contract for High Energy Density Fuels from Mild Gasification 

According to the announcement on page 4-7, Lummus Crest and Amoco will 
carry out a three-year, $3.5 million project to develop high-energy-density 
fuels from coal liquids. The coal liquids will be supplied by contractors who 
are developing mild gasification processes. The resulting fuels will be com-
pared to fuels from shale oil. 

Virginia Power Site-Specific Study Compares Economics for Gasification 

A site-specific study by Virginia Power and EPRI has evaluated the economics 
of adding a Shell coal gasifier to a natural-gas-fired combined cycle plant in 
a staged construction scenario. Results of the study are presented starting on 
page 4-10. Although it was determined that adding coal gasification is not 
currently economically feasible, the phased construction concept remains valid. 
An escalation in prices for hydrocarbon fuels or low sulfur coal could then 
render the economics favorable. 

Reldul Patents Carbon Fuel Process Based on Bouduuard Reaction 

A patent recently issued to Eric Reichl describes a process for making a clean 
carbon slurry fuel. Coal is first gasified to make carbon monoxide, which is 
then decomposed to carbon and carbon dioxide via the reverse Boudouard reac -
tion. Carbon dioxide is recycled to the gasifier to make more CO by reaction 
with the coal char. The patent is summarized on page 4-17. 

Voest-Alpine Meltdown-Gaslfier for Pig Iron Production Commercialized 

A new process for producing pig iron without the need for metallurgical coke 
has been commercialized in Pretoria, South Africa (page 4-19). The process 
involves a combination Iron ore melter and coal gasifier as the second stage 
of the reduction process.
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India Builz 18 ¶1W Fluidized Bed Gasification Pilot 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited has built and operated an 18 ton per day 
fluidized bed coal gasifier. The system is described on page 4-19. Design of 
a 150 ton per day unit, for startup in 1990, Is in progress. 

Comnierdal Interest Seen in GRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 

A 12 ton per day spouted bed coal gasifier pilot plant has been built at the 
Coal Research Establishment in Cheltenham, England. Continued operation is 
planned through November, 1989. The technology has been licensed to Otto-
Simon Carves, who report considerable commercial interest from countries where 
oil and natural gas are either unavailable or high priced. A history of the 
process starts on page 4-21. 

Report from European Working Group on UCG Due in April 

A strategy study on the technical feasibility and the economic and energetic 
potential for underground coal gasification In Europe is due from the European 
Working Group . on UCG in April. The background history which led to forma-
tion of the group and undertaking of the study is documented on page .4-25. 

Design Improvements Made to HYCOL Gasifier 

A 20 ton per day HYCOL coal gasifier is under construction in Sodegaura, 
Japan, due to be completed in 1989. The article on page 4-28 describes 
recent design improvements which have been made on the basis of cold flow 
tests and small-scale burner tests. 

Non-Slagging Cyclone Cashier Developed in the United Kingdom 

A non-slagging cyclone combustor with integral ash removal has been developed 
(page 4-29). A low-BTU fuel gas is produced which can be burned in a 
secondary burner. 

Poland Develops Two TPD Liquefaction PDU 

The Coal Conversion Institute of Poland completed in 1986 a two ton per day 
coal	 liquefaction	 PDU	 based on	 single-stage, non-catalytic,	 medium-pressure, 
direct	 hydrogenation.	 The original	 feature of	 the	 process, described	 on 
page	 4-31, is the recycle of part of the heavy product from the hot separator 
through	 the	 preheater	 to	 the	 reaction	 zone without	 pressure release.	 A 
200 ton per thy pilot plant is being designed.

Victorian Brown Coal Offered for Industrial Development 

The Coal Corporation of Victoria (Australia) is offering to make available for 
industrial development up to five million tons per year of low-cost brown coal 
from the Loy Yang open cut mine. This highly reactive, low-ash (less than 
two percent), low-sulfur (less than 0.5 percent) coal is one of the lowest-cost, 
highest-purity feedstocks available in the world. See page 4-35. 
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PROJECT ACruvmEs 

AMMONIA FROM PEAT PLANT COMMISSIONED IN 
FINLAND 

Kemira Oy is building an ammonia plant based on 
peat. The investment will replace the gasification 
part of the present heavy fuel oil based ammonia 
production of 80 thousand tons per year at Oulu in 
northern Finland. The cost estimate of the project 
amounts to 225 million Finnish marks. The gasifica-
tion plant was completed in 1988 and the plant is 
In the commissioning phase. 

The Oulu peat gasification plant is the first commer-
cial plant using peat In the world. From the syn-
thesis gas produced from peat all the same products 
can be produced as from oil and natural gas. 

Finnish Peat 

In properties, the Finnish peat resembles lignite or 
brown coal. The application of the technology 
developed for brown coal is a natural approach to 
the gasification of peat. 

A lot of peat has been used in Finland and it has 
been economically competitive for quite a long time. 
The price compares well with coal in areas where 
peat reserves are large. 

Peat production in Finland employs two different 
techniques.	 The products are milled peat and sod 
peat. The milled peat (raw peat) has a low bulk 
density, poor flowing properties, and a moisture con-
tent of about 50 percent. Sod peat Is produced by 
extruding the peat through nozzles to form sods 
with a moisture content of about 85 percent. Sods 
are then left to dry naturally to a moisture content 
of about 40 percent in the production area. 

The peatland is considered exploitable when the 
depth of the peat deposit reaches about two meters, 
and the area is large enough and the location 
suitable. 

It has been estimated that In Finland there are 
500 thousand hectares of such peatland available but 
the maximum economical transport distance for peat 
is only about 100 kilometers. 

The first stage In preparing the peatland to produce 
peat is drainage of the bog. This stops the peat 
growth; therefore peat cannot be regarded as a 
renewable resource. 

The Gasification Procs 

Although the Oulu peat gasification plant uses tech-
nology applied from experience with brown coal 
gasification, the project also involved many new fac-
tors and hence a good deal of risk. To minimize 
technical risks pilot experiments were carried out 
with Finnish peat in:

- The HTW (high -temperature -Winkier) process in 
Germany 

- The U-Gas process is the United States 

- The Mino process In Sweden 

The final choice for the process was the German 
HTW process. A carbon conversion of 94 percent 
and a carbon monoxide and hydrogen yield of 
1,100 cubic meters per ton of dry ash-free peat 
were achieved.	 A typical product gas composition 
was 40 percent carbon monoxide, 33 percent 
hydrogen, 22 percent carbon dioxide, and five per-
cent methane. Somewhat lower methane and carbon 
dioxide contents and higher carbon conversion can be 
expected in the full-scale unit designed for peat. 

Process Cuicqd 

The handling and gasification of peat are only a 
small part (20-30 percent) of the overall investment 
in the ammonia plant. The downstream processes 
place great demands on the operational reliability of 
the gasification plant as well as on the quality of 
the gas. 

The sulfur content 	 of peat Is low,	 about
0.15 percent and sulfur recovery is not needed. 

To make peat suitable for the fluidized bed the peat 
sods are crushed to a grain size of less than four 
millimeters. Before gasification, peat has to be 
dried to a moisture content of about 15 percent. 
Damp peat would lead to poor quality synthesis gas 
(a high carbon dioxide content). 

The oxygen required for the gasification Is produced 
at the Oulu plants in an air separation process, from 
which the nitrogen required later in the ammonia 
production process is also obtained. 

During the gasification crushed and dried sod peat Is 
pressurized to 10 bar in lock hoppers and then fed 
into the reactor by screws. Oxygen and steam are 
blown under the peat so that the peat bed Is 
fluidized. In the fluidized bed and In the upper 
section of the reactor the gasification reactions take 
place at a temperature of 750-950°C (Figure 1). 

The residual dust which has not reacted is separated 
in cyclones, circulated partially Into the reactor and 
depressurized like the ash in the lock-hopper system. 
To burn the residual carbon, ash and dust are then 
fed to a boiler. The final removal of solid material 
takes place in scrubbers. Steam and district heat 
are produced from the heat generated in the 
process. 

Kemira Qy says the project Is not financially attrac-
tive at today's prices for ammonia and oil, but they 
expect It to be so in the long term. 
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FIGURE 1

OULU PEAT DRYING AND GASIFICATION PLANT 
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NEW ZEALAND TO SELL ITS SHARE OF SYNFUEL 
PLANT 

The New Zealand Government has agreed to sell its 
75 percent share of New Zealand Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation Ltd. to Petrocorp Ltd. (Fletcher 
Challenge). 

The value of the complex transaction Is said to be 
NZ$350 million ($225 million). Petrocorp will assume 
the government's take-or-pay obligations on gas sales 
from the Maul Field.

The	 deal Is	 subject	 to	 the approval by	 Mobil Cor-
poration, which	 holds	 the other	 25 percent. Shell, 
British	 Petroleum and Todd Petroleum have	 to agree 
to	 the Maui	 transaction as	 they are	 the other 
partners in the	 field.

Despite the change in ownership of the synfuels 
plant, the government will get a share in any 
profits of the synfuel plant if the world oil price 
stays above $18.50 per barrel. 

Petrocorp plans to discuss with Mobil the possibility 
of making less gasoline at the synfuels plant and 
switching some output to methanol. 

The deal should pave the way for a planned tie up 
between Petrocorp's chemicals subsidiary Petralgas 
and Synfuels' crude methanol plant. Petralgas is 
planning to build a pipeline between the unit and Its 
own methanol plant at Waitara and upgrade the 
crude methanol to chemical grade. 
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CORPORATIONS 

ICF WINS DOE SUPPORT CONTRACTS 

ICF Inc., has been awarded technical support con-
tracts with the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) totaling nearly $6 million. 

As part of the work, ICF will study fossil fuel tech-
nologies and the economic and technical aspects of 
recovering, transporting and using fossil fuels. 

The contracts, which will be carried out by the 
ICF-Lewin Energy Division will focus on technical 
and commercial viability, cost benefits and potential 
environmental impact. For DOE's Office of Coal 
Technology, ICF is a subcontractor on three five-
year contracts to examine the technical and 
economic aspects of such clean coal technologies as 
atmospheric and pressurized fluidized bed combustion, 
surface coal gasification and hot gas stream cleanup. 

The Department of Energy's Office of Management, 
Fundamental Research and Cooperative Development

has awarded ICF a prime contract for $1.5 million 
to examine factors in extracting, transporting and 
using fossil fuels. 

Under a $1 million contract with ICE and Technology 
& Management Services Inc. the two companies will 
provide management support services, including tech-
nology exports and management of several DOE 
facilities. 

Under DOE'S Office of Oil, Gas, Shale and Special 
Technologies, ICF is a prime contractor on a five-
year $3.8 million project to study and develop better 
ways of extracting, converting and using domestic 
oil, gas, shale and tar sands. 

ICF is also a subcontractor on an overall 
$4.3 million program to support the development of 
magnetohydrodynamies and fuel cell technologies. 
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GOVERNMENT 

DOE RASES ALTERNATIVE FUELS REQUIREMENT 

The United States Department of Energy published 
draft rules in the January 25 Federal Register which 
will make it easier for electric utility power plants 
to certify that the plants would be capable of using 
coal or alternative fuels. These rules put into ef-
fect changes which Congress made to the Powerplant 
and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978. 

In 1987, Congress repealed the act's ban on the use 
of natural gas in industrial boilers and allowed 
electric utilities to burn gas in new baseload power 
plants provided they certified that those plants were 
capable of burning coal at some point. 

The new draft rules make it easier for utilities to 
certify that their plants can burn coal or an alter-
native fuel such as gasified coal at "a future date." 

Up to now proof of coal capability for baseload 
units has been a difficult process, but the changes 
will allow the plants to be self-certified and reduce 
the time required for certification of alternative 
fuel capability from months to a few weeks. 

The DOE is also proposing changes to calculations 
used for cost-test exemptions to the fuel act. Ac-
cording to the announcement, these changes will 
reflect the development of extensive oil/gas fuel 
switching capability at utility boilers and the grow-
ing comparability of prices of low-sulfur residual oil 
and natural gas. 

REAGAN, BEFORE STEPPING DOWN, REJECTS OIL 
IMPORT FEE 

In a message to Congress, President Reagan said that 
he agrees with the conclusion of the Secretary of 
Commerce's investigation into the effects of 
petroleum Imports on national security--that no ac-
lion to curtail imports need be taken at this time. 
The Secretary did find that due to "declining domes-
tic oil production, rising oil imports, and growing 
Free World dependence on potentially insecure 
sources of supply ... petroleum Imports threaten to im-
pair national security." However, given the 
Administration's 1987 program to improve national 
energy security, the Secretary recommended that no 
action to adjust imports, such as an oil import fee, 
be taken because such action would not be cost-
effective and, in the long run, would impair rather 
than enhance national security. 

The Commerce Department considered the implications 
of an oil import fee as part of an investigation re-
quested by the National Energy Security Committee

in December, 1987. Mr. Verity's report concluded 
that "there has been a substantial improvement in 
United States energy security" since the last similar 
investigation in 1979. 

In his message to Congress, President Reagan asked 
lawmakers to deregulate natural gas prices, expand 
the depletion allowance for oil and gas producers, 
and permit more petroleum exploration in Alaska and 
the outer continental shelf. 

He also acknowledged that the downturn in domestic 
oil production combined with rising oil imports and 
growing free world dependence on potentially in-
secure sources of supply have created the possibility 
of a major supply disruption. 

He said that, in deciding not to recommend any im-
port restrictions, Mr. Verity took Into account the 
administration's program to improve energy security. 
In particular, the President cited decontrol of oil 
prices and elimination of allocation controls as ac-
tions his administration has taken to strengthen the 
United States oil industry. 

NEW GROUP TO ADDRESS EARTH SCIENCES AND 
MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES 

"In recognition of the growing importance of the 
earth sciences and energy and mineral resources," 
the National Research Council has created a new 
board to oversee activities that involve these fields. 
The Board on Earth Sciences and Resources "will 
provide a single focus within our institution for 
studies, reviews, and advice on matters of concern 
to the government and the nation in the earth 
sciences, resource management, and related issues," 
according to a release from the National Research 
Council. 

The new board will continue ongoing projects and 
programs of the Research Council's Board on Earth 
Sciences and Board on Mineral and Energy Resources. 
Recent and current activities of the two boards in-
clude a critical assessment of the solid-earth 
sciences, investigation of estimates of undiscovered 
domestic oil and gas resources, analysis of onshore 
oil- and gas-leasing issues, organization of a North 
American Continent-Ocean Transect Program, study of 
the need for earthquake prediction and seismic 
hazard warnings, establishing guidelines for collection 
of fossils from public lands, and review of reclama-
tion efforts on abandoned coal mine areas. 
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Materials Society (1975 to present). 

The National Critical Materials Council has Issued a 
report on the "Advanced Materials Program Plan," 
The Continuation of a Presidential Commitment. 

This national federal program plan for advanced 
materials research and development (R&D), known as 
the Advanced Materials Program Plan, Is in fulfill-
ment of the National Critical Materials Act of 1984, 
Public Law 98-373. 

The plan presents three important aspects of ad-
vanced materials R&D.	 The first Is the technical 
constraints	 which	 challenge advanced materials 
researchers. Secondly, the plan presents the 
research activities of the major federal agencies 
with materials programs and the mechanisms to coor-
dinate their activities. Finally, the federal policies 
that affect materials R&D are assembled into a 
policy framework. 

The United States government has budgeted over 
$1 billion In materials research for fiscal year 1989. 
The research concentrates on long-term, high-risk, 
high-potential payoff projects with the best chance 
for wide generic applications to materials problems 
and increased productivity. The research is con-
centrated in six executive departments and agencies. 
The departments with the largest materials budgets 
are the Department of Energy with $480 million and 
the Department of Defense with $181 million. Other 
departments with substantial materials budgets are 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
$157 million; the National Science Foundation, 
$137 million; the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, $24 million; and the Bureau of Mines, 
$24 million. 

According to the report, there are several important 
Industries which will drive technological changes, na-
tional security considerations, and economic advances 
well into the next century.	 Of these industries, 
three	 of	 the	 most	 important	 are 
Information/communications	 systems	 (computers), 
biotechnology, and advanced materials systems. Of 
the three, advanced materials are the most far-
reaching, and are important to advances in the other 
two fields. 

Materials considerations cut across all Industries. 
There Is not an "advanced materials industry." 
However, there are some industries (aerospace, for 
example) where the materials considerations are so 
important as to make them a dominant consideration 
In the product design. 

The report delineates the relationship between ad-
vanced materials technology and the progression of 
civilization through the Pre-Industrial Revolution, the 
Industrial Revolution (1750 to 1850), the Birth of the 
Industrial Society (1850 to 1900), the Early Modern 
Industrial Society (1900 to 1950), the Modern In-

The advanced materials phenomenon of the 1980s was 
prompted by a sequence of events associated with 
World War H, the space race which began In the 
1950s, and the 30 years of Industrial expansion 
which followed the war. During the war the issue 
of strategic and critical materials became im-
mediately obvious. This issue prompted legislation 
such as the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock 
Piling Act of 1946 and the Defense Production Act 
Of 1950. Research to develop substitute materials, 
particularly plastics and improved synthetic rubber, 
was also undertaken. 

The ability of the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing Countries oil cartel to increase crude oil prices 
during the 1970s created a demand for more 
energy-efficient equipment and manufacturing 
processes. This in turn created the demand for new 
materials	 exhibiting	 better	 weight -to-strength 
ratios--especially in transportation systems. 

Though the availability of fossil fuel energy Is ade-
quate to sustain industrial and domestic needs at 
present, the report says, the long-range need to 
develop new energy sources remains. New processes 
for production of energy--coal gasification and li-
quefaction, solar conversion, nuclear fusion, mag-
netohydrodynamics, and geothermal--are creating even 
more demanding materials requirements, as Is the 
ever more inhospitable environment in which conven-
tional petroleum products are being produced. 

The 1980s have seen many achievements in new 
materials technology. These include shape memory 
alloys (alloys of titanium and nickel and other 
metals), new engineering polymers (especially the 
polymer composites), and fine ceramics. 

According to the United States Bureau of Mines 
sources, the growth of advanced materials will be 
substantial over the next several decades. The 
growth estimates range from eight to 16 percent per 
year depending upon the materials category. A por-
tion of the projected growth of advanced materials 
will result from their substitution for conventional 
materials, while the remainder will be the result of 
new uses for these materials. 

The report goes on to compare the advanced 
materials research and development efforts in the 
United States with those of Europe and Japan. In 
the report Summary and Conclusions, the National 
Critical Materials Council outlines a series of nine 
policy steps which are needed in order to improve 
the coordination of advanced materials research and 
development among the six major government 
agencies involved. 
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ENERGY POLICY AND FORECASTS 

IRA SEES NINE PERCENT GROWTH IN OH. DEMAND 
BY 1993 

The International Energy Agency	 (LEA) says that
world oil consumption Is clearly on a rising trend 
once more. Speaking at the 1988 World Methanol 
Conference held in Frankfurt, Federal Republic of 
Germany, In December, lEA's S. Streifel noted that 
between 1979 and 1983, rising energy prices led to 
an 11 percent decline in end-use energy consumption 
in OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development) countries.	 Most of the reduction was
for crude oil, which fell by nearly 20 percent over 
this period.	 Since 1963, OECD energy consumption 
has grown at an average rate of nearly 2.0 percent 
per year.	 Much of this growth has been con-



centrated in the consumption of electricity and 
transport fuels. Since 1970, OECD electricity con-
sumption has declined in only one year, 1982. Since 
1982, electricity has represented nearly 40 percent 
of the growth in OECD energy consumption. 
However, the average growth rate is now about half 
that of the early 1970's (3.5 percent per year versus 
7.5 percent per year). The largest growth has been 
for oil, which accounted for about 42 percent of 
the increase in OECD end-use energy consumption 
since 1982. 

Following the 1979/80 price shock, nearly 90 percent 
of the reduction in oil demand between 1979 and 
1983 was in the non-transportation sector. Conser-
vation and substitution was much easier to achieve 
for fuels other than transport, although the latter 
was also able to reduce its total consumption some-
what due to a reduction in miles driven and ef-
ficiency Improvements in new vehicles. Since 1983, 
most of the increase in oil demand has been for 
transport fuels, while usage in electricity generation 
and industry has continued to decline. 

As shown in Figure 1, OECD oil demand bottomed 
out in 1983 and has since grown at an average an-
nual rate of 1.3 percent. However, over the past 
two years the average growth has been 2.3 percent 
per year. Heavy fuel oil (HFO) has continued to 
decline, albeit at a slower rate than in the early 
1980s, and has tended to mask the growth in other 
products. Products other than HFO were growing by 
nearly 2.0 percent per year from 1983 to 1985, at a 
time when prices were much higher than they are 
today. It was the decline in HFO that caused total 
OECD consumption to appear rather flat. Over the 
past two years, products other than HFO have been 
increasing by 3.0 percent per year, under the in-
fluence of lower oil prices and relatively strong 
economic activity. More importantly, the decline in 
IWO consumption has been stagnating, allowing total 
oil consumption to record relatively strong gains. 

As shown in Table 1, a large portion of the growth 
in OECD consumption has been in North America, but 
there has also been good growth in Europe. The

Pacific region has been fairly flat, but the decline 
in heavy fuel oil has hidden part of the increase in 
consumption. Focusing on individual products, most 
of the growth has been in transport fuels, with good 
gains In North America and Europe. Liquid 
petroleum gas/naphtha has experienced relatively 
strong growth, particularly in North America and the 
Pacific,	 due to rising demand for petrochemical 
feedstocks.	 "Other" products have risen quite sig-
nificantly in North America.	 Heavy fuel oil has
continued to decline in all major areas, especially 
Europe and the Pacific. OECD consumption of 
products other than heavy fuel oil has risen by over 
2.8 million barrels per day over the past four years, 
and two-thirds of that increase has been in the past 
two years.

FIGURE .1
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Although the lEA	 does	 not	 have	 an	 official forecast 
and does not	 forecast oil	 prices,	 it	 does develop 
scenarios of	 various energy	 options. Streifel 
presented the	 following scenario	 for	 the	 world	 oil 
market based on:

- Real oil prices	 of	 $17.50	 per	 barrel 
throughout the forecast period. 

Economic growth in the OECD countries of 
2.5 percent per year. 

Economic growth in the developing countries 
of 3.0-3.5 percent per year. 
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TABLE 1 

MS IN OEM OIL PWflETIG4 OONSUIIPTIGN, 1983-87
(Million Barrels Per Day) 

North 
Mrica Europe Pacific 

LPG/Naphtha 0.19 0.07 0.17 
Aviation 0.33 0.10 0.02 
Gasoline. 0.45 0.23 0.07 
Middle Distillate 0.16 0.44 0.19 
Heavy Fuel Oil -0.25 -0.49 -0.31 
Other 0.37 0.06 -0.03 
Total 1.27 0.41 0.11 
Total	 (Excl. IWO) 1.52 0.09 0.42 

In the near term, the oil market will be charac-
terized by surplus productive oil capacity, lower 
prices and competitive energy markets. As the level 
of oil demand depends highly on end-user prices and 
economic activity, it is important to note that real 
end user-petroleum product prices have declined to 
about where they were in the late 1970s before the 
oil price shock of 1970/80. 

Thus the price environment at the consumer level 
has reverted back to one that prevailed some ten 
years ago. While the two price shocks of the 1970s 
have significantly Impacted demand through conserva-
tion, substitution and new energy-efficient equipment, 
lower prices are helping to reverse this process, at 
least partially. 

Lower	 oil	 prices	 have	 also lessened	 the decline	 in 
oil/energy	 Intensity	 of	 economic	 activity. The LEA 
expects	 oil/energy	 Intensity to	 continue falling, but 
at	 a	 more	 modest	 rate than	 that	 of the past 
decade.

In transportation, lower oil prices have also caused 
a slowdown in efficiency improvements for new 
vehicle fleets. Consumer preference has turned to 
larger and more powerful cars, as fuel is now a 
smaller portion of the expenditure to own and 
operate a motor vehicle. 	 The overall fleet ef-



ficiency will continue to improve as older, less effi-
cient cars are retired. However, without a 
stimulus to improve new fleet efficiency, the number 
of miles driven will have more of a bearing on oil 
consumption. 

As shown in Table 2, for the 1989-1993 period, 
OECD oil demand is projected to increase on average 
by about 1.5 percent per year.	 Most of the in-
crease will be in North America, but there will be 
relatively strong Increases in Europe and the Pacific 
region.	 Much of the growth will be in transport 
fuels,	 but LEA expects increases in most other 
products in most regions.	 Heavy fuel oil is ex-



pected to continue to decline moderately but the

path of oil prices and those of competing fuels will 
have a bearing on final consumption. 

TABLE 2 

WORLD OIL SUPPLY/DEMAND 
(Million Barrels Per Day) 

1987 1989 1993 

Demand 
OECD 35.8 37.0 39.2 
Non-OECD 13.0 13.6 14.9 
Total 48.8 50.6 54.1 

Supply 
OECD 16.8 16.6 15.5 
LDC 8.9 9.6 10.5 
CPE 2.1 2.2 1.6 
Pct. Gain 1.1 1.1 1.2 
Non-OPEC 28.9 29.5 28.7 
Call on OPEC 19.4 21.1 25.4

Stock Change	 (0.5) 

In the developing countries, LEA expects oil demand 
to increase by about 0.3-0.4 million barrels per day, 
or some 2.5 percent-3.0 percent per year. 	 In the 
longer term,	 significant potential exists for oil
demand in the developing countries, but much will 
depend on economic growth, the pace of in-
dustrialization, trade, foreign debt, etc. For the to-
tal world outside the communist area, lEA would ex-
pect oil demand to rise to over 54.0 million barrels 
per day in 1993 under this scenario. 

fl#4 
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MM SAYS NATURAL GAS PRICES TO RISE IN 1989 

The American Gas Association (AGA) In its "1989 
Outlook" estimates that excess natural gas production 
will decline to 500 billion cubic feet during 1989. 
Demand in 1989 Is projected to be 19.2 quads, a 
3.2 percent Increase from 1988s demand of 
18.6 quads. The study says that retail gas prices in 
1989 will, on average, show a six percent Increase 
over 1988 prices, but will remain competitive with 
fuel oil and electricity. 

The price of natural gas is composed of two com-
ponents: the cost of gas purchased at the wellhead; 
and the cost of transmission and distribution to the 
point of use.	 Each of these components was his-
torically subjected to cost-based" regulation. 
Regulations on the field price of natural gas were 
changed radically in 1978; were lifted for a majority 
of flowing gas In 1985; and will likely be gone for 
virtually all gas In the early 1990s. Thus, the price 
of wellhead natural gas is increasingly determined by 
the market. The price to transport and deliver 
natural gas to the end user is still subject to 
federal and state regulation, but these regulations 
are being revised to accommodate market forces. 
This is being accomplished through a number of 
regulatory Initiatives. These include new rate 
designs (e.g. flexible rates and selective discounting), 
unbundling and/or allowing the gas rate to vary to 
reflect the value of the service received, involving 
mechanisms such as seasonal rates, reservation 
charges, back-up service fees and gas Inventory 
charges. 

On average, retail natural gas prices peaked in 1983. 
By that time, falling gas demand and intense com-
petitive pressure in end-use markets were clearly in-
dicating that changes were needed in gas contracting 
and transportation practices. 

Natural gas purchase and delivery arrangements are 
far more flexible today than they were in the past. 
Local distribution companies (LDCs) and end users 
have more gas purchase options, including traditional 
sales, and short term or longer term direct purchase 
(with transportation). Gas pipelines have more serv-
ice options, Including the traditional merchant (sales) 
role, transportation, back-up supply and storage. 

Figure 1 Illustrates historical gas pricing trends, 
converted to constant 1989 dollars. The refiner ac-
quisition cost (RAC) for crude oil has been added as 
a benchmark. 

Current Prices 

End users and local distribution companies today pur-
chase gas through a combination of pipeline system 
supplies and spot purchases. While spot gas is 
generally considered 'direct purchase' gas, a sig-
nificant portion of this gas is actually transported 
on behalf of marketers who represent end users and 
LDCs.	 According to the Interstate Natural Gas As-
sociation	 of	 America,	 34	 percent	 of	 the
7.2 quadrillion BTU (quads) of gas transported to 
market on the interstate system in 1987 was for

FIGURE 1 
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marketers, 44 percent was for LDCs and 22 percent 
was for end users. 

The AGA's analysis Indicates that the volatility of 
wellhead prices, particularly spot prices paid by 
LDCs and end users, will be affected by factors that 
will influence the short term supply/demand balance 
such as the weather, the demand for gas not 
satisfied by pipeline system gas and the availability 
of spot supplies. Finally, while spot prices have 
been lower than system gas prices, this situation is 
unlikely to prevail uniformly In the future, especially 
during the heating season. These findings also indi-
cate that, because natural gas prices are driven by 
different market factors, the linkage between gas 
prices at the wellhead and oil price levels will not 
be as strong as It was in the past. However, all 
competitive fuel prices, including oil, will continue 
to affect natural gas prices at the wellhead because 
of their influence on the underlying demand for 
natural gas. 

Figure 2 shows AGA's possible range of spot prices 
during 1989. The monthly mean spot price for 1988 
forms the low estimate. The high estimate is a 
composite of published spot price projections for 
1989 from several sources. 

The AGA's baseline projection of average annual 
wellhead and retail prices shows that wellhead gas 
prices bottomed out In 1988 at $1.62 and are ex-
pected to increase about six percent in 1989 in 
nominal dollars, assuming a 4.5 percent inflation 
rate. Retail gas prices In 1989 will, on average, 
show a six percent increase over 1988 prices of 
$5.34, but will remain competitive with fuel oil and 
electricity. 
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AlGA STUDY CALLS FOR 33% INCREASE IN GAS USE 
IN 20 YEARS 

A study sponsored by the American Gas Association 
and released by Washington Policy and Analysis 
"Natural Gas: A Strategic Resource for the Future," 
says that during the next 20 years, the United 
States could increase its annual use of natural gas 
by approximately a third, a discovery that has major 
implications	 for environmental quality, 	 national
security, the trade deficit and the economy. 

According to the report, the broader use of natural 
gas could reduce future oil imports by two million 
barrels per day and augment the use of clean coal 
technologies, becoming a more prevalent energy 
source in transportation, electricity generation, air 
conditioning for commercial property, and heating 
and powering of industrial facilities. 

The study also reports that such increased reliance 
on natural gas could yield an increase in gross na-
tional product of about $29 billion by 2010 and see 
yearly payments for foreign oil drop $3 billion in 
1995 and $22 billion by 2010. However, the study 
says that as things stand now, neither United States 
supply nor demand for natural gas would grow 
rapidly enough to help limit United States oil im-
ports from insecure sources. 

The study identifies a mix of "budget conscious" 
policy options for the nation's consideration that 
would expand natural gas supply and demand, spur 
the economy and improve air quality, including:

- Targeted tax incentives to encourage domes-
tic exploration and the redevelopment of 
older oil and gas fields. 

- Easing regulatory constraints to expedite new 
pipeline construction. 

- Encouraging "least cost" strategies for meet-
lag environmental standards. 

- Expanding federal research and development 
activities in energy efficiency and geos-
cience. 

In projecting patterns for United States energy 
demand in the year 2010, the study anticipates that 
the United States could by that time be importing 
13 million barrels of oil per day, more than 
70 percent of America's total oil consumption. 

The study projects an energy environment for 2010 
where natural gas (Figure t) and coal use each in-
crease by one-third and nuclear power plants cur-
rently under construction are completed and in 
operation. in addition to domestic supply, the study 
also cites four additional sources of natural gas that 
could provide the projected total of 24.1 trillion 
cubic feet annually by 2010: Canada, Alaska, 
Mexico, and some imports in the form of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) from Norway, Algeria and Nigeria. 
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From a national security point of view, the study's 
authors believe a multinational tilt from oil toward 
gas would make the global energy market more 
stable. World reserves of natural gas are com-
parable to those of oil, but are dispersed more 
widely. About 58 percent of all oil reserves are 
concentrated in the Middle East, but only 26 percent 
of the gas reserves He there. Industrialized nations 
(the major users of gas, now and in the foreseeable 
future) control only 16 percent of those oil reserves 
but 57 percent of the gas reserves. 

Specific demand projections for the one-third in-
crease of natural gas by 2010 are identified for the 
electric utility, transportation, industrial, residential 
and commercial sectors of the United States economy 
as follows: 

Electric Utility 

Natural gas	 could supply	 almost	 16 percent	 of	 the 
primary energy	 used	 in	 generating electricity	 by 
2010. To	 do	 so would	 require	 about	 six	 trillion 
cubic	 feet	 of	 gas annually,	 or	 more than	 twice	 as 
much	 as is	 being used	 now	 by	 the electric	 utility 
Industry.

Transportation 

By 2010, about five percent of the nation's private 
cars could be using gas as their primary energy 
source; vehicles powered by compressed natural gas 
(CNG) could constitute one-quarter of the country's 
private fleets; and 75 percent of all city buses 
could switch to compressed natural gas. These as-
sumptions would require 1.7 trillion cubic feet of 
gas, in addition to 0.6 trillion cubic feet of gas 
that would be required to operate pipeline compres-
sors nationwide. The study specifically ignored the 
option of methanol as a transport fuel, saying that 
the CNG option would be more efficient. 

Industrial 

To comply with environmental requirements, the 
selective use of gas by season or area, as well as 
co-firing (the burning of gas simultaneously with 
either coal or oil) would require an additional 
500 billion cubic feet of natural gas. Nevertheless, 
energy conservation and continued efficiency in use 
of natural gas by the industrial sector will keep gas 
demand roughly flat between now and 2010. 

Residential 

Natural gas may face an additional demand of about 
1.1 trillion cubic feet in the residential sector by 
2010, but the opportunities for growth are limited. 
Gas is already supplying heat to more than 
50 percent of the nation's homes. Improvements in 
the efficiency of gas furnaces, coupled with continu-
ing improvement in insulation will tend to cut the 
gas requirements per residence.

Commercial 

Double-absorption cooling by gas, along with very 
efficient engine-driven gas "chillers," is ready to 
pose a major challenge to electric air conditioning. 
The study notes a potential increase for natural gas 
in the commercial cooling market from its current 
six percent share to 10 percent between the 1990s 
and 2010. This, along with growth in economic ac-
tivity, will create additional gas demand of nearly 
1.5 trillion cubic feet in the commercial sector. 

API SAYS NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY CANNOT BE 
BUILT ON CONSERVATION ALONE 

The president of the American Petroleum Institute 
(API) told Congress that an effective national energy 
policy cannot be built on conservation alone. 

Testifying before the House Subcommittee on Energy 
and Power in February, Charles J. OtBonn said, ",..it 
is important that government take a balanced 
approach--encouraging economically efficient conser-
vation on the demand side but also giving high 
priority to removing unnecessary Impediments to 
production of our substantial petroleum reserves." 

DiBona said API analysis indicates that just to hold 
United States energy consumption constant through 
the rest of the century while economic growth con-
tinues at modest rates, the price of energy would 
have to rise to three or four times present levels. 

He stated there was a great deal the federal 
government could do to slow the rise in oil Imports 
caused by increased oil demand and declining domes-
tic production and thus improve the nation's domestic 
production and thus improve the nation's energy 
security and economic well-being. Such actions 
would include increased leasing of federal lands in-
cluding the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska, 
decontrol of natural gas wellhead prices, tax incen-
tives for exploration and production, and the 
avoidance of unnecessarily costly environmental re-
quirements, he said. 

In recent years, public attention has not focused on 
energy as an important national problem, and energy 
policy has not received the attention it deserves, in 
API's view.	 Meanwhile, the nation's energy posture 
has deteriorated. The API and the petroleum in-
dustry hope that the new Administration and Con-
gress will focus on energy problems and adopt con-
structive approaches to dealing with these problems. 

Energy conservation is important, but an effective 
national energy policy cannot be built on conserva-
tion alone. The API estimates that to reduce ag-
gregate United States energy consumption by 
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20 percent by the end of the century, the price of 
energy would have to rise by a factor of six or 
seven. Thus, if government works solely on the 
demand side, it would have to intervene massively to 
stabilize or reduce energy use and therefore energy 
imports. 

NDCF CALCULATES TRUE COST OF IMPORTED OIL 

The National Defense Council Foundation (NDCF) has 
issued a statement on "The Hidden Cost of Imported 
Oil.,' 

The paper notes that studies conducted by the 
United States Department of Energy (DOE), the Na-
tional Petroleum Council, and the American Petroleum 
Institute have all concluded that America's depend-
ence on imports and its vulnerability to yet another 
oil shock will increase in the coming decades in the 
absence of some remedial action. In fact, the DOE 
review concluded that the United States could come 
to rely on imports for 50 percent to 60 percent of 
its total supplies as early as the mid-1990s. 

Despite these alarming conclusions, the danger In-
herent In the rising tide of imports is not widely 
appreciated. Indeed, many officials, as well as the 
general public, have welcomed the trend, because It 
has been accomplished by a precipitous drop in 
world oil prices. 

Yet, says NDCF, the rush to applaud the fall in oil 
prices may be based on a false assumption. While 
it is true that the nominal cost of a barrel of oil 
has fallen sharply, there remains a hidden cost, 
which, while not apparent, Is still very real. It Is 
only when this hidden cost, or "import premium," is 
fully understood and recognized that the true 
economic implications of America's growing import 
dependence become clear. 

The tragic loss of 37 American seamen aboard the 
U.S.S. Stark on May 17, 1986, and subsequent 
deployment of a United States naval flotilla to the 
Persian Gulf to escort reflagged tankers illustrate all 
too graphically the potential human price of 
America's growing dependence on Imported oil. Even 
in the absence of such events, however, there 
remains an enormous hidden economic cost for each 
barrel of imported oil that far exceeds its nominal 
price. 

When the outlays for operations and maintenance, for 
prepositioned supplies, for reflagging, and for combat 
losses are taken together, the total military obliga-
tions incurred In order to protect the flow of oil 
from the Persian Gulf, came to $14.619 billion in 
1987. 

When this figure is divided by the number of barrels 
of oil the United States imported from the Gull in 
1987, the resultant import premium is $36.25 per

barrel over and above its nominal purchase price. 
Therefore, while the nominal selling price for a bar-
rel of oil purchased from Saudi Arabia in 1987 was 
$16.36, its actual cost to the United States con-
sumer, when military obligations in the Gull are 
taken into account, was $52.61, or 3.2 times as 
much. 

The cost of defending the Gulf, however, is not the 
only hidden cost that results from the nation's im-
port dependence. There are a number of significant 
direct and indirect economic costs at home as well. 

When Saudi Arabia moved to recapture its lost 
market share in late 1985 by offering steep dis-
counts, it precipitated a collapse of world oil prices 
that devastated the independent oil industry in the 
United States. An estimated 300,000 workers in the 
oil fields and related industries lost their Jobs. The 
number of independent oil companies was halved. 
Bankruptcies in southwestern states like Texas, Ok-
lahoma, and Louisiana reached record levels. To 
make matters worse, banks and savings and loan in-
stitutions in the region, already laboring under the 
burden of depressed construction and agriculture in-
dustries, were forced to devalue many of the oil 
producing properties they held as collateral, drying 
up the cash flow and borrowing power of many in-
dependent oil companies, and driving some banks to 
the verge of insolvency. 

Thus, the NDCF calculates that the total cost of im-
ported oil in 1987 can be broken down as shown in 
Table 1.

TABLE 1 

OVERALL COST OF OIL IMPORTS IN 1987
($ Billion) 

Military Obligations 

Gulf Contingencies $12.0 
Propositioning (over 4 years) 1.975 
Ref lagging .450 
Combat Losses 20.672 
Lost Wages (prim ry) 8.035 
Lost Wages (secondary) 20.672 
Lost Royalty Payments 1.483

Total	 $45.169 

When averaged across the total volume of imports, 
these costs equal $18.92 per barrel. If military 
costs are assigned exclusively to the Persian Basin, 
then each barrel of crude imported from the Gulf 
carries with it a hidden cost of $49.04. 
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MCA CALLS FOR NATIONAL fl(RRGY POLICY 

The president of the National Coal Association INCA), 
R.L. Lawson says that by the time President Bush 
completes his four-year term In 1992, it will have 
been 20 years since the need for a national program 
of energy goals and objectives was first recognized 
by President Richard Nixon's Project Independence. 

Clearly, previous attempts to establish a formal 
framework of federal policy to guarantee America's 
energy have not met with much success, at least in 
the opinion of the American public. A recent 
League of Women Voters survey found that an over-
whelming majority of energy opinion leaders and the 
public believe United States policy has lacked con-
sistency and a long-term outlook. 

According to the NCA the practical reasons for 
failure were based both on timing and supply-and-
demand economics. At the time the Nixon and 
Carter energy policies were proposed, there was a 
sense of urgency created by price dislocations, 
supply shortages, dire forecasts and other negatives. 
Unfortunately, the numerous changes in market con-
ditions between policy announcements and policy ac-
tions (if any) effectively diluted both their urgency 
and credibility.	 Subsequent lower-than-expected oil 
prices and demand, and higher-than-anticipated 
supply, made the nation suspicious of predictions 
that a long-term deterioration in energy market 
relationships was underway. 

In the United States political system, it seems to 
take a crisis of immense proportions and potential 
catastrophe to inspire policy development and 
deployment. Many of the energy policy initiatives 
of the 1970s that were borne in a crisis atmosphere 
came unglued politically when cheaper oil returned. 
When the crisis atmosphere began to ease, no longer 
was setting an orderly,	 reasoned and effective 
program of energy goals a priority. 

Lawson acknowledges that, given current energy 
trends, there are those today who question whether

establishing a national policy is necessary at all. 
But, he says, there Is also a contrasting, more cir-
cumspect, view that: (1) it Is long past time for 
establishment of a policy; (2) that the new ad-
ministration of George Bush provides a critical win-
dow of opportunity for the implementation of such a 
policy; and (3) there is no single issue among the 
myriad of challenges confronting the new president 
more significant and worthy of priority than energy. 

The NCA believes the alternatives for America are 
clear: Continue to go on without a cohesive na-
tional energy policy, and face an uncertain and 
potentially dangerous future with limited choices; or 
develop a policy and begin to build the foundation 
for peace, prosperity, strength and freedom of action 
that will last into the foreseeable future. 

The goal for the country should be to place energy 
independence squarely at the top of the national 
policy agenda. The means of achieving this objec-
tive is a measured, sensible program of greater 
reliance on all domestic resources, with increased 
use of coal as the cornerstone, as well as conserva-
tion. 

The year 1989 offers an especially crucial oppor- 
tunity for developing and implementing such an 
energy policy. 

The priorities and programs established and under-
taken during the early months of the Bush ad-
ministration have implications, not only for the 
near-term, but also for the course the United States 
will take into the 21st century. 

There is a clear and definable Link between what 
happens with energy and the fate of every other 
major issue. That is why the underlying premise of 
a national energy policy must be that the develop-
ment of other crucial policy objectives should not 
determine what happens with energy; it should be 
the other way around. 
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ECONOMICS 

MERROW DEFUM COST IMPROVEMENTS POTENTIAL 
FOR SYNFUEL PLANTS 

A new report prepared by E. Merrow for the RAND 
Corporation ("An Analysis of Cost Improvement in 
Chemical Process Technologies") addresses the 
phenomenon of cost improvement, sometimes called 
the learning curve or progress curve.	 This effect
plays a crucial role in the competitiveness of the 
American chemical industry. 	 More rapid cost im-



provement for a product means expanding market 
share and larger profits. Expectations of a steep 
slope for the learning curve make it profitable for 
companies to invest heavily In the development and 
Introduction of new chemical products and processes 
even if production from the first pioneer facility is 
only marginally economic. The slope of the learning 
curve also can determine whether government support 
of new chemical processes such as synthetic fuels 
can be expected to have large social benefits or 
simply be a net loss to the public treasury. 

Despite the overall importance generally attached to 
the slope of the learning curve in the chemical 
process industries (CPQ, little analytical work has 
been done to investigate what factors accelerate or 
retard cost improvement, says Merrow. 

Using information from 10 In-depth case studies and 
a database consisting of year by year market his-
tories of 44 chemical products including organic 
chemicals, inorganic chemicals, synthetic fibers and 
primary metals, the RAND analysis explores the 
relationships between the rate of learning and 
characteristics of the technologies, the nature of 
markets, and management approach. 

The study finds that the average cost Improvement 
slope for chemicals is about -0.76. This means that 
for each doubling of cumulative Industry production, 
costs decline to about 76 percent of what they 
were prior to the last doubling of production. 
However, as one might expect, there is a large 
range of Improvement slopes within any product 
category. The principal findings of the analysis are: 

Rates of improvement are dominated by tech-
nological factors; including the complexity of 
the process, the type of product (solid, li-
quid, gas) and whether the product Is a 
primary or secondary chemical. 

Except for the obvious finding that improve-
ments are obtained sooner in rapidly expand-
ing markets, no relationship was established 
between improvement slopes and market fac-
tors such as Industry concentration or the 
rate of market expansion. 

Industrial management is important to suc-
cessful cost improvement in at least two

ways: by assuring effective continuity be-
tween pioneer and later plants and by in-
vesting and effectively utilizing research and 
development. 

Cost Improvement Equatiai 

To forecast the rate of improvement in the CPI, the 
following equation was developed: 

Slope = 92.3 - 3.2 Degree of Process Com-
plexity 

+ 6.5 if solids processing on 
main process train 

+ 5.0 If primary product 

+ 5.0 if liquid phase product 

The equation can be interpreted as follows: starting 
with an improvement slope of about 92 percent, the 
slope declines (i.e., improvement is faster) by about 
3.2 percent for each step in the original or early 
process for the production of the chemical. If 
solids are processed anywhere on the main process 
train, we should add about 6.5 percent to the ex-
pected slope. If the chemical is a primary chemi-
cal, i.e., It is not produced from a feedstock that is 
itself a chemical product, we should increase the 
expected slope by five percent and by a like amount 
If the product Is a liquid. 

Implieatk.m for Synthetic Fuels 

The results suggest that certain types of synthetic 
fuels technologies will display rapid learning curves 
once they are commercially introduced while others 
will lag behind substantially. These findings, says 
Merrow, should be weighed in decisions about future 
support for synthetic fuels technologies by industry 
and government. The results also provide a way of 
establishing expectations for learning curves for new 
products and processes in the CPI and establish a 
baseline against which the cost Improvement perfor-
mance of individual companies can be assessed for 
particular chemical products. 

Management Influence in Synfuels Projects 

Two of the case studies point to Industrial manage-
ment at the company level as an important factor in 
cost improvement. Examination of the oil sands ex-
perience in Canada suggests that there was a clear 
and explicit failure to team. Two commercial oil 
sands mining, extraction, and upgrading plants have 
been built to date: the Great Canadian Oil Sands 
Plant (GCOS), now called the Suncor Ltd. facility, 
was completed in 1967 and was designed to produce 
42,500 barrels per day of synthetic crude oil; the 
Syncrude Ltd. plant was completed in 1978 and was 
intended to produce 129,000 barrels per day. 
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The second plant cost more in terms of capital cost 
per barrel of capacity than the first in constant 
dollars despite its larger scale. Even more surpris-
ing, it experienced the same magnitude of perfor-
mance difficulties. Figure 1 shows the startup his-
tories of the two commercial oil sands plants. At 
the end of four years, GCOS was producing at an 
average rate of slightly less than 80 percent of 
design. Syncrude was performing slightly less well. 
Many of the difficulties experienced by the first 
plant were repeated in the second, especially in the 
area of plant systems integration. 

FIGURE 1 
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According to RAND's interviews, the owners of the 
second plant attributed the first plant's poor perfor-
mance to poor engineering. Consequently, they (the 
second plant owners) felt they could avoid the first 
plant's difficulties by ensuring that a good job of 
engineering was done. In fact, however, the major 
difficulties with the first plant were not related to 
the quality of engineering but rather were unan-
ticipated problems associated with new technology; 
feedstock uncertainty, and the severity of the 
climate. Thus, the owners of the second plant, by 
discounting the experience of the first plant, Insured 
that they would repeat many of the same errors. 
Of the three principal facility parts--mining, bitumen 
extraction and upgrading--technical information from 
the first plant was sought and obtained only for the 
extraction process. 

The effect of the new technology introduced at 
Syncrude was dramatic when one considers the per-
formance of the Syncrude plant in years three and 
four. If a conservative strategy had been chosen 
and Syncrude was a second -of -a -kind plant, one 
could reasonably assume that operations in the third 
and fourth years after startup would have been at

or near full design capacity. if that had been the 
case, then Syncrude's revenues would have been on 
the order of $400 million per year higher in those 
years. 

The oil sands case contrasts sharply with the learn-
ing success of the four plants using Lurgi gasifica-
tion to produce petroleum substitutes: the SASOL I, 
II, and Ill coal liquefaction plants and the Great 
Plains Synthetic Natural Gas Plant. The first plant, 
SASOL I, began startup in 1954. its startup history 
is strikingly similar to the Great Canadian Oil Sands 
Plant:	 five difficult years were required to reach 
75 percent of design capacity.	 But as shown in
Figure 2, SASOL II reached 90 percent of design 
before the end of year three, and SASOL Ill 
achieved 90 percent of design within nine months. 
The Great Plains Project, building directly on SASOL 
experience with most of the process, achieved 
90 percent of design before the end of the first 
year and demonstrated its ability to sustain over 
100 percent of design in less than two years. 

FIGURE 2 
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Thus, it appears that explicit management decisions 
were responsible for the success of learning in this 
case: 

- SASOL management elected to continuously 
Improve the technology of the first plant 
through evolutionary research and develop-
ment combined with "learning by doing." In 
particular the gasifiers and synthesis reactors 
were constantly improved in the 20 years 
prior to SASOL H. 

- Management continuity for	 the SASOL units 
insured that the	 difficult	 lessons of the first 
plant	 were remembered for	 later units. The 
decision	 of Great	 Plains management	 to ob-
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tain the benefits of SASOL experience 
directly by hiring SASOL as consultants to 
their project maintained continuity across 
firms. 

- Both SASOL and Great Plains managements 
sought to maximize learning from prior 
facilities by minimizing unnecessary innova-
tion. 

Thus RAND concludes that company-level management 
can be important in the overall cost improvement 
process, especially in the early stages in which one 
or only a few firms are Involved. 

Implications for Fossil Energy Cost Improvement 

Like the chemicals in RAND's Cost Improvement Data 
Base, synthetic fuels are commodity chemicals. 
There Is no reason to believe that they will behave 
differently than other commodity chemicals in terms 
of long run cost Improvement. In the final section 
of the report, Merrow discusses the implications for 
energy process technology, and applies the statistical 
model to three major synthetic fuels processes. 

Effect of Process Complexity 

The most important quantitative finding of the 
analysis is the very strong relationship between 
process complexity and cost improvement. The more 
complex the process, the greater the rate of im-
provement. 

Complexity, of course, does not cause cost improve-
ment. And, complexity is not related to the capital 
intensity of processes. Some of the most capital 
Intensive processes are for primary metals processing 
and they tend to be among the least complex. The 
causal factor that links complexity to steeper cost 
improvement slopes is that complex processes offer 
more opportunities--more nodes--for technical ad-
vances to be translated into lower costs. Some-
times this Involves the combination of two or more 
steps into a single step; in other cases steps are 
dramatically improved by the introduction of new 
technology. More complex processes are much more 
likely to benefit from technical advances not 
originally intended for use in the process as well as 
research and development applied directly to the 
process. For example, the development of reliable 
centrifugal compressors was unrelated to ammonia 
manufacture. But the application of those compres-
sors to ammonia manufacture was associated with a 
step improvement in process scale and efficiency. 
Simple processes afford few such opportunities. 

The finding that complexity Is related to cost im-
provement should be considered good news for syn-
thetic fuels and other energy process technologies. 
Virtually all real and proposed synthetic fuels tech-
nologies are relatively complex, ranging from a low 
of about seven steps for a typical surface oil shale 
retorting facility to as many as 20 for coal li-
quefaction.

Effect of Research and Development 

In the chemical process industries, the primary en-
gine of cost improvement is technological innovation 
through research and development. 

Most energy process technologies entail the process-
ing of solids to produce primary chemical products, 
usually fuels. The RAND analysis reveals that both 
solids processing and production of a primary chemi-
cal product are associated with less rapid cost im-
provement. 

In light of prior analyses showing the relationship 
between chronic performance problems and solids 
processing, it would have been surprising if this 
relationship had not been found. In prior work, 
RAND discussed why this phenomenon can be traced 
to a combination of inherent difficulties and 
weaknesses	 In	 the	 research	 and development
priority-setting process for solids processing. 

The fact that primary chemicals display less rapid 
cost improvement than secondary chemicals is largely 
a result of facing constant or increasing feedstock 
costs rather than the decreasing feedstock costs 
typically associated with secondary chemicals. 

Even though the average cost improvement slopes are 
less promising for solids processing and primary 
products, there continues to be enormous variation 
within categories. Therefore, neither of these 
characteristics or even their combination precludes 
the possibility of very substantial cost improvement. 

The association between feedstock intensity and the 
rate of improvement should be considered a positive 
sign for advanced energy conversion technologies 
since in most cases they will be relatively capital 
intensive as opposed to feedstock intensive. 

Applications to Synthetic Fuels Technologies 

The model of cost improvement in process tech-
nologies was applied to three prominent synthetic 
fuels technologies: 

- Indirect coal liquefaction using a Lurgi 
gasification/Fischer-Tropsch process 

- A Lurgi gasification to synthetic natural gas 
process similar to Great Plains 

- A surface oil shale process typical of a 
number of real or proposed plants 

In Table 1 are the inputs to the Cost Improvement 
Model and the resulting cost improvement slope cal-
culation. The differences in expected cost improve-
ment slopes for these three processes are large 
enough to have practical consequences. The dif-
ference between the expected F-T liquefaction im-
provement slope and the expected shale slope is 
shown in Figure 3.	 By the time the hypothetical 
coal liquefaction industry had produced 10 billion 
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barrels,	 its unit cost would fall to less than 	 of production, the shale industry unit price would 
10 percent of the original cost. At the same level	 still be over 30 percent of its first cost. 

'TABLE 1 

INPUTS RIL WT INPIWV(T WEL 

Indirect Coal Dry-Ash Lurgi Typical 
Liquefaction High VII) Coal Surface 

Input IAIrgi/F-T Gasification Oil Shale 

complexity 12 9 7 
Solids Processing yes yes yes 
Prim ry Product yes yes yes 
Liquid Product yes no yes 

Expected Cost 
Inprovenent Slope 70 76 86

FIGURE 3 

COST IMPROVEMENT SLOPES 
FOR SYNFUELS PROCESSES 
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INTERNATIONAL 

INTERNATIONAL SYNFUfl.S AGENCY PROPOSED 

At the "International Symposium on Energy Options 
for the Year 2000" held In September, 1988, a paper 
from the University of Delaware addresses Interna-
tional cooperation In the area of synthetic fuels. 

As the authors note, few energy options exist for 
transportation needs in the next few decades. This 
fact, coupled with the inertia in changing transpor-
tation and energy systems, makes the development of 
synthetic liquid fuels an insurance against a number 
of dire scenarios. 

Energy cooperation between countries provides oppor-
tunities which transcend economic efficiency and the 
sharing of resources. In the case of the United 
States and the Soviet Union--as discussed in some 
detail in the paper--such cooperation provides a 
unique opportunity to improve the relationship be-
tween the superpowers, which could lead to large 
reductions in military spending. A variety of other 
potential advantages also exist, one of which Is that 
the national security benefits of cooperation would 
greatly increase the political support for synfuels 
programs. 

The Need for Synfuels 

A compelling argument exists for the commercial 
development of synthetic liquid fuels, which does not 
depend on whether such fuels will become an impor-
tant source of energy. The key question, say the 
authors, is not whether synthetic liquid fuels will be 
an important component of energy supplies in the 
year 2000 and in the decades beyond, but rather 
whether we will be prepared to use such fuels by 
the year 2000--and the consequences of not being 
prepared. 

Three serious negatives are said to exist with syn-
thetic liquid fuels. First, synfuels will not be used 
as long as they continue to be more expensive than 
gasoline derived from petroleum. Second, there are 
alternatives to liquid fuels, and some of these, such 
as compressed gas and electricity, already are being 
used in commercial applications. Finally, since 
energy is required to manufacture synfuels, the use 
of synthetic fuels not made from biomass increases 
the consumption of fossil fuels, thereby increasing 
the "greenhouse' effect. For these reasons, many 
people believe that synfuels will never become an 
important component of energy supply--that by the 
time that oil shortages raise petroleum prices to 
where syntuels are competitive, new methods of 
energy production will have been developed. 	 - 

That may happen. Current oil reserves are suffi-
cient for over thirty years of production at present 
consumption levels and, if the past Is an indication 
of the future, additional reserves will be found.

On the other hand, a strong case can be made that 
synfuels will be widely used in the 21st century. A 
factor which makes likely the need for synfuels 
early In the 21st century, if not sooner, Is the 
probability of greatly increased demand for energy In 
some of the third world countries. Finally, even it 
sufficient petroleum were available, it is unlikely 
that the United States and other nations would want 
to be almost completely dependent on foreign 
sources concentrated in the Persian Gulf. 

Moreover, even should petroleum supplies last Into 
the mid-21st century, synthetic liquid fuels may be-
come an important source of energy for many years. 
Even when technology is developed to provide an at-
tractive new source of energy, many decades are 
required before the Inertia inherent in energy transi-
tions allows the new technology to substitute for 
the old. For example, if nuclear fusion were 
developed so that It could produce low-cost 
electricity, It not only would be necessary to un-
dergo the transition to nuclear power but to develop 
new transportation vehicles driven by electricity or 
a material derived from cheap electricity (e. g. 
hydrogen made from water), and then to undergo 
another lengthy transition to the new transportation 
vehicle. 

The compelling case for supporting synthetic liquid 
fuel development, however, does not depend on ac-
cepting the argument that synthetic fuels will be 
important in the future. People buy automobile 
liability insurance--even though they are quite cer-
tain that they will not be involved in an accident 
in which they are at fault--because the conse-
quences of being wrong represent a risk they are 
unwilling to take. Similarly, the consequences of 
being unprepared for synfuels should they be needed 
justifies spending considerable money as "insurance." 

Advantage of International Cooperation 

The information needed to minimize the economic 
costs and disruptions of a transition to synfueis can 
not be obtained without government support. There 
Is no precedent to expect business to make the 
large investments required for uncertain payoffs for 
in the future. This was the basis for the Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation, but, say the authors, the govern-
ment support was poorly conceived. 

The cost of this support, by necessity, will be bil-
lions of dollars. The approximate cost would be al-
most one billion dollars for the smallest synfuels 
facility which would provide definitive Information. 
In addition to the large Initial investment, the 
operation of such a facility could result in sig-
nificant losses if the price of petroleum remained 
low, yet it would be important to run the plant for 
many years to obtain information on problems such 
as catalyst life, erosion, corrosion, etc. 
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Similarly, the only way to realty get the information 
needed for methanol Is to create an artificial 
market for dedicated methanol cars which will give 
automobile companies the incentives needed to 
develop optimum vehicles and an opportunity to 
evaluate consumer reactions. However, this would 
require government subsidies to make methanol fuels 
available at a price competitive with gasoline. 

Thus one important advantage of international 
cooperation is that these large costs can be shared. 
Different countries may best be served by different 
solutions, but the information needed to make good 
decisions will largely be the same everywhere. 

International cooperation also will allow a sharing of 
resources. This would Include not only relevant 
technologies already developed, but technical exper-
tise to solve existing problems or those defined in 
the future. 

Since	 the	 United	 States	 and	 the	 Soviet Union	 not 
only	 are	 the	 two	 largest producers	 of oil	 and	 the 
two	 largest	 users	 of	 energy,	 but have	 over 
60 percent of the world's coal reserves, any interna-
tional	 synfuels	 effort	 should include	 the two super-
powers.	 Moreover,	 cooperation	 between the	 United 
States	 and	 the	 U.S.S.R.	 provides	 an opportunity 
which	 transcends	 economic	 efficiencies and	 shared 
resources--an opportunity to improve the relationship 
between	 the	 superpowers.	 Cooperation will	 reduce 
the	 chances	 of	 conflict	 and	 could	 create an atmos-
phere	 permitting	 a	 reduction	 In military 
expenditures--which	 currently	 are	 about 300	 billion 
dollars for each superpower,	 and which easily	 could 
be	 cut	 in	 half	 were	 it	 not	 for	 the United States-
Soviet Union	 rivalry.

A dimension neglected in most synfuel discussions Is 
that Americans are more likely to provide funding 
for a synfuels program which includes the Soviet 
Union than one that does not. The basis for this 
statement Is that over the past thirty years the 
United States has consistently spent a higher per-
centage of its gross national product (GNP) on na-
tional security than any of the other non-socialist 
industrial nations, yet during this same period it has 
invested a lower percentage of GNP in economic 
development than any of these nations. By relating 
more closely with national security the need to 
provide for future energy, the American people will 
be more willing to support its cost. 

The paper concludes that an International Synfuels 
Agency consisting of the United States, the U.S.S.R. 
and other nations would allow a sharing of costs 
and resources and would be a powerful force for 
peace.

DOE SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH AUSTRALIA COVERING 
ALTERNATIVE FUELS 

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has 
signed a Program Arrangement with the Australian 
Department of Primary Industries and Energy (DrIB) 
establishing an information exchange program on 
"research in progress." This agreement carries out 
the cooperative research effort initiated by 
Secretary John S. Herrington during his visit to 
Australia In April, 1988.	 At that time Secretary
Herrington signed an umbrella Memorandum of Under-
standing with Senator Peter Cook, 	 Minister for 
Resources. The Memorandum was the first step 
towards collaboration between the United States and 
the Commonwealth of Australia In the fields of al-
ternative fuels research, exchange of research infor-
mation and oil shale research. 

Under the	 Program Arrangement	 signed in	 January, 
Australian research information will be transmitted to 
DOE's Office for	 Scientific and Technical Information 
(OSTI) via magnetic tape.	 Australia	 will be provided 
direct on-line access	 to DOE's	 "research in progress" 
data base which is managed by OSTI.

Under the terms of the Program Arrangement, 
cooperation in exchange of technical Information be-
tween the United States and Australia may lead to 
participation by Australia in the proposed Interna-
tional Scientific and Technical Network. In addition 
to the United States and Australia, this proposed 
network will consist of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland and the Federal Republic of Germany. As 
conceived, the members of this network would con-
tribute energy research and development information 
to an International "research in progress" data base 
and would be eligible for on-line access. 

Today's signing marks the second Program Arrange-
ment developed under the umbrella Memorandum. 
Last summer both nations signed a Program Arrange-
ment for cooperation In alternative fuels research. 
Both countries are currently considering a third ar-
rangement in the area of oil shale. 

FREE TRADE AGREEMENT SHOULD NOT HURT Oil. 
SANDS PROJECTS 

Canada's December, 1988 approval of a free trade 
agreement (PTA) with the United States should 
enhance the growing energy trade between the two 
countries. 

It will assure producers and consumers on both sides 
of the border that, except in emergencies, neither 
country will impose new trade restrictions. 
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The assurance may have no immediate effect on the 
energy trade now valued at more than $10 billion 
per year, but it will provide an Important planning 
tool. 

Free trade was the major issue of the Canadian 
election campaign. In energy, trade is mostly from 
Canada to the United States. 

Canada exported 992 billion cubic feet of gas to the 
United States during 1987, 34 percent of Canadian 
production and 5.8 percent of United States gas 
demand. 

Canada also shipped 592,000 barrels per day of 
crude to the United States, 48 percent of production 
and about 3.5 percent of United States demand. 

In other 1987 energy trade, Canada bought 
15.8 million tons of United States coal, 20 percent 
of United States exports; Canada sent about 43,350

gigawatt hours of electricity to the United States, 
about 1.8 percent of United States demand; and 
Canada supplied about 30 percent of the western 
world's production of uranium. 

The agreement will drop restrictions on energy ship-
ments, such as quotas, export or import taxes, and 
minimum import or export price requirements. 

The Canadian Petroleum Association believes FFA ap- 
proval will provide benefits for the energy sector. 

The ETA will not displace Canadian federal agree-
ments to provide financial support for megaprojects 
that include development of Hibernia oil field off 
Newfoundland, and Alberta-Saskatchewan heavy oil 
upgrader, the OSLO oil sands project In northern Al-
berta, and a gas pipeline from the mainland to Van-
couver Island. 
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ENVIRONMENT 

GREENHOUSE EMISSIONS TABULATED BY STATE 

A report titled "Reducing the Rate of Global 
Warming--The States' Role," has been published by an 
organization in Washington, D.C. called Renew 
America. 

The report Is another in the series of public alarms 
over the "greenhouse effect." It begins by stating 
that the earth has warmed to a record level, and 
the four or five warmest years of this century have 
been in the 1980s. 

It further says that a warming of the global 
climate, due to man-made emissions of heat-trapping 
greenhouse gases, is almost certain and may have 
already begun. Unless this warming trend is halted, 
or radically slowed, it will produce a host of 
profound and irreversible ecological disturbances In 
the coming decades. 

Unchecked global warming would have severe 
ecological and economic effects in the United States 
"More than just long, hot summers are in store." 
says the report. Sea levels will rise due to warm-
ing of the ocean, and polar ice caps may melt. As 
a result, coastal lowlands will be flooded. Climate 
changes will create unpredictable crop yields, stress 
on water resources, and economic dislocation. 
Averting such a disaster will require significant 
changes in public policy and uses of technology. 
Renew America says the changes require a fun-
damental transformation of our energy-supply system. 

The position of the reports authors becomes clear 
when they state that substituting nuclear power for 
fossil fuels may only result in a costly process of 
trading one set of environmental problems for 
another, and that dealing with the challenge will re-
quire a multiplicity of actions, and broad cooperative 
efforts --international, national, state and local, 
public and private. 

With five percent of the world's population, the 
United States Is responsible for roughly 20 percent 
of the global greenhouse effect. The United States 
is the single largest contributor to the atmospheric 
buildup of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) from the burning of 
fossil fuels--coal, oil, and natural gas--in power 
plants, motor vehicles, industrial processes, and 
buildings. 

Of the greenhouse gases, CO 2 makes the largest 
contribution--about half--to global warming. Sub-
stantially cutting CO 2 emissions would require reduc-
ing our use of fossil fuels by implementing major, 
across-the-board improvements in energy efficiency, 
and making a transition to an energy system based 
on solar and other renewable non-fossil energy 
resources. Switching from coal and oil to natural 
gas in generating electricity is stated as helpful in 
reducing CO2 emissions in the short-term.

This is the first report that attempts to track and 
quantity individual state carbon dioxide emissions 
contributing to the greenhouse effect, as well as 
state policies that may help reduce the rate of 
global warming. 

Carbon emissions by state are tabulated in Table 1. 
The table reveals wide variation among states in to-
tal emissions, with Texas having the highest total 
(154.87 million metric tons) and Vermont the lowest 
(1.31 million). 

In West Virginia, coal accounts for 77 percent of 
the state's total carbon emissions, while in California 
coal's contribution is just one percent. Natural gas 
accounts for 41 percent of Louisiana's carbon emis-
sions, while oil is the leading contributor in Hawaii 
(99 percent). 

The table also shows that states vary widely in 
their tonnage of carbon emissions per million dollars 
of gross state product (the total value of goods and 
services produced in the state). In general, the 
states with the higher emission rates on this in-
dicator are those with the most coal-based 
electricity generating systems, or those with a heavy 
concentration of petrochemical plants. Those with a 
lower ratio of carbon emissions to economic product 
tend to have few coal-fired power plants. 

A comparison of 1986, 1976, and 1966 carbon emis-
sions shows that the 1,275 million tons of United 
States total emissions from burning of fossil fuels in 
1986 was 28 percent higher than the total In 1966. 
This increase was due to a substantial increase in 
consumption of both oil and coal. Over the most 
recent ten year period, total carbon emissions were 
reduced by five percent from 1976 to 1986, as 42 
states reduced their petroleum emissions. This 
reduction was slowed by increasing coal emissions in 
38 states. 

Proposed Actions 

Renew America says that while a great deal of 
study Is needed on greenhouse gases, there are 
practical actions states can take to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions by promoting energy-efficiency and 
renewable energy alternatives In electricity genera-
tion, transportation, and other sectors, as well as 
through reforestation practices. 

Electricity generation Is a major contributor to the 
carbon dioxide buildup--33 percent of the United 
States total carbon emissions frbm fossil fuels come 
from electric power plants. Of this amount, 
84 percent comes from coal-fired power plants in 
the United States. Of power-plant fuels, coal 
releases the most CO2 to produce a given amount of 
energy. 
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2,42 3.32 0.58 
3.73 2.75 1.48 
2.70 4.04 0.5 
2.80 0.62 0.16 
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3.90 6.04 2.07 
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2.25 7.76 0.38 
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3.73 4.72 1.43 
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13.69 7.56 2.10 
12.89 1.57 1.74 

4.80 21.89 1.73 
8.76 9.26 4.02 
2.09 8.41 1.13 

306.96 430.35 238.01

TABLE 1 

1988 CARBON MUSSIONS FROM MSSIL WflS 

Renew America says that although reducing coal 
consumption will require coordinated state and 
federal efforts, state energy-efficiency policies and 
standards will make it possible to cut back on 
electricity use and thus slow the rate of global 
warming. Among the policy options they present 
are!

- "Least-cost' planning for utilities 

- Projects to generate electricity from renew-
able resources 

- Joint state/utility energy-efficiency projects 
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- Stronger	 energy-efficiency	 standards	 for 
buildings 

- Performance-based tax credits for conserva-
tion and renewable energy 

- Rebates for purchases of energy-efficient 
cars, appliances, and lighting 

It Is clear that the report envisions massive govern-
ment Intervention in the energy sector for the years 
ahead. 

WRI REPORT ARGUES AGAINST COAL-DERIVED 
METHANOL 

Using coal-derived methanol as a gasoline and diesel 
fuel substitute could triple United States carbon 
dioxide emissions per mile, argues a new report from 
the World Resources Institute (WRI). 

But methanol from natural gas poses its own 
problems, because the United States doesn't have 
nearly enough gas reserves to supply amounts needed 
to substitute methanol for oil in United States 
transportation, the report says. 

Breathing Easier: Taking Action on Climate Change, 
Air Pollution and Energy Security, defines three of 
the most serious, long-term challenges the United 
States faces today as: 

- Climate change, which could influence vir-
tually every aspect of national life 

- Persistent air pollution 

- Growing dependence on imported oil 

Although United States lawmakers and government 
agencies are treating these problems separately, Will 
says they are really three facets of the same 
problem. We will not be able to solve any of them 
piecemeal, at least not without aggravating one or 
both of the others. 

The threats posed by greenhouse warming, air pollu- 
tion, and oil imports are all Intimately linked to 
energy use, mainly fossil fuel combustion. Link 
oaw burning fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) 
releases carbon dioxide, the principal gas accumulat-
ing in the atmosphere and bringing about worldwide 
climate change by warming the earth. Link two: 
fuel burning also releases pollutants that eventually 
form add rain and ground-level ozone pollution. 
Link three: the United States Is importing a row-
ing fraction of its oil supply--a pattern that poses 
long-term financial and national security risks. 

Since energy is the common element in these com-
plex, interrelated problems, energy strategy will have

to figure centrally in their solution.	 Currently, the
United States has no comprehensive energy strategy 
for coping with these long-range matters. Instead, 
we are trying to "muddle through," hoping for the 
best. 

While the United States could conceivably clean up 
Its air and tighten its energy security, it clearly 
cannot prevent or delay global climate change by it-
self. 

Will insists -that coping with these threats means 
getting serious about integrated energy policies, ad-
dressing both the sources of energy supply and the 
patterns of energy consumption. Increased national 
energy efficiency; reduced emissions of pollutants; 
choices among coal, oil, and natural gas; accelerated 
development and wider use of non-fossil energy 
technologies;	 and transportation and land-use
planning--au are parts of their proposed agenda. 

The Methanol Linkage 

The move to improve urban air quality by introduc-
ing methanol as a substitute for gasoline and diesel 
fuel could compound either climate warming or 
energy security. A car burning methanol made from 
coal would result In twice the carbon dioxide emis-
sions per mile as one burning gasoline, Increasing 
the threat of greenhouse warming. If imported, 
methanol would merely substitute one form of energy 
Imports (methanol) for another (oil) with little if any 
net security benefit. 

Yet another link between transportation and the 
threats of air pollution and climate change is carbon 
monoxide from vehicles. It both pollutes the air 
and interferes with the natural processes that 
destroy atmospheric methane, one of the greenhouse 
gases. In other worth, vehicles are partly respon-
sible for the build-up of methane in the atmosphere 
and the resulting extra global warming. 

The WRI position is that the widespread substitution 
of alcohol fuels (especially methanol) for gasoline or 
diesel fuel is unwise. The United States does not 
have nearly enough domestic natural gas resources--
the cheapest source for making methanol--to make 
the methanol needed to substitute for oil in the 
United States transportation system. And importing 
methanol on a large scale does not make much sense 
since this merely substitutes one form of energy de-
pendence for another. Finally, there are still uncer-
tainties as to whether methanol vehicles will 
decrease, or actually increase, urban smog formation. 

Methanol could be made from coal, though it would 
cost considerably more than if made from natural 
gas. The United States has no shortage of fossil 
fuels, as such. The country is rich in coal, and--If 
there were no greenhouse effect or other serious 
environmental side effects from coal or synfuels 
development--this resource could be converted into 
liquid or gaseous fuels to supplement dwindling oil 
supplies.	 But because coal-based synthetic fuels
result in up to three times the carbon dioxide emls-
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First, the issue of global environmental change and 
the development of responsive policies must be more 
prominent in the scientific, political, and foreign 
policy agendas of the United States. 

sions of conventional fuels (because of losses in 
converting coal to other fuels), their use would ac-
celerate global warming. 

In WItI's view, a sounder approach would be to cut 
the number of vehicles on the road through greater 
use of public transit, van pools, and other alterna-
tives. This approach would combat all three 
problems at issue: oil consumption would fall, and so 
would emissions of both air pollution and carbon 
dioxide. 

NATIONAL ACADEMIES CALL FOR REDUCTION IN 
FOSSIL FIJ. USE 

The National Academy of Sciences, the National 
Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of 
Medicine have issued a joint "white paper" with 
"Recommendations Concerning Global Environmental 
Change." 

The paper says that human activities are substan-
tially changing the global environment In diverse 
ways, Including global climate warming, ozone deple-
tion, tropical deforestation, and acid deposition. Al-
though scientific uncertainties limit specific predict-
ions of future global environmental changes, long-
term consequences for the nation and the world 
could be severe. Prudent actions should be initiated 
or intensified to improve our abilities to predict 
these changes and their economic and social conse-
quences and to develop suitable policy responses.

Second, a focal point for oversight of the national 
effort to address the issue needs to be established 
to improve coordination and allocation of resources 
among diverse related activities within the govern-
ment, and to foster linkages between scientific un-
derstanding and policy options. 

Third, these specific actions should be taken in the 
near term: 

- Policies should be formulated and implemented 
to foster energy efficiency and conservation, 
to increase use of natural gas rather than 
other fossil fuels, and to enhance research 
on and use of nonfossil fuel energy sources. 

- Deeper reductions in emissions of ozone-
destroying chemicals and an eventual total 
phaseout of chlorofluorocarbons should be 
sought. 

- Planning for agriculture,	 forestry,	 water 
resources, costal protection, and other 
climate-sensitive activities should explicitly 
take into account possible climate changes. 

- investment in research and monitoring of the 
global environment should be Increased. 
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RESOURCE. 

SAUDI ARABIA REPORTS HUGE INCREASE IN OIL 
RESERVES 

Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Ammon), has released 
new estimates showing remaining recoverable crude 
oil reserves at 252 billion barrels. That is 
51 percent higher than the previous estimates of 
167 million barrels and is equal to more than one-
fourth the world's total known oil reserves. 

The size of Saudi Arabia's reserves in a major factor 
in the polities and economics of the world oil in-
dustry.	 The kingdom is the world's biggest oil ex-
porter. Previously it has been extremely conserva-
tive In estimating its proven oil reserves, even 
though they were known to be enormous. 

Several leading members of OPEC have boosted offi-
cial government estimates of their proven oil 
reserves over the past year or so in what is 
believed to be an attempt to improve political posi-
tion in the cartel. Proven oil reserves are those 
which can be produced at current prices with cur-
rent technology. The reserves are considered among 
the factors deciding OPEC members' production 
quotas.

The United Arab Emirates, Iran and Iraq all now 
claim reserves in the neighborhood of 100 billion 
barrels each. In the Emirates' case, estimates were 
doubted. Also, each of the countries recently an-
nounced major new discoveries that could add to 
reserves in future years. 

Iraq has said that development of new finds would 
give them proven reserves of at least 150 billion 
barrels. 

Aramco said its new assessment of Saudi Arabia's oil 
reserves Is based on a culmination of six years of 
studies. It said that with additional development of 
existing oil fields, and with recent expansion of ex-
ploratIon activities in the kingdom, Saudi Arabia's 
remaining reserves could be as high as 315 billion 
barrels of oil and 253 trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas. Proven gas reserves currently are estimated at 
177 trillion cubic feet, up from the year-earlier 
141 trillion. 
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RECENT GENERAL PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

The following articles appeared in Energy & Fuels, November/December 1988: 

Taylor, P.R.,	 et al., "Evaluation of the Gas-Phase Thermal Decomposition Behavior of Future Jet 
Fuels."

Satterfield, C.N., et al., "Analysis and Prediction of Product Distributions of the Fischer-
Tropsch Synthesis." 

Khan, M.R., "Correlations Between Physical and Chemical Properties of Pyrolysis Liquids Derived 
from Coal, Oil Shale, and Tar Sand." 

Smith, B.E., et al., "Investigation of the Chemical Basis of Diesel Fuel Properties." 

The following paper was presented at the Twelfth Annual Energy-Sources Technology Conference and Exhibi-
tion held in Houston, Texas, January 22-25, 1989: 

Malychuk, M., at al., 'Effects of Test Conditions on the Ignition of Petroleum and Synthetic 
Fuel Pools." 

GENERAL - PATENTS 

"Liquid-Phase Methanol Reactor Staging Process for Methanol Production from Carbon Oxides and Hydrogen." Leo 
W. Bonnell, Alan T. Perks, George W. Roberts - Inventors, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., United States Patent 
Number 4,766,154, August 23, 1988. MeOH is prepared from a synthesis gas feed containing CO, CO 2 , and H. 
The process combines two liquid-phase Me011 reactors into a staging process, such that each reactor Is operated 
to favor a particular reaction mechanism. In the first reactor, the operation Is controlled to favor the 
hydrogenation of CO; in the second reactor, the operation Is controlled to favor the hydrogenation of CO 2 . This 
staging process results in substantial Increases in MeOH yield. 

JAPANESE 

"Manufacture of Middle-Distillate Hydrocarbons from Synthesis Gas," Hiroshi Fujita, Hikokusu Kajimoto, Masaaki 
Yanagi, Kazumi Suzuki, Takashi Suzuki - Inventors, New Fuel Oil Development Technology Research Association, 
Japanese Patent Number 63,243,194, October 11, 1988. Synthesis gas (containing CO-H mixture) is converted to 
hydrocarbons (especially gasoline) in the presence of a catalyst comprising Co and Ni supported or Zr hydroxide 
or Zr oxide. Thus, a 2:1 (mole) H-CO mixture was fed to a fixed bed microreactor packed with pre-reduced 
CoO(10%)-NiO (10%)/Zr(OH) 4 at 230 0, 10 kilograms per square centimeter and 1,000 per hour gas space velocity, 
resulting in the CO conversion of 56 percent, a product gas containing C 1 , 12, C24 22, C 5 _ 10 33, and 
33 percent, and the selectivity to C 5 ,. hydrocarbons 98 percent, compared with 90, 41, 25, 29, 5, and 
89 percent respectively for the reaction over a CoO(1096)-NiO(10%)/Si0 2 catalyst. 

"Fluidized Catalysts for Manufacture of Mixed Alcohols," Yoshio Isogai, Minoru Osugi, Satoshi Yamamoto - Inven-
tors, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc., Japanese Patent Number 63,209,754, August 31, 1988. Fluidized 
catalysts for manufacture of mixed alcohols are prepared by addition of alkali metal and/or alkali earth metal 
compounds to catalyst precursors composed of Cu compounds, Zn compounds, and >30 percent Zr and/or Al oxides. 
The catalysts are abrasion-resistant and used for manufacture of MeOH containing C>2 alcohols, useful as fuels, 
in high selectivity. A mixture of Cu(NO 3 ) 2 3H 2 0 321.3, Zn(NO 3 ) 2 6H2 0 297.5 and ZrO(NO 3 ) 2 2H2 0 374.2 grams In 10 
liters H2O was added to 031 grams NH4 HCO 3 in 30 liters 1120 at 60 0, the solvent was stirred one hour at 600, 
heated to 80 0 in 30 minutes, further stirred 30 minutes at 80 0 , and the resulting precipitate was washed with 
H 2O. The obtained cake was kneaded with 1.6 grams Cs 2 CO 3 in 10 milliliters U 20, spray-dried at 250 0, and 
calcined as fluidized in air at 380 0 for 1.5 hours. The above catalyst packed in a reactor was reduced with H 
at 240 0 for three hours, subsequently syngas was passed through the reactor at 340 0 and space velocity 1.0 x 
10-2.0 x 10 per hour under 70 kilogram per square centimeter to give CO 2 , hydrocarbons, MeOH, EtOR, Pr011, 
BuOH, and C 5 H 110H at 3.7, 5.0, 70.2, 8.7, 5.5, 4.8 and 2.1 percent (based on C) selectivity, versus 3.2, 2.2, 
94.2, 0.3, 0.1, 0.0, and 0.0, respectively, for a control catalyst containing no Cs. An abrasion loss of the above 
catalyst containing 47.8 percent (based on oxides) Zr0 2 was 7.1 percent, versus 35.0 percent for a control 
catalyst with Zr0 2 content 28.0 percent.
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COMING EVENTS 

1989 

APRIL 5-12, HANOVER, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY -- Hanover Fair 89. 	 - 

APRIL 8-12, BEIJING, CHINA -- Third International Coal Technology and Equipment Conference. 

APRIL 9-14, DALLAS, TEXAS -- 197th National Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Symposium on Com-
parison of Eastern and Western Oil Shale. 

APRIL 11-14, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM -- First International Industrial Combined Heat and Power Symposium. 

APRIL 12-13, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY -- 28th Annual Kentucky Industrial Coal Conference. 

APRIL 16-18, TUCSON, ARIZONA -- Alternate Energy '89. 

APRIL 18-20, LISBON, PORTUGAL -- Fourth US-European Coal Conference. 

APRIL 19-20, GOLDEN, COLORADO -- 22nd Oil Shale Symposium. 

APRIL 19-21, SHEFFIELD, UNITED KINGDOM -- Desulfurization in Coal Combustion Systems. 

APRIL 23-26 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS -- Meeting of the American Association of Petroleum Geologist. 

APRIL 24-25, WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Into the Marketplace: Commercialization of Clean Coal Technologies. 

APRIL 24-27, CLEARWATER, FLORIDA -- 14th International Conference on Coal and Slurry Technology. 

APRIL 25-26, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA -- Biological Processing of Coal and Coal-Derived Substances. 

APRIL 25-27, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY -- Fifth European Symposium on Improved Oil Recovery. 

APRIL 30-MAY 3, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN -- Combustion Institute Spring Meeting: Combustion Fundamentals and 
Applications. 

APRIL 30-MAY 3, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN -- 10th International Conference on Fluidized Bed Combustion: FBC Tech-
nology Today. 

MAY 2-4, MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA -- First Annual Fuel Cells Contractors Review Meeting. 

MAY 7-12, BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA -- International Conference on Fluidization. 

MAY 8-12, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO -- 11th Symposium on Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals. 

MAY 16-19, BEMIDJI, MINNESOTA -- International Symposium on Peat. 

MAY 17-18, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS -- Symposium on Global Change: Energy and Environment in the 21th 
Century. 

MAY 18-19, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA -- 14th Annual Fuel Science Conference. 

MAY 22-24, CASPER, WYOMING -- In Situ All Minerals Symposium. 

MAY 22-25, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA -- 15th Biennial Low-Rank Fuels Symposium. 

MAY 22-25, ROLDIJC, THE NETHERLANDS -- Coal Characterization for Conversion Process. 

MAY 23-25, LUXEMBOURG -- Pyrolysis and Gasification International Conference. 

MAY 28-JUNE 1, BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA -- 40th Annual Technical Meeting of the Petroleum Society of CIM. 

JUNE 4-7, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA -- 72nd Canadian Chemical Conference. 
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JUNE 4-8, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA -- 34th ASME International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress. 

JUNE 5-8, BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA -- PACOAL 89, Second Asia-Pacific Coal Marketing, Technology and 
Mining Conference. 

JUNE 12-14, WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA -- Fifth Windsor Workshop on Alternative Fuels. 

JUNE 12-14, CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA -- Fourth Pacific Rim Coal Conference, 

JUNE 12-16, HELSINKI, FINLAND -- Symposium on Low-Grade Fuels. 

JUNE 25-30, UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA -- 19th Biennial Confererce on Carbon. 

JUNE 27-29, MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA -- Ninth Annual Gasification and Gas Stream Cleanup Systems Contrac-
tors Review Meeting. 

AUGUST 7-12, WASHINGTON, D.C. --	 24th Intersoclety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference. 

SEPTEMBER	 10-15,	 MIAMI BEACH,	 FLORIDA --	 American Chemical Society,	 Symposium on	 Structure of	 Future Jet 
Fuels	 II. 

SEPTEMBER 17-22, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA -- 14th World Energy Conference. 

SEPTEMBER 25-29, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA -- Sixth Annual International Pittsburgh Coal Conference. 

SEPTEMBER 25-OCTOBER 5, MOSCOW, USSR -- International Energy Trade Fair, ENERGOTECHNIKA 89. 

OCTOBER 9-11, DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS -- International Underground Coal Gasification Symposium. 

OCTOBER 22-25, WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, WEST VIRGINIA -- American Coke and Coal Chemicals Institute 	 National 
Meeting. 

OCTOBER 22-27, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE --	 Sixth Symposium on Separation Science and Technology for Energy Ap-
plications. 

OCTOBER 23-27, TOKYO, JAPAN -- International Conference on Coal Science. 

OCTOBER 25-28, ATLANTA, GEORGIA -- 12th World Energy Engineering Congress. 

OCTOBER 29-NOVEMBER 3, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA -- Conference on Technology for Power Generation in the 21st 
Century.	 - 

NOVEMBER 6-9, TOKYO, JAPAN -- International Gas Research Conference. 

NOVEMBER 12-14, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA -- American Petroleum Institute Annual Meeting, 

NOVEMBER	 14-16	 PITTSBURGH,	 PENNSYLVANIA	 --	 Coal	 Technology	 '89:	 12th	 International	 Coal	 Utilization and 
Transportation Conference and Exhibition. 

NOVEMBER 15-17, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY -- Eastern Oil Shale Symposium.
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

GARY REFINERY REOPENS TO PROCESS UNOCAL 
SYN C RUDE 

Western Slope Refining Company, - formerly Gary 
Refining Company plans to open in March. If all 
goes well, the refinery rear Fruits, Colorado will be 
hilly operational by August. It has been closed for 
the past three and a half years. 

Although there are no guarantees regarding quantity, 
the firm's contract with Unocal Corporation Is for 
everything that company's Parachute Creek oil shale 
plant can produce. 

Unocal officials believe they can now consistently 
produce 5,000 barrels of synthetic fuel a day. 

When it is fully operational next August, 	 the
refinery will employ 110 to 120 people. 

Because the refinery operates economically only at 
or near Its daily capacity of 16,000 barrels, the 
company has been negotiating for other crude-oil 
contracts, including one with Sohio for Alaskan crude 
from the north slope. That oil travels via pipeline 
to Aneth, Utah, in the Four Corners area. From 
Aneth, it would have to be trucked to Fnilta. 

Also, contracts are being sought to allow the com-
pany to reopen the calclner, which processes green 
coke for the aluminum Industry. 

The closure of the Frulta refinery came in mid-1985 
after an Investment of more than $75 million in 
plant modifications needed to process oil derived 
from shale and to produce jet fuel for military 
aviation. 

The company filed for protection from creditors un-
der Chapter 11 of the federal Bankruptcy Code and 
ceased operations, putting 133 people out of work, 

In 1982, Gary had contracted to receive and refine 
daily up to 8,600 barrels of raw shale oil from 
Unocal's Parachute Creek Oil Shale Project, but the 
oil shale plant at that time could not produce It. 

Gary Refinery's bankruptcy plan documents said that 
borrowing to buy equipment to refine shale oil from 
Unocal left Gary with heavy debt. Then the shale 
oil did not materialize. 

Documents filed under Chapter 11 at the time called 
for a reopening in 1991. 

Air Pollution Problems 

As it works to reopen its refinery, Western Slope 
RefiningCompany is scrambling to meet air pollution 
control requirements.

The firm will have to operate Its calciner at less 
than full capacity until it can meet all those re-
quirements. 

Under	 an agreement reached	 with the	 Colorado 
Department of	 Health in	 late	 1985, Western	 Slope 
Refining	 must put new sulfur	 dioxide control equip-
ment on its calciner by April	 1990.

As part of that agreement, Western Slope Refining, 
also was to have an engineering and construction 
plan for the pollution equipment filed with the 
Health Department by September 1988. 

In an interview with the Grand Junction Daily Sen-
Richard Traylor, who will manage the plant for 

Western Slope Refining along with the Bloomfield 
Refining Company plant in Bloomfield, New Mexico, 
said the company is aware of the agreement and 
hopes to meet all the requirements. But, he said, 
he is not sure Western Slope Refining can get the 
engineering done , and the new pollution equipment 
installed by the April 1990 deadline. 

The question of pollution from the calciner became 
an issue in 1983 after another company, Chevron, 
had applied for an air pollution permit for an oil 
shale upgrading facility near Fruits. 

Gary Refinery expressed concern about the sulfur 
dioxide that would come from that plant. The 
Colorado department of Health then studied Gary's 
emissions and found their sulfur dioxide emissions 
had tripled between 1977 and 1983. The health 
department began legal efforts to force Gary to 
reduce those emissions. In the middle of the battle, 
however, Gary filed for bankruptcy. 

The consent agreement between the state and Gary 
was reached in December 1985, nine months after 
the company filed for bankruptcy. 

The agreement stipulated that the company would 
place the new sulfur dioxide controls on the calciner 
by April 1, 1990, submit a plan for the controls to 
the state by September 1988, and operate at 
reduced capacity until that time. 

fl#1 

UNOCAL'S PARACHUTE CREEK PROJECT STILl. STRIVING 
FOR BREAXEVEN 

Under heavy corporate pressure to make shale oil 
pay its own way, employees and executives of Uno-
cal Corporation's Parachute Creek project are making 
more oil and slashing costs in efforts to keep the 
plant operating and 700 people at work. 
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Last summer, Unocal President Richard Stegeméler 
made it clear that unless the company's losses In oil 
shale were reversed, the project would be closed. 

The Parachute Creek project's loss last year was es-
timated at between $20 million and $30 million, 
despite a federal price subsidy for the shale oil 
produced.	 - 

In October the plant had its best month ever, ship-
ping a average of over 6,000 barrels per day 
(Figure 1). This Is thought to be approximately the 
break-even point for the plant, at which operating 
expenses would be covered by the subsidized price 
received for the shale oil. Unfortunately, they were 
unable to maintain the same level of output after 
October. Unocal's price guarantee for the shale oil 
It produces expires in 1992. Meanwhile, stringent 
cost-cutting measures have lowered expenses by an 
estimated $20 million annually. These measures have 
included items as small as $75,000 per year saved 
by eliminating company-provided coffee. 

So far, the biggest savings at the plant, some 
$7 million annually, came through renegotiating its 
natural gas contracts. 

Other savings came from employees doing "an out-
standing job reducing costs while increasing produc-
tivity, according to Unocal spokesmen.

FIGURE 1 

UNOCAL SHALE OIL SHIPMENTS 
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CORPORATIONS 

SHELL AUSTRALIA BUYS INTEREST IN YAA MBA 
PROJECT 

Shell Company of Australia Limited announced that it 
has acquired a 41.66 percent interest in the Yaamba 
and Herbert Creek oil shale deposits (see Figure 1 
for location). 

FIGURE 1 

LOCATION OF OIL SHALE DEPOSITS 
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Following Shell's acquisition from Peabody Australia 
Pty. Ltd., interests in the Yaamba and Herbert Creek 
deposits are: 

The Shell Company of Australia Ltd. 	 41.66% 
Peabody Australia Pty. Ltd. 	 41.66% 
Beloba Pty. Ltd. 	 10.00% 
Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L.	 3.33% 
Central Pacific Minerals N.L.	 3.33%

Beloba Pty. Ltd. is owned: 

Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L.	 50.00% 
Central Pacific Minerals N.L.	 50.00% 

Past studies by the Venture estimated the total in 
situ reserves in the Yaamba basin as 4.1 billion bar-
rels of shale oil, based on an average grade of 
95 liters per tonne of shale. 

A spokesman for Shell said that the Company was 
continually reviewing alternative sources of liquid 
and other forms of energy. Oil shale, conversion of 
gas to liquids and coal gasification are among those 
sources being studied. 

Each shale oil deposit has its own characteristics 
which need careful study in order to identify the 
best development approach,	 but with improved 
processing technologies and higher oil prices, 
Yaamba's oil shale could in time become a viable 
source of liquid hydrocarbons. 

Shell's interest in this deposit is said to provide a 
focus for the Company's ongoing oil shale research. 

The spokesman said it is not yet possible to deter-
mine when development of Yaamba might occur, as 
the outlook for crude oil production and prices is so 
uncertain. In Shell's view, this position is unlikely 
to change In the near future, with oil prices oscil-
lating between US$ 1 0 and US$20 a barrel until well 
into the nineteen nineties. 

LLNL PROPOSES 100 TPL) PILOT PLANT 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for 
several years has been studying hot-solid recycle 
retorting In the laboratory and in a one-tonne-per-
day pilot facility and have developed the LLNL Cas-
cading Bed Retort (Cml) process as a generic second 
generation hot-solid recycle retorting system. Much 
progress has been made in understanding the basic 
chemistry of hot-solid retorting processes and LLNL 
believes they are ready to proceed to answer impor-
tant questions to scale the process to commercial 
sizes. Large scale solid-handling represents one area 
where additional research is needed. 

The Hot-Solid Retorting Process 

Retorts employing hot-solid as the heat carrier offer 
distinct advantages over hot-gas retorts. These in-
clude: 

- Rapid throughput--Due to rapid heat-up and 
pyrolysis In one to two minutes. 
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Higher oil yield and better product quality. 

- Ability to scale to larger sizes--Since gas 
channeling Is not a problem. 

- Less restrictions on processing fines. 

- Less environmental disruption--Due to self 
scrubbing of sulfur. 

A generic hot-solid recycle system includes five main 
components: 

- A MIXER to rapidly mix the raw shale and 
recycled solid. 

- A PYROLYZER to hold the shale for one to 
two minutes while oil is liberated. 

- A TRANSPORT to recycle the solid heat car-
der to top of the tower. 

- A COMBUSTOR to burn the residual carbon 
providing process heat. 

- A COOLER to prepare the spent shale for 
disposal. 

In some systems, two of the above functions are 
combined in one unit (e.g., a fluid bed pyrolyzer to 
mix and pyrolyze, simultaneously). Nonetheless, by 
studying the unit operations of these five com-
ponents and their interactions, many of the scaleup 
questions concerning hot-solid processes can be 
answered. 

Cascading Bed Reurt Proce 

One example of a hot-solid recycle system is the 
CUR process, developed by LLNL and shown in 
Figure 1. Current design concepts utilize a high 
throughput, short residence time 'fluidized bud as a 
MIXER. A moving packed bed, with cross-flow gas 
sweep as the PYROLYZER.	 An air pneumatic lift 
pipe as the TRANSPORT. 	 A cascading burner with 
impeded-gravity fall as the COMBUSTOR. 	 And, a
staged solid mixer and wetter as the COOLER. 

In this process, raw shale is rapidly heated in a 
gravity bed pyrolyzer to produce oil vapor and gas. 
Residual carbon (char), which remains on the spent 
Shale after oil extraction, is burned in a cascading 
combustor, providing heat for the entire process. 
The heat is transferred from the combustion process 
to the retorting process by recycling the hot solid, 
which is mixed with the raw shale as It enters the 
pyrolyzer. The combined raw and burned shale (at a 
temperature near 500°C) pass through a moving, 
packed-bed retort containing vents for quick removal 
and condensation of product vapors, minimizing losses 
caused by cracking (chemical breakdown to less 
valuable species). Leaving the retort, the solid is 
pneumatically lifted to the top of a cascading-bed 
burner, where the char is burned during impeded-
gravity fall, which raises the temperature to nearly 
650°C. Below the burner, a portion of the solid is 
discharged to a shale cooler for final disposal.

-LLN  

FIGURE I 
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Commercial realization of this process requires scal-
ing up from the LLNL's existing laboratory-scale 
(one-tonne-per-day) retort to commercial sizes by a 
factor of 5,000 to 10,000. Understanding and solv-
ing solids-handling issues Is a major part of that 
scaleup. 
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Understanding the unit operations of key solid han-
dling components in the CBR process and the cou-
pling between these major components Is the focus 
of LLNL studies which will aid in the commercializa-
tion of this technology. The program goal Is to 
develop a commercial hot-solid retorting concept and 
design and operate a pilot-scale test facility to 
prove this commercial concept.	 - 

The LLNL program plan encompasses three scales of 
operation: 

Scale	 Tonnes/day	 Pyrolyzer 
Diameter 

Laboratory	 3.5	 8 inches 
Pilot	 100	 2.5 feet 
Commercial	 12,000	 12 feet 

Fiscal Tear 1989 AeeompHshmenta 

In fiscal year 1989, fundamental chemistry studies 
have continued, and LLNL. has started to look at 
scaleup of the cascading bed retorting process. 
They are currently upgrading the facility to process 
3.5 tonnes-per-day of raw shale, working with the 
full particle size (6 millimeters or 0.25 inch). Key 
components of the cna process will be studied at 
this scale by adding a delayed-fall combustor and 
fluid-bed mixer and replacing	 the rotary feeders 
with air-actuated valves, 	 suitable for scaleup. 
Studies will include process interactions, loop 
dynamics and combustion and pyrolysis kinetics, using 
the full particle size, which will be directly ap-
plicable to the design of the pilot-scale test. 

Key questions to be answered with the laboratory-
scale facility include: 

- Conditions in the fluid bed mixer. Time re-
quired, amount of oil generation and fines 
content. 

- Packed bed dynamics. Flow uniformity, pits-
sum drop, sweep required, oil quantity and 
quality. 

- Combustion kinetics in the lift pipe, using 
the full particle size. 

- Conditions In the delayed-fall combustor. 
Solids flow, residence time and combustion 
kinetics. 

- Shale cooling strategies and equipment design.

- Solid level-sensing and flow control, gas 
pressure blocks, pressure balance and loop 
dynamics. 

PhimI Year 1990 Objectives 

In fiscal year 1990, LLNL plans to operate the 
laboratory-scale facility to answer the key questions 
described above and also test at larger scale the 
solids mixing and flow control components. 

Operation of the laboratory-scale facility, continuing 
fundamental chemistry studies, coordinating industry 
activities will require a funding level of $4 million, 
says LLNL. An additional $1 million has been it-
quested to enlist industry participation in the design 
of a commercial-scale plant and pilot-scale test 
facility. The total FY90 budget requested for this 
joint government-industry oil shale development 
program is $5 million. 

With the FY90 budget requested, LLNL proposes to 
accomplish the following milestones: 

- Process shale using the full particle size 
(six millimeters) that will be used in pilot-
and commercial-scale plants. 

- Determine combustion kinetics for the full 
particle size in both lift pipe and delayed-
fall combustor units. 

- Develop solid level sensing and solid flow 
control strategies applicable to pilot and 
commercial units. 

- Study loop dynamics and non-steady opera-
tions, using solid flow controls and gas 
blocks practical for scaleup. 

- Test solid mixing and flow control com-
ponents at larger scale. 

The preceding milestones are the essential elements 
needed to scale the process technology to the 
100 tonne-per-day and full commercial size. 

With Industry participation, LLNL will then: 

- Develop a commercial-scale design concept of 
the hot-solids process. 

- Begin detailed design and site planning of a 
pilot-scale test of the commercial concept. 
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GOVERNMENT 

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL KEGS MAY COMPLICATE LIFE 
FOR OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

Gary Energy Corporation of Bloomfield, New Mexico, 
has been hauling gasoline and diesel fuel over Red 
Mountain to the Grand Junction, Colorado area for 
the past four years, making six trips a day. 

Under a new system of hazardous material routes 
proposed for the State of Colorado, that trip on 
U.S. 550 would be prohibited, and a Gary official 
says company transportation costs would Jump 
$347,000, pushing pump prices up about three cents 
a gallon. 

The comments were delivered at a Colorado State 
Patrol hearing on hazardous-material routes. The 
patrol is seeking citizen input through a series of 
15 hearings around the state before Colorado adopts 
one of the first comprehensive hazardous-material 
routing systems in the country. 

The process so far has drawn commercial complaints, 
but also support from cities and towns which would 
be bypassed by any hazardous materials. 

"We endorse and approve not designating U.S. 550. 
That road is many times closed by avalanches, and 
avalanches move stuff downhill into drainages making 
removal of material impossible for months," said one 
Ouray resident. 

The allowable routes proposed for west Colorado 
would loop from Grand Junction to Gunnison on 
U.S. 50, Colorado 149 from Gunnison to South Fork, 
U.S. 160 from South Fork to Cortez, U.S. 666 from 
Cortez to Dove Creek and Colorado 141 from Dove 
Creek to Interstate near Grand Junction. 

All hazardous material, including gasoline, ammuni-
tion, low-level radioactive materials and farm chemi-
cals would be included in the restrictions. 

NEED FOR OH. SHALE MINING AND MATERIAL 
HANDLING RESEARCH EMPHASIZED 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), operated 
for the United States Department of Energy, last 
year produced an evaluation of mining and material 
handling technology (M&MH) applicable to the produc-
tion of shale oil. This report was described in the 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, September, 1988, page 
2-10. 

Further remarks on this effort were contained in a 
paper presented at the Eastern Oil Shale Symposium 
in Lexington, Kentucky in November.

In order to replace present United States oil imports 
by the production of shale oil, 15 million tons/day 
of oil shale (at 20 gallons per ton) would have to 
be mined and processed. Mining oil shale to replace 
even 10 percent of imported oil will require a few 
very large mines (100,000-500,00 tons per thy) or 
many smaller ones (50-100,000 tons per day). The 
requirement of such monumental production rates in 
order to make significant contributions to United 
States oil supply must influence the directions of 
future mining research. Design of mining systems, 
capable of very large production rates and high 
resource recovery, should be the foremost concern. 
At present, open pit, block caving, and various stop-
Ing systems appear promising. 

It should be kept in mind that the above calcula-
tions refer only to the oil shale itself. In an open 
pit operation with a 1:1 stripping ratio approximately 
two times this much material must be mined and 
handled in order to strip the overburden. In any 
kind of mining operation the spent shale will also 
have to be moved into fill areas. 

These numbers are sobering, particularly when com-
pared to the production figures of some of the 
largest mines in operation today (Table 1). The Bin-
gham Canyon porphyry copper mine in Utah produced 
about 100,000 tons per day at its peak of activity. 
The large open pit copper mines in South America 
produce tonnages comparable to Bingham. 

The largest operation in the Athabasca tar sands 
produces about 250,000 tons per day. Although this 
is not a hardrock operation, the tar sand is some-
times drilled and blasted before it is moved with 
bucket wheel excavators. In terms of production 
rates, this operation is closer than any other exist-
ing mine to the type of mega-production (greater 
than 100,000 tons per day) envisioned for oil shale. 

The USSR is the world's largest producer of oil shale 
today. Production there is about 80,000 tons per 
day (it has been as high as 110,000 tons per day in 
the past) from 14 mines, the largest of which is an 
open pit with a mining rate of about 15,000 tons 
per day. Throughout its production history (since 
World War I), the USSR has mined a total of about 
1.3 billion tons of oil shale. 

In view of these considerations, it is obvious that if 
oil shale is to play a significant role in establishing 
United States energy independence it will have to be 
mined and processed in enormous quantities. INEL 
suggests that design of mining systems capable of 
mega-production should be the overriding concern for 
future M&MH research and development. This re-
quires not only technical and scientific studies but 
also cooperation among industry, government, and lo-
cal entities. Depending upon future oil prices, it 
may be possible for companies to mine profitably 
using the 40,000 tons per day room and pillar 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARATIVE MINIM) PXYFIG4 FIGURES 

Mine Type Ore Production Total Material Moved 

Chuquicannta (Chile) OP' 96,500 TIDay 386,000 T/Day 

UG2
(3:1 Stripping Ratio) 

El Teniente (Chile) 94,500 T/Day 94,500 T/Oay 
(Block Cave) 

Bingham Canyon (Utah) OP 96,000 T/Day 384,000 T/Day 
(3:1 Stripping Ratio) 

Athabascan Tar Sands OP 250,000 T/Day 

Oil Shale Production Needed For Replacement of 10% of Imports 

OP 1,500,000 T/Day 3,000,000 T/Day 
(1:1 Stripping Ratio) 

IJO 1,500,000 T/Day 1,500,000 T/Day 
(Must be Backfilled) 

'Open Pit 
2Underground

operations envisioned for production a few years 
ago. However, this type of piecemeal operation is 
not in the best interest of maximum energy produc-
tion from the resource. It results in very low 
resource recovery from numerous small mines operat-
ing on negotiated tracts that usually are not ideally 
situated for optimum recovery. What is needed is a 
unified approach to make the best oil shale deposits 
available for large tonnage mining operations. 

Mining Systems 

Several presently available mining systems may be 
capable of delivering high tonnage production. Open 
pit mining with high volume production is well 
developed and used worldwide. Large open pits 
around the margins of the western Tertiary basins or 
over near-surface eastern deposits should be con-
sidered. The possibility of using open pit mining in 
the central part of the Piceance Basin should also 
be evaluated; the overburden thickness is 1 0 000 feet, 
but the deposit is thickest there and the stripping 
ratio Is still about 1:1 or less. 

High volume, low cost production from underground 
mines is less well developed and will require con-
siderable research and development to meet the 
economic requirements for large scale oil shale min-
ing.	 Underground mining may not be applicable in 
the thin, low grade eastern deposits. However, for 
thick western deposits some underground mining sys-
tems have potential for high production rates. Block 
caving or panel caving of thick deposits can deliver 
high tonnages at low cost if the mined material will 
cave spontaneously after blast Initiation. However, 
western oil shales have high cohesion and lower 
fracture density than ore deposits that are commonly 
block caved so that methods to force them to cave

may have to be developed. Large areas of surface 
subsidence are a consequence of caving mining sys-
tems. Since this may be environmentally unaccep-
table, ways to prevent surface subsidence would 
have to be developed; it is not clear that this is 
possible. 

A relatively new stoping mining system called verti-
cal crater retreat (VCR) has potential application to 
large scale oil shale mining. Although this system 
has historically been applied to relatively low ton-
nage, high grade precious metal deposits, it should 
be evaluated for use in oil shale. The VCR system 
has several advantages over other underground mining 
systems: 

- The blastholes are loaded and detonated from 
the top rather than from underneath, result-
lag in a safer operation. 

- Spherical charges can be used in the blasting 
operation, producing more uniform fragmenta-
tion than conventional blasting. This may 
open the door for use of continuous 
transport systems to move run-of-mine oil 
shale to processing facilities. 

- Based upon local rock mechanical properties, 
the stope size and shape can be optimized 
for maximum production rates and ability to 
stand open until they are backfilled. 

- Stopes could be backfilled from above, 
perhaps using the blastholes to convey the 
backfill material. If competent cemented 
backfill were used, subsidence could be mini-
mized. 
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- Stope size can be closely controlled so that 
blocks of shale between previously backfilled 
stopes could be mined, resulting in very high 
resource recovery. 

- Proper sequencing and spacing of large num-
bers of stopes could result in large volume 
mining necessary for mega-production. 

- Relatively simple patterns of haulage drifts 
would be amenable to development by tunnel 
boring machines. 

- The cohesive nature of western oil shale 
would allow use of large stope sizes, con-
tributing to the ability to mine large volumes 
of material. 

- The system is highly flexible and can be 
used for almost any embody spatial con-
figuration. The thick tabular shape of west-
ern oil shale deposits Is ideal for deployment 
of a large array of VCR stopes. Also, 
selective solution mining or borehole mining 
of the saline/nabcollte/dawsonite layers 
utilizing the VCR blastholes could be a cost 
effective way to generate swell openings for 
VCR blasting. 

- Development of methods to inexpensively and 
accurately control the positions of long 
(about 2,000 feet) drill holes may make it 
possible to drill the necessary blastholes from 
the surface. This could reduce mining costs 
and shorten development time by making it 
unnecessary to develop drilling levels above 
the stopes. 

- VCR stoping might be the most viable tech-
nique for developing vertical modified in situ 
retorts. 

Mechanical Mining MartI,w.s 

The compressive strength of oil shale varies con-
siderably, but much of it Is sufficiently strong that 
it can be cut only with difficulty by presently 
available dragbit machines. It has been 
demonstrated that use of high pressure waterjets can 
increase the capabilities of dragbit machines in some 
types of rock. 

Oil shale can be effectively mined by machines using 
disc or roller cutters, in fact, tunnel boring 
machines (TBMs), shaft drills, and raise borers are 
capable of efficient operation in rocks much harder 
and more abrasive than oil shale. 

However, no presently available mining machine is 
capable of high tonnage production in oil shale. 
Some underground development machines such as 
TBMs and raise borers are capable of cutting oil 
shale, but the amount of broken material they 
produce is small in comparison to the production of 
a large mine. Some open pit production machines, 
such as bucket wheel excavators (BWE5) can move

large tonnages of loose material (including some 
blast fragmented material), but are not capable of 
breaking oil shale. 

Suggested Research and Development Directions 

Based upon the precepts discussed in previous sec-
tions, the following directions for future research 
and development are suggested by INEL: 

1. Select optimum mining sites and perform en-
gineering design studies for large production 
rate mining systems with economically and 
environmentally	 acceptable	 characteristics. 
Two examples are suggested: 

Design a VCR system with appropriate stope 
size, spacing and sequencing to sustain long 
term mega-production and at the same time 
to prevent surface subsidence by backfilling 
of the stopes with cement generated from 
processed oil shale. 

Design a mega-production open pit that 
would sustain long term operation and allow 
for reconstruction of aquifers and ground 
surface with processed oil shale and relo-
cated overburden material. 

Both of these examples are complex issues that re-
quire input of data that does not yet exist. 

2. Development of high volume continuous mining 
and transport systems. This also involves 
several interrelated aspects. One way to at-
tack the problem is to design mechanical 
mining machines capable of large tonnage 
production in oil shale. For dragbit machines 
it is not clear whether this will require only 
Improved design of cutter bits using available 
materials (such as polycrystalline diamond 
composites) or if a breakthrough in develop-
ment of high strength, abrasion and heat 
resistant materials is needed. Another ap-
proach is to modify the conditions so that 
presently available high volume machines can 
be used. For example, blasting efficiency 
could be improved so that oil shale can be 
uniformly fragmented to sufficiently small 
particles that BWEs can be used to load and 
transport the material. Alternately, perhaps 
BWE5 and run-of-mine conveyors could be up-
sized so that large blocks left by present 
blasting techniques could be loaded and 
transported. 

3. Initiation of some type of forum in which in-
dustry, government, and landowners can work 
together to assemble viable large scale 
projects. This would require streamlining the 
regulatory process and development of opera-
tional syndicates for long term mega-
production. 
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ECONOMICS 

BYCRUDE ESTIMATES PRODUCTION COSTS FOR 
EASTERN SHALES 

Under a Department of Energy Cooperative agreement 
HYCRUDE Corporation has completed a three-year 
research program on hydroretorting of six selected 
United States eastern oil shales: Indiana New Al-
bany, Alabama Chattanooga, Tennessee Chattanooga, 
Michigan Antrim, Ohio Cleveland and Kentucky Sun-
bury. One specific objective of this research 
program was to estimate the product oil cost for 
each of the six shales. 

To accomplish this objective, HYCRUDE developed a 
comprehensive FORTRAN computer program to simu-
late the operation of a HYTORT plant. The concep-
tual process designs generated from this computer 
program form the basis for defining the effluent 
streams and the process economics. 

Mini -bench -scale unit (MBU) tests were conducted by 
the Institute of Gas Technology (IGT). The MBU data 
were then scaled up by HYCRUDE to simulate 
HYTORT plant operations based on 50,000 barrel per 
thy capacity. 

The conceptual commercial retort is designed for 
250 tons per hour capacity, shop fabricated with 
10 foot four inch ID refractory, operating at 
6,000 pounds per hour per square foot shale mass 
flux. The hydrotreater simulation is based on 
limited pilot plant test results conducted in a 
feasibility study by Phillips on a composite HYTORT 
oil sample. Chemical hydrogen consumption for the 
hydrotreating operation is estimated based on reduc-
ing the nitrogen content in the raw shale oil to 
500 parts per million in the hydrotreated product 
Oil. 

All other unit operations, such as gas scrubbing and 
phase separation, add gas removal, hydrogen 
recovery, hydrogen production, sulfur recovery, and 
ammonia recovery plants, are all based on conven-
tional process technologies. 

In simulating the HYTORT plant operation, rigorous 
thermodynamic equilibrium calculations, such as in 
flash operations and distillation tower operations, 
were not performed. Instead, simple fixed com-
ponent spilt factors based on an earlier Bechtel con-
ceptual plant design were used for those operations 
requiring thermodynamic calculations. 

Ecuwmla of HYTORT Proe 

Based on heat and material balances from the 
HYTORT process simulations, economics subroutines 
developed by Bechtel were used to estimate the 
capital and operating costs for a HYTORT plant with 
a nominal capacity of 50,000 barrels per day of raw 
shale oil, and to calculate the product oil cost in 
term of dollars per barrel of hydrotreated oil.

The product oil cost was calculated from tour prin-
ciple cost components: capital cost, operating cost, 
utility cost and shale cost.	 Byproduct credits are 
given to the sulfur and ammonia recovered from the 
sour gas streams exiting from the retorts. 

The utilities and offsites portion of the capital cost 
was factored from the total process plant cost and 
the utility requirements. This portion of the capital 
cost also contains some fixed amounts for items such 
as tankage, loading facility, site preparation ... etc., 
which are based on a 50,000 barrel per day facility. 
A typical summary of capital costs is shown in 
Table 1. 

The operating cost was estimated on a percentage of 
total fixed capital cost, plus other miscellaneous 
costs derived from the Bechtel's in-house data. in 
terms of 1987 dollars, the cost of run-of-mine shale 
is assigned $3.99 per ton, and the byproduct credit 
for sulfur and ammonia are assigned at $50 per long 
ton and $100 per ton, respectively. 

To estimate the product oil cost for various Eastern 
oil shales, the capital cost was discounted at a 
15 percent rate. For an estimated plant life of 
25 years, this corresponds to a capital recovery fac-
tor of 0.155. A 25 percent contingency is included 
in the total capital cost and an on-stream factor of 
90 percent is assumed. 

Shown in Table 2 are the product oil cost estimates 
for the six Eastern oil shales tested. The cost is in 
terms of 1987 dollars per barrel of hydrotreated oil. 
The cost of oil varies from $48 to $74 per barrel, 
with Indiana shale costing the least and Kentucky 
Sunbury shale costing the most. As indicated by the 
cost data in Table 2, about 50 percent of product 
cost is due to capital recovery. 

The product oil cost components ($/barrel) are 
plotted in Figure 1 as a function of HYTORT oil 
yield (gallons of raw oil yield/ton of dry raw shale). 
The capital cost, operating/utilities cost and shale 
cost all decrease linearly with increasing HYTORT oil 
yield. Figure 2 shows more clearly the effect of 
HYTORT oil yield on the cost components. Both the 
total capital cost and the shale oil cost decrease 
noticeably with increasing HYTO FiT oil yield, whereas 
the operating/utilities costs show only a slight 
decrease. 

Shown	 in	 Figure	 3	 is the	 effect of %ROI	 on	 the 
product	 oil	 costs	 for six	 Eastern oil shales.	 On 
average,	 the	 price	 of oil	 decreases by about	 $1.70 
per	 barrel	 for	 every one	 percent drop in	 required 
ROL.
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TABLE 1 

CAPITAL COST DI nimyriai FOR COMMCIAL iIrILtT FLair
(Indiana New Albany Shale) 

Process Plants Costs* Totals Percent 

Feed Preparation 180.6 180.6 5.5 
Retorting 629.2 629.2 19.3 
Gas Handling and Cleanup 213.5 

87.2 
157.8 
55.1 513.6 15.8 

Hydrogen Recovery and Production 201.1 
517.1 718.2 22.0 

Oil Upgrading 13.7 
147.1 160.8 4.9 

Subtotal - Process Plants 2,202.4 67.6 

Offsite and Utility Plants 

Electrical Distribution 168.5 
Steam and Paver Generation 107.4 
Water System 95.9 371.8 11.4 
Initial Catalysts and ChemIcals 26.3 
Relief and Blowdavn 17.3 
Tankage 21.0 
Interconnecting Piping 346.9 
Loading Facilities 21.0 
Solid Waste Handling 10.5 
Fire Protection 8.6 
Sewers and Effluent TreatrrEnt 21.6 
Access Road and Railroad 31.5 
Site Preparation and lnprovennts 99.8 
Buildings 31.5 
Mobile EquipnEnt 5.3 
Water Supply 42.0 683.3 21.0 

Subtotal - Offsite and 
Utility Plants 1055.1 - 32.4 

Total Capital Cost 3257.5 100.0

Costs are in millions of end-1987 dollars. 
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TABLE 2 

poawr (I)ST ESTIMATES FOR SIX EASFEIOI OIL SRALES 

IN IN AL OH MI KY 
Shale New Albany Chattanooga	 Cleveland Antrim Sunbury 

Taiperature,	 OF 1050 1210 1060 1010 960 990 
Pressure, Psia 600- 602 601 603 608 609 
Oil Yield, OPT 25.9 18.2 24.3 19.4 22.7 12.8 
% Fischer Assay 187 186 185 163 162 152 

Economics (1987 $/BBL)* 

Process Plants $16.84 $23.69 $19.34 $19.38 $17.35 $25.35 
Utilities and Offsites 8.07 10.85 9.26 8.76 8.00 10.69 

Subtotal Capital 24.91 34.54 28.60 28.14 25735 36.04 

Operating Costs 6.64 8.49 7.40 7.26 6.76 8.68 
Utility Costs 10.97 13.99 10.99 11.12 9.13 14.15 
Shale Costs 8.27 12.05 9.05 10.96 9.45 16.30 

Subtotal 50.79 69.07 56.04 57.48 50.69 75.17 

By-Product Credit (2.48) (4.04) (3.62) (2.13) (1.67) (1.44) 

Total $48.31 $65.03 $52.42 $55.35 $49.02 $73.73 

Barrel of upgraded shale oil with nitrogen content less than 500 ppnw 

FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 3 

PRODUCT OIL COST AS A
FUNCTION OF %ROI 
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ECONOMICS OF BENEFICIATION PLUS HYDRORE'I'ORTING 
REPORTED 

The Mineral Resources Institute (MRI) of The Univer-
sity of Alabama, and HYCRIJDE Corporation, Chicago, 
Illinois, have completed a three-year Department of 
Energy funded project involving an investigation of a 
combined processing scheme employing the MRI 
beneficiation techniques and the Institute of Gas 
Technology (JOT) HYTORT processes for maximizing oil 
recoveries from United States oil shales. The tech-
nical, environmental and economic feasibility of the 
combined processes were discussed at the 1988 East-
ern Oil Shale Symposium. 

In 1978, the Mineral Resources Institute, a division 
of the School of Mines and Energy Development, the 
University of Alabama, undertook research to develop 
innovative and advanced technology specifically 
tailored to improving the processing characteristics 
of Eastern oil shales. By 1980, Mill developed a 
beneficiation process for upgrading Eastern oil shales 
to recover products yielding as much as 35 gallons 
of oil per ton by Fischer Assay from raw shales 
yielding only 10 to 13 gallons per ton. The 
beneficiation technology developed by Mill consists of 
grinding the shales to an ultrafine size to free the 
carbonaceous kerogen fraction from relatively barren 
shale followed by froth flotation to recover a 
kerogen enriched product. In the process, 65 to 
75 weight percent of the raw shale is rejected as 
an essentially kerogen-free waste that need not be 
processed further. 

In	 unrelated	 investigations	 during the	 1970's,
HYCRIJDE Corporation, a subsidiary of lOT developed

the HYTORT process for Increasing the oil yield from 
Eastern oil shales by a factor to two or more over 
the Fischer Assay. The process (hydroretorting) in-
volves heating the shale at elevated temperature and 
pressure in a hydrogen-rich atmosphere to convert 
the hydrogen-deficient carbonaceous kerogen to oil. 
By combining the MRI and HYTORT processes, oil 
shales yielding 10-13 gallons of oil per ton by - 
simple pyrolysis can be upgraded by beneficlatlon to 
products that yield 50 to as much as 89 gallons of 
oil per ton when treated by the HYTORT process. 

Asssment Study 

The effectiveness of beneficiation for recovering 
upgraded kerogen concentrates from a variety of 
United States oil shales was determined. Fourteen 
United States oil shales were tested to evaluate 
their response to beneficiation and also the response 
of the raw and beneficiated shales to hydroretorting. 
Nine of the shales were from the Central and East-
ern United States and five were from Western 
deposits including one from Alaska. 	 Fischer Assays,
and proximate analyses of the samples are reported 
in Table 1. Based on test work conducted earlier 
most of the shales were wet ground to three limit-
ing particle sizes; essentially 90 percent minus 10, 
20, and 30 microns. The ground charges then were 
floated by a routine bulk flotation procedure 
(Figure 1) to produce kerogen enriched froths. The 
raw shales and concentrates were submitted to 
HYCRUDE for tests In the JUT Hydroretorting Assay 
Unit	 (RAU)	 to	 determine	 their	 response	 to 
hydroretorting. The charges ground to 90 percent 
minus 10 microns gave concentrates yielding the 
most oil by Fischer Assay with the highest accom-
panying oil recoveries. Summarized results of the 
combined beneficlation-hydroretorting tests are shown 
in Table 2. 

Of the nine Central and Eastern shales, 	 eight
responded favorably to beneficiation and hydroretort-
ing.	 Only the West Virginia shale, which did not 
yield oil by Fischer Assay, failed to respond to 
either beneficiation or hydroretorting. Four of the 
Western shales were amenable to beneficiation and 
two responded favorably to combined beneficiatlon-
hydroretorting. The fifth shale, from Wyoming, was 
not responsive to either beneficiation or hydroretort-
ing. This sample was unique as compared to the 
other Western shales in that the oil recovered by 
Fischer Assay was a wax-like, semi-solid at room 
temperature. 

The Fischer Assays of the kerogen concentrates ob-
tained from the Eastern shales were two to 
3.5 times those of the raw, untreated shales with 
attendant oil recoveries of 70 to as much as 
90 percent.	 Hydroretorting the concentrates essen-
tially doubled the oil yields. Similar results were 
obtained on the Western shales but the oil 
recoveries were somewhat lower. 

Based on the results of the assessment studies, oil 
shales from Alabama, Kentucky, and Michigan were 
selected for more comprehensive studies. 
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TABLE 1

FISCIM ASSAYS AND PARTIAL ANALYSES OF SAMPLES TESTfl) 

Fischer Assay Total Organic Fixed 

	

Oil Yield Carbon Carbon Carbon 	 Ash 
Ga l/Ton Percent Percent Percent Percent 

	

13.0	 15.10	 15.10	 9.59	 74.20 

	

14.6	 13.80	 13.60	 5.57	 78.00 

	

8.4	 10.03	 9.51	 3.62	 81.73 

	

11.4	 10.90	 10.56	 4.35	 81.36 

	

5.5	 7.90	 7.90	 4.25	 84.96 

	

7.0	 15.50	 14.71	 6.67	 76.00 

	

10.6	 10.87	 10.86	 5.81	 81.03 

	

10.2	 9.05	 9.05	 3.81	 82.98 

	

0.0	 5.00	 N.A.	 N.A.	 N.A. 

	

5.0	 7.49	 7.49	 3.96	 78.75 

	

21.4	 14.98	 11.01	 0.00	 69.04 

	

4.2	 12.08	 4.41	 0.00	 64.13 

	

12.4	 14.31	 7.46	 0.00	 63.08 

	

5.1	 6.89	 4.62	 0.75	 83.38 

State 

Alabama (Chattanooga) 
Kentucky (New Albany) 
Oklahoma (Woodford) 
Ohio (Huron) 
Ohio (Cleveland) 
Indiana (Linton) 
Kentucky (Sunbury) 
Michigan (Antrim) 
West Virginia (Foreknobs) 
Colorado (Pierre-Sharon 

Springs) 
Colorado (Anvil Points) 
Montana (Heath) 
Wyoming (Green River 

Washakie Basin) 
Alaska (Nation River)

FIGURE 1 
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TABLE 2 

RESPONSE OF U.S. OIL SALES 70 Q1N) 
Bn4EFICIATIG4 - HYDThEATItC 

Oil Extraction 
From 

Flotation Concentrates 
Concentrates by Hydro-

Recovered Fischer Assay Gal/Ton retorting 
State Weight % Heads Concentrates Gal/Ton 

Alabama (Chattanooga 29.0 13.0 30.3 63.2 
Kentucky (New Albany) 32.6 14.6 32.6 67.5 
Oklahoma (Woodford) 25.2 8.4 20.3 46.8 
Ohio (Huron) 31.6 11.4 23.2 50.3 
Ohio (Cleveland) 21.6 5.5 18.7 38.2 
Indiana (Linton) 21.7 7.0 24.7 59.4 
Kentucky (Sunbury) 38.5 10.6 20.0 43.6 
Michigan (Antrim) 30.2 10.2 27.6 53.6 
West Virginia	 (Foreknobs) 0.0 Not Amenable 
Colorado (Sharon Springs) 12.6 5.0 23.9 59.1 
Colorado (Green River) 44.1 21.4 41.0 Not Amenable 
Montana (Heath) 26.9 4.2 7.4 14.7 
Wyoming (Washakie Basin) 12.4 Not Amenable 
Alaska (Nation River) 40.8 5.1 7.4 Not Amenable

Flotation optimization research then let to adoption 
of a two-stage, regrind/flotation procedure that 
produced kerogen flotation concentrates yielding 45 
to 71 gallons of oil per ton by Fischer Assay with 
accompanying oil recoveries of 90 to 96 percent. 
The procedure embraced wet grinding the oil shale 
to relatively coarse particle sizes in the 20 to 
35 micron ranges followed by flotation to recover 
rougher flotation concentrates that were cleaned 
(refloated) once. The single-cleaned froths then 
were reground to particle sizes substantially finer 
than 10 or 15 microns prior to three additional 
flotation cleaning steps to obtain the final kerogen 
products as shown in Figure 2. 

The results of numerous tests show that a relatively 
coarse primary grind (25 to 30 microns) followed by 
regrinding	 the	 first	 cleaner troth	 to about
90 percent minus 10 microns produced high grade 
kerogen concentrates with respect to Fischer Assay 
oil yield and with oil recoveries in the 90 to 
93 range. The tests demonstrate that by employing 
the regrind procedure, the raw shale need not be 
ground to minus 10 microns for good separation and 
recovery of the kerogen. Only about two-thirds of 
the shale was ground to the minus 10 micron par-
ticle size to achieve high grade kerogen con-
centrates (Fischer Assay) and an excellent recovery 
of the oil. This is significant from the standpoint 
of energy required to grind and process Eastern 
shales by flotation. 

In many mineral beneficiation plant operations the 
fine grinding step can constitute 50 percent or more 
of the total beneficiation cost. A study, therefore, 
was made to obtain definitive data regarding the
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energy required to grind Eastern oil shales. The 
tests indicated that the total energy required to 
grind the raw shales in a stirred ball mill circuit to 
90 percent minus 10 microns would require about 
46 kilowatt hours per ton. By comparison, grinding 
the , shale to only 80 percent minus 20 microns in 
conventional ball mill circuits was estimated to re-
quire between 73 and 94 kilowatt hours per ton. 

Eeonomics of Combined Process 

Ten-pound lots of the raw Alabama, Kentucky and 
Michigan shales and beneficiated feedstocks were 
treated by IGT in their mini-bench unit (MBtJ) for 
hydroretorting. Summarized results of the MBU tests 
are presented in Table 3. Oil extractions of 147 to 
191 percent of Fischer Assay were obtained from 
kerogen concentrates produced by the Mill bulk and 
regrind flotation procedures.

20,000 barrels per thy of oil product. 	 Two basic 
beneficiation plants were designed. One embraced 
the standard bulk float and the other incorporated 
the regrind procedure. 

Economic analyses were completed for conceptual 
operations producing 20,000 barrels per day of oil 
from the three shales by hydroretorting and com-
bined beneficlation-hydroretorting. Results of the 
analyses expressed as the selling price per barrel of 
oil are presented in Table 4. The selling cost takes 
into consideration a 15 percent return on investment. 

The selling price of oil extracted by hydroretorting 
the raw Alabama shale was determined to be 
$63.54 per barrel. By comparison, the selling price 
of oil obtained by processing the feedstock yielding 
34.1 gallons per ton of Fischer Assay oil by com-
bined beneficiation and hydroretorting was $49.13 per 

TABLE 3

Si TESTS (II RAW SHALES AND Bfl(EFICIATFD PRODUCTS 

Fischer Assay 
Oil Yield,	 Ilydroretort Oil Yield 

Oil Shale	 Product Gal/Ton	 Cal/Ton % of Fisher Assay 

Alabaim Raw Shale 13.0 21.6 166 
Feedstock 1 30.3 57.1 188 
Feedstock 2 34.9 66.6 191 
Feedstock 3" 43.5 82.6 190 

Kentucky Raw Shale 13.3 25.4 191 
Feedstock 1 33.9 54.0 159 
Feedstock 2" 50.2 88.6 176 

Michigan Raw Shale 14.2 26.8 184 
Feedstock 1 40.5 72.4 179 
Feedstock 2 65.0 95.5 147 

Prepared by Standard Bulk Float 
"Prepared by Prim ry Grind-Regrind Procedure 

A significant finding during the MBU tests was the 
reduction in hydrogen requirements when hydroretort-
ing the benoficiated feedstocks. As compared to the 
hydroretorting tests made on the raw shales, the 
hydrogen requirements for the beneficiated Alabama, 
Kentucky, and Michigan shales were 44, 27, and 
20 percent less, respectively. This reduction was 
attributed primarily to the removal of pyrite during 
beneficiation but other factors such as rejection of 
certain hydrogen consuming inorganic constituents 
also may have contributed to the savings. 

Based on the results of the joint beneficlation and 
hydroretorting test program, flowsheets were 
developed and capital and operating costs estimated 
for beneficiation plants producing different grades of 
feedstocks	 from	 HYTORT	 plants	 recovering

barrel,	 or	 about	 23	 percent less. The	 processing 
cost	 per	 barrel	 of	 oil	 increased to about	 $50 per 
barrel	 when	 hydroretorting	 the	 43.5 gallon	 per ton 
feedstock.	 The	 limited	 data indicate that	 the op-
timum	 grade	 of	 Alabama shale feedstock for 
hydroretorting	 would	 have	 a Fischer Assay	 of be-
tween 35 and 40 gallons per ton	 of	 oil.

Combined beneficiation-hydroretorting of the Ken-
tucky shale did not achieve as great a cost saving. 
The selling price per barrel of oil obtained by 
IIYTORT processing of the Kentucky shale 
beneficiated feedstock yielding 46.9 gallons of Fis-
cher Assay oil per ton was $42.73 as compared to 
$50.62 per barrel for hydroretorting the raw shale, a 
savings of about 16 percent. 
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TABLE 4 

BOaN=CS OF UflDET PXZ8SiJfl OF RAW AND
BflEFICIATm EASTERN OIL SHALES 

Fischer 
Assay, Selling Cost,	 $/Bbl Oil 

Product Gal/Ton Hytort	 Beneficiation Total 

Alabama 

Raw Shale 13.0 63.54 -- 63.54 
Feedstock 1 29.2 31.92 21.12 53.04 
Feedstock 2 34.1 28.18 20.95 49.13 
Feedstock 3 43.5 28.27 22.11 50.38 

Kentucky 
Raw Shale 13.3 50.62 -- 50.62 
Feedstock 1 33.1 27.49 19.99 47.48 
Feedstock 2 46.9 22.89 19.84 42.73 

Michigan 

Raw Shale 14.2 47.40 -- 47.40 
Feedstock 1 40.5 23.10 20.42 43.52 
Feedstock 2 65.0 24.65 26.46 51.11

The benefit of hydroretorting the beneficiated 
Michigan shale feedstock yielding 40.5 gallons per 
ton of oil when compared to the cost of retorting 
the raw shale, amounting to a savings of about 
$3.50 per barrel. 

Conclusions 

Mill and HYCRUDE state that the merit of 
beneficlation-hydroretort processing of Eastern oil 
shales to . maximize oil extractions has been 
demonstrated. Economic studies have shown that 
processing berteficiated Alabama and Kentucky oil 
shales by the combined approach reduces the

projected selling price of oil by 23 and 16 percent, 
respectively, below the cost of hydroretorting the 
raw shales. Based on the research conducted during 
the term of the project, Indications are that sub-
stantial reductions in the selling price of oil 
produced by combined beneficiatlon and hydroretort-
lag should be possible by simplifying or improving 
some of the beneticiation unit operations. Pending 
further reductions In bencficiation processing costs, 
the principal advantage in beneficiating the Michigan 
shale and to a lesser extent the Kentucky shale is 
the limited volume of shale that needs to be 
hydroretorted.

nfl 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Oil. SHALE ATFBON AFFECTED BY TEMPERATURE 

The attrition of oil shale during processing causes 
serious environmental, safety and - economic dif-
ficulties on the commercial scale. Yet prediction of 
attrition is limited to empirical methods which do 
little to elucidate a fundamental understanding of 
the attrition problem. The Morgantown Energy Tech-
nology Center (METC) of the United States Depart-
ment of Energy therefore studied breakage of an 
eastern oil shale, both before and after heating, 
using a simple drop test. Results were presented at 
the 1988 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium. 

Numerous studies on the compressive and tensile 
strengths of raw oil shales from many sources have 
been performed at room temperature. Other tests 
have been performed to determine its fatigue 
properties under similar conditions. Far fewer tests 
have been conducted at elevated temperatures to 
determine these properties. Knowledge of these 
properties is essential for sizing explosive charges 
used for mining and in preparation of in situ and 
above ground retorts. However, these studies are of 
limited usefulness when predicting the attrition 
properties of various shales because they treat the 
materials as if they were homogeneous and provide 
no information on the size distribution of the frag-
ments following breakage. 

The problem of how to relate forces experienced by 
the particles in a process to the size distribution of 
products leaving that process is reasonably under-
stood for grinding processes and poorly understood 
for others.	 The usual path chosen is empirical in 
nature and relies upon standardized tests.	 These 
tests utilize spouted or fluidized beds, rotating 
drums or specially designed grinding mills. This was 
the approach used In the only previous paper dis-
covered which deals specifically with attrition of 
spent oil shales. That study used a vertical 
pneumatic lift pipe/cyclone system to evaluate the 
attrition of a western oil shale. it was found that 
the raw shale attrited very slowly while the softer 
spent shale broke down rapidly. Attrition was found 
to depend upon collisions between the particles and 
the equipment walls, and not upon interparticle col-
lisions. 

The other approach used in attrition studies is more 
fundamental in nature. There, a drop test or a 
pneumatic gun is used to impart a known velocity to 
a single particle of known mass, which then impacts 
a hard target. in contrast to the empirical tests, 
these single particle tests (SPT's) characterize the 
energy available for breakage very well, however, 
many tests must be performed to obtain a meaning-
ful average.	 In addition, results from SPDs are
more difficult to scale up than results from empiri-
cal tests.	 Their advantage lies in their ability to
allow the study of several factors independently.

With this goal in mind a series of SPDs were per-
formed to determine the effects of pyrolysis tem-
perature, atmosphere and time upon the attrition of 
a typical eastern oil shale. 

Ezperitnentai 

The oil shale sample studied was obtained from the 
Clegg Creek member of the New Albany shale (Upper 
Devonian) in Buuitt County, Kentucky. The effect of 
changing pyrolysis conditions was studied at seven 
levels of temperature and two levels each for time 
and atmosphere. 

Each test particle was hand cut on a rock saw. 
the typical shape was that of a cube with 
12 millimeter edges. 

The seven temperatures studied were evenly spaced 
between 370 0 and 1,040 0 C. These upper and lower 
bounds were chosen so as to cover the full range of 
process temperatures. Either an air or nitrogen 
purge was used to control the furnace's atmosphere. 
The initial tests lasted six hours, later five tests 
were conducted for 16 hours. 

Each drop experiment was conducted using twenty 
particles. After removal from the storage desiccator 
each particle was individually weighed and then 
placed on a ceramic palette In a muffle furnace, 
the purge gas started, and the furnace turned on. 

Six hours after the furnace was started it was 
turned off and allowed to cool for several hours 
while the gas purge was continued. The palette was 
then removed from the furnace and transferred to a 
vacuum oven, where the particles finished cooling 
under vacuum. 

After trying several height/particle size combinations 
a height of 12.2 meters was selected for all drop 
tests. Each test was conducted by individually 
dropping the particles onto a five centimeter thick 
stainless steel target.	 The breakage products were
collected by placing the target in a polyethylene 
drum liner.	 By neglecting air resistance, the 
velocity	 at	 impact	 was	 calculated	 to	 be
15.46 meters per second. The average energy avail-
able for breakage was calculated using this velocity 
and the average mass of a particle for each test. 

The collected fragments were classified on screens 
from 3/8 inch to 50 mesh. 

Results 

After sieving, the fraction of the original material 
passing the 3/8 inch screen was determined. This 
value was used to characterize the strength, or sus-
ceptibility to breakage, of the pyrolyzed shale. 
Samples of the treated shale were also analyzed for 
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residual carbon content and by powder X-ray dif-
fraction to determine the underlying chemical 
changes which occurred during pyrolysis. 

The effect of pyrolysis temperature, time, and at-
mosphere on particle strength is shown in Figure 1. 
A measure of the particle strength is provided by 
the weight fraction of the breakage. products which 
pass through a 3/8 inch mesh. Thus, the ordinate 
of Figure 1 Is inversely related to particle strength. 
A minimum in strength is clearly evident for the 
six-hour experiments conducted In air at 600 0 C and 
for those in N2 at 700 0 C. The temperature cor-
responding to the minimum strength is different for 
both six-hour curves, this is attributed to the un-
controlled particle temperatures In the air runs due 
to ignition of the kerogen at 480 0C. The curve for 
the 16-hour experiments extends up to 39 percent at 
590 0 C (not shown) and reaches the same high tem-
perature limit as the six-hour nitrogen curve. 

FIGURE 1 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, 
TIME AND ATMOSPHERE 
ON PARTICLE STRENGTH 
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Preliminary tests with the same shale were con-
ducted to determine the effect of atmosphere and 
the standard deviation for a 20 particle drop test 
was determined in air at 705°C and was found to 
be + 0.63 percent. This value indicates that the 
minimum in particle strength observed in Figure 1 is 
highly significant. Another series of tests were 
conducted in nitrogen and air at 930 0 C to determine 
the effect of pyrolysis atmosphere. No statistically 
significant	 effect	 of pyrolysis	 atmosphere	 on
strength, at high temperature, was detected.

The residual mineral composition changes with tem-
perature and atmosphere. The effect of temperature 
is significant. Muscovite (KAI 2(AISi3 O 10 XOH)2) con-
tent is observed to decrease with increasing tem-
perature.	 This decrease starts at temperatures 
above 370 0C. A rlchterite (empirical formula 
(Na,Ca) 3 (Na,Fe,Mn) 5(Sc,Al)800H) is seen to increase 
In concentration up to a temperature of 815 0 C, it 
then levels off. Like the changes in carbonate con-
tent these mineral changes occur in the same 
temperature range In which particle strength passes 
through a minimum. 

Ccmeluslons 

MElt researchers have shown that at temperatures 
up to 600 0C the particle strength of pyrolyzed oil 
shale was dependent upon the extent of pyrolysis. 
However, for oil shale processed at higher tempera-
tures, where pyrolysis Is complete, particle strength 
increased. This occurs in the same temperature 
range where several chemical changes in the residual 
mineral matter were observed. The transformation 
of muscovite to richterite at high temperature is 
believed by METC to be responsible for the observed 
Increase in particle strength. The strength minimum 
Is therefore the result of two physical changes 
whose effects oppose one another. One the one 
hand, the Ices of kerogen weakens the particle, 
while the formation of the new mineral, rlchterite, 
strengthens It. The minimum occurs at a tempera-
ture of about 600 0C for experiments run in air and 
700 0C for those run In N 2; at this point, the effect 
of further pyrolysis Is offset by Increased formation 
of richterite. At higher temperatures the formation 
of additional richterite increases particle strength 
significantly. 

OIL SHALE MINING RESEARCH RECEIVES SUPPORT 

At the 92nd National Western Mining Conference held 
in Denver, February 10, the Colorado Mining 
Association's Oil Shale Committee reviewed the status 
of the oil shale mining research program being 
carried out under joint funding from the Colorado 
Mining Association,	 the United States Bureau of
Mines and the United States Department of Energy. 

The	 overall 	 status of	 the	 program is	 indicated	 in 
Table	 1.	 The	 first six	 tasks have been completed 
for some	 time	 and the Bureau of Mines	 is	 is the 
process of publishing the results in a Bulletin.

Dry Exhaust Ccnditianer 

Work on a dry exhaust conditioner for large diesel 
engines culminated in a full-scale demonstration in a 
haul truck at Unocal's Parachute Creek oil shale 
mine. Such a system would be needed in a mine 
classified as a gassy mine. Deep mines in the inte-
rior of the Piceance Creek Basin would fall in this 
classification.	 The prototype system demonstrated 
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TABLE 1

CNIA-USIME-DOR COOPERATIVE 11ESEAEL2 PROJECT SUMMARY 

Approx. 
Length 

Project Cost Start of Percent 
PROJECT $ in Thousands Date Project Complete 

1) Fire Hazard of Oil Shale $ 75 CMA Jul 83 12 mos 100% 
Dust Layers on Hot Surfaces 5 USBM 

2) Thermal	 and Electrical 75 CHA Jul 83 12 mos 100% 
Ignitability of Oil 	 Shale 5 USBM 
Dust Clouds 

3) Development of Effective 138 CMA 
Face Ventilation Systems 150 USBM Sep 83 18 mos 100% 
for Oil	 Shale Mines 100 DOE 

4) Completion of US8M Contract 4 CMA Jun 83 24 mos 100% 
J0113070, Explosion Proofing 195 USBM 
of Large Diesel Vehicles 

5) Investigation of the 100 CMA Jul 83 18 mos 100% 
Flammability and Spontaneous 20 USBM 
Combustion Potential of T2U 
Course Oil Shale and Deter-
mination of the Most Effective 
Methods of Extinguishment 

6) Improved Stopping, Door and 99 CMA Aug 84 24 mos 100% 
Overcast Construction for 130 IJSBM 
Oil Shale Mines 65 DOE 

294 

7) Development of Dry Exhaust 230 CMA Mar 86 27 urns 100% 

Conditioner for Large Diesel 27 USBM 
Engines 50 DOE 

8) Development of Safe Explosives 60 CMA Sep 86 30 mos 50% 

and Blasting Practices in Oil 160 115GM 
Shale Mines 240 

460
DOE 

9) Water-Jet-Assist 200 CMA Mar 88 24 mos 10% 

Mechanized Oil	 Shale 750 DOE 
Mining Technology 750 ALPINE 
Development C7U 

TOTAL RESEARCH COST 3,628
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the ability to maintain external surface temperatures 
in the exhaust system below 400°F and also keep 
the temperature of the exit gases below 400 0F. The 
ability to arrest flames in a methane atmosphere 
was also demonstrated. The fourth gassy mine re-
quirement, the ability to extinguish any incandescent 
exhaust particles, was not demonstrated because the 
test procedure calls for injecting burning charcoal 
into the engine. However, it is believed that this 
would be accomplished by the design used. 

A separate radiator, as large as that needed for the 
engine itself, is required to cool the exhaust gases. 
However, the total system is still less bulky than an 
equivalent water scrubber. 

Heavy particulate fouling occurred in the heat ex-
changer and flame arrestor. These would have to 
be removed on a regular basis, probably at every 
refueling stop, in a commercial system. 

Development of Explosives and Blasting Practices 

This task Is approximately 50 percent complete. 
Tests carried out at Exxon's Colony Mine have shown 
that the dust generated in conventional blasting is 
only one tenth the concentration needed to support 
a secondary dust explosion. Also, it has been found 
that the dust generated during blasting is less rich 
than the average grade of the rock being blasted. 
Therefore the major concern about secondary explo-
sions is limited to what can happen if methane Is 
present, in deep or gassy mines, considerable 
amounts of methane can be released by blasting. 

Research to date has shown that if methane is 
present (in the explosive concentration range) and 
conventional explosives are used without stemming, 
the methane can ignite. Use of water gel stemming 
can suppress this ignition. Also, an ANFO/emulsion 
explosive has been demonstrated which would not ig-
nite 49 gallon per ton dust in a four percent 
methane/air atmosphere, even unstemmed. It is ex-
pected that use of this emulsion would be no more 
expensive than conventional ANFO because it is more 
energetic, results in better breakage, and could be 
used with an electrical Ignition system. 

Full-size shots are scheduled to be carried out in 
the Unocal mine in May. Further full-scale blasts 
will then be carried out at the Colony mine. 

Water-Jet-Assisted Miner 

The	 water-jet-assisted roadheader is expected to be 
ready for field tests	 at the Colony mine in June of 
this	 year.	 For a full description of this project see 
Pace	 Synthetic Fuel Report,	 December,	 1988, 
page 2-1.	 The test program calls for	 200 hours of 
mining, resulting 12,000 tons of oil shale mined.

Project	 engineers	 are	 enthusiastic	 about	 the
prospects for testing a cutter head with polycrystal-
line diamond composite (PDC) bits, 	 When drilling
machines at the Unocal mine were switched to PDC 
bits,	 bit life went from 200 feet per bit to

80,000 feet per bit. Testing PDC bits on the 
roadheader in combination with up to 20,000 psi 
water Jets could result in a great advance in oil 
shale cutting rates. 

It is not expected that even an advanced mechanical 
miner would totally replace conventional drilling and 
blasting in oil shale mines. However, It could be 
used for more efficient development mining and to 
mine out the top heading or bench. Extraction 
ratios could be increased because smaller pillars are 
possible when they are not subject to damage by 
blasting. 

Additional support for the water-Jet-assisted project 
above the amount listed in Table 1 is expected to 
be provided by the Department of Energy. 

Will TESTS NEW ALBANY SHALE IN ROPE PROCESS 

Western Research Institute (WRI) is developing a new 
pyrolysis process called ROPE (recycle oil and 
pyrolysis extraction) for recovering products that it-
quire a minimum of upgrading to produce marketable 
fuels (motor gasoline, diesel, and aviation fuels). 
Three oil shale resources, New Albany, Israel, and 
AMAX oil shales, have been investigated using this 
concept. Preliminary results indicate that oil yields 
from the ROPE process are greater and oil quality is 
much improved compared with conventional processes. 
Experimental results obtained from New Albany oil 
shale tests were presented by WRI's C. Y. Cha at 
the 1988 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium. 

Previous research has shown that heating oil shale in 
the presence of a solvent and then extracting 
soluble conversion products with solvent, rather than 
distilling them from the shale, significantly increases 
the rate of kerogen decomposition. In addition, a 
higher percentage of kerogen is converted to volatile 
products. 

Despite the advantages of extracting the oil from 
the shale in the presence of a solvent, this 
thermal-solution process has not been considered 
practical because of the high costs associated with 
grinding the shale, the high boiling range of the oil 
produced, the cracking accompanied by polymerization 
and condensation of the shale oil solvent, and the 
difficulty of separating the solvent and product oil 
from the spent shale. 

Some of the disadvantages of the thermal-solution 
process may be overcome by using larger-size oil 
shale particles, by recycling shale oil, and by con-
tinuously withdrawing oil vapor from the retort. 
The bitumen could be removed from the shale par-
ticles by retorting in the presence of a shale oil. 
Also, the heavy oil absorbed in the spent shale 
could be recovered by heating the shale at tempera-
tures slightly greater than the retorting temperature 
in the absence of recycle oil. 
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Using this thermal-solution method, 	 WRI has
developed the ROPE process. The process consists of 
three major steps:	 (1) retorting the hydrocar-



bonaceous material at a lower temperature (<7520F) 
with recycled product oil; (2) completing the 
pyrolysis of residue at a higher temperature (>7520F) 
in the absence of product oil recycling, and (3) 
combusting the solid residue and pyrolysis gas in an 
Inclined fluidized-bed reactor to produce the re-
quired process heat. 

WRI is developing two reactor systems to test the 
ROPE process. The smaller system is a two-inch 
diameter process development unit (PDU), which is 
used to conduct a large number of short-duration 
tests to determine optimum operating conditions. 
The second, larger system is a six-inch diameter 
bench-scale unit (ESU), used to conduct longer tests 
to confirm the optimum conditions determined from 
the PDU tests. 

Results of the preliminary tests indicated that oil 
yields greater than 100 percent of Fischer Assay 
were achieved with eastern oil shale, it is also 
possible to produce oil products containing high con-
centrations of aromatic compounds by retorting east-
ern oil shale at very high temperatures or in the 
presence of a heavy oil solvent, which Is the prin-
ciple of the ROPE process. These highly aromatic 
fuels are desirable as feedstocks for producing 
benzene -toluene -xyiene (BTX) and high-density fuels. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The designs for the PDU and BSU systems are similar 
and are shown in Figure 1. The systems consist of 
the following major components: 

- Feeding system 
- Preheating screw reactor 
- Pyrolysis and drying screw reactors 
- Heavy product oil recycle system 
- Reflux condensers and knockouts 
- Spent solids tank 
- Sweep gas injection system 

An initial screw conveyor controls the feed rate of 
all shale into the reactor system. A second screw 
conveyor preheats the oil shale to about 500°F in 
the presence of product oil. Electric heaters placed 
around the screw conveyor preheat the slurry. 

The slurry of oil shale and product oil then enters 
the pyrolysis screw. Heavy oil is recycled counter-
currently to the incoming slurry, and pyrolysis of 
the total mixture occurs. The residence time of the 
slurry mixture is controlled by the feed rate and 
the speed of the pyrolysis screw conveyor. Electric 
heaters also surround the pyrolysis screw reactor, 
and the conversion of recycle heavy oil is controlled 
by adjusting the reactor temperature. 

Residual hydrocarbons are pyrolyzed at a higher 
temperature (T >752 0 F) in the fourth, drying screw 
conveyor. Electric heaters surrounding the drying 
screw reactor heat the extracted shale to tempera-

turns of 800-975 0F. This final pyrolysis temperature 
Is controlled to produce a dry material containing 
only residual carbon and mineral matter. 

Three separate condensers collect product oil from 
each of the three high-temperature screw conveyors. 
The oil shale feed rate is adjusted to maximize ex-
traction of hydrocarbons and to minimize residual 
hydrocarbon pyrolysis at high temperatures in the 
drying screw reactor. After this measurement is 
made, product oils from both the pyrolysis and 
drying screw. conveyors are combined and used for 
product oil injection into the preheating and extrac-
tion screw conveyor. Nitrogen is used to sweep 
distilled products from each of the three high-
temperature screw conveyors. 

Teat Results 

Approximately	 15	 tons of New Albany oil	 shale was 
obtained from Indiana. The shale was screened and 
the shale	 greater than 0.25	 inches	 in diameter was 
recrushed.	 Fischer Assay	 of	 the shale was 
13.3 gallons per ton.

The first test conducted with the New Albany oil 
shale was a 10-day shakedown test in the BSU. 
Eastern shale oil produced by the Drava process was 
used as the initial recycle oil. From the beginning, 
difficulties occurred In maintaining heavy recycle oil 
In the reactor. 

Due to the loss of heavy oil and heavy oil pump 
plugging problems, continuous heavy oil recycle was 
not maintained throughout the test. 

In addition to the BSU shakedown test, three tests 
were conducted in the PDU with New Albany oil 
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Run	 8SU 

Oil, Wt.%	 4.62 
Gas, Wt.%	 1.70 
Spent Shale, Wt.% 92.67

PDU-1 PDU-2 

4.72 6.35 
1.69 1.52 

92.59 91.15 

PDU-3	 MBFA 

	

6.35	 5.76 

	

2.10	 2.02 

	

90.04	 91.21 

shale. In the first test the recycle oil pump failed 
after three days due to solids accumulation in the 
heavy recycle oil. 

After modification of the heavy recycle oil system 
prior to the second PDU test, the system operated 
satisfactorily. The second PEW test was started 
using both filtered heavy oil and product oil from 
the first test. After 20 hours of smooth operation, 
a blockage occurred in the transition between the 
pyrolysis and drying screw conveyors. 

The	 third and final	 PDU	 test was a repeat	 of	 the 
second	 test. It	 was	 initiated using the	 heavy	 oil 
remaining from the previous test and was terminated 
as scheduled after 59 hours of smooth operation.

Results 

Corrected product yields for the BSU test and the 
product yields for the three PDU tests are presented 
in Table 1. Results from the eastern oil shale 
material balance Fischer Assay (MBFA) are included 
for comparison. The Fischer Assay analyses from 
test to test indicated that the water saturation of 
the raw shale decreased as the shale dried during 
storage.	 To eliminate this variability, the product 
yield data in Table 1 are presented on a dry basis.

Similar product gas compositions were measured for 
all four experiments (Table 2). The hydrogen and 
methane concentrations were less than Fischer Assay 
values for all four tests. The decreased hydrogen 
and methane concentrations suggest a desirable trend 
toward higher oil and lower gas production by the 
ROPE process compared to the Fischer Assay. 
However, hydrogen sulfide concentrations were sig-
nificantly higher with the ROPE process than with 
Fischer Assay. 

The oil yields from the USU run and the first PDU 
tests	 were	 lower	 than	 Fischer	 Assay	 yield 
(80.2 percent and 81.9 percent, respectively). The 
lower yields were caused by an unsteady heavy oil 
level in the pyrolysis reactor, which resulted from 
the recycle oil pumping problems. However, the oil 
yields from the second and third PDU tests were 
both 110 percent of Fischer Assay values. 

The nitrogen concentrations of the product and 
heavy oils were similar for the 8513 test and the 
PDU tests. In all tests, the oils had significantly 
lower nitrogen concentrations than did the starting 
Drava shale oil. Therefor, it can be expected that 
ROPE process oils will have significantly lower 
nitrogen concentrations than will oil produced from 
other pyrolysis processes. 

TABLE 1 

TABLE 2 

rntixjcr GAS COMPOSITIONS 

Run BSU PDU-1 PDU-2 PDU3 MBFA 

H2 25.5 22.9 25.4 23.8 30.5 
GO 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.2 2.3 

3.8 5.9 10.5 9.7 9.9 
CH4 11.1 12.4 13.0 13.9 20.4 
C2 116 5.2 4.2 4.8 4.6 6.6 
C2 11 4 1.2 9.7 0.8 019 1.5 
C3 118 2.8 1.4 1.2 1.8 1.9 
C3 11 6 2.0 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.3 
C4 3.0 2.1 1.7 2.1 0.4 
C5 0.8 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
112 S 43.3 45.4 40.0 40.8 25.3 

Total 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1
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AMOCO PATENTS STATIC MIXER RETORT 

United	 States	 Patent	 Number 4,721,560, issued	 to 
York	 at	 al., and	 assigned to	 Amoco Corporation 
states	 that oil	 shale	 Is	 well mixed and efficiently, 
effectively, and economically retorted	 in a	 special 
gravity flow retorting process and system which util-
izes	 novel arrangements	 of internal	 baffles	 In	 a 
static mixer. -

The unique arrangement of baffles mixes raw oil 
shale with solid heat carrier material, such as spent 
oil shale, with unexpected, surprisingly good results 
over prior art arrangements. Such mixing Is vir-
tually complete, full, and random with substantially 
uniform distribution of raw and spent shale particles. 
The mixing occurs solely by gravity flow. The spe-
cial orientation of internals deflects and changes the 
lateral direction of the raw and spent shale In a 
vastly Improved manner and flow pattern to provide 
much more mixing per given volume than previous 
suggested static mixers. Advantageously, it is also 
accomplished in the absence of fluidizing gases to 
avoid costly gas circulation, treatment, high operat-
ing pressures, and expensive capital outlay for com-
pressors, as well as in the absence of moving parts 
In the retort to prevent costly mechanical break-
downs and avoid the many problems associated with 
mechanical mixing and rotation. 

Positioned below the static mixer is a surge bin to 
accommodate heat transfer between the raw oil 
shale and spent oil shale (heat carrier material) with 
subsequent retorting of the shale. The overhead 
static mixer and underlying surge bin cooperate with 
each other to provide a two-stage gravity flow 
retort. The upper portion of the surge bin provides 
a dilute-phase free-fall zone. The dilute-phase 
free-fall zone minimizes choking and back mixing of 
the raw oil shale and solid heat carrier material and 
serves to precipitate and disengage large particulates 
of dust, mainly spent and retorted shale, from the 
effluent product stream of oil and light hydrocarbon 
gases. The lower portion of the surge bin provides 
a dense-phase zone where the shale moves and Is 
completely retorted in a dense-phase moving bed. 

Referring to Figure 1, crushed and preheated oil 
shale particles are fed into an overhead static mixer 
retort (also referred to as the "static mixer") by 
gravity flow. The raw oil shale particles are fed 
into the static mixer at a south flux flow rate 
preferably between 2,000 and 6,000 pounds per 
square foot per hour for best results. 

Solid heat carrier material, preferably fully corn-
busted, spent oil shale, is fed into the other Inlet 
at the top of the static mixer at a retorting tem-
perature most preferably from 1,150°F to 112500F. 
Heat carrier material in excess of 1,400°F should 
not be used because fines removal problems will be 
aggravated and heat carrier input requirements in-
creased due to the high attrition rates at high 
recycle ratios. 

The ratio of the south flow rate of the heat carrier 
material (spent shale) being fed into the static mixer

to the solids flow rate of raw oil shale is in the 
range from 2:1 to 10:1, and preferably as low as 
possible for better results. 

As seen in Figure 1, the static mixer's upper free-
fall section Is empty and contains no moving parts 
or stationary deflectors (internals). 

FIGURE 1 
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In order to attain acceptable mixing of the raw and 
spent oil shale, a specially arranged matrix, series, 
and set of stationary internals (Figures 2 and 3), 
sometimes referred to as deflectors, baffles, or ele-
ments, are positioned within the interior of the bot-
tom section of the static mixer. The Internals are 
welded or otherwise secured to the inner wall sur-
face of the lower deflector section. 	 The internals 
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are positioned and arranged In alternate horizontal 
tiers, arrays, rows, or levels of longitudinally posi-
tioned internals and laterally positioned internals, in 
a special oriented matrix as shown in Figure 2. 
Elongated angle irons which form inverted 
triangular-shaped baffles provide most of the inter-
nals. The apex of the triangular internals face up-
ward.	 Side elements are each made of half an
angle iron or plate equivalently cut. 

FIGURE 2

MIXER INTERNALS 
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The special orientation, configuration, and arrange-
ment of internals in the mixer have been found 
during extensive testing to provide unexpected, 
surprisingly good, superior, complete mixing with al-
most perfect uniform distribution of raw and spent 
oil shale particles. Other arrangements of internals, 
as well as the use of disc and donut internals, 
Kenics-type twisted internals, and the use of no in-
ternals, were found during the testing to provide 
unacceptably mediocre to very poor, incomplete 
mixing of raw and spent shale. 

The static mixer in Figure 3 has six vertically 
spaced tiers, levels or rows of triangular-shaped 
baffles. The bases of the baffles in each row are 
coplanar. The top (upper) two rows of baffles are 
referred to as the inlet rows.	 There are three

baffles in the top (first) inlet row and three baffles 
In the second inlet row. The minimum vertical dis-
tance (height) and spacing between the apexes (tops) 
of the baffles in the second inlet row and the bases 
(bottoms) of the baffles in the top Inlet row is 
0.375 to 0.75 inch, preferably 0.5 inch for best 
results. The minimum cross-sectional span Li of 
each side of the baffle is 0.5 inch for best results. 
The minimum horizontal distance and spacing L2 be-
tween the bases of adjacent baffles in each of the 
inlet rows is 2.75 inches for best results. The min-
imum horizontal distance and spacing between the 
apexes of adjacent baffles in each of the inlet rows 
is 3.375 inches for best results. The baffles in the 
top inlet row are parallel to each other. The 
baffles in the second inlet row are parallel to each 
other and oriented at a 90-degree (right) angle to 
the baffles in the top inlet row, as viewed from the 
top.

FIGURE 3

BAFFLE ARRANGEMENT 

(s4tA., 
1 3rd ROW 

ROW 

As shown in the static mixer of Figure 3, there are 
three baffles in the third row (from the top) and 
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three baffles in the fourth row (from the top). 
Each of these baffles is of the same size, height, 
and side (slanted face) dimension. The minimum ver-
tical distance (height) between the apexes of baffles 
In the third row and the bases of baffles in the 
second row Is four inches for best results. The 
minimum vertical distance (height) between the 
apexes of baffles In the fourth row to the bases of 
baffles in the third row is four Inches for best 
results. The minimum cross-sectional span Li' . of 
each side of the baffles in the third and fourth row 
is one inch for best results. The minimum horizon-
tal distance and spacing 1.2' between the bases of 
adjacent baffles in the third row and In the fourth 
row is one inch for best results. The minimum 
horizontal distance and spacing between the apexes 
and adjacent baffles In the third row and in the 
fourth row is 2.8125 Inches for best results. The 
baffles in the third row are parallel to each other 
and to the baffles in the first (top) row. The apex 
of the center baffle 59 in the third row Is in ver-
tical alignment and registration with the center 
baffle 53 in the first row. 

There are four baffles in each of the fifth and 
sixth rows (from the top). 

During testing, the horizontal (lateral) and vertical 
spacing between elements (baffles) was varied over a 
wide range. The number of baffles per row and the 
number of rows were also extensively varied, as 
were the size and shape of the baffles. The baffle 
arrangement of Figure 3, as described above, 
produced superior, unexpected results that were sig-
nificantly and surprisingly better than all other types 
of baffle arrangements tested. 

In operation, referring back to Figure 1, raw and 
spent oil shale are simultaneously fed into the static 
mixer by the feed lines. The streams of raw shale 
and spent shale are directed to intersect and com-
mingle with each other along the vertical axis of 
the static mixer to enhance mixing. in the static 
mixer, the raw and spent shale Initially gravitate 
downwardly In free-fall in a dilute-phase gravity 
flow bed. The internals laterally change the direc-
tion of flow of the raw and spent shale and deflect 
the shale In a generally zigzag flow pattern to sub-
stantially completely mix the shale together. The 
solids residence time in the static mixer is 
preferably less than 10 seconds. 

The mixed raw and spent shale gravitate downwardly 
into	 the surge	 bin.	 While heat	 exchange	 (heat 
transfer) between	 the	 raw and	 spent shale	 and 
retorting (kerogen conversion) of the raw shale com-
mence	 in the	 static	 mixer, they	 are substantially 
completed in the surge bin.

In the lower portion of the surge bin, the mixed 
shale gravitates downwardly in a packed, dense-phase 
moving bed. Heat transfer and conversion of 
kerogen to shale oil and light hydrocarbon gases are 
substantially completed in the dense-phase moving 
bed. The total solids residence time (retorting time) 
In the surge bin is from about three minutes to 
about 10 minutes.

The effluent product stream of hydrocarbons 
liberated during retorting is emitted in the surge bin 
as a gas, vapor, mist, liquid droplets, or a mixture 
thereof. The product stream Is withdrawn from the 
upper portion of the surge bin through an overhead 
product outlet line. 

The effluent product stream is partially dedusted in 
an Internal or external cyclone and/or filters. The 
partially dedusted stream exits the cyclone and is 
transported to one or more separators, such as 
quench towers, scrubbers, or fractionators. 

The retorted and spent shale particles are discharged 
from the bottom of the surge bin and are fed by 
gravity flow through the combustor feed line to the 
bottom portion of an external, dilute-phase, upright 
combustor lift pipe. 

The combustion temperature In the lift pipe and 
overhead vessel is from 1,000°F to 1,4000F. 
Residual carbon contained on the retorted oil shale 
particles is substantially completely combusted in the 
lift pipe and overhead vessel leaving spent shale for 
use as solid heat carrier material, which drops by 
gravity flow into the top of the static mixer. Ex-
cessive spent shale Is withdrawn from the overhead 
vessel and sent to waste disposal. 

UNOCAL PATENTS ARSENIC REMOVAL PROCESS 

United States Patent Number 4,773,088, 'Arsenic 
Removal from Shale Oil by Addition of Basic 
Materials," has been issued to Dennis D. Delaney and 
assigned to Union Oil Company of California. 

Briefly, the invention provides a method for removing 
arsenic from shale oils by contacting arsenic-
containing shale oils under reaction conditions with 
one or more basic materials to convert a substantial 
proportion of the arsenic to a water-extractable 
form. In one embodiment, a substantially anhydrous 
basic material, such as Group IA or Group hA 
hydroxides, oxides or salts, is added to shale oil. 
The resultant substantially anhydrous mixture is sub-
jected to reaction conditions including an elevated 
temperature and pressure to convert at least some 
of the arsenic components in the shale oil to ar-
senic components more easily extractable by water. 
The converted arsenic components are then separated 
by water extraction or water leaching. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, sodium 
or potassium hydroxide is added to a substantially 
anhydrous deashed shale oil, and the resultant 
anhydrous mixture subjected to a temperature from 
about 150°F to 400°F. 

In general, the feedstock Is a full boiling range 
shale oil crude or fraction thereof, which may have 
been treated to remove solid constituents, 	 a. g., 
deashlng.	 Preferably, however, the feedstock has 
not been catalytically hydroprocessed. 
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While not being bound to any particular theory, it is 
considered likely that arsenic is present in raw oil 
shale and raw shale oil mostly as alkaline earth 
metal arsenates and arsenites and/or as arsenic 
oxides. During retorting, reactions occur (such as 
the Bechamp reaction between aromatic amines or 
phenols and arsenic oxide to form p-amino or 
p-hydroxyphenylarsonlc acids) which cause organoar-
senic compounds to form. In addition, a major 
amount of the arsenic oxides sublimes or volatilizes 
and dissolves in the condensed shale oil. A portion 
of the sublimed or volatile arsenic can also be 
entrained in the shale oil as very small particles, 
many of which could not be separated by filtration 
or other ordinary techniques. 

In view of the foregoing, the term "arsenic" is con-
sidered as including all forms thereof, i.e., both the 
element and organic and Inorganic compounds, in 
which it Is present In shale oil. 

Typical shale oils have an initial arsenic content 
greater than about 20 parts per million by weight 
(ppmw), and usually from about 25 to about 
100 ppmw, and often above 50 ppmw. The treat-
ment gives improved results with elevated tempera-
tures and usually will be conducted at such pres-
sures	 as	 will prevent	 boiling of the basic
material/shale oil admixture at a desired tempera-
ture.	 Pressures typically from about 25 p.s.i.g. to 
about 500 p.s.l.g., are employed during the course of 
the treatment. After treatment of the shale oil by 
the method of the Invention, the product shale oil 
has a reduced arsenic content, ordinarily in the 
range from about one to about 25 ppmw. Thus, the 
treatment provides at least a 10 percent, and most 
preferably at least a 40 percent reduction in the 
arsenic content of the shale oil. 

It Is highly preferred that the shale oil compositions 
treated by the method of the invention be substan-
tially anhydrous. A "substantially anhydrous" shale 
oil refers to shale oil compositions containing up to 
that amount of water soluble in the shale oil at 
atmospheric conditions. Ordinarily, the amount of 
water soluble at atmospheric conditions in typical 
shale oils or admixtures Is less than 0.1 weight per-
cent. 

The portion of the total arsenic present in shale oils 
as arsenic (III) oxide Is soluble in water 
(approximately 10 weight percent in boiling water); 
the portion present in shale oil as arsenic (V) oxide 
Is even more soluble in water (approximately 
75 weight percent in boiling water). For this 
reason, treatment of a shale oil by contacting with 
only water will remove a portion of the arsenic, the 
exact amount removed depending upon relative 
solubilities, ratio of oil and water volumes, number 
of contact stages, efficiency of operation, and the 
like. However, the method of the invention provides 
for removal from the shale oil of the organically-
bound arsenic components having substantially lower 
solubility in boiling water than the arsenic oxides. 
The organically-bound arsenic components are essen-
tially water-Insoluble at the conditions of treatment.

The method is particularly effective for treating 
oxygen-containing organically-bound arsenic. It Is 
believed that the method results in breaking the 
molecular bonds In such organically-bound arsenic. 
For example, If it is assumed that phenylarsonic 
acids are present from the previously mentioned Be-
champ reaction, arsenic could be recovered following 
a hydrolysis-type reaction to reform arsenic oxide. 

Such conversion results from treatment of the shale 
oil with a basic material that reacts with the ar-
senic components to form products more soluble In 
water. The basic material is usually selected from 
the group consisting of hydroxides, oxides and salts, 
of a Group IA metal, a Group U.k metal and the 
first column of Group vurn metals, 	 i.e., iron, 
ruthenium, and osmium. Preferred basic materials 
include the hydroxides of sodium, potassium, lithium, 
rubidium, cesium, calcium, strontium, and barium, 
with sodium and potassium hydroxide being most 
preferred. Salts yielding a basic p11 may be either 
organic or Inorganic, and typical examples include 
the acetates, phosphates, berates, citrates, car-
bonates, chromatcs, bromates, lactates and oxalates 
of Group . IA and Group IIA metals. 

After reaction of the basic materials and arsenic 
components, the product arsenic components can be 
extracted from the product shale oil by adding an 
aqueous solution to the product mixture so that a 
two phase (water and product shale oil) system is 
produced. The aqueous solution and product shale 
oil are mixed in a water-to-shale oil weight ratio 
typically in the range from about 0.05:1 to about 
1:1. 

The method can be conducted either in batch or 
continuous type of operation. 

As previously noted, elevated temperatures facilitate 
arsenic removal from the shale oil, probably due to 
the accelerated decomposition of organoarscnic com-
pounds at higher temperatures. A temperature of at 
least about 100°F is desired for the process of the 
Invention and a maximum useful temperature Is nor-
mally below the point at which significant thermal 
cracking of the shale oil occurs. Very efficient ar-
senic removal has been observed in the range from 
about 250 0 to about 3500F. 

If a deashing unit is used after the reaction, the 
retorted or raw shale oil now containing water-
soluble arsenic components and water-insoluble solid 
particulates, Is typically mixed with about five to 
about 90 weight percent of water. The solids are 
partitioned (separated) Into the water phase and 
water soluble arsenic components are also removed 
from the shale oil by dissolution into the water 
phase. 

In one embodiment of the invention, the basic 
material is admixed with a substantially anhydrous 
shale oil upstream of a deashing unit. In another 
embodiment, the basic material may be admixed with 
the shale oil/-water emulsion in the deashing unit. 
In a preferred embodiment, the basic material is ad-
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mixed with a substantially anhydrous, and at least 
partially deashed, shale oil between deashing units in 
a multiple train of deashing units. 

The processing by the invention of shale oil com-
positions that are not substantially anhydrous may, in 
some cases, detrimentally effect the removal of ar-
senic. It is highly preferred that non-anhydrous 
shale oils be pretreated for water removal, as by 
distillation,	 electrostatic separation, 	 decantation,
deashing and the like.

An advantage provided by removing arsenic from the 
shale oil by the method of the invention Is the 
resultant lower content of arsenic when the shale 
oil contacts downstream catalysts. Thus, the lives 
of (1) the arsenic-removing guard bed employed sub-
sequent to deashing the shale oil feedstock and 
(2) the downstream hydroprocessing catalysts are ex-
tended. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

JOSECO EXTENDS RETORTING RUNS THROUGH 
MARCH, 1089 

Japan Ott Shale Engineering Co., Ltd has continued 
to operate its 250 ton per day oil shale pilot plant 
at Kitakyushu City, Japan. 

Sixteen runs totaling 163 days (including the prelimi-
nary test runs) were conducted by the end of 
March, 1988, and Condor (Australia) and Maoming 
(China) ores used for the operation amounted to 
around 40,000 tons (crude ore basis). 

Upon the completion of the above runs, it was 
decided to extend the seven-year research and 
development plan until the end of March, 1989. An 
additional 27,000 tons of Maoming ore were imported 
for this purpose. 

Under the revised plan, a 100-thy continuous opera-
tion on Maoming ore started in July, 1988. The 
pilot plant was operated smoothly and stably at the 
various throughput levels, ranging from 220 tons per 
day to 115 tons per day (the minimum operation 
level).

denser section and here is distilled into semicoke 
gas, liquid shale oils (benzene fraction, middle and 
heavy oil, raw turbine fuel) and shale oil water that 
contains phenols. The liquid products are separated 
into furnace oil and turbine fuel and are sent to 
the boiler and the gas turbine of an electdc power 
station correspondingly. 

FIGURE 1 

ESTONIAN GALOTER RETORT 

PERFORMANCE OF WIT-3000 RETORTS IMPROVED IN 
ESTONIA 

According to a recent Russian publication, the 
reserves of oil shales in the USSR are estimated as 
198.2 billion tons Including 143 billion tons in the 
European part. Most of the shale mined (75 percent 
of 37 million tons mined in the USSR every year) is 
used as a fuel for boilers of electric power stations; 
7.5 million tons Is processed to obtain different oil 
products and heating gas, and about three million 
tons is used by small consumers (cement plants, 
small electric power stations, etc.). 

Shale	 burning in	 boilers	 Is	 feasible,	 but	 this entails 
both technical problems and pollution of air by 502 
and	 fly	 ash.	 This	 is	 the	 reason	 why	 it is	 con-
sidered	 advisable	 first	 to	 produce	 a	 higher quality 
fuel by	 preliminary	 thermal processing of	 oil shales. 
Just a simple thermal processing at a temperature of 
450500°C	 turns	 up	 to	 90	 percent	 of	 the organic 
part	 of shale into shale	 oils	 and	 gas.	 This results 
In high quality	 liquid and gas fuels, such as turbine 
fuel,	 diesel	 fuel,	 and	 valuable	 chemical	 raw 
materials.	 Production of these products brings addi-
tional economic profits.

The scheme of thermal oil shale processing with 
solid heat transfer, as used in Estonia, is shown in 
Figure 1. The vapor-gas mixture passes to the con-

The concentrated phenol water goes to the chemical 
plant for production of phenols and other valuable 
products. Sernicoke gas can be used as both a 
chemical raw material and as a fuel for electric 
power stations. In addition, the steam generated in 
the boiler-utilizer of the distillation section can be 
used for electric power production (Figure 1). 

Processing of the Baltic shales in UTF-3000 (Galoter) 
retorts makes it possible to build units of large 
scale,	 to	 process	 shale	 particle	 sizes	 of
22 millimeters and less including shale dust, to 
produce liquid fuels for large thermal electric power 
stations, to improve operating conditions at the shale 
burning electric power stations, to increase (thermal) 
efficiency up to 86-87 percent, to improve sulfur 
removal from shale fuel, to produce sulfur and other 
sulfur containing products (such as thiophene) by 
utilizing hydrogen sulfide of the semicoke gas, and 
to extract valuable phenols from the shale oil water. 
Overall the air pollution (compared to direct oil 
shale combustion) decreases. 

The output of the products mentioned above per ton 
of the Baltic shales (having combustion heat of 
8.4 megajoules per kilogram) is as follows: 

Total shale oils - 129.0 kilogram 

Gas benzene - 7.9 kilograms 

Semicoke gas - 46.2 kilograms 
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Shale oil water - 23.1 kilograms 

Steam of the boiler-utilizer at 440°C - 170 
kilograms 

The total heat efficiency of the process is 
86.3 percent (shale oils - 56.4 percent, gas 
benzene - 3.7 percent, gas - 21 percent, steam - 
5.2 percent). 

The two UTF-3000 units built at the Estonian GRES 
with a productivity of 3,000 tons per day are among 
the largest In the world and unique in their tech-
nological principles. Putting the UTF3000 into 
production faced numerous difficulties which are 
caused by the factor of six scaleup from the 
prototype, the uniqueness and novelty of the equip-
ment, Increased requirements for environmental 
protection, and defects of nonstandard equipment 
production. 

A redesign of particular pans and reconstruction of 
the units have been done to improve the process of 
production and to increase the period of continuous 
operation. 

The belt conveyors and input funnels for shale 
supply were redesigned, 30 percent of the linings 
were replaced, the bearing units of the transporta-
tion line and the hermetic seals for semicoking of 
dry shales were reconstructed, as well as the 
carry-over seals and the seals on electric filters. 
The ceiling screens of the air-blown furnace and ash 
cyclones were reconstructed as well as systems of 
injection into the air-blown dryer, washes -and 
pulplines, the systems of dry-removal of dust from 
the cyclones. New turnstiles were constructed for 
dust transportation; the pneumatic collector for dust 
unloading was replaced, the sluice was examined, and 
other technological improvements for unloading and 
transportation of dust will be tested. 

As a result of these changes, the functioning of the 
Ufl-3000 improved dramatically In 1984 in com-
parison with the period of 1980-1983. For instance, 
the total amount of shale processed in the period 
1980-1983 was almost the same as for only 1984, 
i.e. 79,100 tons versus 80,100 in 1984. The total 
shale oil production for the period 1980-1983 was 
10,500 tons and approximately the same amount was 
produced only in 1984. The average output of shale 
oil per run increased from 27 tons in 1980 to 
970 tons in 1984. The output of electric energy for 
Estonia-Energo continued constant in 1983 and 1984, 
by burning pan of the shale oil in the boilers of 
Estonia ORES. 

By the end of 1984, 159,200 tons of shale was 
processed and 20,000 tons of shale oil was produced 
at UTF-3000.	 The total time of functioning was 
1,260 hours. The maximum continuous run was in 
1984, when the unit functioned for 165 hours, 
20,500 tons of shale was processed, and 2,660 tons 
of shale oil oil was produced.

In 1985, the third test of the reconstructed boiler 
TP-101 was carried out by using the shale oil 
produced at the UTF-3000. The burned oil had 
about 0.3 percent of ash and 0.5 percent moisture. 
The load of the boiler was brought up to 
150-160 megawatts. The improvement of the work-
ing characteristics of Ufl-3000 has continued. 

Recently, the LO VONIPII (the name of the Research 
Institute) has designed for Estonia an electric power 
station that would use shale oil and produce 
2,600 megawatts. A comparison of its technical-
economical characteristics with the corresponding 
ones of the 2,500 megawatts power station with 
direct burning of raw shales was made, it was 
found that the station on shale oil Is more effective 
than the station with direct burning of shale: the 
total investment Is between 44.3 and 65.9 million 
rubles (depends on the construction conditions); the 
operating coat per year is from 33.9 to 41.5 million 
rubles, and if the use of shale ash in agriculture is 
considered, the efficiency Is doubled, 

The unit with two UTF-3000 retorts is now said to 
be going into production. 

STATUS OF WORLD OIL SHALE PROCESSES TABULATED 

A paper presented at the 1988 World Gas Conference 
held in Washington, D.C. lists the status of oil shale 
retorting processes around the world, with emphasis 
on the production of gas. Oil shale retorting has 
been primarily directed toward the production of oil, 
with only small quantities of gas production. These 
gases are usually consumed within the process to 
produce either heat for the retorting step or, in the 
more modern process concepts, hydrogen for upgrad-
ing the raw product oil.	 The quantity and quality
of the gas produced depends upon the retorting 
process utilized. Some processes, especially those 
that utilize indirect heating or in situ processing, 
can produce medium-BTU or high-Bit gas as a major 
coproduct. A few processes are being developed for 
the primary production of manufactured gases. Also, 
in case of future need, the shale oil can be con-
verted to gas in a secondary process step. 

In some parts of the world, because of geologic 
reasons (over-burden, seam thicknesses, etc.), it may 
be cheaper (on a calorific basis) to mine oil shale 
than coal. The hydrogen content (per unit of car-
bon) of the organic matter in oil shales is higher 
than that In coals. Therefore, the conversion of 
carbon in oil shales to synthetic natural gas requires 
less external hydrogen than required for the conver-
sion of carbon in coals. Thus, the production of 
gas from oil shale could be more economical than 
from coal. 
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Processing Technology 

Several conversion processes have been tasted at 
various scales of operation for the production of 
both liquid and gaseous synthetic fuels. For the 
purpose of this paper, the processing technology was 
divided into two major categories: retorting tech-
nology (both thermal retorting and hydroretorting) 
and gasification technology. 

The retorting processes are directed primarily at the 
production of oil, whereas the gasification processes 
are directed at the production of gaseous fuels 
ranging from low-STU to high-UTU gas. Retorting 
processes can produce gas as a byproduct, and some 
gasification processes can produce oil as a 
byproduct. 

Retorting Technology 

Thermal retorting processes, both above ground and 
in situ, are defined in the paper as all processes 
that involve heating of oil shale at near atmospheric 
pressure without the use of hydrogen or solvent in 
feed streams. Almost all processes developed at the 
large scale are thermal retorting processes. Thermal 
retorting processes are categorized as follows: 

Above round retorting processes 
Slow heat-up 
- direct gas heating 
- indirect gas heating 
- combination heating 
- hot-south circulating 

Rapid heat-up 
- indirect gas heating 
- hot-south circulating 

In situ retorting processes 
Combustion heating 
Radio frequency heating 

Most of the above ground thermal retorting processes 
are slow heat-up processes. Thermal retorting 
processes give oil yields that are within 10 percent 
of the yields estimated by the Fischer Assay, 
however the calorific value of gas produced varies 
with each process depending on the method of sup-
plying heat to the retort. 

In the direct heating processes, heat for retorting is 
generated within the retort by combustion of 
retorted shale and pyrolysis gas. These processes 
produce low-BTU gas because the gas formed in the 
retorting zone becomes diluted by carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen produced in the combustion zone. In the 
Indirect-heating processes, heat is supplied by gas or 
solids (spent shale or heat transfer material) that 
are heated outside the retort vessel. In the com-
bination heating processes, a gas sealing Zone Is 
usually incorporated inside the retort to eliminate 
mixing of gasses between the directly and indirectly 
heated zones. The indirect and combination heating 
processes can produce medium-BTU and/or high-BTU 
gas.

Rapid heat-up processes are generally limited to 
laboratory-scale research in which small shale par-
ticles are injected into a hot fluidized bed retort. 
Rapid heating Is believed to produce better yields 
than slow heating for similar types of shale. The 
type of gas produced Is determined in the same 
manner as described above. 

In in situ processing, the necessary heat is provided 
either by injecting air or air-steam mixtures into 
the shale strata. The air combusts some of the 
shale which provides the heat for retorting and the 
steam sweeps the oil vapors to the surface. These 
processes usually yield medium-BTU and low-BTU 
gases depending on the air/steam ratio used in the 
injected medium. 

Another approach for processing oil shale, which at 
the moment Is investigated mostly In academia, Is 
Bob- and super-critical extraction with various or-
ganic solvents or even with water. These processes 
yield some high-BTU gas as a byproduct. However, 
In these processes more gas could be obtained by 
changing the temperature and/or residence time. 

The term "hydroretorting" is generally used for 
retorting in the presence of hydrogen or hydrogen-
rich gases. Hydroretorting has been conducted in 
both countercurrent moving-bed retorts and in cocur-
rent entrained-flow (flash hydropyrolysis) reactors. 
Because hydrogen-rich gas Is used for retorting, 
these processes usually produce high-BTU gas as a 
byproduct. 

Because the composition of oil shales varies with the 
location of the deposit, different types of processing 
should be employed. The compositions of shales can 
be generally grouped into two major categories based 
on the hydrogen/carbon ratio of their kerogen. High 
yields (60 percent to 80 percent conversion of the 
organic carbon) can be achieved by thermal retorting 
of hydrogen-rich shales, such as those found in the 
Western United States of America.	 However, for 
hydrogen lean shales, such as the clay-based 
Devonian shales found in the Eastern United States 
of America, thermal retorting can convert only about 
30 percent to 40 percent of organic carbon. 
Hydroretorting at elevated pressure, on the other 
hand, can improve yields by as much as 200 percent 
to 250 percent. In situ processing should be used 
where the shale is too difficult or costly to recover 
by conventional mining techniques. 

Status of Thermal Retorting 

At present, commercial-scale oil shale retorting is 
being practiced in Brazil, China, Russia, and the 
United States. AU commercially operated retorts use 
the above ground thermal retorting processes. 

In Brazil, Petroleo Brasileiro S.A. has been processing 
about 1,600 tons per day of oil shale by the 
PL7ROSIX	 process	 which	 incorporates	 a 
5.5 meter-diameter retort. 	 The plant was brought 
on stream in 1982.	 The PEFROSIX retort Is an
indirectly-heated, moving-bed retort. In addition to 
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the oil shale, the process also produces fuel gas. 
The shale processing facility is being expanded to 
include a new 11-meter-diameter retort. 

In the Peoples Republic of China (PRC), two plants, 
located in Fushun (Northeast China) and Maoming 
(Southeast China), are processing oil shale. The PRC 
retort (200 tons per thy) was thrived from early 
Japanese development efforts. The retort 
(three meters in diameter and 15 meters high) is a 
gravity flow, moving bed system employing hot gas 
from spent shale gasification in the lower section to 
pyrolyze the oil shale feedstock containing particles 
in the eight to 20 millimeter size range as well as 
fines. 

In Russia, the Kiviter and the Galoter retorts are 
used to process about six million tons per year of 
oil shale to produce oil and manufactured gas. The 
Kiviter retort, placed in operation in 1981, processes 
about 1,000 tons per thy of oil shale. It is a 
moving-bed retort that processes coarse shale (25 to 
125 millimeters) and has an annular chamber for 
preheating and drying of shale using recycle gas and 
a gas burner.	 The Galoter process handles a top 
size of 15 to 18 millimeters. It incorporates a 
rotating drum for retorting and uses spent shale 
heated by combustion of residual carbon in an 
ebulating bed. A 3,000 ton per day plant has been 
operated successfully. 

In the United States of America, Union Oil of 
California is operating a facility designed to produce 
10,000 barrels per thy of shale oil using the 
Union B retort. This plant is currently operating at 
about 50 percent of design. In the Union B process, 
oil shale is fed at the bottom of the inverted-cone 
vessel. Hot gases enter the top and flow down 
countercurrent to the shale which is moved up 
through the retort using a south pump. In addition 
to producing oil, the process also produces high-BTU 
gas. 

Gasification Technology 

Gasification of oil shales to produce manufactured 
gas as the primary product is not now commercially 
practiced anywhere in the world. However, several 
processes have been developed to produce gas as the 
primary product. 

The Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) has conducted 
hydrogasification tests with several Eastern Devonian 
oil shales for the production of synthetic natural 
gas. These tests have been conducted at various 
scales of operation, up to one ton per hour. 
Moving-bed retorting tests have been conducted using 
cocurrent and countercurrent contacting of gas and 
solids at pressures up to 35 bar and temperatures up 
to 760 0 C. Operation at elevated pressures permitted 
high shale throughputs and achieved organic carbon 
conversions up to 87 percent.

The flash fluid-slag gasification process has been 
developed by AS Svensk Alunskifterutveckling (ASA) 
of Sweden for black shale. This process gasifies a 
mixture, of shale and limestone (about 10 percent by 
weight) with steam and oxygen at 1,500 0 to 1,6000C 
and atmospheric pressure to produce medium-STU gas. 
The limestone promotes the formation of a non-
leachable slag which Is highly desirable in Sweden 
where previous oil shale industries have created en-
vironmental concerns about spent shale disposal. 
ASA has successfully completed operation of an eight 
ton per hour pilot unit to test this process. These 
tests achieved only 60 percent gasification ef-
ficiency, showed sintering problems at temperature 
above 925 0C and produced polycydlic hydrocarbons 
and pyrophoric coke. The pilot plant, located at 
Ranstad in Central Sweden, is now shut down and 
there are no plans for further development. 

In 1985, IGT and HYCRUDE Corporation started 
research to determine the gasification characteristics 
of oil shales in fluidized beds using steam and 
oxygen to produce medium-BTU gas. Laboratory-
scale test results show over 95 percent carbon con-
version. In 1987, IGT used its U-GAS ash ag-
glomerating coal gasification pilot plant to gasify 
90 kilogram of shale and produce non-leachable 
spent shale. 

In the PRC, a rapid pyrolysis of oil shale has been 
achieved by mixing it with hot charcoal in a 
moving-bed system.	 The ratio of charcoal to oil 
shale was 10:1. Products produced were largely 
gaseous Including, high-BTU gas, four weight percent 
gaseous olefins and 1.4 weight percent benzene. 

An in situ oil shale experiment was carried out by a 
group of French companies (Total, Gaz de France, 
Institut Francois du Petrels, Bureau de Recherches 
Geologiqusi at Minieres) in March 1984 at Tran-
quevifle, Vosges (France). Two wells, 200 meters 
deep, 60 meters apart, were drilled in the oil shale 
which was then hydraulically fractured to connect 
the wells. Air was then injected and the shale ig-
nited.	 A combustion test was performed for one 
month, however, the results are not significant. 

Dow Chemical Company has conducted tests to 
produce low-BTU gas from the Michigan Antrim shale 
by a true in situ process. Dow researched the 
process concept using three fracturing techniques 
(hydraulic fracturing followed by explosive fracturing, 
and explosive underreaming followed by explosive 
rubblization and fracturing). 	 This work has been
discontinued. 

Table 1 summarizes the status of current shale 
processes. 

Due to the current slump in crude oil prices, the 
incentive for continued research and development 
programs Is greatly reduced. Future work will prob-
ably continue to emphasize oil, rather than gas, 
manufacture. 
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TABLE 1 

Process Gas-Solid Heat Transfer	 Largest Scale 
Process Name Developer Contacting Node	 Node	 Tested Status 

Allis-Chalmers Allis-Chalmers Cross Flow Direct/Indirect 680 kg Batch Dormant 
Boiler Grate Corp. • USA Combination 

Staged chevron Oil CO. Hybrid of co- &	 --	 -- --
Turbulent Bed USA Countercurrent 

Dravo Circular Drava Engin- Cross Flow Direct/Indirect 300 T/D Dormant 
Crate eering Co. • USA Combination 

Fluidized Bed Kentucky Center Hybrid of Co & Indirect	 45 Xg/K R&D Continues 
for Energy Countercurrent to Add Spent 
Research, USA Shale Gasifica-

tion and Coates 
tion stages 

G.okinetics Geokinetics, In-Situ Retort- Direct	 2.000 Bbl/D Dormant 
Inc. • USA ing 

Lurgi-Ruhrgas Ruhrgas A.G. Cocurrent Not solids	 12 T/D --
and Lurgi, 0tH Recycle 
FRC 

Multi-Solid Battelle- Hybrid of CO & Hot Solids	 0.3 T/D Dormant 
Columbus Lab, Countercurrent Recycle 
USA 

PARAHO The Paraho Countercurrent Direct/Indirect 360 T/D Dormant 

Development Moving-Bed and combination 
Corp. • USA Versions 

Superior superior Oil Cross Flow Direct/Indirect 250 T/D Dormant 
Circular Grate Co. • USA Combination 

TOSCO The Oil Shale Cocurrent Hot solids	 1,000 T/D Dormant 
Corp. • USA Recycle 

Government of Fixed Bed Direct	 3m-diameter Dormant 
Morocco 

Union C Union Oil Co. Countercurrent Direct	 5,000 Bbl/D operating 

HTI'ORT ICT & HYRUDE Countercurrent Indirect	 24 T/D R&D Continues 
Corp.. USA Moving Bed 35 Bars to Expand 

Hydrogen Data Base 

Hydrogasifica- KWU 0mb)! Fluidized Bed Indirect	 20 Kg/D Laboratory 
tion and Erlanger, no Scale 
Pyrolysis 

Flesh Rockwell Int. • Cocurrent, Indirect	 24 T/D Dormant 
Hydropyrolysis USA Entrained Bed 70 Bars 

Hydrogen 

Livermore Lawrence Countercurrent Hot Solids	 2 T/D Operating 
Solids-Recycle Livermore Moving Bed Recycle 
Retort Laboratory, USA 

CSIRO Institute of Fluidized Bed Hot Spent Shale 27 Kg/H Operating 
Energy & Earth Recycle 
Resources, 
Australia 

PBC The Peoples Countercurrent Direct, spent	 200 T/D Operating 
Republic of Moving Bed Shale Gasified 
China 

Kiviter USSR Moving Bed Countercurrent Direct	 1,000 T/D Operating 

Galoter USSR Cocurrent Hot spent Shale 500 T/D 3,000 T/D 
Retort Being 
Designed 
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ENVIRONMENT 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT SATISFIED WITH MONITORING 
RESULTS FOR UNOCAL PROJECT 

Synthetic fuels projects awarded financial assistance 
under the Energy Security Act of 1980 agreed to 
develop and Implement an Environmental Monitoring 
Plan (EMP) incorporating permit-mandated (compliance) 
monitoring and supplemental monitoring in the areas 
of water, air, solid waste, and worker health and 
safety. Implementation of the EMP requires develop-
ment of detailed sampling and analytical procedures, 
completion of a data management system, incorpora-
tion of a quality assurance/quality control program, 
and performance of Initial field sampling and 
laboratory analyses. 

The Parachute Creek Shale Oil Project published Its 
first Annual EMP Report In 1988. 

The supplemental sampling and analyses are directed 
toward establishing information on environmental un-
certainties associated with replication of synthetic 
fuels plants. Thus, the EMP provides a network of 
ambient and source monitoring points for determining 
areas of environmental concern. 

The Energy Security Act and the subsequent Environ-
mental Monitoring Guidelines established a Monitoring 
Review Committee (MRC) for each synthetic fuels 
project. The MRC is composed of representatives 
from the project, the United States Department of 
Treasury, the United States Department of Energy, 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
and the state governor's office. The MRC reviews 
environmental and health monitoring information to 
determine If there are trends or patterns in pol-
lutant releases or environmental Impacts. The MRC 
met at the Parachute Creek Project site for the 
first time In 1988. 

Phase I of the Parachute Creek program is designed 
to produce approximately 10,400 barrels per day of 
syncrude from oil shale using the Unlshale "B" 
process. This Is based on a western shale oil 
resource of 34 gallons per ton of shale. Subsequent 
phases of the project were planned to provide ex-
panded production at rates of up to 90 9 000 barrels 
per day. However, due to the change In world 
energy conditions and difficulties in achieving suc-
cessful completion of Phase I, Unocal amended the 
original multi-phase project and elected to con-
centrate on the Phase I project. 	 Early difficulties
were related to both the technology and to the 
shale resource itself. The sulfur content proved 
higher than anticipated, causing excess emissions 
during shutdown and startup; physical properties of 
the rock required smaller particle size than planned 
for maximum oil recovery In the retort process. 

During 1988, the project Improved its operations 
record, reaching steady operations at 50 to 
60 percent of design capacity, over a period of 
weeks.

The environmental monitoring program for Phase I is 
a substantial commitment for evaluating a facility 
comprised of three separate sites: the Mine/Retort, 
the Upgrade Facility and the Retorted Shale Disposal 
Area. A room and pillar mine is located on Long 
Ridge, as Is the five-acre bench that holds the 
Retort Facility.	 Ten miles south of the bench In 
Parachute Creek Valley is the Upgrade Facility. A 
pipeline connects the two facilities. The Shale Dis-
posal Area Is located in the East Fork Canyon, 
below Long Ridge. It extends westward and cur-
rently Involves between 500 and 600 acres. Of this 
total, about twenty percent has been permanently 
reclaimed and about ten percent has been tem-
porarily reseeded and vegetated for soil stability. 
Additional acreage up-valley will be used for dis-
posal operations as the retorted shale pile continues 
to expand. 

Pollution control devices include the baghouse on the 
mine crushing and screening facilities, the low 
NO  burners on the boilers, and the sulfur recovery 
unit on the plant fuel gas at the Retort Facility; 
the runoff collection system and pond at the Spent 
Shale Disposal Area; and the sulfur recovery unit for 
plant fuel gas, the steam stripper to treat process 
waters, and the storm water collection system and 
basin at the Upgrade Facility. Groundwater monitor-
big is used to detect contamination around the Shale 
Disposal Area and the Upgrade Facility. 

Parachute Creek's Phase I EMP supplemental sampling 
uses a tiered approach for environmental monitoring. 
The Tier I Program emphasizes screening-level 
analyses of supplemental parameters to identify sub-
stances of concern. Tier I data will be collected 
during 1988 and 1989 and analytical results will be 
used to select Indicator parameters to be monitored 
In Tier II, during the remainder of project opera-
tions. 

Monitoring Results 

Currently, twenty-two supplemental points are being 
monitored (14 gaseous streams, five solids and three 
aqueous), 12 at the Mine/Retort and 10 at the 
Upgrade Facility. Over 70 percent of the first sup-
plemental	 samples	 were	 obtained	 as	 of 
October 1, 1988.	 The remaining sampling was 
scheduled prior to January, 1989. The project 
reported that several new sampling protocols had 
been used successfully, enhancing the data capture 
rate.	 Only one sampling technique required further 
development:	 trace element collection from stack 
gases. During the September sampling effort, an 
acid base Impinger train was used for absorption of 
arsenic, cadmium, chromium and chloride. Analytical 
results for supplemental samples taken In 1988 will 
be publicly available In mid-1989. 

To date, five EMP quarterly reports containing com-
pliance data have been submitted to the Treasury 
Department. The first EMP Annual Report containing 
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supplemental data was delivered in March, 1988, and 
covered activities from January 1, 1987, through 
September 30, 1987. Delays in achieving steady-
state operations early In 1988 prevented supplemental 
monitoring and thus limited the scope of this report 
primarily to health and safety information. 

Supplemental health surveillance data were collected 
during March, 1988, at the Upgrade Facility. The 
parameters sampled were below detection levels (less 
than 0.1 microgram per cubic meter). Syncrude 
vapors ranged from 0.23 to 0.36 parts per million--
less than one percent of the 50 parts per million 
trigger level. 

Occupational Health and Safety Administration regula-
tions require over 580 compliance samples each 
quarter. During the fourth quarter of 1987, one 
sample from the shale preparation area exceeded the 
Permissible Exposure Limits (Pa) for silica. Addi-
tional monitoring Is being done In this area and the 
personnel have been equipped with aspirators.

early to determine trends or patterns. Performance 
testing (compliance) data reviewed by the MRC 
showed operations in 1987 were within air quality 
limits. 

Other actions by the MRC resulted In Treasury 
Department approval of seventeen revisions to the 
EMP, primarily for improving sampling and analytical 
protocols to detect more accurately the parameters 
expected, or to allow safer field sampling of the 
steam boiler stacks. 

The Treasury Department concludes that the available 
environmental information from Parachute Creek show 
no areas of environmental or health concern. Fur-
ther data are needed before relationships between 
indicator process parameters and operations can be 
determined. At present, no significant environmental 
constraints exist for replication of similar shale oil 
facilities.

#1841 
With all areas operating the first quarter of 1988, a 
larger number of samples was taken (over 1,250). 
Nineteen samples exceeded the PEL or Threshold 
Limit Values ('FLY), as follows: 

- Nine noise values, four at the Retort, three 
at the Upgrade and two in the Mine. 

- Five silica values; one at the Mine and four 
at the Retort Wetter Bench. 

- Four coal tar pitch volatile samples at the 
Upgrader. 

- One benzene sample at the Upgrader. 

Personnel in the areas of elevated noise routinely 
wear hearing protection and thus avoid actual ex-
posure. They also are enrolled in a hearing conser-
vation program. Personnel also wear appropriate 
respiratory equipment to prevent over exposure to 
silica.	 Engineering studies for improved controls of 
silica dust are being conducted. 

The coal tar pitch volatile samples were tested for 
poiynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and none were 
found. The benzene exceedance was detected during 
an upset condition at the API separator area when 
the exhaust blower was not working. 

Compliance data for aqueous monitoring Include 
monthly water quality/discharge reports for the clean 
water basin and the basin underdraln. No discharges 
were recorded during 1988. Water quality parameters 
have been within permitted values. Monitoring well 
data also have been within expected ranges. No 
areas of environmental concern have been found In 
these data. 

As stated above, the 1987 EMP Annual Report data 
were limited to health monitoring data collected in 
the third quarter. The MRC meeting in May, 1988, 
reviewed the data, but generally agreed it was too

NEW DATA SHOW PERMEABILITY REDUCTION IN SHALE 
WASTE PILES 

In the last 15 years a great deal of research has 
been focused on the various environmental considera-
tions associated with large-scale commercial shale oil 
production. Numerous factors are involved in 
designing suitable disposal techniques for the solid 
wastes from oil shale processing. 

A summary of current knowledge concerning leaching 
from	 shale	 waste	 piles	 was	 provided	 by
D. McWhorter of Colorado State University at the 
1988 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium. 

Among the Important considerations for disposal are 
geotechnical stability, leachate control, and teachate 
quality. These considerations depend centrally upon 
the physical and chemical properties of the 
processed shale. Different retorting processes 
produce solid wastes with different physical and 
chemical properties. Nevertheless, certain 
generalizations can be drawn from existing research. 
McWhorter's paper presented selected research results 
for combusted wastes. These materials exhibit 
physical and chemical properties that are set apart 
from noncombusted shales, primarily because of the 
tendency for combusted materials to hydrate and 
form a cement-like solid upon contact with water. 

Of particular interest in the paper were new find-
ings concerning the effect of emplaced moisture on 
potential water infiltration and drainage. 

Waters added to the solid waste to Improve compac-
tion and reduce temperature at the time of 
emplacement will become mineralized as a result of 
contact with the solid phase. Further, waters that 
enter the waste pile from precipitation and snowmett 
will also become mineralized and tend to downward 
displace antecedent waters. 
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Leachate could potentially result from two 
mechanisms: 1) Internal drainage of liquids emplaced 
with the solids and 2) penetration of infiltration in 
excess of that which can be stored and returned to 
the atmosphere by evapotranspiration. The potential 
for leachate generation by drainage of emplaced li-
quids depends upon the water retention characteris-
tics of the material, the emplaced water content 
and the geometry of the pile. On the other hand, 
the potential for leachate generation by net infiltra-
tion is a function of the ambient precipitation-
evapotranspiration regime, vegetation cover, and sur-
face configuration. The saturated and unsaturated 
permeability of the solid waste plays a central role 
in the rate of internal drainage and, if small 
enough, can limit the quantity of net infiltration 
that enters into the interior of the pile. 

Drainage of Emplaced Liquids 

The primary factors involved In the volume of liquid 
that may drain are the emplaced water content and 
water retention capabilities of the solid. The latter 
is importantly affected by capillary water retention 
as in normal soils, but also by cement-type reactions 
In combusted shales. Last year McWhorter reported 
data that showed the water retained by hydration in 
a combusted shale (Lurgi process) to be about three 
percent by weight. Preliminary data also showed 
that about one order of magnitude of permeability 
reduction could be attributed to hydration. 

The water retained by hydration as reported prevl 
ously was determined by measuring the amount of 
water that could not be driven off by drying at 
105 0C. As measurements of saturated permeability 
proceeded, the first data showing about one order-
of-magnitude reduction were revised. New data now 
show about four to five orders-of-magnitude reduc-
tion (next section). It became apparent that such 
significant reductions in permeability were not com-
mensurate with a hydrated water content of only 
three percent. It seems unlikely that such a modest 
hydration could cause such a large reduction in per-
meability. 

The above observations motivated a new investigation 
of effects of hydration on the state of pore water 
within combusted shales. The word hydration is now 
loosely used to include all chemical and physical 
processes that act to modify the mobility of water 
in the material. Researchers of the properties of 
cement and concrete have used electrical measure-
ments to gain insight into the degree of hydration 
and the state of water molecules in reactive 
materials. It is known that the dielectric properties 
of water are modified by adsorption and hydrogen 
bonding. 

McWhorter and coworkers completed the measurement 
of the dielectric properties of a combusted shale as 
it undergoes hydration starting at several different 
initial water contents. The theory of the dielectric 
properties of mixtures was used to interpret the 
data In terms of relative permittivity. In this way, 
the fraction of the total water content that behaves

as if it is bound or immobile has been determined. 
Over a sufficiently long period, the process of 
hydration appears to immobilize essentially all added 
water up to about 25-30 percent by weight. Again, 
the immobilization is judged by the relative permit-
tivity measurements. However, immobilization of this 
magnitude is consistent with the hydraulic measure-
ments that indicate four to five orders-of-magnitude 
reduction in saturated permeability. Interestingly, 
the water that is indicated as being immobile by the 
permittivity measurements is readily driven off at 
105°C. 

The above work is not complete, but it Is apparent 
that water retained (i.e., immobilized relative to Its 
ability to flow under hydraulic gradients) is much 
greater than previously thought, based on drying at 
elevated temperatures. This is an Important finding 
relative to the question of how much emplaced 
water will gravity drain from the waste piles. 

Penetration of Net Infiltration 

A key factor in the movement of net infiltration 
Into the waste pile is the magnitude of available 
net Infiltration relative to the permeability of the 
material. If the latter Is larger, then the quantity 
of net infiltration that will enter the waste is con-
trolled by the precipitation-evapotranspiration regime 
and is Independent of permeability. 	 Water balance
calculations can be used to estimate the potential 
average rate of available net infiltration. If the 
permeability of the waste Is less than the available 
net Infiltration, then the hydraulic characteristics of 
the material will cause the quantity of water enter-
ing the pile to be less than the available net in-
filtration. 

The saturated hydraulic conductivity (permeability) of 
combusted shales Is greatly reduced by the hydration 
process. Figure 1 shows measurements on six repli-
cate samples of a combusted shale. These samples 
were moisturized to about one percent by weight by 
equilibration with air saturated with water vapor. 
Water vapor was allowed to contact the samples for 
90 days. The samples were then vacuum saturated 
and permeability was measured by the standard 
falling-head technique. The most recent measure-
ments show the declining trend to be continuing. 

A second set of samples were moisturized to 10, 15 
and 20 percent by weight by direct addition of 
water. These were allowed to cure for 90 days at 
which time they were vacuum saturated and sub-
jected to the same falling-head permeability test. 
The results are shown in Figure 2. These data are 
in sharp contrast with those of Figure 1. In par-
ticular, only a very slow downward trend is evident; 
permeability reductions less than one order-of-
magnitude have been achieved. 

McWhorter believes the modest reduction in per-
meability shown in Figure 2 Is owing to a sort of 
self-armoring process that results from only partial 
wetting. The limited quantity of water added to 
the materials was sufficient to wet only the sur-
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faces of the waste particles. Therefore, hydration 
occurred at and near the particle surfaces and 
eventually formed a cement-like shell around the 
particles, upon subsequent wetting for the saturated 
permeability measurements, this shell prevented con-
tact of the water and unreacted solid. Thus, large 
reductions In permeability were prevented. 

The apparent sensitivity of the permeability to the 
quantity of water available for hydration raises an 
Important practical Issue. Evidently, emplacement of 
the waste at low or moderate water contents will 
not result in the desirable feature of a large per-

meabllity reduction. On the other hand, unrealisti-
cally large quantities of water would be required to 
achieve the permeability reduction throughout the 
pile. Perhaps the water required for permeability 
reduction can be added at strategic locations during 
construction and, in this way, achieve infiltration 
control without adding large quantities of water. 

The new findings relative to water retention and 
permeability reduction require revised approaches to 
the prediction of water movement in the pile. 

#4tH 
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WATER 

PICEANCE BASIN WATER RIGHTS SLATED FOR SODIUM 
MINING PROJECT 

A large sale of Piceance Basin Water rights (see 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, December, 1988, 
page 2-23) is intended for use in a proposed riah-
colite mining operation in the Piceance Basin. 

A filing in Glenwood Springs, Colorado water court 
has revealed that the water rights, sold last year 
for $485,000, will be used by NaTec Ltd. of Houston, 
Texas. Irrigation water from the Rio Blanco Ranch 
will be used to replace water used 15 to 20 miles 
downstream on the company's mining leases. 

NaTec plans to mine nahcolite and sell it for clean-
lag sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxide emissions from 
coal-fired power plants. 

NaTec's water lawyer said the mining operation will 
use about one acre-foot of water for every 
1,000 tons mined. 

The company plans to begin mining about 50,000 tons 
per year in 1990, and could mine five to 10 times 
that much each year, depending on the market. It 
will employ 20 to 25 workers. 

NaTec plans to drill up to 12 wells on the 
8,200 acres It has under lease, and those wells will 
likely lower stream flows in Piceanee and Yellow 
Creeks. 

So irrigation on the Rio Blanco Ranch will be cut 
back, over time, to leave water in the stream for 
downstream users. 

Owned by Aaron Woodward, the ranch sits at the 
top of the Piceance Basin, straddling the Garfield-
Rio Blanco County line along Colorado 13, between 
Rifle and Meeker. 

Using upstream water to replace a downstream use 
means no water users in between will be cut short. 

The company also asked for water court approval to 
expand	 the	 ranch's	 Larson	 Reservoir,	 from 
62 acre-feet to 600 acre-feet. 

nfl 

COMPANIES FILE WATER RIGHT APPLICATIONS IN THE 
PICEANCE BASIN 

The Office of the Water Clerk, Colorado Water Divi-
sion No. 5 has reported Applications for Quadrennial 
Finding of Due Diligence for oil shale related water 
rights held by a number of companies.

Shell 

Shell Western La p Inc. filed an Application for Water 
Rights and for Order Recognizing Such Rights as 
Part of an Integrated Water System, in Garfield 
County, Colorado. All springs are located in 
Township 7 South, Range 97 West of the 6th P.M. 

The description lists eight springs with flows ranging 
from 0.01 to 0.08 cubic feet per second. 

Springs No. 1 and 2 are tributary to Roan Creek 
and Springs No. 3 through 8 are each tributary to 
Parachute Creek.	 Roan and Parachute Creeks are 
tributary to the Colorado River. The entire flow 
from each of the said springs is claimed on a con-
ditional basis for irrigation, municipal, industrial and 
other domestic purposes with an appropriation date 
of August 11, 1988. 

The Applicant is the owner of the Pacific Shale 
Project Water System which consists of the Pacific 
Oil Company Pipeline and Pumping Plant No. 1, Deer 
Park Gulch Pumping Pipeline, Deer Park Gulch Reser-
voir, Conn Creek Feeder Pipeline, Clear Creek Feeder 
Pipeline and Threemile Creek Reservoir. The Ap-
plicant requests that the Court find and determine 
that the water claimed in this Application on a con-
ditional basis is part of the Pacific Shale Project 
Water System. 

Mantha. 

Marathon Oil Company filed Application for Water 
Rights (Surface) for several springs in Rio Blanco 
County. Designated M-1 through 11-5, these springs 
are tributary to Big Duck Creek, a tributary to Yel-
low Creek, a tributary to the White River. Flows 
claimed are 100 gallons per minute (GPM) for M-1, 
80 GPM for M-2, 45 GPM for 11-3, 25 GPM for M-4, 
450 GPM for M-5. Also claimed is Cottonwood 
Spring, tributary to Big Duck Creek, In the amount 
of 675 GPM. Usage in all cases is indicated to be 
industrial, agricultural, domestic and fire fighting. 

In addition, Marathon filed for the Big Duck Creek 
Pump and Pipeline, located in Section 30, Township 1 
South, R99W, with an amount of 10 cubic feet per 
second. 

Shell et al 

Shell Western LaP Inc. filed Application for Condi-
tional Water Rights (Surface) in Rio Blanco County 
on 10 springs designated as SWEPt Spring No. 1, 
SWEPI Spring No. 2, SWEPT Spring No. 3, SWEPI 
Spring No. 5, SWEPI Spring No. 6, SWEPI Spring No. 
7, SWEPT Spring No. 8, SWEPI Spring No. 9, SWEPI 
Spring No. 10 and SWEPI Spring No. 13. The 
amounts claimed are 165, 105, 80, 20, 80, 35, 5, 5, 
220 and 100 gallons per minute, respectively. These 
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springs are located generally in Township 2 South, 
RI00W and Township 2 South, R99W. 

The springs are a part of the water supply system 
for applicant's development of the property. Ap-
plicant intends to develop oil shale deposits and ex-
tract hydrocarbons and other minerals underlying its 
property and such additional lands as applicant may 
acquire or determine to develop. Applicants intend 
to use the water decreed herein for mining, in-
dustrial, refining, retorting, power generation, domes-
tic, irrigation, stock watering, exchange, augmenta-
tion,	 fish and wildlife propagation, 	 recreation,
municipal and all other beneficial uses. 

Applicants owns undivided interest in all lands upon 
which the springs are located. Applicant believes 
that the remaining outstanding undivided interests 
may be owned by Joan L. Savage, Larraine E. Gregg, 
Ruth Hoff Smith, Favil David Hems, Nola Rae Janke, 
Evelyn D. Anderson, Donald M. Lesher and Karen 
Miriea, Trustee of the Donna L. Platter Trust, the 
Karen Miriea Trust and the Larraine L. Boyd Trust. 

ARCO 

Atlantic	 Richfield	 Company	 filed	 an	 Application for 
Quadrennial	 Finding	 of	 Reasonable	 Diligence	 for the 
White	 River-Figure	 Four	 Pipeline	 in	 Rio	 Blanco 
County.	 The	 point	 of	 diversion	 is	 located	 on the 
South	 bank	 of	 the	 White	 River	 in	 section 26, 
Township	 1	 North,	 R96W.	 Appropriation:	 June 10, 
1968.	 Amount:	 70	 cubic	 feet	 per	 second. Use: 
industrial,	 domestic,	 municipal, and irrigation.

NaTec 

NaTee, Ltd., a Texas limited partnership doing busi-
ness in Colorado as NaTec Mines, Ltd., and SR In-
vestments, Inc. filed Application for Approval of Plan 
for Augmentation, Including Application for Condi-
tional Water Rights, Change of Water Rights and 
Conditional Appropriative Rights of Substitution and 
Exchange, in Rio Blanco and Garfield Counties. 

NaTec owns four federal sodium leases comprising 
approximately 8,224 acres located in the Piceance 
Creek Basin and Yellow Creek Basin in Rio Blanco 
County, Colorado, and various water rights. SR In-
vestments, Incorporated, is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of NaTEc, and owns a portion of the water rights 
and other property described in this application. 

Structures described in the application include: 

Larson Reservoir Enlargement. The amount claimed 
includes a conditional water right for 600 acre feet 
and a conditional right to fill and refill for an ad-
ditional 600 acre feet as necessary. Diversion will 
be from Piceance Creek through the Larson Ditch at 
10 cubic feet per second and from Nineteen Mile 
Creek at 10 cubic feet per second. 

Tributary Groundwater Wells. 	 Several wells desig-



nated as Dunn Well No. 20-1; Colorado Minerals Well

No. 14-1; Savage Well No. 24-1; Colorado Minerals 
Well No. 28-1; Industrial Resources Wells D-14-1-1, 
D-14-1-2, D-20-1-1, and D-20-1-2. All of these 
wells are listed at five cubic feet per second and 
are 1,000 to 2,800 feet deep. Other wells listed 
are MMC-lRI, wells 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, listed at one 
cubic foot per second each. 

Morgan Ditches and Enlargements.	 Source is
Piceance Creek, 1.8 cubic feet per second. 

Wolf Ridge Reservoir. 	 In sections 12, 13, and 24, 
Township 1 South, R98W. 	 Capacity is 7,380 acre 
feet.	 Source is White River and unnamed creek
tributary to Yellow Creek. 

Wolf Ridge Feeder Pipeline. The point of diversion 
is on the White River. The amount is 100 cubic 
feet per second. 

The water rights described will also be changed to 
permit the use of wells constructed on the Sodium 
Leases as alternate points of diversion for the water 
rights. The wells will be constructed during the 
mining process on the Sodium Leases. The location 
of the wells will be specified at the time well per-
mits for the wells are filed with the Office of the 
State Engineer, and well permits will be obtained 
prior to construction of the wells. 

NaTec will be operating a nahcolite solution mine on 
the Sodium Leases for the production of sodium 
bicarbonate. The water used in the nnhcolite solu-
tion mining process will be used for domestic, com-
mercial, industrial, and irrigation purposes in con-
junction with the mining process. For purposes of 
this plan for augmentation, Applicants have assumed 
that all of the water used in the mining process is 
fully consumed, but Applicants reserve the right to 
demonstrate that a portion of the water used in the 
mining process returns to the stream system. 

The water supply for the mining process will be 
provided by the wells described and from such alter-
native locations for the wells as may be determined. 
The wells will withdraw water from aquifers which 
are tributary to Piceance Creek and Yellow Creek, 
which are tributaries of the White River. Pumping 
water through the water supply wells may result in 
depletions to Piceance Creek and Yellow Creek. The 
source of the fully consumable water to be released 
as compensation to the affected streams will be 
from the water stored under the storage water right 
for Larson Reservoir and the Wolf Ridge Reservoir 
and Wolf Ridge Feeder Pipeline water rights. The 
water released to the affected streams will be sub-
stituted and exchanged for the out-of-priority diver-
sions of water through the wells constructed on the 
Sodium Leases. 

Applicants will terminate irrigation of the lands that 
were historically irrigated by the water rights, and 
no further irrigatiori of the lands will be permitted 
without a decree from the Water Court approving 
such irrigation.	 Engineering investigations indicate 
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that up to sixty percent of the water historically 
diverted under the direct flow and storage water 
rights was fully consumed by evapotranspiration 
during Irrigation of the land. Applicants therefore 
will only divert sixty percent of the water under 
each direct flow water right and will only divert 
the water right when it is in priority. All water 
diverted under the water right will then be con-
sidered fully consumable.

FIGURE 1 

SCHEDULE OF APPROVALS FOR A 
WATER PROJECT IN COLORADO 

nfl	 5O1. ACTION if	 YEAR #1	 -	 YEAR IZ 

REQUIREMENTS LISTED FOR COLORADO WATER 
PROJECTS 

The Colorado Department of Natural Resources 
recently summarized the requirements for Water 
Project Approvals in Colorado. 

The summary presents a brief overview of the 
government reviews, permits and approvals needed. 
Emphasis is on water development projects, i.e., 
storage and diversion facilities, which put water to 
beneficial use. Other types of water resource 
projects, such as treatment plants, distribution sys-
tems, wells, stream stabilization and underground 
recharge, would have different requirements. 

Table 1 in the Appendix focuses on the government 
approvals, permits and reviews which are most likely 
required for all water development projects in the 
state. Figure 1 is a simplified schedule for com-
pliance with these requirements. 

Table 2 In the Appendix identifies government ap-
provals that reflect project-specific circumstances. 
A particular project may require a number of the 
approvals listed In Appendix Table 2 in addition to 
those identified in Table 1. 

Compliance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) is the major determinant of the time and 
effort required to obtain government approvals for 
water development projects In Colorado. A number 
of federal laws, regulations, Executive Orders and 
policies are enforced through compliance with NEPA. 
Public involvement and an extensive body of legal 
Interpretation help shape the NEPA compliance 
process. 

In Appendix Table 1 the Corps of Engineers' 404 
Dredge and Fill Permit largely defines the procedural 
and substantive context in which a project Is 
reviewed and approved. Through the 404 permit, 
compliance with NEPA is Invoked, along with the 
several requirements which NEPA itself entails. 

Appendix Table 1 and Figure 1 show the dominating 
influence of NEPA. Projects which are large, con-
troversial or have significant environmental impacts 
will probably require a full environmental impact 
statement (EIS). 	 An environmental assessment may 
suffice for smaller projects.

Abbreviations: ICEPA - RitioaAl Environmental Potty Act (full US) 
Section 1 . Thre.t.n.4 I tndengsred S pecies Cauultetlon 
ricA . FiSh and Wildlife Coordlattic, Act 
Cult. Re,. . Cultural Resource Clearance 
401 Curt. . Section 401 Miter Ouaitly Cerificati,, 
ROD . Record of Decision 
Pub. 1st. Review - Public Interest Review 
PA - Prr.netic Agreeneist 
A . Apltcatioss Subtitled 

The full US process is thorough, time-consuming and 
costly. Its purpose is to help federal decision 
makers consider environmental Impacts in their deci-
sion processes. Several other federal requirements, 
as shown in Appendix Table 1, are satisfied through 
the US process. A Final US corrects and expands 
the draft document and reports on compliance with 
the other requirements. The Final 515 is used by 
federal decision makers in developing their formal 
decision document - the Record of Decision. 

Should a full environmental Impact statement be 
necessary, the time frame for obtaining all govern-
ment approvals is likely to be two years or more. 
The public involvement component of the US process 
ensures that a broad range of Issues will be iden-
tified and evaluated by the general public, Interest 
groups, state agencies, local governments and others. 
Figure 1 depicts a generalized schedule for a typical 
review and approval process and shows the relation-
ships among the government approvals listed In Ap-
pendix Table 1. 
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If an environmental assessment (BA) will suffice for 
NEPA compliance, the time frame and level of effort 
are reduced. Impacts are described only to the ex-
tent needed to demonstrate that they are not sig-
nificant. Other federal requirements are handled 
routinely through the NEPA process. Mitigation may 
be prescribed to ensure that impacts will not be 
significant. 

For Section 404 permits, another important input to 
the Corps of Engineers is the "public interest 
review". This review opens the door to comments 
on a wide range of public interest issues such as 
project need, public versus private benefits, the 
availability of alternatives and protection of impor-
tant natural values. The scope of this review may 
exceed the scope of issues raised in an environmen-
tal impact statement. The public interest review 
occurs for all 404 permits but is typically more ex-
tensive for projects which require an EIS. 

Several state agency actions are needed before 
project construction can begin: 

The Water Quality Control Division must deter-
mine that the project will not cause a violation 
of water quality standards. This certification 
is prerequisite to the issuance of a 404 permit 
by the Corps of Engineers. 

The State Historical Preservation Office has the 
lead role in ensuring compliance with cultural, 
historic and archaeological resource protection 
laws. An agreement providing for appropriate 
protection must be executed before issuance of 
a 404 permit. 

The Division of Water Resources must conduct a 
technical review and approve plans and 
specifications for dams. The Air Pollution Con-
trol Division must issue air emission permits to 
regulate air pollution, particularly fugitive dust, 
caused by project construction. These actions 
occur independently of NEPA. 

Proponents of water development projects which 
require federal approval must submit a mitiga-
tion proposal to the Colorado Water Conserva-
tion Board, Wildlife Commission and Division of 
Wildlife. The proposal is the basis for develop-
ing an official state position on the wildlife 
impact mitigation required for the project. 

The State has authorized local governments to 
(1) plan and regulate land use and (2) adopt regula-
tions for the administration of areas and activities 
of "state Interest". Counties rely on these grants 
of authority to regulate water development projects 
within their jurisdiction. Counties typically require 
a conditional or special use permit for such projects. 
Although specific requirements vary from county to 
county, they generally entail a public review and 
hearing before the Board of County Commissioners.

In addition to the government clearances cited 
above, a project proponent must satisfy the require-
ments of, or demonstrate consistency with, the fol-
lowing: 

- Regional 208 Water Quality Management Plans 

- County Comprehensive Land Use Plans 

- Interstate Compacts 

- Water Rights 

- Executive Order 11988 regarding floodpisin 
management 

- Executive Order 11990 regarding wetland 
protection 

- Analysis of Impacts of Prime and Unique 
Farmlands 

- Pertinent Agreements and Policies 

Appendix Table 2 presents government requirements 
which may apply to a given project, depending on 
its location, purpose, characteristics and operation. 
The proponent of a specific project will determine 
which of the actions listed on Table 2 apply. 

The actions shown on Table 2 are not likely to ex-
tend the time frame for obtaining all necessary 
government clearances; however, the exchange or 
sale of federal land for project purposes may require 
Congressional approval. The schedule for such ap-
proval Is determined by Congress and may therefor 
extend beyond the completion of NEPA activities. 

Some projects seek financing of feasibility studies or 
construction from the Colorado Water Conservation 
Board or the Water Resources and Power Develop-
ment Authority. In such cases additional reviews 
most occur and project financing is contingent on 
approval by the General Assembly. 

Ca.clushx. 

The approval process for major water development 
projects is largely driven by federal law, particularly 
NEPA. This environmental review requirement is 
triggered by the need for federal permit decisions or 
by the use of federal land for project purposes. 

State requirements deal with relatively narrow 
aspects of project impacts or operation. Little can 
be done at the state level to reduce the scope of 
substantive and procedural requirements; however, the 
schedule of activities can be managed to compress 
time frames and eliminate duplication. The Colorado 
Joint Review Process conducts coordinated project 
reviews to accomplish such goals. 
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UTAH OIL SHALE LEASES EXPIRE 

In actions before the Utah Division of State Lands 
in December and January, It was noted that the Oil 
Shale Lease listed below has reached the end of its 
term and expired. The lease will be terminated and 
the land offered for lease through the Division's 
Simultaneous Filing procedures. 

Lease No.	 Lessee	 County/Acres 

ML 20422	 Geokineties Inc.	 Uintah 
466.91 acres 

Canceled Mineral Lease 

The following Oil Shale Lease was not paid on or 
before the cancellation date of December 5, 1988. 
Certified notices of cancellation were mailed. 

Name	 Account No. 

Margaret W. Corbett	 ML 29861-B 

Oil Shale Lease Application Approved 

The application listed below was filed for 011 Shale 
Lease on lands offered on the November 2, 1988, 
Simultaneous	 Offering.	 Bids	 were	 opened 
November 28, 1988. Upon recommendation, the 
Director approved the high bid and only bid for the 
first year's rental, $1.00 per acre per annum there-
after, and royalty as provided In the lease form ap-
proved by the Board of State Lands. 

Mm. Lease AppI. No. 44245	 Uintah County 
Magic Circle Energy Corporation	 280.00 acres 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Only Bid: $281.00

fin 

NEW BATTLE EXPECTED OVER COLORADO 
WILDERNESS AREAS 

Environmentalists and developers In Colorado already 
are preparing to do battle over a federal Bureau of 
Land Management (ELM) report expected to be 
finished this year. 

BLM officials have said they probably will recommend 
that 400,000 acres of the agency's 8.3 million acres 
In Colorado be set aside as wilderness. The decision 
will stem from a 14-year study of 25 million acres 
of the bureau's holdings in 11 western states. 

The BLM must decide which lands should be 
preserved as wilderness and which should remain 
open to potential mineral exploration and develop-
ment.

"For every phone call I get from an environmentalist 
who wants to know why we are allowing oil and gas 
exploration in an area, I get a phone call from 
someone who asks, "Why do you keep closing up 
areas?"" said John Singlaub, a ELM official in Grand 
Junction. 

In 1976, Congress passed the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act which gave the BLM until 1991 to 
study its western holdings and recommend what 
should be named wilderness. 

The issue has been slow to come to a head In 
Colorado. In Arizona, the BLM released its findings 
a few years ago and then Governor Bruce Babbitt 
called the wilderness offerings "pathetic." In Utah, 
environmentalist forced the BLM to re-examine huge 
tracts of land It previously had excluded. 

In Colorado, environmentalists plan to lobby Congress 
for at least 1.2 million acres. 

USGS REPORTS ON SOLID BITUMENS IN PICEANCE 
CREEK BASIN 

United States Geological Survey Open File Report 
87-478 "Preliminary Report on Solid Bitumens in 
Eocene flocks of Piceance Creek Basin, Northwestern 
Colorado" points out that solid hydrocarbons are 
present In numerous deposits in the Uinta Basin of 
Utah (Figure 1). The deposits are principally in 
veins in the Eocene Uinta Formation. The most Im-
portant	 solid	 hydrocarbons	 are	 gilsonite	 and
wurtzllite, black lustrous minerals, and ozokerlte, a 
yellow, brown, or black mineral wax.	 Gilsonite Is,
by far, the most Important. 

In Colorado, solid hydrocarbons are also found at 
localities in the Piceance Creek Basin but all are 
unimportant and of small extent. The report briefly 
discusses some of these occurrences of solid 
hydrocarbons or bitumens In Colorado and briefly 
describes their nature. 

The solid hydrocarbons in the Plceance Creek Basin 
are found at a number of scattered surface 
localities and In the subsurface In drill holes. All 
the occurrences are either In the Uinta Formation or 
in the Green River Formation in the Parachute Creek 
and underlying Garden Gulch Member (Figure 2). The 
solid hydrocarbons or bitumens are black to black-
brown, vitreous and break with a conchoidal frac-
ture.	 The bitumen is found as thin vertical to 
horizontal seams or veins, as inclusions, and as void 
fillings. The bitumen resembles gilsonite in general 
appearance but the physical and chemical charac-
teristics show it Is unlike any previously described 
hydrocarbon. 
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Solid hydrocarbons have been noted previously In the 
Piceance Creek Basin. Winchester (1923) in describ-
ing Piceance Creek Basin stated, "Very little faulting 
has taken place in this area, and such breaks as 
have been discovered are more In the form of 
cracks in which vertical displacement Is not notice-
able. Such cracks are usually filled with hydrocar-
bon materials which at one time may have been U-
quid. One of the most interesting occurrences of 
this type is In Jessup Gulch, a tributary of Piceance 
Greek on the west side of the Petrolite Hills. Here 
a fracture zone two or three feet wide is tilled 
with a yellowish-brown hydrocarbon which is of low 
specific gravity and is entirely different in physical 
appearance from the ordinary asphaltite. The 
deposit may not be sufficiently extensive to be of 
economic importance, but Its unusual characteristics 
make it of considerable scientific Interest." 

Subsurface Occurrences 

Solid black hydrocarbons are present in the Atlantic 
Richfield Company core hole 2-B (Figure 3). The 
bitumens were discussed in an unpublished United 
States Geological Survey Gore Description report. In 
the report, the solid hydrocarbons are described as 
black and vitreous occurring as lenses as much as 
1/8 inch thick, as inclusions in oil shale as much as 
one inch across, and as thin coats on fractures that 
cut the core at angles to bedding planes. The 
bitumens are found In the Parachute Greek and Gar-
den Gulch Members over a vertical stratigraphic dis-
tance of 1,400 feet extending from within the 
Mahogany Zone to below the orange marker in the 
Garden Gulch (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 
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Solid bitumen is also found in cores of three other 
drill holes in the northern part of the Piceance 
Greek Basin. The wells are the Pan American Peter-
son 1, and the United States Geological Survey CR-i 
and GR-2 (Figure 2). 

Surface Occurrences 

Solid hydrocarbons have been noted on the outcrop 
at eight localities In the eastern and southern parts 
of the Piceance Greek Basin (Figure 3). 

Locality 1 Is on a short wash draining northeast Into 
Dry Fork of Piceance Greek. The site is along a 
fault zone about 100 to iSO feet wide. The black 
vitreous solid hydrocarbons are In veins as much as 
0.5 inch wide. 
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Locality 2 is found along a side wash draining 
southward into Joe Bush Gulch. The site Is as-
sociated with two major faults about 450 feet apart 
which trend northwest. The solid black hydrocarbons 
are on the south fault where the fault cuts across 
marlstone of the Thirteenmile Tongue of the Green 
River Formation.	 The bitumens migrated up the 
fault and spread out on the surface. It then 
solidified in small Irregular patches of vitreous 
hydrocarbon as much as three inches across. Nearly 
200 feet to the north of the south fault are two 
short veins of black hydrocarbons each about two 
inches wide. 

Locality 3 is situated on a short tributary draining 
southward into Jessup Gulch. The area is near the 
western end of a fault system about 20 feet wide 
which trends northwest. Black vitreous hydrocarbons 
are found in a short discontinuous vertical vein, 
about two Inches wide, near the north end of the 
fault zone. Black bitumens also occur disseminated 
in a fine grained matrix in a vein, about one foot

wide, which contains abundant angzlar bits of 
maristone and calcite. Small pits on the west bank 
and a small adit on the east bank, near stream 
level, indicate that some attempt was made in the 
past to evaluate the vein system. 

Locality 4 Is on Charlie Earl Gulch. A fracture or 
fault zone about 16 feet wide in the Uinta Forma-
tion, with very little detectable displacement, trends 
southeast across the gulch. A gouge zone two to 
three feet wide bounds the fracture zone on the 
south side. Another gouge zone about 0.3 feet wide 
Is present near the middle of the fracture zone. 
Solid black bitumens are in or associated with the 
south gouge zone. Some hydrocarbon is disseminated 
through the matrix rock and some Is found as an-
gular chunks as much as 0.5 inches across. An adit, 
seven feet wide by five feet high by 30 to 40 feet 
deep, on the right bank of the gulch indicates that 
an attempt was made to mine the fracture zone. 

Locality 5 is on Thirteenmile Creek along the same 
fracture zone as locality 4 on Charlie Earl Gulch. 
The site is a low mound of highly jointed Uinta For-
mation surrounded by alluvium. A breccia zone 
about one foot wide Is associated with the jointed 
country rock. Bitumens are present in the breccia 
zone either disseminated sparsely through the matrix 
rock or In angular chunks as much as 0.25 inch 
across. 

Locality 6 is along Middle Fork of Stewart Gulch. 
The site is at an adit which is five to six feet 
wide, 15 feet high and about 100 feet deep. Near 
the adit are two vertical veins five inches and one 
foot wide. The veins contain solid black bitumens 
and small chunks of very fine grained sandstone. 

Locality 7 is on the south facing cliffs above East 
Middle Fork of Parachute Creek. Black, vitreous 
hydrocarbons are found in cavities In the Parachute 
Creek Member of the Green River Formation. The 
cavities are in a bed of marlstone and oil shale, 
about 13 feet thick, whose base is 39 feet above 
the Big Three rich oil shale zones (Figure 2). The 
cavities are generally one to 1.5 feet across and 0.5 
to 0.7 feet high and are probably the result of nah-
colite dissolution. Some, but not all, of the cavities 
are filled or partly filled with black bitumens. 

Locality 8 is along Clear Creek where black 
hydrocarbons are In vJgs In calcareous concretions. 
The concretions are as much as one foot across and 
they can be traced laterally for some distance. 
However, the bitumens have been noted In the 
concretions only at one locality. 

Characterbties of the Solid Bitumens 

Three samples of solid bitumens collected in the 
field were examined and analyzed. Samples 1, 2, 
and 3 described below are from localities 2, 4, and 
7 respectively. 

The physical and chemical properties of the samples 
are summarized in Table 1. Samples 1 and 3 were 
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TABLE 1 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PflEETIES OF SOLID BhltM04 
SAMPLES FROM P I(EMIZ CRIM BASIN 

Sample !	 Sample !	 Sample .a 

Color Black 
Fracture 
Luster 
Specific Gravity 1.03 
Melting (fusing) pt.°C 96 
• Solubility in: 

Chloroform 
Petroleum Ether 

• Ash 
• Carbon 
• Hydrogen 
• Nitrogen 
• Sulfur 
• Oxygen 

(by difference) 5.84 
Carbon/Hydrogen 

Atomic Ratio 1.61 
Bit unn Fractionation 

• Saturated 
Hydrocarbons 3.09 

• Aromatic
Hydrocarbons 5.15 

• Resins 78.77 
• Unrecovered 

(by difference) 12.99 

Conch 
Glossy

Blackish-Brown 
Conchoi del 
Glossy 

93

Blackish-Brays 
Concholdal 
Glossy 
1.04 
104 

99 99 99 
60 55 36 
0.66 2.95 0.29 
80.11 79.11 81.65 
10.84 10.56 10.69 
1.25 1.20 1.31 
1.30 1.16 1.54

	

5.02	 4.52 

	

1.59	 1.56 

	

3.54	 2.40 

	

21.98	 18.54 

	

71.51	 63.70 

	

2.97	 15.36 

large and uncontaminated; sample 2 consisted of or- 
ganic blebs in a calcite and sandstone matrix. Con- 
sequently the purity of sample 2 Is reflected in the 
high ash content compared to samples 1 and 3. 

The solubility of each sample in carbon disulfide was 
tested and estimated to be greater than 95 percent. 
This solubility, low fusibility (below 110 0 C), limited 
solubility in petroleum ether, and the bitumen frac- 
tionation data indicate that the samples should be 
classified as asphalts. 

Chemical analysis indicates that the ether-soluble 
fractions are comprised mostly of branched and 
cyclic hydrocarbons, with very few n-alkanes 
present. The absence of n-allcanes indicates either 
that these samples may have been subjected to 
microbial degradation, a process which selectively 
consumes normal paraffins, or that the samples are 
immature and have not been exposed to conditions 
necessary to generate an homologous series of 
n -alkanes. 

None of the physical and chemical data of these 
samples correspond to the characteristics previously 
found for solid bitumens from the Uinta Basin.

CONTROVERSY OVER UNPATENTEL) OIL SHALE CLAIMS 
CONTINUES 

Activities over the last several months have kept 
the issue of unpatented oil shale claims in the 
public limelight. At issue Is the eventual disposal 
of as much as 270,000 acres of unpatented oil shale 
mining claims in Colorado, Wyoming and Utah which 
were staked prior to 1920 but never brought to 
patent. 

Compromise Committee 

In mid-1988, a committee was formed under the 
auspices of the Associated Governments of Northwest 
Colorado, to attempt to seek a compromise on oil 
shale claims legislation which could be Introduced 
into Congress. Bills had been introduced in both the 
Senate and the House of Representatives seeking to 
change the patenting procedure but neither bill had 
been able to pass both houses. 

Colorado's Democratic Senator, Tim Wirth favored 
denying any more transfers of oil shale lands to 
private ownership, while Colorado Republican Senator 
William Armstrong felt that would be a violation of 
property rights for those claimants who had main-
tained the status of the claims over many years. 
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The compromise committee included representatives 
from the Colorado state government, local northwest 
Colorado governments, the United States Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM), the private claimholders, and 
several public environmental groups such as the 
Sierra Club and the National Wildlife Federation. 

A public meeting was held in Rifle, Colorado on July 
14, 1988, at which representatives from the Colorado 
Congressional delegation were present. 

The compromise committee in later meetings at-
tempted to reach a position which would be mutually 
acceptable to all parties concerning the issues of: 

- Timing (i.e. cutoff date for accepting patent 
applications) 

- Requirements to maintain claims 

- Validity criteria 

- Disposition of surface rights 

- Disposition of other minerals 

- Option of converting to lease 

- Following NEPA requirements 

- Reclamation bonding 

- Investigation of previous RLM processing ac-
tions 

The committee was able to reach a consensus on 
several items in the list, but ultimately failed to 
produce a document acceptable to all parties. 

BLM Attempts to Reinstate Patenting Process 

On December 7, 1988 the Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Land Management, announced that, since 
the 1987 Congressional moratorium on processing oil 
shale mineral patent applications had expired, it In-
tended to begin the further processing of oil shale 
mining claims patent applications pending in Colorado 
and Utah. The BLM said it decided to end its own 
self-imposed delay on further processing of these 
patent applications, Including verification of whether 
the claims in question meet the test of discovery of 
a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of the 
mining laws, and whether such claimants have sub-
stantially complied with the assessment work require-
ments. 

Because the 100th Congress adjourned without enact-
ing oil shale legislation,	 the Department said it	 felt 
compelled	 to carry	 out	 its duties	 under	 the Mining 
Law of 1872.

In a letter from James Cason, Principal Deputy As-
sistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management, 
the Bureau said Its standards for the determination 
of validity of these oil shale claims would be con-
sistent with the statutes as interpreted by the

United States Supreme Court. The standard of dir 
covery of a valuable oil shale deposit shali be: 

An exposure of the prospectively valuable rich 
beds of oil shale of the Green River Formation 
within the boundaries of the mining claims 
yielding 15 gallons or more of shale oil per ton 
of rock, In beds not less than one foot thick, 
yielding 1,500 barrels or more per acre. Fur-
ther, this standard may be set by an exposure 
of a marlstone tongue of the Green River For-
mation, yielding not less than three gallons of 
shale oil per ton of rock upon destructive dis-
tillation, inferred to connect to the uppermost 
strata of prospectively valuable rich beds of oil 
shale lying at depth within the boundaries of 
the mining claim, but the inferred connection 
of the qualifying marlstone tongue need not oc-
cur within the confines of the mining claim. 

The standard for measuring substantial compliance 
with assessment work requirements of the mining law 
shall be: 

A mining claimant shall annually perform not 
less than $100 worth of labor or make im-
provements valued at not less than $100 per 
claim in an effort to develop a valuable mine. 
A lapse of qualifying assessment work perfor-
mance of two or more years duration is suffi-
cient basis upon which the United States may 
contest the validity of the mining claim, except 
that resumption of assessment work prior to the 
initiation of a challenge is an absolute defense 
in a contest brought on that basis. 

Release of the letter immediately brought forth 
another storm of accusations of a massive federal 
giveaway. "This is a classic, post-election, pre-new 
administration giveaway of public resources,' said 
Representative Nick Rahall, Democrat of West Vir-
ginia, chairman of the Rouse Interior Subcommittee 
on Minerals and Mining. 

In a letter to Interior Secretary Hodel, Rahall and 
Interior Committee Chairman Morris Udall complained 
that the Interior decision amounted to "a complete 
contradiction" of previous statements made to Con-
gress. 

Outgoing Senator John Melcher, a Montana Democrat 
who chaired the Senate Subcommittee on Mineral 
Resources, also expressed dismay over the 
administration's action. 

Colorado Democratic Representative Ben Nighthorse 
Campbell, whose district includes most of the shale 
lands at issue, questioned the Interior decision. 

"This is typical coming from this administration," 
Campbell said. "Why do they have to push the 
deadline.., the second the moratorium runs out. 
What's their hurry?" 

According to the Interior Department, there are 
1 9 575 outstanding mining claims for oil shale. 	 Ap-
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plications have been filed to take ownership of 334 
of those claims.

the Secretary the authority to set an annual expen-
diture requirement by rule. 

New Seactary Again Halts Aisias 

Almost immediately after taking office, newly 
appointed Secretary of the Interior Manual Lujan told 
Congress that he would instruct the Department to 
Issue no more oil shale patents until new rules for 
establishing the validity of claims are in place. 
This Is expected to be accomplished by June. The 
proposed rules are awaiting final approval from the 
Office of Management and Budget. 

In	 his	 first	 news	 conference	 since President Bush 
named	 him	 to	 be the	 nation's	 top public lands 
manager,	 Lujan	 said he	 did	 not	 "see any sense in 
soiling off" shale-rich federal property for the mini-
mal filing fee set by the 1872 Mining Law. 

He said he would work with Congress to change the 
law but gave no indication of changes he might 
seek. 

Lujan also said he has ordered department officials 
to look into ways of raising the $2.50 per acre 
patenting fee, which was specified in the 1872 law. 

"The payment (does not equal) fair market value," 
said James Cason, Assistant Interior Secretary, in 
testimony before the House Interior Subcommittee on 
Mining. "We are developing alternatives to the 
$2.50 charge to reflect current factors, rather than 
those ... in 1872." 

Although Lujan's statement said	 that	 no	 patents 
would be issued until	 1990, the Department	 is	 con-
tinuing to process the patent applications, and check 
on	 their validity as	 announced by Cason in Decem-
ber.

Oil Shale Legislation Again Introduced 

On January 24, 1989, H.R. 643 was introduced into 
the House of Representatives by Representatives 
Rahall and Campbell and others. On January 25, 
S. 30 was introduced into the Senate by Senator 
Wirth and others. Both tills are similar or identical 
to the oil shale legislation proposed in 1987-88. 

A hearing on H.R. 643 was held by the House Sub-
committee on Mining and Natural Resources in 
Washington on February 28, 1989. 

H.R. 643 currently allows only those applications for 
which all requirements have already been satisfied to 
be patented. This would affect about 12,000 acres 
of surface and oil shale rights, but deny the option 
of patents to those claimants whose applications may 
have been filed in 1988 but which were not 
reviewed, amended and approved by January 24, 
1989. 

The diligence requirements for oil shale claims are 
the same as those for other patentable materials 
pursuant to the 1872 Mining Law.	 H.R. 643 gives

H.R. 643 directs the Secretary of the Interior to 
undertake an expedited two year program to deter-
mine the validity of all unpatented oil shale claims 
affected by the legislation. 

The Colorado State Position 

In 1986 525 oil shale claims were patented in the 
states of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming covering 
82,000 acres of land. This followed an agreement 
and settlement of litigation between the claimants 
and the United States Department of the Interior 
(DOi). The settlement included several special 
agreements between DOI and the claimants affecting 
surface land use. 

Colorado had concerns about the terms of the spe-
cial agreements because they did not protect 
Colorado's interest, especially in the management of 
the surface. As a result, the state filed a motion 
to intervene In Tosco v Ilodel and Ertl v Hodel in 
the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. The motion was 
denied based on a lack of jurisdiction which was 
mooted by the settlement agreement. Colorado then 
filed a complaint in the Washington, D.C. Federal 
District Court challenging the validity of the oil 
shale agreement executed by the United States. 
This case was transferred to the Federal District 
Court in Colorado and was heard by Judge Finesilver. 
The case was dismissed without prejudice for failure 
to Join all indispensable parties (oil shale claimants). 
No ruling was made on the merits of the ease. 

To assure that Colorado's surface management inter-
ests were recognized, the Romer Administration 
began negotiations with the principal claimants in 
February, 1987 to prepare voluntary surface manage-
ment agreements that would guide the surface use 
of the patented lands until such time as oil shale 
development commenced. These agreements are 
restrictive covenants that go with the land and are 
recorded as documents affecting title. These agree-
ments will be superseded by state mined land 
reclamation laws when development begins. To date, 
Colorado has reached agreement with Shell Oil, Ertl 
Trust, Union Oil and Tosco Corporation. 	 A final
agreement is pending with Exxon and Weber Oil. 

These surface management agreements address public 
access for hunting and fishing and consultation with 
the state for timbering, grazing, spraying, burning 
and other land management activities. The agree-
ments identify areas and species of geological, 
ecological and biological significance that are unique 
and should be either designated as Colorado Natural 
Areas or identified for protection at a later date. 
The agreements also address compliance with state 
and local land use laws and consultation with the 
state on road closures, location of transmission and 
power lines, and other surface disturbances. 

Colorado feels that surface management is critical 
because of the ecological, biological and wildlife 
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features of	 these lands. Several of the 1986 patent 
lands	 contain	 wildlife habitat	 and	 migration routes, 
riparian	 areas, elk calving	 and	 nursing areas, 
sagegrouse habitat and blue grouse winter habitat in 
addition to several rare plant species.

In February, Colorado Governor Roy Romer announced 
that the state would support changes in federal law 
that would allow as many as 25,000 acres of oil 
shale lands to be patented in both Colorado and 
Utah, but under conditions that would give the 
states more authority over development. 

In prepared testimony to the Rouse Subcommittee on 
Mining and Natural Resources, Ronald W. Cattany, 
Assistant Director of the Colorado Department of 
Natural Resources, said that under certain conditions, 
(Colorado) is willing to support a more liberal provi-
sion than that currently contained In H.R. 603, while 
still limiting the total lands subject to transfer. 

Colorado's proposal is to allow claims to be patented 
if applications containing all required forms and sup-
porting documents were filed with the Secretary of 
the Interior before January 24, 1989. 

The tradeoff would be that patent holders and the 
state would have to reach surface-management 
agreements governing public access for hunting and 
fishing and consultation with the state for timbering, 
grazing, spraying, burning and other land management 
efforts. 

The proposal also calls for raising of patenting fees. 

Claims that are awaiting final review and approval 
would have to relinquish surface rights, according to 
the proposal. The complete text of Cattany's tes-
timony Is presented in the Appendix. 

Elimination of Oil Shale Stipulation 

Since October 1973, oil and gas leases issued in oil 
shale withdrawal areas have contained four stipula-
tions concerning operations. 

On December 3, 1986, the Wyoming State Director of 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued instruc-

tions that eliminated the use of the Oil Shale 
Stipulation. Wyoming's reasoning being that the oil 
shale is low-grade, and any protection needed in the 
prospectively valuable areas could be accomplished 
by special subsurface stipulations in Applications for 
Permit to Drill. In January, 1989, the Washington 
headquarters of the BLM stated that the same ap-
proach can be taken for Utah and Nevada oil shale 
lands. 

In Colorado there is a different situation because of 
the TOSCO Settlement Agreement. The Settlement 
Agreement requires that a special oil shale stipula-
tion be included in any post-patent federal mineral 
lease involving a subject claim. The lease referred 
to is specific to oil and gas leases. 

The oil shale stipulation asserts that the owner(s) of 
the oil shale deposits hold the dominant mineral es-
tate vis-a-vis any subservient mineral estate in the 
oil, gas and coal that is present in the same lands. 
Among the rights of the holder of such a dominant 
oil shale estate are: 

No wells will be drilled for oil or gas unless 
it Is established that such drilling will not 
interfere with the mining and recovery of oil 
shale deposits or the extraction of shale oil 
by in situ methods. 

No	 wells	 will be	 drilled	 for oil or gas	 at	 a 
location	 which	 would	 result in undue	 waste 
of	 oil	 shale deposits	 or	 constitute a hazard 
to or unduly interfere with oil shale	 opera-
tions.

The Department Manual has now been amended so 
that use of the stipulations are no longer required 
is oil and gas leases, except for the TOSCO situa-
tion In Colorado. 

If oil shale deposits need to be protected it will be 
accomplished in an Application for Permit to Drill, 
just as other unique mineral deposits are protected. 
The same procedure. will be developed for Sundry 
Notices filed for subsurface work and abandonments. 
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SOCIOECONOMIC 

AGNC CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE 11) UNOCAL PROJECT 

The Associated Governments of Northwest Colorado 
(AGNC) released in December an analysis of the 
socioeconomic impact of Unocal's Parachute Creek Oil 
Shale Project. 

The analysis demonstrates that the oil shale project 
contributes up to $70.1 million annually to the 
Northwest Colorado region's economy. The AGNC 
carried out the analysis because they were con-
cerned about the potential negative impact, espe-
cially in Mesa and Garfield Counties, if the project 
is forced to shut down. 

According to the AGNC analysis there are 771 direct 
and 797 indirect jobs at stake and a potential 
population impact of 4,160 people. 

Everyone remembers the negative impacts when Exxon 
closed down the Colony 011 Shale Project in May of 
1982. What most people do not realize is that the 
layoff of the 2,200 Colony employees was cushioned 
for at least two years by the Unocal project's con-
struction. In fact, during the 12 months following 
Exxon's closure, Unocal reached its 3,000 construction 
workforce peak. Unocal also spent $65 million on 
socioeconomic impact mitigation plus tens of millions 
of dollars on local purchases during this period. 

This cushioning effect is best demonstrated by the 
population figures complied by the State 
Demographer's Office. (See Table 1). Population ac-
tually continued to increase from 1982 to 1983 in 
Mess County.	 Only slight decreases occurred in 
Garfield County. The population then declined into 
1985/86. Both counties are now experiencing modest 
population increases.

Economic Analyst 

The AGNC analysis shows that up to 1,568 jobs are 
dependent on the Unocal project (Table 2). There 
are 506 direct Unocal employees and 265 contract 
employees at the project.	 The economic multiplier 
effect suggests that a minimum of another 
797 employees are induced in the region due to the 
economic activity of the project and the project's 
employees. For example, the project pays a utility 
bill within this region of $20.0 million and local 
purchases exceed $7.5 million. 

Based upon the average salaries of the skilled 
workers involved there is an annual payroll of about 
$22.4 million in wages at the project. Another 
$13.7 million in wages is induced through the 
economic multiplier effect. 

The local tax impact for n closure would be severe 
in Garfield County. Unocal presently provides almost 
0.25 of the tax base for Garfield County (Table 3). 
The project also provides about 0.75 of the assessed 
value for the Parachute School District. It also 
provides about two-thirds of the assessed value in 
the Parachute /Battlement Mesa Recreation District, 
and 42 percent of the Grand River Hospital District. 

The project population impact of the Unocal project 
is approximately 4,160 people. This would be 
divided 50-50 between Garfield and Mesa Counties, 
because exactly half of the Unocal employees reside 
in each county (Table 4). 

Recom,nenthttc.s 

The AGNC notes that the need for the project still 
exists.	 According to the United States Department 

TABLE 1

POPULATION, JULY 1 EACH YEAR, SELECTED CITIES AND COUNTIES 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Mesa County 87,189 94,074 97,075 93,993 88,666 86,278 86,594 
Grand Junction 29,373 31,079 32,955 32,753 30,994 30,275 30,276 
Garfield County 24,805 28,751 28,538 25,199 25,178 25,535 25,685 
Rifle 3,994 5,143 4,871 4,084 4,356 4,561 4,585 
Parachute 631 1,025 993 852 893 894 879

Both counties have active economic development ef-
forts underway to help diversify the economy. Some 
recent successes in both counties show increases in 
sales taxes and other economic indicators. However, 
the AGNC is concerned that the closure of the Uno-
cal project could negate these economic improve-
ments.

of Energy the United States Is again importing more 
than 41 percent of its oil consumption. In 1970, 
before the oil crises, the United States imported 
only 22.7 percent of its oil. The Department of 
Energy projects that the country will be importing 
more than 50 percent of its oil by the mid 1990's. 
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TABLE 2 

MIC ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT 
OF TUE UNOCAL OIL SHALE PROJECT 

Annual Costs 
Jobs and Wages 	 Nunter	 Millions) 

Unocal Project Employees	 506	 18.0 
Unocal Contract Employees	 256	 7.4 

	

Subtotal, Unocal Project 771	 22.4

TABLE 4

POPULATION IMPACT OF U?CC&L PROJECT 

506 Unocal Employees 3.50	 1,711 
265 Contract &tployees 02.25 	 596 
797 Indirect Enployees 02.25 	 1,793 

Total	 4,160 

	

Mesa County (50%)	 2,080 

	

Garfield County (5096) 	 2,080 

Indirect Jobs (1.03 
nultiplier)	 797 

Total Jobs and Wages	 1,568 

Local Utility Consumption 
(Gas: Northwest Pipeline, 
Barrett Energy. Electric: 
PSCo) 

Local Unocal Corporate Pur-
chases (Western Colorado) 

Local Sales Tax 
(Western Colorado) 

Local Property Taxes 
(Garfield County) 

Total Economic Contribution 

TABLE 3 

In the meantime, the fate of the Unocal project will 
39.1 be	 based	 upon	 a	 corporate	 cost/benefit	 analysis. 

The	 potential	 socioeconomic	 consequences	 in	 the 
AGNC	 region	 may	 not	 be	 factored	 into	 that	 cor-
porate decision. 

20.0 Since	 the	 project	 generates	 $70.1	 million	 per	 year, 
the AGNC believes there are some 	 things	 state and 
local	 governments	 should	 consider	 to	 help	 keep	 It 
going. 

A	 frustrating	 situation	 now	 exists	 for	 Unocal	 who 3.0 may be the only taxpayer In Garfield County denied 
70.1 a	 return	 of	 a	 recent	 tax overcharge.	 The Garfield 

County	 Board	 of	 Commissioners	 have	 approved	 a 
$164,813	 refund	 for	 Unocal	 and	 a	 $174,171	 refund 
for	 all	 other	 taxpayers	 due	 to	 discovery	 of an as-
sessment	 error.	 The	 County	 has	 the	 authority	 to 
refund	 taxpayers	 up	 to	 $500	 but	 state	 approval	 Is 
necessary	 for	 the	 Unocal	 refund.	 AGNC	 suggests 
perhaps	 the	 state	 policy	 should	 be	 changed	 rather 
than force a lengthy appeal and court process.

1988 PROPERTY TAX UUW)fli 

Unocal Property Tax as a 
Taxing Entity	 Percent of Total 

Garfield County	 23% 
Parachute School District 	 76% 
Grand Valley Fire District 	 76% 
Grand Valley Centery District	 76% 
Parachute/Battlement Mesa Recreation 66% 
Grand River Hospital District 	 42%

Further, AGNC suggests state and local governments 
may need to re-evaluate their taxing policies 
regarding this project. Three million dollars annually 
in property taxes Is a considerable cost element for 
the project. Using the cost value assessment ap-
proach may not be realistic or fair for a pioneer 
project such as this one. Perhaps the "Income" as-
sessment approach should be utilized similar to 
agricultural property assessment. 

According to the AGNC recommendations, the State 
of Colorado should also consider potential economic 
efforts to encourage the continued operation of this 
project. Current state efforts to bring in new com-
panies and new jobs would be set back considerably 
If this project closes. 
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RECENT OIL SHALE PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

The following article appeared in Energy & Fuels, November/December 1988: 

Khan, M. R., "Correlations Between physical and Chemical Properties of Pyrolysis Liquids 
Derived from Coal, Oil Shale, and Tar Sand." 

The following articles appeared in Energy & Fuels, January/February 1989: 

Brans, 0., at al., "Quantitative Mineral Distributions in Green River and Rundle Oil Shales," 

515km, M., at al,, "Disruption of Kerogen-Mineral Interactions In Rundle Ramsay Crossing Oil 
Shale." 

The following papers were given at the 92nd National Western Mining Conference held February 9-10, 1989 
In Denver, Colorado: 

Bickel, K., at al., "Development of a Dry Exhaust Conditioner for Diesel Engines." 

Sapko, M.J., at al., "Development of Safe Explosives and Blasting Practices In Oil Shale Mines." 

Virgona, J.E. "Water-Jet Assist Mechanized Oil Shale Mining Technology Development." 

OIL SHALE - PATENTS 

"Extraction of Hydrocarbon-Containing Solids," Phillman N. Ho - Inventor, Union Oil Company Of California, United 
States Patent Number 4,798,668 January 17, 1989. Hydrocarbon liquids are recovered from oil shale and other 
solids containing organic material by heating the solids to a temperature below about 900 0 F, preferably between 
about 550°F and about 900 0 F, In the absence of an added liquid organic solvent and then contacting the heated 
solids with a liquid organic solvent in such a manner that the solids and solvent do not form a slurry and under 
conditions such that hydrocarbons are extracted from the heated solids into the organic solvent. The extracted 
hydrocarbons are then recovered from the solvent by fractionation. Normally, the solids will be heated by con- 
tacting them with a hot, nonoxidizing gas, preferably an oxygen-free flue gas generated within the process. 

"Process for Simultaneous Hydrotreating and Hydrodewaxing of Hydrocarbons," Timothy L. Carlson, John W. Ward 
- Inventors, Union Oil Company of California, United States Patent Number 4 9 790,927, December 13, 1988. Waxy 
shale oil feeds containing organoaitrogen and/or organosulfur components are contacted with a catalyst comprising 
a group VIE metal component on a support containing silicalite and a porous refractory oxide under conditions of 
elevated temperature and pressure and in the presence of hydrogen so as to simultaneously reduce its pour point 
and its organosulfur and/or organonitrogen content. 

"Static Mixer Retorting of Oil Shale," John M. Forgac, Jay C. Knepper, Earl D. York - Inventors, Amoco Corpora-
tion, United States Patent Number 4,786,368, November 22, 1988. 011 shale is well mixed and efficiently, effec-
tively, and economically retorted in a special gravity flow retorting process and system which utilizes novel ar-
rangements of internal baffles in a static mixer. 

JAPANESE 

"Method for Removal of Nitrogen Compounds from Shale Oil, " Minoru Enomoto, Shiro Takahashi, Shinya Sato - 
Inventors, Agency of Industrial Sciences and Technology, Japanese Patent Number 63,161,071, July 4, 1988. Shale 
oil containing N. compounds (e.g., alkylpyridine or alkylqulnoline) are contacted with an adsorbent (specially cal-
cined pumice) to continuously adsorb the N compounds. The spent adsorbent is washed with light distillate to 
remove deposited oil, and then desorbcd with an 0-containing solvent (e.g., MeOH) to recover the N compound as 
a byproduct. Thus, a raw shale oil (b. 200_3000) was contacted with a calcined pumice adsorbent (average 
diameter 1-2 meters) at 40 0 for 20 minutes, and the spent adsorbent was washed with MePh to remove deposited 
oil, desorbed with MeOH and then recycled, resulting In the decrease of N compound content from 1,47 weight 
percent of 1.17 weight percent.
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LU1*LY.iZj 

"Method for Producing Oil-Shale Bitumen," A.B. Epshtein, V.G. Llpovich, M.B. Shpil'berg, V.V. Zemskov, O.N. Ser-
geeva, V.G. ZhiIin, E.E. Shpiirain, A.V. Rudenskil - Inventors, Institute of Mineral Fuels; Institute of High Tem-
peratures, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R., Russian Patent Number 1,402,604., June 15, 1988. OH-shale bitumen Is 
obtained by heat treatment of shale In a mixture with brown coal at elevated temperatures and pressure in the 
presence of a regenerated solvent and a distillate fraction with a boiling point of 200-340 0 C. The effectiveness 
of the process is increased by heat treatment In the presence of sludge from beneficiatlon of Ni ore or Cu ore 
In the amount of 0.2-1.0 weight percent (of mixture of shale and coal) and by heat treatment at 410430 0 , 3-10 
MPa, and weight ratio of shale to coal. 

"Method of Producing Oil-Shale Bitumen," A.B. Epshteln, V.G. Llpovich, M.B. Shpll'berg, V.V. Zemskov, O.N. Ser-
geeva, V.G. ZhiUn, E.E. Shpilrain, A.V. Rudenskil - Inventors, Institute of Mineral Fuels; Institute of High Tem-
peratures, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R., Russian Patent Number 1,402,605, June 15, 1988. OH-shale bitumen 
Is obtained by heat treatment of a mixture of shale and brown coal at elevated temperature and pressure In the 
presence of a regenerated solvent with subsequent distillation of the resulting products to yield the desired 
products. The procedure Is simplified by heat treatment of shale with brown coal In the presence of sludge 
from beneficiation of Ni ore or Cu ore in the amount of 0.2-1.0 weight percent, obtained from distillation of 
the aromatized fraction with a boiling point <200 0 (30-50 weight percent). The process Is carried out at 410 
430 0 , 3-10 MPa, and weight ratio of shale to coal.
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

ACORN PROJECT - Southern Pacific Petroleum ML and Central Pacific Minerals NL (S-8) 

In 1985 Southern Pacific Petroleum NL and Central Pacific Minerals ML (SPP/CPM) studied the potential for developing a 
demonstration retort based upon mining the Kerosene Creek Member of the Stuart oil shale deposit in Queensland, Australia at a 
grade of 180 liters of oil per dry tonne. 

This study utilized data from a number of previous studies and evaluated different retorting processes. It showed potential 
economic advantages for utilizing the Taciuk Process developed by Umatac and AOSTRA (Alberta Oil Sands Technology and 
Research Authority) of Alberta, Canada. Batch studies were carried out in 1985, followed by engineering design work and es-
timates later the same year. As a consequence of these promising studies a second phase of batch testing at a larger scale was 
carried out in 1986. A series of 68 pyrolysis tests were carried out using a small batch unit. A number of these tests achieved oil 
yields of 105 percent of Modified Fischer Assay. 

As a result of the Phase 2 batch tests, SPP updated their cost estimates and reassessed the feasibility of the Taciuk Processor for 
demonstration plant use. The economics continued to favor this process so the decision was made to proceed with tests in the 100 
tonne per day pilot plant in 1987. A sample of 2,ODD tonnes of dried Stuart oil shale was prepared in late 1986 early 1987. The pilot 
plant program was carried out between June and October 1987. 

Engineering is underway to finn up the project definition for a semicommercial demonstration plant. The project is referred to as 
the Acorn Project. During the last quarter of 1987, SPP carried out a short drilling program of 10 holes at the Stuart deposit in or- 
der to increase information on the high grade Kerosene Creek member. SPP plans to carry out basic design engineering in 1988 on 
the basis of this project definition. The current conceptual design is for a plant processing approximately 2,000 tonnes per stream 
day of as mined feed shale and producing approximately 1,630 barrels per stream day of raw shale oil. 

According to SPP, the present cost plan ceiling is AlSO million for such a demonstration plant, including services connection and 
product storage. At current prices for low sulfur fuel oil in Australia, it is likely that operation of the demonstration plant will at 
least break even and possibly earn a small surplus. After a year of operation it is expected that sufficient data and operating ex-
perience will have been gathered to scale up the technology to full commercial size (60,000 barrels per day). 

The first commercial module could be in production by the middle of 1994 

Project Cost: For demonstration module A$30 million 

CATHEDRAL BLUFFS PROJECT - Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company. Occidental Oil Shale, Inc., and Tenneco Shale Oil Company 
(T35, R96W, 6PM) (8-10) 

Federal Oil Shale Lease Tract C-b, located in Rio Blanco County in the Piceance Creek Basin of northwestern Colorado, is 
managed by the equal-interest partnership between Occidental Oil Shale, Inc., and Tenneco Shale Oil Company, doing business as 
Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company. On October 16, 1985 Tenneco Shale Oil Company granted to Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. a 
two year option to acquire its 50 percent interest in Cathedral Bluffs. On October 16, 1987, that option was extended for another 
two-year period. During the option period Occidental is the operator for the project for Cathedral Bluffs. A modified detailed 
development plan for a 57,000 barrels per day modified in situ plant was submitted in March 1977 and subsequently approved in 
April 1977. The EPA issued a conditional Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit in December 1977 which was 
amended in 1983. 

Project reassessment was announced in December 1981 in view of increased construction costs, reduced oil prices, and high interest 
rates. The project sponsors applied to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SEC) under the third solicitation in January 
1983 and the project was advanced into Phase II negotiations for financial assistance. On July 28, 1983 the SFC announced it had 
signed a letter of intent to provide up to $2.19 billion in loan and price guarantees to the project. However, Congress abolished the 
SFC on December 19,19a5 before any assistance could be awarded to the project. 

Three headframes—two concrete and one steel—have been erected. Four new structures were completed in 1982: control room, east 
and west airlocks, and mechanical/electrical moms. The power substation on-tract became operational in 1982. The 
ventilation/escape, service, and production shafts were completed in Fall 1983. An interim monitoring program was approved in 
July 1982 and extended through April 1986 to reflect the reduced level of activity. A new monitoring plan is part of the lease 
suspension request. 

Water management in 1984 was achieved via direct discharge from on-tract holding ponds under the NPDES permit. Environmen-
tal monitoring has continued since completion of the two-year baseline period (1974-1976). 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

On April 1, 1987, the Bureau of Land Management, United States Department of the Interior, granted Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil 
Company a suspension of operation and production for a minimum of five )can. Meanwhile, pumping of the mine inflow water 
continues in order to keep the shaft from being flooded. 

Project Cat: Not Disclosed 

CHATHAM CO-COMBUSTION BOILER - New Brunswick Electric Power Commission (S-IS) 

Construction on the Chatham circulating bed demonstration project was completed in 1986 with commissioning of the new boiler. 
A joint venture of Energy, Mines and Resources Canada and the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, this project consists 
of a circulating fluidized-bed boiler of Lurgi design that will supply steam to an existing fl-MW turbine generator. High-sulfur coal 
will be co-combusted with carbonate oil shales and also with limestone to compare the power generation and economies of the two 
cocombustants in the reduction of sulfur emissions. A full capacity performance-guarantee test was carried out in May 1987, on 
coal, lime and oil shale. A 3,500 ton test on petroleum coke was started in January, 1988. 

CLEAR CREEK PROJECT - Chevron Shale Oil Company (RI percent) and Conoco, Inc. (30 percent) (135, R98W, 6PM) (S-20) 

Chevron and Conoco successfully completed the operation of their 350 tons per day semi-works plant during 1985. This facility, 
which was constructed on property adjacent to the Chevron Refinery in Salt Lake City, Utah, was designed to test Chevron 
Research Company's Staged Turbulent Bed (SIB) retort process. Information obtained from the semi-works project will allow 
Chevron and Conoco to proceed with developing a commercial shale oil operation in the future when economic conditions so dic-
tate. 

Chevron is continuing to develop its Colorado River water rights through its participation in a joint venture with two other energy 
companies. 

Project Cost: Semi-Works - Estimated at $130 million 

COLONY SHALE OIL PROJECT - Exxon Company USA (135, R95W, 6PM) (S-30) 

Proposed 47,000 barrels per day project on Colony Dow West property near Parachute, Colorado. Underground room-and-pillar 
mining and Tosco II retorting was originally planned. Production would be 66,000 TPD of 35 GPT shale from a 60-foot horizon in 
the Mahogany zone. Development suspended 10/4/74. Draft EIS covering plant, 196-mile pipeline to Lisbon, Utah, and minor 
land exchanges released 12/17/75. Final EIS has been issued. EPA issued conditional PSD permit 7/11/79. Land exchange con-
summated 2/1/80. On August 1, 1980, Exxon acquired ARCO's 60 percent interest in project for up to $400 million. Preferred 
pipeline destination was changed to Casper, Wyoming. and Final EIS supplement was completed. Work on Battlement Mesa com-
munity commenced summer 1980. Colorado Mined Land Reclamation permit was approved October 1980. Site development was 
initiated. CF. Braun awarded contract 12/80 for final design and engineering of Tosco II retorts. Brown & Root was to construct 
the retorts. Stearns-Roger awarded contract 2/81 for design and construction liaison on materials handling and mine support 
facilities. DOE granted Tosco $1.1 billion loan guarantee 8/81. 

On May 2, 1982, Exxon announced a decision to discontinue funding its 60 percent share of the present Colony Shale Oil Project. 
Tosco responded to the decision by exercising its option to require Exxon to purchase Tosco's 40 percent interest. Exxon has com-
pleted an orderly phasedown of the project. Construction of Battlement Mesa has been completed and Exxon has announced its 
intention to sell the Mesa complex. An Exxon organization remains in the Parachute area to perform activities including reclama-
tion, some construction, security, safety, maintenance, and environmental monitoring. These ongoing activities are designed to 
maintain the capability for further development of the Colony resource when economics become attractive. In April, 1988, it was 
announced that the Colony pilot mine would be used for tests of a water-jet-assisted mining machine to be developed under DOE 
funding. 

Project Cat: Estimated in excess of $5 - $6 billion 

CONDOR PROJECT - Central Pacific Minerals -50 percent; Southern Pacific Petroleum - SO percent (S-31) 

Southern Pacific Petroleum Ni. and Central Pacific Minerals N.L. (SPP/CPM) announced the completion on June 30, 1984 of the 
Condor Oil Shale Joint Feasibility Study. SPP/CPM believe that the results of the study support a conclusion that a development 
of the Condor oil shale deposit would be feasible under the assumptions incorporated in the study. 

Under an agreement signed in 1981 between SPP/CPM and Japan Australia Oil Shale Corporation (JAOSCO), the Japanese 
partner funded the Joint Feasibility Study. JAOSCO consists of the Japan National Oil Corporation and 40 major Japanese com-
panies. The 28 month study was conducted by an engineering team staffed equally by the Japanese and Australian participants and 
supported by independent international contractors and engineers.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

From a range of alternatives considered, a project configuration producing 26.7 million barrels per year of sweet shale oil gave the 
best economic conclusions. The study indicates that such a plant would involve a capital cost of US$2,31) million and an annual 
average operating cat of US$265 million at full production, before tax and royalty. (All figures are based on mid-1983 dollars.) 
Such a project was estimated to require 12 years to design and complete construction with rust product oil in Year 6, and progres-
sive build-up to full production in three further stages at two-year intervals. 

The exploration drilling program determined that the Condor main oil shale seam contains at least 8,100 million barrels of oil in 
situ, measured at a cut-off grade of 50 liters per ton on a dry basis. The case study project would utilize only 600 million barrels, 
over a nominal 32 year life. The deposit is amenable to open pit mining by large face shovels, feeding to trucks and in-pit breakers, 
and then by conveyor to surface stockpiles. Spent shale is returned by conveyor initially to surface dumps, and later back into the 
pit. 

Followinga survey of available retorting technologies, several proprietary processes were selected for detailed investigation. Pilot 
plant trials enabled detailed engineering schemes to be developed for each process. Pilot plant testing of Condor oil shale indi-
cated promising results from the 'fines' process owned by Lurgi GmbH of Frankfurt, West Germany. Their proposal envisages 
four retort modules, each processing 50,000 tons per day of shale, to give a total capacity of 200,000 tons per day and a sweet shale 
oil output, after upgrading, of 82,100 barrels per day. 

Raw shale oil from the retort requires further treatment to produce a compatible oil refinery feedstock. Two 41,ODD barrels per day 
upgrading plants were incorporated into the project design. 

All aspects of infrastructure supporting such a project were studied, including water and power supplies, workforce accommoda-
tion, community services and product transportation. A 110 kilometer pipeline to the port of Mackay is favored for transfer of 
product oil from the plant site to marine tankers. The study indicates that there are no foreseeable infrastructure or environmen-
tal issues which would impede development. If a design and construction schedule of 12 years were chosen, allowing a steady but 
progressive build-up to full production, then an on-site peak construction and operations workforce of up to 3,000 people would be 
required. Operation of the plant would need 1,700 on-site people at full production. 

Market studies suggest that refiners in both Australia and Japan would place a premium on Condor shale oil of about US$4 per 
barrel over Arabian Light crude. Thus a selling price of about US$33 FOB Mackay was assumed. Average cash operating cost at 
full production is estimated at US$20 per barrel of which more than US$9 per barrel represents corporation taxes and royalty. 
Capital costs were estimated to an accuracy of + /- 25 percent, mainly by independent international engineering compenies. Of the 
total estimated capital costs of US$2,300 million, almost US$1,700 million is accounted for equally by the three major elements—
mining, retorting, and upgrading. The remainder covers supporting plant, infrastructure, administration, and various allowances 
and contingencies. 

During July 1984 Sfl, CPM, and JAOSCO signed an agreement with Japan Oil Shale Engineering Corporation (JOSECO). 
JOSECO is a separate consortium of thirty-six Japanese companies established with the purpose of studying oil shale and develop-
ing oil shale processing technology. Under the agreement, SPP/CPM mined 39,000 tons of oil shale from the Condor deposit, 
crushed it to produce 20,000 tons and shipped it to Japan in late 1984. 

JOSECO commissioned a 250 tonne per day pilot plant in Kyushu in early 1987. The Condor shale sample was processed satisfac-
torily in the pilot unit. 

In 1988 SPP/CPM begin studies to assess the feasibility of establishing a semi-commercial demonstration retorting plant at Condor 
similar to that being designed for the Stuart deposit. 

Project Cost: $23 billion (mid-1983 U.S. dollars) 

EDWARDS ENGINEERING - Edwards Engineering Corporation (S-33) 

Edwards Engineering Corporation has been designing and building at their manufacturing plant in New Jersey a portable oil shale 
retort that will produce between 1,000 and 2,000 barrels of shale oil per day. The completed unit can be easily trucked to any 
suitable location. 

The design of the plant is based on engineering data obtained between 1980 and 1986 from a pilot plant oil shale retort constructed 
at the Edwards plant in New Jersey. The production unit is being built to process typical oil shale as found in Utah, Colorado, or 
Wyoming. The portable unit has a low capital cost, and will produce a quality product with an API gravity between 26 to 22, having 
a pour point between 35 degrees and 55 degrees F. The system includes a heat recovery arrangement resulting in very low energy 
costs per barrel of oil produced. At least 80 percent of the energy for retorting is recycled, no water is required. The system can be 
readily scaled upward from the 1,000 to 2,000 barrels per day to any conceivable capacity desired. 

During 1986 the construction of the portable oil shale retort was suspended 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed
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ESTONIA POWER PLANTS - Union of Soviet Socialest Republics (8-34) 

About 95 percent of USSR's oil shale output comes from Estonia and Leningrad district. Half of the extracted oil shale comes 
from surface mines, the other half from underground workings. Each of the nine underground mines outputs 3,000 to 17,000 tons 
per day,each of the surface mines outputs 8,000 to 14,000 tons per day. 

Exploitation of kukersite resources was begun by the Estonian government in 1918. In 1980, annual production of oil shale in 
USSR reached 41 million tons of which 36 million tons came from the Baltic region. Recovered shale oil was 49 million barrels. 
Most extracted oil shale is used for power production rather than oil recovery. 

More than 60 percent of Estonia's thermal energy demand is met by the use of oil shale. Fuel gas supplies for the city of Leningrad 
were terminated in 1987. First of their kind ever put into operation, the oil-shale-fueled power plants have an annual output of 
1,600 megawatts. 

FUSHUN COMMERCIAL SHALE OIL PLANT - Fushun Petrochemical Corporation, SINOPEC, Fushun, China (343) 

The oil shale retorting industry in Fushun began in 1928 and has been operating for 60 years. Annual production of shale oil 
topped 780,000 tons in 1959. In that period, shale oil accounted for 30-50% of total oil production in China. 

At Fushun, oil shale overlies a coal bed which is being mined. Because the oil shale must be stripped in order to reach the coal, it 
is economical to retort the shale even though it is of low grade. Fischer Assay yield is about 53% oil, on average. 

Currently, only 40 retorts are operating, each retort processing 200 tons of oil shale per day. Other retorts have been shut down 
because of site problems not related to the operation of the retorts. Shale oil production is on the order of 100,000 tons per year. 

Direct combustion of oil shale fines in an ebuflated bed boiler has been tested at Fushun Refinery No. 2. 

Shale oil is currently being used only as a boiler fuel, but a new scheme for upgrading Fushun shale oil was recently studied. In the 
proposed scheme, shale oil is first treated by exhaustive delayed coking to make light fractions which are then treated successively 
with dilute alkali, and sulfuric add to recover the acidic and basic non-hydrocarbon components as fine chemicals. The remaining 
hydrocarbons, containing about 0.4 percent N can then be readily hydrotreated to obtain naphtha, jet fuel and light diesel fuel. 
This scheme is said to be profitable and can be conveniently coupled into a existing petroleum refinery. 

GARY REFINERY - Gary Refining Company (5-35) 

Gary Refining Company owns a refinery in Fruits, Colorado at the southwestern edge of the Piceance Basin. The Gary oil refinery 
was constructed in 1957 by the American Gilsonite Company to process gilsonite, a solid hydrocarbon ore that is mined in North-
eastern Utah. Gary Energy acquired the refinery in 1973 after American Gilsonite discontinued the refining of gilsonite. The 
refinery was expanded and upgraded into a modern facility capable of processing a wide variety of raw, materials into finished 
transportation fuels. In the early 1980's modifications were made to the refinery to process shale oil. 

Gary Refining had a contract to purchase 8,600 barrels per day of hydrotreated shale oil from the Unocal Parachute Creek facility. 
A contract was also signed with the Defense Fuel Supply Center to provide 5,025 barrels per day of shale-derived military jet fuel 
(JP-4) to the Air Force over a four year period. 

The processing scheme that Gary will use to process the shale oil is geared toward maximizing the yield of JP4. The blocking 
operation is due to the Air Force requirements that JP4 be produced solely from a shale oil feedstock Therefore, the crude, 
vacuum, and hydrocracking units will be blocked out, each with a separate operating cycle. Without this Air Force requirement, the 
shale oil would normally be processed commingled with conventional crude oil. 

Upgraded shale oil will be delivered to the refinery via a pipeline from the Parachute upgrading facility to Gary's site. JP-4 product 
will be transported by rail to tankage in Salt Lake City, Utah. Other shale-derived products such as gasoline and No. 2 diesel will 
be commingled with similar crude-derived products produced at the Gary facility and sold in local markets. 

In early March 1985 Gary Refining Company shut down the refinery and filed for protection from creditors under Chapter 11 of 
the United States Bankruptcy Code. The United States Bankruptcy Court approved the company's Reorganization Plan in 
July 1986. Under the Plan, payments to creditors will begin after delivery of shale oil from the Unocal plant. The bankruptcy 

In January. 1989 it was announced that the refinery, now known as Western Slope Refining Company, would reopen in March, 
1989. If all toes well, the refinery will be fully operational by August.
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Project Cost: Not Disclosed 

JORDAN OIL SHALE PROJECT - Natural Resources Authority of Jordan (5-37) 

Jordan's oil shale deposits are the country's major hydrocarbon resource. Near-surface deposits of Cretaceous oil shale in the 
Iribid, Karak, and Ma'an districts contain an estimated 44 million barrels of oil equivalent. 

In 1986, a cooperative project with Romania was initiated to investigate the development of a direct-combustion oil-shale-tired 
power plant. Jordan is also investigating jointly with China the applicability of a Fushun-type plant to process 200 tons per day of 
oil shale. A test shipment of 1,200 tons of Jordanian shale was sent to China for retort testing. Large-scale combustion tests have 
been carried out at Kloeckner in West Germany and in New Brunswick, Canada. 

A consortium of Lurgi and Kloeckner completed in 1988 a study concerning a 50, barrel per day shale oil plant operating on El 
Lajjun oil shale. Pilot plant retorting tests were performed in Lurgi's LR pilot plant in Frankfurt, Germany. 

The final results show a required sales revenue of $19.10 per barrel in order to generate an internal rate of return on total invest-
ment of 10 percent. The mean value of the petroleum products cx El Lajjun complex was calculated to be $21.40 per barrel. A 
world oil price of $15.60 per barrel has to be reached to meet an internal rate of return on total investment of 10 percent. 

In 1988, the N.R.A. announced that it was postponing for 5 years the consideration of any commercial oil shale project 

KIVITER PROCESS - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (5-38) 

The majority of Baltic oil shale (kukersite) found in Estonia and the Leningrad district in the Soviet Union is used for power 
generation. However, over 4 million tons axe retorted to produce shale oil and gas. The Kiviter process, continuous operating ver-
tical retorts with crcurrent flow of heat carrier gas and traditionally referred to as generators, is predominantly used in commer-
cial operation. The retorts have been automated, and have throughput rates of 200 to 220 tons of shale per day. Retortin g is Per-
formed in a single retorting (semi-cokinz) chamber. In the generators, low temperature carbonization of kukersite yields 75 to 
80 percent of Fischer assay oil. The yield of low calorific gas (3,350 to 4,200 1(1/cubic meters) is 450 to 500 cubic meters per ton of 
shale. 

To meet the needs of re-equipment of the oil shale processing industry, a new generator was developed. The first 1,000 ton-per-day 
generator of this tvne was constructed at Kohtla-Jarve, Estonian SSR. USSR, and placed in operation in 1981. The new retort 
employs the concept of crosscurrent flow of heat carrier gas through the fuel bed, with additional heat added to the semi-coking 
chamber. A portion of the heat carrier is prepared by burning recycle gas. Raw shale is fed through a charging device into two 
semi-coking chambers arranged in the upper part of the retort. The use of two parallel chambers provides a larger retorting zone 
without increasing the thickness of the bed. Additional heating or gasification occurs in the mid-part of the retort by introducing 
hot gases or an oxidizing agent through side combustion chambers equipped with gas burners and recycle gas inlets to control the 
temperature. Near the bottom of the retort is a cooling zone where the spent shale is cooled by recycle gas and removed from the 
retort. The outside diameter of the retort is 9 meters. 

The experience of the 1,000 TPD unit was taken into consideration to design two new units. In January, 1987, two new 1,000 TPD 
retorts were put in operation also at Kohtla-Jam. AJon&de these units, a new battery of four 1,500 1'Pl) retorts, with a new cir-
cular chamber design, is planned. Oil yield of 85% of Fischer Assa y is expected. This batten should come onstream in the early 
1990's. 

Oil from kukersite has a high content of oxygen compounds, mostly phenols. Over 50 shale oil products (predominantly non-fuel) 
are currently produced. These products are more economically attractive than traditional fuel oil. The low calorific gas produced 
as by-product in the gas generators has a hydrogen sulfide content of 8 to 10 grams per cubic meters. After dcsulfurization, it is 
utilized as a local fuel for the production of thermal and electric power. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

MAOMING COMMMERCIAL SHALE OIL PLANT - Maoming Petroleum Industrial Corporation, SINOPEC, Maoming, China (5-39) 

Construction of the Maoming petroleum processing center began in 1955. Oil shale is mined by open pit means with power-driven 
shovels, and electric locomotives and dump-cart Current mining rates are 33 million tons of oil shale per year. Approximately 
one-half is suitable for retort feed. The Fischer Assay of the oil shale averages 63% oil yield. 
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Two types of retort are used: a cylindrical retort with gasification section, and a rectangular gas combustion retort. Oil shale 
throughput is 150 and 185 tons per day per retort, respectively. The present facility consists of two batteries containing a total of 48 
rectangular gas combustion retorts and two batteries with a total of 64 cylindrical retorts. 

Current production at Maoming is approximately 100,000 tons of shale oil per year. Although the crude shale oil was formerly 
refined, it is now sold directly as fuel oil. 

Shale ash is used in making cement and building blocks. 

A 50 megawatt power plant burning oil shale rmes in 3 fluidized bed boilers is planned. 

MOBIL PARACHUTE SHALE OIL PROJECT - Mobil Oil Corporation (F6S R95W, 6PM) (S-40) 

Mobil is currently evaluating development plans for its shale property located on 10,000 acres five miles north of Parachute. The 
project is planned to have initial production of 10,000 to 25,000 barrels per day with an incremental buildup to 100, barrels per 
day. The United States Bureau of Land Management has completed an Environmental Impact Statement preparatory to future 
permit applications. A Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit application has been submitted and is currently being processed.. 

Project Cost: Estimated $8 billion for 100,000 BPD production 

MOROCCO OIL SHALE PROJECT' - ONAREP Science Applications, Inc. (5-55) 

During 1975 a drilling and mining survey revealed 13 oil shale deposits in Morocco including three major deposits at Timandit, 
Tangier, and Tarfaya from which the name 13 for the Moroccan oil shale retorting process was derived. 

In February 1982, the Moroccan Government concluded a $43 billion, three phase joint venture contract with Royal Dutch/Shell 
for the development of the Tarfayn deposit including a $4.0 billion, 70,000 barrels per day plant. However, the project faces con-
straints of lower oil prices and the relatively low grade of oil shale. No significant activity is underway except the resource evalua-
tion and conceptual design studies for a small demo plant. 

Construction of a pilot plant at flmandit _w completed with a funding from the World Bank in 1984. During the first quarter of 
1985, the plant went through a successful shakedown test, followed by a preliminary single retorting test. The preliminary test 
produced over 25 barrels of shale oil and proved the fundamental process feasibility of the 'II process. More than a dozen single 
retort tests were conducted to prove the process feasibility as well as to optimize the process conditions. The pilot plant utilizes 
the 'fl process developed jointly by Science Applications, Inc., and the Office National de Recherche et d'Exploitation Petrolieres 
(ONAREP) of Morocca The T3 process consists of a semi-continuous dual retorting system in which heat from one vessel that is 
being cooled provides a portion of the energy that is required to retort the shale in the second vessel. The pilot plant has a 
I® tons of raw shale per day capacity using 17 OPT shales. The design of a demonstration plant, which will have an initial output 
of 280 barrels per day, rising to 7,800 barrels per day when full scale commercial production begins, has been deferred. A commer-
cial scale mine development study at Timandit was conducted by Morrison-Knudsen. 

Then process will be used in conjunction with other continuous processes in Morocco. In 1981/1982, Science Applications, Inc., 
conducted for ONAREP extensive process option studies based on all major processes available in the United States and abroad 
and made a recommendation in several categories based on the results from the economic analysis. An oil-shale laboratory includ-
ing a laboratory scale retort, computer process model and computer process control, has been established in Rabat with assistance 
from Science Applications, Inc. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

PARACHUTE CREEK SHALE OIL PROGRAM - UNOCAL Corporation 76 (S-b) 

In 1920 Unocal began acquiring oil shale properties in the Parachute Creek area of Garfield County, Colorado. The 49,000 acres of 
oil shale lands Unocal owns contain over three billion barrels of recoverable oil in the high-yield Mahogany Zone alone. Since the 
early 1940s, Unocal research scientists and engineers have conducted a wide variety of laboratory and field studies for developing 
feasible methods of producing usable oils from shale. In the 1940s, Unocal operated a small 50 ton per day pilot retort at its Los 
Angeles, California refinery. From 1955 to 1958, Unocal built and operated an upflow retort at the Parachute site, processing up to 
1,200 tons of ore per day and producing up to 800 barrels of shale oil per day. 

Unocal began the permitting process for its Phase I 10,ODD barrel per day project in March 1978. All federal, state, and local per-
mits were received by early 1981. Necessary road work began in the Fall 1980. Construction of a 12,500 ton per day mine began in 
January 1981, and construction of the retort started in late 1981. Concurrently, work proceeded on a 10,000 barrels per day upgrad-
ing facility, which would convert the raw shale oil to a high quality syncrude.
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Construction concluded and the operations group assumed control of the project in the Fail 1983. After several years of test opera-
tions and resulting modifications, Unocal began shipping upgraded syncrude on December 23, 1986. 

In July 1981, the company was awarded a contract under a United States Department of Energy (DOE) program designed to en-
courage commercial shale oil production in the United Slates. The price will be the market price or a contract floor price. If the 
market price is below the DOE contract floor price, indexed for inflation, Unocal will receive a payment from DOE to equal the 
difference. The total amount of DOE price supports Unocal could receive is $400 million. Unocal began billing the U. S. Treasury 
Department in January, 1987 under its Phase I support contract. 

In a 1985 amendment to the DOE Phase I contract, Unocal agreed to explore using fluidized bed combustion (FEC) technology at 
its shale plant. In June 1987, Unocal informed the U.S. Treasury Department that it would not proceed with the FBC technology. 
A key reason for the decision, the company said, was the unexpectedly high cost of the FBC facility. Preliminary cost and engineer-
ing studies showed that cats would exceed $352 million compared to an original estimate of about $260 million. The decision does 
not affect Unocal's plans to proceed with the current operations of its shale plant. 

Shale oil shipments in October, 1988 were 190,700 barrels. This is right at the break-even point, considered to be 	 bar-
rels per day. The future of the project depends on the ability to maintain this production level. 

Project Cost: Phase I - Approximately $700 million 

PEFROSIX - Petrobras (Petroleo Brasileiro, LA.) (S-90) 

A 6 foot inside diameter retort, called the demonstration plant, has been in continuous operation since 1984. The plant is used for 
optimization of the Petrosix technology. Oil shales from other mines can be processed in this plant to obtain data for the basic 
design of new commercial plants. 

A Petrosix pilot plant, having an 8 inch inside diameter retort, has been in operation since 1982. The plant is used for oil shale 
characterization and retorting tests, developing data for economic evaluation of new commercial plants. 

An entrained bed pilot plant has been in operation since 1980. It is used to develop a process for the oil shale fines. The plant uses 
a 6 inch inside diameter pipe (reactor) externally heated. 

A spouted bed pilot plant having a 12-inch diameter reactor, has been in operation since January, 1988. It processes oil shale fines 
coarser than that used in the entrained bed reactor. 

A circulating fluidized bed pilot scale boiler was started up in July, 1988. The combustor will be tested on both spent shale and oil 
shale fines to produce process steam for the Petrosix commercial plants. 

A nominal 2,2(x) tons per day Petrosix semi-works retort, 18 foot inside diameter, is located near Sao Mateus do Sul, Parana, Brazil. 
The plant has been operated successfully near design capacity in a series of tests since 1972. A United States patent has been ob-
tained on the process. This plant operating on a small commercial basis since 1981, currently produces 800 barrels per day of crude 
oil, 38 tons per day of fuel gas, and 19 tons per day of sulfur. A 36 foot inside diameter retort, called the industrial module, is being 
constructed and will produce 3,343 barrels per day of oil, 50 tons per day of LPG, 81 tons per day of fuel gas, and 98 tons per day of 
sulfur from 7,800 tons of oil shale per day in Jul y. 1990. 

Some 35 hectares of the mined area has been rehabilitated since 1977. The schedule for 1989 and 1990 is to rehabilitate 65 hec-
tares. Rehabilitation comprises reforestation, revegetation with local plants and reintegration of wild local animals, bringing back 
the local conditions for farming and recreational purposes. 

Current shale oil production is sent by truck to a refinery 150 kilometers from the plant and is stabilized through the FCC unit in a 
mixture with heavy gasoil. 

Sulfur production is sold directly to clients from local paper mill industries. 

Petrobras has instituted a project for sludge treatment for the company's oil refinery in Bahia state based on the cumulative ex-
perience in operating the Six shale oil sludge treatment plant. 

Project Installed Costs: $68.4 (US) Million (industrial module)
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RAMEX OIL SHALE GASIFICATION PROCESS—Rame, Synfuels International, Inc. and Greenway Corporation (5-95) 

On May 6, 1985 Ram" began construction of a pilot plant near Rock Springs, Wyoming. The plant is located on property leased 
from a subsidiary of Union Pacific Railroad. In addition to the one section leased for the pilot plant, Ran" also has options on 
ten additional sections. This site was selected because of the accessibility for potential customers, and the abundance of available 
oil shale reserves. 

The pilot plant consists of two specially designed burners that will burn continuously in an underground oil shale bed at a depth 
of 70 feet. These burners will produce an industry quality gas (greater than 800 BTUs per standard cubic foot). 

In November 1986, Ram" announced that Greenway Corporation had become the controlling shareholder in the company. 

On November 24, 1987, Ramer announced the completion of the pilot project. The formation was heated to approximately 1200 
degrees creating a high-BTU gas with little or no liquid condensate. The wells substained 75 mcf a day, for a period of 3 months 
then were shut down to evaluate the heaters and the metals used in the manufacturing of the heaters. The test results indicated a 5 
year life in a 10 foot section of the shale with a product gas of 800 BTU or higher per standard cubic foot. 

Ramer announced in November 1987 the start of a commercial production program in the devonian shale in the eastern states of 
Kentucky and Tennessee. In April, Raines announced the project would be moved to Indiana. A total of 5 wells have now been 
drilled. Gas tests resulted in ratings of 1,034 and 968 BTU. Two production volume tests showed 14,000 and 24,000 cubic feet per 
day. 

In late July, 1298 a letter agreement was signed between Tr-Gas Technology, Inc., the licensee of the Ramex process in Indiana, 
and J. M. Slaughter Oil Company of Ft. Worth, Texas to provide funding for drilling a minimum of 20 gas wells, using the Ramex 
oil shale gasification process, on the leases near Henryville, Indiana. The funding is conditional upon Slaughter Oil Company's ap-
proval of gas quality and volume tests and a review of the potential gas sales contracts involved. 

Arrangements were made with Midwest Natural Gas to hook up the Ram" gas production to the Midwest Pipeline near Hen-
ryville. 

Ramex is also investigating potential applications in Israel. 

Project Cost: Approximately $1 million for the pilot tests. 

RIO BLkNCO OIL SHALE PROJECT - Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company (wholly owned by Amoco Corporation) (125, R99W, 6PM) 
(S-100) 

Proposed project on federal Tract C-a in Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado. Bonus bid of $2103 million to acquire rights to tract; 
lease issued 3/1/74. Completed four-year modified in situ demonstration program at end of 1981. Burned two successful retorts. 
First retort was 30' x 30' x 166' high and produced 1,907 barrels of shale oil. It burned between October and late December 1980. 
Second retort was 60' x 60' is 400' high and produced 24,790 barrels while burning from June through most December of 1981. 
Program cost $132 million. Company still prefers open pit mining-surface retorting development because of much greater resource 
recovery of five versus two billion barrels over life of project. Cannot develop tract efficiently in that manner without additional 
federal land for disposal purposes and siting of processing facilities. In August 1982, the company temporarily suspended opera-
tions on its federal tract after receiving a  year lease suspension from the United States Department of Interior. In August 1987, 
the suspension was renewed for six months and in February 1988 for an additional 18 months or until the lawsuit over the off-tract 
disposal site is settled. 

Federal legislation was enacted to allow procurement of off-tract land that is necessary if the lease is to be developed by surface 
mining. An application for this land was submitted to the Department of Interior in 1983. Based on the decision of the director of 
the Colorado Bureau of Land Management an environmental impact statement for the proposed lease for 84 Mesa has been 
prepared by the Bureau of Land Management. However, a Record of Decision has never been issued due ton suit filed by the Na-
tional Wildlife Federation. 

Rio Blanco submitted a MIS retort abandonment plan to the Department of Interior in Fall 1983. Partial approval for the aban-
donment plan was received in Spring 1984. The mine and retort are currently flooded but were pumped out in May 19&5 and June 
1986 in accordance with plans approved by the Department of the Interior. Data from the pumpout are being evaluated. Stringent 
monitoring is continuing. Rio Blanco operated a $29 million one to five TPD Lurgi pilot plant at Gulf's Research Center in Har-
marville, Pennsylvania until late 1984 when it was shut down. Data analysis is currently underway. This $29 million represents the 
capital and estimated operating cost for up to 5 years of operation. Engineering and planning for open pit-surface retorting 
development are being continued. The company has not as yet developed commercial plans or cost estimates. On January 31, 1986 
Amoco acquired Chevron's 50 percent interest in the Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company, thus giving Amoco a 100 percent interest in 
the project. Amoco has no plans to discontinue operations.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project Cast: Four-year process development program cost $132 million 
No cat estimate available for commercial facility. 

RUNDLE PRO.JEC'F - Central Pacific Minerals/Southern Pacific Petroleum (50 percent) and Esso Exploration and Production 
Australia (50 percent) (8-110) 

The Rundle Oil Shale deposit is located near Gladstone in Queensland, Australia. In April 1981, construction of a multi-module 
commercial scale facility was shelved due to economic and technical uncertainties. 

Under a new agreement between the venturers, which became effective in February 1982, Esso agreed to spend A$30 million on an 
initial 3 year work program that would resolve technical difficulties to allow a more precise evaluation of the economics of develop-
ment. During the work program the Drum, Lurgi, Taco, and Exxon retorting processes were studied and tested. Geological and 
environmental baseline studies were carried out to characterize resource and environmental parameters. Mine planning and 
materials handling methods were studied for selected plant capacities. Results of the study were announced in September 1984. 
The first stage of the project which would produce 5.2 million barrels per year from 25,000 tons per day of shale feed was estimated 
to cost $645 million (US). The total project (27 million barrels per year from 125,000 tons per day of shale feed) was estimated to 
cost $2.65 billion (US). 

In October 1984 5PP/CPM and Esso announced that they have commenced discussions about possible amendments to the Rundle 
Joint Venture Agreement signed in 1982. Those discussions were completed by March 1985. Revisions to the Joint Venture 
Agreement now provide for 

Payment by Esso to SPP/CPM of A$30 million in 1985 and A$123 in 1987 

Each partner to have a 50 percent interest in the project. 

Continuation of a Work Program to progress development of the resource. Cost of this program for 1985/7 was A$13 mil-
lion. 

Esso funding all work program expenditures for a maximum of 10 years, and possible funding of SPP/CFM's share of subse-
quent development expenditures. If Esso provides disproportionate funding, it would be entitled to additional offtake to 
cover that funding. 

Project Cost: See above 

TOSCO SAND WASH PROJECT - Taco Corporation (195, 1121E, SLM) (5-120) 

Proposed 49,000 BPSD project on 17,092 acres of State leases in Sand Wash area of Uintah Basin near Vernal, Utah. A State-
approved unitization of 33 non-contiguous leases required $8 million tract evaluation, which has been completed. On-site environ-
mental assessments have been completed and applications for right-of-way permits for roads, water pipeline, inter-block conveyors, 
power lines, underground mine access tunnels and product pipeline were submitted to Bureau of Land Management in April 1981. 
Final EIS for the project was issued on February 1983. The Federal PSD permit was issued on December 10, 1981 and the Utah air 
quality permit was approved in March 1983. All permits for commencement of construction of the first mine shaft have been filed. 

Taco has completed a core-hole drilling program and a final design for a 16 foot diameter mine shaft and related facilities. Con-
struction of this initial development shaft and experimental mine would enable confirmation of (1) the geologic and geotechnical 
basis for the mine design, (2) estimated mining costs, and (3) the basis for enhancing projected mining recovery ratios for the com-
mercial project. The second phase of the Project will consist of the construction of one 11,000 tons per day TOSCO II pyrolysis 
unit and related oil upgrading facilities which would produce 11,200 barrels per stream day of hydrotreated shale oil. During the 
third phase, Taco will expand the facility to six pyrolysis units and a 66,000 tons per day mine, producing a nominal 50,0 barrels 
per day of shale oil. Contemporaneous development of Phases 1 and 2 is being considered. The definitive design of the single train 
facilities has been completed. 

Project Cost: $820 million in second quarter 1982 dollars (excluding interest) 

TRANS NATAL T-FROJECF - Trans Natal, Gencor, Republic of South Africa (S-36) 

Current developments in oil shale conversion by Gencor, one of the larger South African mining companies, have proved to be very 
promising and a feasibility study was completed in 1987. A technical study involving retorting test samples of oil shale mixed with 
coal has been carried out. It was found that by recycling the heavy oil fraction, it is possible to successfully retort a 50'.50 mix of 
torbanite and coal.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

The project will consist of an underground mine with mining height of I to 2.3 meters. The material to be mined is a mixture or 
torbanite and bituminous coal. The deposit would be capable of supporting an output or 14,000 barrels of syncrude per day. 
Retorting will be accomplished with Lurgi LR retorts. The torbanite yields 250 liters of oil per metric ton, and the coal yields 100 
liters per ton. 

The basic design study was expected to be finished by the end or 1988. Commissioning of the project is anticipated during 1993. 

Project Cost: $1.0 billion 

UTF - 3000 RETORTING PROCESS - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

The UTI'-3000 process, otherwise known as the Galote; retort, is a rotar y kiln tvne retort which can acce pt oil shale fines. 

The two UTT-3000 units built at the Estonian ORES with a productivity of 3,000 tons per day are among the largest in the world 
and unique in their technological principles. 

A redesiv, of particular carts and reconstruction of the units was done in 1984 to im prove the process of production and to in-
crease the period of continuous operation. 

As a result of these chan ges, the functioning of the U'fl'-3000 improved dramaticall y in 1984 in com parison with the period or 

By the end of 1984. 159) tons of shale was processed and 20,000 tons of shale oil was produced at UTF-3. 

In 1985, the third test of the reconstructed boiler 717-101 was carried out b y using the shale oil produced at the UTI'-3000. The im-
provement or the working characteristics of UTT-3000 has continued. 

The unit with two UIT-3000 retorts is now said to be going into production. 

YAAMBA PROJECT - Yaamba Joint Venture (Beloba Ply. Ltd., Central Pacific Minerals N.L, Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L. Shell 
Company of Australia limited, and Peabody Australia Pty. Ltd.) (5-220) 

The Yaamba Oil Shale Deposit occurs in the Yaamba Basin which occupies an area of about 57 square kilometers adjacent to the 
small township of Yaamba located 30 kilometers (19 miles) north-northwest of the city of Rockhampton, Australia. 

Oil shale was discovered in the Yaamba Basin in 1978 during the early stages of a regional search for oil shale in buried Tertiary 
basins northwest of Rockhampton. Exploration since that time has outlined a shale oil resource estimated at more than 4.8 billion 
barrels in situ extending over an area of 32 square kilometers within the basin. 

The oil shales which have a combined aggregate thickness of over 300 meters in places occur in 12 main seams extending through 
the lower half of a Tertiary sequence which is up to 800 meters thick toward the center of the basin. The oil shales subcrop along 
the southern and southwestern margins of the basin and dip gently basinward. Several seams of lignite occur in the upper part of 
the Tertiary sequence above the main oil shale sequences- The Tertiary sediments are covered by approximately 40 meters or un-
consolidated sands, gravels, and clays. 

In December, 1988 Shell Australia purchased a part interest in the proiect. The Yaamba Joint Venturenow comprises Peabody 
Australia Pty. Lid., with 41.66% percent interest, Shell Com pany Australia with 41.66% interest. Belcher Pty. Lid. with 100/c, 
Central Pacific Minerals N.L. with 33% and Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L with 33%. Beloba Pty. Ltd. is owned 50% each by 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Confined) 

SI? and (PM. Peabody Australia manages the Joint Venture which holds two 'Authorities to Prospect" for on shale in an area of 
approximately 10 square kilometers in the Yaamba and Broad Sound region northwest of Rockhampton. The 'Authorities to 
Prospect' were panted to the Yaamba Joint Venture by the government of the State of Queensland. In addition to the Yaamba 
Deposit, the 'Authorities to Prospect' cover a second prospective oil shale deposit in the Herbert Creek Basin approximately 
?O kilometers northwest of Yaamba. Drilling In the Herbert Creek Basin is still in the exploratory stage. Further exploratory drill-
ing of the Herbert Creek Basin is also continuing. 

A Phase I feasibility study, which focused on mining waste disposal, water management, infrastructure planning, and preliminary 
ore characterization of the Yaamba oil shale resource, has now been completed. Environmental baseline investigations were 
carried out concurrently with this study. Further investigations aimed at determining methods for maximum utilization of the total 
energy resource of the Ynamba Basin and optimization of all other aspects of the mining operation, and collection of additional 
data on the existing environment are continuing. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed

R&D PROJECTS 

DUO-EX SOLVENT EXTRACrION PILOT PROJECT - Duo-Er (a wholly owned subsidiary of SoW-Er Corporation) (5-152) 

Duo-Er is planning to perform test work to establish the commercial, technical and economic feasibility of a new approach to shale 
oil recovery. The Duo-Er approach will convert kerogen to bitumen and lighter products In a solvent extraction medium. 

Efforts of other companies to date to utilize shale oil resources have centered around retorting and in situ processes with limited 
succea Duo-Er has developed a technology that it believes will be environmentally acceptable, cost effective, have shorter lead 
times from project commitment to production and will use smaller scale facilities than retorting and in situ processes-

Experiments with the Duo-Er process would be conducted at the bench level and then in a continuously fed unit processing up to 
10 pounds of oil shale per hour, complete with recycle, product recovery and solid separation steps. The program is based on previ- 
ous work by Duo-Er in a batch reactor and prior engineering studies. The project will determine recoveries of oil, produce scale-
up data and a quantity of raw shale oil for upgrading studies. 

The Duo-Er process has been patented in the U. S. and is currently being filed for in other countries. 

Duo-Er is discussing the project with interested investors. 

Project Cost: $1,,000 

EASTERN OIL SHALE IN SITU PROJECT - Eastern Shale Research Corporation (S-250) 

In 1985, Eastern Shale Research Corporation commenced a project to study the in situ processing of Eastern oil shales, on New 
Albany Shale in Indiana. Test blasts were carried out, followed by the design and blasting of a shot to produce a retort bed for 
burning in the horizontal mode. 

In 1986, a small in situ retort bed was constructed for processing by methods similar to those used by Geokinetics Inc. for shallow 
oil shales in Utah. 

The project is currently in the permitting stage. Environmental control methods and equipment designs are being reviewed by the 
involved regulatory agencies. 

The project is located in southern Indiana and uses the uppermost member (Clegg Creek) of the New Albany oil shale. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

ISRAELI RETORTING DEVELOPMENT - PAMA (Energy Resources Development) Inc. (S-175) 

Israeli oil shale development is being coordinated by PAMA (Energy Resources Development) Ltd. PAMA was founded by 
several major Israeli corporations with the support of the government. 

At the time of the collapse of petroleum prices, in 1986, PAMA had completed a detailed design of a demonstration plant for 
production of oil. The design was based on adaptation of an American process employing a shalt-like reactor. As a result of the 
change in oil prices, this - was shelved, and Stead PAMA is directing its efforts to the development of a new extraction process 
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

which is tailored to the specific properties of Israeli oil shale, thus promising certain advantages over existing processes developed 
elsewhere. The process rests on the use of both fluidized and entrained beds, and the work is carried out in a pilot plant which can 
process around 100 kg/hr of oil shale. Preliminary results are encouraging. 

In 1988 PAMA signed an agreement with Brazil's Petrobras to test Israeli shale in the Petrosix process. 

PAMA has completed extensive studies, lasting several years, which show that the production of either oil or power (the latter by 
direct combustion of the oil shale) is technically feasible. Furthermore, the production of power still appears economically viable, 
despite the recent collapse of petroleum prices and the uncertainties regarding the economies of production of oil from shale. 

PAMA has already embarked on a program for demonstrating the direct combustion of oil shale for power. A demo plant will be 
built that is in fact a commercial plant co-producing electricity to the grid, and low pressure steam for process application at a fac- 
tory adjacent to one of the major oil shale deposit The oil-shale-fired boiler, to be supplied by Ablstroni, Finland, is based on a 
circulating fluid bed technology. 

Successful demonstration can pave the way to significant commercial production of power from oil shale in the next decade. 

The boiler will deliver 50 tons per hour of steam at high pressure. Low-pressure steam will be sold to process application in a 
chemical plant, and electricity produced in a back-pressure turbine will be sold to the grid. Commissioning is expected in late 1989. 

Project Cost: $25 million for combustion demo plant 

JAPANESE RETORTING PROCESSES - Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company, Ltd. (JOSECO) (S-ho) 

Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company, Ltd. (JOSECO) was organized in July 1981 under the guidance of the Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry and the Japan National Oil Corporation. A 5 year R & I) plan was formulated, however this original 
plan was revised to a 7 year plan due to budgetary control. JOSECO was financed by 36 Japanese companies in various industrial 
fields including iron and steel, heavy machinery, mining, cement, plant engineering, and oil refining. 

Three types (a vertical shaft, a circular grate, and a new cross flow type) of retorts were built at a scale of about 3 tons per day. 
These were designed and constructed in 1982 and were operated through August 1983 on oil shales from the United States, 
Australia, China, and Morocco. 

In the shaft type retort, oil shale descends continuously from the retorting zone to the residual carbon combustion zone; To 
prevent flow of gas from the combustion zone to the retorting zone, a seal zone is provided between the two zones to separate 
them. Operation of the pilot plant was generally smooth, and the yield of shale oil was approximately equal to Fischer assay. The 
main feature of this type of plant is the high thermal efficiency obtained by the vertical counterflow of the oil shale and gas. 

With the circular grate retort, oil shale is charged onto the circumferentially moving grate and passes through preheating, retorting, 
combustion and cooling zones, being contacted by the gas which flows downward through these zones. Oil yield obtained from 
several kinds of oil shale was approximately equal to Fischer assay. The main feature of this type of plant is that the process can be 
adapted to the properties of different oil shales because the size of each zone can be set arbitrarily. 

The cross; flow retort is completely separated from the combustion furnace. Oil shale flows down the inside surfaces of louver walls 
and is contacted by the heating gas which flows horizontally between the walls in several passes. In this plant, oil yield was ap-
proximately equal to Fischer assay. The retorted oil shale is crushed to pieces smaller than 6 millimeters and sent to a fluidized 
bed for combustion of residual carbon. The main features of this type of plant are the low pressure loss in the retorting zone and 
the high carbon utilization ratio obtained with the fluidized bed. 

The second phase of JOSECO's development activities is to conduct a series of tests in a large pilot plant having a capacity of 300 
tons of raw ore per day. The process to be used for the pilot plant was discussed by the advisory committee on the basis of results 
of the experiments on three small scale plants, and then determined to consist mainly of a vertical shaft type retort. 

In addition to a vertical shaft type retort as a retorting/gasifying unit, fixed-bed type drying facilities (circular travelling grate) were 
installed to examine the economies of pre-drying of high water content oil shale and fluidized-bed combustion facilities were also 
juxtaposed to study the efficient combustion of carbon in raw shale and the residual carbon on retorted shale. 

The pilot plant is located in Kitakyushu City approximately 1,000 km west of Tokyo. JOSECO started the civil and foundation 
works for the pilot plant in mid-February 1986, and completed the installation work and trial runs of individual units by the end of 
1986. In January 1987, the integrated load trial runs of the pilot plant and the on-the-job training of the operators were initiated. 
The formal operation started early May 1987. 

By the end of September preliminary tests were conducted. Through these preliminary tests, a number of factors were checked and 
reviewed, including the performance and reliability of the equipment, procedures to ensure operational safety, and research on 
process conditions to maintain stable and efficient operations.
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R & D PROJECTS (Coutincad) 

Based on the results achieved in the preliminary tests, JOSECO conducted the main tests using both Australian Condor and 
Chinese Maoming ores 

Sixteen nun totalling 163 dan (included the ortliminary test ruin) were conducted by the end of Mardi 1988. and Condor and 
Muotnias ores used for the oceration amounted to around 40,000tons (crude ore basis). 

In the case of sized Condor ore, the maximum ore processing amount restricted by the limit of acceptable hot gas supply volume 
was around 220 tons per day, while maintaining the aimed for oil recovery rate (100% against Fischer Assay). 

In the case of sized Maturing ore (predried from 15-16% free water content to 4-5%), the - plant was operated stably at the 
level of 200 tons per day (due to the limitation of drying machine capacity), but there was still mom in the ore processing ability. 
Judging from the preaure l In the retort, the maximum ore processing amount for dried Maoming ore was estimated to be 
around 240 tons per day. 

Prolect Cat: Approximately US$123 million (approximately 15.2 billion Yen) 

JULIA CREEK PROJECT - Placer Exploration Limited (S-iso) 

A preliminary study was conducted in 1980 to determine feasibility of a large scale extraction of oil from the Julia Creek deposit of 
northwestern Queensland, Australia. The project concept involves surface mining, above-ground retorting, and on-site upgrading 
to produce either a premium refinery feedstock or marketable fuels, particularly kerosene and diesel. 

The project developer was (SR Lid, but as a result of purchasing (SR's mineral interests within Australia, Placer Pacific Ltd. is 
now owner of the project. 

The project has proven reserves of shale amenable to open-cut mining containing about 2 billion barrels of crude shale oil. The 
average oil content of the shale is approximately 70 litres per dry tonne. 

Work carried out jointly by (SR and CSIRO on the development of a new retorting process based on spent shale ash as a recir-
culating solid heat carrier has been concluded and patents for retorting and hydrotreating processes have been obtained. 

No development is planned 

LLNL CASCADING BED RETORT - Lawrence Livermore National Laborator y, U. S. Department of Ericrgy 

Commercial realization of this omcen recuires scalin g up from the L.LNL's existing laboratory-scale (one-tonne-per-day) retort to 
commercial sues by a factor of 5.000 to 10.000. Understanding and solving solids-handling issues is a maior cart of that scaleup. 
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& & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Additional funding has been requested to enlist industry participation in the design of a commercial-scale plant and 100 ton per day 
pilot-scale test facility. 

NEW PARAHO ASPHALT FROM SHALE OIL PROJECT—New Paraho Corporation (S-240) 

New Paraho Corporation plans to develop a commercial process for making shale-oil-modified road asphalt. Researchers at West-
ern Research Institute (WRI) and elsewhere have discovered that certain types of chemical compounds present in shale oil cause a 
significant reduction in moisture damage and a potential reduction in binder embrittlement when added to asphalt. This is par-
ticularly true for shale oil produced by direct-heated retorting processes, such as Paraho. 

In order to develop this potential market for shale oil modified asphalts, New Paraho has created an initial plan which is to result in 
(I) proven market performance of shale oil modified asphalt under actual climatic and road use conditions and (2) completion of a 
comprehensive commercial feasibility study and business plan as the basis for securing subsequent financing for a Colorado-based 
commercial production facility. 

The cost of carrying out this initial, market development phase of the commercial development plan is approximately $23 million, 
all of which will be funded by Paraho. The major portion of the work to be conducted during this initial phase consists of produc-
ing sufficient quantities of shale oil to accommodate the construction and evaluation of several one mile test strips of shale oil-
modified asphalt pavement. Mining of 3,900 tons of shale for these strips occurred in September 1987. The shale oil was produced 
in Paraho's existing pilot plant facilities, located near Rifle, Colorado in August, 1988. A small pilot plant retort with an output of 
17 barrels per day was used. In 1988, New Paraho installed a vacuum still at the pilot plant site to produce shale oil asphalt from 
crude shale oil. 

Several one mile test strips will be constructed in Colorado at a site to be selected by the Colorado State Department of Highways. 
Once constructed, the test strins will be evaluated over a period of several years, during which time Paraho will complete site selec-
tion, engineering and cost estimates, and financing plans for a commercial production facility. 

The size of this commercial production facility is currently envisioned as a plant capable of producing 3,000 to 5,000 barrels per day 
of shale oil. At this level of production, the plant would serve approximately 70 percent of the Colorado, Utah and Wyoming 
markets for asphalt paving. 

Based upon current engineering estimates, the initial commercial facility will cost $200 - $250 million to design, engineer and con-
struct. If the project is able to obtain financing and to maintain its proposed schedule, construction of the commercial plant would 
commence in the 1991-1992 time frame. 

At the present time, Paraho states that it has access to two different resource sites upon which the commercial production facility 
could be located: a site on the Mahogany Block in northwest Colorado; and the Paraho-Ute properties, located near Vernal, Utah. 
Of these options, the Mahogany site represents the most economically viable alternative and, accordingly, is the preliminary loca-
tion of choice. 

In October, the Department of Energy announced funding of a grant to the State of Indiana for the first phase of a three phase 
testing program. In the first phase, to be managed by New Paraho, the Department of Energy and Indiana will spend $240,000 to 
conduct laboratory tests on Indiana shale oil as a derivative for an asphalt paving material. If those tests prove successful, New 
Paraho will retort enough Indiana shale to produce 500 barrels of shale oil for field tests in Indiana. 

Project Cat: $2,500,000. The company spent $1,500,000 on shale oil asphalt research last year 

RAPAD SHALE OIL UPGRADING PROJECT - Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (S-205) 

The Research Association for Petroleum Alternatives Development (RAFAD), supported by the Japanese Ministry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry, has adopted shale oil upgrading as one of its major research objectives. 

Developmental works are being conducted on pretreating technology, two hydrorefining processes using fixed-bed type and 
ebullated-bed type reactors, high-performance catalysts for those processes, and two-step treating systems. 

Life tests of one of the catalysts containing molybdenum and promoting metals showed that steady 94 percent denitrogenation can 
be attained for 100 days. Production conditions for the catalyst were established. 

Optimum reaction conditions of the above process, and properties of products were also sought and gained. 
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It & D PROJECT'S (Centlnentft 

Shale oils were partially hydrorefined in the first stage, and further hydroreflned in the second stage under conditions typical of ex-
isting petroleum refineries. Upgrading systems are being established for obtaining operational data with the large bench-scale 
plant (13 barrels per day) using an ebullated bed reactor. 

Project Cost Not Disclosed 

YUGOSLAVIA INCLINED MODIFIED IN SfltT RETORT - United Nations (5-230) 

Oil shale deposits In Yugoslavia are mainly located in the eastern part of the country, almost entirely in the Republic of Serbia. 
The best geologically evaluated oil shale deposit S located near the town of Aleksinac, in the lower Junta Moravica River valley. 
Oil shale dips from the Surface atan angle of3oto4odegrees uptoa depth ofd00 meters where it then levels, although the oil 
shale seams are not —. 

An experimental 33 time per day gas combustion retort was built and tested in 1955 to 1962. In addition, retorting in an indirect 
retort was carried out in Sweden on 100 ton of Aleksinac oil shale in 1957. A joint effort by several UN consultants from the 
United States and Yugoslavia national staff produced the Inclined Modified In Situ (BUS) Method to cope with the dipping oil 
shale sea= characteristics of the Aleksinac Basin. To achieve the appropriate void formation 23 percent of the shale rock would 
be mined. Design criteria for the IMIS retort include an oil shale yield of 115 liters per ton, and a retort height or loo meters. The 
retort injection mixture would be 50 percent air and 50 percent steam. As a future development, eight modules of IMIS retorts 
would be in operation at a time, producing 15,700 barrels per day of oil. 

Surface retorts would produce 4,470 barrels per day of oil, making the total capacity at Aicksinac 20,000 barrels per day at full 
production (about I million tons per year). For the mined shale, interest has been expressed in adapting the D retort system un- 
der development in Morocco. 'The overall resource recovery rate would be about 49 percent. 

Construction time for a 20,000 barrels per day facility is estimated to be 11 ,tan. The estimated project cost was about 
$650 million (US). The estimated shale oil net production cost was $21.00 (US) per barrel and the upgrading cost was estimated to 
be $7.00 (US) per barrel. 

In the mined bin coal area, the coal mine workings can provide access to the oil shale for an initial pilot module. Go-ahead for a 
full-scale 20,000 barrels per day operation would be given only after the results of the pilot module are known. The pilot module 
has been designed by Energoproject, Belgrade, with UNDP support. Establishment of the IMIS experiment had been expected in 
1988 but k now postponed to at least 1992. 

cfl currently considered to be susuended 

Project Cost: US$12,000,000
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COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS

Project Sponsors 

American Syncrude Indiana Project American Sncnzde Corp. 
Stone & Webster Engineering 

Baytown Pilot Plant Exxon Research and Engineering 

BX In Situ Oil Shale Equity Oil Company 
Project 

Cottonwood Wash Project American Mine Seivice 
Cives Corporation 
Deseret Generation & 
Transmission Coop. 

Foster Wheeler Corporation 
Davy McKee 
Magic Circle Energy 

Corporation 

Direct Gasification Tests Tosco Corporation 

Exxon Colorado Shale Exxon Company USA 

Gelsenkirchen-Scholven Veba Oel 
Cyclone Retort 

Laramie Energy Laramie and Rocky Mountain 
Technology Center Energy Company 

Logan Wash Project Occidental Oil Shale Inc. 

Means Oil Shale Project Central Pacific Minerals 
Dravo Corporation 
Southern Pacific Petroleum 

Nahcolite Mine #1 Multi-Mineral Corporation 

Naval Oil Shale Reserve United States Department 
of Energy 

Oil Shale Gasification Institute of Gas Technology; 
American Gas Association 

Pacific Project Cleveland-Cliffs 
Standard Oil (Ohio) 
Superior 

Paraho Oil Shale Full Size Paraho Development Corporation 
Module Program 

Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Paraho Development Corporation 
Facility 

Seep Ridge Geokinetics Inc. 
Peter Kiewit Sons' Inc. 

Silmon Smith Kellogg Corporation 
Shale Energy Corporation of America 

Triad Donor Solvent Project Triad Research Inc. 

United States Bureau of Mines Shaft Multi-Mineral Corporation; United States 
Bureau of Mines 

United States Shale United States Shale Inc. 

Unnamed In Situ Test Mecco, Inc.

Last Annearance in SPIt 

September 1987; page 2-53 

September 1987; page 2-60 

March 1984; page 2-52 

March 1985; page 2-73 

September 1978; page B-'$ 

March 1985; page 2-73 

June 1987; page 2-52 

June 1980; page 2-34 

September 1984; page S-3 

June 1987; page 2-47 

September 1982; page 2-40 

June 1987; page 2-53 

December 1978; page B-3 

June 1987; page 2-48 

December 1979; page 2-35 

December 1986; page 2-47 

March 1986; page 2-54 

March 1985; page 2-72 

December 1988; page 2.48 

December 1983; page 2-52 

March 1985, page 2-72 

September 1978; page B-3 
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Unnamed Fracture Test 	 Talky Energy Systems	 September 1978; page B-4 

White River Shale Project	 Phillips Petroleum Company	 March 1985; page 2-72 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Sun Oil Company
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS 

Company or Organization Proiect Name 

Amoco Corporation Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-59 

Beloba fly. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-61 

Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company Cathedral Bluffs Project (C-b) 2-52 

Central Oil Shale fly. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-61 

Central Pacific Minerals Acorn Project 2-52 
Condor Project 2-53 
Rundle Project 2-60 
Yaamba Project 2-61 

Chevron Shale Oil Company Clear Creek Project 2-53 

Conoco Inc. Clear Creek Project 2-53 

Duo-Es (Solv-Ex Corporation) Duo-Es Solvent Extraction Pilot Project 2-62 

Eastern Oil Shale Research Eastern Oil Shale In Situ Project 2-62 

Edwards Engineering Company Edwards Engineering 2-54 

Esso Australia Ltd. Rundle Project 2-60 

Exxon Company USA Colony Shale Oil Project 2-53 

Fushun Petrochemical Corporation Fushun Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-55 

Gary Refining company Gary Refinery 2-55 

Gencor Trans Natal T-Projcct 2-60 

Greenway Corporation RAMEX Oil Shale Gasification Process 2-59 

Japanese Ministry of International RAPAD Shale Oil Upgrading Project 2-65 
Trade and Industry 

Japan Oil Shale Engineering company Japanese Retorting Processes 2-63 
(JOSECO) 

Jordan Natural Resources Jordan Oil Shale Project 2-56 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory LLNL Cascading Bed Retort 2-64 

Maoming Petroleum Industrial Corporation Maoming Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-56 

Mobil Oil Corporation Mobil Parachute Oil Shale Project 2-57 

New Brunswick Electric Power Commission Chatham Co-Combustion Boiler 2-53 

New Paraho Corporation Paraho Asphalt From Shale Oil 2-65 

Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. Cathedral Bluffs Project (C-b) 2-52 

Office National de Recherche et Morocco Oil Shale Project 2-57 
d'Exploitation Petrolieres 
(ONA REP) 

PAMA Inc. Israeli Retorting Development 2-62 

Peabody Australia Pty. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-61
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Comnenv or Ornniration Proiect Name 

Petrobras Petrogix 2-58 

Placer Exploration Limited Julia Creek Project 2-64 

Ram" Synfuels International Ranier Oil Shale Gasification Process 2-59 

Republic of South Africa Trans Natal T-Project 2-60 

Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (Ca) 2-59 

Science Applications, Inc. MoroccoOil Shale Project 2-57 

Simper Fushun Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-55 
Maoniing Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-56 

Solv-Ex Corporation Duo-Er Solvent Extraction Pilot Project 2-62 

Southern Pacific Petroleum Acorn Project 2-52 
Condor Project 2-53 
Rundle Project 2-60 
Yaamba Project 2-61 

Tosco Corporation Tosco Sand Wash Project 2-60 

Trans Natal Trans Natal T-Project 2-60 

Unocal Corporation Parachute Creek Shale Oil Program 2-57 

Union of Soviet Socialists Republics Estonia Power Plants 2-55 
Kiviter Process 2-56 
UTF-3000 Retorting Process 2-61 

United Nations Yugoslavia Inclined Modified In Situ Retort 2-66 

Yaamba Joint Venture Yaamba Project 2-61 

Western Slope Refining Gary Refinery 2-55

2-70	
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

NEWGRADE ENERGY AT 60 PERCENT CAPACITY 

NewGrade Energy Inc has started up Canada's first 
heavy oil upgrader at the Consumer's Cooperative 
Refinery In Regina, Saskatchewan. 

The $680 million, 50,000 barrel per day plant is 
processing heavy crude from the Lloydminster area 
and supplying feed for the Consumers refinery. 

NewGrade has said the upgrader can make a 
reasonable profit at the current price difference of 
$5.11 per barrel between the cost of light and 
heavy crude. 

The upgrader is slated for fun production by June, 
1989. The official opening has been set for 
June 24, 1989. 

The complex start-up procedures have gone very 
well, according to NewOrade. 

Feedstocks for the upgrader will come primarily from 
Saskatchewan--under terms dictated by the financing 
arrangement with the provincial and federal govern-
ments. The feedstock will come equally from long, 
medium and short-term contracts with 85 percent of 
the feedstock originating from Saskatchewan by the 
spring of 1989. 

In January, the refinery/upgrader combination was 
running at about 66 percent capacity, putting 
35,000 barrels per day of crude through the refinery 
itself. From that, 20,000 barrels per day of heavy 
mid bottoms are sent to the new Atmospheric 
Residual Desulfurization unit which performs primary 
upgrading. From there 8,000 barrels per thy is 
being run through the Distillate Hydrotreater which 
improves the quality of the distillate fuel oil 
streams by adding hydrogen. The upgrader is also 
making some 40 million standard cubic feet per day 
of hydrogen. 

SUNOR SCHEDULES MAJOR CU'IBACKS 

Suncor Inc. has said It will cut capital spending at 
Its Fort McMurray oil sands plant and shut down two 
In situ thermal recovery projects. 

At the oil sands plant, Suncor plans to delay a 
C$200 million debottlenecking project announced in 
July. The project, slated for completion in 1991, 
was expected to boost synthetic oil production by 
34 percent, to 71 9 000 barrels per thy, as well as 
reduce costs and improve reliability. 

Burnt Lake, Suncor's C$470 million cyclic steam 
project, has been postponed for the second time in

three years.	 Suncor and Its partners began the 
project in 1985 but work ceased alter the oil price 
plunge in 1986.	 Construction resumed after oil 
prices began to rise last spring. 

The project was scheduled to begin operation in 
early 1990, producing an average of 12,500 barrels 
per day. Suncor had planned to spend about 
C$80 million by startup but will now postpone fur-
ther expenditures until later this year, when it will 
decide whether to resume operations. Suncor ex-
pects to continue engineering work, which is ex-
pected to be completed by early spring. 

Suncor's Fort Kent experimental heavy oil project 
will be closed and either sold or abandoned. 

In the first nine months of 1988, Suncor reported a 
net loss before extraordinary items of C$17 million 
and C$39 million after such items. Revenue fell to 
C$974 million from C$1.03 billion in the same period 
is 1987. 

In reaction to the announced cutbacks, Alberta's 
energy minister said Suncor's decision to delay fur-
ther work on the debottlenecking project could jeop-
ardize provincial funding for future expansion. 

The comments by Energy Minister Nell Webber said 
that Suncor has a binding agreement with the 
province to proceed with the debottlenecking. Sun-
cor could face penalties if it breaks the agreement. 

Suncor agreed with the province last year to finish 
debottlenecking by 1991 in return for royalty relief. 

The province had also been considering financial aid 
for Suncor's proposed C$2 billion, 60,000 barrel per 
day expansion of its facility. No formal engineering 
work has begun and a decision to begin a formal 
study was expected some time this year. 

BI-PROVINCIAI. UPGRADER LETS ENGINEERING 
CONTRACTS 

Husky Oil Operations Ltd., construction manager and 
operator of the Hi-Provincial Upgrader, has awarded 
engineering services contracts to the following firms: 

- PCL-Braun-Simons Ltd. 	 for the Primary 
Upgrader Plant. 

- Dantrel Inc. for the Crude Plant and Secon-
dary Upgrader Plant. 

- SNC/FW for the Delayed Coker and Hydrogen 
Plant. 

- Monenco Ltd. for the Sulfur Recovery Plant. 
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- Kilborn (Saskatchewan) Ltd./Bantrel Inc. for 
the Utilities and Offsite Plants. 

In addition, Monenco has been awarded a project 
services contract to provide project management sys-
tems, procedures and personnel for the Husky project 
management team. 

These contracts have a total value of approximately 
$120 million and will create over 1,200 person years 
of direct engineering employment in Alberta and Sas-
katchewan.	 - 

The initial release of this work commenced February 
15, 1989 with contractors expected to be in full 
swing by April 1, 1989. Various subcontract 
packages will be awarded through these major con-
tractors. 

The $1.3 billion project located at Wilton, Sas-
katchewan, is scheduled for completion in 1992 and 
will be capable of producing 46,000 barrels per day 
of high quality synthetic crude oil from heavy oil 
and bitumen feedstock. 

Husky calls the project an insurance policy to 
protect the future value of heavy oil production and 
to secure fuel supplies. 

Husky President Arthur Price told the Calgary 
Petroleum Society that gasoline from the upgrader 
will cost an extra two to three cents per liter 
using Lloydminster synthetic oil, but he insisted the 
upgrader is still by far the cheapest "alternative 
fuel" project available in Canada.

The	 recent financing	 agreement	 for	 the	 upgrader, 
with	 Husky paying	 27	 percent	 of the	 costs, the 
Canadian	 federal	 government	 31 percent, the 
province	 of Alberta	 24 percent and the province of 
Saskatchewan	 17	 percent,	 is	 what makes	 launch of 
the project possible.

lnfill wells were also drilled in one pattern to form 
an inverted nine-spot pattern, but the other wells 
are on inverted five-spots with 10-acre well spacing. 

Murphy considered using a wet combustion process at 
Eyehill but chose instead the dry method of injecting 
air only. 

Early in the pilot, Murphy experimented with steam 
injection in producers to aid the fireflood. The 
steam injection had no effect on production or 
movement of the burn front. 

Murphy has been seeing a steady increase in 
fireflood oil production for the past three years. 
Current production is 500 barrels per day with an 
80 percent watercut. Production is still on the rise 
and Murphy expects it to peak at 1,000 barrels per 
day. 

The pilot's total production of one million barrels of 
oil represents six percent of the area's original oil 
content. Murphy expects ultimate recovery to reach 
five million barrels or 25 percent-30 percent of the 
18 million barrels originally in place. 

The joint venture partners have spent C$16.5 million 
in capital on the project and expect to recover the 
cost over the project life. 

Murphy injects about one million cubic feet per day 
of air into each well. The air is compressed in one 
of two 4.5 million cubic feet per day compressors 
on site. 

Emulsion formation is typical in firefloods and has 
caused Murphy problems at Eyehill. The emulsions 
produced in the pilot have been extremely difficult 
to break. Murphy improved its handling of the 
emulsions by installing a flash evaporator at the 
treatment plant in October, 1987. 

Murphy says it has no plans to expand the pilot, but 
if it is a success, would consider using the technol-
ogy on a commercial scale at Eyehill and possibly at 
other suitable properties. 

ETEHILL PROJECT PASSES ONE MILLION BARREL MARK 

The Eyehill thermal pilot project south of Lloyth 
minster, in Saskatchewan, Canada has hit the one 
million barrel level of production. The pilot uses 
fireflood technology to produce otherwise un-
recoverable oil from a pool 2,540 feet below the 
surface. Joint venture partners Murphy Oil, Texaco 
Canada and Canadian Occidental say they expect the 
pilot to recover an additional four million barrels of 
oil in its remaining ten year life. 

Murphy started the Eyehill pilot in 1980 by igniting 
the first of nine injectors. The pilot originally con-
tained the nine injectors and 16 producers. Murphy 
later added several producers in the pilot area that 
had previously been shut in due to excessive water 
production.

CANADIAN SYNCRUDE RECORD SET 

Synthetic crude oil produced at Alberta's two in-
tegrated all sands plants hit a record 73 million 
barrels in 1988, eclipsing the 67.5-million-barrel 
record set in 1986. 

The big gainer was by Syncrude Canada Ltd. As a 
result of the completion of its capacity addition 
program in October, Syncrude reported its fourth 
record year in a row. 

The Syncrude oil sands plant near Fort McMurray 
produced 54.9 million barrels of synthetic crude in 
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1988, 10 percent more than 1987 and 16 percent 
higher than 1986. 

Stmcor Inc. produced 18.1 million barrels of synthetic 
crude, 18 percent higher than 1987 but down 
10 percent from 1986. Production for 1988 was the 
fourth-best year in the plants 20-year history, in 
spite of a fire in October, 1987, which shut down 
operations for several months. 

AMOCO SEES NO GO-AHEAD FOR PRIMROSE 

Amoco Canada Petroleum Company says It has no 
Immediate plans to proceed with the Primrose Project 
In Alberta, Canada. The project on the Primrose Air 
Weapons Range was conceived by Dome Petroleum 
before Its takeover by Amoco. Negotiations leading 
up to the buyout resulted in a provision for Dome 
to sell the property even if the buyout failed. Al-
though this may have led some to assume that 
Amoco had an immediate interest in the project, 
that does not now appear to be the case. 

Amoco said the $100 million development effort will 
remain on hold until world oil prices stabilize at 
levels above $20 per barrel. Preliminary planning 
will continue, however. Dome had originally planned 
a large project, eventually producing 25,000 barrels 
per day and costing $1.2 billion. 

OSLO ACTIVITIES GET UNDER WAY 

The six partners In the OSLO project signed a non-
binding Agreement in Principle with the Canadian 
federal and Alberta provincial governments In Sep-
tember,	 1988 (see Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, 
December, 1988, page 3-3 for details). The ex-
pected date for a binding agreement on the project 
is May 30, 1989. 

In the meantime, project activities already under 
way include preliminary engineering design work as 
well as substantial field activities on the site. A 
150-man field camp has been set up on the site to 
handle the needs of a 100-hole corehole program, a 
geotechnical drilling program and a seismic shooting 
program. 

OSLO also filed an application with the Energy 
Resources	 Conservation	 Board	 (ERCB)	 for	 a 
C$2.5 million summer testing program.	 The group
says it wants to excavate a bulk sample pit and 
test oil sands samples at various locations. If the 
ERCU approves, excavation and road construction 
could begin in mid-May.

The program will involve removal of up to 
2,000 tonnes of oil sands samples. OSLO plans to 
arrange with various companies and organizations to 
use their labs and facilities for the testing. 

OSLO is proposing a 77,000 barrel per thy plant on 
oil sands lease 31, about 25 miles northeast of the 
existing Syncrude operation. 

OSLO is considering several options for its extraction 
process Including Syncrude's latest warm water ex-
traction and froth treatment process, the Gulf-RTR 
modified hot water method and the traditional Clark 
hot water technique. In its application, OSLO says 
It is now considering a hybrid extraction process 
combining all three. The hybrid process Incorporates 
the best features of the hot water and Gulf-RTR 
processes but has the flexibility of operating at 
much lower temperatures. 

In 1991, assuming the project meets specified 
economic criteria, major contracts will be tendered 
and construction will begin. Production is expected 
to start in 1996. 

Current plans call for developing immediately only 
one of the six OSLO leases (lease 31) that is es-
timated to contain 3.5 billion barrels of bitumen. 
At 77,000 barrels of oil a day, there should be 
enough bitumen in the one lease, which covers about 
75 square miles, to keep the plant operating for 
well over 100 years. 

Under the agreement, the consortium receives 
$725 million in cash from the federal and provincial 
governments plus nearly $1 billion in loan guarantees 
toward the $3.5 billion cost of the project. An ad-
ditional cash incentive of up to $135 million will be 
available on a sliding scale if oil prices are below 
$21 a barrel during the project's construction. OSLO 
will get $210 million in interest assistance. 	 If oil 

is below $25 a barrel after the start-up, 	 the
governments will provide $210 million in additional 
interest assistance. Once the loans have been 
repaid, the two governments will each receive an 
eight percent share of OSLO's net revenues. 

The Canadian government had recently approved two 
other large oil projects: the $4.4 billion Hibernia 
oil field development, off Canada's east coast, and 
the $1.1 billion heavy oil upgrader near Lloydminster 
on the western edge of Saskatchewan. In both 
cases, the government Is providing substantial finan-
cial help. 

The OSLO project Is expected to have a greater im-
pact on the economy of Canada than either Hibernia 
or Lloydminster. With the expectation that OSLO 
will employ a construction force of 6,000 and 
provide more than 6,000 permanent jobs (direct and 
indirect), the governments were willing to provide 
assistance to get the project under way. 

The final decision, to go ahead or hold off for a 
time, will depend on economic factors--chiefly the 
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price of oil and the severity of inflation. OSLO has 
allowed for a five percent annual inflation rate. 
The decision will also depend on environmental ap-
proval by the Alberta government and on the results 
of the engineering studies. These studies will cost 
about $95 million, depending upon the extent of ex-
traction and upgrading pilot teats necessary to con-
firm design assumptions. 

Project spokesmen say an oil price of between $18 
and $20 a barrel likely would produce a decision to 
proceed with the project in 1991. 

Although production techniques for OSLO are still 
being developed, it is likely that the methods 
selected will bear a strong similarity to that used 
by Syncrude, where draglines dig out the oil sands 
after hydraulic power shovels have Lifted off the 
overburden. Hucketwheels are used to move the oil 
sand from the dragline to a conveyor belt for 
transportation to the extraction plant. 

The OSLO plant could eventually be expanded to 
produce as much as 200,000 barrels of synthetic 
crude oil per day.

The OSLO reserves are of higher quality than most 
of what remains at Syncrude, and OSLO'S layer of 
overburden is thinner, advantages that will help 
make OSLO's estimated production costs slightly lower 
than those of Syncrude. The OSLO oil sands are 
also thicker than Syncrude's. 

OSLO engineers are therefore looking at new tech-
nologies that could be used to reduce production 
costs in any future development of the other leases. 
One of the technologies they are examining is mining 
the oil sands with a dredge. This wet method might 
be used along with a cold-water extraction process 
currently under development and the combination 
would save energy and simplify production. 

The cold-water extraction would have another ad-
vantage. The waste from it would be easier to 
handle than the sludge produced by the conventional 
hot-water extraction method. 	 With the cold-water
extraction, there Is no evidence of sludge and the 
tailings settle out readily. Thus, the tailings pond 
would be much smaller and therefore more environ-
mentally acceptable. 
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CORPORATIONS 

ORS REDUCES YEARLY LOSSES 	 It is a thermal stimulation process in which 
electromagnetic energy is used to heat the reservoir 

Oils Corporation of Denver, Colorado reported a net 	 fluids near the weilbore to enhance production rates 
loss of $630,382 for the year 1988 versus a loss of 	 and recoveries. 
$2,967,397 for the previous year. 

In its Annual Report to Stockholders, the company 
said its number one priority Is to install the 
RI' Technology in as many wells as possible during 
1989 in the United States, Canada, Brazil, Western 
Europe and Southeast Asia. Plans are to continue to 
Improve and upgrade the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the technology through additional research with 
lIT Research Institute in Chicago, Illinois. 

The company says that it and its affiliates are cur-
rently experiencing success in the application of the 
technology in Brazil and Canada and anticipates fur-
ther expansion of the use of the technology in these 
countries, as well as the other countries mentioned. 

The ORS electromagnetic well stimulation technology 
is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 

ORS ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WELL STIMULATION PROCESS

The principal application of the process is to con-
ventional heavy oil reservoirs, particularly those that 
are not conducive to steam stimulation methods. In 
addition, the process can be applied to light oil 
reservoirs to solve paraffin and other temperature 
related deposition problems. 

The application of the electromagnetic process begins 
with completing or altering the well in such a way 
that the production casing and tubing can act as an 
antenna powered from the surface. The energy dis-
charge point of the antenna is located In the pay 
zones. From this discharge point, electromagnetic 
fields are induced in the zone near the welibore, 
heating reservoir fluids and 	 facilitating	 their
recovery. 

The object of the process is to heat a modest but 
significant zone around the weilbore. A localized 
application of heat increases the fluidity of the 
producible oil, levels and redistributes the pressure 
gradient In the reservoir, and results in an increase 
In the production of the well. Primary production 
rates are said to be Increased by a factor of two 
to 10, depending on the reservoir and fluid charac-
teristics. 

According to OHS, the system overcomes the limita-
tions and inefficiencies of the cyclic steam process 
for thermal stimulation of heavy oil wells. Capital 
costs for the process are low, on the order of 
$1,000 per daily barrel of production. in Canada, 
ORS and EOR, an affiliate of OHS, claim to have 
demonstrated sustained operations with energy costs 
less than $1 per barrel, and with production stimula-
tion ratios of three to five times primary production 
rates. 

SCEPTRE REDUCES CAPITAL OUTLAYS FOR 1989 

Sceptre Resources Limited announced that It an-
ticipates conducting a $48.7 million capital spending 
program during 1989. The expenditures will be in-
ternally financed from available cash flow and will 
again emphasize activity in western Canada, where 
most of Sceptre's assets are located. The projected 
level of expenditures compares to an estimated level 
of $62.4 million in 1988, for a decrease of 
$13.7 million or 22 percent. The decline is said to 
reflect general industry conditions. 

During 1989, Sceptre will allocate $40.3 million 
(83 percent) to domestic activity, 	 compared to 
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$51.5 million (83 percent) in 1980. This allocation 
Is generally in line with Sceptre's policy of limiting 
International expenditures, Including capitalized Inter-
est and overhead, to approximately 15 percent of 
annual capital budgets. 

Domestically, Sceptre's spending will emphasize in-
creased land acquisition and seismic programs in 
preparation for a resurgence in exploratory drilling 
during the 1990s as prices for oil and gas Improve. 

Approximately $12.0 million (30 percent) will be allo-
cated to facilities including the Tangleflags horizon-
tal well project, gas plants, gathering lines and bat-
teries. 

IMPERIAL 10 BUY TEXACO CANADA, SUFJ) ASSRFS 

Imperial Oil Ltd., has offered $4.15 billion to pur-
chase Texaco Canada Inc. Texaco Inc. would receive 
about $2.24 billion for its Texaco Canada holdings. 

Imperial, which Is owned 69 percent by Exxon Cor-
poration will become the market leader in most 
areas of the Canadian petroleum industry. 

Texaco Inc. President lames W. Kinnear termed the 
proposed Texaco Canada sale "the final major step" 
In his company's massive restructuring program that 
began one year ago. 

A merger of Imperial and Texaco Canada will give 
Imperial oil production of about 374,000 barrels per 
day, or about 29 percent of Canada's total produc-
tion. The deal also will give Imperial a total of 
seven refineries, including a new Texaco refinery at 
Nanticoke, Ontario, Canada. 

Imperial also would acquire 1,800 Texaco service 
stations for a total of 4,900 stations across Canada, 
or 27 percent of all outlets. The merger will put 
Petro-Canada in second place with 3,700 stations. 

Esso Resources Canada Ltd. is expected to absorb 
Texaco exploration and production operations. Refin-
ing and retailing arms of the two companies likely 
will be merged in Toronto, Ontario. 

Canada's federal competition bureau will conduct a 
full investigation of the proposed transaction. The 
competition bureau has the power to order Imperial 
to sell some Texaco assets if It finds that the sale 
would give Imperial dominance in some market sec-
torn to the detriment of competition. 

Investment Canada, another federal agency which 
screens takeovers involving foreign owned companies, 
said it will look carefully at the deal to ensure 
there is adequate Canadian content In terms of 
employees, directors, and overall ownership.

Investment Canada set conditions for the 1988 
takeover of Dome Petroleum Ltd. by Amoco. The 
agency's requirements included commitments on rein-
vestment of earnings in Canada and job guarantees. 

Imperial told Investment Canada it will make 
$550 million in upstream assets available and sell a 
"significant" part of them within five years. 

Imperial did not disclose which assets It will offer 
for sale but said they will include properties owned 
by either or both companies In the deal. 

The buyout could affect Imperial's projects in heavy 
oil and oil sands. Low oil prices recently prompted 
Imperial to put its Cold Lake phases seven and eight 
expansion on hold and postpone stages nine and 
10 Indefinitely. 

The Texaco acquisition could affect Imperial's future 
commitments	 to	 the	 proposed	 C$4.1	 billion, 
77,000 barrels per day OSLO oil sands project. A 
definitive agreement was expected to be signed by 
the federal and Alberta governments and project 
backers by May 30, 1989. The six sponsoring com-
panies have the right to withdraw from the project 
In mid-1991 if construction estimates soar or oil 
prices remain low.

flu 

GUI, CANADA MARKS OIL SANDS DEVELOPMENTS 

Gulf Canada t Resources Limited, in its Third Quarter 
Report to Shareholders, highlighted the fact that the 
Syncrude Capacity Addition Project officially started 
up. Gulf's share of Syncrude production capacity Is 
now 14,200 barrels per day of synthetic oil. Also 
during the quarter, a Statement of Principles was 
signed covering terms for development of the Other 
Six Leases Operation (OSLO) oil sands project. Gulf 
has a 20 percent interest. 

Earnings for Gulf Canada Resources Limited for the 
nine months ended September 30, 1088, were 
$66 million. 

Financial results incorporate the company's acquisition 
of 100 percent of Asamera Inc. 

Results of Gulf Canada Resources Limited for the 
three-and nine-month periods ended September 30, 
1988, are compared with the corresponding periods 
last year, which comprise the OH and Gas Division 
of Gull Canada Corporation for the six-month period 
ended June 30, 1987, and Gulf Canada Resources 
Limited for the three-month period ended September 
30, 1987. As a result of a reorganization of the 
Corporation in 1987, Gulf Canada Resources Limited 
carries on the business formerly conducted by the 
Oil and Gas Division. 
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Earnings 

Earnings for the first nine months of 1988 of 
$66	 million	 declined	 $77	 million	 from	 the
$143 million reported in the corresponding period of 
1987. .4 reduction in tax benefits accounted for 
more than half this change. As the company Is in 
a nontaxable position, there Is no impact on current 
cash flow associated with this reduction. The 
remaining decline was due to lower prices, higher 
exploration expenses and increased finance charges 
relating mainly to the Asamera acquisition. 

Third quarter earnings of $19 million declined from 
$58 million in the corresponding period last year, 
primarily for the same reasons as those cited for 
the nine months. 

Gross sales of crude oil (including synthetic) and 
natural gas liquids averaged 99,000 barrels per day 
for the first nine months of 1988, a 16 percent In-
crease over the same period In 1987. Third quarter 
sales of 102,8000 barrels per day were 16 percent 
greater than the third quarter of 1987. The in-
crease In each period was attributable to production 
from Asamera's Indonesian operations acquired in 
April 1988. 

Average prices received for products were lower 
(Table 1).

Western Canada Devebpment 

Gulf's Western Canada oil strategy involves a com-
bination of new discoveries of conventional oil, addi-
tional oil sands development and enhanced oil 
recovery (EOR). There were significant developments 
relating to oil sands during the quarter. 

Official startup of Syncrude's Capacity Addition 
Project occurred during the third quarter. Comple-
tion of the project enables Gulf to add 41.5 million 
barrels of proved synthetic crude oil reserves, based 
on its production license to operate to the year 
2018. 

A Statement of Principles covering terms for 
development of the Other Six Leases Operations 
(OSLO) mineable oil sands project was signed on Sep-
tember 24, 1988, by the governments of Canada and 
Alberta, and by Gulf and the other members of the 
OSLO consortium. 

The development schedule for the OSLO project gives 
the consortium members and governments until 
May, 1989 to execute a binding agreement based on 
the Statement of Principles. Project members will 
then have until July 1991 to complete the basic 
planning and engineering, after which a decision will 
be made on whether or not to proceed with project 
construction,	 If OSLO does proceed as currently 

TABLE 1 

GROSS AVERAGE PRICES FOR pgaxrrs RECEIVES) 
BY GM CANADA 

3 Months 3 Months 9 Months 9 Months 
Ended Ended Ended Ended 

Sept.	 30 Sept. 30 Sept.	 30 Sept.	 30 
1988 1987 1988 1987 

Crude Oil	 ($/Bl) 
- Canada $15.60 $23.77 $17.34 $21.93 
- Indonesia 21.50 21.63 

Natural Gas Liquids ($/Bl) 12.87 15.99 14.01 15.07 
Synthetic Crude Oil	 ($181) 17.39 25.16 18.97 23.88 
Natural Gas ($/Mcf) 1.49 1.62 1.54 1.73 
Sulphur (s/Ton) 75.56 97.94 82.16 100.17

planned, detailed engineering and construction will 
occur between 1991 and 1996, with project startup 
scheduled for 1996.	 Current plans are for a plant

that can produce 77,000 barrels per day of synthetic 
crude oil. 
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GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT AID CONSIDERED FOR OIL MIffiNG 
PROJECT 

According to a notice In the Federal Register the 
United States Department of Energy's Pittsburgh 
Energy Technology Center is considering a cost-
sharing research grant to improved Gravity Drainage 
Company (IGDC) of Houston, Texas. 

The research project involves mining-assisted oil 
recovery at the Caddo Pine Island Field in Louisiana. 
Vertical shafts will be sunk to a rock formation un- 
der the oil zone. Horizontal tunnels will then be 
bored to drilling rooms from which vertical or in-
clined horizontal wells will be drilled into the pay 
zone located In the Annona Chalk formation. 

The terms of the research grant will be for a 
four-year period at an estimated value of 
$15 million, of which the Department of Energy 
(DOE) share will be less than 50 percent. The 
notice said the grant is to fund a project with the 
goal of demonstrating the technical and economic 
feasibility of recovering oil from a heterogeneous oil 
reservoir at a depth of less than 2,000 feet. The 
program is expected to improve DOE's efforts to in-
crease domestic reserves through better recovery 
methods. 

The primary recovery method will be gravity 
drainage, but IGDC is not ruling out the possibility 
of using steam, chemicals or other techniques to 
stimulate production in the horizontals. The extent 
of the other techniques' use will depend on funding. 

IGDC is composed of several firms and consultants 
with backgrounds in engineering and mining. 
Keplinger Production Company and Terra Quest 
Recovery Inc. (TQR) are among the companies in-
volved. TQR of Tulsa, Oklahoma, for several years 
has attempted to initiate a similar project at Caddo 
Pine Island. 

The Department of Energy's interest follows on from 
a report published by the National Institute for 
Petroleum and Energy Research (NIPEII) last Septem-
ber titled "Improved Oil Mining: A Feasibility 
Study." This work was performed for DOE by WIPER, 
K & A Energy Consultants, Inc., Terra Quest 
Recovery, Inc., and Lloyd Elkins and Roy Porter, 
consultants. 

The report selected the Caddo Pine Island Field as 
an ideal candidate for Improved Oil Mining (IOM), 
defined as a combination of mining-assisted oil 
recovery and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques. 

Caddo Pine Island 

Located 15 miles northwest of Shreveport, Louisiana 
Caddo Pine Island Field (Figure 1) is in the center 
of an oil-producing area which is well served by

numerous pipeline connections directly linked to Gulf 
Coast refineries. Since oil was discovered in this 
field in 1906, an estimated 16,000 wells have been 
drilled in the field, of which about 12,000 are still 
producing. After almost 80 years of production, 
most experts agree that less than eight percent of 
the original oil in place has been recovered from 
the field. A typical infill well drilled and com-
pleted today would be expected to commence 
production in the 10 to 20 barrels per day range 
from which it would decline to approximately 
0.5 barrels per day and continue to produce for ap-
proximately 30 years. Although the rate of produc-
tion is low, the wells remain in production for 
several reasons, including the high quality of oil 
(35 0 to 43 0 API gravity and low sulfur content) 
and the large quantity of remaining oil in place. 
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The production mechanism is mainly gravity drainage. 
Numerous attempts have been made to enhance oil 
recovery using various methods including acidizing, 
fracturing, waterfiooding and/or steamflooding, and 
sonic stimulation. Although water and steam do ini-
tially increase oil production, the water may also 
cause the chalk to swell and result in a capillary 
blockage and reduce the ultimate recovery of the 
Oil. it is believed that high-density drilling and 
conventional pressure maintenance techniques will 
greatly increase the recoverability of the oil. 
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To summarize, Caddo Pine Island Field has several 
attractive attributes for which it qualifies as a can-
didate target reservoir for IOM. Some of the 
characteristics of the field amenable to oil mining 
are as follows: 

- Sufficient oil resources remain in the field 
to make the project economically viable. 

- Adequate acreage Is available for subsequent 
development. 

- Subsurface conditions are suitable for mining. 

- A ready market for all is available. 

- Overall reservoir properties appear to be 
suitable for IOM production. 

- The formation Is suitable to test various EOR 
processes. 

- Primary and secondary recovery efficiencies 
were poor (only six to eight percent of the 
original oil in place has been recovered). 

The Annona Chalk is a highly fractured and faulted 
formation with low permeability 	 (0.1	 to	 1.5 
millidarcy).	 Producing sections typically have a
gross thickness of 185 feet with 140 to 160 feet of 
net pay. Oil saturations are typically 90,000 to 
150,000 barrels per acre. Although the reservoir has 
been producing for more than 80 years, pressures 
ranging from 300 to 600 psi are typically encoun-
tered in newly drilled wells. The heterogeneous na-
ture of the reservoir apparently has prevented 
equalization of pressure throughout the reservoir. 
The permeability of the reservoir is too low for 
waterflooding, except possibly by imbibition. 

Gravity drainage Is inefficient In the formation, 
primarily because of the low matrix permeability and 
heterogeneity of the reservoir. Implementation of an 
oil mining project in which closely spaced wells 
would be drilled from an underground mine would 
help	 to	 mitigate	 the	 effects	 of	 reservoir 
heterogeneity. Close well spacing and long wells 
with open-hole completions would facilitate the 
drainage of oil from the fractures in the reservoir. 

Steam Injection and alternate injection of gas (I.e., 
nitrogen or natural gas) and steam have been sug-
gested as possible methods for improving the ef-
ficiency of the gravity drainage process in the An 
nona Chalk. Injection of steam could Improve oil 
recovery by: 

- Reducing the viscosity of the crude oil 

- Vaporizing crude oil components 

- Increasing reservoir pressure 

- Creating a hot waterflood from condensation 
of steam

- Maintaining reservoir pressure by Injection of 
gas and steam 

Estimated maximum recovery by conventional methods 
Is 10 to 20 percent. Steam or a combination of 
steam and nitrogen Injection has been estimated to 
be able to Increase the recovery to 50 to 
60 percent of the remaining oil in place. Recent 
laboratory work has shown that thermally aided 
gravity drainage using horizontal wells can be an 
effective method for oil production. 

Several methods have been used to increase produc-
tion from Caddo Pine Island Field. Acid stimulation 
has proven to be successful in Increasing production 
for a short time. Hydraulic fracturing has also been 
used In the field. These methods have increased the 
initial flush production but have failed to prevent 
the usual rapid decline and stabilization of produc-
tion at stripper production rates. Thus the WIPER 
report concludes that further study Is needed to 
determine the potential applicability of EOR methods 
to improve recovery from the Annona Chalk forma-
tion. The degree of fracturing and nature of the 
fracture system in the Annona Chalk needs to be 
studied to assess the applicability of methods to im-
prove oil production. The effects of steam Injection 
on the fracturing of the chalk formation need to be 
determined. 

TOM Development Plan for Caddo Pine Island 

The technical feasibility of applying state-of-the-art 
reservoir engineering, mining, drilling, completion, 
production, and LOR technologies, to the Caddo Pine 
Island Field was examined. In general, It was found 
that these technologies are applicable to IOM with 
minor modifications and additional research. Recent 
technical advances in EOR, mine shaft construction, 
and directional drilling significantly Improve the 
general concept of oil mining. Additional improve-
ments in directional drilling technology are expected 
to further enhance the potential for IOM. 

The report presents a plan for an IOM demonstration 
project on the McGoldrick lease of Caddo Pine Island 
Field. 

The Initial chalk discovery well was completed on 
March 28, 1905, at a depth of 1,556 feet producing 
five barrels per day of 34 0 API gravity oil. By 
1918, production averaged 11 million barrels per 
year. These wells were mostly produced from the 
nonchalk reservoirs. By the mid-1920's, this deeper 
production was exhausted and activity in the Annona 
Chalk intensified. Most wells were drilled on 10-
acre spacing and completed open-hole and shot with 
nitroglycerin. 

By 1936, the production dropped to 1.6 million bar-
rels per year. Between 1936 and 1946, the advent 
of acid treatment justified Increased activity In the 
Annona Chalk reservoir. By January 1953, there 
were 2,525 chalk wells averaging 3.5 barrels per 
day. 
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In January 1953, fracture treatment was initiated. 
Drilling activity picked up, and two and a half years 
later in June 1955 there were 4,036 chalk wells 
averaging 4.8 barrels per day. 

Since 1953, most of the old and new wells have 
been fractured. Except for some dense town-lot 
drilling, the first round of drilling was on a five-
acre plan. Later, many properties were infill drilled 
to a density of one well to two and a half acres 
or less. Typically, recovery from a tract was in-
creased 50 percent by mulling from five to two and 
a half-acre spacing. 

As of January, 1988 the total number of producing 
wells was 11,429, with an average production of 
1.15 barrels per day. 

The McGoldrick lease in the S111/4 of Section 32, 
Township 21 N, Range 15 W was selected as a tar-
get area to determine the feasibility of improved oil 
mining. The structure contour map indicates that 
the Annona is nearly flat-lying within the lease area 
and is located near a fault. 

Figure 2 indicates the layout for the proposed min-
ing plan. Access to a formation below the Annona 
Chalk would be achieved by drilling a five-foot 
diameter main shaft, using large-bore well drilling 
equipment. Figure 3 shows how long horizontal 
wells would be drilled upward from the drilling 
room. 

Improved Oil Mining Eamomies 

Four crude oil price scenarios were chosen for this 
analysis. Each price scenario is assumed to be con-
stant for the six- to 13-year life of the project. 
A minimum price of $15 per barrel was selected to 
allow for the possible scenario of low oil prices as 
the project begins producing. Prices of $18 per 
barrel and $20 per barrel represent expected 
scenarios, and $23 per barrel represent a high oil 
price scenario. 

Both a simple mine-assisted and an improved oil 
mining project are calculated to return the invested 
capital at all price scenarios (Table 1) if favorable 
recovery factors are achieved. This analysis indi-
cates the economic feasibility of an IOM demonstra-
tion project with a $15 million investment risk. It 
also shows a significant downside risk (losses as high 
as $9.8 million) if unfavorable recovery factors 
result. The upside potential is attractive (12 to 
35 percent internal rate of return before taxes) if 
the project attains the technical IOM goals. If the 
project only attains a novel method of exposing the 
Annona Chalk reservoir to more drainage wells, as 
shown in the simple mine-assisted scenario, the 
economics are modest (three to 24 percent internal 
rate of return before taxes). 

The potential for research and development to im-
prove the economics of a mine-assisted petroleum 
project appears to be significant. The proposed 
demonstration project has roughly $3 million iden-

FIGURE 2 
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TABLE 1 

E(flI(Z OF KINIM] ASSISTED OIL EEQWEEY AT C&lI)O PINE ISLAM) 

Oil Net Return 
Produc- Before Internal 

Oil Price, tion, Taxes Rate of Project 
$/Bbl P14 Bbl I Thousands Return, % Life, Yr 

Mine Assisted 15 2,498 1,754 3 13 
Mine Assisted 18 2,508 7,171 12 13.3 
Mine Assisted 20 2,517 10,788 17 13.5 
Mine Assisted 23 2,531 16,227 24 14 
IOM 15 4,088 7,101 12 11 
IOM 18 4,115 15,947 24 11.5 
IOM 20 4,126 21,876 28 11.8 
IOM 23 4,135 30,805 35 12

tifled as research and field design work, $1 million 
for Incremental startup costs, and $1 million for Im- 
plementing an IOM process that could be called 
research related Investments. The report states that 
future projects after this demonstration project could

reasonably expect to cost 20 to 30 percent less 
than this first project, which would make simple 
mine-assisted projects economically attractive. 
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ENERGY POLICY AND FORECASTS 

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO HEAVY OIL AND TAR SANDS 

The future belongs to heavy oil and tar sands--so 
says C. J. Stosur of the United States Department of 
Energy. He believes that the truly long term pic-
ture for heavy oil and tar sands remains relatively 
unchanged, despite the sharp reduction of oil prices 
in 1986.	 Given the present economic situation in
the petroleum industry and the limited and dispersed 
United States tar sands resources, commercial 
development of tar sands will probably not occur for 
another ten or more years. 

Supply shortfall Is expected to develop in the 1990's 
when petroleum prices begin to rise again as the 
result of the depleting of conventional petroleum and 
continued economic growth, particularly in the less 
developed countries. This shortfall will be increas-
ingly filled by heavy crudes and bitumen from tar 
sands. 

Technology 

According to Stosur, the production of heavy oil and 
bitumen from tar sands Is inextricably tied to ther-
mal methods. The decrease of the viscosity of 
heavy oil and bitumen with temperature Is so 
pronounced--and viscosity of heavy oils must be 
reduced for its effective production--that there Is 
no emerging competition to thermal processes. 

The potential of thermal recovery processes Is much 
greater than the current level of production would 
indicate. One reason is that these processes even-
tually may unlock the world's huge accumulations of 
very heavy crudes like those found in Canada and 
Venezuela. Another reason is that thermal methods 
can also be used to displace and recover light 
crudes. 

In the United States, the decade of the 1970's 
evidenced very rapid growth of the number of steam 
Injection projects which more than tripled in that 
period of time. The downward oil price drift, which 
began in 1981 and culminated with a sharp price 
decline late in 1986, merely reduced the rate of 
growth of the new starts. Overall, total oil produc- 
tion and the number of heavy oil projects retained 
the upward trend (Figure 1). California's percentage 
of heavy oil production increased from about 
30 percent in 1960 to about 72 percent in 1988. 

The price drop in the latter half of the 1980's was 
particularly hard on the more vulnerable heavy oil 
and bitumen from tar sands. With the prospect of 
oil prices staying at the current level for the 
foreseeable future, a realization has developed that 
the industry must rely on improved technology to 
succeed, and not on unpredictable oil price in- 
creases. For the remainder of this century says 
Stosur, the Industry must concentrate on technology 
to lower and contain costs, to develop systems,

processes and operating methods in order to realize 
the benefits from the huge heavy oil and tar sands 
resource base, worldwide. It Is in the technological 
area where the oil industry can exercise some con-
trol, unlike the oil prices and politics, where control 
rests elsewhere.

FIGURE 1 
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It is expected that for the rest of this century the 
technological changes will come in an evolutionary 
manner. No revolutionary breakthroughs are an- 
ticipated but, rather, a number of improvements, 
refinements and developments to increase efficiency 
and to lower operating costs. Many of these 
developments will be based on vastly Improved, mini-
aturized and faster computer based technology, al- 
lowing more efficient and optimized operations. This 
will probably be the single most significant develop- 
ment affecting all phases of the petroleum industry, 
from exploration, through production, upgrading of 
the heavy oil and even distribution and transports- 
tion of the products. 

The lest decade of this century will also witness the 
initiation and field testing of computer based expert 
systems in selected areas of technology. These 
should be in wide use early in the next century. 
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Drilling has made enormous progress In the last few 
years and is one area where still greater progress is 
expected in the coming years. Where about 
100 drilling bits were used per hole several yearn 
ago, some operators now provide only one bit per 
casing size they intend to use. Polycrystalline 
diamond composite bits, developed by Sandia National 
Laboratory with United States Department of Energy 
funds, are among today's miracle workers. 	 Further
developments and innovations in rapid drilling, 
measurement -while -drilling, horizontal drilling and 
completion technology could reduce costs dramati-
cally. 

The development of an economical in situ recovery 
process for reservoirs containing dead oil viscosity 
exceeding 10,000 centipoise (tar sand) will continue 
to challenge petroleum engineers well into the next 
century. 011 mining through shaft and tunnel access 
will receive considerable attention and field testing, 
but Stosur believes commercial application cannot be 
justified until bitumen prices are considerably higher. 

Overall, the heavy oil and tar sand Industry will 
grow in sophistication, but will build on the already 
established and largely proven thermal recovery 
technologies. Technology advances are made during 
economic downturns, not during boom times. During 
a downturn Is "when things get creative." 

011 Supplies 

It Is difficult to argue that running out of oil 
should be a principal concern. The true concern is 
that we are running out of the light, easy-to-
produce oil. 

Therefore, future efforts must be directed towards 
the development of technologies which would allow 
large scale, economical production from the world's 
huge heavy oil and tar sands reservoirs. The 
Athabasca deposits In Canada and the Orinoco 
deposits in Venezuela each contain well over one 
trillion barrels of such oil. 

Heavy crude will be the next resource of choice be-
muse of Its abundance and relative ease of upgrad-
ing when compared to other hydrocarbon energy 
sources. In other words, heavy oil Is already 
upgraded one step from fuels converted from oil 
shale or coal. 

The future production potential for heavy oil and 
bitumen from tar sands depends on a complex range 
of technical, economic, environmental and institu-
tional factors. Stosur says heavy oil deposits akin 
to those found in California, Lloydminster or Orinoco 
will be developed well before true tar sands are 
developed. 

Figure 2 shows results from an analysis using the 
Department of Energy's RAMS world oil model. It 
suggests that a United States conventional supply 
shortfall or gap will appear in the 1990s and, 
without contributions from unconventional fuels, could 
expand towards six million barrels per day by 2010.

The resource scarcity argument may be moot, 
however, if heavy oil and extra heavy oil (e.g. 
Orinoco) can be exploited for $15-25 per barrel. 

A study by Pervin and Gertz finds shortages of 
light, sweet crude supplies looming in the yearn 
ahead, and projects a quite slow but steady increase 
in demand for heavy crude through the year 2000, 
Figure 3.

FIGURE 2 
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The RAMS world oil model was used again for a 
hypothetical analysis of potential market penetration 
for liquids from heavy oil, extra heavy oil and tar 
sands under varying research and development (R&D) 
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scenarios. The results show that successful R&D can 
serve to substantially increase production from these 
resources, particularly In the post-2000 time frame 
when conventional supply gaps are projected to be 
the greatest. By the year 2030, with significant 
R&D to lower costs, production from these resources 
could be as high as 30 percent of total world oil 
production. Heavy oil, of course, is already 
produced commercially, but its share would increase 
significantly with extensions of current technology. 

CANADIAN HEAVY OIL TO LOOK WEST FOR MARKKTS 

A recent conference sponsored by the Canadian 
Heavy Oil Association and lnfotech highlighted 
several views about future markets for Canadian 
heavy oil. 

According to T. Doyle of Trans Mountain Pipe Line 
Company, the expansion of heavy oil producing 
facilities in western Canada cannot be justified until 
new markets have been found. He says the tradi-
tional United States midwest market for heavy oil is 
near saturation. Furthermore, the rate of growth in 
this market has slowed and will not match require-
ments for new markets to justify Canadian expansion. 

He	 adds	 the Pacific	 Rim	 (Figure 1)	 is the	 new 
growth market for Canadian bitumen blends. Pipeline 
systems	 such as	 Trans	 Mountain will	 be ready	 to 
move an ever Increasing volume of bitumen, but first 
producers must identify	 markets.

FIGURE 1 

NON-TRADITIONAL
HEAVY OIL MARKETS 
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Confirming this view was P. Daniel of Interprovincial 
Pipe Line (IPL), who said that "without cost effec-
tive pipeline access, western Canadian heavy crude 
oil will have trouble competing in new markets." 
The Industry can expect some growth in traditional 
markets with more emphasis on crude oil conversion. 
Changes in Canada will be related up upgrader 
demand in western Canada specifically to the Con-
sumers Co-op upgrader In Regina and the Husky 
upgrader in Lloydminster. 

A third upgrader processing 20,000 barrels per day 
of undiluted bitumen and associated with a refinery 
could be anticipated In the mid to latter 1990's, as 
the gap in price between heavy and light crude 
widens, predicts Daniel. Increased demand for light 
crude oil in the United States midwest is expected 
to result In a shortage of pipeline capacity from the 
United States Gulf Coast. The resulting conditions 
will provide favorable economics In United States 
midwest and northern tier areas for adding conver-
sion capacity for heavy crude oil and bitumen. 

According to Daniel, refiners south of Chicago In the 
Wood River, Illinois area have expressed interest in 
processing	 Canadian	 heavy	 oil--m	 much	 as 
50,000 barrels per day. However, there is no 
pipeline connection capable of delivering the volume, 
and this is not Included In IPL's forecast. 

Pipeline expansion is currently being driven primarily 
by light crude oil producibility. The IPL system Is 
now operating at capacity and will have a capacity 
shortfall of about 50,000 barrels per day in 1989. 

To spawn expansion, Trans	 Mountain	 says: 'The 
producer must	 convince himself	 and	 his	 investors 
that	 there is indeed a	 market	 for	 Incremental new 
production. Second, he	 must	 identify	 the new 
market." Once	 this has been accomplished then the 
question	 of	 required pipeline	 capacity	 can	 be ad-
dressed.

It Is probably invalid to assume that the historic 
marketing patterns for western Canadian conventional 
heavy oil and bitumen blends will continue to grow 
and keep pace with the potential to develop new 
producing facilities. 

A National Energy Board decision in July, 1988 
states: "Once the planned expansions are in place, 
little further growth is expected in the traditional 
market and therefore producers will be looking to 
penetrate new markets ... It would appear that Wood 
River Is not a particularly attractive outlet for 
Canadian heavy oil in view of the obvious logistical 
problems associated with its accessibility." 

Speakers also identified the United States Gulf Coast 
as another potential non-traditional market. Routes 
to the Gulf Coast Include via tanker from Vancouver 
through the Panama Canal or using a shuttle tanker 
to southern California, then pipeline to Texas. 
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CANADA NEE FORECAST NOTES IMPROVEMENT IN OIL 
SANDS 01111.00K SINCE 1986

the low case and 655 million in the high over the 
outlook period. These are higher than projected in 
the 1986 report as a result of NEB's current higher 
estimates of technical potential and more rapid 
resource development. 

Canada's National Energy Board (NEB) released a staff 
study entitled Canadian Energy: Supply and Demand, 
1 QR7-2flfl 

The report updates an earlier study published two 
years ago. The analysis in the report was con-
ducted under two scenarios of economic growth - and 
energy prices. in the high case, economic growth 
averages about three percent per year and crude oil 
prices are assumed to increase to US$30 (1987 dol-
lax's) per barrel by 2000 and remain unchanged in 
real terms after that (Figure 1). In the low case, 
economic growth averages only two percent per year 
and crude oil prices increase much more slowly, to 
US$20 (1987 dollars) per barrel by 2005. 
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The report states that prices are likely to fluctuate 
substantially from year to year but are unlikely to 
remain outside the projected range for sustained 
periods of time. 

Higher demand for oil is seen to result primarily 
from higher economic growth and lower oil demand 
from lower growth. Thus high economic growth and 
high oil demand, resulting in high oil prices, con-
stitute one scenario (the high case); and lower 
economic growth along with lower oil demand, 
resulting in lower oil prices, constitutes the other 
scenario (the low ease), It Is anticipated that 
economic growth will influence oil demand more than 
will the crude oil price. 

Oil Supply 

Projected reserves additions of conventional crude oil 
(light and heavy) total 554 million cubic meters in

Total supply of crude oil and equivalent gradually 
declines in the low case (Figure 2), reaching a level 
In 2005 which is about three-quarters of the 
1986 level, primarily because of a substantial decline 
in the supply of light crude, given the low world oil 
price in this case.

FIGURE 2 
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In the high case (Figure 3), total supply grows to a 
level about 15 percent higher in 2005 than its 
1986 level. Light crude oil supply is relatively con-
stant in this case; the growth in supply comes al-
most entirely from projected increases in heavy 
crude oil production based on bitumen development. 

FIGURE 3 
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Considerable expansion of bitumen production and 
synthetic light crude oil production is feasible in the 
high case; but there are only very limited increases 
from current levels projected in the low case, most 
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of which come from completion of projects already 
underway or reasonably certain to go ahead. 

Synthetic Crude and Bitumen 

Commercial production from western Canada's bitumen 
deposits began in 1967 with an integrated mining 
and upgrading plant, owned and operated by Suncor 
Inc. A second integrated plant, operated by 
Syncrude Canada Ltd., became operational in 1978. 
Improvements implemented in both plants have in-
creased total production to the current level of 
about 30 thousand cubic meters per day. 

During the 1970s there was a gradual increase in 
the supply of bitumen produced from subsurface 
reservoirs through in situ recovery by steam injec-
tion. Accelerated development of in situ projects 
commenced in 1985; current production levels are 
some 20 thousand cubic meters a thy. 

All of the bitumen currently being produced from in 
situ projects Is sold directly to refineries, mainly in 
the United States. The extent to which bitumen 
will continue to be sold directly to refineries or 
will be upgraded in the field depends on the 
relationship between the prices of bitumen and light 
crude oil. At present the difference in the prices 
is about $C60 per cubic meter whereas the cost of 
upgrading bitumen is about $C85 per cubic meter. 
Thus to make upgrading attractive would require 
either a decline in the price of heavy crude relative 
to light or a substantial decline in the costs of 
upgrading. 

All bitumen development, whether associated with in-
tegrated mining plants or with in situ recovery with

or without upgrading, Is expensive. The lowest cost 
alternative is in situ bitumen production (Table 1), 
but even this has a supply cost of $USI1 per barrel 
and would require a minimum crude oil price of 
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) in Chicago of 
$U518 per barrel given the current difference in 
value of $US7 per barrel between WTI and bitumen. 

The WEB estimates of total supply costs for produc-
ing and upgrading bitumen are, however, similar to 
the estimated costs for producing synthetic light 
crude from integrated mining plants; both have costs 
which suggest that considerable expansion is feasible 
in the high case but only very limited increases in 
production of bitumen and synthetic light crude 
would occur in the low case. 

The bitumen deposits associated with integrated min-
ing plants are not amenable to in situ development 
so that integrated and in situ projects do not com-
pete for the same resource. The mining plants have 
higher front-end costs which increase project risk, 
but they also offer more scope for cost savings In 
mining and bitumen separation. There are currently 
three proposals each of which would add about 
10 thousand to 12 thousand cubic meters per day to 
synthetic crude oil supply. These proposals, which 
have similar supply costs, are expansion of each of 
the two existing plants and a new plant, the "OSLO" 
project. 

In the NEB low case, the supply costs shown in 
Table 1 indicate that all bitumen projects are in-
economic in the short term and only in situ 
development Is marginally economic in the later part 
of the projection period. The WEB assumed In this 
case that projects now underway, or considered 

TABLE 1

SUPPLY COSTS OF SYNTHETIC VfflInR OIL AND BI1Wfl4 

Transpor-
Field or tation 

Plant Gate Costs To Supply Costs 
Supply Costs Chicago at Chicago - 

($C/m3) ($C/m3) ($C/m3) ($US/bbl) 

Bitumen From In Situ Projects 
10% Discount Rate 65-100 20 85-120 11-15 
15% Discount Rate 75-110 20 95-130 12-16 

Synthetic Crude Oil From In Situ 
Bit u,mn Projects With Upgrading 

10% Discount Rate 150-185 18 168-203 21-25 
15% Discount Rate 170-205 18 198-223 23-28 

Synthetic Crude Oil 
From Integrated Mining Plants 

10% Discount Rate 170 15 185 23 
15% Discount Rate 230 15 245 30
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reasonably certain on the basis of announced plans, 
will proceed. This assumption results in the follow-
ing additional supply during the projection period: 

- Ten thousand cubic meters per day of 
bitumen by 1991 from the full development 
of in situ projects now In progress, and a 
further ten thousand cubic meters per day 
later in the projection period, when crude 
prices approach $U520 per barrel. 

-	 Eight thousand cubic	 meters per day of syn-
thetic crude	 from	 the	 Co-op upgrader and 
seven thousand	 cubic	 meters per	 day from 
the Bi-Provincial	 upgrader scheduled for 
completion in 1992. 

- Six thousand cubic meters per day In total 
of synthetic crude oil from the Syncrude ex-
pansion and from the announced Suncor 
debottlenecking project. 

In the high case, because all three options for 
bitumen development are indicated to be economi-
cally viable at supply costs that are comparable 
(allowing for the difference in value between 
bitumen and synthetic crude oil), it Is extremely dif-
ficult to assess, solely on economic considerations, 
the extent to which any one is to be preferred over 
the others. 

With respect to in situ bitumen production the NEB 
approach has been to assess potential production and 
then to Judgementally allocate production to its two 
uses: increased sales to export markets and in-
creased domestic use in field upgraders. The assess-
ment of export prospects relates to the size of the 
market and to the costs of transporting bitumen. 
There are limits to the size of the export market at 
acceptable prices and the cost of diluent will prob-
ably rise over time. Both these factors suggest 
that, over the study period, field upgraders to 
process in situ bitumen will be constructed. 

High case projections include: 

- Bitumen supply before deduction of upgrader 
feedstock	 requirements	 increases	 by 
72 thousand cubic meters per day. 

- Two upgraders,	 (in addition	 to the	 Co-op 
upgrader	 at	 Regina) beginning operation	 in 
1992 (Bi-Provincial) and	 1998 respectively, 
which add seven	 thousand and ten	 thousand 
cubic meters	 a day respectively to synthetic 
crude oil supply.

- The Syncrude CAP and Suncor debottlenecking 
projects, as in the low case, add a total of 
six thousand cubic meters per day. In addi-
tion, three integrated mining projects (new 
plants or expansions of existing plants), each 
producing about 12 thousand cubic meters per 
day are brought on production In 1996, 2000,

and 2004. This is a very optimistic projec- 
tion; it reflects a price projection of 
$13530 oil by 1998, and somewhat lower 
supply costs than those estimated in 1986 
reflecting technological improvement 	 and
reduced operating costs. 

Heavy Crude Oil 

The heavy crude oil supply and demand outlook is 
shown in Table 2. Heavy crude oil productive 
capacity in the low case declines slightly but in the 
high case production rises sharply to about 
125 thousand cubic meters per day by 2005 as a 
result of a rapid increase in bitumen production. 

Canada	 exports	 the bulk	 of its	 heavy crude	 oil 
production, primarily to the United States. Figure	 4 
portrays	 the	 major locations to	 which Canadian 
heavy	 crude	 oil was exported during	 the first	 half 
of	 1988.

Canadian heavy crude oil is currently exported 
primarily to the United States Northern Tier (the 
midwest and Montana), where total refining capacity 
is about 190 thousand cubic meters per day, of 
which about 85 thousand cubic meters per day rep-
resents heavy crude oil processing capability. 
Canadian exports currently amount to 60 thousand 
cubic meters per day. This suggests that, with ag-
gressive marketing, more Canadian heavy crude oil 
could be sold in the Northern Tier. 

In the NEB view, it is plausible to expect that 
United States refiners in this area will place in-
creasing reliance on Canadian supply as long as 
pipeline capacity is available and crude oils are 
competitively priced. Furthermore, as deliveries of 
Wyoming Sour crude oil to this area decline with 
falling production, Canadian crude oil could capture 
additional market share. The existing Northern Tier 
market for heavy crude oil is also capable of 
growth if United States refiners install upgrading 
facilities to process more heavy crude oil. Decisions 
to make these investments are complex and the ex-
tent to which they will occur Is uncertain; however, 
the projections do incorporate a degree of light to 
heavy substitution. 

The high case includes modest exports of Canadian 
heavy crude oil out of Montreal to the United 
States gulf coast and eastern seaboard. From the 
west coast, It assumes that the full potential of 
Trans Mountain Pipe Line system's recently approved 
expansion is used to carry heavy crude oil to ex-
port. The Trans Mountain expansion would provide 
additional access to markets in the United States 
and other Pacific Rim countries, particularly Japan 
and the rapidly growing economies of the far east 
such as South Korea. However, these markets 
remain highly competitive because of the availability 
of crude oils from the middle east, far east and, 
more recently, Australia. 
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TABLE 2 

SUPPLY AND DISPOSITION OF HEAVY CZJDE OIL
(Thousands Of Cubic Metres Per Day) 

Low Case 
1987 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Domestic Supply 74 79 59 55 61 
Inports 7 7 7 7 7 
Total Supply	 - 81 86 66 62 68 
Total Domestic 

Requirements 25 25 29 28 29 
Excess Supply or 

Potential Exports 
To Northern Tier 56 61 37 34 39 

Total Disposition 81 86 66 62 68 
Net Exports 49 54 30 27 32 

High Case 
1987 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Donesite Supply 74 98 128 122 124 
Imports 7 7 7 7 7 
Total Supply 81 105 135 129 131 
Total Domestic 

Requirements 25 26 30 32 33 
Excess Supply or 

Potential Exports to: 
-Northern Tier 53 67 81 83 84 
-Other 3 12 24 15 14 
Total 56 79 105 98 98 

Total Disposition 81 105 135 129 131 
Net Exports 49 72 98 90 91

Another potential market Is the Wood River, Illinois 
refining area, south of Chicago. It is assumed that 
this market has the potential to take 15 thousand 
cubic meters per day of heavy crude oil. For 
Canada to gain access to this market, however, 
pipeline capacity would have to be put in place 
either through reversal of one of the two existing 
pipelines currently moving oil north from Wood River 
to Chicago, or the construction of a new pipeline. 

In summary, the NEB says it is difficult to assess 
whether further expansion of United States markets 
will in fact be the most attractive option for heavy 
crude oil producers. In the high case, the Northern 
Tier market may not be sufficient to absorb the 
high levels of Canadian heavy crude oil production 
projected. This, coupled with the advantages for 
Canadian producers of a diverse market, may make 
the expansion of offshore sales likely. In either 
situation, additional Canadian pipeline capacity would 
have to be built. 
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ECONOMICS 

SMALL SCALE ART PROCESS ECONOMICAL FOR OIL 
FIELD UPGRADING 

Heavy crude oils usually require heat for production 
and diluent for transport. Engelhard Corporation 
says these two major components of operating cost 
can be substantially reduced through the application 
of Engelhard's ART process at the wellhead. ART Is 
a commercial, short contact time, carbon rejection 
process which produces high yields of upgraded crude 
having reduced gravity and viscosity. From the low 
value, asphaltenic portion of the crude, ART genera-
tes surplus recoverable energy as fuel gas and 
steam. 

A particular benefit of the ART process in a 
wellhead location is the total combustion of all in-
ternally generated coke and the export of steam for 
injection into wells. Production of high viscosity 
crude oil generally requires steam stimulation using 
high pressure (HP) wet steam generated from well 
production water.	 This energy component Is the 
major portion of production costs. 

Also, the recovered crude requires dewatering, prob-
ably with the aid of dilution, followed by further 
dilution for transport by pipeline. In the Canada 
Cold Lake region this diluent has to be purchased. 
It boils mostly in the naphtha range and is derived 
from natural gas production liquids. Cold Lake 
"bitumen blend" contains about 30 volume percent 
diluent.

minimal hydroprocessing may be necessary. With 
upgraded crude price incentives, the refiner will 
complete the job, preferably using existing facilities. 
This is referred to as the partial upgrading concept. 

As defined by Engelhard, partial upgrading refers to 
the primary step, i.e., removal of bottom of the 
barrel contaminants through thermal conversion to 
carbon (coke) and lighter distillates and gases. The 
C 5 + liquid product has low specific gravity and vis-
cosity but is still a sour, intermediate quality crude. 
A refiner with desulfurization capability could take 
this as a fraction of his crude slate. The refiner 
has then reduced his average crude cost and the 
heavy oil producer has raised his product value. 

The ART Solution 

If the upgrading process generates surplus usable 
energy,	 then the three major concerns of the 
producer are all being addressed:	 an added value
crude product, elimination of diluent requirements 
and reduction of energy costs.	 The ART process
resolves all three concerns. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, ART is similar in concept 
to the Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) process in that 
it uses fluidized-solids technology to contact the 
feed in a reactor riser with a hot inert contact 
material (ARTCAT). 

Third, heavy oils generally contain high levels of 
sulfur, nitrogen, metals and asphaltenes. These con-
taminants are largely responsible for the lower 
market value of bitumens and heavy oils. Essen-
tially, the crude price is discounted for the cost of 
removing these contaminants in the refinery. 

Alternatives to Dilution 

Engelhard suggests that an excellent solution to the 
transport problem is upgrading, 	 either at the 
wellhead or at a local gathering facility.	 Unfor-



tunately, upgrading of heavy oils has always been 
associated with very large investments. The com-
mercial upgrading complexes of today consist of in-
tegrated facilities to produce a finished synthetic 
crude oil (SCO) suitable for general refinery con-
sumption. Also, economy of scale is very Important, 
pushing project size to 75,000 barrels per day and 
beyond. All of the above leads to upgrading costs 
commonly referred to as 'mega-project" class. The 
financial risk at this investment level is difficult to 
justify with the current return on Investment for 
heavy oil upgrading. 

An alternative is to split the upgrading cost between 
the upstream and the downstream sections. In this 
arrangement,	 the producer performs the primary 
upgrading step.	 If stability problems arise, some

FIGURE 1
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In the reactor riser, the lighter feed components are 
vaporized and the asphaltenic portion of the feed is 
decomposed, depositing coke and contaminants on the 
ARTCAT and producing lighter cracked vapors. Ther-
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mal cracking of the valuable feed components is 
minimized due to the short reactor residence time 
and rapid quenching of the vapor effluent. 

The coke Is completely burned off in the combustor 
vessel,	 leaving the metals on the regenerated 
ARTCAT. The ARTCAT inventory Is continually 
changed out to maintain a specified metals loading. 
The hot flue gases, containing sulfur dioxide, are 
processed In the Engelhard SO, Removal (ESR) 
process. 

Excess heat Is recovered from both the circulating 
ARTCAT and the flue gas as high pressure steam. 
This steam, in addition to that generated from 
ART-produced fuel gas, contributes significantly to 
the wellhead injection steam requirement. 

The final C 5 + product, referred to as "ARTcrude," 
exhibits superior qualities when compared to other 
carbon rejection processes. 

ART Coannerdal Status 

ART process and ARTCAT development commenced in 
1980 with demonstration at 200 and 10,000 barrels 
Per day by Ashland Oil Company. This work cul-
minated in a 55,000 barrel per day grassroots unit 
at Ashland's Cattlettsburg refinery in late 1983. 
This unit Is currently operated for six to eight 
months of the year during the winter non-asphalt 
season. 

The ESR process has been developed by Engelhard. 
Whereas other flue gas desulfurization processes 
generally produce a waste byproduct, ESR produces 
hydrogen sulfide, which can be conventionally con-

verted to commercial-grade sulfur. Sulfur removal 
efficiency Is greater than 95 percent. The technol-
ogy Is based on a hot fluidized south system (similar 
to ART), using a commercial SO, reduction catalyst. 

Design Study 

A design study was recently carried out by Fluor 
Daniel Canada Ltd., using Engelhard's process design 
basis. The aim of the study was to examine, In a 
wellhead application, the potential for minimizing 
capital costs through maximizing shop prefabrication 
and use of road transportable modules. The study 
basis Is a remote Alberta location for feed 
capacities of five, 10, and 20,000 barrels per day of 
Cold Lake crude.	 See Table 1 for the Cold Lake
ART product yields and properties. 

The basic objective Is to achieve a pipeline-grade 
ARTcrude in a once-through operation. However, as 
the ARTaude viscosity is quite low, it would be 
possible to blend back with the raw crude, as shown 
in Figure 2. 

Capital costs were developed from a 5,000 barrels 
per day equipment list. Table 2 summarizes the 
results, in Canadian dollars, including factored costs 
for the 10 and 20,000 barrels per day cases. 

Fluor Daniel showed that the degree of modulariza-
tion, while near 100 percent up to 10,000 barrels 
per day, starts falling rapidly at 20,000 barrels per 
day. This Is due to the largest vessel diameters 
causing the module size to exceed the 24 foot limit 
for routine transportation. Transportation of 36 foot 
modules is possible with special precautions. 

TABLE 1

ESTIMATED flfltIAL ART YIELD FOR (liD LAKE (SlIDE 

Synthetic Crude	 Art Yields, Wt .% 

°APl 21.7 1125 0.4 
Wt.% S 4.1 C2- 3.4 
Ppm N 2,300 C3/C4 2.3 
Ppm Ni 2 C5 81.0 
Ppm V 5 C5+ 88.7(vol.%) 
Wt.% CCR 3.6 Coke 12.0 

Distillation:
Cç375°F 375-6500F 650-975°F 975°F+ 

°Afl 56 26.4 14.5 7.4 
Wt.% 9.1 24.1 37.9 10.8 
Vol.% 12.1 26.9 39.1 10.6 
Wt.% S 0.5 2.3 5.1 7.5 
Wt.% N 50 640 2,800 6,000.
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FIGURE 2 
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Cost of Welihead Upgrading 

A key assumption here is that production facilities 
are already in place so that the upgrader will com-
prise: 

- ART and ESR plants 
- Fractionator and wet gas compression 
- Diluent preflash 
- -Amine and Claus sulfur recovery 
- Startup boiler 
- Waste heat boilers 

Table 3 summarizes the operating costs and capital 
charges for the five, 10 and 20,000 barrel per day 
plants. AU costs are in 1988 United States dollars 
for a remote Alberta, Canada installation. 

TABLE 2 

ART UP(EaDIC C&PITAL COST SIJSART 
($1988 Canadian) 

5,000 Bbl/Day 10,090 Bbl/Day 20,000 Bbl/Day 

Base Plant 
(Total Field Costs) 24,979,000 42,010,000 71,111,000 

Hone Office Costs 3,746,900 5,671,000 8,533,000 
Sub-Total 28,725,900 47,681,000 79,644,000 

Contingency 4,308,900 7,152,000 11,947,000 
Plant Total 33,034,800 54,833,000 91,591,000 

$/Bbl/Day 6,607 5,483 4,580 

TABLE 3 

COST CALQJLATIG4 FOR ART WW.LHEAD UP(2ADER
(Basis: Cold Lake Crude) 

Operating Costs	 US$/Bbl Feed 

Artcat Supply 1.0 
Artcat Disposal 0.25 
Operators/Supervision 0.5 
Maintenance 0.6 
ESR SOx Removal 0.3 
Steam Credit (0.75) 
Sulfur Sales Credit -	 (0.15) 

Total 1.75 

Capital Cost 5KBPD 10KBPD 20KBPD 

TIC, $US Thousand 32 52 85 
Capital Charges 3.51 2.85 2.33 

Total Cost,	 $LJS/Barrel 5.26 4760 4.08
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The capital charges are based on 20 percent of to-
tal invested capital (T.I.C4, which Is equivalent to a 
seven year payout. 

The	 bottom	 line	 "total cost" for	 partial	 upgrading, 
Including capital	 service	 and operating	 costs,	 is	 in 
the	 $4.00 to	 $5.30 per barrel range.	 This represents 
something under	 hail the cost	 of	 producing	 a 
"finished" synthetic	 crude	 oil product.	 These	 costs 
can now be compared to	 the differential	 values	 of 
AflTcrude and	 diluted bitumen	 from	 the	 refiner's 
perspective. -

ARTenide Added Value 

Having defined the total cost to process a barrel of 
bitumen into ARTcrude, it remains to quantify its 
value to refiners with pipeline access. A study was 
commissioned through Hycarb Engineering. The ob-
jectWe was to examine the Canadian and United 
States Midwest markets to establish available 
refinery volume and values for two forms of 
product: 

- AkTcrude A - with the naphtha portion fully 
hydrotreated to achieve reformer feed 
quality. 

- ARTcrude B - essentially as it is produced 
from ART. Naphtha would be blended 
directly into the gasoline pool, assuming that 
the properties of the pool allow it. 

The llycarb study yielded the following major conclu-
sions: 

- The existing available capacity for ARTcrude 
A in the United States Midwest would be 50

to 90,000 barrels per day and about half this 
for ARTcrude B. 

- The ARTcrude A Is worth approximately 
$1 per barrel more than ARTcrude B. 

- The ARTcrude value is bounded on the lower 
side by commercial Cold Lake crude blend 
and on the upper side by West Texas Sour. 

- In the "base case" (a refinery with limited 
FCC capacity), the bitumen/ARTcrude dif-
ferential at Cold Lake rises to over $4 per 
barrel in 1990 and to over $6 per barrel by 
1994. Thereafter, this value is fairly steady 
at $6.60 to $6.90. These values can be 
compared to the total cost figures in 
Table 3. 

- If there is unconstrained FCC capacity, then 
the value is much higher, rising to as much 
as $9.43 in the year 1995. 

- The market in Canada for partially upgraded 
crude Is considered negligible due to high 
sulfur content of all fractions and due to 
lower quality diesel cut (relative to conven-
tional crudes). 

Engelhard concludes that sufficient economic drive 
will be present within three years to justify this 
form of upgrading, rising steadily in the mid-1990's. 
It would therefore be prudent to prepare on a 
timely basis for future diluent shortages in Alberta. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Lit-COKING PROCESS APPLIED TO Oil. SANDS AND 
ASPHALTENES 

The LR Flash Coking process developed by Lurgi ap-
pears to have significant advantages when applied to 
the coking of oil sands, asphaltenes, and residual 
oils. As recently described by Lurgi, several bench 
and pilot plant tests have been completed. 

According to Lurgi, the inclusion of deasphalting and 
LR flash coking into a heavy oil refinery complex is 
an attractive option to enhance product recovery 
and quality, and may play an important role in fu-
ture deep conversion technologies. 

The principles of upgrading bitumen and residual oils 
are based on carbon rejection or hydrogen addition. 
The most advanced technologies today combine the 
benefits of both principles to optimize productivity 
and economy (Figure 1). 

FIGURE 1 

UPGRADING ROUTES
INCLUDING LR-COKING 
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Carbon rejection by means of coking has been widely 
applied. However, the worries have been: 

- The loss of product with the rejected carbon 
(coke) 

- Finding a market for the contaminated coke 

- The high yield of unsaturates In the coker 
condensates imposing a heavy burden on 
downstream hydrotreaters 

On the other hand, the existing technology available 
for straight hydrogenation of heavy and residual oils

requires liquid phase hydrotreaters operated at high 
pressures and temperatures. 

Coking of heavy residues has not been without 
problems. Widely established coking processes such 
as delayed and fluid coking are limited by their 
ability to process residues which are high in Conrad-
son Carbon, are difficult to pump or which develop 
strong caking properties during coking. 

The	 introduction	 of	 the La flash-coker solves these 
problems	 as	 all	 residual oils	 (liquid,	 pasty or solid) 
can	 be	 processed. Materials 	 with more than 
70	 percent	 Conradson Carbon	 Residue (CCR) have 
been successfully	 coked In	 the	 LR	 flash coker on a 
pilot	 scale. 

With the proven recycle to extinction of the heavy 
oil fraction from the downstream condenser back 
into the coker, the LR process now achieves an al-
most 100 percent residue conversion, producing only 
a dust and an almost residue free coker condensate 
of high quality. 

The LR coking process (Figure	 2)	 is	 based on	 the 
principle of	 transferring the required	 coking heat	 to 
the feedstock	 through	 a fine-granular	 heat carrier. 
The coke produced during coking is normally used as 
this heat carrier.

The heart of the LE coker is the mixer-reactor in 
which the solid or liquid feedstock is flash coked by 
mixing with the hot granular heat carrier. 

The optimum coking temperature depends on the 
properties of the feedstock. Generally, the highest 
possible heat carrier and the lowest possible coking 
temperature give highest condensate yields, and best 
condensate qualities. 

Product Yleich and Qualities 

In comparison with the delayed and fluid coking 
processes, the distribution of feed hydrogen and feed 
carbon during coking is shown in Figure 3 for a 
Jobo II vacuum residue. 

As can be seen, the LR flash coking process has by 
far the highest liquid and the lowest gas and coke 
yield. Hydrogen recovery with the IS coker con-
densate Is 12 percent higher than with the fluid 
coker and 28 percent higher than with the delayed 
coRer.	 In balance with this, the coke yield is 
higher in the fluid and delayed coRer. Typically in 
fluid cokers, the coke yield is 1.3 times the 
measured CCR content in the feedstock and in 
delayed cokers 1.8 times the CCR content in the 
feedstock. By comparison, the LR flash coker 
produces only 0.8 to 1.2 times the CCR content in 
the feed as coke. 

This is due to the extremely short vapor residence 
time in the LR mixer reactor. 	 This also minimizes 
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dehydrogenation and the formation of cyclic and 
aromatic compounds, which altogether results in a 
higher hydrogen/carbon ratio in the coker conden-
sates.

FIGURE 2 

PRINCIPLE OF THE LR-FLASH COKER 
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The heavy oil obtained in the first condensation 
stage may contain some coke dust and unconverted 
vacuum residue. It has been demonstrated that this 
stream can be recycled to the LR coker to extinc-
tion. By this way a close to 100 percent residue 
conversion is achieved and a dust and almost residue 
free coker condensate is produced. 

Commercial Batgroemd 

In the beginning of the SO's, Lurgi and Ruhrgas AG 
together developed the Lurgi-Ruhrgas (LR) process 
for rapid devolatilization of fine-grained coals. 

First tests were run in a pilot plant at Herten. 
The test programs provided for rapid devolatilization

of various coals to produce town gas, and for 
cracking of liquid hydrocarbons to produce olefins, 
using sand as a circulating heat carrier. This ap-
plication of the LR process was later called 
"sandcra cking." 

In the middle of the 50's a pilot sandcracker went 
on stream in Leverkusen to demonstrate cracking of 
liquid hydrocarbons. A larger demonstration plant 
for coal devolatilization was built and operated in 
Dorsten thereafter.

FIGURE 3 

ROUTES OF HYDROGEN AND CARBON 
IN COKING PROCESS 
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Commercial LR sandcrackers using oil or naphtha as 
a feedstock were built in Dormagen and Leuns 
(Germany), Rosario (Argentina), Chiba (Japan) and 
Lanchow (China). 

Industrial LIt plants for coal were constructed in 
Lucavac (Yugoslavia), Bottrop (Germany) and Scun-
thorpe (England). 

In 1981/82, a 200 ton per day demonstration plant 
for direct coking of oil-bearing diatomaceous earth 
was built at McKittrick, California. 

Application of the LIt process to the coking of as-
phaltenes and residual oils is the most recent 
development in this field. 

Tar Sand Applications 

The suitability of the LR process for oil recovery 
from tar and oil sands was successfully demonstrated 
in the 200 ton per day LR demonstration plant in 
McKittrick, California. 

Various successful pilot tests were performed in Ger-
many with tar sands from Canada, United States of 
America, Madagascar and Angola in previous years. 
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The application of the LIt coker to tar sands com-
bines recovery of the bitumen from the tar sand and 
coking of the bitumen to residue free distillates in 
one process step. 

Azphaltenes

The LIt process has demonstrated its abilities as a 
sand cracker and coal carbonlzer in more than 
30 years of commercial use in the heavy and 
residual oil upgrading industry. 

The application of the LR coking process in com-
bination with distillation, deasphalting and hydrogena-
tion of John U heavy crude from Venezuela has been 
supported by the Venezuelan and German govern-
ments. The project recently concluded encouraging 
results from testing of the deasphalting, coking and 
hydrogenation steps, most on pilot scale. The target 
of the effort was primarily to produce a synthetic 
crude to facilitate shipping and demonstrate com-
patibility with other crudes. 

For the demonstration of the technical viability of 
the LR-coker, pilot coking tests with approximately 
50 tonnes of solid asphaltenes were performed. The 
asphaltenes were extracted from Morichal short 
residue in the ASVAHL plant in Solaize, France. 

Deasphalted oil (DAO) from the deasphalter and LR 
coker condensates were subsequently inspected for 
their properties and hydrotreated individually. The 
products were finally blended into a synthetic crude. 

German/French Cooperatla. on Dea.ha1tIng and 
Coking 

A similar combination of deasphalting and LIt flash 
coking is presently being investigated in a joint 
project with IFP, ELF, TOTAL and LURGI. The 
project is supported by the Commission of the 
European Communities. 

Asphaltenes of five different origins (Maya, Boscan, 
Salaniya, Rospomare and Cold Lake) have recently 
been coked in a bench scale LIt unit. ilydrotreating 
tests with DAO and coker condensates are under 
way. 

Outlook 

The capital investment for LR cokers required in 
combination with other upgrading steps and In-
tegrated into a heavy oil refinery are relatively 
small. According to Lurgi there are instances in 
which with a small added investment for an LR 
coker an extraordinarily short pay-back time is 
achieved. But even more important in some areas is 
the economical disposal of a troublesome product. 

Large investments have already been made in the 
refining industry for heavy oil conversion units, but 
there are still significant changes required, especially 
in deep conversion, to match the rapidly declining 
demand for residual fuel oil and the increasing 
demand for light transportation fuels. The market 
penetration of heavier crudes and bitumen will 
gradually increase. All this will require commer-
cially proven and efficient upgrading technologies for 
heavy residual oils.

BLENDS TESTED FOR CANADIAN GASOLINES OF THE 
FUTURE 

Canadian gasolines of the future are expected to 
contain large proportions of tar sands synthetic 
crude naphthas and naphthas from residuum cracking, 
as well as other nonconventional crudes. At 
CANMFr's Energy Research Laboratories, extensive 
blending experiments have been carried out with 
various components. This work was summarized for 
the 1988 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium held in Lexi-
ngton, Kentucky on November 30th. 

Extensive experimental reforming investigations were 
made on light and heavy Athabasca syncrude frac-
tions under different seventies to attain two octane 
levels for each fraction. Three distillation cuts of 
naphtha from catalytically cracked residuum were 
used. These components and those from conventional 
crude, as well as Udex raffinate and polymerization 
gasoline were subjected to detailed chemical charac-
terizations. Blends were formulated in which con-
ventional components were substituted by synthetic 
components to desired octane and vapor pressure 
levels. 

The objective of these investigations was to consider 
the nature of gasolines of the early 21st century 
and the use of synthetic crude components derived 
from bitumen/heavy oils and conventional crude 
residuals. These non-conventional components were 
used to replace the conventional ones in existing 
refinery blending formulations according to refinery 
constraints and realistic assumptions. 

Since the intention was to study gasolines containing 
high proportions of synthetic crudes, most of the 
refinery products were obtained from Petro-Canada's 
Port Moody refinery because its crude slate at that 
time contained 25 percent of syncrude based on 
Athabasca bitumen. This slate of gasoline blending 
components comprised a prefractionation overhead, 
two light reformates of lower and higher octane 
values, two heavy reformates also of lower and 
higher octane values, a catalytically cracked gasoline 
and three distillates from it and a C 4 alkylate. 

The catalytically cracked naphthas from residuum 
processing were obtained from Murphy Oil's Meraux 
Louisiana refinery. They had been produced from a 
feed containing 60-70 percent residuum with 
30-40 percent gas oil via UOP's "Residual Catalytic 
Cracking Process." The polymerization gasoline and 
Udex raffinate were obtained from Petro-Canada's 
Montreal refinery. 
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Light naphtha (boiling point range 70-130 0 C) and 
heavy naphtha (boiling point 130-200 0 C) were ob-
tained from Athabasca bitumen based synthetic crude 
produced by Syacrude. These materials were then 
reformed in a pilot plant. For the light naphtha, a 
Pt/Re bimetallic catalyst was employed. The yields 
for two different conditions were 90.3 percent and 
83.6 percent, with RON's of 90.4 and 96.6. 

The heavy naphtha had a sulfur content of 300 parts 
per million; mild hydro treatment was necessary to 
reduce it. Heavy naphtha reforming produced final 
products with research octane numbers of 97 and 
102.8, respectively with yields of 79.2 and 
72.5 percent. Due to the limited quantity of feed, 
these final products were augmented by combining 
them with line-out product, which had lower octane 
value.	 As a result the octane numbers were
reduced to 92 and 98.8 respectively. 

Gasoline Blending Studies 

The refinery produced components are referred to as 
"conventional" even though the refinery feed at the 
time of production contained 25 percent Athabasca 
bitumen based syncrude. 

Blending recipes were formulated using economic 
evaluations employing an existing Petro-Canada 
refinery Linear Program (LP), with appropriate 
modifications. 

The following broad assumptions were incorporated 
into the LP model: 

- Current specifications to be maintained, but 
no lead allowed in the year 2000. 

- Apart from lead removal, no other changes in 
gasoline quality specifications over the years. 

- Total product demands placed on the refinery 
were to give a crude charge at least 
80 percent of listed capacity. 

- The gasoline to distillate ratio was set at 
1.25, to reflect the current Canadian national 
average. 

- Shifts in the gasoline/distillate demand ratio 
were to be accommodated by "importing" 
diesel fuel (if necessary) from a refinery 
with excess capacity. 

- In the year 2000 scenario (no leaded gasoline 
demands), unleaded gasoline requirements were 
defined at 20 percent super - 80 percent 
regular. 

- C5 /C 6 stream sales were allowed, to remove 
LP infeasibilities in the absence of isomeriza-
tion facilities. 

- Basic octane improvement schemes for the 
year 2000 were: higher octane cat cracked 
gasolines (to reflect improved catalysts), full

conversion of light olefins to alkylate or 
polymerization gasoline, higher severity 
reforming. 

- The price of syncrude was reduced relative 
to conventional crude, to reflect expected 
changes by the end of the century. 
However, syncrude was limited to 25 percent 
in refinery feedstock but not in blending 
studies, to avoid complications relating to 
diesel quality. 

To keep the simulations simple, Peace River and 
Peace River-Syncrude blend constituted the entire 
crude slate of the refinery. These were appropriate 
feed choices for a western Canadian refinery and 
allowed a realistic study of the conventional versus 
synthetic crude circumstances. 

Peace River-Syncrude pipeline blend typically con-
tains 25 percent synthetic crude. The LP was al-
lowed to "purchase" only the blend not pure 
Syncrude; this placed a limit on the utilization of 
synthetic crude. 

The blend design involved five base gasolines of 
which, summer and winter grade premium unleaded 
and a regular unleaded fuel were suggested by LP 
runs. The fourth (regular unleaded) formulation rep-
resented recent refinery production, and the fifth 
(regular unleaded) gasoline corresponded to "forcing" 
low-octane light reformate into the unleaded pool. 
Conventional and residuum-based cat cracked gasoline 
fradtions, light and heavy Syncrude reformates, lidex 
raffinate and polymerization gasoline were then sub-
stituted for the "standard" streams, mostly one at a 
time. 

The 18 gasolines given in Table t were then 
prepared and knock rated. Experimental RON and 
MON, together with ratings predicted by computer 
program, are given in Table 2. 

The differences between measured and predicted 
Research Octane Numbers were small and apparently 
normally distributed. This model suggests that the 
computer can be relied upon without adjustment to 
predict the RON change when one component is sub-
stituted for another. 

In the case of the premium winter gasoline, the 
substitution of conventional high and low octane 
heavy reformates with corresponding Syncrude ref or-
mates slightly increased the octane values. Con-
sidering that the basic blend already contained 
25 percent of Syncrude origin, then in the case of 
the former, the Syncrude content was 50 percent. 

In the case of the premium summer gasoline, the 
substitution of the conventional wide range catalyti-
cally cracked gasoline with an appropriate mixture 
of resid cracked naphtha caused no problems. In 
this case, the total non-conventional components 
content was also 50 percent. 
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TABLE 1 

BLEND DESIGN R)R II11DIU)CARBW4 FUELS 
(Volume Percent) 

Blend No.:	 1 lB 1C 1D 2 28 3 3B 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G 311 4 48 5 SB 
Blending Component 

Butane	 15 15 15 15 5 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1010 10 10 
Con. Hvy. Ref. 

(R0N97)	 25-. 25 25 15 15 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 25 25 20 20 
Con. Hvy. Ref. 

(lb)N90)	 15 15 -	 155	 5 
Con. Wide-Range 

FCCG	 10 10 10 10 25	 40 20 20 20 20 20 20 40 35 35 40 40 
C4-Alkylate	 35 35 35 15 50 50 --------10 10 10 10 

Syncr. Hyv. Ref. 
(R0N99)	 -25 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - -	 -	 -	 - 

Syncr. Hvy. Ref. 
(80N92)	 --15 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - - -	 -	 - 

Polygas	 - -	 20 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - -	 -	 -  
Resid. F, 

IBP-80 0Ccut	 -----10	 -	 -	 20 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - 
Resid. FcX, 

80-140 0 C cut	 -----7.5 -----20 

Resid. F, 
140tC+btnE.,	 -----7.5 ------20 -	 -	 -	 -	 - 

Ed. Ref. (RON 85) ------20 20 20 20 20 20 20 -	 10 10 -	 - 

IBP-80 0 Ccut	 -------20 ----------
FGtX3, 
80-140 0 C cut	 --------20 

140°C+btnn.	 ---------20 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -  

Syncr. Lt. Ref. 
(50N97)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 15 -	 -	 -	 - 

Syncr. Lt. Ref. 
(RON9O)	 -----------------15 

UflEXRaffinate	 -------------5	 10	 5 
Con. P.O.N. (Pre-

fractionator)	 --------------10	 -	 - 
Con. Lt. Ref. 

(lN77)	 ----------------20-

None of the substitutions presented any problems as 
is shown in the octane ratings in Table 2. All the 
vapor pressures were within acceptable limits. 

CAN Mfl ClmcIusia2s 

Dwindling conventional crude reserves not only favor 
Increased utilization of heavy oil and tar sands, but 
also suggest "cutting deeper into the barrel"-- 
residuum upgrading. Declining demand for heavy fuel

oils is accelerating the latter trend. Gradual 
elimination of lead antiknock compounds has led to 
widespread use of high-severity reforming and 
isornerizatlon of light straight run gasolines and 
perhaps, elimination of low boiling low octane paraf-
fins. These developments, however, are not causing 
fundamental changes in the composition of Canadian 
gasolines. No apparent technical or economic 
problems were found with gasolines containing up to 
50 percent syncrude from Athabasca tar sands. 
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TABLE 2 

GASOLINE macjiG sivur QUPARI SW OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED OCTANE NUMBERS 

Blend	 RON	 RON Cal- JICN	 MON Cal-
No. Measured cülated Measured culated	 Type of Blend 

1 93.4 93.8 86.6 85.9 
18 94.2 94.4 87.1 85.9 
1C 94.4 94.6 87.2 86.2 
ID 95.9 96.1 86.1 85.2 
2 93.7 93.9 86.9 85.9 
28 94.3 94.0 86.5 85.8 

3 92.8 93.2 83.1 82.5 
3B 93.8 93.9 83.9 83.1 
3C 91.9 92.1 82.7 82.0 
3D 92.0 92.7 82.9 82.8 
3E 94.3 94.3 83.8 82.9 

3F 92.6 92.9 82.6 82.1 

3G 91.8 92.4 82.6 82.4 

3H 93.0 93.5 83.2 82.4 

4 91.8 92.1 83.1 82.7 
411 91.1 91.3 82.5 82.2 
5 92.0 92.1 83.1 82.6 
50 92.1 92.4 83.0 82.2

Base Gasoline - Premium Winter 
Syncrude Hvy. Refornete Substitution 
Syncrude Hvy. Reforzmte Substitution 
Montreal Poly. Gasoline Substitution 
Base Gasoline - Premium Summer 
Full-Range FOGG From Resid Cracking 
Substitution 
Base Gasoline - Regular 
Light Cut of FCCG Substitution 
Medium Cut of FXX Substitution 
Heavy Cut of FXX Substitution 
Light Cut of FCCG From Resid Cracking 
Substitution 
Medium Cut of PCtG From Resid 
Cracking Substitution 
Heavy Cut of FXG From Resid Cracking 
Substitution 
Syncrude Lt. Refornnte (+ UDEX 
Raffinate) Substitution 
Base Gasoline - Regular 
UDEX Raffinate Substitution 
Base Gasoline - Regular 
Syncrude 14. Refornnte (+ UDEX 
Raffinate) Substitution 

fl#1 

CONSORTIUM W STUDY WOOD-BEAVER PROCESS WITH 
BENEPICIATEI) SANDS 

A consortium formed of the University of Arkansas, 
the Mineral Research Institute (MRI) of the Univer-
sity of Alabama, Diversified Petroleum Recovery, Inc. 
of Little Rock, Arkansas, and the United States 
Department of Energy has embarked on a program to 
develop the Wood-Beaver solvent extraction process 
in conjunction with a MRI beneficiation process ap-
plied to Alabama tar sands. 

The Wood-Beaver and Beaver-Herter processes have 
been studied at the University of Arkansas for 
several years (see Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, 
December, 1985, page 3-24, September, 1986, 
page 3-16, March, 1987, page 3-11). 

Both processes are basically solvent extraction 
processes that utilize a blend of light hydrocarbons 
and organic carboxylic adds known as fatty adds. 
These acid solvents are available commercially as 
vegetable oils or as tell oil-derived fatty acids 
marketed under the trade name XTOL-304 by Georgia 
Pacific.

The two processes differ only in the manner in 
which the solvent Is recovered for re-use in con-
tacting fresh tar sand. However, this difference 
does have significant influence on the composition 
and properties of the recovered bitumen. The 
Beaver-Herter process uses a saponification step to 
separate the fatty acid from the bitumen and a 
desaponification step to recover the fatty add for 
recycle. Methanol is used as a cosolvent in both of 
these steps to control emulsion formation and to as-
sist in good, clean phase separations. The Wood-
Beaver process Instead utilizes a series of mixers 
and settlers that, because of the amphiphilic nature 
of the fatty acids, selectively and sequentially 
precipitates the bitumen out of solution and then 
separates the fatty add blend through phase shifting 
by judicious use of water content. 

Process Orientation 

Because of its perceived economic advantage, the 
Wood-Beaver solvent extraction process has been 
chosen for the consortium investigation as opposed 
to the Beaver-Herter process. The beneficiation 
process under development by Mill has the potential 
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of enhancing the overall economics and therefore a 
marriage of the two processes was deemed advan-
tageous. 

The process begins with a solvation operation 
whereby fresh, surface-mined tar sand after being 
pretreated or beneficiated Is contacted with an 
alcohol/fatty acid/light hydrocarbon mixture. 

After sufficient contacting, the solvated bitumen 
solution Is separated from the spent sand and 
blended with an alcohol/brine solution. This blending 
process Is performed either by the use of an in-line 
mixer or by simply a mixing "T". The combined 
streams enter a hydrocyclone where bitumen 
precipitates to the bottom as a heavy bottom phase. 

The top phase Is composed of alcohol, brine, fatty 
acid, and light hydrocarbon. The bottom phase is a 
product ready for further upgrading or to be sold 
"as Is" to the roofing and paving industry. 

The top phase Is transferred to a heat exchanger 
where it Is heated to approximately 300°F and then 
fed to a primary and secondary flash unit. The 
overhead from the primary flash unit is composed of 
almost pure light hydrocarbons, and the overhead 
from the secondary flash unit is an alcohol/water 
mixture. The bottom stream from the secondary 
flash unit is a fatty acid stream suitable for recycle 
purposes. 

Project Plan 

The Mineral Research Institute at the University of 
Alabama has been developing a pretreatment 
beneficiation process for low grade domestic tar 
sands. The basis of the beneficlation Is fine grind-
lag followed by flotation in which a large fraction 
of the original mineral content Is rejected. The ex-
istence of a high grade tar sand feed provides ob-
vious economic incentive for any solvent extraction 
process. 

The overall purpose of the project Is to study the 
economical and technical feasibility of merging the 
beneficiation technology with the tar sand extraction 
technology. The specific application of the in-
tegrated process is to northern Alabama tar sand 
deposits. The specific objectives of the work plan 
are to: (1) conduct batch scale solvation studies of 
various solvent blends with beneficiated and raw 
Alabama tar sand samples with emphasis on deter-
mining the solvent retained on the spent sand and 
on tar sand feed/solvent contacting methods, 	 (2)
conduct grinding and flotation studies on the 
samples, (3) conduct bench-scale Wood-Beaver sol-
vent recovery studies to ascertain the effect of 
process variables on the amount and characteristics 
of the bitumen recovered, (4) to evaluate the 
economic potential of the process with a variety of 
market values for the derived product. 

The research and development scheme calls for a 
three-phase, three-year plan.	 Figure 1 presents a

flow diagram of the scheme. Phase I involves site 
selection In northern Alabama for tar sand samples, 
batch-type bench-scale studies of the beneficiated 
process and the Wood-Beaver process, product 
evaluation, spent sand analysis, and applied research 
concerning the effect of process variables on the 
amount and characteristics of the product bitumen. 
Phase I calls for the design of a continuous bench-
scale model capable of processing 12 pounds per 
hour of raw tar sand (4 pounds per hour of 
beneficiated tar sand) and producing 1.0 pound per 
hour of product bitumen. 

Phase U calls for the building of the continuous 
bench-scale (CBSU) model and to collect the data 
and product bitumen necessary for the design and 
construction of a fully integrated, process controlled 
Process Development Unit (PDU) capable of processing 
100 pounds per hour of raw tar sand feed and 
producing eight pounds per hour of product bitumen. 
Up to three additional tar sand deposits will be 
evaluated during Phase U Including at least one 
western deposit. 

Phase III will call for the operation of the PDU and 
the design of a commercial pilot plant sized for 
25 barrels per day of product bitumen. 

Tar Sand Samples 

Samples of tar sands were obtained from two dif-
ferent sites in northern Alabama. The two sites are 
Black Wax Hill and Spring Creek (Shine Springs). 
The sites were blasted and samples of about two 
tons each were collected from approximately five 
feet below the surface. 

Personnel of the Geological Survey of Alabama are 
being consulted to select a third location. 

The bitumen reserves of northern Alabama occur 
primarily in the Hartselle Sandstone. Estimates of 
the reserves in this formation have been highly vari-
able because of differences in the assumed average 
characteristics of the deposits and/or the assumed 
total area of their occurrence.	 A previous study
has placed the reserves at 7.5 billion barrels. 

Grinding of the two samples collected to date was 
carried out by Mill using conventional jaw and roll 
crushers after cryogenic treatment in liquid nitrogen. 

A single assay analysis on the Spring Creek yielded 
a bitumen content of 7.4 percent and a water con-
tent of 1.6 percent. 

Wood-Beaver Phase Behavior 

The amphiphilic phase behavior that occurs In the 
hydrocyclone settler is the single most important 
aspect	 of	 the project concerning economical 
feasibility. The performance of the phase behavior 
sets the amount of cosolvent (alcohol) recycle stream 
which in turn sets the heat requirements in the 
heater flash sequence. 
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FIGURE 1
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Solvent Retention on Spent Sand 

The design goal for solvent recovery from spent sand 
is to reduce the solvent retention to less than 
0.1 percent by weight. The spent sand from the 
solvent/tar sand contactor contains total organic 
carbon greater than five percent by weight. There 
are several alternatives for recovery of this solvated 
bitumen from the spent sand, these Include use of 
the solvent laden sand as fuel (2,160 BTU per pound) 
for process heat, washing with light distillate, or 
washing with pH adjusted water. The latter appears 
to hold the most promise. Total organic carbon has 
been reduced to 0.3 percent by weight using a pH 
adjusted wash water at ambient temperature. 	 Work
is continuing in this area. 

Sointiwi Studim 

Regardless of the contacting method, there will be 
two mechanisms for the recovery of bitumen; direct 
dissolution of bitumen into the solvent phase and

mechanical removal of small clumps of bitumen from 
the ground material. 

Experiments have been designed to test both 
mechanisms independent of the contacting method 
chosen for the pilot plant. The direct dissolution 
mechanism will be tested by a rotating disk method. 

The mechanical removal of bitumen from sand grains 
will be improved if the solvent penetrates the 
bitumen matrix quickly. The ability of the various 
solvents under consideration to accomplish both of 
these effects is being tested. 

Bitumen Precipitation Rate 

A large number of tests have been conducted to 
determine the propensity of the bitumen to 
precipitate out in the cyclone separator. The set-
tung rate was measured as a function of the 
alcohol/brine ratio and of the ratio of alcohol-brine 
to solvated bitumen. 	 Results indicate several satis-
factory combinations. 	 For a combination to be 
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deemed satisfactory, settling of the bitumen had to 
occur almost instantaneously so that separation could 
be readily achieved in the cyclone. 

Other Sticlia 

Other questions to be answered during the program 
include, (1) solvent retention in the product 
bitumen, (2) the effect of grinding/flotation chemi-
cal additives on the Wood-Beaver phase behavior, (3)

effect of fines on the Wood-Beaver process, and (4) 
the optimum solvent blend for northern Alabama tar 
sands. Additional objectives include the development 
of an economic model of the integrated process and 
to ascertain the optimum level of beneficlatlon. 
Bitumen product characterization and marketability Is 
also being studied. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

USSR TESTS COMBINATION ELECTROMAGNETIC AND 
IN SITU COMBUSTION PROCESS 

Workers in	 the Soviet Union have tested a combina-
tion process	 which	 uses	 electromagnetic heating	 al-
ternating	 with air	 injection to prepare a formation 
for recovery of heavy oil by in situ combustion.

According to the report, the main problems in heavy 
oils and tars recovery are (1) the high viscosity of 
the hydrocarbons, which makes the injection of heat-
ing agents into a formation more difficult, and (2) 
the absence of elastic energy in the deposit for dis-
placement of the fluid to producing wells. There-
fore, USSR investigators are studying the heating of 
the hydrocarbon-saturated formation in a high-
frequency electric field. This reduces the hydrocar-
bons' viscosity and allows their subsequent displace-
ment by different fluid agents. 

The results of calculations by formula show that at 
low frequencies, electromagnetic energy absorption 
does not occur. But this does not correspond to 
reality: it is known that the passage of direct cur-
rent in the formation also releases heat. 

Field tests on multi-well and one-well patterns were 
carried out to confirm the calculation results 
achieved by formulas and to observe the effects of 
actual conditions on formation heating by an 
electromagnetic field. 

The tests of electromagnetic stimulation in a one-
well pattern were carried out in the Mordovo-
Karmalskoye heavy oil field. The well design Is 
shown in Figure 1. Actual and calculated plots of 
the temperature change are shown in Figure 2. 

Multi-well tests were performed in the Sugush-
linskoye heavy oil field. 

The results of calculations for the formation tem-
perature during electromagnetic stimulation were 
found to conform satisfactorily with the actual 
measurement data. 

Recovery Process 

The test results were used as a base to design a 
technological process of electric formation heating in 
combination with oxidizer injection and subsequent 
production from the same well. 

During stage I (Figure 3), the number of cycles of 
formation stimulation by heating and by 
oxidizer/injection are determined by the hydrocarbons 
viscosity and well injectivity. 	 During state II, the 
product recovery begins. 	 Subsequently (stage ill) 
electric heating is eliminated and the process con-
sists only of cycles of (huff and puff) high 
temperature oxidation and production.

The development of wells by this technology, Is in-
tended as a preparation for a subsequent pattern 
drive by the in situ combustion method. 

Stage I is carried out with some formation intake. 
Due to increase of temperature and liberation of 
light fractions and also evaporation of interstitial 
water, favorable conditions are then created for the 
beginning of intensive oxidation. 

State II is realized in the absence of formation in-
take and with only small volumes of oxidizer injec-
tion and fluid production. 

State III begins after achievement of the intensive 
oxidation process and continues until the economic 
production ceases. 

This technology was tested in four wells. The test 
results are given in Table 1. Of note is the low 
water-cut product and small specific consumption of 
oxidizing agent in comparison with the known 
processes of steamflood and in situ combustion. 

Conclusions 

The USSR workers conclude that relatively simple 
analytical expressions can satisfactorily describe the 
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process of heating a hydrocarbons-saturated forma-
tion in a high-frequency electric field. 

The energy-absorption characteristic of the formation 
depend on the oxidation degree of the hydrocarbons 
present. This plays a significant part in designing 
technology. 

They state that the technology for cyclic stimulation 
by an electromagnetic field and oxidizer injection 
has the following advantages: 

- Makes possible the thermal stimulation of a 
formation with high-viscosity hydrocarbons, 
having no permeability without prefracturing. 

- Generation of elastic energy and flow chan-
nels in the bitumen-saturated part of the 
formation as a result of conversion of inter-
stitial water to steam.

- Makes it possible to begin high-temperature 
oxidation at low heating temperatures due to 
specific features of the electromagnetic field 
stimulation. 

- Cleans the bottom-hole area by removing im-



movable resin components of hydrocarbons. 

- Increases the oil or bitumen recovery factors 
due to the Increase of the formation volume. 

- Creates favorable conditions for the transi-
tion from the cyclic production method to 
pattern drive. 

- Relatively low specific consumptions of the 
electric power and oxidizer per unit of 
hydrocarbons recovery and some decrease of 
operating costs as a result of a decrease in 
the water-cut of produced fluid. 
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TABLE 1 

RESULTS WITH COMBINATION ELECMC HEAT! IC 
AND IN SITU COMBUSTION 

Well A Well B Well C Well D 

43 48 5 

142 120 132 126 
10 4 8 7 
10 4 8 7 

Tine of HF-Heating, Days 
42 
Maximum Bottom Hole Tap., °C 

During HF-Heating 
During Oxidation 

Number of Cycles 
Total Duration of Injection, 

Days 
Air Volume, m3 
Volume of Oil Recovered, m3 
Water-Cut, %	

3 Average Production of Oil, m3 
Specific Consunptin per m3 of 

HF-Energy, 
Air, 1000 m

340 
112.85 
193.9 

10.7 
1.30 

Oil: 
80.76 

0.58 

81 113 80 
33.12 270.76 74.66 
71.0 342.1 50.1 
14.0 13.65 7.5 
2.50 3.03 2.20 

243.81 53.66 301.8 
0.47 0.79 1.49

VENEZUELA CREATES DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 
MILLION BPD FROM ORINOCO 

Venezuela Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt Field accumula-
tions have been known since the early 1930's; 
however, partly due to the simultaneous findings of 
light and medium crudes in the North-Central An-
zoategul and Monagas areas, and partly due to their 
Intrinsic extraction difficulties, interest in developing 
those resources remained dormant for decades. 
Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA) undertook the 
task of conducting an evaluation program In the 
Heavy Oil Belt aimed to plan its development. An 
important result of this campaign, was confirming oil 
in place estimates in the order of 1.18 trillion bar-
rels. 

The Heavy Oil Belt reserves correspond to heavy and 
extra-heavy crudes (4-12 0 API), with high viscosities 
(3,500-20,000 centipoise, dead) predominantly saturat-
ed, aromatic, resin-asphaltened. Sulfur content is up 
to 3.8 percent and metal content is high (Vanadium: 
250-430 parts per million). The crudes are 
preferentially located in the basal, non-consolidated 
Tertiary Age sands at depths of 500 to 3,500 feet. 
Due to the rather high formation temperatures, the 
crude Is movable at reservoir conditions and, conse-
quently, producible by conventional means. 

The exploratory program identified several "Priority 
Areas" (Figure 1) for future development, on the 
basis of geological characteristics. These areas are 
identified as Cerro Negro, Ramses, El Pao, Zuata-San 
Diego and Machete. 

Simultaneously with the exploration campaign, PDVSA 
started in 1979 a broad experimental stage directed

to obtaining the technical information needed to 
guarantee a commercial exploitation of the Heavy Oil 
Belt Field. Numerous investigations were carried out 
in the fields of crude upgrading, petrophysics, energy 
supply, environmental protection, sedimentology, 
geophysics, land regulating, transportation, exploita-
tion and hydroelectric supply. At the oil field level 
several pilot projects were also Implemented. 	 Of
renowned importance are the following: 

- Steam Drive-Jobo Field 
- Steam Drive Pilot-Cerro Negro 
- Experimental Production Blocks-Cerro Negro 
- Continuous Stimulation Project-Cerro Negro 
- Steam Soak in Dispersed Wells-Zuata 
- Steam Soak Pilot-San Diego 
- Guanipa- 100 Plan-llamaca 
- Orinoco Project-Cerro Negro 
- Compaction and Subsidence-Bare Field 
- Core Annular Flow-San Tome 

These experimental projects have provided the basis 
for commercial planning efforts. 

Development Planning 

According to PDVSA, the official recoverable reserves 
In the Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt amount to 
135.3 billion barrels, of which 27.8 billion barrels 
are	 proved	 reserves,	 contained	 In	 some 
1,077 reservoirs. 	 Current oil production capacity is 
in the order of 105,000 barrels per day. 

The PDVSA development plan for the Orinoco Heavy 
Oil Belt has, as a maximum target, the market 
demand.	 In an unknown scenario, great variations 
are possible.	 Thus to provide a conceptual 
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FIGURE 1

PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT AREAS IN THE ORINOCO HEAVY OIL BELT 
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standpoint, a maximum of one million barrels per day 
by the end of the century was postulated. In-
dividually considered, each one of the priority areas 
could be developed to this level. Marketing this 
crude is solely possible under favorable competitive 
conditions with alternate energy sources and in ac-
cordance with market opportunities. In this regard, 
new and attractive technologies have recently 
emerged that allow the direct combustion of the 
heavy crudes In power plants and refineries, as an 
inverted emulsion, termed ORIMULSION, as well as 
the reduction of their traditionally high transporta-
tion costs. 

From the experience gained in the experimental 
projects the following basic premises for commer-
cialization were established: 

Modular development, in 100,000 barrels per day 
packages. 

Extended use of Steam Soak. 

Cluster drilling. 

Inverted Emulsions and Core-Annular Flow, as 
transporting methods. 

Marketing as ORIMIJLSION.

Centralized Production at Oficina (San Tome). 

Terminal Loading: Puerto La Cruz. 

Maximization of existing facilities and in-
frastructure. 

Production Performance 

Current cumulative oil production totals 42.39 million 
barrels, a mere 0.15 percent of the total 
recoverable reserves. 

Table 1 describes the results of 168 steam soak 
tests conducted in the priority areas, in a variety 
of completion schemes, operational procedures, 
production contingencies, and exploitation policies in 
the pilot projects. 

Predicted recovery factors oscillate between 9.4 and 
13.5 percent of original oil in place. 

Production Scheme 

As stated, the plan utilizes the Production Module 
concept. This concept, while adaptable to changes 
in demand, equipment availability, financial resources, 
etc., has unquestionable operational, economic ad-
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TABLE 1 

RESULTS OF ORIPCW STEAM CYU.ItC PROJECTS 

Cerro 

	

Negro	 Hzumca 

Area - Sq Kim	 7,100	 8,800 
Stoip - Billion STB	 13	 215 
Proved Reserves - 
Billion STB 

Exploratory Wells 
Depth - Ft 
Oil Gravity - API 
Cycled Wells 
Cold Production 
Rate - BID 

Hot Production 
Rates - BID 

Steam/Well - Tons 
Projects

Avg or

	

Zuata	 Machete	 Total 

	

14,500	 23,600	 54,000 

	

490	 255	 1,182 

12.5 2.5 10.6 0.8 26.4 
207 220 161 74 662 

2,950 3,600 2,600 3,950 3,200 
8.5 10.0 9.5 7.5 9.0 

40 108 16 4 168 

202 216 214 39 208 
260- 128- 398- 92-

1,701 1,068 1,583 1,079 553 
3,540 3,804 5,435 4,532 3,914 

3 5 2 0 10

ministrative, ecologic and safety advantages. 	 Each
Production Module is formed by a certain number of 
wells and ancillary facilities. The wells are direc-
tionally or slant drilled, from a central location 
(Cluster), bottomed at 400 meters spacing. For each 
module, a determined number of clusters convey 
their production to a Flow-Station. The flow-station 
Is also modular and designed to handle the produc-
tion of the related clusters (25-40,000 barrels per 
day), with the corresponding production, tests, fuel, 
water, steam, electricity and surfactant lines, and 
road system. From the flow-station the production 
is transported to a Main Station of 100 9000 barrels 
per day capacity, equipped to handle the crude by 
emulsification or core-flow, and therefrom to the 
convergence center, prior to its final destination at 
port. 

Transportation Schemes 

The classical viscosity-reducer methods for the 
transportation of heavy crudes, like heating and 
dilution, because of energy requirements, topping 
plants and diluent investments, etc., are costly. 
Several unconventional methods have been intensively 
investigated by Venezuela in recent years, in the 
laboratory and at the pilot and field scale levels. 
Two of them emerge with a clear technical-
economical feasibility: A) the use of oil-in-water, 
inverted emulsions and B) the core-annular flow. 

For inverted oil-in-water emulsions, the heavy oil is 
suspended in the water (external phase) in the form 
of micro-spheres, established by chemical additives 
(surfactants), resulting in a pseudo-homogeneous fluid 
with reduced viscosity (three to four orders of 
magnitude). In this technique, the emulsion, termed 
ORIMULSION, has an optimum (minimum pressure loss), 
at a 70130 (oil/water) proportion. The formulations,

formation, characterization, transportation and break-
ing stages, have been optimized with field tests in 
Cerro Negro and ocean transportation tests. This 
emulsion can be directly used at the well site, in 
the artificial lifting stage. However, its more out-
standing feature leans upon its ability to be directly 
burned in power plants, in open competition with 
coal. Marketing feasibility studies and/or combustion 
tests have been carried out in Canada, Europe and 
Japan. 

In the core-annular flow method, the heavy oil is 
surrounded by a water ring that averts its contact 
with the pipe wall, thus resulting In lesser pressure 
drops and specific energy consumptions, and, there-
fore, lesser costs.	 In field tests, the pressure 
gradient approaches a minimum in the 
0.08-0.12 water fraction range, with a limiting pres-
sure drop only 50 percent above that of water. 
Thus, this method appears as the most economical 
for the transportation of viscous crudes. 

In the emulsion-emulsion scheme (Figure 2), a 
primary (60/40, oil/water) emulsion is prepared at 
the well locations to aid in the lifting stage. The 
cluster production (seven-nine wells) is gathered and 
transported to the main station or emulsifying plant, 
where the primary emulsion is broken, dehydrating 
the salty formation water, and reforming the emul- 
sion with fresh water, to constitute the commercial 
emulsion, or ORIMULSION (70/30). Due to its surfac-
tant and salt contents, the water Is returned to the 
flow-stations.	 The commercial emulsion is finally 
transported to the terminal for loading. 

The emulsion-core flow-emulsion scheme differs from 
the previous one in that the crude, dehydrated at 
the main station, is transported in core-annular flow 
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FIGURE 2

ORINOCO PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION SCHEMES 
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regime to the terminal, wherein the commercial 
emulsion is formed (Figure 2). 

A variant in the preceding schemes consists of the 
use of heating for the cluster-flow station stage, 
without emulsifying at the well level. This alterna-
tive relies on crude/formation water properties and 
appears feasible in the Zuata-San Diego area. 

Crpnte Plan 

At this stage, the long term plan Is tentative and 
conceptual. PDVSA states that a decision on levels, 
areas, and programs is dependent on complex factors 
related to market, energy, resources, geopolitics and 
economic scenarios. The first projections call for 
marketing of 12,000 barrels per day In 1988 and 
50,000 barrels per thy in 1989.

Eccnomic Analyses and Ranking 

In order to rank the areas, the production, invest-
ment, and cost series were input into an economic 
evaluation system. 

As expected, areas with some existing facilities 
ranked first (Cerro Negro, Hamaca, 100,000 barrels 
per thy, each), exhibiting the best profit ratios. 
The remaining 800,000 barrels per day needed to 
reach the one million barrel per day target can be 
derived from several different packages with only 
minor variation In overall profit. 

An important conclusion was the absence of great 
economic differences between the areas. So much 
so, that the impact of randomly altering the op-
timized order Is only two percent in the cumulative 
cash flow. Figure 3 exhibits the development of the 
100,000, 500,000 and 1,000,000 barrels per day cases. 
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FIGURE 3 

ORINOCO AREAL DEVELOPMENT - 100, 500, 1000 TBPD CASES 
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OUR[ STEAMFLOOD INCREASES OUTPUT 

The Durl Field stearnilood in Indonesia Is steadily 
progressing toward the status of the world's largest 
steamflood project. PT Caltex Pacific Indonesia, a 
50/50 joint venture between Texaco and Chevron, is 
the operator. Caltex says production is now over 
90,000 barrels per day, with three-fourths of It due 
to steam drive. 

Caltex has invested $520 million so far, with plans 
to spend nearly $1.2 billion more. Though low world 
oil prices have cast a shadow over oil exploration in 
Indonesia, the Duri project is considered viable if 
prices stay above $10 a barrel. 

The company expects the project to cover 
15,100 acres when completed, compared with the 
present 1,400 acres. 

Caltex said more than 4,500 wells will be drilled 
and more than 300 steam generators used during 
project life. Steam will be injected continuously for 
6.5 years followed by water for 2.5 years.

Dud field, with 7.1 billion barrels of original heavy 
oil in place in four zones, was discovered in 1941 
and placed on production in 1958. 

Production rose to 60,000 barrels per day in the 
early 1970s, then slipped to 46,000 barrels per day. 
Pilot steaming started in 1975 9	 and production 
rebounded to more than 70,000, thanks to 
steamflood, by 1986. Caltex hopes for a production 
peak of 300,000 barrels per day In the 1990s. 

ASYAffi. DEVELOPS SUITE OF UPGRADING PROCESSES 

The ASVARL research group in France has been 
developing a suite of processes for upgrading heavy 
oils. Tests are being carried out on Canadian and 
Venezuelan heavy crudes. A recent publication sum-
marizes the ASVAHL approaches to solving transpor-
tation and refining problems with these materials. 
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The TERYARL Pmeesses 

ASVAHL proposes several thermal cracking processes 
under the label TERVAHL Process. The TERVAHL T 
process is a vlsbreaking process which can be used 
In a refinery or in the field to decrease heavy 
crude viscosities. The main problems which appear 
with such processes are relative to the stability of 
visbroken effluent. This causes limitations on con-
version level (or viscosity reduction). 

The TERVAHL H process is a hydrovlsbreaking 
process. It differs from TERVAHL T only by the 
hydrogen Injection with feedstock and the pressure 
level. This hydrogen Injection limits polycondensation 
of asphaltenes and permits higher conversion level 
(or viscosity reduction) with the same stability 
criteria. This very simple process can be easily ap-
plied to heavy crudes In the field to produce a low 
viscosity synthetic crude. 

The TERVAHL NC process is proposed In order to In-
crease hydrovisbreaking performances, by adding a 
few parts per million of soluble or slurry type 
catalyst In the same equipment. This alternative, 
applied to heavy crude in the field, is very efficient 
for viscosity reduction and also for increasing the 
API gravity. 

These three processes, represented In Figure 1, are 
very simple and can then be easily constructed at 
an oil field. Their performances are compared for a 
Canadian crude (Primrose Lake) and for a Venezuelan 
crude (BOSCAN). The Initial points are around 2000C 
after desalting, with characteristics presented in 
Table 1. 

The TERVAHL process is able alone to solve the 
transportation objective for Venezuela specifications 
(viscosity of 400 centistokes). See Table 2. For the 
Canadian IPPL specification of 120 centlstokes, only 
the TERVAFIL NC process is able to avoid the need 
for condensate Injection for reaching pipeline vis-
cosity requirements.

TABLE 1 

OF 2000C' CRUDES TESW) BY ABYAHL 

Canadian Venezuelan 

Specific Gravity 0.992 1.002 
API 11.1 9.7 
Viscosity at 50 0C (cSt) 1,300 5,500 
Viscosity at 100 0C (cSt) 75 200 
Sulfur	 (Wt.%) 4.5 5.3 
Nitrogen (ppn) 4,400 5,500 
Conradson Carbon (Wt.%) 12.5 15.7 
C7 Insolubles	 (Wt.%) 8.9 12.6

The SOLVAHL Procas 

The SOLVAUL process (Figure 2) is a high perfor-
mance solvent deasphalting process using C4 or CS 
paraffinic cuts. The deasphalted oil is always free 
of asphaltene compounds (heptsne insolubies lower 
than 0.5 weight percent). This process presents 
several technological innovations: 

An original extractor design combining excel-
lent selectivity of extraction and the 
capability to run at large throughput at a 
low solvent/oil ratio. 

An original concept of OPTICRITICAL operat-
ing conditions for solvent recovery operation. 
This technique reduces the energy amount 
consumed for DAO/solvent separation and 
leads to drastic saving in operating cost. 

An overall deasphalting plant design concept 
allowing both highly flexible and smooth 
operation, capable of producing extremely 
hard pitch (up to 210 0 C softening point) or 
some kinds of resins. 

Generally, SOLVAIIL is used as the first upgrading 
step for classical crude vacuum residues or heavy 
crude atmospheric residues. The produced OAO can 
be used directly or after hydrotreating, as feedstock 
to catalytic cracking or hyclrocracking processes. 

The SOLVAIIL process is also used to eliminate the 
asphaltencs from hydrotreated vacuum residues and 
for the upgrading of vacuum residues issued from 
the TERVAHL process. Particularly, after the TER-
VAHL NC process, the little amount of insoluble 
catalyst can be concentrated in the produced as-
phalt. 

Examples of the SOLVARL process applied to Cold 
Lake atmospheric residue and to cracked atmospheric 
residue after TERVAHL HC treatment (Table 3) 
demonstrate the interest of TERVAHL and SOLVARL 
process association.	 Pitch quantity is reduced 
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TABLE 2 

ItRVAIU. PXZSSES FOR mAflPCRrATIa4 

Feedstock TERVMIL I TERVAJIL H TERVARL BC 

Canadian Crude (200°C Fraction) 
Bit unen Production: (ASVAHL P.R. 4.5) 

Specific Gravity 0.992 0.979 0.967 0.954 
°API 11.1 13.0 14.8 16.8 
Viscosity at 20 0C (cSt) 23,500 710 470 270 

Conversion Objective: 	 (ASVAHL F.R. 7.0) 
Specific Gravity 0.992 0.975 0.962 0.946 
°API 11.1 13.6 15.6 18.1 
Viscosity at 20°C (cSt) 23,500 512 281 127 

Venezuelan Crude (200°C Fraction) 
Bitumen Production: (ASVAHL F.R. 4.5) 

Specific Gravity 1.002 0.989 0.976 0.963 
°API 9.7 11.6 13.5 15.4 
Viscosity at 40 0C (cSt) 14,400 1,060 447 227 

Conversion Objective:	 (ASVAJIL P.R. 7.0) 
Specific Gravity 1.002 0.964 0.971 0.954 
°API 9.7 12.3 14.2 16.8 
Viscosity at 40 0C (cSt) 14,400 405 119 59.4

around 40 percent after TERVAHL BC treatment rela-
tive to direct solvent deasphalting. 

This scheme corresponds to the installation at the 
oil field of the TERVARL process for producing low 
viscosity synthetic crude, followed by ASVAHL 
residue upgrading at the refinery. 

The HYVAUL Process 

The HYVAHL process, based on the use of a specific 
catalytic system developed by ASVAHL, achieves a 
high level of conversion and at the same time a 
high degree of decontamination and refining. This 
system used two catalysts: 

- The first one, developed specifically for 
demetallization and conversion, also provides 
an appreciable degree of desutfurization and 
hydrogenation.	 This catalyst has very good 
resistance to coking. The catalyst can be 
used in a moving bed reactor (HYVAUL lit), 
or in a fixed bed reactor (HYVAHL F), as 
shown in Figure 3. 

- The second catalyst is designed specifically 
for high refining performances. 

The combination of these two catalysts produces ex-
cellent quality product. The HYVAUL process can be 
applied to several feedstocks. 
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TABLE 3 

SOLVAHL PROCESS APPLIED 10 (EW LAKE CRUDE 
DIRECTLY AND AFTER TYAHL a) PROCESS 

	

DAD	 TERVAHL HC 

	

Topped	 Ex Topped Atnospheric	 DAOex 

	

Crude	 Crude	 Residue	 TERVAHL HC 

Feedstock or DAD Characteristics 
Yield/Feed (Wt.%)	 100	 70.3	 100	 74.0 
Yield/Crude (Wt.%)	 73.8	 51.9	 58.5	 43.3 
Specific Gravity	 1.024	 0.992	 1.020	 0.982 

Viscosity at 100 0C (cSt)	 1,095	 180	 230	 32.0 
Sulfur (Wt.%)	 5.1	 4.2	 4.4	 3.8 
Nitrogen (pxn)	 5,100	 3,300	 5,400	 3,700 
Conradson Carbon (Wt.%)	 18	 9.4	 23.0	 7.5 
C7 Insolubles (Wt.%)	 10.5	 0.05	 13.5	 0.05 
Ni (ppn)	 79	 25	 100	 15 
V (ppi)	 216	 62	 273	 55 

Asphalt Characteristics 
Yield/Feed (Wt.%)	 29.7	 26.0 
Yield/Crude (Wt.%)	 21.9	 15.2 

Softening Point (°C) 	 160	 200 

FIGURE 3 
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The vacuum residues from classical crudes or the 
atmospheric residue from heavy oils can be treated 
at operating conditions similar to those of classical 
hydrodesulfurizatlon processes. 

The deasphalted oils from the SOLVAHL process can 
be treated at operating conditions similar to those 
of severe vacuum distillate hydrodesulfurizatlon 
processes. 

Hydrovisbroken residues can be hydrogenated by 
UYVAHL process. The association of thermal crack-
ing and hydrotreating increases the converted 
product quantity. This solution is particularly ap-
plied in the association of the TERVAHL H process 
with HYVAHL, presented as the HYVAHL T process. 

An example of HYVAHL F process performances on 
Athabasca deasphalted oil (Table 4) demonstrates the 
high quality of hydrotreated DAO as feedstock for 
fluid cat cracking. The metal content of the at-
mospheric residue obtained after hycirotreatrnent of 
the DAO is lower than one part per million and Its 
Conradson carbon Is around two percent.

The ASVAHL mini-refinery includes: 

- Desalting 

- Atmospheric distillation 

- Vacuum distillation 

- Deasphalting: SOLVAHL process 

- Vlsbreaking: TERVARL T process 

- ilydrovlsbreaking: TERVAHL. H and TERVAHL 
HG processes (without or with catalyst injec-
tion) 

- Ilydrotreatments:	 HYVAHL F process (fixed 
bed), HYVAHL M process (moving bed) 

- Storage, utilities, refinery connections 

ASVAHL tested in the mini-refinery several heavy 
and classical crudes associating the different ASVAUL 
processes either in line or in different campaigns. 

The ASVABL New Routes	 For the particular case of heavy oils, ASVAHL has 
performed	 associations	 of	 different	 TERVAHL 

All the ASVAHL processes TERVAUL, 	 SOLVAHL,	 processes for transportation objectives as well as 
HYVAHL were demonstrated In the experimental	 two ASVAHL routes for refining objectives: (1) the 
mini-refinery of Solaize with a capacity of 	 indirect way SOLVAIIL + HYVAHL of DAO and (2) the 
20,000 tons per year during four years between 1983 	 direct way HYVAHL of residues. 
and 1987.

TABLE 4

UTYABL F PSS ON AThABASGA DEASPHALTU) OIL 

Process	 Topping	 SOLVAIIL SOLVAHL + 
UYVAHL F 

Product	 Long	 DAO	 Hydrotreated 

	

Residue	 Residue 

Products Characteristics 
Yield/Feed (Wt.%)	 77	 75	 83 
Yield/Crude (Wt.%)	 77	 58	 48 
Specific Gravity	 1.038	 1.002	 0.935 
Viscosity at 100 0C (cSt)	 1,580	 175	 29.0 
Sulfur (Wt.%)	 4.95	 4.6	 0.26 
Nitrogen (pEn)	 5,600	 3,660	 1,600 
Conradson Carbon (Wt.%) 	 17.0	 8.0	 2.2 
Asphaltenes (Wt.%) 	 11.0	 <0.05	 0.05 
Ni (pxn)	 105	 38	 <1 
V (pEn )	 350	 110	 <1 
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The asphalts Issued from the SOLVAHL process can 
be treated with the TERVAHL processes and par-
ticularly the TERVAHL HG to produce fuel and the 
HYVAHL processes (and particularly the WYVAHL ) 
to transform the whole pitch to low sulfur fuel. 

The vacuum residue from HYVAHL processes can be 
used as fuel, as feedstock for catalytic cracking, 
but also deasphalted. The SOLVAHL process produces 
hard pitches with low metal and low sulfur contents 
and (lAO for classical conversion processes. 

For the particular case of heavy crudes, the ASVARL 
conversion routes can be adjusted to maintain either 
high quality bitumen production or minimum fuel oil 
production. 

These processes can be associated in several ways to 
cover all requirements of transportation or refining

objectives. The best refining routes have to take 
into account the targets of refiners, the economic 
situations, the specifics of each process. 

The association of these ASVAHL processes either in 
the field or at the refinery is a very flexible ap-
proach to solve transportation problems and conver-
sion of heavy crudes. 

The various proposed schemes can be evaluated with 
respect to reducing the amount of fuel oil produced, 
and for required overall investment. The comparison 
(presented in Table 5) demonstrates that fuel produc-
tion can be reduced by 90 percent with the integra-
tion of the different ASVAHL processes. The cor-
responding investment depends on the type of crude. 

The operating costs and the economics depend on 
the local situations. 

TABLE 5 

AEYAHL BaVrKS FOR PWXZSS lIE HEAVY OILS 

(Basis: 4 Million Tons Of Crude Per Year) 

Canadian Case	 Venezuelan Case 
Fuel	 Fuel 

Production Investment Production Investment 
Wt.% Crude P41 US$	 Wt.% Crude It.1 US$ 

No Treatment 89.9 69 114.4 27 
SOLVAHL CS 46.7 164 57.3 166 
TERVAHL HC 38.5 182 55.0 179 
TERVAJIL HC + SOLVAJIL 25.6 236 36.0 249 
TERVABL H + HYVAHL 20.6 339 22.3 357

V 
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ENVIRONMENT 

TACIUK PROCESSOR SLATED FOR PCB CLEANUP 

Soiltech Inc., a subsidiary of UMATAC Industrial 
Processes of Calgary, Alberta, Canada has been 
awarded a contract to clean up PCB contamination 
In Illinois using its oil sands extraction technology. 

Soiltech will use the Taciuk Processor, jointly 
developed by Alberta Oil Sands Technology and 
Research Authority (AOSTRA) and UMATAC, to remove 
more than 97 percent of the PCBs contaminating a 
harbor area.	 This is the first commercial waste
processing application for the Taciuk processor. 

Work began on the unit in 1975. During the last 
two years Environment Canada and AOSTRA have 
been conducting studies at a pilot plant in Calgary 
dealing with oily wastes. 

In a long series of test runs, more than 12,000 tons 
of oil sands, 1 9 600 tons of oil shales and 500 tons 
of oil wastes were run in the pilot plant. AOSTRA 
says test results showed the processor removes all 
oil from wastes, produces solids suitable for landfill 
disposal and recovers about 80 percent of the oil in 
the waste. 

TREASURY GIVES MONITORING RESULTS ON FOREST 
HILL PROJECT 

A presentation by J.B. Benton of the United States 
Department of the Treasury, Office of Synthetic 
Fuels Projects, at the 1988 Eastern Oil Shale Sym-
posium concerned environmental monitoring at the 
Forest Hill Heavy Oil Project. 

Synthetic fuels projects awarded financial assistance 
under the Energy Security Act of 1980 agreed to 
develop and implement an Environmental Monitoring 
Plan (EMP) incorporating permit-mandated (compliance) 
monitoring and also supplemental monitoring in the 
areas of water, air, solid waste, and worker health 
and safety. Implementation of the EMP requires 
development of detailed sampling and analytical pro-
cedures, completion of a data management system, 
incorporation of a quality assurance/quality control 
program, and performance of initial field sampling 
and laboratory analyses. 

Forest Hill Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Greenwich Oil Corporation,	 is located in Wood 
County, Texas. 	 The Forest Hill project produces 
heavy oil using an in situ combustion process known 
as oxygen fireflooding.	 The project is located in
the Forest Hill Field in the center of the East Texas 
Basin, about 90 miles east of Dallas.	 The Forest
Hill Company holds approximately 1,900 acres of

Harris Sand formation leases and other necessary 
surface rights; heavy oil is produced from the for-
mation at an average depth of 4 9 800 feet. 

Operating plans projected a modification/expansion of 
the existing oil field to include up to 25 injection 
wells and 100 production wells. This was to be ac-
complished over a two-year period; currently there 
are 21 injection wells and 88 to 90 production wells 
in operation. New tank batteries were added to 
handle increases in oil production, and produced gas 
collection and treatment facilities were added for 
off-gas disposal. Five Pressure Swing Adsorption 
(PSA) units, having a combined capacity of 150 tons 
per day supply high-pressure oxygen of 90 percent 
purity to the project. 

The pollution control processes at Forest 11111 are the 
Incinerator and flare for combustion of produced 
gases, wastewater disposal by injection for produced 
waters, and collection of spent solvents and organics 
for off-site disposal. Groundwater monitoring Is 
used for detection of contamination from the oil 
recovery process and wastewater Injection process. 

Monitoring Results 

In quarterly monitoring reports at Forest Hill no un-
usual results were reported; parameters were within 
expected ranges. Although the total organic carbon 
(TOC) value appears to be trending higher in 
monitoring wells three and four, the TOG values are 
well below levels of environmental concern. 

The health and safety monitoring of personnel at 
Forest Hill include a worker registry and three 
health monitoring campaigns conducted by a third 
party industrial hygienist. Results of the first cam-
paign were issued in the 1987 annual Health and 
Safety Report. The safety area of greatest concern 
was the potential exposure to hydrogen sulfide under 
accidental conditions. Personnel monitors, preset to 
alarm at 10 parts per million, have been deployed 
on field personnel. To date, no personal injury due 
to workplace exposure has occurred. 

Compliance monitoring is performed for the Texas Air 
Control Board (TACB) and the Texas Water Commis-
sion (TWC). The TACB air permit for the incinerator 
currently limits sulfur dioxide (SO 2 )emissions to 
45.7 pounds per hour. 	 This value has never been 
exceeded.	 Typical SO 2 emissions range from less 
than one pound per hour to 11.0 pounds per hour. 

Discharge of fresh water from the oxygen plant is 
reported to the TWC on a monthly basis. Water 
quality and flow data have been within expected 
ranges since November, 1987.	 Earlier in 1987, pH 
values had exceeded the permit limit of 9.0. A 
buffering system is now used to treat the water 
prior to discharge. 
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The Project's Monitoring Review Committee convened 
for its first meeting in 1988. Although not enough 
data were available to determine trends of environ-
mental or health concern, the group agreed the ini-
tial information was within expected ranges. 

The available environmental information show no 
areas of environmental or health concern. 	 Further

data are needed before relationships between in-
dicator process parameters and operations can be 
determined. At present, no significant environmental 
constraints exist for replication of similar facilities. 
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RESOURCE 

UTAH LEASES CANCELED 

In actions before the Utah Division of State Lands, 
it was announced that the Asphaltic Sands/Bituminous 
Sands Leases listed below have reached the end of 
their terms and expired In 1988. These leases will 
be terminated and the oil and gas lessees of the 
lands covered by these Asphaltic Sands /Bituminous 
Sands Leases given the opportunity of converting 
their leases to the Oil, Gas, and Hydrocarbon Lease 
form in accordance with the rules of the Division. 

Lease No.	 Lessee	 County/Acres 

ML 20890	 Kerr-McGee Corp.	 Grand 
453.76 acres 

ML 20892	 Kerr-McGee Corp.	 Uintah 
640.00 acres 

SOUTHERN ORINOCO DELTA SAID FAVORABLE FOR NEW 
[WAVY CRUDE DISCOVERIES 

Representatives of Venezuela's Lagoven, S.A. dis-
cussed prospects for new discoveries of heavy and 
extra heavy crudes at the Fourth UNITAR/UNDP Con-
ference on Heavy Crude and Tar Sands. A large 
area to the east of the well-known Cerro Negro 
district (Figure 1) has been relatively unexplored to 
date. 

Along the Orinoco Oil Belt there are four known 
large Miocene fluviodeltaic depocenters, each one of 
which Is located in front of a present day river 
basin outlet.	 These river basins are believed to 
have been the feeders of these depocenters. Ac-
cording to the Lagoven analysis, a fifth Middle 
Miocene fluviodeltaic depocenter is postulated to ex-
1st in the Southern Orinoco Delta area, at the East-
ern end of the Belt, next to the Cerro Negro area. 

This depocenter, very similar to the Cerro Negro 
depocenter, would have been fed by a river basin 
occupied today by the Yuruari-Cuyunl system. This 
system has been draining to the Esequibo since the 
beginning of the Late Miocene according to this 
hypothesis. The proto-Yuruari river basin, as it is 
here named, would have yielded a volume of sedi-
ments of the same order of magnitude, and of the 
same composition as the sediments in Cerro Negro. 

Given the geological and petroleum history of the 
Southern flank of the Eastern Venezuela basin, and 
provided that the southern Orinoco Delta area shared 
this condition, any accumulations of hydrocarbons 
would follow the model of the Orinoco Oil Belt.

The Orinoco Oil Belt (Figure 1) has been defined, for 
practical purposes as a series of "extensional, non-
discrete crude-oil producing areas along the southern 
third of the Maturin (Eastern Venezuela) basin, north 
of the Orinoco River and the Precambrian Guayana 
Shield." After an extensive evaluation drilling ef-
fort, completed by 1983, the productive area was 
defined as extending from the Machete area at its 
western end, to the Tucupita oil field in the Cerro 
Negro Area. The area east beyond this point, into 
the Orinoco Delta, was left to future evaluation. 
The attractiveness of this latter area has been con-
sidered low. The swampy deistic terrain as well as 
the difficult access, added to the large amount of 
oil reserves already identified in the Belt, gives the 
area a secondary priority for exploration. The ex-
treme thinning of the Oficina Formation, by wedging 
against the Tucupita high, a prominence of the un-
conformity at the top of the Cretaceous section in 
Los Indlos well, has been used as an argument 
against the prospectivity of the area to the east. 
The Oficina Formation is the reservoir rock for all 
the oil accumulations in the southern flank of the 
Eastern Venezuela basin. 

FIGURE 1 
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However, Lagoven feels that other considerations can 
be made regarding the attractiveness of the area for 
hydrocarbon exploration. These considerations are 
based on the regional geologic and physiographic 
framework, and on the high probability that the area 
shares all the geological characteristics, and the 
hydrocarbon generation and accumulation history, of 
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the southern flank of the Eastern Venezuela basin. 
On the contrary, if the Southern Orinoco area 
belonged to the Atlantic province the prospectivity 
would be low, given the unsuccessful exploratory 
drilling offshore Guyana and in the Delta Platform 
(wells Orinoco-1 and Guano-1). 

A favorable evaluation results from the thinking of a 
school of geologists that believe in an eastern ex-
tension of the Orinoco Oil Belt beyond the Tucupita 
high. 

The presence of hydrocarbon accumulations in the 
nearby fields of Tucupita, Uracoa, Isleno, Pilon, 
Temblador, Morichal and Cerro Negro, western neigh -
bon of the Southern Orinoco Delta area, added to 
Pedernales, and the southern Trinidad fields, due 
north of the Delta, gives to the latter a high prob-
ability of hydrocarbon existence. To the east, In 
the offshore Delta Platform area, hydrocarbon ac-
cumulations have not been found. 

Lagoven says it is reasonable to believe that any oil 
In the Southern Orinoco Delta area would have the 
same origin as the oils of the Orinoco Oil Belt, 
provided that a common geological history Is shared 
by both. 

An evaluation of the Southern Orinoco Delta was 
made using a computerized appraisal program. The 
calculations show the most probable volume of oil In 
place, in case of success Is 20.5 billion cubic 
meters.	 The probability of success, however is 
64.9 percent. This means that the risked most 
probable volume of oil in place would be 13.3 billion 
cubic meters.

The curve in Figure 2 shows the probability distribu-
tion of the expected volumes of oil in place in the 
Southern Orinoco Delta. It gives a probability of 
52.8 percent to the low volume expectancy of 
4.4 billion cubic meters, and an 8.5 percent proba-
bility to the high volume of 36.5 billion cubic 
meters. Lagoven believes that future energy demand 
will prompt the exploration of this difficult region. 

FIGURE 2 
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SOCIOECONOMIC 

FORT MeMURRAY PREPARED FOR OSLO PROJECT BOOM 

The Athabasca River loops through the city of Fort 
McMurray In northern Alberta, and the people who 
live there cross it on a convenient bridge in the 
heart of the community. But there is another 
bridge, 30 miles downstream. It is a handsome steel 
structure built by the Alberta government in the 
early 1980s at a cost of about $11 million. The 
36,000 people who live in Fort McMurray call It the 
"bridge to nowhere." The bridge was built to serve 
the giant Alsands oil sands development project 
planned In the early 1980s that ultimately wound up 
on the shelf. 

Today, once again, the bridge appears to have a fu-
ture, thanks to the OSLO project. 

The residents of Fort McMurray have already ex-
perienced Suncor and Syncrude project booms, and 
they are looking forward to the expansion that will 
come with OSLO. The projected growth with OSLO 
should be less hectic than it was with the arrivals 
of Syncrude and Suncor. The growth that followed 
the start of those projects came so fast that the 
town had trouble keeping pace. In 1965, the 
population was 2,515; two years later, it had almost 
doubled, and by 1975 it was 13,303. 	 By 1985, it
was nearly 37,000. 

There were plans to take care of the influx of con-
struction workers and plant employees according to 
Mayor Chuck Knight, but not the other people who 
were attracted to the area: people opening res-
taurants and hotels, shops and banks, service sta-
tions, car rental outlets and dry-cleaning estab-
lishments. For every person at the plant site, there 
was one in goods and services, and there wasn't

enough housing. Trailer parks sprouted in areas that 
were not zoned for them, and some are still there. 

This time around, with OSLO, Fort McMurray will be 
ready, the Mayor says. The city expects 
17,000 more people. It will need at least two more 
schools. However, services are ready and waiting in 
a new sub-division called Timberlea--water, sewers, 
streets and sidewalks.	 And the city now has a
state-of-the-art water treatment plant. 

Two things have helped Fort McMurray get ready for 
OSLO. One was the prospect of the construction of 
the Alsands oil plant in the early 1980s. Unfor-
tunately for Fort McMurray, which expanded its 
services in anticipation, the project never material-
bed because of poor market conditions and inflation. 
The second factor was the softening of crude oil 
prices which prompted some 2,000 people to leave 
Fort McMurray in 1986. Now, there is a fairly high 
vacancy rate in apartments. 

The OSLO plant will be 40 miles from Fort McMurray 
but it seems likely that the people who work there 
will want to live in the city and commute. OSLO 
planners are considering the possibility of connecting 
the OSLO plant to Fort McMurray with a monorail. 
Most oil sands workers put in 12-hour shifts and, if 
they have to spend a lot of time getting back and 
forth to their jobs, it makes their work days ex-
tremely long. 

For its part, Fort McrIurray appears ready to wel-
come another surge in its population. The in-
frastructure Is there and it will probably mean there 
will be a use, at last, for the "Bridge to Nowhere." 
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RECENT OIL SANDS PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

The following articles appeared in The AOSTRA Journal of Research, Volume 4, Number 3, 1988: 

Dusseault, MX., et al., "Induced Stresses Near a Fireflood Front." 

Frakman, 1., et at., "Nitrogen Compounds in Athabasca Asphaltene: The Vanadyl Porphyrins." 

Mazza, A.G., et al., "Thermal Cracking of the Major Chemical Fractions of Athabasca Bitumen." 

Kisman, K.E., et at., "Water-Sand Intervals: An Advantage or Disadvantage?" 

Mazza, A.G., et al., 'Thermal Cracking of Athabasca Bitumen." 

Fuhr, 8.3., et al., "Determination of Toluene and Ethanol in In Situ Production Fluids by Gas 
Chromatographic Headspace Analysis." 

Mebrotra, A.K., et al., "Reconciliation of Bitumen Gas-Solubility Data." 

The following articles appeared In The Journal of Canadian Petroleum Technology, September-October 1988: 

Singh, S., et al., 'the Commercial Viability and Comparative Economics of Downhole Steam 
Generators in Alberta." 

Ferguson, F.R.S., et al., "Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage Model Incorporating Energy Recovery 
from a Cooling Steam Chamber." 

Vazirl, H.H., "Coupled Fluid Flow and Stress Analysis of Oil Sands Subject to Heating." 

Kwan, M.Y., et al., "Application of the Pulse-Decay Technique to the Measurement of Heavy 
Oil Core Fluid Mobilities and Porosity." 

The following articles appeared in The Journal of Canadian Petroleum Technology, November-December 1988: 

Moore, R.G., et at., "Experimental Basis for Extending the Oil Recovery/Volume Burned Method 
to Wet and Superwet Combustion." 

Wattenbarger, R.A., et al., "Oil Production Response to In Situ Electrical Resistance Heating." 

Pethrick, W.D., et al., "Numerical Modeling of Cyclic Steam Stimulation in Cold Lake Oil 
Sands." 

Takamura, K., et al., "The Physical Chemistry of the Hot Water Process." 

Mehrotra, A.K., et al., "Characterization of Athabasca Bitumen for Gas Solubility Calculations." 

Vaziri, H.H.,	 "Theoretical Analysis of Stress, Pressure, 	 and Formation Damage During 
Production." 

Lahajnar, G., et al., "Bridge Water Diffusion in Oil Sands by NMR Pulsed Gradient Proton 
Spin-Echo." 

The following articles appeared in Energy & Fuels, November/December 1988: 

Khan, M.R., "Correlations Between Physical and Chemical Properties of Pyrolysis Liquids Derived 
from Coal, Oil Shale, and Tar Sand." 

The following papers were presented at the meeting of the Rocky Mountain Fuel Society held in Denver, 
Colorado, February 23-24: 

Hanson, F.V., or al., "Catalytic Activity of the Circle Cliffs Tar Sand Mineral Substrate at 
Pyrolysis Conditions."
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Cho, S., at al., "The Pyrolysis of the Mined Ore from the Whiterocks Tar Sand Deposit in a 
Rotary Kiln." 

OIL SANDS - PATENTS 

"Apparatus for Extracting Hydrocarbons from Tar Sands," Jaroslav .3. Havllk - inventor, United States Patent 
Number 4,790,910, December 13, 1988.	 An apparatus and method for extracting hydrocarbons from tar sands. 
Stationary heater plates have a central opening therethrough through which a horizontal axle extends. Rotors 
having a central hub and a number of arms are splined on the axle, one closely sandwiched between every two 
heater plates. A ring is provided between the heater plates closely outward of the rotor arms. Sand retaining 
pockets are defined between adjacent arms of each rotor, the rotor hub, the ring and adjacent heater plates. 
Sand is retained in the sand retaining pockets for about one revolution about the axis between feed and removal 
positions. While retained in the pockets, the sand is heated and hydrocarbons driven off are collected. 

Demetalation of Hydrocarbonaceous Feedstocks Using Hydroxo-Carboxylic Acids and Salts Thereof," John G. 
Reynolds - Inventor, Chevron Research Company, United States Patent Number 4,789,463, December 6, 1988. A 
process is disclosed for removing metals contaminants, particularly iron, and more particularly non-porphyrin, 
organically-bound iron compounds, from hydrocarbonaceous feedstock, particularly crude petroleum or residua. The 
process comprises mixing the feedstock with an aqueous solution of hydroxo-carboxylic acids or salts thereof, 
preferably citric acid, and separating the aqueous solution and metals from the demetalated feedstock. 

"Microbubble Flotation Process for the Separation of Bitumen from an Oil Sands Slurry," Antony H. Leung - In-
ventor, Alberta Energy Company Ltd., Canada; Esso Resources Canada Ltd., Canada; PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd., 
Canada; Petro-Canada inc., Canada; Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd, Canada; Cult Canada Resources Ltd., 
Canada; 11800 Oil Sands Ltd Partnership, Canada; Her Majesty Queen in Right of Province of Alberta Minister of 
Energy, Canada, United States Patent Number 4,783,268, November 8, 1988. An improvement is provided to the 
known hot water process for extracting bitumen from mined oil sand. More particularly, a methodology is 
provided for the production of microbubbles of air, and it has been found that the so-produced microbubbies can 
be used in the primary flotation/settling step of the hot water process to yield increased bitumen recovery. 
More particularly, a steam stream and an air stream in admixture are injected via a submerged nozzle into a 
flowing aqueous stream. A plurality of finely dispersed microbubbles are formed. These microbubbies have a 
diameter less than about 100 microns. The stream of microbubbles is injected into the diluted aqueous tar sand 
slurry formed in the hot water process. The injection is practiced following the conditioning step and prior to 
the introduction of the slurry Into the flotation/settling step. 

"Upgrading Heavy Oils by Solvent Dissolution and Ultrafiltration," Edward J. Osterhuber - inventor, Exxon Research 
and Engineering Company, United States Patent Number 4 9 797,200, January 10, 1989. This invention relates to a 
method for upgrading heavy oils for use in subsequent hydrocarbon processing. The process Is especially suitable 
for removing metals which are in the form of nickel or vanadium organic compounds and for lowering the con 
radson carbon residue of the resulting oil. The process includes the steps of diluting the heavy oil with a sol-
vent which completely solvates the oil and subjecting the resulting mixture to an ultraflltration step using 
selected membranes. 

"Conduct Pipe Covered with Electrically Insulating Material," Kazuo Okahashi, ichiro Takahashi - Inventors, Mit-. 
subishi, United States Patent Number 4,785,853, November 22, 1988. A conduct pipe produced by the process of: 
producing a metal conduct pipe; and attaching a powdery, tubular or filmy polyether ether ketone resin to the 
outside surface of the metal conduct pipe by means of pressure with fusing at a temperature of 350 0 -400 0 C is 
disclosed. The conduct pipe is particularly useful in an electrode apparatus for collecting underground hydrocar-
bon resources by an electrically heating method.

"Conduct	 Pipe	 Covered with	 Electrically Insulating Material," Kazuo	 Okahashi,	 Ichiro Takahashi	 -	 Inventors,	 Mit-
subishi, United States Patent Number 4,785,852, November 22, 1988.	 A	 conduct pipe	 covered with an electrical 
Insulating material, 	 which Is obtained by a process comprising winding a polyether ether ketone resin film around 
the outside of a metal conduct pipe, carrying out impregnation treatment in vacuum under pressure with using an 
impregnant resin comprising an ether bonding epoxy restn, and thereafter hardening by heating, is disclosed. 	 The 
conduct pipe is particularly useful in an electrode apparatus for collecting underground hydrocarbon resources by 
an electrically heating method.
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

BI-PROVINCIAL PROJECT - UPORADER FACILITY - Husky Oil Operations Ltd. (17-35) 

Husky Oil is planning a heavy oil upgrader to be located near the Alberta/Saskatchewan border at Wilton. near Lloydminster, Sas-
katchewan. The facility will be designed to process52,000 barrels per day of heavy oil and bitumen from the lloydminster and 
Cold Lake deposits. The primary upgrading technology to be used at the upgrader will be H-Oil ebullated bed hydrocracking fol-
lowed by delayed coking of the hydrocracker residual. The outout will be 46.000 barrels vet da y of blab quality synthetic nude oil. 

Engineering and design of the plant was initiated in June 1984 under terms of an agreement between Husky Oil Operations Ltd. 
and the governments of Canada, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. 

Phase I of the project (design engineering and preparation of control estimate) was completed in March 1987. Detailed engineer-
ing and construction were placed on hold pending negotiation of fiscal arrangements with the governments of Canada, Alberta and 
Saskatchewan. 

In May 1988 a tentative agreement was announced involving $650 million of government aid, but requiring Husky to obtain addi-
tional equity participation. In September, Husky and the governments of Canada, Alberta and Saskatchewan, signed a binding 
joint venture agreement to finance and build the Bi-Provincial Upgrader. Project completion is targeted for late 1997- 

In February. 1989 the Bi-Provincial Upgrader Joint Venture announced the award of $120 million in encineerinE contracts, with 
work to start immediately and be in full swinz bvA pril. 1989. 

Project Cost:	 Upgrader Facility estimated at C$1.267 billion 

BrrUMOUNF PROJECT - SOIV-EX Corp. (1-03) 

The Solv-Ex Bitumount Project will be a phased development of an open pit mine and an extraction plant using Solv-Ex's process 
for recovery of bitumen and metals.	 - 

Solv-Ex will use a naphtha solvent to boost the power of hot water to separate oil from sand. The increased efficiency of the 
process increases oil yield and also allows metals such as gold, silver and titanium to be extracted from the very clean sand. 

Solv-Ex has proposed a $C2 million dollar feasibility study based on a 10,0DO barrel per day plant that would also produce 30, 
tonnes per year of titanium dioxide pigment. 

The Bitumount leasecovers5,874 acres north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. 

BURNF LAKE PROJECT - Suncor Inc., Alberta Energy Company Ltd. and Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd. (1-04) 

The Burnt Lake in situ heavy oil plant is located on the Burnt Lake property in the southern portion of the Primrose Range in 
northeast Alberta. Initial production levels will avenge 12,500 barrels per day. 

According to the companies, the Burnt Lake project is a milestone because it is the first commercial development of these heavy oil 
resources on the Primrose Range. This required the close cooperation of Canada's military. Several other heavy oil development 
activities are underway on the 2,000 square-mile Primrose Range. 

The pipelines division of AEC is expanding its Cold Lake Heavy Oil Pipeline to boost shipping capacity from AEC's La Corey Oil 
Terminal near Bonnyville to Edmonton. AEC Piplines has obtained regulatory approval for a lateral pipeline from the new Burnt 
Lake project to La Corey. Burnt Lake daily production would increase the pipeline's current daily throughput by some 10 percent. 

The multi-phase Burnt Lake project, which will involve cyclic steaming, was put on hold in 1986 due to low oil prices. 

According to initial plans, the project was supposed to be designed after the thermal recovery project Suncor operates nearby at 
Von Kent. There slant wells were drilled in clusters and cyclic steamed. 	 - 

Future stages could double production to 25,000 barrels per day. Burnt Lake is estimatedt to contain over 300 million barrels of 
recoverable heavy oil. 

Project Cost: aso million through 1990 
C$470 million over 25 years
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

CALIFORNIA TAR SANDS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT - California Tar Sands Development Corporation (T-06) 

California Tar Sands has developed a downhole hydraulic mining system whereby oil sands occurring at depths from 100 to 600 feet 
will be mined using a hydraulic mining tool. Bitumen will be extracted from the sand using a surface removal process. Operations 
will take place in California, Canada and China. 

Project Cost: 	 $547 million 

COLD LAKE PROJECT - Esso Resources Canada Limited (17-20) 

Cyclic steam stimulation is being used to recover the bitumen. Processing equipment consists of a water treatment and steam gen-
eration plant and a treatment plant which separates produced fluids into bitumen, associated gas and water. Plant design allows for 
all produced water to be recycled. 

In September 1983 the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board (AERCB) granted Esso Resources Canada Ltd. approval to 
proceed with construction of the first two phases of commercial development on Esso's oil sands leases at Cold Lake. Subsequent 
approval for Phases 3 and 4 was granted in June 1984 and for Phases S and 6 in May 1985. 

Shipments of diluted bitumen from Phases I and 2 started in July 1985, augmented by Phases 3 and 4 in October, 1985 and Phases 5 
and 6 in May, 1986. During 1987, commercial bitumen production at Cold Lake averaged 60,000 barrels per day. Production in 
early 1988 reached 115,000 barrels per day. A debottlenecking of the first six phases will add 19,000 barrels per day by year-end 
1988, at a cost of $45 million. 

The AERCB appiwed I3sso's application to add Phases 7 through 10, which will eventually add another 44,000 barrels per day. A 
decision has been made not to complete the facility at this time. 

However, all construction will be completed on the central processing plant and partially completed for the field facilities. The con-
struction is 70% completed. 

Project Cost:	 Approximately $770 million for first ten phises 

DAPHNE PROJECT - Petro-Canada (17-25) 

Petro-Canada is studying a tar sands mining/surface extraction project to be located on the Daphne leases 65 kilometers north of 
Fort McMurray, Alberta. The proposed project would produce 75,000 barrels per day. The project is expected to cost $3.8 billion 
(Canadian). To date over 350 core holes have been drilled at the site to better define the resource. 

Currently, the project has been suspended pending further notice. 

Project Cost: 	 $3.8 billion (Canadian) 

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH PROJECT - Texaco Inc. (T-30) 

Texaco has placed its Diatomite Project, located at McKittrick in California's Kern County, in a standby condition. The Project will 
be reactivated when conditions in the industry dictate. The Company stressed that the Project is not being abandoned, but is being 
put on hold due to the current worldwide energy supply picture. As of March, 1988, the Luigi pilot unit is being maintained in con-
dition for future operations. 

The Company estimates that the Project could yield in excess of 300 million barrels of 21 to 23 degrees AN oil from the oil-bearing 
diatomite deposits which lie at depths up to 1,200 feet. The deposits will be recovered by open pit mining and back filling tech-
niques. 

Project Cost: 	 Undetermined 

ELECTROMAGNETIC WELL STIMULATION PROCESS - Uentech Corporation, A Subsidiary of ORS Corporation (17-252) 

Universal Energy Corporation of Tulsa, Oklahoma changed the company's name to Oil Recovery Systems (ORS) Corporation in 
June 1986. Through its subsidiary, Uentech Corporation, Universal Energy sponsored research and development at the Illinois In-
stitute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) on a single-wellbore electromagnetic stimulation technique for heavy oil. The 
technique uses the well casing to induce an electromagnetic field in the oil-bearing formation. Both radio frequency and 60 cycle 
electric voltage are used. The radio frequency waves penetrate deeply into the formation while the 60 cycle current creates resistive 
heating.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

The first field test with a commercial well, initiall y producing about 20 barrels per day, was put into production in December 1985 
in Texas, on property owned by Coastal Oil and Gas Corporation. In June 1986, ORS received permits from the Alberta Energy 
Resources Conservation Board, and stimulation started in a well in the Lloydminster area in Alberta, Canada. This well was drilled 
on a farmout from Husky Oil in the Wildmere Field. Primary production continued for about 60 days, during which the well 
produced about 6 barrels per day of 11 degrees API heavy oil. The well was then shut down to allow installation of the ORS 
electromagnetic stimulation unit. After power was turned on and pumping resumed on June 10, a sustained production of 
20 barrels per day was achieved over the following 30 days. The economic parameters of the operation were within the range ex-
pected. Process energy cats have been demonstrated at around $1/bbl. 

ORS Corporation participated in two wells drilled in California in 1986 near Bakersfield. Severe sand production problems and 
low initial well productivity prevented a commercial installation although reservoir temperature was demonstrated to increase in 
excess of 150 degrees Fahrenheit. Another ORS affiliate, Pogue Oil Recovery Technologies, drilled an additional well in 1987 on 
the White Wolf fannout from Tenneco Oil. The wells were eventually shut-in in 1988 due to low nroductivitv, sandin g problems, 
and low oil prices. 

A demonstration field test began in Brazil in late 1987. The test well was initially completed in September 1987. The initial test 
well resulted in increasing production from the initial level of 1.1 barrels per day up to 14 barrels per day. The process will be ap-
plied to an additional 4 wells during 1989 before a decision is made to expand the well stimulation program to potentially several 
hundred oil producing wells in Brazil. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

ELK POINT PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd. (F-21) 

The Elk Point Project area is located approximately 165 kilometers east of Edmonton, Alberta. Amoco Canada holds a 100 percent 
working interest in 6,600 hectares of oil sands leases in the area. The Phase I Thermal Project is located in the NW 1/4 of 
Section 28, Township 55, Range 6 West of the 4th Meridian. 

The primary oil sands target in the area is the Lower Cummings sand of the Mannville Group. Additional oil sands potential is in-
dicated in other Mannville zones including the Colony, Clearwater, and the Sparky. 

Amoco Canada has several development phases of the Elk Point Project. Phase 1 of the Project will involve the drilling, construc-
tion, and operation of a 13-well Thermal Project (one, totally enclosed 5-spot pattern), a continuation of field delineation and 
development drilling and the construction of a product cleaning facility adjacent to the Thermal Project. The delineation and 
development wells are drilled on a 16.19 hectare spacing and are cold produced and/or huff-puff stimulated during Phase 1. 

Construction of the Phase 1 Thermal Project and cleaning facility was initiated in May 1985. The cleaning facility has been opera-
tional since October 1985. Steam injection into the 13-well project was initiated in July, 1987. 

In February, 1987, Amoco Canada received approval from the Energy Conservation Board to expand the development of sections 
28 and 29. To begin this expansion, Amoco drilled 34 wells in the north half of section 29 in 1987-88, using conventional and slant 
drilling methods. Pad facilities construction occurred in 1988. Further drilling in Sections 28 and 29 may continue in 1989, depend -
in on oil prices. 

Oil production from current wells at Amoco's Elk Point field totals 1,000 cubic meters per day. Production with these new wells 
will gradually increase totals to approximately 1,280 cubic meters per day. 

Further development of the Project to the planned second phase will depend on future heavy oil market demand and pricing 

Project Cost:	 Phase I - $50 Million (Canadian)
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COMMERCIAL PROJECrS (Continued) 

ELK POINT OIL SANDS PROJECT - PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd. (T-29) 

PanCanadian received approval (join the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) for Phase I of a proposed 
3 phase commercial bitumen recovery project in August, 1986. 

The Phase I project, coating C$90 million, would involve development of primary and thermal recovery operations in the Lindbergh 
and Frog Lake sectors near ElkPoint in east-central Alberta. Phase I operations include development of 16 sections of land where 
119 wells were drilled by the end of April, 1988. The steam simulation processes is being evaluated in two sections. 

An additional 160 Phase I wells would be drilled over the project's 20 yenta life. PanCanadian requested permission to develop two 
sections for steam stimulation of the Cummings and formation. The wells would be drilled in a seven-spot pattern on 4 hectare 
(10 acre) spacing. PanCanadian expects to develop one-quarter section every two years. Phase I would also include primary 
development of the remaining 14 sections. Of the remaining 14 sections, nine will be developed on 16 hectare (40 acre) spacing, 
and an application to reduce the spacing to  hectare (20 acre) on the remaining five sections is currently awaiting approval by the 
ERCB. 

PanCanadian expects Phase I recovery to average 3,000 barrels per day of bitumen, with peak production at 4,000 barrels per day. 
Tentative plans call for Phase It operations starting up in the mid 1990's with production to increase to 6,000 barrels per day. 
Phase Ill would go into operation in the late 1990's, and 300 new wells would be drilled on six sections. Production would increase 
to 12,000 barrels per day. Phases 11 and Ill would be developed as thermal recovery projects. After cyclic steaming, the patterns 
would be converted to steamfloods or firefloods. 

The schedule originally proposed to the ERCB in 1986 has slipped about three years. 

Project Cost:	 Phase I C$90 Million 

FOREST HILL PROJECT - Greenwich Oil Corporation (17-26) 

Greenwich Oil Company is developing a project which entails modification of existing, and installaton of additional, injection and 
production wells to produce approximately 1,750 barrels per day 0110 degrees API crude oil by a fire flooding technique utilizing 
injection of high concentration oxygen. Construction began in the third quarter 1985. Loan and price guarantees were requested 
from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under the third solicitation. On August 21, 1985 the Board directed their staff 
to complete contract negotiations with Greenwich by September 13,19&5 for an award of up to $60 million. Contract was signed on 
September 24, 1985. Project now has 21 injection wells taking 150 tons per day of 90 percent pure oxygen. The oil production rate 
reached 1,200 barrels per day. 

On January 9. 1989. Greenwich filed for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act. Oxygen iniection has been tem-
porarily susnended but water is being iniected into the burned-out and zones to move unreacted ox ygen through the comb,stion 
zone and to scavenge heat. Oil production remains in excess of LOW barrels per day. 

Project Cost:	 Estimated $423 million 

LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Com pany Ltd. (T-32) 

Dome Petroleum (now Amoco) received approval from the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board for a commercial 
project in Lindbergh. The project will cover five sections and and was planned to be developed at a rate of one section per year 
for five years. It will employ 'huff-and-pufr steaming of welts drilled on 10 acre spacing, and will require capital investment of ap- 
proximately $158 million (Canadian). The project is expected to encompass a period of 12 years and will result in peak production 
of 120000 barrels of oil per day, which when coupled with production from two experimental plants and additional wells will raise 
the daily area production to about 15,000 barrels per day. 

Due to the dramatic decline of oil prices, drilling on the first phase of the commercial project has been halted. A total of 46 slant 
wells have been drilled to date and placed on primary production. Low oil prices have forced a delay in the proposed commercial 
development. 

Project Cat:	 $158 Million 

LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL THERMAL RECOVERY PROJECT - Murphy Oil Company Ltd. (T-33) 

Murphy Oil Company Ltd., has completed construction and startup of a 3,000 barrel per day commercial thermal recovery project 
in the Lindbergh area of Alberta. Project expansion to 10,000 barrels per day is planned over nine years, with a total project life of 
30 years. The first phase construction of the commercial expansion involved the addition of 53 wells and construction of an oil 
plant, water plant, and water source intake and line from the north Saskatchewan River. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Coatinned) 

Murphy has been testing thermal recovery methods in a pilot project at Lindbergh since 1974. Based on its experience with the 
pilot project at Lindbergh, the company expects recovery rates in excess of 15 percent of the oil in place. Total production over the 
life of this project is expected to be in excess of 12 million cubic meters of heavy oil. 

The project uses the a huff-and-puff process with about two cycles per year on each well. Production is from the Lower Grand 
Rapids zone at a depth of 1,650 feet. Oil gravity is 11 degrees API, and oil viscosity at the reservoir temperature is 
30,000 centipose. The wells are directionally drilled outward from common pads, reducing the number of surface leases and roads 
required for the project. 

This project is currently susnended due to low oil prices. 

Project Cat:	 $30 million (Canadian) initial capital cost 
$12 million (Canadian) operating cats plus $12 million capital additions annually 

NEWGRADE HEAVY OIL UPORADER - NewGrade Energy, Inc., a partnership of Consumers Co-Operative Refineries Ltd. and 
the Saskatchewan Government (T-35.2) 

Construction and commissioning of the upgrader was completed in October, 1968. The unerader is slated for full production by 
June. 1989. The official oPenin g has been set for June 24, 1989. 

The 50,000 barrels per day heavy oil upgrading project was originally announced in August 1981 

Co-Operative Refineries will provide  percent of the costs as equity, plus the existing refinery, while the provincial government will 
provide 15 percent The federal government and the Saskatchewan government will provide loan guarantees for 80 percent of the 
costs as debt. 

NewOrade selected process technology licensed by Union Oil of California for the upgrnder. The integrated facility will be 
capable of producing a full slate of refined products or alternately 50,000 barrels per day of upgraded crude oil or as will be the ini-
tial case, some combination of these two scenarios. 

Project Cat: $700 million 

OSLO GROUP - Esso Resources, Petro-Canada, Canadian Occidental, Gulf Canada, PanCanadian Petroleum, Alberta Oil Sands 
Equity. (flS.3) 

The OSLO group will develop a 77,000 barrel per day oil sands mining and extraction plant 80 kilometers north of Fort McMurray. 
Production is scheduled to begin in 1996. 

The OSLO consortium consists of Esso Resources (25 percent), Canadian Occidental Petroleum (20 percent), Gulf Canada 
Resources (20 percent), Petro-Canada (15 percent), PanCanadian Petroleum (10 percent) and Alberta Oil Sands Equity (10 
percent). To date some $20 million has been spent on project studies. 

The Canadian federal government and the Province of Alberta have signed a Statement of Principles with members of the OSLO 
consortium to proceed with the development of the $4.1 billion integrated oil sands project. The expected dale for a binding atree-
ment on the proiect is May. 1989. 

The government will contribute jointly up to $850 million towards up-front costs. Capital costs of over $3 billion will be supplied or 
raised by the project sponsors, including $1.2 billion in loans from private lenders which will be guaranteed by the governments. 
Repayable interest assistance to a maximum of $250 million will be available for pre-production loans, 

The project would use conventional surface mining techniques to strip the overburden and mine the oil sands. At the plant, the 
bitumen would be extracted from the sand by warm water and chemicals and fed into an upgrader. There, it would be converted 
into synthetic crude oil—with properties similar to conventional light crude oil—suitable as feedstock for Canadian refineries. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT'S (Continued) 

In 1991, assuminc the urciect meets svcciried economic criteria, major contracts will be tendered and construction will beam. 
Production is expected to start in 1996. 

The OSLO plant could eventually be expanded to produce as much as 200,000 barrels of synthetic crude oil per day. 

Project Cat: $4.1 billion estimated 

PEACE RIVER COMPLEX - Shell Canada Limited (17-353) 

Shell Canada Limited expanded the original Peace River In Situ Pilot Project to an average production rate of 10,000 barrels per 
day. The Peace River Expansion Project, or PREP I, is located adjacent to the existing pilot project, approximately 55 kilometers 
northeast of the town of Peace River, on leases held jointly by Shell Canada Limited and Pecten Canada Limited. 

The expansion, at cost of $200 million, required the drilling of an additional 213 wells for steam injection and bitumen production, 
plus an expanded distribution and gathering system. Wells for the expansion were drilled directionally from eight pads. The com-
mercial project includes an expanded main complexto include facilities for separating water, gas, and bitumen; a utility plant for 
generating steam; and office structures. Additional off-site facilities were added. No upgrnder is planned for the expansion; all 
bitumen extracted will be diluted and marketed as a blended heavy oil. The diluted bitumen will be transported by pipeline and ini-
tially would be exported to the northern tier refineries in the United States for asphalt production. 

An application to the Energy Resources Conservation Board received approval in early November 1984. Drilling began in 
February 1985. Construction began June 1985. The expansion was on stream October 1986. This expansion is only the first step of 
Shell's long-tern plan to develop the Peace River oil sands. 

On January 25, 1988 the ERCB approved Shell Canada's application to expand the Peace River project from 10,000 barrels per day 
to approximately 50,000 barrels per day. 

PREP 11, as it will be called, entails the construction of a stand-alone processing plant, located about 4 km south of PREP I. PREP 
II would be developed in four annual construction stages, each capable of producing 1,600 cubic meters per day. 

However, due to low world oil prices and continual uncertainty along with the lack of improved fiscal terms the project has been 
postponed indefinitely. 

Some preparatory site work was completed in 1988 consisting of the main access road and drilling pads for PREP II. This work 
would enable a quick start should the decision to proceed occur in the near term. 

Project Cost:	 $200 million for PREP I 
$570 million for PREP II 

PRIMROSE TAKE COMMERCIAL PROJECT- Amoco Canada Petroleum Company (17-38) 

Dome (now Amoco) proposed a 25,000 barrels per day commercial project in the Primrose area of northeastern Alberta. Amoco is 
earning a working interest in certain oil sands leases from Alberta Energy Company. Following extensive exploration, the company 
undertook a cyclic steam pilot project in the area, which commenced production in November 1983, and thereby earned an interest 
in eight sections of adjoining oil sands leases. The 41 well pilot was producing 2,000 barrels per day of 10 degrees API oil in 1984. 

The agreement with Alberta Energy contemplates that Amoco can earn an interest in an additional 194.280 of adjoining oil sands 
lands through development of a commercial production project. The project is estimated to carry a capital cost of at least 
$0.2 billion and annual operating cost of $040 million. Total production over a 30 year period will be 190 million barrels of oil 
or 18.6 percent of the oil originally in place in the project area. Each section will contain four 26-well slant-hole drilling clusters. 
Each set of wells will produce from 160 acres on six acre spacing. The project received Alberta Energy Resources Conservation 
Board approval on February 4, 1986. A subsequent amendment to the oriainal scheme was approved on Auaust 18, 1988. The 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Due to the recent decline in oil prices, the proposed drilling schedule has been postponed. The project will proceed when oil prices 
return to levels which make the project viable. Amoco indicates this would be above $30 per barrel. 

Project Cost: 	 $12 billion (Canadian) capital cost 
$140 million (Canadian) annual operating cost 

SCOTFORD SYN'flIE'flC CRUDE REFINERY - Shell Canada limited (1-40) 

The project is the world's first refinery designed to use exclusively synthetic crude oil as feedstock, located northeast of Fort Sas-
katchewan in Strathcona County. 

Initial capacity is 50,000 barrels per day with the design allowing for expansion to 70,000 barrels per day. Feedstock is provided by 
the two existing oil sands plants, Syncrude and Suncor. The refinery's petroleum products are gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and stove 
oil. Byproducts include butane, propane, and sulfur. Sufficient benzene is produced to feed a 300,000 tonne/year styrene plant. 
Refinery and petrochemical plant officially opened September 1984. 

Project Cat:	 $1.4 billion (Canadian) total final cost for all (refinery, benzene, styrene) plants. 

SUNCOR, INC, OIL SANDS GROUP - Sun Oil Company (72.8 percent), Ontario Energy Resources Ltd. (25 percent), publicly (2.2 
percent) (F-SO) 

Suncor Inc. was formed in August 1979, by the amalgamation of Great Canadian Oil Sands and Sun Oil Co., Lid. In November 
1981 Ontario Energy Resources Ltd., acquired a 25 percent interest in Suncor Inc. 

Suncor Inc. operates a commercial oil sands plant located in the Athabasca bituminous sands deposit 30 kilometers north of Fort 
McMurray, Alberta. It has been in production since 1967. A four-step method is used to produce synthetic oil. First, overburden 
is removed to expose the oil-bearing sand. Second, the sand is mined and transported by conveyors to the extraction unit. Third, 
hot water and steam are used to extract the bitumen from the sand. Fourth, the bitumen goes to upgrading where thermal cracking 
produces coke, and cooled vapors form distillates. The distillates are dcsulfurized and blended to form high-quality synthetic crude 
oil, most of which is shipped to Edmonton for distribution. 

Current estimated remaining reserves of synthetic crude oil are 370 million barrels. 

In October, 1987, production was interrupted by a fire which started on a conveyor belt. Partial production was resumed in January 
1988, with full production in September, 1988. An expansion of capacity to 63,000 barrels per day is under way. Suncor will also in-
crease its upgrading capacity by an additional 10,000 barrels per day to a total of 73,000 barrels per day. Total cost of this expan-
sion is $150 million. 

In 1988 Suncor's Board of Directors approved the expenditure of another $50 million on the debottlenecking project. The project 
will increase the plant's primary production capacity to 71,000 barrels per day when completed in 1991. 

During 1988 Suncor maintained reliable production, kept casts down and com pleted the naphtha recovery unit phase of the overall 
$200 million debottleneckin g proiect. 

Suncor, as of December 5. 1988, reduced its capital spending in response to expectations of an uncertain crude price environment 
and potential lower cash flow. Therefore spending on the $200 million debottleneckin g yroiect was slowed down. 

Suncor has entered into preliminary discussions with the Alberta and federal governments on the feasibility of a further significant 
expansion of the oil sands plant in the early 1990s. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

SUNNYSIDE PROJECT - Amoco Production Company (1-600) 

Amoco Corporation is continuing to study the feasibility of a commercial project on 1,120 acres of fee property and 9,600 acres of 
combined hydrocarbon leases in the Sunnyside deposit in Carbon County, Utah. Research is continuing on various extraction and 
retorting technologies. The available core data are being used to determine the extent of the mineable resource base in the area 
and to provide direction for any subsequent exploration work,
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

A geologic field study was completed in September 1986; additional field work was completed in 1987. In response to Mono Power 
Company's solicitation to sell their (federal) lease interests in Sunnyeide tar sands, Amoco Production acquired Mono Power's 
Combined Hydrocarbon Leases effective August 14, 1986. Amoco continued due diligence efforts in the field in 1988. This work 
includes a tar sand coring program to better define the resource in the Combined Hydrocarbon Lease. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

SUNNYSIDE TAR SANDS PROJECT - (INC Tar Sands Corporation (T-590) 

A 240 tons per day (120 barrels per day) tar sands pilot was built by (INC in 1982 in Salt Lake City, which employs ambient water 
flotation concentration which demonstrated that tar sands could be concentrated by selective flotation from 8 percent bitumen as 
mined to a 30 to 40 percent richness. 

Chevron in 1983 built and operated a solvent leach unit that, when added in back of a flotation unit at Colorado School of Mines 
Research Institute in Denver, produced a bitumen dissolved in a kerosene solvent with a ratio of 1:3 which contained 5 percent ash 
and water. Chevron also ran a series of tests using the solvent circuit first followed by flotation and found it to be simpler and 
cheaper than the reverse cycle. 

Kellogg, in a series of tests during 1983/1984, took the product from the CSMRI tests and ran it through their Engelhard ARTCAT 
pilot plant in Houston and produced a 27 degrees API crude out of the 10 percent API bitumen, recycled the solvent, and 
eliminated the ash, water, and 80 percent of the metals, nitrogen, and sulfur. 

Today (INC has a complete process that on tests demonstrates 96 to 98 percent recovery of mined bitumen through the solvent and 
flotation units and converts 92 percent of that stream to a 27 degrees API crude with characteristics between Saudi Light and Saudi 
Heavy. 

(INC has 2,000 acres of fee leases in the Sunnyside deposit that contain an estimated 307 million barrels of bitumen. It has applied 
to BLM for conversion of a Sunnyside oil and gas lease to a combined hydrocarbon lease. The first commercial facility will be 
7,500 barrels per day. In response to a solicitation by the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SIt) for tar sands projects 
that utilize mining and surface processing methods, (INC requested loan and price guarantees of $452,419,000. Construction would 
start in the third quarter 1986 with first production in the first quarter 1989. On November 19, 1985 the SFC determined that the 
project was a qualified candidate for assistance under the terms of the solicitation. 

On December 19, 1985, the SFC was cancelled by Congressional action. (iNC is now attempting to finance independently of 
United States government assistance. Studies have been completed by M. W. Kellogg and Engelhard indicating feasibility, after the 
decline in prices beginning in January 1986 of a 7,500 barrels per day plant which converts the ART-treated bitumen to 31 percent 
gasoline and 69 percent diesel. The 7,500 barrels per day plant including upgrading to products, with some used equipment, would 
cost $149 million. 

Project Cost:	 $149 million for 7,500 barrels per day facility 

SYNCO SUNNYSIDE PROJECT - Synco Energy Corporation (17-56) 

Synco Energy Corporation of Orem, Utah is seeking to raise capital to construct a plant at Sunnyside in Utah's Carbon County to 
produce oil and electricity from coal and tar sands. 

The Synco process to extract oil from tar sands uses coal gasification to mate a synthetic gas. The gas is cooled to 2, degrees F 
by making steam and then mixed with the tar sands in a variable speed rotary kiln. The hot synthetic gas vaporizes the oil out of 
the tar sands and this is then fractionated into a mixture of kerosene (jet fuel), diesel fuel, gasoline, other gases, and heavy ends. 

The syngas from the gasifier is separated from the oil product, the sulfur and CO, removed and the gas burned in a gas turbine to 
produce electricity. The hot exhaust gases are then used to make steam and cogentrated electricity. 

Testing indicates that the hydrogen-rich syngas from the gasified coal lends to good cracking and hydrogen upgrading in the kiln. 
Synco holds process patents in the U.S., Canada and Venezuela and is looking for a company to joint venture with on this project. 

The plant would be built at Sunnyside, Utah, near the city of Price. 

There is a reserve of four billion barrels of oil in the tar sands and 230 million tons of coal at the Sunnyside site. Both raw 
materials could be conveyed to the plant by conveyor belt. 

The demonstration size plant would produce 8,000 barrels of refined oil, 330 megawatts of electricity, and various other products 
including marketable amounts of sulfur.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

An application has been filed by Synco with the Utah Division of State Lands for an industrial special use lease containing the en- 
tire Section 36 of State land bordering the town of Sunnyside, Utah. 

Project Cost: $350 million 

SYNCRUDE CANADA, LID. - Esso Resources Canada Limited (25.0 percent); Petro-Canada Inc. (17.0 percent); Alberta Oil Sands 
Equity (16.74 percent); Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd. (L23 percent); Alberta Energy Company (10.0 percent); Gulf Canada 
Resources Ltd. (9.03 percent); PanCanadian Petroleum Limited (10Q percent); Amoco Canada Petroleum Comnanv Ltd. (5.0 Percent) 
(T-60)

Located near Fort McMurray, the Syncrude surface mining and extraction plant produces 155 barrels per calendar day. The 
original plant with a capacity of I0,000 barrels was based upon: oil sand mining and ore delivery with four dragline-bucketwheel 
reclaimer-conveyor systems; oil extraction with hot water flotation of the ore followed by dilution centrifuging and upgrading by 
fluid coking followed by hydrotreating. During 1988, a 6-year JL3 billion investment program in plant capacity was completed to 
bring the production capability to over 155,000 barrels per calendar day. Included in this investment program are a 40,0 barrel 
per day 1.-C Fining hydrocracker, additional hydrotreating and sulfur recovery capacity, and auxiliary mine teed systems as well as 
debottlenecking of the original processes. 

In early 1987 Syncrude filed an application with the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board for a $4 billion Phase Three ex- 
pansion. A decision to go ahead with the third expansion phase will be based on oil prices, crude reserves and royalty agreements. 

If Syncrude decides to go with the project, it could be completed in the mid-1990's and boost the plant's output by 50 percent to 
over 230,000 barrels per day, which would be 15 percent of Canada's total crude production. 

Project Cost:	 Total cost $3.8 billion 

THREE STAR OIL MINING PROJECT - Three Star Drilling and Producing Corp. (T-63) 

Three Star Drilling and Producing Corporation has sunk a 375 foot deep vertical shaft into the Upper Siggins sandstone of the Sig-
gins oil field in Illinois. 

Three Star plans to drill horizontal boreholes up to 900 feet long through the reservoir. The drilling pattern is planned to allow the 
borehole to wander up and down through the producing interval in a 'snake' pattern. Three Star estimates the Upper Siggins still 
contains some 35 million barrels of oil. 

The initial plans call for drilling one to four levels of horizontal boreholes. There would be up to 25 horizontal holes per level. 

Project Cost: Three Star has budgeted $33 million for the first shaft. 

WOLF LAKE PROJECT -S BP Canada Resources Ltd. and Petro-Canada (17-680) 

Located 30 miles north of Bonnyville near the Saskatchewan border, on 75,000 acres, the Wolf Lake commercial oil sands project (a 
joint venture between BP Canada Resources Ltd. and Petro-Canada) was completed and began production in April 1985. Produc-
tion at designed capacity of 7,000 barrels per day was reached during the third quarter 1985. The oil is extracted by the 'huff-and-
purr method. Nearly two hundred wells were drilled initially, then steam injected. As production from the original wells declines 
more wells will be drilled. 

Twenty-two wells were drilled in 1981 to determine a site for the plant. Application to the ERCB was approved in September 1982. 
An EPC contract for the Central Plant was awarded to Saturn Process Plant Constructors Ltd., in August 1983. Construction was 
complete in the first quarter 1985, 53 months ahead of schedule. Drilling of wells began October 15, 1983 and the initial 192 wells 
were complete in early July 1984, 73 months ahead of schedule. 

An estimated 720 wells will be needed over the expected 25-year life of the project. Because the site consists mostly of muskeg, the 
wells will be directionally drilled in clusters of 20 from special pads. The bitumen is heavy and viscous (10 degrees API) and thus 
cannot be handled by most Canadian refineries. There are no plans to upgrade the bitumen into a synthetic crude; much of it will 
probably be used for the manufacture of asphalt or exported to the northern United States. 

The project is going ahead largely due to tax and royalty concessions by both federal and provincial governments. In early 1983 the 
Canadian federal government announced that new oil sands and heavy oil projects would be exempted from the Petroleum and Gas 
Revenue Tax until capital costs have been recovered. The Alberta government has indicated that during the early years of the 
project the province will levy only a nominal royalty. This royalty initially could be as little as 1 percent, possibly increasing to as 
much as 30 percent of net profits once the project sponsors recover their investment. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

BP and Petro-Canada are now exploring options for future plants on the Marguerite Lake leases. During the winter of 1984/1985 
an extensive delineation drilling program was carried out which identified possible areas for future developments. 

Wolf Lake Phase 2 would be followed by Phases 3 and 4. BP's production target is 7,000 cubic meters per day in the 199(ls 
(44,000 barrels per day). In January, 1987 the Alberta ERCB approved BP Canada's application for Phase 2. In June 1987 the 
companies announced their intention top. 

In November 1987, the project was producing bitumen and a program designed to expand production by 2,400 cubic meters per day 
to 3,70) cubic meters per day, total bitumen production was well advanced. The major contract for the central plant was let to 
Fluor Corporation in October, 1987. Wolf Lake 2 is ex pected to be completed in mid-1989. 

By mid-1988 production had dropoed 22 percent below 1987 levels. Followine a chnnze of strateE y in oneration of the reservoir. 
however, production had increased back to 3,028 barrels per day in late 1988. 

Project Cost: Wolf Lake I
$114 million (Canadian) initial capital 
(Additional $750 million over 25 years for additional drilling) 

Wolf Lake 2
$200 million (Canadian) initial capital 

R & D PROJECTS 

ATHABASCA IN SITU PILOT PROJECT (Keari Lake) - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, Husky Oil Opera-
tions Ltd., Tenneco Energy Ltd. (1'-130) 

The operator of the Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project is Husky Oil Operations Ltd. 

The pilot project began operation in December, 1981. Currently, only one of two groups of patterns are being operated. The 
group of patterns being operated consists of 3 patterns: one 9-spot and two 5-spots. The central well of each pattern is an injector. 
The 8 observations wells are located in and around the three patterns. 

The 9-spot pattern was started up in 1985. The two 5-spot patterns were started up in 1987. Results from all three patterns con-
tinue to be encouraging. 

Project Cost: 	 $125 million (estimate) 

BATFRUM IN SITU WET COMBUSTION - Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. Unocal Canada limited, Saskoil, Husky Oil Ltd., Hudson's Bay 
Oil and Gas (17-135) 

Mobil Oil Canada initiated dry combustion in the Battrum field in the Swift Current producing area of Saskatchewan in 1965 and 
converted to wet combustion in 1978. 

In 1981 Mobil began a $32 million expansion program to increase oil production from three in situ wet combustion units. 

This expansion includes drilling additional welts; converting some of the wells to air/water injection; recompleting existing wells, 
and upgrading surface production and air injection facilities. 

At Battrum Unit I the drilling of 14 new wells and ignition of 8 new burns has been completed. In addition, 14 existing welts have 
been recompleted. Overall completion is expected in mid-1988. At Unit 2, the drilling of 11 new wells and ignition of one new 
burn has been completed. Surface production facilities serving both units are also being upgraded. 

In total, $16 million is being spent on these two projects. Costs will be shared by the companies participating in these projects. At 
Unit 1, participants are: Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. 49 percent; Unocal Canada limited 31 percent; and Saskoil 20 percent. At Unit 
2, participating companies are; Saskoil 46 percent; Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. 27 percent; Unocal Canada Limited, 16 percent; and 
Husky Oil Ltd. 11 percent. 

The Unit 3 expansion involved drilling 21 wells and 3 new burns, with a projected cost of $12 million. The unit enlargement in-
volved adding four eighty acre tracts to the unit.Unit participation is as follows: Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. 35 percent; Unocal 31 
percent; Saskoil 14 percent; and Hudson's Bay Oil & Gas 20 percent. 

The expansions have increased total oil production from the three units by more than 2,300 barrels per day. 

Project Cat:	 $32 million
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

BVI COLD LAKE PILOT - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA), Bow Valley Industries Ltd., 
T-85)

The project is operated by Bow Valley Industries Ltd. The process utilizes steam and additives to recover bitumen from the 
Clearwater formation. The prolect currently consists of 16 wells directionall y drilled from two pad locations. 

The project is located on a Gulf Canada lease in the Cold Lake area of Alberta, Canada on which Gulf operated a 6 well pilot from 
1977 to 1979. Bow Valley has a farm-in arrangement with Gull and utilizes some of the surface facilities built for the Gulf pilot. 

Project Cat:	 $13 million 

CANMET HYDROCRACIUNG PROCESS - Petro-Canada and Partec Lavalin Inc. (17-175) 

A novelhydrocracking process for the upgrading of bitumen, heavy oil and residuum has been developed at the Canada Centre for 
Mineral and Energy Technology (CANMET). This CANMET Hydrocracking Process is a single-stage, high conversion process ef-
fective for the conversion of 90 weight percent of the pitch in heavy feedstocks to distillate boiling below 524 degrees C (Pitch is 
defined as material boiling above 524 degrees C) An additive is used which acts as a coke preventer and a mildly active 
hydrogenator at moderate pressures. Hydrogen consumption and gas make are lower compared to other hydrocracking processes. 

In 1979, Petro-Canada acquired an exclusive right to license the process. Petro-Canada formed a working partnership with Partec 
Lavalin Inc., a Canadian engineering company, for the marketing of the technology and the design and construction of a 
5,000 barrels per stream day demonstration plant at the Petro-Canada refinery in Montreal. 

Construction and commissioning of the extensively instrumented demonstration unit was completed in 1985. Upon startup, the 
unit was operated in the hydrovisbreaking mode. Without additive, 30 weight percent pitch conversion was achieved. In May 1986, 
introduction of additive led to the achievement of 80 weight percent pitch conversion without coking. This test proved the benefi-
cial effect of the additive in achieving high conversions. 

Further testing, in pilot plants, led to the use of a simpler additive which could be prepared in a single stage operation. Since 
March 1987 the demonstration unit has been operating with this simplified additive scheme at pitch conversion greater than 85 
weight percent. Up to February 1988 data has been collected for two different feedstocks (pitches from Western Canada Crude 
blend and Cold Lake heavy oil). Pitch conversion of 86 weight percent has been achieved with the Cold Lake Feed. A long term 
test run at high conversion is currently in progress. 

Two scheduled shutdown and subsequent unit inspections show no corrosion or material problems. The onstream factor was 900/c 
for 1987 and is projected to be higher for 1988. 

The high conversion Canmet HC process has been successfully demonstrated and is now available for commercial application. 
Patent protection and process guarantees are provided by the licensors. 

Project Cost: 	 Not disclosed 

CARIBOU LAKE PILOT PROJECT - Husky Oil Operations Ltd. and Alberta Energy Co. (17-180) 

Husky Oil Operations Ltd. (60% interest) and Alberta Energy Co. (40% interest) have received ERCB approval for a 1,1W barrels 
per day heavy oil steam pilot in the Primrte block of the Cold Lake Air Weapons Test Range in northeastern Alberta. Husky, 
however, has decided to defer commencement of the project for one year. 

The Caribou Lake steam stimulation pilot would involve drilling 24 directional cyclic steam wells on six-acre spacing from two pads. 
Preliminary plans call for the directional wells to be drilled at angle building rates of 23 degrees/100 feet to a depth of 400 feet and 
then 63 degrees/100 feet until the end of the build section. The minimum kick-off depth will be 100 feet with maximum hole 
angles of 45 degrees. Maximum horizontal displacement will be about 1,000 degrees when target depth is 1,518 feet. Steam will be 
injected into a maximum of five wells at a time and wells will be soaked one to two days before being placed on production. 
Depending on freeze-up, drilling and construction could begin in the next few weeks with steam injection slated for next July. 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 195$) 

It It D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Two existing wells alt currently producing 155 barrels of oil per day with a peak production rate of 200 barrels per day expected. 

A decision whether to resume construction is expected in June 1989. 

CELTIC HEAVY OIL PILOT PROJECT - Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. (T-) 

Mobil's heavy oil project is located in 152 and R23, W3M in the Celtic Field, northeast of Uoydminster. The pilot consists of 25 
wells drilled on five acre spacing, with twenty producers and five injectors. There is one fully developed central inverted nine-spot 
surrounded by four partially developed nine-spots. The pilot was to field test a wet combustion recovery scheme with steam 
stimulation of the production wells. 

Air injection, which was commenced in October 1980, was discontinued in January 1982 due to operational problems. An intermit-
tent steam process was initiated in August 1982. The seventh steam injection cycle commenced in January, 1987 and operations are 
continuing. 

Project Cost:	 $21 million (Canadian) (Capital) 

C-H SYNFUELS DREDGING PROJECT - C-H Synfuels Ltd. (T-202) 

C-H Synfuels Ltd. plans to construct an oil sands dredging project in Section 8, Township 89, Range 9, west of the 4th meridian 

The scheme would involve dredging of a cutoff meander in the Horse River some 900 meters from the Fort Mc Murray subdivision 
of Abasand Heights. Extraction of the dredged bitumen would take place on a floating modular process barge employing a 
modified version of the Clark Hot Water Process. The resulting bitumen would be stored in tanks, allowed to cool and solidi,, 
then transported, via truck and barge, to either Suncor or the City of Fort McMurray. Tailings treatment would employ a novel 
method combining the sand and sludge, thus eliminating the need for a large conventional tailings pond. 

C-H proposes to add lime and a non-toxic polyacrylamide polymer to the tailings stream. This would cause the fines to attach to 
the sand eliminating the need for a sludge pond. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

CIRCLE CUFFS PROJECT - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (T-220) 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas is presently forming a combined hydrocarbon unit to include all acreage within the Circle Gifts Special Tar 
Sand Area, excluding lands within Capitol Reef National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreational Area. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

COLD LAKE STEAM STIMULATION PROGRAM - Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. (17-230) 

A stratigraphic test program conducted on Mobil's 75,000 hectares of heavy oil leases in the Cold Lake area resulted in ap-
proximately 130 holes drilled to date. Heavy oil zones with a total net thickness of 30 meters have been delineated at depths be-
tween 290 and 460 meters. This pay is found in sand zones ranging in thickness from 2 to 10 meters. 

Single well steam stimulations began in 1982 to evaluate the production potential of these zones. Steam stimulation testing was 
subsequently expanded from three single wells to a total of eleven single wells in 1985. Various zones are being tested in the Upper 
and Lower Grand Rapids formation. The test well locations are distributed throughout Mobil's leases in Townships 63 and 64 and 
Ranges 6 and 7 W4M. Based on encouraging results, the Iron River Pilot was constructed with operations beginning in March, 
1988. 

Only three wells, all multi-zone completions, were still in operation in 1988; the remaining wells were suspended at the conclusion 
of their testing programs. Beginning in July, 1988, Mobil plans to lest three additional multi-zone wells in the Iron River area. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

DONOR REFINED BITUMEN PROCESS - Gulf Canada Limited, the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, and 
L'Association pour Is Valorization des Huiles Lourdes (ASVAIIL) (1-247) 

An international joint venture agreement has been signed to test the commercial viability of the Donor Refined Bitumen (DRB) 
process for upgrading heavy oil or bitumen.
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECT'S (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

About 12,000 barrels of Athabasca bitumen from the Syncrude plant were shipped to the ASVAML facilities near Lyon, France. 
Beginning in October 1986 tests were conducted in a 450 barrel per day pilot plant. Engineering and economic evaluations were 
completed by the end of 1987. 

ASVAIIL is a joint venture of three French companies—Elf Aquitaine, Total-Compagnie Francaise de Raffinage, and Institut Fran-
caise du Petrolc. The ASVAHL test facility was established to study new techniques, processes and processing schemes for upgrad-
ing heavy residues and heavy oils at a demonstration scale. 

The DRB process entails thermally cracking a blend of vacuum residual and a refinery-derived hydrogen-rich liquid stream at low 
pressure in the liquid phase. The resulting middle distillate fraction is rehydrogenated with conventional fixed bed technology and 
off-the-shelf catalysts. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

ENPEX SYNTARO PROJECT - ENPEX Corporation, Texas Tar Sands, Ltd. (Getty Oil Company, Superior Oil Company, M. H. Whit-
tier Corporation - limited Partners; ENPEX Corporation and Ray M. Southworth - General Partners) (T-260) 

ENPEX Corporation has operated Texas Tar Sands, limited's 400 barrels per day San Miguel tar sands recovery project. The 
project has been on-line since January 1984 and produced San Miguel tar at rates of above 500 barrels per day. The project utilizes 
a 50,000 pound per hour fluidized bed coal combustor to provide steam for a steam drive process. Daily production rates in excess 
of 500 barrels per day were achieved. Tar sales were approximately 150 to 200 barrels per day. 

The plant is shut down due to current oil prices. The fluidized bed combustion system and oil processing unit are available for 
operations elsewhere. 

Project Cat:	 Not disclosed 

ESSO COLD LAKE PILOT PROJECTS - Esso Resources Canada Ltd. (T-270) 

Esso operates two steam based in situ recovery projects, the May-Ethel and Leming pilot plants, using steam stimulation in the 
Cold Lake Deposit of Alberta. Tests have been conducted since 1964 at the May-Ethel pilot site in 27-64-3W4 on Esso's Lease No. 
40. Esso has sold these data to several companies. Esso's Laming pilot is located in Sections 4 through 8-65-3W4. The Laming 
pilot uses several different patterns and processes to test future recovery potential. Esso expanded its Laming field and plant 
facilities in 1980 to increase the capacity to 14,000 barrels per day at a cost $60 million. A further expansion costing $40 million 
debottlenecked the existing facilities and increased the capacity to 16,0 barrels per day. By 1986, the pilots had 500 operating 
wells Approved capacity for all pilot projects is currently 3,100 cubic meters per day—i.e., about 19,500 barrels per day of bitumen. 

Major prototype facilities for the commercial-scale Cold Lake Project will continue to be tested including three 175,000 pounds per 
hour steam generators, and a water treatment plant to convert the saline water produced with the bitumen into a suitable feedwater 
for the steam generators. Additionally, the pilots serve as a testing area for optimizing the parameters of cyclic steam stimulation 
as well as on follow-up recovery methods, such as steam displacement and horizontal wells. 

(See Cold Lake in commercial projects listing) 

Project Cost:	 $260 million 

EYEHILL IN SITU STEAM PROJECT - Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd., Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. and Murphy Oil Com-
pany Ltd. (17-280) 

The experimental pilot is located in the Eyehill field, Cummings Pool, at Section 16-40-28-W3 in Saskatchewan six miles north of 
Macklin. The pilot consists of nine five spot patterns with 9 air injection wells, 24 producers, 3 temperature observation wells, and 
one pressure observation well. Infill of one of the patterns to a nine-spot was completed September 1, 1984. Five of the original 
primary wells that are located within the project area were placed on production during 1984. The pilot covers 180 acres. Ignition 
of the nine injection wells was completed in February 1982. The pilot is fully on stream. Partial funding for this project was 
provided by the Canada-Saskatchewan Heavy Oil Agreement Fund. The pilot was given the New Oil Reference Price as of April 1, 
1982 

Production in 1988 reached 500 barrels per day and is expected to eventually peak at 1.000 barrels per day. 

The pilot has 40 feet of pay with most of the project area pay underlain by water. Reservoir depth is 2,450 feet. Oil gravity is 14.3 
degrees API, viscosity 2,750 Cp at 70 degrees F, porosity 34 percent, and permeability 6,000 md 
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Cumulative oroduction reached one million barrels in 1988. This renresents about 6 percont of the oil orithnallv in place in the 
project area. Mother four million barrels is en,ected to be recovered in the project's remaining 10 vents of lire. 

Project Cat:	 $15.2 million 

FT. KENT THERMAL PROJECT - Suncor, Inc. and Worldwide Energy Corporation (T-290) 

Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. and Suncor, Inc., have developed heavy oil deposits on a 4,960 acre lease in the Fort Kent area of 
Alberta. Canadian Worldwide holds a 50 percent working interest in this project, with Suncor as operator. This oil has an average 
gravity of 12.5 degrees API, and a sulfur content of 33 percent. The project utilizes huff and puff, with steamdrive as an additional 
recovery mechanism. The first steamdrive pattern was commenced in 1980, with additional patterns convened from 1984 through 
1988. Eventually most of the project will be convened to steamdrive. 

A total of 126 productive wells are included in this project, including an 8 well cluster drilled in late 1985. Five additional develop-
ment well locations have been identified. Approximately 59 wells ale now operating, with production averaging 1,600 barrels per 
day. Further development work, including tying-in the 8 wells most recently drilled, has been delayed. Ultimate recoveries are an-
ticipated to be greater than 21 percent with recoveries in the 26 percent range in the steamflood areas expected. 

Because of the experimental work being carried out, this project qualifies for a reduced royally rate of only 5 percent. Canadian 
Worldwide's share of the project costs to date is approximately $35 million (Canadian). 

In January 1989. Suncor announced that the project would be either closed or abandoned 

Project Cost: See Above 

FOSTERTON N.W. IN SITU WET COMBUSTION - Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. (T-295) 

Mobil operates a pilot in the watered-out Fosterton Northwest reservoir. The dry combustion scheme, commenced in 1970, was 
converted to wet combustion in 1977. The pilot was expanded to two burns in 1983, and injection rates were increased. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

0 LISP PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd., AOSTRA, and Petro-Canada Ltd. (T-297) 

The Gregoire Lake In Situ Steam Pilot (GLISP) Project is an experimental steam pilot looted at Section 2-86-7W4. The par-
ticipants are Amoco (123 percent), AOSTRA (75 percent), and Petro-Canada Inc. (123 percent). Other parties may participate 
by reducing AOSTRA's ownership. The lease ownership is shared jointly by Amoco (85 percent) and Petro-Canada (15 percent). 
Amoco is the operator. The production pattern consists of a four-spot geometry with an enclosed area of 0.28 hectacres 
(0.68 acres). Observation wells have been drilled. The process has tested the use of steam and steam additives in the recovery of 
highly viscous bitumen (1 x 10 million cP at virgin reservoir temperature). S pecial fracturing techniques have been used and 
sophisticated seismic methods and other techniques are being used to monitor the in situ process. Steam Foam Flooding is cur-
rently being investigated. 

The project began operation in September 1985. 

Project Cost:	 million (Canadian) 

HANGING STONE PROJECT - Petro-Canada, Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd., Esso Resources Canada Limited and Japan 
Canadian Oil Sands (17-700) 

The Hanging Stone Project is located 50 km south of Fort McMurray, Alberta. The project involves single well tests of in situ 
bitumen recovery by steam stimulation. Three wells have been tested for injection and recovery. Ten additional wells were drilled 
in the winter of 1987-88 to further delineate the zone of interest. Although continuous production has been achieved, the 
project/process is not commercial at this time. 

Total land holding for the project is one-half million hectares. 

Project Cat: Not formulated.
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

IRON RIVER PILOT PROJECT - Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. (T-690) 

The Iron River Pilot Project commenced steam stimulation operations in March 1988. It consists of a 10 acre pad development 
with 23 slant and directional wells on eight and four acre spacing within a 160 acre drainage area. The project is 100 percent owned 
by Mobil Oil, It is located in the northwest quarter of Section 6-64-6W4 adjacent to the lion River battery facility located on the 
southwest corner of the quarter section. The project is expected to produce 1450 barrels of oil per day. The battery was expanded 
to handle the expected oil and water volumes. The produced oil is transported by underground pipeline to the battery. Pad 
facilities consist of 100 million BTU/hr steam generation facility, test separation equipment, piping for steam and produced fluids, 
and a flare system for casing gas. 

To obtain water for the steam operation, ground water source wells were drilled on the pad site. Prior to use, the water is treated. 
Produced water is injected into a deep water disposal well. The fuel is supplied from Mobil's fuel gas supply system and the treated 
oil is trucked to the nearby Husky facility at Tucker Lake. 

Project Cat:	 $14 million 

JET LEACHING PROJECT - BP Resources Canada Ltd. (T-396) 

BP Resources Canada Ltd. began in February 1988 an experimental in situ bitumen separation project at the Ells River area north 
of Fort McMurray, Alberta. 

The process, called jet leaching, involves high-rate injection of water into a tar sand formation so that the agitation of the injected 
fluid cuts the tar sand and separates the bitumen. The injected water contains chemicals that cause the sand particles to ag-
glomerate, further aiding the separation process. 

The bitumen-laden fluid is brought to the surface in a typical production well while the sand particles remain in the formation. BP 
expects the fluid to be in the form of a froth in which the bitumen will float to the surface. Excess fluid will be discarded. 

The project involves drilling four wells, in which casing will be run to the top of the formation. The jet injection device will be 
lowered into the uncased bottom for injection of the water. A single jet is pointed into the formation, and is rotated during injec-
tion in order to contact the entire formation exposed in the wellbore. 

The fluid injection rate probably will be in the range of 15-25 barrels per hour at a fluid temperature of 175 degrees F. 

The pilot targets the McMurray tar sands at a depth of 220 to 260 feet. 

Project Cost: C35O0, 

KENOCO PROJECT - Kenoco Company (1-340) 

The Kenoco Company, the successor to the Kensyntar Company, is developing a heavy oil project in Western Kentucky. The prin-
cipals of Kenoco acquired the interests of Pittston Synfuels, a partner in Kensyntar, in December 1984. A pilot was successfully 
operated from the summer 1981 through 1983 and produced over 6,400 barrels of heavy oil using a modified wet fireflood process. 
The operation was stopped before completion of the burn in 1983 to obtain core data on the test pattern. Sixteen core holes were 
drilled and analyzed. 

Plans are being developed to expand to a 400 to 700 barrels per day multi-pattern operation, and over a period of 5 to 6 years to a 
10,000 barrels per day operation. Timing is not yet firm pending stabilization of oil prices. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

LINDBERGH STEAM PROJECT - Murphy Oil Company, Ltd. (T-360) 

Experimental in situ recovery project located at 1368 15 W4, Lindbergh, Alberta, Canada. The pilot produces from a 60 loot thick 
Lower Grand Rapids formation at a depth of 1650 feet. The pilot began with one inverted seven spot pattern enclosing 20 acres. 
Each well has been steam stimulated and produced roughly eleven times. A steam drive from the center well was tested from 1980 
to 1983 but has been terminated. Huff-and-puff continues. Production rates from the seven-spot area have been encouraging to 
date, and a 9 wellexpansion was completed August 1, 1984, adding two more seven spots to the pilot. Oil gravity is 11 degrees API 
and has aviscosity of 30,000 q, at 79 degrees F. Porosity is 33 percent and permeability is 2500 .n4 L. 

-	 -	 Z3 

This pilot is currently suspended due to ldw oil prices. 

-.
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R & D PROJECTS (CanalnnS) 

(Refer to the Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project (1-33) listed in commercial projects.) 

Project Cost $7 million to date 

LINDBERGH ThERMAL PROJECF - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. (1-370) 

Dome Petroleum limited (now Amoco) has completed a 56 well drilling program in section 18-55-5 W4M in the Lindbergh field in 
order to evaluate an enriched air and air injection lire flood scheme. The project consists of nine 30 acre, inverted seven spot pat-
terns to evaluate the combination thermal drive process. The enriched air scheme involves three 10-acre patterns. 

Air was injected into one pattern to facilitate sufficient burn volume around the wellbore prior to switching over to enriched air in-
jection In July 1982- Oxygen breakthrough to the producing wells resulted in the shut down of oxygen injection. A concerted plan 
of steam stimulating the producers and injecting straight air into this pattern was undertaken during the next several years. Un-
Shed air injection was reinitiated in this pattern in August 1985. The blend-up process has been completed with present injection 
rate at 200W) cubic feet per day of 100 percent pure oxygen. The burning in this pattern is proceeding without any oxygen 
breakthrough. 

When the oil price recovers, the two additional patterns will be ignited and blended to 100 percent pure oxygen. 

Project Cost:	 $22 million 

MINE-ASSISTED PILOT PROJECT - (see Underground Test Facility Project) 

MORGAN COMBINATION THERMAL DRIVE PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Com pany Ltd. (1420) 

Amoco completed a 44 well drilling program in Section 35-514 W4M in the Morgan field in order to evaluate a combination ther-
mal drive process. The project consists of nine 30-acre seven spot patterns. Currently, 40 wells have been steam stimulated. The 
producers in that patterns have received multiple steam and air/steam stimulations to provide for production enhancements and 
oil depletion prior to the initiation of burning with air as the injection medium. To date, six of the nine patterns have been ignited 
and are being pressure cycled using air injection. 

Project Cat $20 million 

PCEJ PROJECTS - Canada-Cities Service Ltd., Usso Resources Canada, Ltd., Japan Canada Oil Sands, Ltd., and Petro-Canada (1460) 

Project is designed to investigate the extraction of bitumen from Athabasca Oil Sands using an in situ recovery technique. A three 
phase 15 year farmout agreement has been executed with Japan Canada Oil Sands, whereby Japan Canada Oil Sands could earn an 
undivided 25 percent in 34 leases covering 12 million acres in the in situ portion of the Athabasca Oil Sands by contributing a mini-
mum of $75 million. Japan Canada Oil Sands has completed its interest earning obligation for Phases Iand It by contributing $57 
million. 

Phase H, designed initially to further test and delineate the resource, is now complete. Phase III besan in December. 1988. The 
oroam includes a multi-cycle single well steam simulation test at 16-27-84-11 W4 in its eighth production cycle. A second multi-
cycle single well steam stimulation test at 4-35484-11 W4 is in its sixth cycle. Operation of the third single well test at 13-27 was 
suspended after completion of its fourth cycle. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

PELICAN LAKE PROJECI' - Gulf Canada Corporation, LASMO Canada Inc., and CS Resources (1425) 

The Pelican Lake program is designed to initially test the applicability of horizontal production systems under primary production 
methods, with a view to ultimately introducing thermal recovery methods 

LASMO and CS Resources Ltd., entered into a major 58 square-mile farmout and option agreement with Gulf Canada Resources 
Ltd. at Pelican Lake. Gulf Canada is operator of the Project. 

Four horizontal wells have been successfully drilled at the project site in north central Alberta. The Group utilizes an innovative 
horizontal drilling technique which allows for the penetration of about 1,500 feet of oil sands in each well. With this technique, a 
much higher production rate is expected to be achieved without the use of expensive secondary recovery processes. 
Drilling was commenced on the first horizontal well on January 30 1988 and drilling of the fourth well was completed in mid. 
March. An additional four wells drilled and all were placed in production by August, 1988. 
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

PELICAN-WARASCA PROJECT - Gulf Canada Corporation and CS Resources (F480) 

Construction of fireflood and steamflood facilities is complete in the Pelican area of the Wabasca region. Phase I of the project 
commenced operations in August 1981, and Phase II (fireflood) commenced operations during September 1982. The pilot consists 
of a 31-well centrally enclosed 7-spot pattern plus nine additional wells. Oxygen injection into two of the 7-spot patterns was in-
itialed in November 1984. Six more wells were added in March 1985 that completed an additional two 7-spot patterns. In April 
1986, the fireflood operation was shut down and the project converted to steam stimulation. Sixteen pilot wells were cyclic 
steamed. One pattern was converted to a steam drive, another pattern converted to a water drive. Remaining wells retained on 
production. In January/February 1986,18 new wells were drilled and put on primary production. Cyclic steaming was undertaken 
in February 1987. The waterflood on the pilot ceased operation in April, 1987. Cyclic steaming of the producing wells on the 
7-spot steamflood project south of the pilot continues and startup of the steamflood was initiated in fall 1987. 

Project Cost: Not Specified 

PROVOST UPPER MANNVILLE HEAVY OIL STEAM PILOT PROJECT - Noreen Energy Resources Limited (T482) 

Norcen Energy Resources Limited has applied to the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board to conduct an experimental 
cyclic steam/steam drive thermal pilot in the Provost Upper Mannville B Foot. The pilot project will consist of a single 20 acre in-
verted 9 spot pattern to be located approximately 20 kilometers southeast of Provost, Alberta. 

An in situ combustion pilot comprising one 20 acre 5 spot was initiated in 1975. The pilot was expanded in 1982 to encompass 
seven 6 hectare 7 spot patterns. This pilot operation will continue under its current approval until December 31, 1986. 

All nine wells in the new steam pilot pattern will initially be subject to cyclic steam with conversion to a steam drive utilizing one 
central injector and eight surrounding producers as soon as communication is established between each well. 

All nine pattern wells were placed on primary production in February 1985. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed 

FR SPRING PROJECT - Enercor and Solv-Ex Corporation, (17485) 

The PR Spring Tar Sand Project, a joint venture between Solv-Ex Corporation (the operator) and Enercor, was formed for the 
purpose of mining tar sand from leases in the PR Spring area of Utah and extracting the contained hydrocarbon for sate in the 
heavy oil markets. 

The project's surface mine will utilize a standard box-cut advancing pit concept with a pit area of 20 acres. Approximately 
1,600 acres will be mined during the life of the project. Exploratory drilling has indicated oil reserves of 58 million barrels with an 
average grade of 7.9 percent by weight bitumen. 

The proprietary oil extraction process to be used in the project was developed by Solv-Ex in its laboratories and pilot plant and has 
the advantages of high recovery of bitumen, low water requirements, acceptable environmental effects and economical capital and 
operating costs. Process optimization and scale-up testing is currently underway for the Solv-Ex/Shell Canada Project which uses 
the same technology. 

The extraction plant for the project has been designed to process tar sand ore at a feed rate of 500 tons per hour and produce net 
product oil for sale at a rate of 4,663 barrels per day over 330 operating days per year. 

In August 1985 the sponsors requested loan and price guarantees totalling $230,947,000 under the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation's (SFC5) solicitation for tar sands mining and surface processing projects. On November 19, 1985 the SFC deter-
mined that the project was qualified for assistance under the tenns of the solicitation. However, the SEC was abolished by Con-
gress on December 19, 1985 before financial assistance was awarded to the project. 

The sponsors are evaluating various product options, including asphalt and combined asphalt/jet fuel. Private financing and equity 
participation for the project are being sought. 

Project Cost:	 $158 million (Synthetic crude option) 
$90 million (Asphalt option)
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

RAPAD BITUMEN UPGRADING PROJECT - Research Association for Petroleum Alternatives and Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (1-520) 

The Research Association for Petroleum Alternatives (RAPAD), supported by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, 
has adopted bitumen upgrading as one or its major research objectives Three approaches are under investigation: thermal 
cracking-hydrotreating, thermal cracking-solvent deasphalting-hydrotreating, and catalytic hydrotreating. 

A pilot plant of the series of hydroprocessing, i.e., vabreaking-demetallation-cracking, was completed in 1984. Its capacity is 
5 barrels per day, and operation is continued to evaluate catalyst performance and also to obtain engineering data. Hydroconvcr-
sion catalysts with high activities for middle distillates productivity, coke suppression, and for demetallation have been developed. 
These catalysts made it possible to produce synthetic crude oil of high quality from tar sands bitumen under mild reaction condi-
tion, which results in lower hydrogen consumption. Research with the 5 BPD Pilot plant was finished in 1988. A 10 barrels per day 
pilot plant with suspended-bed reactor, designed by the M. W. Kellogg Company, was completed in 1985 and is in operation. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed 

RAS GHARIB THERMAL PILOT - General Petroleum Company of Egypt and Improved Petroleum Recovery (17-527) 

The tar sand thermal pilot lies onshore in the Ras Gharib field on the West Coast of the Gulf of Suez, Egypt. Three wells, spaced 
approximately 50 meters apart, delineate a triangular pilot area which was drilled during 1984. 

The tar sand formation at Ras Gharib covers an area of approximately 1,300 acres with an avenge thickness of about 90 meters in 
the tar saturated section. 

The tar-in-place at reservoir conditions is estimated to range from 290 to 624 million barrels. This is equivalent to 700 to 
1,600 barrels per acre-root. Based on a recovery efficiency for the cyclic steam process of 10 percent, the recoverable reserves 
would range from 29 to 62 million barrels. 

A 50 million BTU per hour single pass steam generator was purchased. The first 3 cycles recovered nothing but water from the 300 
foot deep zone. A fourth attempt in 1986 included a monitor well which showed that the steam was over-riding the tar zone. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

Rfl PILOT PROJECT - Rfl Oil Sands (Alberta) Ltd. (1-540) 

The Oil Sands Extraction pilot plant is situated on the Suncor, Inc., property, north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. The pilot plant 
was operated in cooperation with Gulf Canada Resouces Inc., during the second half 1981. 

The evaluation of the data fromthe operation has demonstrated the technical viability of this dosed circuit modified hot water 
process. The process offers good bitumen recoveries and solid waste which is environmentally advantageous due to the substantial 
reduction in waste volume. 

Pilot data indicate that the total RTR/Clulf process (extraction and tailings management) offers a substantial economic advantage 
over conventional hot water technology. This is particularly true for a remote plant in which energy requirements must be genera-
ted. 

Project Cost; Undisclosed 

SANDALTA - Gulf Canada Corp., Home Oil Company, Ltd., and Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. (1-550) 

Home Oil Company Limited, in October 1979, announced the farmout of its Athabasca oil sands property to Gulf Canada Corp. 
The property, Oil Sands Lease #0980090001 (formerly BSL #30) consists of 13,06 hectares (37,713 acres), situated 43 kilometers 
(26 miles) north of Fort McMurray on the east side of the Athabasca River. Under terms of the farniout agreement, Gulf, through 
expenditures totalling some $42 million, can earn up to an 83.75 percent interest in the lease with Home retaining 10 percent and 
Mobil Canada Ltd. 615 percent. An exploratory drilling program was carried out in the 1980 and 1981 drilling seasons, and more 
recently in 1985. Engineering studies on commercial feasibility are continuing. 

Project Cat: Not Specified 

SOARS LAKE HEAVY OIL PILOT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Com pany Ltd. (1-552)
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 19S8) 

R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Amoco Canada in July, 1988 officially opened the company's 16-we111 heavy oil pilot facilities located on the Elizabeth Metis Settle-
ment south of Cold Lake. 

Amoco Canada has been actively evaluating the heavy oil potential of its Soars Lake leases since 1965 when the company drilled 
two successful wells. The company now has 2 wells at this site with most having been drilled since 1985. The heavy oil reservoir at 
Soars Lake is located in the Sparky formation at a depth of 1,500 feet. 

In the summer of 1987, Amoco began drilling 15 slant wells for the project One vertical well already drilled at the site was in-
cluded in the plans. 

The injection scheme calls for steaming two wells simultaneously with the project's two 25 MMRTU/hr generators. 

The initial production from the pilot wells is about 250 barrels per day, with the production expected to reach 1.000 barrels per day 
within a war. 

Project Cat: $33 million through 1988 

SUFFII3LD HEAVY OIL PILOT - (SHOP) - Alberta Energy Company Ltd., AOSTRA, Dome Petroleum limited, Westcoast 
Petroleum Ltd. (1-580) 

An in situ combustion project located in southeastern Alberta within the Suffield Military Range and operated by Alberta Energy 
Company. Phase A of the project consists of one isolated five-spot pattern. The reservoir is a Glauconitic sand in the Upper Man- 
nville formation which is underlain by water. The wells, including three temperature observation wells, were drilled during the 
summer of 1980. Completion of facilities construction occurred in the fall of 1981 and injection started in early 1982. AOSTRA 
holds a 50 percent interest in the project, Alberta Energy Company holds a 333 percent interest and Westcoast Petroleum holds a 
16.6 percent interest. 

The pilot fulfilled its technical objectives in 1986. The technology is now planned to be implemented in selected regions of the 
South Jenner field. 	 - 

Project Cost:	 $11 million (Canadian) 

TACIUK PROCESSOR PILOT - AOSTRAfI'he UMA Group Ltd. (T-620) 

A pilot of an extraction and partial upgrading process located in Southeast Calgary, Alberta. The pilot plant finished construction 
in March 1978 at a cost of $1 million and has been in operation since. The process was invented by William Taciuk of The UMA 
Group. Development is being done by UMATAC Industrial Processes Ltd., a subsidiary of The UMA Group. Funding is by the 
Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSIRA). The processor consists of a rotating kiln which houses heat ex-
change, cracking and combustion processes. The processor yields cracked bitumen vapors and dry sand tailings. Over 4,300 tons of 
Athabasca oil sand have been processed. 

Information agreements have been made with a major oil company and with a joint-venture company between two majors. The in-
formation agreements provide, in exchange for a funding contribution to the project, full rights for evaluation purposes to the in-
formation generated by the project during the current phase. 

A substantial increase in coke burning capacity and in the length of pilot run was demonstrated in the 1982 season. Recycle of the 
heaviest fraction of the extracted oil to produce an oil suitable for hydrotreating has been practiced. The oil product is similar to 
that of a fluid coker, so the process would replace both the extraction and primary upgrading steps of the process (hot water and 
coking) used at existing commercial plants. 

AOSI'RA approved a $43 million, two-year extension to the project. The principal objective of this continuation is to carry out the 
process design and sufficient detailed engineering to develop a definitive estimate for a 200 ton per hour Demonstration Plant to be 
constructed and operated in the Athabasca region. 

Consultive participation by industry in this new phase of the project is invited. Interested parties should contact AOSTRA. 

Project Cost:	 To Date:	 $5.3 million 
Outstanding: 	 $4.8 million 
Authorization: 	 $10.1 million (AOS'FRA) 

TANGLEFL&GS NORTH - Sceptre Resources limited and Murphy Oil Company Ltd. (17-626) 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denote changes since December 1988) 

R & 0 PROJECTS (Continued) 

The project, located some 35 kilometers northeast of Uoydminster, Saskatchewan, near Paradise Hill, involves the first horizontal 
heavy oil well in Saskatchewan. Production from horizontal oil wells is expected to dramatically improve the recovery of heavy oil 
in the Lloydminster region. 

The Tangleflags North Pilot Project is employing drilling methods similar to those used by Esso Resources Canada Ltd. in the Nor-
man Wells oil field of the Northwest Territories and at Cold lake, Alberta. The combination of the 500-meter horizontal produc-
tion well and steamflood technology is expected to increase recovery at the Tangleflags North Pilot Project from less than one per-
cent of the oil in place to up to 50 percent. 

The governments of Canada and Saskatchewan are providing up to $3.8 million in funding under the terms of the Canada-
Saskatchewan Heavy Oil Fossil Fuels Research Program. 

The Tangleflags project is designed for an early production response so that expansion potential an be evaluated by 1990. Current 
estimates indicate sufficient reserves exist in the vicinity of the pilot to support commercial development with a peak gross produc-
tion rate of 6,200 barrels of oil per day. Project life is estimated at 15 years. 

The Tangleflags pilot has advanced to the continuous steam injection phase. With one horizontal well and four vertical steam mice-
tion wells in place, the project was producing 2M barrels of oil per day at vearend 1988. Production is expected to increase to 1,000 
barrels of oil per day by the end of 1989. At that time a decision will be made with respect to expanding the pilot to a commercial 
operation involving 10 horizontal wells or more, on 285 acres with 8.7 million barrels of potentially recoverable reserves. 

Project Cat: $10.2 million by 1990 

TAR SAND TRIANGLE - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (T-630) 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas drilled some 16 coreholes by the end of 1982 to evaluate their leases in the Tar Sand Triangle in south 
central Utah. They are also evaluating pilot testing of inductive heating for recovery of bitumen. A combined hydrocarbon unit, to 
be called the Gunsight Butte unit, is presently being formed to include Kirkwood and surrounding leases within the Tar Sand Tri-
angle Special Tar Sand Area (STSA). 

Kirkwood is also active in three other STSAs as follows: 
Raven Ridge-Rimrock—Kirkwood Oil and Gas has received a combined hydrocarbon lease for 640 acres 
in the Raven Ridge-Rim Rock Special Tar Sand Area. 
Hill Creek and San Rafael Swell—Kirkvod Oil and Gas is also in the process of convening leases in 
the Hilt Creek and San Rafael Swell Special Tar Sand Areas. 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas has applied to convert over 1,000 acres of oil and gas leases to combined hydrocarbon leases. With these 
conversions Kirkwood will hold more acreage over tar sands in Utah than any other organization. 

Project Cat:	 Unknown 

TUCKER LAKE PILOT PROJECT - Husky Oil, Ltd. (T-655) 

Husky began operating a cyclic-steam pilot project at Tucker Lake in February 1984. The location of Husky's 18,000 acre lease is 
approximately three miles southwest of Esso's Cold Lake project. Four wells were initially put into operation and seven wells were 
added during 1985. To determine the most productive area the test wells are widely spaced over a 3,000 acre section of the lease. 

Approximately 1,250 barrels per day of 80 percent quality steam are injected into each well daily. Two portable natural gas-fired 
steam generators rated to 2,700 psi are in use at the pilot. Water for the steam generators will be provided by fresh water wells at 
the site. 

Preliminary estimates indicate that oil in place at the project area exceeds 680 million barrels. Production is from the uncon-
solidated Clearwater sand with a pay zone of 110 feet at a depth of 1,500 feet. Porosity of the formation is 33 percent and permea-
bility is 1,5Cm md. Oil gravity is 10 degrees API with a viscosity of 10D,E cp at reservoir temperatures of 60 degrees F. 

Husky has developed a 13 well pad which includes a 50 million BTU per hour steam generator along with other associated facilities. 
The project resumed operation during the third quarter of 1987 following a 12-month shutdown due to inadequate oil prices. 

Project Cat:	 Not Disclosed 

UNDERGROUND TEST FACILITY PROJECT - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, Federal Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources (CANMET), Chevron Canada Resources limited, Texaco Canada Resources Ltd., Mobil Oil Canada Ltd., 
Petro-Canada Inc., Shell Canada Ltd., Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd. (1-410)
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes sInce December IflS) 

R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

In early 1984 AOSTRA proposed a test facility consisting of a - tunnel system, steam plant, and process unit. The project in-
volves drilling two parallel vertical shafts- Horizontal tunnels off the shafts allow drilling of access wells to permit heated bitumen 
to flow by gravity into the tunnels. 

AOSTRA refers to the technology as Shaft and Tunnel Access Concept (SATAC). Injection and production wells, 500 to 
600 meters in length, will be Stalled in the oil and by drilling horizontally from tunnels in the sand, or by drilling up and deviating 
to the horizontal from tunnels in underlying limestone. Recovery schema which might be considered include steam assisted 
gravity drainage, electrical preheat, carbon dioxide steam flood, or solvent processes. 

A test site was selected 12 miles west of Syecrude with reserves on the lease estimated at 325 million barrels. Exploratory drilling 
was done in the winter of 1985/1986 to expand the data base. Construction of a 22 mile access road started early in January 1984. 
A $23 million contract was signed with Patrick Harrison and Company Ltd. and Saturn Process Plant Constructors Ltd. for the 
sinking of two 3-meter diameter vertical shafts and 300 meters of preliminary tunnel work. The shafts have been completed and 
approximately 1 kilometer of tunnel is in place. 

An innovative underground drilling machine has been designed and fabricated by Drill Systems for the project. After undergoing 
surface testing at Enhaw, Alberta, the rig was moved to the If!'? site and reassembled in the mine. It has now drilled the initial 
underground test wells. 

Recovery processes will be tested in conjunction with drilling tests. Two processes have been selected for testinw a steam-assisted 
gravity drainage process promoted by AOSTRA as the Phase A program, and a joint test with Chevron Canada Resources of the 
Proprietory Chevron HASDrive process. 

Process facilities construction was completed in October 1987 andsteaming started on both tests that November. Both pilot 
programs are processing well and it is expected that the test work will be extended to March 1990. 

Project Cat:	 $100 million 

WOLF LAKE OXYGEN PROJECT (Formerly Marguerite Lake Phase A) - BP Canada Resources, Petro-Canada (T-390) 

BP Canada, Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas, and PanCanadian Petroleum entered into arrangements in 1977 whereby Hudson's Bay 
and PanCanadian joined BP in a pilot in situ project to produce 900 barrels per day bitumen from the Cold lake heavy oil deposit 
of northeastern Alberta. At the end of 1985 the first phase of the project was completed. The second phase lasted from 1986 to 
April 1, 1987, when the project agreement expired. The project is located at 7-66-R5-W4M. In view of the earlier success of the 
Marguerite Lake 'B' Unit experimental test, a multi-well cyclic-steam test is being conducted in the RiO reservoir. The test is being 
carried out in a maintenance satellite of the Wolf Lake project. However, the test is considered to be experimental since no prior 
multi-well cyclic-steam stimulation has been carried out in this formation. Also, some of the wells in this pad are testing the 
producibiity of other sands in the S-Unit. The project utilbas cyclic steam stimulation followed by in situ combustion in the Man-
nville 'C zone at a depth of about 450 metes The - Initially consisted of four S-spot well patterns with 5-acres per well spacing, 
plus four out-of-pattern' test wells. Five infall wells were drilled in 1981 and five additional infill wells were drilled in 1984. Initial 
steam injection (Phase A) commenced in mid-1978 and continued through the mid-1980L Preliminary testing of the in situ com-
bustion stage began in several special test wells located immediately adjacent to the main - wells, using air. Oxygen injection was 
successfully tested on an experimental basis in March 1983, and the main pilot area was converted to oxygen injection in October 
1983. The project was suspended in October, 1988. Further testing of combustion will be undertaken at a pad in Wolf Lake start-
ing in 1989. 

(See Wolf Lake Project listed in commercial projects.) 

Project Cat:	 $50 million (Canadian) 

YAREGA MINE-ASSISTED PROJECT - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (T-665) 

The Yarega oilfield (Soviet Union) is the site of a large mining-assisted heavy oil recovery project. The productive formation of 
this field has 26 meters of quartz sandstone occurring at a depth of 200 meters Avenge permeability is 3.17 mKm2. Temperature 
ranges from 279 to 281 degrees K; porosity is 26 degrees; oil saturation is 87 percent of the pore volume or 10 percent by weight. 
Viscosity of oil varies from 15,0(0 to 20,00) mPa per second; density is 945 kilograms per cubic meter. 

The field has been developed in three major stages. In a pilot development, 69 wells were drilled from the surface at 70 to 
100 meters spacing. The oil recovery factor over 11 years did not exceed 13 percent. 

Drainage through wells at very close spacing of 12 to 20 meters was tested with over 92,000 shallow wells. Development of the oil-
field was said to be profitable, but the oil recovery factor for the 18 to 20 year period was approximately 3 percent. 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December lPflS) 

R & I) PROJECTS (Continued) 

A mining-assisted technique with steam injection was developed starting in 1968. Over the past 15 years, 10 million Ions of steam 
have been injected into the reservoir. 

Three mines have been operated for over ten )ears. An area of the deposit covering 225 hectares is under thermal stimulation. It 
includes 15 underground slant blocks, where 4,192 production wells and 11,795 steam-injection wells are operated. In two under-
ground slant production blocks, which have been operated for about 8 years, oil rec'ery of 50 percent has been reached. These 
areas continue to produce oil. A local refinery produces lubricating oils from this crude. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed
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COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Project Sponsor Last Appearance in SPIt 

Aberfeldy Project Husky Oil Operations, Ltd. March 1983; page 3-33 

A.D.I. Chemical Extraction Aarian Development, Inc. December 1983; page 3-56 

Alsands Project Shell Canada Resources, Ltd. September 198Z page 3-35 
Petro-Canada 
Gulf Canada 

Aqueous Recovery Process Globes Resources, Ltd. December 1984; page 344 
United-Guardian, Inc. 

Ardmore Thermal Pilot Plant Union Texas of Canada, Ltd. December 1983; page 3-56 

Asphalt Ridge Tar Sands Pilot Sohio December 1986; page 3-51 

Asphalt Ridge Pilot Plant Enercor September 1984; page T-7 
Mobil 
University of Utah 

Athabasca Project Shell Canada Limited September 1988; page 3-50 
Solv-Ex Corp. 

Beaver Crossing Thermal Recovery Pilot Chevron Canada Resources December 1988; page 3-67 

Block One Project Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. September 1984; page T-8 
AOSTRA 
Petro-Canada Ltd. 
Shell Canada Resources 
Suncor, Inc. 

Burnt Hollow Tar Sand Project Glenda Exploration & Development Corp. September 1984; page 'F-S 
Kirkwood Oil & Gas Company 

Burnt Lake Suncor December 1986; page 3-43 

Cals)m Project California Synfuels Research Corporation March 1984; page 3-34 
AOSTRA 
Dynalectron Corporation 
Ralph M. Parsons Company 
Tenneco Oil Company 

Canstar Nova March 1987; page 3-29 
Petro-Canada 

Cat Canyon Steamflood Project Getty Oil Company December 1983; page 3-58 
United States Department of Energy 

Cedar Camp Tar Sand Project Enercor June 1987; page 3-55 
Mono Power 

Chaparrosa Ranch Tar Sand Project Chaparrosa Oil Company March 1985; page 3-42 

Charlotte Lake Project Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. September 1988; page 3-61 

Chemech Project Chemech December 1985; page 3-51 

Chetopa Project EOR Petroleum Company December 1983; page 3-59 
Tetra Systems 

Cold Lake Pilot Project Gulf Canada Resources December 1979 page 3-31 

Deepateam Project Sandia Laboratories March 1984; page 341 
United States Department of Energy 

Falcon Sciences Project Falcon Sciences, Inc. December 1985; page 3-38
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Grossmout Thermal Recovery Project Unocal Canada ltd. December 19* page 3-71 

HOP Kern River Commercial Ladd Petroleum Corporation June 1985; page 3-51 
Development Project 

Ipiatik Lake Project Alberta Energy Company and December 1986; page 3-63 
Petro-Canada 

Kentucky Tar Sands Project Texas Gas Development June 1985; page 3-52 

Lloydminster Fireflood Murphy Oil Company, Ltd. December 1983; page 3-63 

Manatokan Project Canada Cities Service September 1982, page 3-43 
Westcoast Petroleum 

Marguerite Lake 4B' Unit AOSTRA December 1988; page 3-72 
BP Resources Canada 
Petro-Canada 

Meota Steam Drive Project Conterra Energy Ltd June 1987; page 3-60 
Saskatchewan Oil & Gas 
Total Petroleum Canada 

Mine-Assisted In Situ Project Canada Cities Service December 1983; page 3-64 
Esso Resources Canada Ltd. 
Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. 
Husky Oil Corporations, Ltd. 
Petro-Canada 

MRL Solvent Process C & A Companies March 1983; page 3-41 
Minerals Research Ltd. 

Muriel Lake Canadian Worldwide Energy June 1987; page 3-61 

North Kinsella Heavy Oil Petro-Canada June 1985; page 3-58 

Peace River In Situ Pilot Amoco Canada Petroleum June 1987; page 3-61 
AOflRA 
Shell Canada Limited 
Shell Explorer Limited 

Porta-Plants Project Porta-Plants Inc. September 1986; page 3-50 

Primrose Project Japan Oil Sands Company September 1984; page T-16 
Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. 

Primrose-Kirby Project Petro-Canada June 1986; page 3-56 

Resdeln Project Gulf Canada Resources Inc. March 1983; page 3-43 

It F. Heating Project ITT Research Institute March 1983; page 3-43 
Halliburton Services 
United States Department of Energy 

Rio Verde Energy Project Rio Verde Energy Corporation June 1984; page 3-58 

Santa Fe Tar Sand Triangle Altex Oil Corporation December 1986; page 3-60 
Santa Fe Energy Company 

Santa Rosa Oil Sands Project SOIV-EX Corporation March 1985; page 3-45 

Sarnia-London Road Mining Assisted Project Devran Petroleum December 1988; page 3-62 
Shell Canada 

South Kinsella (Kinsella B) Dome Petroleum December 1988; page 3-76 

South Texas Tar Sands Canoe June 1987; page 3-64 

Texaco Athabasca Pilot Texaco Canada Resources June 1987; page 3-66
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Ultrasonic Wave Extraction -Western Tar Sands June 1987; page 3-66 

Vats Tar Sand Project Santa Fe Energy Company March 198Z page 3-43 

Wabasca Fireflood Project Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. September 1980 page 3-61 

Whiterockz Oil Sand Project Eaercor December 1983; page 3-55 
Hinge-line Overthrust Oil & Gas Corp. 
Rocky Mountain Exploration Company 

Wolf Lake Oxygen Project B? Canada Resources September 1988; page 3-70 
Petro Canada 

*2W 'Sand Steamflood Demon- Santa Fe Energy Company June 1986; page 3-62 
stration Project United States Department of Energy
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTh 

Company or Orannization Project Name 

Alberta Energy Company Burnt Lake Project 3-51 
Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 3-69 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-59 

Alberta Oil Sands Equity Oslo Group 3-55 
Syncrudc Canada Ltd. 3-59 

Alberta Oil Sands Technology ABC Cold Lake Not 3-61 
and Research Authority (AOSTRA) Athabasca In Situ Pilot Plant 3-60 

Donor Refined Bitumen Process 3-62 
GLISP Project 3-64 
Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 3-69 
Taciuk Process Pilot 3-69 
Underground Test Facility Project 3-70 

Amoco Canada Ltd. Elk Point 3-53 
GLISP Project 3-64 
Lindbergh Commercial Project 3-54 
Lindbergh Thermal Project 3-54 
Morgan Combination Thermal Drive Project 3-66 
Primrose Lake Commercial Project 3-56 
Soars Lake Heavy Oil Pilot 3-68 
Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 3-69 
Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Amoco Production Company Sunnyside Project 3-57 

Bow Valley Industries, Inc. BVI Cold Lake Pilot 3-61 

BP Resources Canada Ltd. Jet Leaching Project 3-65 
Wolf Lake Project 3-59 
Wolf Lake Oxygen Project 3-71 

California Tar Sands Development Corp. California Tar Sands Development Project 3-52 

Canada Centre For Mineral & Energy CANMET Hydrocracking Process 3-61 
Technology Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Canada Cities Service, Ltd. Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 3-63 
PCEJ Project 3-66 

Canadian Hunter Exploration Burnt Lake Project 3-51 

Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd. Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-59 
Hanging Stone Project 3-64 
Oslo Group 3-55 
Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 3-63 

CANMEF Underground Test Facility 3-70 

C-H Synfuels Ltd. C-H Synluels Dredging Project 3-62 

Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Consumers Cooperative Refineries Ltd. Newcirade Heavy Oil Upgrader 3-55 

CS Resources Pelican-Wabasca Project 3-67 
Pelican Lake Project 3-66 

Enercor PR Spring Project 3-67
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Company or Organization Project Name 

Eapex Corporation Enpex Syntaro Project 3-63 

Esso Resources Canada Ltd. Cold Lake Project 3-52 
Esso Cold Lake Pilot Projects 3-63 
Oslo Group 3-55 
PCEJ Project 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-59 
Hanging Stone Project 3-64 

General Petroleum Company of Egypt Ras Oharib Thermal Pilot 3-68 

GNC Tar Sands Corporation Sunnyside Tar Sands Project 3-58 

Greenwich Oil Corporation Forest Hill Project 3-54 

Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. Donor Refined Bitumen Process 3-62 
Oslo Group 3-55 
Pelican-Wabasca Project 3-67 
Sandalta 3-68 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-59 
Pelican Lake Project 3-66 

HBOG Oil Sands Partnership Syncnide Canada Ltd. 3-59 

Home Oil Company Sandalta 3.68 

Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-60 

Husky Oil, Ltd. Battnjm In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-60 
Bi-Provincial Project Upgradcr Facility 3-51 
Tucker Lake Pilot Project 3-70 
Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project 3-60 
Caribou Lake Pilot Project 3-61 

Improved Petroleum Recovery Ras Gharib Thermal Pilot 3-68 

Japanese Ministry of International RAPAJ) Bitumen Upgrading Project 3-68 
Trade and Industry 

Japan Canada Oil Sands, Ltd. PCEJ Project 3-66 
Hanging Stone Project 3-64 

Xenoco Corporation Kenoco Project 3-65 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas Company Circle Cliffs Project 3-62 
Tar Sand Triangle 3-70 

LASMO Canada Inc. Pelican Lake Project 3-66 

L'Association pour la Valorization Donor Refined Bitumen Process 3-62 
des Huila Lourdes (ASVAHL) 

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-60 
Celtic Heavy Oil Wet Combustion 3-62 
Cold Lake Steam Stimulation Program 3-62 
Fosterton N.W. In Situ Wet Combustion 3-64 
Iron River 3-65 
Sandalta 3-68 
Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Murphy Oil Canada Ltd. Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 3-63 
Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project 3-54 
Lindbergh Steam Project 3-65 
Tangjeflags North 3-69 

NewOrade Energy Inc. NewOrade Heavy Oil Upgrader 3-55
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Company or Orunization Prolect Name 

Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. Provost Upper Mannvitle Heavy Oil Steam Pilot Project 3-67 

Ontario Energy Resources Ltd. Suncor, Inc. 3-57 

ORS Corporation Electromagnetic Well Stimulation Process 3-52 

PanCanadian Petroleum Elk Point Oil Sands Project 3-54 
Oslo Group 3-55 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-59 

Partec Lavalin Inc. CANMET Hydrocrucking Process 3-61 

Petro-Canada CANMET Hydrocracldng Process 3-61 
Daphne Project 3-52 
GLISP Project 3-64 
Hanging Stone Project 3-64 
Oslo Group 3-55 
PCFJ Project 3-66 
Syncnade Canada Ltd. 3-59 
Wolf Lake Project 3-59 
Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Research Association for RAPAD Bitumen Upgrading Project 3-68 
Petroleum Alternatives 

Rfl Oil Sands Alberta, Ltd. Rfl Pilot Project 3-68 

Saskatchewan Government NewGrade Heavy Oil Upgsader 3-55 

Saskoil Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-60 

Sceptre Resources Ltd. Tangieflag North 3-69 

Shell Canada Resources, Ltd. Peace River Complex 3-56 
Scottford Synthetic Crude Refinery 3-57 
Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Solv-Ex Corporation Bitumount Project 3-51 
PR Spring Project 3-67 

Southworth, Ray M. Enpex Syntaro Project 3-63 

Suncor, Inc. Burnt Lake Project 3-51 
Fort Kent Thermal Project 3-64 
Suncor 3-57 

Sun Oil Company Suncor, Inc. 3-57 

Synco Energy Corporation Synco Sunnyside Project 3-58 

Tenneco Oil of Canada, Ltd. Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project 3-60 

Texaco Inc. Diatomaceous Earth Project 3-52 

Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 3-63 
Underground Test Facility 3-70 

Texas Tar Sands, Ltd. Enpex Syntaro Project 3-63 

Uentech Corporation Electromagnetic Well Stimulation Process 3-52 

Underwood McLellan & Associates Taciuk Processor Pilot 3-69 
(UMA Group) 

Unocal Canada Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-60 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Yarega Mine-Assisted Project 3-71
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Comcanv or Organization Project Name 

West Coast Petroleum Ltd. Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 3-69 

Whittier, M. H. Papa Syntaro Project 3-63 

Worldwide Energy Fort Kent Thermal Project 344 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

LIQUID PHASE METHANOL PLANT ACHIEVES RECORD 
RUN 

A record-breaking, four-month test run at the 
Department of Energy's liquid phase methanol facility 
in LaPorte, Texas was achieved from September 1, 
1988 to January 8, 1989. The unit, operated by Air 
Products & Chemicals, produced methanol from simu-
lated coal gas at a rate more than twice the 
original design rate of the test facility. 

The substantial improvement in process efficiency 
could increase the attractiveness of making methanol 
from coal either as a primary product or as a 
byproduct of gasification-combined cycle electric 
power plants. 

The LaPorte tests were configured to be directly ap-
plicable to future gasification-combined cycle power 
plants. These plants, which many utilities are con-
sidering for their next generation of coal-fired 
power stations, would gasify coal, then bun the gas 
in a gas turbine. A methanol plant, built as an ad-
junct to such a power station, would make methanol 
from a portion of the coal gas. The methanol could 
be sold or burned in the gas turbines during periods 
of peak power demand. 

In this configuration, the LaPorte tests showed the 
potential for producing byproduct methanol at costs 
of 40 cents per gallon--roughly 20 percent less than 
the cost projected for comparable commercial sys-
tems. 

The LaPorte run lasted 124 days and the experimen-
tal facility produced just over 8,000 barrels of 
fuel-grade methanol. Production rates averaged 60 
to 70 barrels per day--roughly twice the facility's 
original 35-barrel per day design rate. Methanol 
from the test run was of high enough quality to be 
used directly as a motor fuel without further 
upgrading. 

Traditional techniques pass gases	 made from coal or 
natural gas over a catalyst to create methanol.	 The 
entire process	 takes place in	 a	 gaseous	 state.	 Be-
cause the methanol reaction	 generates	 considerable 
heat, the reaction rates must	 be	 controlled	 to 
prevent heat damage to the catalyst.

In the liquid phase process, however, the methanol 
catalyst Is suspended In an inert liquid. The liquid 
absorbs heat so that the methanol reaction can be 
run at much higher rates. The catalyst also main-
tains its effectiveness longer. 

Previously, the longest test at LaPorte had been 
40 days. The 124-day run also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of improvements in the facility's reac-
tion vessel which had been modified last year to in-
corporate an internal heat exchanger and vapor/liquid 
separation process.	 Synthesis gas was provided by

Air Products from its adjacent industrial gas produc-
tion plant. 

The Energy Department's support of the liquid phase 
methanol project began in 1981 when Air Products 
was chosen to manage a cost-shared effort also 
funded by the Elebtric Power Research Institute. 
Air Products operates the methanol unit with Chem 
Systems Inc., of Tarrytown, New York, the patent 
holder of the process, as a subcontractor. The cur-
rent 30-month, $9.4 million contract expires In Oc-
tober. The next stage of development would likely 
be a demonstration plant producing 
1,000-3,000 barrels per day. 

EASTMAN TO EXPAND CHEMICALS FROM COAL 

Eastman Chemical Products Inc. plans a $150 million 
expansion of its chemicals-from-coal facility at 
Kingsport, Tennessee, to be completed by the end of 
1991. 

The project, which would begin as early as mid- 
1989, will more than double Eastman's output of 
acetyl chemicals from coal and increase its 
flexibility with respect to raw materials sources for 
these products and In making their cellulosic deriva-
tives. 

The expansion program will Include construction of 
two new chemicals plants and modification of exist-
ing coal gasification facilities. 

An acetic anhydride plant will be built, 	 with
capacity of 600 million pounds per year of anhydride 
and 180 million pounds of acetic acid. A new 
methyl acetate unit will produce 490 million pounds 
per year. 

The existing coal gasification facility will be able to 
handle the new anhydride demand with some debot-
tlenecking, because the coal gas unit was built, in 
1984, with some spare capacity. 

These units will supplement existing acetic anhydride 
capacity of 1.2 billion pounds--560 million pounds of 
which is made in the existing chemicals from coal 
facility--and about 400 million pounds of methyl 
acetate. 

Eastman also has 55 million gallons of methanol 
capacity at Kingsport, 	 used in methyl acetate 
production. At capacity, the new acetic anhydride 
unit would require more feedstock methanol than 
that plant can provide, but, the company says, no 
decision has been made concerning sources for the 
incremental requirement. 
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Contractor for the project will be Bechtel Inc. and Japan and a pilot plant was built at the Mid-
lands Research Station capable of operating at 
60 bar pressure and processing up to 200 kilograms 
of coal feedstock an hour. 

After the expansion Eastman says its needs for 
acetic anhydride and acetic acid can be derived 
either from coal, or from petrochemicals. 

The coal gasification process produces carbon 
monoxide- and hydrogen-containing synthesis gas. 
The syngas is used to produce methanol, which is 
then reacted with acetic acid to produce methyl 
acetate, which is further reacted with CO to 
produce acetic anhydride. When acetic anhydride is 
reacted with cellulose to make cellulose acetate, 
acetic acid is generated and recycled, along with 
the acetic coproduced with anhydride to produce 
methyl acetate. 

The "conventional" route to acetic anhydride, which 
Hoechst Celanese uses and which accounts for about 
half of Eastman's 1.2 billion pounds of capacity, is 
dehydration of acetic acid. Here, acetic acid is 
partly supplied from cellulose acetate and coal-based 
production, but the balance must be made via 
acetaldehyde oxidation. 

Eastman is the only United States producer to make 
acetic acid via acetaldehyde oxidation, an older 
route that otherwise has been replaced by methanol 
carbonylation. Consequently, when the expanded 
coal-based anhydride operation comes on stream in 
1991, Eastman would have the option of scaling back 
production of acetic acid from acetaldehyde, or of 
becoming a more significant force in the acetic acid 
merchant market, assuming its acetic acid-based 
anhydride production is curtailed. 

BRITISH GAS AND OSAKA GAS EXTEND WORK ON MRS 
GASIFICATION PROCESS 

British Gas and Osaka Gas of Japan have announced 
they will proceed with the second stage of their 
joint research program for making substitute natural 
gas (SNG) and liquid fuel products from coal, based 
on the process developed at the Midlands Research 
Station (MRS) of British Gas at Solihull, West Mid-
lands. British Gas describes the heart of the 
process as a novel high pressure reactor in which 
gas is produced by rapidly gasifying powdered coal 
in hydrogen at high temperatures and pressures. 

Engineering studies have shown that the MRS Coal 
Hydrogenator is capable of handling the large and 
variable output of coal produced by modem mining 
techniques, at a lower overall cost than other 
methods. The process also enables other valuable 
coal products to be produced, ranging from benzene 
to light tars. 

The first-phase three year experimental program was 
completed on schedule, costing over $16 million, and 
established the feasibility of the process. Extensive 
laboratory experiments were carried out in Britain

More Advanced Testing 

The	 next	 step	 planned	 is to	 carry	 out	 a further 
three	 year development program	 at	 a	 cost	 of 
$7.4	 million to	 expand the	 existing	 pilot plant 
facilities	 and enable	 more advanced	 testing to	 be 
carried out.

To date, performance tests have been conducted at 
over 30 different operating conditions. Three dif-
ferent coals have been tested, and a total of seven 
tonnes have been gasified at temperatures of be-
tween 840 degrees centigrade and 1 9 000 degrees 
centigrade.	 However, the initial plant design only 
allowed tests of up to a few hours duration to be 
carried out. The new program will allow a series 
of tests, each tasting for days rather than hours, by 
modifying the plant to allow a continuous stream of 
fine powdered coal to be fed into the reactor. 

In 1983, British Gas and Osaka Gas successfully con-
cluded a Joint research program for making SNG 
from heavy oil residues. This latest research agree-
ment Is part of a long term program by British Gas 
to build up a family of processes for making SNG to 
ensure that there is a maximum flexibility of choice 
in feedstocks when the time comes. 

As one of Japan's largest gas utilities, Osaka Gas 
Company alone imports over two million tons of li 
quefied natural gas a year and by 1990 plans to in-
crease this to over three million tons. Osaka Gas is 
also looking for new energy sources such as sub-
stitute natural gas to meet seasonal demand fluctua-
tions and to diversify gas feedstock supplies. 

COAL UPGRADING PROJECTS PROCEED IN WYOMING 

Carbontee 

Carbontec Corporation of Bismarck, North Dakota, 
was awarded a $1.0 million loan from the Wyoming 
Investment Fund Committee for testing Wyoming coal 
in a coal-drying demonstration plant. The Carbontec 
process uses oil-based chemicals to draw moisture 
off of the coal. According to Carbontec, their 
dried product does not disintegrate or undergo spon-
taneous combustion like conventional, thermally dried 
coal products. A typical coal with 30 percent mois-
ture and a heating value of 8,500 BTU per pound 
will reportedly yield a product with a heating value 
of 11,000 to 12,000 BTU per pound and 10 percent 
moisture. If the demonstration plant in North 
Dakota Is successful, Carbontec will ask for an addi-
tional $0.8 million to start construction of an 
$8.9 million commercial plant near Gillette. 
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Coelirik 

Coaibrik Company, which turns southern Wyoming coal 
into a fuel brick for fireplaces and woodstoves, said 
It plans to have a private stock offering under way 
soon to raise money to complete expansion of its 
capacity. 

The offering, to be presented to selected Investors, 
Is designed to raise about $1 million, according to 
the firm which Is based in Rawlins. 

By expanding automation of the plant, Coalbrik would 
be capable of producing nine million bricks a year, 
compared to the present capacity of 300,000. 

Energy Brothers K-Fuels 

The first K-Fuel pellets have been produced at 
Energy Brothers' pilot plant east of Gillette. The 
2,000 ton-per-year plant is Intended to aid Energy 
Brothers In development of a 350,000 ton-per-year 
commercial plant. By 1992, the company hopes to 
have three K-Fuel plants producing 1.4 million tons 
of 12,500 BTU per pound K-Fuel. Wisconsin Power 
and Light Company has contracted to purchase one 
million tons of K-Fuel per year for three power 
plants. In turn, Fort Union Coal Company will 
provide two million tons of coal per year to the 
K-Fuel plant for this contract. The State of Wyom-
ing has loaned $11.7 million to Energy Brothers 
Technology, Inc. for development of the project. 

Western Energy Company 

Western Energy Company has been selected to 
receive funding under the Clean Coal Technology 
first-round funding program. After the Department 
of Energy was unable to finalize negotiations with 
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, it 
elected to fund three projects which had been on 
the alternate list,	 one of which was Western
Energy's. 

Western Energy Company proposes a novel coal 
cleaning process to Improve the heating value and 
reduce the sulfur content of western coals. Typical 
western coals may contain moisture as much as 25 
to 55 percent of their weight. The high moisture 
and mineral content of the coals reduces their heat-
ing value to less than 9,000 BTU per pound. 

The Western Energy process would upgrade the coals 
via mild thermal treatment, reducing their moisture 
content to as low as one percent and producing a 
heating value of up to 12,000 BTU per pound. The 
process also reduces sulfur content of the coals, 
which can be as high as 1.5 percent, to as low as 
0.3 percent. The last step In the process is an air 
classifier. Western Energy's project will be con-
ducted at a 50 ton per hour unit adjacent to a 
Montana Power Company power plant in Colstrip, 
Montana.

Char-Fuels 

Char-Fuels of Wyoming Inc. has agreed to return 
$6 million to the Wyoming treasury while the com-
pany seeks outside investors for its clean coal 
project. Wyoming's Governor Mike Sullivan signed 
the agreement December 9, allowing Char-Fuels to 
move ahead with Its plan to sell 35 limited partner-
ships at $100,000 each to raise its share of match-
ing private funds. Additional state investment in 
the project will depend on the company's success in 
selling the partnerships. 

The company received the $6 million from the state 
in August alter trying to meet its required share of 
private financing by borrowing $3.43 million from a 
Denver bank. Under the compromise, Char-Fuels, a 
unit of Carbon Fuels Corporation, will convey 
$6 million in negotiable securities, accrued interest 
and cash, and will pay Interest on an additional 
$4.4 million in state funds the company received 
earlier. 

Under decisions made by the Wyoming Investment 
Fund Committee, which controls the state's clean 
coal program, Char-Fuels Is entitled to up to 
$16.5 million. But that support is tied to efforts by 
the company to raise private backing. 

The company is trying to build a 1,000 tons per day 
project at the Johnston generating station in Glen-
rock that would produce a char that could be mixed 
in a slurry with a heating value of at least 
13,400 BTU. The entire project could cost as much 
as $100 million. Char-Fuels tried unsuccessfully for 
federal support under the second round of the 
Energy Department's clean coal technology program. 

As an Incentive for Char-Fuels, the state will Invest 
an additional $1 million In the project if Char-Fuels 
can sell 25 of the 35 limited partnerships. The 
agreement also spells out that Char-Fuels cannot 
meet its share of the private investment funding 
through use of any federal oil overcharge money it 
may receive.	 Sullivan has recommended use of
$2.5 million in such overcharge funds for Char-Fuels. 

COLSTRIP PROJECT MAY ADD COAL CONVERSION UNIT 

Bechtel Corporation has started construction on an 
$80 million power plant seven miles north of 
Colstrlp,	 Montana.	 Called the Colstrip Energy 
Limited Partnership, the joint venture is being 
financed by Pacific Gas and Electric, Bechtel, the 
Bank of New England, and a union trust fund for 
boilermakers and blacksmiths. Rosebud Energy Cor-
poration of Colstrlp Is the general partner. Under a 
35-year contract to sell power to Montana Power 
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Company, the plant will burn about 250,000 tons of 
coal and coal waste per year to generate 
35 megawatts of electricity. The plant Is specially 
designed to use coal that comes from the edges of 
coal seams that is not usable by conventional plants 
because the energy content Is too low. 

A second unit to the plant may be added later that 
would turn coal into a liquid fuel plus char. 

About 150 construction workers will be employed on 
the new plant with 35 permanent workers being 
needed after completion In August 1990.

According to Robert McPhail, general manager of 
Basin Electric and now president of DCC and DCC, 
"Our prime concern throughout negotiations with the 
DOE was the effect a plant closing or the impact 
an owner other than Dakota Gas would have on 
Basin Electric's wholesale electric rates." 

The Antelope Valley Station (pan of Basin Electric's 
power supply system) and the Great Plains plant 
share many services and facilities for which Basin 
Electric receives revenues and economies. If the 
gas plant were to close or concessions were forced 
on Basin Electric by another owner, the lost 
revenues and economies could cause a large increase 
in the wholesale power rate. 

SHThA. TO JOIN SGI'S LFC PROJECT 

501 International of La Jolla, California, announced 
that Shell Mining Company will be a financing 
partner in construction of liquids-from-coal (LFC) 
plant near Triton Coal Company's (a subsidiary of 
Shell Mining Company) Buckskin mine north of Gil-
lette, Wyoming. If constructed, the plant would 
convert up to 1,000 tons per day of coal from the 
Buckskin mine into a solid fuel product, plus a 
hydrocarbon liquid byproduct. The process is repor-
tedly a low-temperature, atmospheric pressure, 
pyrolysis technique that leaves the pitch and tar in 
the solid product, which is a dry, clean-burning solid 
fuel with heating values of 11,000 to 12,500 BTU 
per pound. Approximately one-hall to one barrel of 
liquid hydrocarbons is recovered from each ton of 
processed coal as a byproduct. 

fl## 

GREAT PLAINS OPERATES SMOOTHLY AFTER 
PRIVATIZATION 

The Great Plains coal gasification plant in North 
Dakota has operated well, producing record levels of 
synthetic natural gas since November 1, 1988 when 
Dakota Gasification Company (DCC), a new Basin 
Electric Power Cooperative subsidiary, assumed 
ownership of the facility. 

The facility is the nation's only commercial-scale 
coal gasification plant that manufactures a high-BTU 
synthetic natural gas. 

In August representatives from Basin Electric's mem-
ber systems authorized forming DGC and a second 
subsidiary known as Dakota Coal Company (DCC) 
when they agreed that purchasing the gasification 
plant from the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) represented the best interests of the 
Cooperative's rural electric member systems and their 
consumers.

DCC owns and operates the gasification plant while 
DCC finances and directs the operation of the 
Freedom Mine. The Freedom Mine is the source of 
lignite for the gas plant and the Antelope Valley 
generating station which Is part of Basin Electric's 
power supply system. 

Besides the major potential benefit of helping to 
maintain stable wholesale electricity rates, Basin sees 
several other strengths and benefits in the new 
ownership arrangement. These include: 

- Potential for DCC to earn profits from the 
sale of synthetic natural gas and the 
development of byproducts. Profits earned 
by subsidiaries can be used to lower the 
cost of electricity to Basin Electric member 
systems. 

- The additional mining rights and equipment 
associated with the Freedom Mine are excel-
lent investments. This enhances the long-
term fuel supply available for other Coopera-
tive facilities. The reserve contains good-
quality lignite that can be produced at an 
attractive cost. 

- Opportunities for additional efficiency gains 
are possible through cooperation between the 
Antelope Valley Station, the gas plant and 
the Freedom Mine. 

- Reduced general and administrative costs are 
expected for Basin Electric and its sub-
sidiaries. By sharing office space, utilities, 
taxes, insurance and staffing, the total ad-
rnlnistrative costs should be lower. 

- Continued operation of the plant helps main-
tain a base for local, state, regional and na-
tional economic well-being. The direct 
employment related to the gas plant, for ex-
ample, represents about 20 percent of the 
work population in the county in which the 
plant is located. 

In purchasing the gas plant, Basin Electric's members 
agreed to commit $115 million to purchase the 
gasification plant properties. 
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This Included a $30-million line of credit extended 
from Basin Electric to DCC, $15 million for a gas 
transportation pipeline and about $70 million for 
mining rights and equipment through DCC at the 
Freedom Mine. 

As of December, 1988 there were 768 DCC 
employees compared to about 860 earlier in the 
year. 

Dakota Gas, Coal Budgets 

Operating expenses for DCC are budgeted next year 
for $159.5 million--about the same as last year--
with revenues projected at $170.9 million. That 
would produce a preliminary margin--not including 
depredation and interest--of $11.4 million. 

Coal and utilities are projected to account for 
$80.6 million--or 50.6 percent--of the operating 
budget while personnel is $47.4 million, or 
29.7 percent. 

Revenue from the sale of synthetic natural gas and 
associated transportation Is projected at 
$166.2 million plus more than $4.5 million from 
byproducts. 

The net operating cost at the Great Plains plant in 
1989 would be $3.05 per million BTU. That is down 
from the actual cost of $3.13 to produce gas during 
fiscal year 1987-88.

Also approved for 1989 was an $8 million capital 
improvement budget. 

For Dakota Coal, a capital budget of $8.5 million 
was approved. Operating expenses are currently 
projected to total $86.6 million, but final authoriza-
tion of the DCC operating budget was deferred 
pending an updated 1989 mining budget from Coteau 
Properties for the operation of the Freedom Mine. 
This mine supplies both Great Plains and the An-
telope Valley Station near Beulah, North Dakota. 

Several assumptions were made In developing the two 
budgets. For DCC, they included: 

- Average daily production rate would be 
138.1 million cubic feet of synthetic natural 
gas. However, production will not be limited 
as the plant will be operated at its optimum 
level within design capacity. 

- The budget assumes no additional byproduct 
production for 1989. 

- 11.2 million tons of coal would be required 
for DGC and Antelope Valley Station, 
5.8 million tons for DGC and 5.4 million tons 
for Antelope Valley Station. 

- No unusual or significant maintenance ex-
penses are anticipated. 
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CORPORATIONS 

grSI PIPnJNE SPONSORS TO osr $235 MILLION FROM 
RN AND KCSRC 

Burlington-Northern, Inc. (ON) and ON's subsidiary 
Burlington-Northern Railroad Company have agreed to 
pay $175 million in damages to the ETSI Pipeline 
Project (ETSI) In an out-of-court settlement of an 
antitrust lawsuit. in the suit, ETSI alleged that ON 
conspired with other railroads to block the proposed 
1,800-mile, $3 billion pipeline project, which was 
designed to transport coal slurry from Wyoming to 
Mid-south and Gulf Coast utilities. 

gl'SI Joint venture partners are subsidiaries of Be-
chtel Group, Inc., Eaton Corporation, 1(14 Energy, Inc. 
and Texas Eastern Corporation. 

ON paid $100 million of the settlement 	 on 
December 1, 1988.	 The balance will be paid in

three installments of $25 million, plus interest, in 
December 1989, 1990 and 1991. 

A $60 million settlement was also reached with the 
Kansas City Southern Railway Company. 

hI'S! agreed to out-of-court settlements with the 
Union Pacific and the Chicago and Northwestern rail-
roads in late 1987. The Santa Fe Railroad is also a 
defendant in the suit, which ETSI filed in October 
1984; 

The coal slurry pipeline project was terminated in 
July, 1984 after protracted railroad opposition 
brought about costly delays in securing all necessary 
permits, rights-of-way and other clearances for the 
project.

#4tH 
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GOVERNMENT 

NEW CERAMIC MEMBRANES TO BE STUDIED AS GAS 
CLEANUP DEVICES 

The United States Department of Energy has awarded 
two contracts to investigate the use of ceramic 
membranes to purify high-temperature gases produced 
by advanced coal-powered generating systems. 

Ceramic membranes are strong, abrasion-resistant 
filtration devices. Their main advantage is that 
they can withstand the temperatures of hot gases 
produced by coal gasification and fluidized bed com-
bustion power concepts. 

Two-year research contracts were awarded to ALCOA 
Separations Technology Division of Warrendale, Pen-
nsylvania,	 and SRI International of Menlo Park, 
California.	 The ALCOA contract is worth about 
$922,000, with the Energy Department's share totaling 
nearly $800,000.	 SRI'S contract Is valued at nearly 
$400,000 with the department providing $345,000. 

If the research is successful, it could offer a new 
option for cleaning sulfur and nitrogen-based pol-
lutants from the gas streams produced by coal 
gasifiers or in direct coal-fired turbines. 

Today's membrane technology encompasses a wide 
variety of materials, including organic polymers, met-
als, glass, carbon films and ceramics. For the harsh 
conditions of coal gasification or combustion, 
however, the heat-resistant properties of ceramic 
membranes offer clear advantages. Organic polymer 
membranes, such as silicone rubber, begin to degrade 
at temperatures of 300 degrees F. By contrast, 
ceramic membranes are expected to withstand tem-
peratures of 1,800 to 2,250 degrees F and pressures 
150 to 1,000 pounds per square inch, requiring little 
if any cooling. Temperatures would have to exceed 
3,000 degrees before the ceramic structure begins to 
break down. 

In	 their cost-shared efforts, ALCOA	 will	 evaluate 
membranes made from alumina and	 configured	 in	 a 
honeycomb design,	 while	 SRI	 will	 study	 silica-based 
membranes arranged as a series of hollow	 fibers.

In both, simulated coal gases, laden with sulfur and 
nitrogen Impurities, will be passed through the film-
like membranes at temperatures and pressures that 
duplicate advanced coal systems. If the concept 
works as planned, the gas contaminants will diffuse 
more quickly through the membrane and separate 
from the main gas stream. 

ALCOA and SRI will first identify existing ceramic 
membranes and determine their suitability for ad-
vanced coal systems. A set of mathematical models 
will be assembled to predict the filters' likely effec-
tiveness at the elevated temperatures and pressures. 
Finally, a test program will be carried out to gauge 
the performance of the membranes and possible im-

provements and to determine how well the models 
predicted the actual results. 

DOE AWARDS CONTRACT FOR mcn ENERGY DENSITY 
FUELS FROM MILD GASIFICATION 

Packing more energy into jet or diesel fuels might 
be a way to extend the range of military aircraft 
or other "volume limited" vehicles. 

The United States Department of Energy will explore 
this possibility through a new contract awarded to 
Lummus Crest Inc. Lummus, which will be joined by 
Amoco Oil Corporation, will concentrate on using 
coal liquids produced by mild gasification. The 
three-year effort could total $3.5 million. 

Lummus Crest and Amoco will obtain 1,000 gallon 
samples of coal liquids produced by other Energy 
Department contractors using the mild gasification 
process. They will then determine the minimum 
amount of processing, and therefore, the minimum 
cost, needed to produce suitable jet turbine and 
diesel fuels from the raw coal liquids. 

Because high energy density fuels could offer par-
ticular advantages for military aircraft and vehicles 
that must operate on limited volumes of fuel, the 
Energy Department will be joined by a research 
group from the Wright Patterson Air Force Base in 
evaluating the effectiveness of these advanced fuels. 

The Lummus Crest/Amoco project will be conducted 
In two phases. In the first phase, expected to cost 
$1.9 million, the research team will conduct a series 
of tests to determine the best methods for upgrading 
the raw coal liquids to transportation-quality fuels. 
Ultimately, at least 100 gallons of processed fuels 
will be made from a coal liquid feedstock obtained 
from a mild gasification process. Shale oil, which 
has already been studied by the Air Force as a 
potential feedstock for jet fuel, will be processed 
alongside the coal liquids as a basis for comparison. 

The processed fuels will be shipped to the govern-
ment for subsequent evaluation and testing. 

The second phase of the project Is optional and, if 
the decision Is made to proceed, is expected to to-
tal $1.6 million. It would involve similar processing 
of two additional raw liquid feedstocks to be 
provided by the Energy Department. The two 
feedstocks will include an additional mild gasification 
liquid and either another shale oil or a liquid made 
from tar sands. 
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DOE DROPS ONE, ADDS THREE NEW AWARDS UNDER 
CCT ROUND ONE 

The United States Department of Energy has ceased 
negotiations with one of the remaining project 
proposers contending for first-round funding under 
the Clean Coal Technology Program. Simultaneously, 
the Department of Energy said In December that it 
would open negotiations with three replacement 
projects that could share the federal funds made 
available by the action. 

Negotiations were terminated with the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources. The state agency, 
after more than a year of attempting to obtain 
necessary industrial participation and financial sup-
port, was unable to secure the backing needed for 
its proposed advanced ironmaking project. To re-
place Minnesota's project, the department selected 
projects offered by Combustion Engineering Inc., 
Windsor, Connecticut; United Coal Company, Bristol, 
Virginia; and Western Energy Company, Butte, Mon-
tana. 

Minnesota had proposed to demonstrate an advanced, 
low-pollution technique for using raw coal in iron-
making. Its proposal had been one of four selected 
in October 1987 to replace projects that had 
dropped out of negotiations in the initial round of 
clean coal competition. 

The Energy Department has successfully negotiated 
two of the four replacement projects and currently 
has nine clean coal projects from the first round of 
competition under contract. In September the 
department chose 16 new projects for negotiations in 
its second round of competition, (see Pace Synthetic 
Fuels Report, December, 1988, page 4-11). 

The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources had 
proposed to team with U.S. Steel in an advanced 
ironmaking project near Mountain Iron, Minnesota. 
Termination of negotiations, the Energy Department 
said, in no way implies that the technology or the 
project was flawed or that the Minnesota Department 
of Natural Resources had been unresponsive to the 
federal government's requirements during the nego-
tiation process. Rather, negotiations were stopped 
when it became clear that financial support was not 
available to allow the project to proceed in a 
timely manner. 

Under the Clean Coal program guidelines, a private 
proposer must be willing to finance at least half of 
a project's total cost. The termination of nego-
tiations will free up sufficient funds to finance

three of the four projects remaining on the 
department's first-round "alternate list" and permit 
the department to establish a contingency fund to 
cover future cost growth. The three new projects 
are expected to require a total of approximately, 
$25-30 million in federal funding. 

Combustion Engineering Inc. 

The Combustion Engineering inc. proposal would ex-
tend an ongoing coal cleaning program sponsored by 
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). it 
would add combustion testing of coals that had been 
cleaned by advanced processes in EPR1's Coal Clean-
ing Test Facility at Homer City, Pennsylvania. Small 
scale combustion testing would be done first, with 
selected coals then test fired in commercial scale 
200-megawatt boilers.	 The project would take
36 months. 

United Coal Company 

United Coal proposes to demonstrate how fine par-
ticles of low sulfur coal can be recovered from a 
mine waste disposal pond. The refuse slurry will be 
removed from the impoundment and pumped through 
a microbubbie flotation device where the small coal 
particles will be separated from the waste. After 
drying, the recovered coal would be in the form of 
a low ash, low sulfur granular form. The project 
will take place over a two-year period at the 
Sharpies Coal Facility in Logan County, West Vir-
ginia. 

Western Energy Company 

The Western Energy Company proposes a novel coal 
cleaning process to improve the heating value and 
reduce the sulfur content of western coals. Typical 
western coals may contain moisture as much as 25 
to 55 percent of their weight. The high moisture 
and mineral content of the coals reduces their heat-
ing value to less than 9,000 BTU per pound. 

The Western Energy process would upgrade the coals, 
reducing their moisture content to as low as one 
percent and producing a heating value of up to 
12,000 BTU per pound. The process also reduces 
sulfur content of the coals, which can be as high as 
1.5 percent, to as low as 0.3 percent. Western 
Energy's project will be conducted at a 50 ton per 
hour unit adjacent to a Montana Power Company 
power plant in Colstrip, Montana. 
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ENERGY POLICY AND FORECASTS 

ACS LOBBIES FOR CLEAN COAL RESEARCH 

In a letter to the louse and Senate subcommittees 
charged with allocating energy research and develop-
ment funding, the American Chemical Society (ACS) 
urges that 10 percent of the fiscal 1990 budget for 
the Department of Energy's (DOE) clean coal technol-
ogy program be set aside for supporting research 
relevant to the program. Congress approved a 
three-year advanced appropriation of $525 million for 
the program in fiscal 1989 and DOE has requested a 
similar three-year appropriation of $575 million for 
fiscal 1990.

The ACS says that Its examination of the tech-
nologies employed in projects submitted for funding 
in the first and second rounds of the clean coal 
program suggests there are a number of technical 
areas that would benefit from such supporting 
research. These include the chemistry and physics 
of coal as it relates to feedstock preparation, the 
characterization of coal mineral matter and its be-
havior during coal conversion processes, and the 
chemistry of formation and control of oxides of 
nitrogen and sulfur. 
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ECONOMICS 

VIRGINIA POWER fl-SPECIFIC STUDY COMPARES 
ECONOMICS FOR GASIFICATION 

Virginia Electric and Power Company (Virginia Power) 
and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) have 
been evaluating alternative coal gasification tech-
nologies for a number of years and have determined 
that construction of coal gasification combined-cycle 
(GCC) power plants compares very favorably with 
other alternative generation expansion strategies. 

For Virginia Power, the phased construction concept 
is expected to allow inexpensive, short lead time, 
combined-cycle power generation units to be built in 
210 megawatt electrical block increments. These 
units can then be converted to base load coal-gas-
tired units if the future availability and/or price es-
calation of natural gas and distillate make these 
fuels unattractive over the long term. Phased con-
struction provides the flexibility to adjust to a wide 
range of load growth and fuel price escalation 
scenarios--conditions which are for the most part 
outside Virginia Power's control. 

As a result of these evaluations, Virginia Power is 
constructing a 210 megawatt electrical, advanced 
combined-cycle power plant as Unit 7 at Its Ches-
terfield Power Station. The General Electric 
MS7001F advanced combustion turbine Is the heart of 
this plant. While work was continuing on the 
Unit 7 combined-cycle project, Virginia Power and 
EPRI studied the technical and economic feasibility 
of making its construction the first phase of a 
420 megawatt electrical phased-construction, GCC 
plant. This study was recently discussed at the 
Power-Gen '88 Conference held in Orlando, Florida in 
December. 

A simplified block flow diagram illustrating the three 
phases of the project is shown In Figure 1. 

The principal objective of the study was to obtain 
design, plant and environmental performance, and 
cost information specific to the Chesterfield plant 
site for all three phases of a phased GCC plant. It 
was assumed that a duplicate combined-cycle plant 
will be built as Chesterfield Unit 8 during Phase 2. 
A Shell Oil Company coal gasification plant was 
evaluated as Phase 3 of the project. 

The study was co-sponsored by Virginia Power and 
EPRI. Design, performance, and cost information for 
the coal gasification plant was provided under con-
tract by Shell Oil Company, General Electric Com-
pany provided similar information for the combined 
cycle units. Bechtel Eastern Power Corporation and 
Bechtel National, Inc. were responsible for design, 
performance, and cost data for the balance of plant 
facilities and overall systems integration.

Plant Design Description 

GE STAG 107F combined-cycle plants, each designed 
for independent operation, will be built during 
Phases 1 and 2. Each will consist of one MS7001F 
combustion	 turbine	 (nominal firing temperature
2,300 0 F), one heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), 
and one steam-turbine generator. During Phase 1 
and 2 operations, the combustion turbines normally 
fire natural gas In the summer and distillate during 
restricted natural gas availability. Combustion tur-
bine exhaust heat will be recovered in the HRSG, 
which is designed as a two-pressure unit to optimize 
the efficiency of the reheat steam turbine operation. 

During Phase 3, an oxygen-blown, Shell gasification 
plant will be built. The coal gasification plant will 
be sized to fully load the two combustion turbines 
at 90°F ambient temperature. At ambient tempera-
tures below 90°F, it was assumed that No. 2 fuel 
oil (distillate) will be used to augment the medium 
BTU coal gas feed to the combustion turbines. Con-
version of the Phase I and 2 combustion turbines to 
coal gas fuel will require only minor modifications 
to convert from dual firing of natural gas and dis-
tillate to dual firing of coal gas and distillate. 

The gasification plant will include: 

- A coal preparation plant 

- A pneumatic coal feed system 

- Three entrained-flow gasifiers 

- A raw-gas cooling system followed by syngas 
cooler 

- A gas cleanup system 

- An acid gas removal plant 

- A two-train air-separation plant 

- A process steam turbine-generator 

Cast Estimates 

Capital costs were estimated in a manner consistent 
with an EPRI Class II Preliminary Estimate. For the 
major plant components, vendor pricing was used 
whenever possible. 

The total capital requirement for the project is that 
sum of money necessary to complete the total 
project scope and is defined as the sum of the 
plant facilities cost plus owner's cost but excluding 
any Allowance for Funds During Construction (AFDC). 
The total capital requirement is shown in Table 1 
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TABLE 1 

(BES'1FI ELI) TOTAL CAPITAL RJIDfldF 

(January 1987 $Milltons) 

Total 
Phase ! Phase ! Phase 3 Project 

Plant Facilities Investment 
Total Plant Cost 94.3 85.4 301.8 481.5 
Contingency 9.4 8.5 40.7 58.7 
Initial Catalyst a Chemicals 0.0 0.0 1.8 1.9 

Subtotal 103.8 94.0 344.4 542.2 

Owner's Costs 8.3 8.6 20.2 37.1 

Total Capital Requirement 112.1 102.6 364.6 579.3

for each phase of the project and for the total 
project. Owner's costs include any applicable license 
fees, spare parts, startup costs, owner's management 
costs, working capital, and land costs, but, as men-
tioned above, exclude AFDC.

Construction schedules were estimated for each 
phase. For Phase 1, detailed engineering, procure-
ment, and construction require slightly less than four 
years.	 Similar activities for Phase 2 take about 
3.5 years, while Phase 3 requires just over four 
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years.	 These schedules do not include permitting	 -Natural gas prices escalate at an average activities, which will add a front-end time require-	 annual real rate of 3.7 percent. ment of 22 months to Phase 3.
- Oil prices escalate at an annual average real 

Operating and maintenance costs were based on a 	 rate of 2.6 percent. 
100 percent capacity factor and are summarized in 
Table 2. The fixed operating costs are based on a 	 The effect of a number of variables was determined, 
permanent plant staff of 37, 42, and 159 for	 including: 
Phases 1, 2, and 3, which is equivalent to cumula-
tive staffing totals of 37, 79, and 238.	 - Gasification plant startup in 1998 rather than 

1993. 

TABLE 2 

MOILJAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 
(January 1987 $Millions) 

Phase ! Phase 2 Phase 3 

Fixed Operating Costs 
Variable Operating Costs 
By-Product Credit 
Fuel Cost 

2,6 3.9 16.9 
0.3 0.5 4.1 
0 0 (1.1) 

33.3 68.7 45.6

Financial Analysis 

The objective of the financial analysis was to deter-
mine the revenue requirements for the retrofit addi-
tion of the Phase 3 coal gasification plant. 

An economic analysis program was used to determine 
system production costs both with and without 
Phase 3 costs added. 

A base case scenario covering a 30-year study 
period for Virginia Power was developed. The 
resource plan includes Chesterfield Units 7 and 8 as 
natural gas-fired, combined-cycle plants. These con-
stitute Phases 1 and 2 of the study. The resource 
plan also specifies that 11,250 megawatts electrical 
of system generating capacity would be added over 
the period beginning in the year 2000 and continuing 
through the end of the study period. For this 
study, the undesignated units were assumed to be 
750 megawatts electrical of pulverized coal units 
with flat heat rates of 9,860 BTU per kilowatthour. 

Fuel price forecas ts were provided by Virginia 
Power's Procurement Economics Group in the spring 
of 1987. The major features of this forecast were: 

- General inflation, measured in terms of Gross 
National Product Implicit Price Deflator, Is at 
an average annual rate of 4.9 percent. 

- System coal prices escalate at an average 
annual real rate of eight percent over the 
first four years, then decline to an average 
annual real rate of 1.9 percent over the 
remainder of the study.

- Gasification plant heat rate variations of plus 
or minus five percent. 

- Hydrocarbon fuel prices that escalate at a 
real annual rate that is one percentage point 
higher than in Virginia Power's current 
forecast. 

- Lower coal prices based on use of an as-
sumed high-sulfur coal as gasification plant 
feed. 

- Use of natural gas rather than No. 2 oil as 
startup, backup, and augmentation fuel. 

The net present value (NPV) of fuel saving due to 
retrofitting the Phase 3 gasification plant to the 
Phase 2 combined cycle plant Is listed in Table 3. 
Case 1 in Table 3 refers to Virginia Power's fuel 
price projections. Case 2 is the same except that 
all hydrocarbon fuel prices escalate at a one per-
cent per year faster rate.	 Three parameters have
major impacts on NPV fuel saving: 

- GCC feed coal price is the primary factor. 
Dropping the escalation rate of coal to the 
inflation rate increases the NPV 78 percent. 

- Dropping the discount rate by two percentage 
points is the next important variable. A 
43 percent increase in NPV resulted. 

- increasing the hydrocarbon fuel price escala-
tion rate by one percentage point is the 
next important factor. A 32 percent in-
crease in NPV resulted. 
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TABLE 3 

FUEL SAVINGS WE 1) GAB! FIC&TIG4 PLANT
(January 1987 $Millions) 

Net Present Value 
Fuel Savings 

Description Case 1 Case 2 

1993 Startup of Phase 3 268 354 

Sensitivities 

1998 Startup of Phase 3 239 324 
Phase 3 6 296 Discount Rate Reduction 383 512 
GOC Plant Heat Rate 596 Higher 239 326 
GOC Plant Heat Rate 5% Lower 296 385 
Natural Gas as GOC Plant Backup Fuel 276 364 
1987 Coal Cost Escalate at inflation 477 564 
90% of 1987 Coal Cost, Escalate at 516 603 

Inflation

Thus, economic variables beyond direct control of 
Virginia Power control the NPV fuel savings. Plant 
design parameters had much less impact on NPV fuel 
savings over the range of sensitivities investigated. 
GCC feed coal price relative to steam coal price Is 
critical. It is the ability of the gasification plant 
to produce clean power from low-priced, high-sulfur 
coals which provides for greatest economic benefit 
for gasification on Virginia Power's system. 

The net present value of revenue requirements 
(NPRR) was used to determine the rate impact on 
customers for the addition of the gasification plant. 
The NPRR were determined as marginal requirements 
relative to the base case. Phase 1 and 2 facilities

costs were treated as sunk costs. The marginal 
revenue requirements necessary to operate and 
recover the capital cost of the gasification plant 
were calculated. 	 The NPV fuel savings were then
subtracted from the NPRR to obtain a net increase 
or decrease in revenue requirements. A negative 
result (net decrease in revenue requirements) repre-
sents a savings to the customer due to addition of 
the gasification plant. 

The results of the 17 cases analyzed are summarized 
in Table 4. None of the first 10 cases are 
economically feasible. Even a 25 percent reduction 
In Phase 3 project cost does not make a 1993 star-
tup date attractive. 

TABLE 4 

FINANCIAL RESULTS SUMMARY 
(January 1987 $Millions) 

Net Increase or (Decrease) 
in Net Present Value Revenues 

Description	 Case !	 Case 2 

1993 Startup of Phase 3 	 230	 144 

Snni tiwitinq

117 
185 
139 

59 

20 

1998 Startup of Phase 3 
Phase 3 6 2% Discount Rate Reduction 
Phase 3 Capital Costs 25% Lower 
1987 Coal Cost Escalate at Inflation 
90% of 1987 Coal Cost, Escalate at 

Inflation

32 
56 
53 

-28 [2019] 

-67 [2015] 
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Only two cases resulted in savings to the customer. 
This means that both low-priced coal and hydrocar-
bon fuel price escalation rates greater than those of 
the current forecast are necessary before a gasifica-
tion startup date of 1993 becomes economically 
feasible. However, even in this case, the gasifica-
tion plant break-even date is 2015. The combination 
of a 1998 gasification plant startup with both lower 
coal prices and higher hydrocarbon fuel prices was 
not evaluated, but should certainly create a situation 
where the Phase 3 project has a break-even date 
much closer to the startup date of the gasification 
plant. 

Thus, while coal gasification enables phased con-
struction and fuel flexibility, the retrofit of Ches-

terfield Units 7 and 8 to coal gas does not 
presently appear to be economical. Given the un-
certainty in long-term fuel price forecasts, Virginia 
Power believes the basic premise of phased construc-
tion is correct, if hydrocarbon fuel prices and 
low-sulfur coal prices remain relatively low for the 
next 10 years, the investment in the Phase 3 
gasification plant is not advisable. However, if 
hydrocarbon fuel prices move sharply upward during 
the mid-1990s and/or acid rain legislation results in 
high prices for low-sulfur coals, construction of the 
Phase 3 gasification plant closer to the year 2000 
remains a good potential fallback position. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

FOSSIL RESINS COULD BE VALUABLE COAL BYPRODUCT 

According to J.D. Miller of the University of Utah, 
fossil resins, as a byproduct from coal preparation, 
could sometimes be worth more than the coal itself. 

Many bituminous coals are known to contain small 
quantities of natural (fossil or subfossil) resin. In 
the United States, highly resinous coals are found in 
western coal fields, particularly the Wasatch Plateau 
coal field in Utah (Figure 1). Some of the seams in 
this field average more than five percent resin. 
Such resinous coals are also reported to be found in 
Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming. 

Miller notes that fossil resin has been recovered 
from the Wasatch Plateau coal field intermittently 
since 1929 by gravity and/or flotation processes. 
Resin production nevertheless has been on a very 
small scale. Of the four coal preparation plants In 
the Wasatch Plateau coal field (U. S. Fuel-King, 
Plateau, Beaver Creek, and Price River), only one 
plant recovers this valuable resource, at a rather 
low level of production.

Resin concentrates thus produced are usually refined 
by solvent extraction and crystallization. The resin 
product, at the present time, has a market value of 
approximately $0.50 per pound and is used in the 
adhesive, rubber, varnish, enamel, paint and coatings, 
thermoplastics, and ink Industries. Most recently, it 
has been suggested that these resins could have a 
special value as feedstock for high-density jet fuels. 

Chemical Characteristics 

Purified resins typically have a molecular weight of 
about 730, a melting point of about 170°C, and an 
iodine number of about 145. The purified resin has 
a variable shade of resinous yellow/brown color. In 
addition to its color, the resin is distinguished by a 
specific gravity of about 1.00 to 1.08. From a 
chemical structure standpoint the resin Is charac-
terized as being considerably less aromatic than 
other coal macerals with an aromaticity of 0.16 to 
0.23, compared to more than 0.60 for other coal 
macerals. Recent thermogra vimet tic and 
spectrometric analysis suggests that the fossil resins 
from the Wasatch Plateau region consist of macro-
molecular aggregates 	 composed of polymerized
sesqulterpenoids. 

Flotation Behavior 

The differences in chemical characteristics between 
resin and other coal macerals lead to a slight dif-
ference in the respective hydrophobicities of the two 
components. Thus It might be expected that a 
flotation separation would be possible. However, be-
cause the difference In the respective 
hydrophobicities of coal and resin is not great, the 
flotation separation of resin from coal is poor, and 
a multistage flotation circuit is needed even to 
produce a resin concentrate of modest quality. Ef-
forts have been made to improve resin flotation 
from coal by controlled reagent addition and by 
using coal depressants/oxidants. Only modest success 
has been realized. 

Fossil resin recovery from Utah coal has been prac-
ticed on a small scale for the past 55 years by 
either gravity concentration or conventional flotation 
techniques. A fossil resin concentrate is being 
produced on • a small scale (1.0 tons per hour) by the 
Fossil Resin Division of CPS, Price, Utah. A multi-
stage flotation circuit is needed to produce a resin 
concentrate suitable for refining by solvent extrac-
tion. However, even with a multistage flotation cir-
cuit, the quality of the fossil resin product from 
flotation Is not good at a satisfactory level of 
recovery, resulting in excessive solvent consumption 
during refining and added operating costs. 

Selective Resin Flotation 

Research efforts at the University of Utah have 
been devoted to finding a more effective coal 
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depressant in order to increase the difference in 
hydrophobicity between resin and coal and hence 
make a more selective flotation separation. Miller 
reports that ozone conditioning for coal depression is 
particularly effective. 

For ozone conditioning, the air Inlet of a flotation 
machine is connected to the outlet of an ozone 
generator. The ozone with oxygen as the parent 
gas was introduced into the resin/coal slurry through 
the air inlet and sparged naturally into the stirred 
suspension. After conditioning, MIBC was used as a 
frother at a dosage of 0.03 kilograms per ton. The 
flotation was then accomplished with air flow rate 
for five minutes at 900 rpm and 10 percent solids. 
The resin content of the feed was at 7.2 percent. 

The first Interesting result showed that the effec-
tiveness of coal depression by oxidation with ozone 
appears to be significantly affected by the initial 
surface state of the coal particles, as shown in 
Figure, 2. Without grinding the feed (zero grinding 
time), 35.8 percent of the coal was recovered in the 
concentrate. But with one minute of grinding and 
the same ozone treatment, flotation recovery of the 
coal was only 2.8 percent. When the grinding time 
was increased to five minutes, the recovery of the 
coal was reduced to less than one percent, produc-

FIGURE 2 
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ing a concentrate containing 90 percent resin. The 
results presented in Figure 2 further suggest that 
oxidation with ozone at a fresh coal surface is sig-
nificantly different than at the resin surface. After 
oxidation by ozone, the coal particles become 
strongly hydrophilic and no longer flotable, but the 
resin particles still retain their hydrophobicity, so 
that a selective separation is possible.	 Furthermore,
Figure 2 indicates that the flotability of oxidized 
resin is directly related to its particle size. The 
flotation recovery of resin increases as the particle 
size becomes finer (longer grinding time). 

Although the flotability of oxidized resin can be im-
proved as the particle size becomes finer, extensive 
oxidation with ozone will eventually depress the 
resin as shown in Figure 3. The resin is sig-
nificantly depressed when the ozone-conditioning time 
is greater than too seconds (>1 kilograms per ton 
solids). 

It Is evident that ozone conditioning can be an ef-
fective way to significantly improve the flotation 
separation efficiency for resin recovery from coal. 

Engineering Considerations 

Miller believes that selective flotation of resin from 
coal with ozone pretreatment should be commercially 
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feasible. Other oxidants have been shown to be less 
effective for coal depression and require higher ad-
dition levels in conditioning and hence are not com-
mercially viable. In the Utah work, flotation con-
centrates containing 95 percent resin with over 
75 percent recovery can be obtained for an ozone 
consumption of about two pounds per ton of coal 
feed. Thus, the cost of the ozone pretreatment 
based on the laboratory work would be only about 
one cent per pound of resin, compared to purified 
resin product with a market value of $0.40 per 
pound. Furthermore, such a process allows for a 
substantial savings in the solvent refining stage (due 
to high resin content) and a savings in the flotation 
circuit (no need for multistage flotation). 

Recommendations 

Fossil resin production from Utah coal reserves has 
been limited by incomplete recovery and/or the 
production of a low-quality product. Consequently, 
the market for this resin product has never been 
developed to its full potential. Fossil resin has 
been used for printing ink, adhesives, rubber, paint 
and coatings, thermoplastics, modifiers, and other 
special synthetic materials. It has been suggested 
that these resins could have special value as a 
high-density jet fuel. The University of Utah selec-
tive flotation of fossil resin by ozone conditioning 
suggests that a high-quality resin product can be 
separated with high recovery from Utah coals. They 
suggest that a substantial research program should 
be supported to further demonstrate this flotation 
technology including pilot-plant-level testing with 
continuous process development units. 

Industrial support for this program Is said to be 
pending. Already one company has taken an option 
on this technology from the university. 

RCIIL PATENTS CARBON FUEL PROCESS BASED ON 
BOUDOUARD REACTION 

United States Patent 4,762,528 "Fluid Fuel From Coal 
and Method of Making Same" has been issued to 
E.H. Reichl. 

According to the Invention, coal is gasified to 
produce carbon monoxide which Is converted to car-
bon by a reverse Boudouard reaction: 

2C00O2 +C	 (1) 

The carbon dioxide Is recycled and reacted with 
fresh coal to create more carbon monoxide by the 
Roudouard reaction: 

CO 2 +C2CO	 (2) 

The resulting carbon from the first step is recovered 
and mixed with a liquid to form a liquid slurry of 
particulate carbon which is useful as a liquid fuel.

The process optimizes recovery of carbon from coal 
In a usable form, substantially free of sulfur, 
hydrogen, ash and nitrogen. 

The ODELL patent (United States Patent Number 
1,964,744) describes a process for producing carbon 
black by obtaining carbon monoxide (possibly from 
coal) and converting the carbon monoxide through 
the reverse Boudouard reaction In equation (1) above. 

ODELL recovers carbon black as a high purity 
specialty product. The ODELL process is profligate 
in energy consumption, understandably, in view of 
the relatively low value of energy at the time the 
ODELL process was proposed (1930). ODELL recog-
nizes the importance of recovering carbon dioxide 
and recirculating the carbon dioxide through a car-
bonaceous fuel bed to create additional carbon 
monoxide. ODELL further recognizes that elevated 
pressures promote carbon production in the first 
reaction and recognizes that steam can be employed 
as a moderating gas to regulate the Boudouard reac-
tion exotherm. 

As far as can be determined, in more than 50 years 
since the ODELL patent, there have been no com-
mercial attempts to produce carbon black via the 
ODELL process. 

There have been prior suggestions that coal be con-
verted primarily to carbon and that the resulting 
high purity carbon be mixed with water to produce 
an aqueous slurry which functions as a pumpable 
fuel of essentially zero ash and sulfur content. 
However, such suggestions have proposed hydrogenat-
ing coal to maximize methane production and to 
convert the methane by thermal decomposition into 
hydrogen gas (which is recycled in the process) and 
high purity carbon for subsequent combination with 
water to form an aqueous slurry fuel. 

Dcrtptiai of the Invention 

Referring to Figure 1, coal is reduced In size to 
minus-0.25-inch and gasified in a fluidized bed reac-
tion vessel. Air or oxygen-enriched air Is intro-
duced into the gasifier beneath a porous grid. Up-
wardly rising gas maintains the coal particles in the 
bed in a fluidized suspension. Gasification of the 
coal occurs at a temperature from 8000 to 1,1000C 
and at atmospheric or superatrnospheric pressure from 
two to 30 atmospheres. Ash and spent lime from 
the reaction falls through the porous plate into a 
conical receptacle and is recovered through a lock 
hopper for disposal. 

Gases leaving the top of the reaction vessel are 
separated from entrained solids in a cyclone from 
which the entrained solids are returned to the 
fluidized bed through a down pipe. Overhead gases 
may then be further treated to remove remaining 
particulates and sulfur compounds. 

The clean, hot gases are delivered to a catalytic 
vessel containing appropriate catalyst for the reverse 
Boudouard reaction. 	 Such catalysts are known to 
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Include nickel, iron, iron oxide, iron-containing man-
ganese, copper, zinc, zinc oxides and other metal or 
metal oxide which may readily be. reduced. 

FIGURE 1 

CARBON BLACK FUEL PROCESS 

Em 

A reaction bed within the catalytic reaction vessel 
is maintained at an appropriate temperature from 
4500 to 700 0 C and elevated pressure to achieve ef-
fective conversion of carbon monoxide to carbon 
dioxide and free carbon by the reverse Boudouard 
reaction given in equation (1) above.

Free carbon from the reverse-Bouciouard reaction will 
be formed principally within the bed and carried 
overhead as entrained solid particles. A cyclone 
then separates the particulate carbon particles and 
sends them through a down pipe into a mixing ves-
sel. Liquid from either of two sources is delivered 
through a conduit to the mixer and a liquid slurry 
of finely divided, essentially zero ash, zero sulfur 
and zero nitrogen carbon is recovered as a product 
in the form of a fluid fuel. The product liquid fuel 
is a slurry containing from 55 to 75 weight percent 
particulate carbon.	 Water is a preferred slurry II-



quid. 

In alternative embodiments,	 the carbon may be
slurried with combustible liquids such as hydrocar 
bonaceous liquids (gasàline, liquid petroleum gas, 
kerosene, fuel oils, heavy fuel oils, tars, vegetable 
oils, alcohols and the like). 

The overhead gases from the carbon cyclone are 
delivered through a conduit to a gas separator which 
selectively recovers carbon dioxide for recycle into 
the gasifier vessel. The carbon dioxide within the 
vessel reacts with the heated carbon in the 
Boudouard reaction (equation (2) above). 

In an effort to minimize the presence of sulfur-
containing gases in the system, it may be desirable 
to introduce into the gasifier alkaline earth oxide or 
carbonate such as lime, limestone, dolomite and the 
like from a container into the solids feeder along 
with the incoming coal. Sulfur from the original 
coal will then appear in the ash product in the 
form of solid lime salts. 

The reaction is strongly exothermic; therefore means 
to control the temperature at the desired level must 
be provided.
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INTERNATIONAL 

CHINA APPROVES CHEMICALS FROM COAL 

The Chinese government has approved construction of 
a new methanol complex. Using coal as raw 
material, the Shanghai-based plant is expected to 
produce 100,000 tons per year of methanol and 
15,000 tons per year of acetate fiber. 	 Completion
Is due in 1992. 

BEIJING WEATHERS COAL GAS CRISIS 

Producers of manufactured gas from coal In Beijing, 
China managed to get by a two-day gas "crisis" In 
January with few problems. 

Consumers had been warned that part of the city 
would have its gas supply cut the thy alter 
Christmas but no cuts were made. 

Beijing Raa reported that the No. 751 Plant, one of 
the capitals three main gas producers; had been 
forced to stop its gas production to clean a vital 
gas pipeline which had become blocked. 

Experts said it would take at least 48 hours to 
clean the 300-meter pipeline and that the gas supply 
was expected to drop by 310,000 cubic meters per 
day as a result. This would mean that over 
100,000 people would have no gas for cooking during 
that time. 

To guarantee the supply of gas to residents, in- 
dustrial departments reduced their daily gas con: 
sumption from 350,000 cubic meters to 180,000 cubic 
meters, just enough to keep the temperatures of the 
furnaces up, the paper said. 

Meanwhile, the other two big gas producers, the 
Beijing Coking Factory and the Capital Iron and 
Steel Complex, following a request by the city 
government, did their best to increase their output 
respectively from 1.07 million and 120,000 cubic 
meters to 1.25 million and 150,000 cubic meters. 

Thanks to these efforts the gas "crisis" proved no 
trouble at all. 

Now all three gas producers have resumed their nor-
mal supply. Since then, the newly built No. 5 
coking furnace in Beijing Coking Factory was kindled 
and the factory's daily gas supply is expected to 
reach 1.4 million cubic meters by April. By then, 
the Beijing Coking Factory will be the country's big-
gest gas production and supply base, according to 
Beijing

VOEST-ALPINE MELTDOWN-GASIFIER FOR PIG IRON 
PRODUCTION COMMERCIALIZED 

A basic steel process that does not use coke has 
been commercialized at ISCOR's Pretoria works (South 
Africa). Designed and built by Voest-Alpine In-
dustrieanlagenbau GmbH (Linz, Austria), the plant 
converts iron ore and coal directly into 300,000 tons 
per year of pig Iron In a melter-gasifier. Conven-
tional techniques require use of a coke oven to 
make coke, which is then reacted with iron ore in a 
blast furnace. 

Two streams are gravity fed into the melt er-gasifier. 
One stream is coal (0.5-0.7 tons of carbon per ton 
of pig iron produced) with ash, water and sulfur 
contents of up to 20 percent, 12 percent and 
1.5 percent, respectively, Lime Is fed together with 
the coal to absorb sulfur. The second stream--Iron 
ore In lump, sinter or pellet form--is first fed to a 
reduction furnace at 850-900°C and contacted with 
reducing gas (65-70 percent CO and 20-25 percent 
H 2) from the melter-gasifier. This step reduces the 
ore to 95 percent metal. 

The reduced ore proceeds to final reduction and 
melting in the melter-gasifier, where temperatures 
range from 1,100 0C near the top of the unit to 
1,600-1,700 0 C at the oxygen Inlets near the bottom. 
Molten metal and slag are tapped from the bottom. 
Voest-Alpine says the pig iron quality matches that 
from blast furnaces, and that costs are $150 per 
ton. 

Voest-Alpine has also recently patented several 
schemes involving a fluidized bed meltdown -gaslfler 
(United States Patents 4,725,308, 4,728,360, 4,729,786, 
Issued in 1988). Typically a fluidized bed of coke 
particles Is maintained on top of the molten iron 
bath by blowing in oxygen-containing gas just at the 
surface of the molten metal. 

INDIA BUILDS 18 TPD FLUIDIZED BED GASIFICATION 
PILOT 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BIIEL), of Vikas 
Nagar, Hyderabad, India considers fluidized bed coal 
gasification as a long term perspective for combined 
cycle power generation. An 18 ton per day coal 
capacity pilot scale Process and Equipment Develop-
ment Unit (PEDU) has been built. 

BHEL as a manufacturer of power generation equip-
ment has been Involved in research and development 
activities related to advanced power systems. These 
Include coal gas based combined cycles. 
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BHEL's involvement in the development of coal 
gasification concerns the better and wider utilization 
of high ash, low grade, Indian coals. The coals 
normally available for power generation are non 
caking and have ash content in the range 
25-45 percent by weight. The coals have high ash 
fusion temperature in the range 1,5230-1,7230K. 
DUEL considered various options for coal gasification 
particularly to suit the Indian coals for combined 
cycle power generation. Major points considered 
were coal type, coal size, ash quality, ash quantity, 
carbon utilization, plant capacity, gasification ef-
ficiency and overall thermal efficiency. 

In general, quality of coals that are or will be 
available for use in different sectors is deteriorat-
ing. These coals are characterized by low to 
medium calorific values and high ash contents. 
Futuristic trends also show that some of the key 
coal consuming sectors, particularly the power sec-
tor, will have to depend on the discards of coal 
washeries or middlings which are likely to have an 
ash content of 45 percent or above. Considering all 
the aspects, DUEL identified fluidized-bed coal 
gasification as one of the thrust areas to establish 
a base of scientific capability and excellence for 
the introduction of combined cycle power generation 
plants in the Indian power scene. 	 A program was
drawn up to develop fluidized-bed coal gasification

in two phases.	 The first phase includes the
development of a pilot scale, PEDU of 18 tons per 
day of coal capacity. The second phase of the 
program includes the design, fabrication, erection and 
operation of a 150 ton per day prototype plant 
coupled to a combined cycle power plant. 

A schematic of the PEDU is shown in Figure 1. 
Coal is gasified by a mixture of air and steam at 
around 1,173 0 K and at a pressure of 1.013 MPa. 

Coal Preparation and Feeding 

Raw coal Is crushed in a Jaw crusher to zero to six 
millimeter size and transferred to the coal hopper. 
This coal is then transferred to the coal lock sys-
tem, which enables continuous feed of coal under 
normal pressurized operation. A screw feeder con-
veys the coal from the coal lock systems into the 
gasifier. The screw feeder is provided with a water 
Jacket and recycle gas cooling. 

Gasification 

The gasifier	 Is	 a refractory	 lined	 vessel with	 an in-
side diameter	 of 400	 millimeters	 at	 the lower	 sec-
tion (gasification section) and	 an	 inside diameter	 of 
700 millimeters at	 the	 top	 section (free	 board 
section). There is	 a	 gas	 distribution	 grid located at
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the bottom section of the gasifier. This generates a 
uniform flow of air-steam mixture in the gasifier 
and creates a bubble-bed system for effective coal-
air-steam reactions. The coal gas along with the 
entrained ash/char leaves the gasifier top section at 
around 1,173 0 lC. Ash is withdrawn from the bottom 
section (gasifier section) through the dip leg of the 
conical gas distribution grid. 

Gas Clean-Up 

The gas leaving the gasifier enters a cyclone 
separator. The cyclone separator is also refractory 
lined. The ash-separated in the cyclone is led into 
a drain line through the dust hold up vessel. The 
gas is then water quenched in a quench pipe to a 
temperature around 623 0K. The gas Is further 
cooled to 323 0 K in quench vessels and scrubbed free 
of particulates in the venturi scrubber. The coal 
gas at 323 0 K and 0.912 MPa and free of particulates 
is demisted and then flared in a flare stack. 

Ash Withdrawal 

The ash leaving the gasifier at the bottom section is 
withdrawn through an ash extractor, ash hold up 
vessel and ash lock. The ash extractor is a screw 
extractor with water circulation through the screw 
shaft and jacket. 

Development Program 

The gasification plant was first commissioned in 
November 1987. 

Phase 1 of the fluidized-bed coal gasification test 
program is scheduled to end in March 1989. In 
parallel, Phase 2 of the fluidized bed coal gasifica-
tion program, engineering of a demonstration scale, 
150 ton per day coal capacity gasification plant, has 
been in progress since April 1987. 	 This plant is 
scheduled for commissioning in March 1990. The 
demonstration plant will be integrated with an exist-
ing six megawatt electrical gas turbine/steam turbine 
combined cycle plant.

## It It 

COMMERCIAL INTEREST SEEN IN CRE SPOUTED BED 
GASIFIER 

A spouted fluidized bed process for making low-BTU 
fuel gas from coal has been developed by British 
Coal at the Coal Research Establishment (GRE). A 
pilot plant has been built with a coal throughput of 
12 tonnes per thy. 

This project was sponsored by the European Economic 
Community (EEC) under a demonstration grant. 
Results to date have established the basis of a 
simple yet flexible process for making a gaseous fuel 
low in sulfur, tar and dust.

Proce Deaeription 

Consideration of the relative merits of the available 
technology for coal gasification and their operation 
with United Kingdom coals with variable swelling and 
ash characteristics led British Coal In 1974 to com-
mence the development of a fluidized bed gasifier. 

The CRE gasification process is based on the use of 
a submerged spouted bed (Figure 1). A significant 
proportion of the fluidizing gas is introduced as a 
jet at the apex of a conical base. This promotes 
rapid recirculation within the bed enabling caking 
coals to be processed without encouraging ag-
glomeration problems. 	 This enables low ash fusion
temperature coals to be processed successfully. 

The original development of the gasifier used char 
as the bed material. Recent work has concentrated 
on the use of sand rather than char as the bed 
material. The bed height is in excess of the maxi-
mum spoutable height and thus the upper bed be-
haves as a slugging fluidized bed. Additional 
fluidizing gases can be injected through the conical 
section of the base to ensure the whole bed remains 
fluldized. The gasifier is operated at slightly above 
atmospheric pressure and a temperature of around 
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1,000°C. Sulfur which would be otherwise released 
into the fuel gas can be retained by the addition of 
a small amount of limestone with the coal feed. 

The coal may either be used as singles (12 to 
25 millimeters) or crushed and dried to a top size 
of six millimeters. Singles coal is a commercially 
available size grading produced by British Coal for 
the industrial market. The singles coal is fed 
overbed using a screw conveying feeder but the 
crushed coal Is pneumatically injected through the 
base of the reactor with part of the fluidizing 
gases. In the gasifier the coal is partially gasified 
to produce a hot fuel gas and a residue char. The 
majority of the char is elutriated from the reactor 
as fines in the product gas. To increase the carbon 
utilization these fines are collected in a high tem-
perature cyclone and reinjected using a steam-driven 
ejector into the gasifier without cooling. Bed 
material is continuously withdrawn from the gasifier 
to purge the system of mineral matter. 

Process Development 

Experimental work began in 1974 on laboratory scale 
gasifiers. it was shown that the spouted bed system 
can handle a wide range of coals, in terms of 
swelling characteristics and size grading and can 
produce a clean fuel gas of low sulfur and minimal 
tar content. Trials performed in 1982 on a tem-
porarily converted semi-commercial scale plant with 
a coal throughput of 0.5 tonnes per hour confirmed 
the results of the laboratory scale work. Successful 
operation was attained over a range of operating 
requirements using a series of coals with swelling 
numbers up to 8.5. 

In 1983 it was decided to build a 0.5 tonne per 
hour pilot plant at the Coal Research Establishment 
(CRE) of British Coal, in Cheltenham, England. 

Plant	 construction	 was	 completed in April 1985 and 
cold	 commissioning of	 all aspects	 of	 the plant	 was 
successfully	 achieved by June	 1985.	 As part	 of the 
contract	 with	 the	 EEC	 several	 extended	 trials were 
completed between April 	 1986 and March 1987 using 
char as bed material.	 Since April 1987 a new con-
tract	 with	 the	 EEC	 has	 commenced	 to investigate 
the	 use	 of	 sand beds	 and	 the	 potential of	 oxygen 
enrichment	 on	 the process.	 This	 contract will	 per-
mit	 operation	 of	 the	 pilot	 plant	 up	 to November 
1989.	 The	 first	 operating	 run	 with sand beds was 
successfully completed in November 1987.

Process Achievements 

Typical performance data for the gasifier are given 
in Table 1 for tests both with and without recycling 
the fines elutriated from the gasifier. Without 
recycle, coal to gas conversion efficiencies on the 
order of 61 percent (mass basis) and 56 percent 
(energy basis) have been demonstrated. Improved 
coal to gas conversion efficiencies were achieved 
through the recycle of fines elutriated from the 
gasifier from the primary cyclone to the gasifier 
bed.	 The fines have a high carbon content, typi-

cally 80 percent	 by weight and therefore	 It	 is	 im-
portant	 to recycle these	 fines back	 to	 the	 gasifier 
to	 achieve higher conversions. Subsequently	 tests 
with	 fines recycle demonstrated coal	 conversion	 ef-
ficiencies up	 to 70	 percent (mass	 basis)	 and 
63 percent (energy basis).

Early in 1987, a laboratory scale study was carried 
out at CRE using sand instead of char as the bed 
material. The study showed that the gasifier when 
operated with a low carbon content sand bed has 
several process advantages. These advantages being 
increased coal to gas conversion efficiencies and 
significantly reduced elutriation rates. Tests with 
sand beds on the 12 ton per day gasifier were in-
cluded as part of the new development program 
which commenced in May 1987. 

Without fines recycle coal to gas conversions on the 
order of 83 percent (mass basis) and 70 percent 
(energy basis) were achieved (Table 1). As with the 
char bed system, improved coal to gas conversions 
were achieved by recycling the high carbon content 
fines; up to 95 percent on a mass basis and 
80 percent on an energy basis. The gas calorific 
value in both cases was of the order of 
4.1 megajoules per cubic meter. In terms of coal 
to gas conversion and gas quality the results ob-
tained were significant improvements over those 
achieved with the char bed system. 

Gas Combustion Tests 

Early work with the gaseous product concentrated on 
obtaining stable combustion over a range of burner 
throughput. This has been achieved through redesign 
of commercial nozzle mix burners to ensure that jet 
velocity does not exceed the flow flame speed, and 
by use of adequate flame stabilization arrangements. 

A major potential market for the gasification process 
Is thought to be in brick manufacture. A collabora-
tive program was developed with North Staffordshire 
Polytechnic to investigate the use of the fuel gas 
for firing clay bricks. During an Initial trial at the 
Polytechnic, test bricks were successfully fired in a 
pilot scale tunnel kiln using fuel gas from the 
12 ton per day gasifier. 

Process Applications 

At present, work on the 12 ton per day pilot plant 
is directed towards providing design information for 
gasifiers operated at atmospheric pressure for in-
dustrial fuel gas applications. The aim is to develop 
a range of commercial gasifiers with a coal through-
put typically of 24 to 100 tonnes per day. To this 
end a license agreement has been signed by Otto-
Simon Carves (OSC) to exploit the technology for in-
dustrial application. Designs of commercial gasifiers 
are available and OSC together with British Coal are 
actively promoting the use of the technology in the 
United Kingdom process industries. 

The application of the process for power generation 
is also being investigated.	 Various cycles incor-
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TABLE 1 

RESULTS F (ZE 12 TTh GASIFIER 

Char Bed Sand Bed 
Without With Without With 

Data	 -	 - Recycle Recycle Recycle Recycle 

Air, Percent 86 90 100 95 
Steam, Percent 14 10 0 5 
Bed Temp °C 971 973 1,020 1,020 
Bed Height m 2 2 2.5 2.5 
Fluidizing Velocity m/s 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.2 
Solid Rates kg/h 

Coal 490 450 240 275 
Cyclone Fines 180 124 39 10 
Dust (Thc Cyclone) 10 15 2 3.5 

Gas Composition, Volume %, Dry
10.9 10.1 8.7 7.2 

CO 13.1 14.5 20.0 19.5 
H2 14.3 13.2 11.7 12.0 
CM4 1.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 
N2 60.1 61.3 60.7 60.6 

Steam%Wet 14.0 8.9 5.2 5.5 
HzS (vçm) 2,700 2,800 2,800 

(300) 
Calorific Value MJ/m3 

Dry Basis 3.9 3.7 4.2 4.0 
As Produced	 Wet) 3.4 3.4 3.9 3.8 

Fuel Gas Vol nfl /h (Wet) 1,512 1,508 831 988 
Coal Conversion % 

(Mass Basis) 61 69 83 95 
Coal Conversion 

(Energy Basis) 56 63 70 80

*With Limestone Addition 

porating a pressurized version of the spouted bed 
technology have been studied and power station ef-
ficiencies up to 45 percent are predicted. 

For many years the Otto Group of companies have 
been involved in the development and operation of a 
variety of coat gasification processes including the 
Saarburg-Otto entrained flow system and single and 
double stage fixed bed producer gas units. In the 
years before the advent of freely available natural 
gas, OSC, as part of the Simon Engineering Group, 
Installed numerous fixed bed gas producers in the 
United Kingdom. 

In 1984 OSC re-evaluated the technology of coal 
gasification and found that, for a modem gasification 
process to be viable it must be able to handle coals 
which are readily available without any on site 
preparation or pretreatment. In reality this means 
using a standard sized coal such as singles, which 
are	 12-25	 millimeters,	 or	 smalls,	 typically
25 millimeters down to zero. Secondly the gasifica-
tion process must be able to handle coals with a 
wide range of swelling characteristics and ash

properties. Thirdly the fuel gas may gave to com-
pete with natural gas or oil and therefore the 
gasifier must be able to produce a fuel with low 
dust and sulfur contents. Fourthly, the fuel gas 
must not contain any condensible tars which would 
make gas cleaning complicated. Finally the overall 
conversion efficiency is of paramount importance if 
a coal gasification process is to be economically vi-
able. 

If these characteristics are satisfied, they believe 
there is a large potential market for relatively small 
scale gasification plants producing low calorific gas 
within the United Kingdom. 

Commercial Design 

Shortly after the pilot plant design was initiated at 
CRE the first discussions concerning the development 
of a commercial gasifier were held between CRE and 
OSC. These discussions led to a joint design study 
being undertaken during the following year, which 
culminated in OSC taking a license for fluidized bed 
gasification technology from British Coal. 
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During the design study, OSC made the decision that 
the commercial gasifier should be marketed as an 
industrial appliance, rather than a piece of process 
plant. This decision resulted in an approach 
whereby the gasifier is offered as a standard 
module. After joint discussions it was decided to 
design three modules with capacities between One 
and 2.5 tonnes per hour. By adopting this modular 
approach it has enabled the capital cost of the 
plant to be kept to a minimum. 

Obviously coal storage, coal handling, ash handling 
and gas distribution are dependent on individual site 
installations. With this in mind the module has been 
limited to coal storage at the gasifier through to 
clean gas production, but excluding the gas distribu-
tion system. 

The main features of the plant are similar to the 
pilot plant at Cheltenham but simplifications and 
modifications were made during the design study, 
resulting in a commercial design, as shown in 
Figure 2.

Commercial Applications 

Although OSC has yet to build the first commercial 
unit, they say considerable interest has been shown 
from a large number of potential clients worldwide. 

Interest in the United Kingdom and Western Europe 
has been somewhat limited by the cost advantage 
which oil holds over coal at the present time and 
by the ready availability of other fuels such as 
electricity and natural gas. Consequently the 
majority of interest so far has been from outside 
Europe, in particular from India, China, South Africa 
and Zimbabwe. 

The attraction of gasification is enhanced in a num-
ber of countries by the ability of the fluidized bed 
unit to utilize relatively cheap, poor quality in-
digenous coals thus eliminating in many cases the 
requirement to import alternative fuels using valuable 
foreign exchange. 

Also OSC has found that the range of potential 
process applications for the produced gas is par-
ticularly wide,	 each application requiring a gas 
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quality specific to that process. In order to satisfy 
these differing demands a number of variations 
around the basic gasifier modules have been 
developed. 

The calorific value of the gas produced by the air 
blown gasifier is approximately 4.0 megajoules per 
cubic meter. This would not be sufficient for some 
applications and so oxygen enrichment may be con-
sidered as a possibility. 

The - selection of the downstream as cleaning and 
gas cooling equipment Is dependent on the process 
application as this may require a cool, dust-free gas 
or a hot dust-laden gas or possibly a product gas 
somewhere between the two. 

A recent feasibility study required the product gas 
to fuel a series of brick kilns and also to be 
burned in a gas engine to generate electricity. Be-
cause of the specific energy costs at this site the 
conversion is considered viable with a payback of 
approximately five years. 

According to information presented by OSC at last 
year's International Conference on Gasification, cur-
rent United Kingdom coal costs lead to gas costs 
that are not particularly attractive to United 
Kingdom companies with oil and gas prices at their 
existing levels. However, the figures do show 
potential for the future and in particular to in-
dustrial sites In remote areas where natural gas or 
oil may not be available. 

The economics of the fluidized bed gasification 
process in a number of other countries, however, 
can be particularly attractive. As an example gas 
can be produced In South Attica for approximately 
three rand/GJ compared to approximately 12 rand/GJ 
for heavy fuel oil and 20 rand/GJ for electricity. 
Therefore, OSC believes that as the traditional in-
dustrial fuels become more expensive relative to 
coal, this process will become an alternative energy 
producer for many industries throughout the world. 

REPORT FROM EUROPEAN WORKING GROUP ON UCG 
DUE IN APRIL 

When it became evident that the joint Belgium and 
German underground coal gasification (IJCG) field test 
in Thulin was to be terminated in early 1988, K2G 
and the German Federal Research Ministry had to 
consider whether the continuation of this work was 
reasonable. A study was made by K2G to evaluate 
today's state of knowledge on UCG. 

The study concluded that,	 based on current
knowledge and economic prospects for UCG, they 
should not abandon the research. Results of the 
study were discussed at the 14th Annual Underground 
Coal Gasification Symposium.

Initial Situatlim 

The Federal Republic of Germany, as most European 
countries, possesses abundant hardcoal deposits which 
are too deep, dirty or remote to be mined economi-
cally by conventional mining methods, but still rep-
resenting a huge energy and raw material potential. 
Such deep hardcoal reserves will become exploitable 
exclusively by in situ conversion processes. Under-
ground conversion of hardcoal activities are coor-
dinated by Forsehungsgesellschaft Kohlegewinnung 
Zweite Generation mbH (K2G) with financial help 
from the Buadesminister fur Forschung and Tech-
nologie	 (BMFT,	 Minister	 for	 Research	 and
Development). 

The Federal Republic of Germany shared in a field 
experiment with the Kingdom of Belgium to study 
underground coal gasification at great depths. The 
field project implemented on the test site in 
Thulin/Belgium expired in 1988. 

State of Knowledge 

Table 1 is a list of recent plants and field tests 
implemented worldwide. More than forty field 
projects on underground gasification have been com-
pleted so far, but just one experiment at a depth of 
more than 800 meters. 

The evidence to be provided by the German-Belgian 
field test in Thulin originally was to prove the 
technical feasibility of underground gasification based 
on backward combustion. It turned out, however, 
that linking by burning a channel was Impossible due 
to the plastic behavior of the coal at those depths. 
This technique was abandoned and connection be-
tween injection and production wells was brought 
about by a diverted and horizontally directed 
borehole. 

Due to the short distance between the existing ver-
tical boreholes the Linkage drilling had to be done 
with a short deviation radius of just 12 meters. 
This prevented ignition at a well-defined point so 
that no precisely delimited reaction chamber took 
shape. It was nevertheless possible to get a con-
version reaction started in the deposit and to main-
tain it for 200 days. 

So,	 while	 the field test in Thalia	 failed to	 meet	 the 
ambitious	 target of demonstrating underground 
gasification	 on	 a technical scale,	 it nevertheless 
provided	 evidence that gasification	 of hardcoal	 is 
possible, even at	 great depths.

Because of the very low permeability at great 
depths, an underground reactor can only be a cavern 
within a seam. The exposed coal surface will not 
contribute to the process mechanisms as much as the 
coal which rock pressure forces out of the cavern 
walls or which the weight of the coal roof causes 
to fall down, thus forming a reaction bed on the 
bottom of the cavern. 
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TABLE 1 

REta WIRID flPEEI flIE IN UME*JM OML GASIFICATION 

Coal Gas 
Gasified Produced 

Site Coal TZM Depth (m) Test Duration (Tons) (10" m4) 

USSR: 
Pothuskovna Brown Coal 30 - 80 1947 - 1962 - 4,700 
Angrenskaja Drown Coal 120 - 200 since 1961 5.0 14,000 

1962 - 1977 
Juzno-Ablnskaja Hard Coal 50 - 300 since 1955 1.6 6,700 

1955 - 1977 

1973 - 1979 17,300 63.56 
(388 days) 
1976 - 1979 5,100 12.18 
(123 days) 
1979 (12 days) 234 1.39 
1979 - 1981 9,900 17.35 
(101 days) 
1983 (30 days) 1,800 1.78 
1987 - 1988 10,000 13.10 
(102 days) 

1986 - 1987 340 0.55 
affected 

154 
converted

USA: 
Hanna	 Brown Coal	 85 

Hoe Creek	 Brown Coal	 50	 - 120 

Pricetown	 hard Coal	 270 
Rawlins	 Brown Coal	 30 

Centralia	 Brown Coal	 75 
Hanna	 Brown Coal	 110
(Rocky Mountain I) 

EUROPE: 
Thulin	 Hard Coal	 860 

Thus the in-seam drillhole functioning as a starting 
point for a reactor cavern must follow the seam 
bottom in order to induce the roof coal to come 
down. The widths of the cavern may be substantial. 
For injection and production boreholes spaced at ap-
proximately 33 meters, reactor widths of as much as 
30 meters were observed. 

Shallow seams as well as deep lying seams appear to 
be best accessible to gasification by the Cal? 
method (controlled retracting injection point). 

The cavern stability is a critical function of the 
properties of the overlying sedimentary rock. It Is 
possible that the top of a reactor will remain stable 
enough so as not to break down Into the burnt-out 
cavity. In rock of inferior compressive and tensile 
strength, however, the rock will cave down and 
refill the cavity with a relatively loose block-type 
pack. Such caving, however, does not happen before 
some days have elapsed, so that normally cavern 
formation Is not endangered by the dropping 
material.	 In the case of consolidated rock the 
caving zone will be restricted to approximately 
triple the seam thickness. Above that zone there 
will form a kind of supporting vault which prevents 
further breakage around the distressed cavity. 

Except for the Thulin experiment, most of the field 
tests were run in seams which, pursuant to the Ger-

man classification, would be considered as hard 
brown coal seams. These coals differ from those of 
German domestic hardcoal in one essential point: 
hard brown coats shrink as they give off much of 
their extremely high moisture content under thermal 
load. This is a clear advantage for the process in 
so far as the structure of the coal mass spon-
taneously loosens at the combustion front. 

Most of the German domestic hardcoals, instead, ex-
hibit a quite different behavior due to their swelling 
tendency. They will dilate under thermal load, ex-
hibit a plastic behavior and not release their much 
lower moisture content Immediately at the combus-
tion front. 

The Economics of UCG 

The general economics of the technology will play a 
critical part In the decision-making on the further 
orientation of research activities. 

The surface components of a plant for underground 
gasification whose product gas may, Inter alia, go 
into power generation, are an accepted state-of-
the-art. Unlike this, there Is still Inadequate infor-
mation available on a gasification reactor located at 
great depths. Figure 1 contains a sketch of a basic 
layout of the gasification area plus the necessary 
drillholes. 
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FIGURE 1 

COMMERCIAL CONCEPT FOR UCG AT GREAT DEPTH 

SCHEMATIC VIEW	 SCHEMATIC CROSS SECTION 

The calculation by K2G showed that the expected 
costs of electricity generation at a station supplied 
with gas from underground gasification He between 
0.08 and 0.18 5/kWh. The lower amount of 0.08 
s/kwh refers to a depth of 1,000 meters, a delivery 
of the gas to the surface at 8000C and 
7,500 annual hours of power plant operation. 	 This
compares to a rate of 0.07 or 0.08 s/kWh for a 
conventional coal-fueled power station. The higher 
cost of 0.18 5/kWh stands for gasification at 
2,000 meters depth, a gas outlet temperature at the 
surface of 200 0C and 3,500 annual hours of power 
plant operation. 

The most critical among all of the parameters is	 the 
drilling cost per ton of gasified coal,	 a factor which 
Is determined by the width of	 the	 gasification front, 
the	 number	 of	 extractable seams,	 and	 their thick-
ness.

It was concluded that underground gasification of 
deep coal has to be considered basically feasible and 
controllable. This attitude Is supported by the 
programs set up by the nations interested in under-
ground gasification, as the United States, USSR and 
New Zealand. Marginal conditions in all cases sug-
gest the possibility of arriving at a commercial ap-
plication of underground gasification even in periods 
of low oil prices. 

Underground coal gasification still has to be 
regarded as a "high-risk-technology." This research 
can only be pursued if all experts join their forces 
while the costs are shared and distributed to dif-
ferent shoulders. 

European Working Group on UCG 

In the future, only joint projects of all interested 
partners in the European Communities may count on

financial support from Brussels. Support of one 
English and one French project for underground con-
version will no longer exist in the future. Support 
will only be provided for one joint project. The 
foundation stone for such a joint program was laid 
in April 1988 in Paris by founding the "European 
Working Group on UCO" under the administration of 
K2G.	 Figure 2 gives an outline of the organiza-



tional background of the group. 

It had been planned to define and apply for an in-
dependent project with the Commission of the 
European Communities. This would, however, result 
in a relatively long lead time and in budget discur 
sions with the Commission. On the other hand, the 
approved funds of the IDGS field tests had not been 
exhausted completely. 

Thus an independent project phase y e was defined 
which is to be dealt with under the "Working Group" 
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led by K2G. An agreement was signed between K2G 
and IDGS so that the foundation stone for the 
European cooperation was laid. K20 then granted 
suborders to the other European partner organizations 
to guarantee their integration into the group. 

K2G says it is clear that underground gasification 
will become a technical reality only if It solves the 
technical,	 environmental, 	 and economics related 
problems.	 All ways which might provide a solution 
have to be assessed. Based on the recent 
German/Belgian field test as well as experiments 
carried out worldwide, the remaining risks and the 
existing potential of this technology have to be as-
sessed and put into a European context. 

Therefore, the	 short-term	 task	 undertaken	 by the 
European Working Group on UCG is a strategy study 
of	 the	 technical	 feasibility	 and	 the economic and 
energetic potential	 of	 underground gasification in 
Europe. This	 will provide	 the	 basis for	 future re-
quired research and development programs.

Before a costly long-term research program may be 
Initiated, a number of decisions within CEC and the 
individual national organizations based on the results 
of the European working group are required. it may 
be assumed that one to one and a half years will 
pass after the finalization of the strategy study 
before new projects can be started. The date for 
the finalization of the strategy study is April, 1989. 
A decision on future research projects should then 
be taken before mid-1990. The existing working 
group could then serve as the "Origin" for such a 
European project. 

DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO HYCOL GASIFIER 

The UYCOL gasifier is being developed by Japan's 
New Energy Development Organization as a process 
to manufacture hydrogen from coal. The entrained 
flow gasifier has been described earlier (Pace Syn-
thetic Fuels Report, March, 1988, page 4-40). A 
20 ton per day pilot plant is under construction at 
Sodegaura, across Tokyo Bay from Tokyo, and is due 
to be completed in 1989. 

Improvements to the basic design have been made on 
the basis of cold-flow tests and small-size gasifier 
tests. 

Gasifier flow Pattern 

The HYCOL gasifier consists of a two-stage, spiral 
flow, slagging gasification chamber as indicated in 
Figure 1. 

In order to choose an efficient gasifier configura-
tion, flow patterns were carefully investigated in a 
model gasifier made of transparent materials.

FIGURE 1 

BASIC CONFIGURATION OF 
HYCOL GASIFICATION CHAMBER 

CONSTRICTION 

UPPER 

II
LOWER 
BURNERS 

SLAG TAP 

The nozzles are set around the cylinder at two 
levels, each level containing four nozzles. The 
nozzles cause a spiral flow in the cylinder. A plate 
with a center hole, which simulated a slag tap, was 
set near the bottom of the cylinder. And a con-
striction plate is provided above the upper burner 
level. 

Trajectories of tracer particles were examined with 
respect to changes of gasification chamber height, 
constriction diameter, nozzle angles, nozzle position, 
and flow velocities at the nozzles. If suitable con-
ditions are chosen, most of the particles from the 
upper nozzles swirl downwards for a few seconds, 
and then turn upwards and go up the center part of 
the reactor to the constriction exit, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

In this way the coal-derived char, which Is produced 
In the upper part of the gasification chamber, is 
transferred to the high-temperature lower part of 
the chamber, in a way to promote efficient gasifica-
tion. The coal particles follow the spiral path 
downward, spending a longer residence time in the 
chamber, and are more likely to be gasified. 

Based on the experimental results of the acrylite 
flow chamber, a small-size test gasifier was designed 
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and operated, and its performance was compared 
with the original two-step spiral flow gasifier. 

The sets of upper and lower burners in the original 
gasifier were oriented to form equal tangential 
circles (0.3 of the diameter) at each level. 
However, in the new gasifier the sets of upper and 
lower burners were positioned to form different size 
tangential circles, that is, the upper circle was 0.7 
and the lower circle was 0.3 of the reactor 
diameter. This resulted in a significantly improved 
gasification efficiency (Figure 2). 

Multi-Hole Slag Tap Structure 

The HYCOL gasifier incorporates a multi-hole slag 
tap design (Figure 1). This configuration was 
derived from the following considerations.

multi-hole slag tap at the bottom and a constriction 
plate at the top of the chamber. The result was as 
expected. The hot gas flow, through the outer hole 
to the center hole, increased the bottom temperature 
of the outer hole, which enabled smooth slag flow 
without auxiliary slag tap burning. 

Slag flow information Is one of the most important 
factors In gasifier operation. To insure reliable 
operation a slag flow image sensing technique has 
been developed. An image guide of 30,000 glass 
fibers Is used for slag tap observation. The object 
lens and the image guide are mounted in a water-
cooled stainless steel guide tube which goes through 
the furnace wall. The window of the object lens Is 
two millimeters in diameter and commands a 
60 degree field of view. 

FIGURE 2 

EFFECT OF HYCOL REACTOR
CONFIGURATION ON

GASIFICATION EFFICIENCY 
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The data from the model gasifier showed that, be-
cause of vortex effects, the pressure along the cen-
ter axis was always lower than in the peripheral 
region of the gasifier. This indicated that, if a 
slag tap had a hole in the center and a hole in the 
peripheral region, gas would flow from the outer 
hole to the center hole. 	 A slag tap test furnace 
was constructed to examine this concept.	 The
cylindrical furnace had four tangential burners, a

NON-SLAGGING CYCLONE GASIFIER DEVELOPED IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM 

A non-slagging cyclone combustor with Integral ash 
removal has been developed with support from the 
European Economic Community. The temperature In 
the cyclone chamber Is restricted below the ash fu-
sion temperature of the coal by operating fuel rich. 
A low-BTU gas Is produced which can be burned in 
a secondary burner. 

A practical application of a one megawatt cyclone 
gasifier on a clay-pipe kiln was described by 
researchers from University College, Cardiff, and 
University of Bath, United Kingdom, at the Interim-
tional Conference on Coal Gasification held in Har-
rogate, United Kingdom last year. 

Early slagging cyclone combustors in the 1950s and 
1960s lost out in favor due to the high temperatures 
(necessary to maintain the slag in molten form) 
leading to problems of corrosion and fouling of 
boiler surfaces from devolatilized alkali salts, high 
levels of NO x emissions and high maintenance costs. 
The suitability of the fuel was also dependent on 
the nature of the ash. For reliable operation the 
ash content of the fuel had to be in the range of 
six to 50 percent, with a slag viscosity of less than 
25 kilograms per meter second. 

The ability to operate a cyclone combustor in a 
non-slagging mode at lower temperatures was there-
fore investigated. 

The main requirement Is to ensure that ash does not 
fuse and build up on the walls. This Is achieved by 
maintaining the cyclone chamber temperature below 
about 1,200 0C. With coal or fuels of higher 
calorific value the operating temperature must be 
restricted by operating the primary combustor sub-
stoichiometrically with no air preheat and sometimes 
with wall cooling.	 Such systems are particularly 
suited	 to	 smaller	 boiler	 applications	 (I. e. 
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1-20 megawatts), 	 as with larger systems heat 
removal from the walls becomes more difficult due 
to the reduced surface area to volume ratio. A 
secondary combustion chamber is added to complete 
combustion and provides a radiant flame. 

With slagging cyclones, 70-79 percent of the ash is 
retrained in the slag. Non-slagging cyclone combos-
tors have to rely on mechanisms similar to those 
generated in cyclone dust separators for ash reten-
tion; Impingement and retention of ash particles in a 
molten viscous slag layer no longer occurs. Recent 
advances in cyclone separator design have produced 
a method of removing particulates from the 
periphery of a swirling flow without any ensuing gas 
flow or modification of the flow structure. The 
main vortex in the cyclone chamber promotes swirl 
in a cylindrical side chamber which just intersects 
the main chamber (vortex collector pocket, VCP). 
Particles become concentrated at the main chamber 
wall and on encountering the VCP, continue into It 
and spiral down into a collection region. It Is pos-
sible to remove ash at two points; the VCP taking a 
coarse cut while the main cell, located on the axis 
at the bottom of the main cyclone chamber, removes 
the finer material.	 A typical unit is shown in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 

CYCLONE COMBUSTOR WITH 
VORTEX COLLECTOR POCKET 

Tangential hot 

Vortex co4loctor 
Pocket

coLlector 
Pocket

Operation In a non-slagging mode gives several ad-
vantages Including low refractory erosion, lower 
pressure drop and ease of ash handling, although 
these units are inevitably larger than comparable 
slagging units due to the necessity of achieving long 
residence times for good fuel burnout. 

The cyclone combustor with integral ash removal is 
claimed to exhibit potential as a compact, inexpen-
sive reactor for producing a relatively clean, low-
BTU gas from a range of fuels. 

Cyclone GIfler at a Clay Pipe KIM 

A one megawatt cyclone gasifier system has been 
evaluated on a clay pipe kiln at Oaklands Ltd., 
Escrick, Yorkshire, United Kingdom. The clay pipe 
kiln at this works Is heated using butane gas and on 
occasions when such high quality fuel has become 
expensive, the company has considered a number of 
different systems in order to achieve at least some 
element of coal firing. Earlier systems fired pul-
verized coal directly into the kiln through pulverized 
fuel burners. Carbon burnout was poor and unburned 
carbon and ash built up to such an extent in the 
bottom of the kiln that the car carrying the clay 
pipes could no longer be pushed through. The maxi-
mum continuous period of operation using this system 
was about seven days, when normally the kiln is 
operated continuously for many months. 

A low cost gasifier system was needed to produce a 
clean low-BTU gas which could be used to fuel bur-
ners firing through the roof of the kiln. The 
cyclone gasifier system was well suited for this task 
in that the technology enabled much of the particu-
late matter to be retained inside the combustion 
chamber. 

Ash/particulate retention was a very high priority 
while carbon burnout was not too crucial. The ash 
from the cyclone combustor could be usefully 
employed in the clay used to form the clay pipes 
because the carbon content improves the qdality of 
the ware. 

The system adopted is schematically shown In 
Figure 2. A cyclone combustor with a maximum 
rating of 1.5 megawatts was chosen, similar to that 
shown in Figure 1, but with two VCP's in order to 
improve ash retention. The unit was situated 
alongside the kiln. A crushed coal with an ash fu-
sion temperature of just below 1,400 0 C was chosen 
to ensure that no deposition or slagging occurred in 
the unit.	 Operation was fuel rich at a mixture
ratio of 0.7 of stoichiometric for primary air. 

The kiln on which these trials were conducted had 
four firing zones. Exhaust gases from the kiln were 
fed to a drier with extra heat being added to these 
gases by an auxiliary burner. Each firing zone re-
quired 900 kilowatts of heat, distributed through 
nine top fired burners. The cyclone gasifier system 
was designed to operate all nine such burners in a 
zone. To control the flowrate of gases from the 
cyclone gasifier to the kiln burners a fluidic, non-
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moving-part valve was used to regulate the gas 
flowrate and either divert the gas to the kiln bur-
ners or allow it to pass to a swirl burner/furnace 
system for incineration (Figure 2). 

FIGURE 2 

CYCLONE GASIFIER SYSTEM
FOR CLAY-PIPE KILN 
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The gases from the cyclone gasifier were burnt in 
the kiln using simple co-axial burners with an air 
sheath surrounding the fuel gas. At the end of the 
trials there was no evidence of slag formation In 
the collected solids or in the cyclone combustor, 
while only sparse quantities of dust/grits were ob-
served on the cured clay pipes the following day. 
Typically more than 80 percent of the generated ash 
and unburnt material were retained by the two VCP's 
and the central collector. Overall combustion ef-
ficiency of the cyclone combustor was about 
80 percent. 

The authors concluded that widescale utilization of 
such a system will be precluded in the United 
Kingdom and most Western countries by the ready 
availability of low cost premium fuels such as liquid 
natural gas, natural gas and gas oil. There is little 
doubt, however, that low cost, simple, effective, 
cyclone gasifiers can be produced for processes such 
as kilns, drying process and boiler conversions. 

POLAND DEVELOPS TWO-TPD LIQUEFACTION Lou 

Poland, with large coal deposits on one hand and 
with shortages of crude oil on the other, has been 
interested in direct hydrogenation to produce coal 
liquids. Thus in 1975 the research on efficient coal 
liquefaction technology was advanced to a rank of 
Government Program PR-1 'Complex Coal Processing," 
and in 1986 to a Central Research and Development 
Program under the same title. 

The leading and coordinating unit for the coal li 
quefaction research has been the Coal Conversion In-
stitute, part of the Central Mining Institute.

Initial work was concentrated on the two-stage ex-
traction method of coal liquefaction. The investiga-
tions were carried out up to the bench scale unit 
(120 kilograms of coal per day). The next step--
tests on a Process Development Unit (PDU)--met 
serious problems with the mechanical separation of 
solids (unreacted coal and ash) from the coal ex-
tract, and continuous operation was not achieved. 
These technical problems as well as the precise 
determination of coal resources for liquefaction 
(billions of tons of low rank coals from the Vistula 
Basin) caused in the early eighties a decision to 
start investigations on direct coal hydrogenation un-
der medium pressure. The entire equipment, consist-
ing of laboratory and bench scale units as well as 
the PDU, was adapted to the change of technology. 

The framework for	 investigations of	 the	 new	 tech-
nology	 was	 carried out	 on	 a bench-scale unit	 of 
five kilograms of	 coal per hour. The	 coal conver-
sion	 and	 liquid products	 yields obtained as well	 as 
the	 operational reliability	 of	 the unit	 made it	 pos-
sible	 to design and construct a PDU scaled for two 
tonnes of coat per day. 

Research on the Two Ton Per thy PDU 

The construction of	 the	 direct hydrogenation PDU at 
the	 Central	 Mining	 Institute was	 finished	 in the 
middle	 of	 1986. In	 November	 1986	 the	 first in-
tegrated	 run	 of the	 entire unit	 was	 carried out. 
The	 flow-sheet of	 the	 coal liquefaction	 plant is 
shown in Figure 1.

The PDU includes the following sections: 

- Coal-oil slurry preparation section 
- Hydrogen production and compression section 
- hydrogenation section 
- Distillation of products sections 
- Storage tank section 

In the coal-oil slurry preparation section the coal is 
crushed, ground in the impact mill and then ground 
in the belt mitt together with the solvent/pasting oil. 
The homogenized slurry from the ball mill is pumped 
to the hydrogenation section. 

Hydrogen produced in one of two Interchangeably 
operating electrolyzers Is compressed and stored in a 
buffer tank. Recycle gas from the hydrogenation 
section is enriched with fresh hydrogen and pumped 
again to the hydrogenation section. The hydrogen 
rich gas along with the coal-oil slurry is pumped by 
plunger pumps, and with the heavy product recycle 
stream are sent under 20 MPa pressure through the 
vertical coil of a convection type preheater. The 
outlet mixture, heated to 420-440 0 C flows upward in 
the hydrogenation reactor, and then to the hot 
separator where the products are separated into the 
gas, light product, and heavy product. 

Heavy product from the hot separator is partly 
recycled to preheater, and the rest is released 
through a two-step pressure-release system controlled 
by automatic let-down valves to the vacuum distills-
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FIGURE 1 
TWO TPD POLISH PDU FOR DIRECT LIQUIFACTION 
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tion, where It is separated into solvent oil and 
vacuum residue. 

The solvent oil with the heavy oil and part of the 
middle oil is recycled to the slurry preparation sec-
tion as the pasting oil, and the vacuum residue can 
be carbonized, gasified or used as a component of 
coking blend. 

The significant, original feature of this direct, non-
catalytic, middle-pressure coal hydrogenation is the 
recycle of part of the heavy product from the hot 
separator through the preheater to the reaction zone 
without pressure release. Thanks to that, a good 
distribution of residence times for different fractions 
of products is obtained, the proper hydrodynamics of 
a three-phase reactor is provided and the content of 
mineral matter (which acts as a catalyst) in the 
reactants is increased. From 1987 systematical tests 
on low rank coal type 31 have been carried out, 
with over 100 tons of coal processed in steady-state 
parameters. 

The results from the operation of the PDU will be 
used in the design of a pilot plant with a capacity 
of 200 tonnes coal per day which is expected to be 
completed by the end of the eighties.

A plant this size can produce about 25 tonnes per 
day of gasoline fraction and about 60 tonnes per 
day of diesel fraction. 

The research work has also certified that the coal 
derived fractions can be coprocessed with cor-
responding crude oil fractions in the ratio 1:4. This 
fact is important for scaling the process up to com-
mercial capacity. As the Polish domestic refineries 
are working at less than capacity, there is a very 
advantageous possibility of synthetic crude processing 
to motor fuels in existing refineries without any ad-
ditional investments. 

UBE AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PLANT FINDS MARKET FOR 
GASIFIER SLAG 

Ube Ammonia Industry Company Ltd. operates a 
four-train ammonia-from-coal plant at Ube City, 
Japan. The plant utilizes Texaco gasifiers and 
started up in August, 1984. 

To date the gasifiers have been successfully run on 
coals from Canada, Australia, South Africa, China 
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and Colombia, as well as on petroleum coke (see 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, March, 1988, page 
4-38). 

Ordinarily three gasifiers are on line with one as a 
spare. In general an individual gasifier operates for 
two to three months at a time, then It is shut 
down for Inspection while the spare gasifier - Is 
brought on line. 

During the commercial operation of Ube Ammonia 
gasification plant, the cement factory of Ube In-
dustries, Ltd. has developed another way of slag 
utilization in addition to usage as a raw material 
for cement manufacture. 

In October, 1987, Ube started the manufacturing of 
a porous light weight aggregate made from the 
coarse slag and is marketing it in Japan as n useful 
material for pre-mixed mortar etc. The registered 
name for the product Is "U-Light." 

The slag from gasifiers has a comparatively low con-
tent of S10 2 , a substantially high content of Fe203 
and CaO, and some amount of unburnt carbon which 
work as flux and blowing agents. There are no 
harmful substances for environmental concerns or for 
the cement chemical reaction due to the high tem-
perature of around 2,550°F In the gasifier. 

Good spherical slag balloons are obtained by the Ube 
method and supplied as final product with a range 
of	 diameters	 between	 0.3	 millImeters	 and
10 millimeters.

FIGURE 1

PROCESS FLOW SHEET 

This U-Light has the following features: 

- Sphericity In shape and smooth glass-like 
surface 

- Extremely tow water absorption 

The foamed or ballooned slag, U-Light, can be 	 - High strength but extra-low bulk density 
produced In either a counter or parallel flow type 
rotary kiln flash furnace in the same way as other 	 - High refractoriness and Insulation 
Inorganic balloon products.	 Figure 1 shows the 
production process block flow for U-Light using a 	 Typical characteristics are shown In Table 1. 
counter flow type rotary kiln.

TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF U-LIGHT 

U-Light

Col lap-
Bulk	 Water	 sing 

Particle	 Density	 Absorption Strength 
Raw Material 	 Diameter (rim)	 (Lb/gal)	 (%)	 (Lb) 

Coal Gasifier	 0.15 - 10	 1.25 - 3.76	 5.0	 4.6 
Slag 

Conven -
tional 
Product	 Perllte	 0.15 - 15	 0.83 - 3.34	 16.9	 1.5 
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FIXED BED GASWIER COMBINED CYCLE DEMO PLANT 
BUILT IN INDIA 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) of Hyderabad, 
India is carrying out a broad-based research scheme 
aimed at better and wider utilization of Indian coal 
resources, including projects aimed at developing 
basic process technologies like coat gasification, 
fluidized bed combustion and MHD as well as 
projects for developing power generation systems 
based on new cycle concepts. A Combined Cycle 
Demonstration Plant (CCDP) is central to many of 
the coal research and development programs of BHEL. 
The operation of a CCDP with a fixed bed gasifier 
is the first phase of an overall commercial develop-
ment strategy. 

An exhaustive analysis was made of the possible 
cycle configurations for combined cycle power gener-
ation. Technological gaps in designing such systems 
were identified and evaluated. It was established 
that a demonstration plant of suitable capacity based 
on a commercially viable coal gasification process 
should be designed and set up with the following 
immediate objectives: 

To gain expertise in the development, 
detailed design, manufacture, erection and 
commissioning of the coal gasification plant 
and its associated gas cleaning system. 

To gain expertise in the engineering aspects 
of a coal-based combined cycle power gener-
ation system. 

To generate technical and cost data which 
will form the basis of the second phase of 
the development program for a commercial 
size combined cycle power plant. 

DerIpUw. of Plant/System 

The Combined Cycle Demonstration Plant is installed 
at the coal research and development complex of 
BHEL, Trichy, with a net power generation capacity 
of 5.83 megawatts (at full load). The scheme basi-
cally consists of a tow-BTU gas fired gas turbine 
followed by an unfired waste heat recovery system. 
The plant consists of a fixed bed pressurized coal 
gasifier, an industrial gas turbine, an unfired waste 
heat boiler and a conventional steam turbine. 

Part of the gas turbine compressor discharge air is 
led to the coal gasification plant (via a booster 
compressor), where the low-Bit coal gas is 
produced. After necessary cleaning, this gas is fired 
in the gas turbine combustion chamber. The high 
temperature gas from the combustion chamber is ex-
panded through the gas turbine which generates 
power and also drives the axial compressor. Exhaust 
gases from the gas turbine are led to the waste 
heat boiler, where steam is generated to drive a 
steam turbine for additional power.

Important Pros Information 

Coal of six to 25 millimeter size is gasified at a 
pressure of 1.013 MPs by steam and air in a fixed 
bed gasifier.	 Gasifier throughput is 6,000 kilograms 
per	 hour	 of	 coal	 and	 gas	 production	 is
12,708 kilograms per hour with a lower heating 
value of 6,380 kilojoules per cubic meter. The raw 
hot gas is led to the gas cleaning plant under pres-
sure at a temperature of 813 0 K. The raw gas is 
cooled down in the gas cooler to about 6480K 
against steam at 1.62 MPa. The gas temperature is 
maintained well above the tar dew point until it 
leaves the gas cooler. 

Gas at 623 0 K from the gas cooler is further cooled 
to 373 0K in a direct contact quench column. Flow 
rates of raw and clean gas at the inlet and outlet 
of the quench column are 12,708 kilograms per hour, 
and 12,501 kilograms per hour and the corresponding 
liquid flow rates being 32,000 kilograms per hour 
and 31,800 kilogram per hour. Out of 
207 kilograms of tar oil produced per hour 
100 kilograms are recycled to the gasifier and the 
rest is sent to the tar oil tank for storage. 

Gas and liquor from the first stage scrubber is 
passed through a cyclone to remove the dust par-
ticles. The gas from the cyclone separator is once 
again scrubbed and cleaned in a second stage to 
remove final traces of dust. The clean gas is 
routed through a water knock-out drum to the gas 
turbine combustion chamber with a maximum dust 
content of two milligrams per cubic meter (maximum 
size 30 microns). The lower heating value of the 
final product gas is in the range of 5,020 kilojoules 
per cubic meter. 

The gas turbine is a simple open cycle, single shaft 
industrial heavy duty type, four-stage machine with 
capability to burn coal gas and light diesel oil. 

The exhaust gases from the gas turbine at 7940K 
are led to the unfired waste heat boiler which gen-
erates about 12,800 kilograms per hour of steam at 
about 1.62 MPa, 523 0 K. The steam is further super-
heated in the gas cooler to 648 0 K. A portion of 
the steam is taken to the gasifier as a gasifying 
agent through a steam-air mixer and the rest is ad-
mitted to a 1.83 megawatt straight condensing tur-
bogenerator set. 

Gasification Reactor 

The gasification reactor (Figure 1) forms the major 
development area of the CCDP project. 

Considering the constraints of the operating pressure 
of the gas turbine and the influence of pressure on 
the calorific value and output of gas, 1.01 MPa was 
chosen for the gasification plant pressure. 

The gasification plant hardware consists of a 
2.7 meter inside diameter jacketed reactor vessel, 
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pressurized coal feeding and ash removal systems, 
the coal distributor located at the top of the reac-
tor and the grate for introducing the gasifying 
medium and to remove ash. 

Experimental Program

programs now under way are designed to demonstrate 
the various advantages claimed, such as higher ef-
ficiency, ability to use high ash coal, reduced en-
vironmental impact, reduced water requirement and 
higher reliability, availability and flexibility. 

The project provides EHEL an engineering base for 
the design and manufacture of commercial size 
gasification plants and coal based combined cycle 
plants. 

VICTORIAN BROWN COAL OFFERED FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

The extensive low rank coal deposits in Victoria, 
Australia, are estimated at over 200 billion tonnes 
of which about 33 billion tonnes are readily 
recoverable reserves using present day open cut min-
ing technology. At current rates of consumption 
these reserves would last over 800 years. 

The Victorian State Government recognizes that these 
coal resources are one of the State's key competi-
tive strengths for economic development. The unique 
properties of the coal, together with the ease of 
open cut mining, make it suitable for a variety of 
new applications. 

Brown Coal Resources; In Victoria 

Some 85 percent of the State's brown coal resource 
is located In the Gippsland Basin, the bulk of it in 
the Latrobe Region and within 300 meters of the 
surface. It has been estimated that a further 
220 billion tonnes of coal could occur in deep 
deposits within the Gippsland Basin, particularly off-
shore.	 More than half of the "readily recoverable
coal" is located in the central Latrobe Valley area. 

The open cuts in the Latrobe Valley are unique be-
cause of the very thick coal seams and relatively 
thin overburden. Overburden varies from 10 to 
30 meters in thickness and the depth of coal varies 
from 60 meters to a maximum in the toy Yang open 
cut of 220 meters. Thus very high ratios of coal 
to overburden are achieved in practice. The over-
burden, which contains no hard rock, consists mainly 
of a mixture of sand and silicious clay, and bucket 
wheel excavators are used for both stripping over-
burden and recovering coal. The largest machines in 
operation in the Latrobe Valley are the 60,000 ton 
per day bucket wheel excavators in the Loy Yang 
Open Cut. 

Loy Yang Open Cut commenced production In 1984 
and Is designed to develop a capacity of 32 million 
tonnes per year by the mid-1990's when it could be 
supporting 4,000 megawatts of power generation. 

The basic aim of the Combined Cycle Demonstration	 Average values for Important coal properties for Loy 
Plant is to establish the technology of Integrated 	 Yang brown coals are shown in Table 1. The high 
coal gasification combined cycle plants. 	 The test	 moisture and oxygen contents of brown coals are 
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usually considered major disincentives for its utiliza-
tion, however, these properties are beneficial for 
some potential applications. 

Average moisture content of coal in the Latrobe 
Valley ranges between 52 percent and 67 percent 
bed moisture. The bed moisture is substantially 
higher than the equilibrium moisture content, which 
varies from 31 percent to 42 percent. 

Apart from thin bands of inferior	 coals	 the average 
ash	 contents of Latrobe	 Valley coals range between 
one	 percent and five percent	 on	 a	 dry	 basis.	 In 
areas	 of the Loy Yang deposit,	 substantial quantities 
of coal with less than one percent ash occur. 

TABLE 1

LOT TAlC (XML PROPERTIES 

Weighted Average 
(All Coal Seams) 

Moisture (%wb) 62.7 
Ash (% db) 1.4 
Volatile Matter (% db) 51.4 
Carbon (% db) 68.4 
Hydrogen (% db) 4.9 
Nitrogen (96 db) 0.5 
Sulphur (% db) 0.4 
Oxygen (% db) (by difference) 24.3 
Specific Energy MJ/kg 

Gross Dry 26.6 
Net Wet 8.0

The high concentration of oxygen, present in the 
carboxylic, hydroxyl and carbonyl functional groups 
of the coal substance, is the most notable aspect of 
the ultimate analysis. The hydrogen/carbon ratio of 
brown coal approximates that of a high volatile 
bituminous coal, although much of this hydrogen is 
associated with oxygenated functional groups and is 
released as water during pyrolysis. 

Current Utilization of Brown Coal 

Power generation has been and will continue to be 
the major user of brown coal for the foreseeable 
future. 

Currently the total capacity of installed power gen-
eration plant in Victoria based on brown coal is 
5,460 megawatts, which generates about 85 percent 
of the electricity supplied to the State. 	 The Loy 
Yang project,	 reflecting current projections In 
electricity demand, has been committed to 
3,000 megawatts with a decision on the timing for 
the final two 500 megawatt units deferred at this 
stage.

Other uses which have been made include briquettes, 
which have been available in Victoria since 1924, 
and production reached a peak of 1.9 million tonnes 
per year during 1966. This has declined by one half 
since low cost natural gas became available from 
Bass Strait. 

The responsibility for briquette distribution and 
marketing was transferred to the Coal Corporation of 
Victoria in January 1985 and new strategies are 
being pursued to increase export sales, as well as 
sales to Australian domestic and industrial customers. 
Exported briquettes are used as a fuel (domestic and 
commercial) and as a chemibal feedstock for humic 
acid production for use in fertilizer mixes, and to 
produce activated carbon. 

Town Gas Manufacture 

From 1956 to 1969 a Lurgi high pressure steam 
oxygen gasification plant was operated using bri-
quettes as a feedstock by the Gas and Fuel Cor-
poration of Victoria. The plant ceased operation 
when Melbourne was converted to natural gas from 
the Bass Strait oil and gas fields. 

The initial Morwell plant was designed to produce 
approximately 425,000 cubic meters per day of 
purified gas from six generators. In fact, it 
achieved a specific output per gasifier approximately 
double the design level. Briquettes from brown coal 
proved to be an excellent feedstock for the Lurgi 
gasifier. 

Other Uses 

Since 1970 Australian Char (Holdings) Pty. Ltd. has 
been manufacturing industrial carbon by carbonizing 
brown coal briquettes using direct-heating from cir-
culating hot gases in vertical retorts. About 
75 percent of the char is exported. 

Australian Cement Ltd. at Traralgon also produces 
char by carbonizing briquettes in a partial combus-
tion type retort. Most of the char is used as an 
Integral fuel in pelletized clinker which is fired in a 
vertical cement kiln. 

A small proportion of the brown coal char produced 
in Victoria is the principal component in a high 
quality barbecue fuel. 

Within Victoria there has been a small market for 
brown coal as a moisture holding, sterile, humus ad-
ditive to potting mixes and similar special purpose 
agricultural products. Some briquettes are exported 
to manufacturers of high value fertilizers for the 
production of humic acids. 

During the years 1948 to 1953 and prior to the ad-
vent of diesel-electric locomotives, the Victorian 
Railways and State Electricity Commission of Victoria 
developed the technology for firing steam locomo-
tives on pulverized dried brown coal. However, the 
steam locomotives were replaced by diesel-electrics. 
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Availability of Brown Coal for New Industries 

The Victorian Government has agreed to provide 
private enterprise with access to this low cost, high 
quality brown coal in the central Latrobe Valley. 
Previously this attractive coal had been reserved for 
future power generation. 

To encourage this initiative the Coal Corporation of 
Victoria Is offering at least five million tonnes per 
year of high purity boy Yang coal as part of the 
"Coal for Industry Program." Low coal prices can 
be achieved by taking advantage of the economics in 
scale of operation at the boy Yang Open Cut. 

Run of mine Loy Yang coal is one of the lowest 
cost, highest purity, organic carbon feedstocks avail-
able in commercial quantities in the world today. 
The data In Table 1 illustrate that Loy Yang coal is 
Ideally suited to many premium applications due to 
its low levels of ash forming constituents and low 
content of specific elements of concern in most ap-
plications. 

As a result of the State initiative, one new car-
bonization pilot plant Is operating in the Latrobe 
Valley and detailed feasibility studies are under way 
on several value added product projects. The Coal 
Corporation of Victoria Is confident that 1989 will 
see further progress towards new commercial ap-
plications based on Loy Yang coal. 

Development of Brown Coal Liquefaction 

In the late 1970's coal research and development 
programs focused heavily on conversion of coal to 
oil. In this regard, brown coals commanded special 
interest because of their high reactivity in liquefac-
tion processes. This led to the Brown Coal Li-
quefaction (Victoria) pilot plant. 

Other significant liquefaction studies on Victorian 
brown coal were conducted in West Germany by

Rheinbraun as part of the Australian/Federal Republic 
of Germany Joint Coal to Oil Feasibility Study (the 
Imhausen Study), by Mitsui SRC Company in Japan, in 
the H-Coal process and in the Co-Steam process in 
North Dakota. 

While many of the world's major synfuels projects 
have been dropped, some brown coal projects are 
still active, the Brown Coal Liquefaction (Victoria) 
Pty. Ltd. (BCLV) project, operated by a Japanese 
consortium at Morwell in the Latrobe Valley, is the 
largest low rank coal liquefaction project in the 
world.	 It uses a two stage hydrogenation process 
developed specifically for Victorian brown coal. 

The construction cost of the pilot plant exceeded 
A$SOO million, and the annual budget is A$70 million. 
The Japanese Government provides the bulk of this 
funding. Construction of Stage 1 began in November 
1981 and it started up in November 1985; construc-
tion of Stage 2 is also complete and integrated 
operation with Stage 1, to produce liquid transport 
fuel, is now in progress. 

Stage 1 converts 50 tonnes per day (dry coal basis) 
of brown coal to 30 tonnes per day of solvent 
refined coal and five tonnes per day naphtha. In 
Stage 2, the solvent refined coal intermediate is 
further refined to produce a total yield of abut 
25 tonnes per day of middle distillate and naphtha. 
Operation of the Morwell pilot plant Is scheduled to 
continue until at least late 1989, and could be fur-
ther extended. 

While the current development at the DCLV coal to 
oil plant will continue on strategic grounds, this 
technology may not be economic until early next 
century. Nevertheless, the fact that the project is 
continuing reflects the Japanese Government's aware-
ness of the strategic importance of having coal li-
quefaction technology available, despite the present 
depressed world oil prices. 

#ttfl 
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ENVIRONMENT 

CONTRACT LET TO STUDY WASTE PRODUCTS FROM 
ADVANCED COAL TECHNOLOGIES 

Will today's methods for disposing of coal ash and 
other solid wastes be acceptable for the coal plant 
for the future? Or will new disposal techniques- be 
necessary to handle the wastes of advanced systems 
that burn chemically cleaned coal or that rely on 
coal gasification, fluidized-bed combustion or other 
emerging technologies? These are questions the 
United States Department of Energy hopes to begin 
answering with a new contract awarded to 
BakertFSA, Inc. of Coraopolis, Pennsylvania. 

As part of the 14-month, $336,000 effort, BalcerfrSA 
will survey conventional coal combustion waste 
management practices and determine If these tech 
niques can be used to dispose of ash from advanced 
coal combustion or conversion technologies. The 
firm will identify potential problems that may arise 
when wastes from advanced technologies are disposed 
of, and whether modifications to conventional dis-
posal practices will be necessary. Novel waste han-
dling methods will also be identified. 

The firm will also examine current and proposed 
federal regulations that may affect the disposal of 
wastes from advanced coal technologies. 

The potential also exists for using waste products 
from advanced coal plants, perhaps in building 
materials, road and manufacturing projects or in ad-
vanced applications such as plastic and paint addi-
tives. Balcer/TSA will examine such possibilities, in-
cluding how foreign countries use coal wastes. 

The project represents an extension of efforts begun 
by the Energy Department In the late 1970s to ex-
amine the characteristics of coal wastes. The new 
effort will extend the data base to new technologies 
that could become commercial in the 1990s and the 
early 21st Century. 

GM USER'S MANUAL AVAILABLE FOR GASIFICATION 
ERAS INFORMATION SYSTEM 

The Gas Research Institute (CR!) has published a 
User's Manual for the CR1 Coal Gasification Environ-
mental, Health & Safety (EHaS) Information System. 
The Information System is a compilation of technical 
information relevant to the control of potential en-
vironmental, health and safety impacts of coal 
gasification and related technologies. All information 
in the system has been recommended, reviewed, and 
rated by experts. The system was developed under 
contract by Radian Corporation.

The purpose In developing the Information System 
was, first, to bring together the highly scattered 
references to environmental, health and safety for 
coal gasification technology. The second purpose 
was to identify the best of those references, which 
was accomplished with expert review. The third was 
to identify where the recommended literature could 
be located. In the past, It has been sometimes dif-
ficult to locate the desired literature, even if it 
was known to exist. Hard copy location Is indi-
cated on each reference summary page. The fourth 
purpose was to develop a package that everyone 
could use easily. 	 This was done by using a GRI
developed user-friendly computer shell. 

The CR1 Coal Gasification EH&S System Information 
System provides the ability to identify relevant 
references and gives summary Information about 
those references. The information system has been 
established, and is updated on a continuing basis. 
Many of the subject areas are relevant not only to 
coal gasification, but also to related areas such as 
the environmental and regulatory Issues associated 
with the treatment of natural gas. 

Companion information systems, using the same shell 
or "driver', have also been established in other CR! 
program areas, including Natural Gas Production 
Waters, Manufactured Gas Plant program, and the 
Underground Coal Gasification program. 

A modular analysis of the different process con-
figurations used to gasify coal and treat effluent 
streams was applied to identify relevant information 
and evaluate EH&S issues associated with coal 
gasification. This analysis defined the boundaries for 
the coal gasification technology in terms of 
processes to be considered in the CR! Coal Gasifica-
tion ERaS Information System, and identified areas 
of concern. The structure of the Information System 
reflects the results of this modular analysis. 

System inputs include references recommended by 
outside experts and/or system users; results from 
on-going CR! research programs; references Identified 
by literature searches; technical memoranda from site 
visits and symposia; and material identified from sys-
tematic monitoring of Information released by test or 
commercial facilities. All input documents undergo a 
screening and an expert review process before they 
are entered into the computerized Information Sys-
tem. A tailormade hierarchiai keyword system was 
established, based on the modular analysis approach, 
to form a basis for retrieval of documents, along 
with standard bibliographic search techniques. 

fl#11 
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RESOURCE. 

NCA SAYS RECORD COAL PRODUCflON TREND TO 
CONTINUE 

The upward trend of annual records in both produc-
tion and consumption of United States coal are ex-
pected to continue in 1989, the National Coal As-
sociation says. 

In 1988 production totaled approximately 952 million 
tons, 33 million above 1987s record. In 1989 
production will again increase, although not as 
dramatically as In the two previous years, and Is 
expected to total 966 million tons, National Coal 
Association's (NCA) economies committee reported in 
its short-term forecast of coal markets. 

Consumption, which set a record 958 million tons in 
1988, will grow again In 1989, led by an increase In 
utility demand. Consumption In 1989 is forecast to 
total 967 million tons, nine million above 1988's ex-
pected record. However, the actual final year-end 
totals for both production and consumption in 1988 
could change due to impacts from both the weather 
and the economy. 

The real rate of growth In the Gross National 
Product (GNP) was about four percent during 1988. 
The economy Is sending mixed signals about the 
coming year and somewhat slower growth Is an-
ticipated during 1989 when real GNP Is forecast to 
increase by 2.8 percent. The slower rate of growth 
in 1989 Is based on the premise that exports will 
not increase at the same rate as In 1988 and that 
business capital spending will not be as strong. 
Consumer spending Is forecast to continue at a good 
rate. But, this forecast could change markedly over 
the next few months as the Bush administration 
makes decisions regarding ways to attack the budget 
deficit and the trade imbalance. 

Electric Utilities 

In two short years coal consumption at utilities has 
increased by a total of 62 million tons from 
685 million tons in 1986 to 718 million tons In 1987 
and to an expected 747 million tons In 1988. 
Utility use of coal will Increase again in 1989, says 
the NCA, but at a slower rate, to total 754 million 
tons. 

A great part of the reason for the increase in 
utility coal consumption over the past two years has 
been the very strong growth rate In electricity 
production--3.4 percent in 1987 and 4.8 percent in 
1988. Residential use of electricity aided In these 
strong growth rates, but the real strength behind 
the numbers Is the growth In demand for electricity 
In the Industrial sector. In 1987, the Increase in 
electric sales to industry was 4.6 percent (coming 
off two consecutive negative years) and in 1988 the 
increase was approximately 5.1 percent. This tracks 
directly back to the overall increase In GNP, which 
has been led by manufacturing for the export

market. Weather has also been a factor in the In-
crease in electricity production. 

In 1989, because economic growth is expected to be 
lower, the Increase in electrical generation Is ex-
pected to slow to 2.8 percent. 

Although losing a small percentage of market share 
(56.9 percent in 1987 to 56.5 percent In 1988) coal 
consumption increased sharply in 1988 for two 
reasons: industrial power demand was particularly 
strong in areas dominated by coal-fired electricity 
and in many areas of the country alternative sources 
of electricity, especially hydro power, were not 
available. 

Hydro generation will not return to normal in 1989, 
as it will take several years of normal weather to 
return water tables to a more usual hydro condition. 
Nuclear generation will continue to increase in 1989, 
both In absolute terms and in market share.	 Only 
one new plant, Georgia Power's Vogtle 2, Is 
scheduled to come on line next year, but Tennessee 
Valley Authority (TVA) plans to resume full operation 
of the Sequoyah plant and partial operation of the 
Brown's Ferry units. 

Availability of this nuclear capacity, the small 
amount of new coal fired capacity expected to come 
on line (two gigawatts), and lower economic growth 
translate into a forecast of 754 million tons (n one 
percent Increase) and setting coal's market share at 
55.5 percent. 

Metallurgical Cl 

Strong demand for steel and steel products in the 
United States, coupled with steel import restrictions, 
caused domestic raw steel production, pig iron 
production, and thus coking coal consumption to be 
very strong throughout 1988. Coking coal use should 
end the year at 39 million tons. Coke capacity 
reached a limit in 1988 and, as a result, coke im-
ports Increased to over two million tons. 

Coking coal demand should remain as strong during 
1989, although steel production is expected to drop 
off slightly from 96 million tons to approximately 
90 million tons. Coke stocks, now at very low 
levels, need to be rebuilt so it appears as if there 
will not be a downturn in coking coal consumption 
in 1989, which will remain at 39 million tons. Coke 
Imports will again approximate two million tons. 

lacbstr*al/Retail 

In 1988,	 industrial/retail coal consumption was
83 million tons, continuing the pattern of industrial 
coal use established in the early 1980s. Industrial 
coal use is very sensitive to interfuel competition 
and growth has been stymied by availability of 
natural gas at favorable prices. 
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In 1989 industrial/retail coal consumption will show a 
slight increase reaching 84 million tons. The in-
crease is due to growth in coal consumption by 
non-utility generators, which are the industrial plants 
that produce steam for their own use and then sell 
electricity to electric utilities. 

Exports 

The level of United States exports in 1988 was 
surprisingly strong and expected to reach 89 million 
tons by yearend. The United States has been a 
beneficiary of an increase in demand for both met 
and steam coal and of the supply problems of 
several coal competitors. 

In 1989, United States exports will face stiff com-
petition from Colombia, Australia is expected to have 
fewer labor problems, and Venezuelan exports will 
increase. Potential customers of Chinese coal may 
be wary, however, in view of the difficult times ex-
perienced in 1988. Overall, world coal trade is ex-
pected to increase marginally again in 1989 and 
despite the competition, the United States will ship 
more met and steam coal to overseas destinations 
next year. 

The NCA forecast is for exports of 90 million tons, 
one million greater than 1988, with an increase in 
overseas shipments more than offsetting a slight 
decline in exports to Canada. Exports to Canada 
are expected to drop by one million tons in each 
market in 1989 as steel production slows and as On-
tario Hydro brings on some nuclear capacity. 

Coal Production 

Coal production in 1988 is estimated to total 
952 million tons, 33 million tons greater than the 
record set in 1987. 

Production in 1989 will continue to increase in tan-
dem with consumption. The NCA forecast is for a 
966 million ton level in 1989, with 592 million tons 
produced in the East and 374 million tons in the 
West. Consumer stocks will remain unchanged 
through the year and producer stocks will increase 
by one million tons. 

Imports in both 1988 and 1989 are expected to ap-
proximate just over two million tons. 

nfl 

DIFFICULTIES OF EUROPEAN COAL PRODUCERS 
SUMMARIZED	 - 

According to a special issue of Energy in Europe, a 
publication of the Commission of the European Com-
munities, most European coal producers continue to 
operate at a loss. 

Solid fuels account for about 30 percent of Com-
munity energy production. 	 The production of coal

(203 million tonnes coal equivalent (tee) in 1986) is 
broken down geographically as follows: 

United Kingdom = 43 percent 
Federal Republic of Germany = 41 percent 
Spain = 7 percent 
France = 6 percent 
Belgium	 3 percent 

The production of peat and lignite/brown coal 
(46 million tee in 1986) Is concentrated chiefly in 
four Member States: 

Federal Republic of Germany = 68 percent 
Greece = 16 percent 
Spain = 9 percent 
Ireland = 4 percent 

As far as supplies are concerned, coal imports have 
been increasing throughout the Community for many 
years now. Since imports have risen faster than 
consumption, the share of imported coal increased 
from 10 percent in 1973 to more than 30 percent in 
1986. The Community's main suppliers are, in 
decreasing order of importance, the United States, 
Australia, South Africa and Poland. 

lntra-Community trade in 1986 was about 10 million 
tee or three percent of the total Community con-
sumption of solid fuels. Most of this trade con-
sisted of traditional supplies of coking coal and coke 
from Germany and, to a much lesser extent, some 
deliveries of steam coal from the United Kingdom. 

Situation of the Industry 

Except in the United Kingdom, where major restruc-
turing has taken place, the financial situation of the 
coal industry worsened in 1986, chiefly as a result 
of a fail In the prices of imported coal expressed in 
national currencies. See Table 1. 

Private, public and mixed companies are involved. 

There are eight German companies. Ruhrkohle AG is 
owned by a variety of shareholders, the chief of 
which is VEBA (37 percent). The other shareholders 
are Beteiligungs-Gesellschaft fur Energieunternehmen 
mbH (22 percent), Thyssen Stahl AG (12 percent), 
Societe nouvelle Sidechar (eight percent), 
Montanverwaltungs -Gesellschaft mbll (10 percent) and 
VerwaltungsgeseUschaft Ruhrkoh le-Beteiligung mbH 
(10 percent. Saarbergwerke is owned by the Federal 
Republic of Germany (74 percent) and by Saarland 
(26 percent). The majority (96.5 percent) of the 
capital of Eschweiler Bergwerks- Ve rein AG is held by 
Arbed SA Luxembourg. Auguste Victoria is owned by 
BASF while the majority shareholder of Sofia Jacobs 
Is the Dutch group Robeco. Preussag Kohle, a sub-
sidiary of Preussag AG, is a private company, 
25 percent of whose shares are held by the 
Gesellschaft fur Energie und Versorgungswerke mbfl, 
a subsidiary of the Westdeutsehe Landesbank. Two 
small private companies, Or Arnold Schafer grnbH and 
Merchweiler Berwcrksgesellschaft mbH, produce a to-
tal of 500,000 tonnes. 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL SITUATION OF WPEAN GOAL P&flXERS
(ØXJ/Tonne) 

Production Costs Revenue 
1984	 1985	 1986 1984 1985 1986 

Germany 108	 108	 116 96 98 103 
Belgium 107	 121	 120 73 78 63 
France 99	 105	 100 67 69 60 
United Kingdom 137	 130	 78 70 74 62 
Spain 80 56 

Brown coal is extracted by Rheinische Braunkohlen-
werke AG, a subsidiary of the largest German 
electricity producer Rheinis abe - Westf ails ches 
Elektrlzitatswerk AG. 

In the United Kingdom, British Coal--known until 
1985 as the National Coal Board--was created in 
1946 by the "1946 Coal industry Nationalization Act." 
This Act transferred to British Coal all the mining 
assets which had been nationalized by the 1938 Coal 
Act. More than 95 percent of all deep mines are 
worked by British Coal but a few small independent 
producers operate under licenses granted by British 
Coal pursuant to the 1946 Coal Act. Opencast min-
ing accounts for some 15 percent of all coal 
production in the United Kingdom and Is undertaken 
by private operators: 90 percent of such production 
is carried out under contract to British Coal while 
the rest is carried out on the operator's own ac-
count under license. 

In France, almost all coal production is the respon-
sibility of the nationalized company Charbonnages de 
France (CdF). The exceptions are the Arjuzanx lig-
nite mine (owned by EdF) and a few other very 
small private collieries. 

In Belgium, coal production is concentrated In the 
Campine coal field. The mining company, Kempense 
Steenkohlenmljnen, Is a semi-public company in which 
the Belgian State has a controlling interest, holding 
about 77 percent of the capital. 

In Spain, coal production is shared among 235 firms. 
Half this production is publicly owned while the 
other half is shared by a large number of private 
firms each producing at least 5,000 tonnes per year. 
The leading Spanish mining company, Hunosa, is 
publicly owned. AU the other mining companies ex-
cept Endesa, Figaredo, Hullasa and Encasur are 
privately owned. 

In Portugal, coal is produced by the Empresa Car-
bonifera do Douro SA, which belongs to a public 
holding company. 

In Greece, lignite Is mined by the Public Power Cor-
poration (DEl), which is publicly owned.

In Ireland, peat Is extracted by the public company 
Hord na Mona, set up in 1946 by the Act of 
Oireachtas for the purpose of developing peat 
resources. 

Community Legal Framework 

Solid fuels are covered by two Treaties: the Treaty 
of Rome (EEC) In the case of peat and lignite/brown 
coal and the Treaty of Paris (ECSC) in the case of 
coal, brown-coal briquettes and semi-coke derived 
from brown coal. 

The technical and economic characteristics of 
lignite/brown coal and peat offer little financial in-
centive to Intra-Community trade or Imports from 
non-Community countries. 

The entry into force of the Treaty	 of	 Paris	 created 
a	 single	 unrestricted market	 within	 the	 Community. 
It	 should be	 noted that relatively	 small	 and	 ever-
decreasing quantities of coal	 are	 involved	 in	 intra-
Community trade.

Yertkmi Agreements Between Producers and Cm-
mime's 

The purpose of these agreements is: 

- To provide coal producers with a long-term 
guaranteed market enabling them, in prin-
ciple, to maintain production capacities In 
the long term: they largely rule out com-
petition from other coal suppliers and other 
forms of energy 

- To provide users with a supply of coal 
guaranteed both In terms of quantity and 
quality, regardless of market fluctuations and, 
In the case of the iron and steel industry, 
regardless of short-term fluctuations in its 
own demand 

Such agreements often mean that prices are fixed at 
levels which do not necessarily correspond to market 
realities. 
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In Germany, the Jahrhundertvertrag requires that 
electricity producers undertake, regardless of their 
requirements (until 1995) and the current economic 
situation (until 1991), to consume about 640 million 
tee of German coal until 1995. A compensation 
fund financed by a 7.25 percent charge on 
electricity producers, in respect of 22 million tee 
per year, the price difference between Community 
coal purchased at cost price (Schwantag formula) and 
that of heavy fuel oil and, in respect of 11 million 
tonnes, the price difference between Community-
produced and imported coal. 

In the United Kingdom, there is an understanding be-
tween British Coal and the Central Electricity Gener-
ating Board (CEGB) whereby the CEGU will, until 
1991, consume as much coal as technically possible 
and obtain 95 percent of its supplies from British 
Coal. 

In Spain, a new method of awarding contracts for 
coal supplies to power stations was agreed in 1986 
between Carbunion and the association of electricity 
producers Unesa. Under this agreement, all 
producers or groups of producers whose production 
exceeds 50,000 tonnes per year may conclude long-
term contracts with the electricity producers at a 
reference price.	 After negotiation between the 
parties concerned, the contract Is submitted for ap-
proval to the Spanish authorities. Mining companies 
whose production costs exceed the reference price 
may ask the electricity producers for a price 
supplement to cover the gap between their produc-
tion costs and the reference price. The additional 
price paid by the electricity producers will be reim-
bursed from a fund to which the electricity 
producers pay contributions. 	 - 

These vertical agreements do not explicitly rule out 
the use of Community-produced coal from other 
countries and therefore do not, in principle, con-
stitute barriers to the free movement of Community 
coal: however, they do considerably restrict com-
petition from imported coal and from other energy 
sources. 

The support provided for the coal industry by such 
agreements serves virtually the same purpose as the 
approach adopted by other coal-producing Member 
States where the price of nationally-produced coal is 
aligned on imported coal prices, the price difference 
being met directly from public funds. 

Free Movement of Coal Imported from Non-Community 
Countries 

A problem arises from the fact that the ECSC 
Treaty differentiates between the Community-
Produced coal and coal imported from non-Community 
countries: it establishes n common market for 
Community-produced coal whereas imported coal is 
governed by the commercial policy of each Member 
State. Some countries impose no restrictions what-
soever on imports while others have introduced sys-
tems of licenses an/or quotas or have made imports 
subject to monitoring by a public body.

In Germany, coal imports are subject to restrictions 
on the basis of Article XIX of the GATT. This 
quota, broken down by consumption sectors, is fixed 
at	 23,100,000	 tonnes	 per	 year	 until	 1990:
35 percent is earmarked for heat production and 
35 percent for thermal power stations. 

In France, all imports are carried out by the Tech-
nical Association for Coal Imports (Association tech-
nique pour l'importation charbonniere: ATIC) and are 
subject to licenses. 

In the United Kingdom, coal imports are covered by 
the open general import license system and in prac-
tice, therefore, are unrestricted. 

In Belgium, importers may Import coal on presenta-
tion of the purchase contract; import licenses are 
issued as a matter of course. 

In Spain, a quota is laid down annually, broken down 
by consumption sector. Imports are subject to 
licenses issued by the Ministry of the Economy and 
Finance, after approval by the Ministry of Industry. 

The free circulation in the Community of imported 
coal from third countries poses problems in relation 
to the national measures of commercial policy set 
out above. 

In the past, such conflicts have been settled by 
decisions of the Court of Justice or by the Comnfls-
sion authorizing derogations. 

Support for Domestic Producers 

Between 1965 and 1986, some ECU 50 billion were 
spent on aid schemes and other measures to support 
domestic coal production and this figure has in-
creased significantly as a result of the fall in world 
prices for coal and the value of the dollar. 
Whereas, In 1986, the average price for imported 
coal was about US$50 per tonne (approximately 
ECU 40), the average cost of Community-produced 
coal was more than US$100 per tonne (approximately 
ECU 80). 

Commission Decision No. 2064/86/ECSC establishing 
Community rules for State aid to the coal industry 
allows the Commission to authorize such aids if they 
contribute to the achievement of one of the follow-
ing aims: 

- Improvement of the competitiveness of the 
coal industry, which will help to ensure 
greater security of supply. 

- Creating new capacities, provided that they 
are economically viable. 

- Solving the social and regional problems re-



lated to developments in the coal industry. 

Although these aids and measures draw on limited 
public funds and are, in some cases, a less than op-
timum use of available resources, this does not mean 
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that they contravene the competition rules within 
the coal industry because in practice there are only 
local supply markets available for some local en-
terprises. In assessing the distortions of competition 
which such aids or schemes might cause within the 
Community energy sector, account must be taken of

the advantages and direct or Indirect assistance from 
which, in some cases, other branches of the energy 
industry might benefit. 
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RECENT COAL PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBUCATIONS 

The following articles appeared in Energy & Fuels, January/February 1989: 

Lee, S.,	 at al.,	 "Effect of Carbon Dioxide and Water on the Methanol Synthesis Catalyst." 

Santilli,	 D.S,,	 at	 al,,	 "Mechanism	 of	 Chain	 Growth	 and Product	 Formation	 for	 the	 Fischer 
Tropsch Reaction Over iron Catalysts." 

Gavalas,	 G.R.,	 et	 al.,	 "Catalysis	 of	 the	 Combustion	 of Synthetic	 Char	 Particles	 by	 Various 
Forms of Calcium Additives." 

Dyrkacs, G.R., at	 al.,	 "Adsorption of Surfactants on Coals and Macera)s." 

Burnham,	 A.K.,	 et	 al.,	 "Pyrolysis	 of	 Argonne	 Premium	 Coals:	 Activation	 Energy	 Distributions 
and Related Chemistry." 

Attalla,	 MA.,	 at	 al.,	 "Promotion	 of	 Coal	 Liquefaction	 by lodomethane.	 2.	 Reaction	 of Coal 
Model Compounds with lodomethane at Coal Liquefaction Temperatures." 

Baldwin,	 R.M.,	 "Effect	 of Radical Quenching on Hydrogen Activity:	 Model Compound and Coal 
Rydroliquefaction Studies." 

The following papers were presented at the Eighth Annual EPRI Conference on Coal Gasification, Palo Alto, 
California, October 1988: 

Morton, T., "Dow-Based integrated Gasification-Combined-Cycle Study for Low Rank Coal." 

Fortune, J.,	 "A Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Availability Analysis." 

DePriest, W., "IGCC Advanced Power Cycles." 

Brown, W., "Coproduction of Methanol and Electricity." 

Curran,	 P.,	 "Operating Feedstock Flexibility for Texaco Coal Gasification Plants." 

Watts,	 D.,	 "Cool	 Water	 Plant	 Reliability	 and	 Efficiency	 improvements	 Achieved	 During Four 
Years of Operation." 

Webb, R., "Operating Experience at the Dow Coal Gasification Plant." 

Trogus, F.,	 "Status of	 the Shell Coal Gasification Demonstration Plant." 

Thompson, B., "Recent Performance and Results from the BGL Gasifier." 

Engelhard,	 J.	 "The High Temperature Winkler (IITW)	 Process:	 Operational Experience and New 
Developments." 

Sueyama,	 T.,	 "Four-Year	 Operating Experience	 with	 Texaco	 Coal	 Gasification	 Process	 in Ube 
Ammonia," 

Schellberg, W., "PRENFLO Coal Gasification." 	 - 

Loeffler,	 J.C.,	 "Lurgi's	 CFB Gasification Technology	 for Combined Cycle 	 Power Generation and 
Biomass." 

Notestein, .J., "DOE's Gasification/Rot Gas Clean-up Program - A Status Report." 

ishimori, M., "Developmental Status of Hot Gas Clean-up Technology for 1GCC Systems." 

Leppia,	 B.,	 "Process	 Development	 of in Situ	 Catalytic Desulfurizing Fluidized Bed	 Gasification 
for Combined Power and SNG or Chemical Manufacturers."
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Nogita, N., "Key Technologies in Japan's Entrained-Flow Hycol Gasifier." 

Rib, D., "Cool Water Environmental Performance Utilizing Four Coal Feedstocks." 

Hudson, R., "Environmental Monitoring at Dow's Coal Gasification Plant." 

Ebbins, J., "BGL Waste Water Improvements." 

Choudhry, V., "Production of Synthetic Lightweight Aggregate Using Cool Water Slag." 

The following papers were presented at the international Conference on Gasification Status and Prospects, 
Harrogate, Yorkshire, United Kingdom, May, 1988: 

Green, B.C., at al., "Demonstration of the British Coal Gasification Process." 

Gick, W., at al., "industrial Coal Gasification for the Production of Synthesis Gas and Hydrogen 
by the Texaco Coal Gasification Process." 

Van de Burgt, at al., "Status & Prospects of the Shell Coal Gasification Process." 

Thompson, 8.11., "The BGL Gasifier: 	 Status and Applications for Gasification Combined Cycle 
Power Generation." 

Ramakrishnan, N.N., at al., "Fluidized fled Coal Gasification for Power Generation." 

Hiatt, P., "Gasification - A New Concept." 

Schellberg, W., at al., "The Prenflow Coal Gasification Process as integral part of Combined 
Cycle Power Plants." 

Dean, F.E., "The Environmental Effects of Gasification Process." 

Brown, F.C., "A Clean and Simple Guide to Ammonia." 

ilasselbacher, H., et al., "Gas Turbine to Gasification Plant Interface." 

Schrader, L., at al., "The High Temperature Winkler Process for Gasification of Coal and its 
Application for the Production of Synthesis Gas and Utilization of Combined Cycle Power 
Plants." 

Chang, L.Y., "Analogy of the Pyrolysis of Pure Cellulose, Wood and Coal Under Rapid Heating 
Rate." 

Bifl in, M., at al., "Non-Slagging Cyclone Gasifiers Using Crushed and Pulverized Coats." 

Sridharan, S., at al., "The Potential of Ailothermal Gasification: An MHO Perspective." 

Hampartsoumian, E., at al., "The Kinetics of Gasification of Coke and Coal Chars." 

Harlow, I., "The Developing World Market for Gasification." 

Brown, M., at al., "Commercial Development of British Coal Gasification." 

Winnick, J., "Electrochemical Membrane 11 25 Removal from Hot Coal Gas." 

Ford, P.G., "Available Options in Applying the Wellman-Lord and Other Wet FGD Process." 

Weinzierl, K., "Power Generation from Hard Coal Combined Cycle Processes with integrated 
Coal Gasification and High Temperature and Heat Transfer System." 

Ramakrishnan, N.N., at al., "Combined Cycle Demonstration Plant." 

Jones, D.M., "Coal Gasification Processes for Power Generation." 

White, A., at al., "Characterization Tools for Coal Gasification Processes." 
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Ashworth, J.C., "Drying of Gasification Feedstocks." 

Huttinger, K.J., "The Potential of Catalyzed Coal Gasification." 

Shires, M.J., at al., "Technology, Options with the British Gas Lurgi Gasifying Cycle." 

The following papers were presented at the Seventh International Conference and Exhibition on Coal Tech-
nology and Coal Trade, held November 21-23, 1988, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands: 

Kerkhof, F.P.J.M., at al., "Electricity from Coal Gasification and Combustion Alternative for In-
termediate Load." 

Gerstbrein, E.O., et al., "A Commercially Proven Clean Coal Technology for Integrated Gasifica-
tion Combined Cycle (1GCC) Power Generation." 

Schellberg, IV., at al., "PRENFLO Gasification Integrated Into Siemens Combined Cycle Plants." 

Thompson, B.H., et al., "BGL Gasification: Clean, Efficient Power from Coal." 

ten Wolde, D.G., "The Shell Coal Gasification Process for Power Generation." 

'Fummers, .I.F., at al., "Integration of Coal Gasification and Combined Cycle (ICGCC) for 
Electricity Generating and Supply." 

Walton, D., "Development of Gasification Combined Cycle Generation." 

Dials, G.E., et al., "The Environmental Promise of Clean Coal Technology in the United States." 

Sullivan, K.M., "Technological Developments in Coal's Use and the Environment." 

Bruining, .3., at al., "Semisteady State Model for Underground Gasification of Thin Coal Layers." 

de Marco, I., "Liquefaction Yields of Low Rank Coals." 

Borer, F., "Clean Electric Power Generation from Coal." 

Woudstra, T., "Integration of Coal Gasification in Electricity Production.	 2.	 What Emissions 
have to be Reduced?" 

The following paper was presented at the Power-Gen '88 Conference held December 6-8, 1988 in Orlando, 
Florida:

Combs, R.T., et al., "Virginia Power Site-Specific Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Study." 

The following papers were presented at the 16th Energy Technology Conference held February 28 - 
March 2, 1989 in Washington, D.C.: 

Siegel, .3.5., "Overview of Current Developments in the U.S. DOE Clean Coal Technology 
Program." 

Fortune, .3., "Results of EPRI-Sponsored Utility Coal Gasification Studies." 

Gluckman, M.J., "Long-Term Incentives for Coal Gasification." 

Milo, T.C., "Upgrading of Mild Gasification-Coal Liquid into Transportation Fuels." 

Wan, B., "Assessment of Long-Term Coal Liquefaction Research Needs." 

The following papers were presented at the International Coal Utilization Conference held in Beijing, 
People's Republic of China, February 20-23, 1989: 

Hongning, H., "The Coal Chemical Industry." 

Matsuura, T., "China Power Generation with Gas Turbines Using the Texaco Coal Gasification 
Process."
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Shuqing, W., "The Development and Future Demand of Urban Gas Equipment in China." 

Shell International, "The Shell Coal Gasification Process," 

Villa, S., "Production of Fuel and Synthesis Gas by Means of a "Fixed Bed" Coal Gasification 
Process." 

Wolfe, R., "Liquid Coal Co-Products Produced by Mild Gasification Processes." 

Shannon, IL, "Coal-Oil Coprocessing." 

The following papers were given at the 92nd National Western Mining Conference held February 9-19, 1989 
in Denver, Colorado: 

Meyer, L.G., "Economical Utilization of Coals Using the Charfuel Process." 

Thomas, V.H., "The K-Fuel Process." 

Sheldon, It., "Western Energy Advanced Coal Cleaning Process." 

Land, G., et. al., "AMAX Coal Drying Process." 

COAL - PATENTS 

"Retractable Burner for Coal Gasification Plants," Thomas S. Dewitz - Inventor, Shell Oil Company, United States 
Patent Number 4,781,576, November 1, 1988. An apparatus and method for retracting and inserting a shaft 
through a high pressure vessel while in operation comprising: a sleeve extending through a wall of the vessel, a 
shaft extending through the sleeve; a shield, compression seals, and valve to prevent materials within the vessel 
from escaping through the sleeve upon retraction of the shalt, and a prime mover connected to an end of the 
shaft outside the vessel wall for retracting and inserting the shaft. 

"Coal Water Suspensions Involving Carbon Black," Donald P. Malone, David G. Thompson - Inventors, Ashland Oil 
Inc., United States Patent Number 4,780,109, October 25, 1988. 	 Disclosed is a composition and method from 
making coal water slurries containing carbon black. A composition disclosed comprises: 65 to 85 percent by 
weight coal particulates; 0.2 to two percent by weight, based on the total weight of dry coal, of carbon black, 
and optionally 0.2 to two percent by weight, based on the total weight of the dry coal, of a dispersant. 

"Power Generation Process Using a Gas Turbine," Jurgen Deinert - Inventor, Itheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, 
United States Patent Number 4,779,412, October 25, 1988. In a power generation process using a gas turbine for 
conversion of the energy of gas which is produced by the gasification of a fossil carbon-bearing material such 
as brown coal, the gas is Initially cleaned of dust and optionally desuifurized in the hot condition. The gas is 
then passed to a combustion chamber in which the temperature of the gas is increased by partial reaction of 
the gas with air and/or oxygen to a temperature of from 1,000 0 to 1,500 0 before the gas is passed through a 
catalytic fixed bed reactor arranged upstream of the gas turbine combustion chamber. The combustion chamber 
In which the gas temperature is increased, the fixed bed reactor and the gas turbine combustion chamber may 
be combined. The fixed bed reactor contains a nickel-bearing catalyst which, at elevated temperatures, is resis-
tant to aging and resistant to sulfur and compounds thereof. 

"Method for Producing a Deactivated Dried Coal," John C. Bixel, Michael J. Dabkowski - Inventors, Mobil Corpora-
tion, United States Patent Number 4,783,199, November 8, 1988. Particulate coal is rendered less subject to 
spontaneous ignition by spraying or otherwise contacting it with a light cycle oil, heavy cycle oil, clarified 
slurry oil, a solution of durene in gasoline and mixtures of two or more of the preceding. 

"Process for Producing Sponge Iron Particles and Molten Pig Iron," Bogdan Vuletic - Inventhr, Korf Engineering 
GMBH, United States Patent Number 4,784,689, November 15, 1988. In this process for the direct production of 
sponge iron particles and molten pig iron from lump iron ore, which Is reduced In a direct reduction unit (2) 
and supplied in the hot state to a melt-down gasifier (1), the sponge iron particles discharged from the direct 
reduction unit are separated into a fine particle fraction and a coarse particle fraction and only the former is 
supplied to the melt-down gasifier. Separation takes place In an air classifier (7) connected to the discharge 
means of the direct reduction unit and through said classifier flows cooling gas at a predetermined velocity in 
countercurrent to the sponge iron particles. This cooling gas is admixed with the reducing gas produced in the 
melt-down gasifier for the direct reduction unit and said gas mixture, as well as the fine particle fraction of 
the sponge iron entrained therewith are supplied to cyclones (5 and 6). 	 The solid separated therein, i.e., the 
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fine particle fraction and the coke particles, are introduced into the melt-down gasifier level with the coal 
fluidized bed. The gas mixture freed from the solids is used as a reducing gas in the direct reduction unit. 
Pan is branched therefrom beforehand, washed and compressed and used as a cooling gas. The coarse particle 
fraction passes out of the air classifier into a cooling or buffer unit (4) and is then discharged therefrom. 

"Method for Increasing Steam Decomposition in a Coal Gasification Process," Marvin IV. Wilson - Inventor, United 
States of America Department of Energy, United States Patent Number 4,786 9291, November 22, 1988. The 
gasification of coal in the presence of steam and oxygen is significantly enhanced by introducing a thermochemi-
cal watersplitting agent such as sulfuric add, into the gasifier for decomposing the steam to provide additional 
oxygen and hydrogen usable in the gasification process for the combustion of the coal and enrichment of the 
gaseous gasification products.	 The addition of the water-splitting agent into the gasifier also allows for the 
operation of the reactor at a lower temperature. 

"Integrated Coal Gasification Plant and Combined Cycle System with Air Bleed and Steam Injection," Ashok K. 
Anand, Donald R. Plumley - Inventors, General Electric Company, United States Patent Number 4,785,622, Novem-
ber 22, 1998. An integrated coal gasification plant and combined cycle system employs a supply of compressed 
air bled off at an intermediate pressure from an air compressor portion of a gas turbine to supply the 
compressed-air needs of an oxygen plant associated with the coal gasification plant. The high-temperature ex-
haust from the turbine section of the gas turbine is employed to generate steam in a heat recovery steam gen-
erator. The steam drives a steam turbine to produce additional mechanical output. In order to compensate for 
the removal of the compressed air fed to the oxygen plant, the spent steam from the steam turbine is added to 
the compressed air and fuel in the combustor portion of the gas turbine. The unexpended energy in the steam 
fed to the combustor is recovered by expansion in the turbine of the gas turbine and by absorption In the heat 
recovery steam generator. The release of steam through the gas turbine, and other disclosed techniques, permits 
elimination of the capital cost of a condenser and cooling tower which would otherwise be required. In addi-
tion, the direct provision of compressed air to the oxygen plant eliminates the capital and operating cost of the 
separate compressor and electric motor conventionally required to provide such compressed air. 

"Air Bottoming Cycle for Coal Gasification Plant," Edgar D. Alderson, William M. Farrell - Inventors, General 
Electric Company, United States Patent Number 4,785,621, November 22, 1988. In a coal gasification plant there 
is a requirement for supplying oxygen to the coal gasifier in order to produce coal gas fuel. An oxygen plant 
will produce oxygen and nitrogen from an input supply of compressed air. In the presence of a fired gas tur-
bine which is supplied with coal gas fuel, the waste heat from the fired gas turbine may be used to heat com-
pressed air for driving an air cycle turbine. The air cycle turbine in turn drives an air cycle compressor for 
producing air to the oxygen plant. the nitrogen gas byproduct from the oxygen plant Is injected into the air 
cycle for disposal through the air turbine. 

"Process for Preparing Mesophase Pitches," Sakae Naito, Ryoichi Nakajima, Masatoshi Tsuchitani - Inventors, 
Agency of Ind Science & Technology, Maruzen Petrochemical Company Ltd. Japan, United States Patent 
Number 4,789,456, December 6, 1988. A process for an efficient preparation of a mesophasa pitch is disclosed. 
The process Is suitable for the production of high performance carbon fibers, from a coal tar or a petroleum 
residual oil. More particularly, the present invention relates to a process for the preparation of a homogeneous 
mesophase pitch which comprises a continuous thermal treatment of a heavy oil or a pitch which does not con-
tain quinoline insoluble fractions, in the presence or absence of an aromatic oil, subsequent distillation of the 
thermally treated product, recovery of a pitch with extremely low quinoline insoluble contents, hydrogenation of 
the pitch by continuous thermal treatment in the presence of a hydrogen-donating solvent, distillation and 
recovery of a hydrogenation pitch, and thermal treatment of the hydrogenated pitch. The mesophase pitch 
prepared by the process of the present invention is suitable for the production of high performance carbon 
fibers. 

"Production of Acetylene," Frank Carluccio, Robert Casciano, Ashok Desai, Kevin Fitzpatrick, Michael Katz, Gil 
Mallari, Jane Tsai - inventors, GAF Corporation, United States Patent Number 4,788,379, November 29, 1988. The 
process relates to the recovering of essentially pure acetylene from the gaseous out-put stream from a coal to 
acetylene conversion process. A plasma are generator or other high energy type reactor can be used for the 
conversion of coal. The gaseous out-put stream is Initially treated in an add gas removal stage by absorbing 
HCN and 112S in an organic solvent such as n-methyl pyrrolidone and scrubbing with a caustic agent such as 
NaOH to remove CO 2 . In a second stage, the gaseous out-put stream is scrubbed with the organic solvent to 
provide a sweet gas treatment and remove essentially pure acetylene as a product. In a third stage, the second 
stage gases are first hydrogenated, then desulfurized and then methanated. The out-put from the third stage is 
recycled to the coal to acetylene conversion process. In a fourth stage, the organic solvent from said second 
stage is refined and recycled to the first stage and/or second stage. 

"Method of Varying Rheology Characteristics of Novel Coal Derived Fuel System," Gerald F. Cavaliere, Edmond G. 
Meyer, Lee G. Meyer - Inventors, Carbon Fuels Corporation, United States Patent Number 4,787,915, November 29, 
1988. The rheology of a fluidic, substantially combustible nonpolluting liquid/solid slurried fuel system derived In 
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substantial part from hydrodisproportionation of coal is varied by addition of fluidic aqueous mixtures and lower 
chain alcohols to alter the theology of the mixture and reduce the thermal NO  upon combustion. 

"High Pressure and High Temperature Ash Discharge System," Edward J. Vidt - Inventor, Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation, United States Patent Number 4,790,251, December 13, 1988. A system for discharging and cooling 
hot ash from a coal combustion unit, such as a coal combustor or an associated filter, where the hot ash at a 
temperature in excess of 700 0 C and at superatmospheric pressure is charged to a jacketed, cooled screw con-
veyor and passed therethrough in contact with a countercurrent flow of a purge gas. The ash Is cooled in the 
screw conveyor to a temperature of below 320 0C and discharged to a collection hopper, under pressure, while 
the purge gas and gases evolved from the hot ash are returned to the combustion unit. 

"Coal Liquefaction Process," Clyde L Aldridge, Roby Bearden, Jr. - Inventors, Exxon Research and Engineering 
Company, United States Patent Number 4,793,916, December 27, 1988. An improved process Is provided for 
hydroconverting of coal in which a hydrocarbon-dispersible chromium compound Is mixed with a hydrocarbonaceous 
material, in the absence of coal, to form a high metals-containing catalyst precursor concentrate which is heated 
in the presence of a hydrogen sulfide-containing gas to form a solid chromium-containing catalyst. A portion of 
the concentrate containing the catalyst is introduced into a diluent to which coal is added or in which coal is 
present. The resulting mixture is subjected to hydroconversion conditions to convert the coal to a hydrocar-
bonaceous oil product. 

"Utilization of Low Rank Coal and Peat," John J. Simmons - Inventor, United States Patent Number 4,800,015, 
January 24, 1989. Low rank coals including lignite, brown and subbituminous coals, and peat containing unaccep-
tably high quantities of water are dried and enriched in BTU content. The mined low rank coal Is crushed to 
between about one-hall inch and three Inches In diameter and immersed in hot oil to dry the coal. The coal is 
then screened or centrifuged to remove excess oil and the resulted oil impregnated dried coal has a much higher 
BTU content. The dried high BTU low rank coal may be then powdered and utilized to form a coal-water liquid 
fuel. 

"Synthesis Gas Generation Complex and Process," Egon L. Doering - Inventor, Shell Oil Company, United States 
Patent Number 4,799,356, January 24, 1989. A synthesis gas-power generation complex is disclosed, the complex 
being characterized by ability to generate sufficient electrical power for internal use and for export, and by 
structure for improved heat recovery and utilization. A process for synthesis gas production and power genera-
tion utilizing these concepts is also disclosed.
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December, 1988) 

ADVANCED COAL LIQUEFACTION PILGF PLANT - Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) (C-IS) 

EPRI assumed responsibility for the 6 tons per day Wilsonville, Alabama pilot plant in 1974. This project had been initiated by 
Southern Company and the Edison Electric Institute in 1971 Department of Energy began cofunding Wilsonville in 1976. 

The Initial thrust of the program at the pilot plant was to develop the SRC-I process. That program has evolved over the years in 
terms of technology and product slate objectives. Kerr-McGee Critical Solvent Deashing was identified as a replacement for filtra-
tion which was utilized initially in the plant and a Kerr-McGee owned unit was installed in 1979. The technology development at 
Wilsonville continued with the installation and operation of a product hydrotreating reactor that has allowed the plant to produce a 
No.6 oil equivalent liquid fuel product as well as a very high distillate product yield. 

The Wilsonville Pilot Plant was subsequently used to test the Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction (ML) process. In the two stage 
approach, coal Is first dissolved under heat and pressure into a heavy, viscous oil. Then, after ash and other impurities are removed 
in an intermediate step, the oil is sent to a second vessel where hydrogen is added to upgrade the oil into a lighter, morn easily 
refined product. A catalyst added in the second stage aids the chemical reaction with hydrogen. Catalytic hydrotreatment in the 
second stage accomplishes two distinct purposes (1) higher-quality distillable products are produced by mild hydroconveision, and 
(2) high residuum content, donor rich solvent Is produced for recycle to the coal conversion first stage reactor. Separating the 
process into two stages rather than one keeps the hydrogen consumption to a minimum. Also, mineral and heavy organic com-
pounds In coal ale removed between stages using Kerr-McGee's Critical Solvent Deashing unit before they can foul the catalyst. 

ffSL results showed that 10 percent less hydrogen was needed to turn raw coal into a clean-burning fuel that can be used for gene r- 
ating electricity in combustion turbines and boilers. Distillable product yields of greater than 60 percent MAP coal were 
demonstrated on bituminous coal. Similar operations with sub-bituminous coal demonstrated distillates yields of about 55 percent 
MAP. This represents substantial improvement over single stage coal liquefaction processes. 

Tests concentrated on testing both types of coals with the deashing step relocated downstream of the catalytic hydrotreatment. 
Results showed that previous improvements noted for the two-stage approach were achievable (no loss in catalyst activity). Lower 
product cost was indicated for this reconfigured operation in that the two reactor stages may be coupled as part of one system. The 
results from the reconfigured operation also indicated the potential for further improvements in product quality and/or produc-
tivity through use of the coupled-reactor approach. This was confirmed in tests which used a truly coupled, two-stage thermal-
catalytic reaction system in conjunction with an improved hydrotreatment catalyst. The nickel based catalyst (AMOCAT 1-C) was 
developed by Amoco Corporation, a program co-sponsor. In that test, coal space velocity was increased by 60 to 90 percent over 
previous operations, while catalyst productivity doubled. Furthermore, an improved configuration was developed and proven out, 
whereby only the net vacuum bottoms are dashed, thereby reducing the equipment size substantially. 

The improved deashing configuration also resulted in additional product recovery attributable to recycling ashy bottoms. For 
bituminous coal, conversion of the incremental product was achieved by adding another catalyst (cobalt-based Amocat 1-A) to the 
first stage reactor, resulting in a 70 percent MAP distillate yield. For subbituminous coal, more thermal volume was used, resulting 
in a 61 percent MAP distillate yield. Use of the first stage catalyst also reduced the deactivation of the more active second stage 
catalyst. 

Later results showed that nickel-based bimodal catalysts can be used in both reactions, thereby allowing the aged catalyst from one 
stage to be cascaded to the other. This can increase operating flexibility and reduce overall catalyst cat. 

Current work emphasizes identifying potential cost benefits through advantageous feedstock selecting. This includes the use of 
lower ash (Ohio) coal and lower cost (Texas) lignite. The Ohio coal run results suggest that deep cleaning of the coal prior to li-
quefaction can increase distillate yield by 7-8 percent. However, additional efforts with regards to optimizing catalyst properties 
and use are required. 

Project Cost Construction and operating costs (through calendar 1985): $97 million 

ABC AMMONIA/METHANOL OPERATIONS - ABC LTD. (C-17) 

ABC operates a 100 ton per day methanol facility and a 1,000 ton per day ammonia plant at its Modderfontein works near Johan-
nesburg. The plant uses six Koppers-Totzek two-headed gasifiers operating at 1,600 degrees C and atmospheric pressure to gener-
ate synthesis gas from sub-bituminous South African coal of low sulfur and high ash content. The ammonia plant, which utilizes 
conventional technology in the synthesis loop, has been in service since 1974 while the methanol unit, which employs IC's low pres-
sure process, has been running since 1976. The plant is operating very satisfactorily at full capacity. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

A fluidired bed combustion system has been cotnmiuioned at the plant to overcome problems of ash disposal. The proposed sys-
tem generates additional steam, and has reduced requirements for land for ash disposal. 

AECI has succeufully, completed the piloting at a methanol to hydrocarbons processusing Mobil recite catalyst. The design of a 
commercial scale ethylene plant using this process has been completed. 

ABC has also pursued development programs to promote methanol as a route to transportation fuel. Test programs include 
operation of a test fleet of vehicles on gasoline blends with up to 15 percent methanol, operation of other test cars on neat 
methanol, and operation of modified diesel trucks on methanol containing ignition promoters, trademarked 'DIESANUL' by 
ABC. 'DIESANOL' has attracted worldwide interest and is currently being evaluated as a diesel fuel replacement in a number of 
countries. 

ABC has completed a detailed study to assess; the economic feasibility of a coal-based synthetic fuels project producing gasoline 
and diesel using methanol conversion technology. The results of this study were encouraging and the second phase of this project 
has now been implemented. This involves an accurate definition of project scope and the preparation of a sanction grade capital 
cost estimate. The project has the potential for recovery of ethylene and other petrochemical feedstocks, co-production of am-
monia and extraction of methanol for development of the methanol fuel market in South Africa 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

APPALACHIAN PROJECT - The M. W. Kellogg Company, Bechtel Development Co.; and United States Department of Energy (C-
19)

At the Appalachian Project the applicants will demonstrate an advanced integrated coal gasification combined cycle (10CC) sys-
tem. The project will feature Kellogs KRW ash agglomerating fluidized-bed gasification process. One KRW gnsifier operating 
in the air-blown mode will convert 485 tons per day of bituminous coal into a low-BTU fuel gas for use in an advanced combustion 
turbine generator. Steam generated from the combustion turbine exhaust and from the gasifier heat recovery system will be fed to 
a steam turbine generator. 

The nominal 60 megawatt demonstration project will featurt a hot gas cleanup system which delivers clean fuel gas at 1,000 degrees 
to 1,O degrees P to the combustion turbine, thus avoiding inefficient lower temperature cleanup proceaes. This system uses in. 
bed desulfuriration and a hot-sulfur-removal polishing step consisting of a zinc ferrite sorbent bed. Particulates will be removed by 
a filter. 

The system, if demonstrated as proposed, would be highly efficient with heat rates around 7J= per kilowatt hour. Various 
sizes of commercial plants can be configured by using the 60 megawatt module that will be demonstrated. Other applications for 
the system are cogeneration and retrofit of combustion turbines and gas-fired combined cycles. 

DOE has agreed to provide cooperative funding for the project under its Can Coal Technology Program. 

Kellogg, as the managing partner of the project, will design, engineer and procure the most gasification plant. Bechtel will construct 
it. Bechtel will also design, procure and construct the power island and supportive offsites. 

Project Cost Not Disclosed 

DElHI. COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Bharat Heav y Electricals limited. Hyderabad. India 

BHEL as a manufacturer of cower generation eauimnent has been involved in research and develooment activities related to ad-
vanced nr sntesns. These include coal gas based combined cycles. 

In the PEDU, coal is gasified by a mixture at air and steam at around 1.173 de grees K and at a mersure of 1.013 MPn. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project Cat Not disclosed 

lilt	 jjL!Lp 

A comprehensive test orotram was under way in 1988, 

Project Cat Not disclosed 

BOTFROP DIRECT COAL UQURFACUON PILOT PlANT PROJECT - Ruhrkohle AG, Veba OeI AG, Minister of 
Economics, Small Business and Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia, and Federal Minister of Research and Tech-
nology of the Federal Republic of Germany (0.65) 

During operation of the - plant the process improvements and equipment components have been tested. The last improvement 
made being the operation of an integrated refining step in the liquefaction process. It worked successfully between late 1986 and 
the end of April 1987. Approximately 11,000 tons raffinate oil were produced front20,000 tons coal in more than 2000 operating 

By this new mode of operation, the oil yield is increa9d to 58 percent The formation of hydrocarbon gases is as low as 19 percent. 
The specific coal throughput was raised up to 0.6 tIm h. Furthermore high grade refined products are produced instead of crude 
oil. The integrated refining step causes the nitrogen and oxygen content in the total product oil to drop to approximately 100 ppm 
and the sulphur content to less than 10 ppm. 

Besides an analytical testing program, the project involves upgrading of the coal-derived syncn.de to marketable products such as 
gasoline, diesel fuel, and light heating oil. The hydrogenation residues were gasified either in solid or in liquid form in the 
Rnhrkohle/Ruhrchemie gasification plant at Oberhausen-Holten to produce syngas and hydrogen. 

The development program of the Coal Oil Plant Bottrop was temporarily suspended in April 1987. Reconstruction work for a 
bivalent coal/heavy oil process was finished at the end of 1987. The plant capacity is 9 tons/hour of coal or alternatively 24 
tons/hour of heavy vacuum residual oil. The fit oil-in' took place at the end of January 1988. Since then approximately 76 .000 
tons of heavy oil have been processed. A convention rate over 90% and an oil yield of 85% have been confirmed. 

The project is subsidized by the Minister of Economics, Small Business and Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia 
and since mid-1984 by the Federal Minister of Research and Development of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Project Cat DM830 million (by end-1987) 

BRITISH COAL LIQUID SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROJECT - British Coal, British Department of Energy, European Economic 
Community, Ruhrkohle (0.690) 

British Coal is building a pilot plant utilizing the Liquid Solvent Extraction Process, a two-stage system for the production of 
gasoline and diesel from coal. In the process, a hot, coal-derived solvent is mixed with coal. The solvent extract is filtered to 
remove ash and carbon residue, followed by hydrogenation to produce a syncrude boiling below NJ) degrees C as a precursor for 
transport fuels and chemical feedstocks. Economic studies have confirmed that the process can produce maximum yields of 
gasoline and diesel very efficiently. Work on world-wide coals has shown that it will liquefy economically most coals and lignite and 
can handle high ash feed stocks. British Coal is proceeding with the design and construction of a 2.5 tons per day plant at the Point 
of Ayr site, near Holywell in North Wales, financed by the British Coal with support from the European Economic Community. 
limited private industry and British Department of Energy support is involved. Following a design phase carried out by Babcock 
Woodall-Duckham Ltd., construction started in 198& with Simon Carves Ltd., being the Main Plant Contractor. 

Project Cost: 18 million British pounds (1986 prices) construction cost plus 18 million British pounds (1986 prices) operating costs. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

BROKEN HILL PROJECT' - The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd. (C-75) 

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company limited has been investigating the production of transport fuels from coal via continuous 
hydroliquefaction, since 1976 at their Melbourne Research Laboratories in Dayton, Victoria, Australia. The current continuous 
processing unit was built in 1980, and since 1982 it has been used to study medium severity hydroliquefaction. Routinely the 
primary liquefaction reactor has a throughput of 3 kg slurry per hour, with a coal to oil ratio of 40:60, and employs a 112 pressure of 
25 Ml's, and a temperature of 450 degrees C. 

The main objective is to evaluate and develop alternative hydroliquefaction strategies and to test the efficacy of such strategies for 
a small indicative range of Australian coals. The unit is capable of single stage or two-stage operation, and allows for use of dis-
posable catalyst in stage I and for recycle of separated solids to stage 1, if desired. Currently, oil yields of between 35% and 55% 
dat coal have been obtained, depending on coal feed and process type. 

Batch micro-autoclaves (50 cm3) are used extensively in support of the continuous hydroliquefaction unit. Particular emphasis has 
been placed on matters relating to hydrogen transfer. An in-house solvent hydrogen donor index (SHDI) has been developed and 
has proven to be a valuable tool in process development and control, especially in non-catalytic two-stage hydroliquefaction. The 
research has also been concerned with the upgrading (refining) of product syncrudes to specification transport fuels. Experimental 
studies have included hydrotreating, hydrocracking and reforming, for the production of gasoline, jet fuel and diesel fuel. Jet and 
diesel fuel combustion quality requirements, as indicated by smoke point and cetane number for example, have been achieved via 
severe hydrotreatment. Alternatively, less severe hydrotreatment and blending with suitable blendstocks has also proven effective. 
High octane unleaded gasolines have been readily produced via consecutive hydrotreating and reforming. 

Substantial efforts have been directed towards understanding the chemical basis of jet and diesel Fuel specification properties. As a 
result novel insights into the chemical prerequisites for acceptable fuel quality have been gained and ale valid for petroleum 
derived materials and for many types of synthetic crudes. Considerable effort has also been directed towards developing 
specialised analytical methodology, particularly via NMR spectroscopy, to service the above process studies. 

The work is supported under the National Energy Research Development and Demonstration Program (NERD&DP) adminis-
tered by the Australian Federal Government. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

BROOKHAVEN MILD GASIFICATION OF COAL - Brookhaven National Laboratory and United States Department of Energy 
(C-340) 

A program is under way on mild gasification of coal to heavy oils, tars and chars under mild process conditions of near atmos-
pheric pressure and temperatures below 750 degrees C A test matrix has been designed to obtain the process chemistry, yields and 
characterization of liquid product over a widenge of temperature (500 to 750 degrees C), coal particle residence time (10 sec to 
50 mm), heatup rate (50 degrees C/sec to 10' degrees C/see) coal particle size (50 to 300 microns) and additives (slaked lime, 
recycle ash, silica flour, recycle char). A combined entrained and moving bed reactor is being used to obtain the data. Four dif-
ferent types of coal have been tried, Kentucky No. 8 and Pittsburgh No. 8 bituminous coal, a Mississippi lignite and a Wyodak sub-
bituminous. Generally the yields of oils from bituminous coals range between 20-25% (MAP), and about 15% for subbituminous 
coat 

Project Cat: $200,000 

CAN DO PROJECT - Continental Energy Associates (C.85) 

Greater Hazleton Community Area New Development Organization, Inc. (CAN DO, Incorporated) built a facility in Hazle 
Township, Pennsylvania to produce low, BTU gas from anthracite. Under the third general solicitation, CAN DO requested price 
and loan guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) to enhance the facility. However, the SFC turned 
down the request, and the Department of Energy stopped support on April 30, 1983. The plant was shut down and CAN DO 
solicited for private investors to take over the faduity. 

The facility is currently being converted into a 100 megawatt cogeneration plant. Gas produced from anthracite coal in both the 
original facility and in new gasifiers will be used to fuel turbines to produce electricity. The electricity will be purchased by the Pen-
nsylvania Power & Light Company over a 20 tears period. Steam will also be produced which will be available to industries within 
Humboldt Industrial Park at a cost well below the cost of in-house steam production. 

The project cost for this expansion is $100 million. The Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority authorized the bond place-
ment by the Northeastern Bank of Pennsylvania and the Swiss Bank.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The new facility will be operated by Continental Energy Associates. 

Project Cost $100 million 

CHAR Fuas PROJECT - Char Fuels of Wiosnina. p subsidiar y of Carbon Fuels Corp. 

Char-Fuek of Wyomins is auemp*lng to secure financins to build a 1.000 ton per day char fuel rnoicct at the Dan Johnston Power 
station near Glenroct. Wwniing. The nrolect could cost up to $100 million, 

The State of Wwming has oromised $16.5 million in assistance. contingent on a certain amount of private capital to be raised by 
Char-Fuels. 

Project Cost: $100 million 

CHEMICALS FROM COAL - Tennessee Eastman Co. (C-ISO) 

Tennessee Eastman Company, a manufacturing unit of the Eastman Chemicals Division of Eastman Kodak Company, continues to 
operate its chemicals from coal complex at KintsDort. Tennessee at design rates. The Texaco coal gasification process is used to 
produce the synthesis gas for manufacture of 500 million pounds per year of acetic anhydride. Methyl alcohol and methyl acetate 
are produced as intermediate chemicals, and sulfur is recovered and sold. 

The facility has averaged 97% onstream availability for the last three tan. 

The existing coal ossification facility will be able to handle the new anhidride demand with some debottleneckint. because the coal 
ims unit was built with some scare capacity. 

Project Cost: Unavailable 

0GM GASIFICATION PROCESS PROJECT - Fundacao de Clencia e Tecnologia—CIENI'EC (C-160) 

The CIGAS Process for the generation of medium Bill gas is aimed at efficient technological alternatives suitable for Brazilian 
mineral coals of high ash content. No gasification techniques are known to be available and commercially tested for Brazilian coals. 

The CIGAS Process research and development program has been planned for the interval from 1976 to 1998. In 1977 an atmos-
pheric bench scale reactor was built, front which were obtained the first gasification data for Brazilian coals in a fluidized bed reac-
tor. In 1978 a feasibility study was completed for the utilization of gas generated as industrial fuel. Next the first pressurized reac-
tor in Latin America was built in bench scale, and the first results for pressurized coal gasification were obtained. 

In 1979 the first atmospheric fluidized bed - scale unit was assembled (with a throughput of 7.2 tons per day of coal). In 1980 a 
project involving a pressurized unit for oxygen and steam began (20 atmospheres and 0.5 tons per day of coal). The plant was fully 
operational in 1982. In 1984 the pressurized plant capacity was enlarged to 2.5 tons per day of processed coal and at the same time 
air was replaced by oxygen in the atmospheric plant. This unit started processing 17 tons per day of coal. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

In 1986 a unit was built to treat the liquid effluents generated throughout the process and studies on hot gas desulfurization were 
started in bench sale. By the end of 1988 pilot scale studies will be finished. As the result of this stage, a conceptual design for a 
prototype unit will be made. This prototype plant will be operational in 1992 and in 1994 the basic project for the demonstration 
unit will be started. The demonstration unit is planned to be operational in 1998. 

Project Cost US$4.7 million up to the end of 1988. The next stage of development will require US$15 million. 

COALPLEX PROJECT - AECI (C-190) 

The Coalplex Project is an operation of AECI Odor-Alkali and Plastics, Ltd. The plant manufactures PVC and caustic soda from 
anthracite, lime, and salt. The plant is fully independent of imported oil. Because only a limited supply of ethylene was available 
from domestic sources, the carbide-acetylene process was selected. The plant has been operating since 1971. The five processes in- 
dude calcium carbide manufacture from coal and calcium oxide; acetylene production from calcium carbide and water brine 
electrolysis to make chlorine, hydrogen, and caustic: conversion of acetylene and hydrogen chloride to vinyl chloride; and vinyl 
chloride polymerization to PVC. Of the five plants, the carbide, acetylene, and VCM plants represent the main differences be-
tween coal-based and conventional PVC technology. 

Project Cost Not disclosed 

CODA-i PROJECT - Coal Gasification, Inc. (C-195) 

The COCA-i project has been under development since 1983. The proposed project in Macoupin County, Illinois will consume 
over I million tons of coal per year and will produce 500,000 tons of ammonia and 50), time of urea per 'ear. It will use the 
U-Gas coal gasification system developed by the Institute of Gas Technology (101). When completed, the CODA-I plant would 
be the largest facility of its kind in the world. 

Sponsors were in the process of negotiations for loan guarantees and price supports from the United States Synthetic Fuels Cor-
poration when the SIC was dismantled by Congressional actionin late December 1985. On March 18 1986 Illinois Governor 
James R. Thompson announced a $26 million state and local incentive package for CODA-i in an attempt to move the $600 million 
project forward. Potential project sponsors, which include Coal Gasification, Inc., Freeman United Coal Company, and the Nor-
wegian fertilizer firm Norsk-Hydro, are currently working to complete the financing package for the fadflty.  

Project Cat: $600 million 

COLOMBIA COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT— Carbocol (C-199) 

The Colombian state coal company, Carbocol plans for a coal gasification plant in the town of Amaga in the mountainous inland 
department of Antioquia. 

Japan Consulting Institute is working on a feasibility study on the gasification plant and current plans are to build a US$10 to 20 
million - plant initially. This plant would produce what Carbocol calls 'a clean gas fuel' for certain big industries in Antioquin 
involved in the manufacture of food products, ceramics and - goods. According to recommendations in the Japanese study, this 
plant would be expanded in the early 1990s to produce urea if financing is found. 

Project Cost, $20 million initial 
$200 million eventual 

COOL WATER COAL GASIFICATION PROGRAM - Participants (Equity Owners): Bechtel Power Corporation, Electric Power 
Research Institute, General Electric Company, Japan Cool Water Program (JCWP) Partnership, Southern California Edison, and Texaco 
Inc.; Contributors: Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation (ESEERCO) and Sohio Alternate Energy Development Com-
pany (Sohio) (C-220) 

Participants have built a 1,000-1,200 tons per day commercial-scale coal gasification plant using the oxygen-blown Texaco Coal 
Gasification Process. The gasification system which includes two Syngas Cooler vessels, has been integrated with a General 
Electric combined cycle unit to produce approximately 122 megawatts of gross power. The California Energy Commission ap-
proved the state environmental permit in December 1979 and construction began in December 1981. Plant construction which took 
only 23 years, was completed on April 30, 1984, a month ahead of schedule and well under the projected $300 million budget. A 
five-year demonstration period is underway and will be completed in 1989. The plant will likely close by mid 1989. 

Texaco and SCE, which have contributed equity capital of $45 million and $25 million respectively to the effort, signed the joint 
participation agreement on July 31,19W. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRJ) executed an agreement to participate in 
the Project in February 1980 and their contribution is $69 million. Bechtel Power Corporation was selected as the prime engineer-
ing and construction contractor and also executed a participation agreement in September 1980 and have contributed $30 million to 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

the project. General Electric signed a participation agreement in September 1980. In addition to contributing $30 million to the 
Project, GE supplied the combined cycle equipment. The .ICWP Partnership, comprised of the Tokyo Electric Power Company, 
Central Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry, Toshiba UIP Corporation and 1111 Coal Gasification Project Corp. 
signed a participation agreement on Februrary 24, 1982 to commit $30 million to the Project. ESEERCO and Sohio Alternate 
Energy Development Company are non-equity contributors to the project, having signed contributor agreements on January 20, 
1982, and April 10, 1984, respectively committing $5 million each to the Project. A $24 million project loan with a $6 million in-kind 
contribution by SCE of facilities at SCE's existing generating station in Daggett, California completes the $263 million funding. 

A supply agreement was executed with Airco Inc. on February 24; 1981 for Aires to provide "over-the-fence' oxygen and nitrogen 
from a new on-site facility, thus reducing capital requirements of the Project 

The Project applied to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation for financial assistance In the form of a price guarantee in 
response to the SFC's first solicitation for proposals. This was designed to reduce the risks of the existing Participants during the 
initial demonstration period. The Project was not accepted by the SFC because it did not pass the 'credit elsewhere' test (the SFC 
believed sufficient private funding was available without government assistance). However, the sponsors reapplied for a price sup-
port under the SFC's second solicitation which ended June 1, 1982. On September 17, 1982, the SFC announced that the project 
had passed the six-point project strength test and had been advanced into Phase II negotiations for financial assistance. On April 
13. 1983 the sponsors received a letter of intent from the SFC to provide a maximum of $120 million in price supports for the 
project. On July 28, 1983 the Board of Directors of the SFC voted to approve the final contract awarding the price guarantees to 
the project. 

A spare quench gasifier, which has been added to the original facility to enhance the plant capacity factor, was successfully commis-
sioned in April 1985. 

A Utah bituminous coal will be utilized as "the Program' coal and will be burned at all times that the facility is not burning an alter-
nate test coal. The Program could test up to 8 different coal feedstocks on behalf of its Participant companies. 

Thus far, a 32,000 ton Illinois No. 6 coal test (nominal 3.1 percent weight sulfur), a 21,000 ton Pittsburgh No. 8 coal test (nominal 
2.9 percent weight sulfur), and a 2D,000 ton Australian Lemington high-ash-fusion-temperature coal (nominal 03 percent weight 
sulfur) have been completed. Energy conversion rates and environmental characteristics while running the alternate coals are es-
sentially the some as those observed while burning the low sulfur Utah bituminous. 

'I'he gasifier was started up on May 7, 1984. On May 20, 1984 syngas was successfully fed to the gas turbine and the first combined 
cycle system operation was accomplished on May 31, 1984. On June 23, 1984 the ten continuous day SFC acceptance test was suc-
cessfully completed and the Program was declared to be in commercial production on June 24, 1984. 

Through January 1989 the gasifier has been on-line for more than27.116 hours, gasifying over 1.132,000tons of coal (dry basis). 
Approximately 2 billion gross kWh of electricity have been produced. 

The plant is often referred to as 'the world's cleanest coal-fired utility plant' with operations data on low-sulfur Utah coal reflect-
ing NOx emissions of 0.07 pounds per million FlU; sulfur dioxide emissions of 0.018 pounds per million BTU (97 percent 
removal), and particulate emissions of 0.010 pounds per million BTU. These emissions average about 10-20% of the auowables 
under the United States Environmental Protection Agency's New Source Performance Standards for coal-fired power plants. 

Project Cost $263 million 

CO REX IRON MAKING PROCESS - Korf Engineering (C-543) 

The Cortex, or Kohle boa Reduction processwas developed by Koff Engineering (a Federal Republic of Germany company). The 
process replaces the two-step coke oven/blast furnace approach to producing pig iron from iron ore and metallurgical coal with an 
integrated two component oxygen-blown system capable of operation on a variety of coals. The system consists of an upper 
'reduction shaft' and a lower 'melter-gasifier' component. Iron ore, along with an appropriate flux (e.g., limestone), is fed into the 
top of the reduction shaft when it is reduced to sponge iron by the off-gas from the lower melter-gasifier section. The lower sec-
tion is an 

oxygen-blown fluidized bed coal gasifier. In this section the sponge iron is melted and the resulting pig iron and slag are 
separated and tapped as in a blast furnace. The low/medium-BTU, sulfur-free off-gases from the process (sulfur is captured by the 
limestone and remains in the slag) are scrubbed to remove particulates and are available for site use. 

The Kahle Iron Reduction process has been tested in a 66,000 tons per year pilot plant using a wide range of coals and iron ores. A 
proposed project for the design and construction of a 330,000 tons (iron) per year demonstration plant at the Weirton Steel plant in 
Weirton, West Virginia was selected by DOE for financial assistance in the Clean Coal Technology Program. However, the project 
was dropped in late 1987 and replaced by a similar project sponsored by the State of Minnesota and USX Corporation. 

A similar plant is under construction for Iscor in South Africa. Commissioning of this plant was com pleted in 1988 

Project Cat Not disclosed
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

CRE SPOUTED BED GAbti'ThK - Coal Research Establishment, Otto-Simon Carves (C-700) 

A snouted fluidized bed process for making low-UTU fuel gas from coal has been developed by British Coal at the Coal Research 
Establishment (CRE). A pilot plant has been built with a coal throughput of 12 tonnes per day. 

This project was sconsored by the European Economic Community (EEC) under a demonstration grant. Results to date have es-
tablished the basis of a simple vet flexible process for making a gaseom fuel low in sulfur, tar and dust. 

In 1983 it was decided to build p 03 tonne per hour pilot plant at the Coal Research Establishment (CRE) of British Coal. in Chel-
tenham. England. 

The implication of the process for poaer generation is also being investigated. Various cycles incorporating a pressurized version 
or the spouted bed technology have been studied and power station efficiencies up to 45 percent alt predicted. 

Although OSC has yet to build the first commercial unit, they say considerable interest has been shown from a lar ge number of 
potential clients worldwide. 

CRIEPI ENTRAINED FLOW GASIFIER PROJECT - Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (Japan) (C-503) 

Japan's CRIEPI (Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry) has been engaged in research and development on gasifica-
tion, hot gas cleanup, gas turbines, and their integration into an IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) system. 

An air-blown pressurized two-stage entrained-flow gasifier (14 tons per day process development unit) adopting a dry coal feed 
system has been developed and successfully operated. This gasifier has been determined to be employed as the prototype of the 
national 200 tons per day pilot plant. The hot gas cleanup system process development unit (PDU) which employs a porous filter 
for dust removal and an iron oxide honeycomb fixed bed for desulfurization was constructed and has been successfully operated. 

Research and development on a 200 tons per day entrained-flow coal gasification pilot plant equipped with hot gas cleanup facility 
and gas turbine has been carried out extensively from 1986 and will be completed in 1993. 

CRIEPI executed a feasibility study of entrained-flow coal gasification combined cycle, supported by the Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (Mm) and New Energy Development Organization (NEDO). They evaluated eight systems combining dif-
ferent methods of coal feed (dry/slurry), oxidizer (air/oxygen) and gas cleanup methods (hot-gas/cold-gas). The optimal plant sys-
tem, from the standpoint of thermal efficiency, was determined to be composed of dry coal feed, airblown and hot-gas cleanup 
methods. This is in contrast to the Cool Water demonstration plant, which is composed of coal slurry feed, oxygen-blown and hot. 
gas cleanup systems. 

CRIEPI constructed, in 1983, a coal gasification process development unit with a capacity of 14 tons per thy coal using air-blown 
pressurized two-stage entrained-flow method, and since then has been promoting research and development jointly with Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries, Ltd. 

As of late 1987, the gasifier had been operated for 1200 hours, and tested on 13 different coals. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

For the project to build a 200 tons per day entrained-flow coal gasification combined cycle - plant, the electric utilities have or-
ganized the "Engineering Research Association for Integrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Power Systems (IC)" with 10 
major electric power companies and CRIEPI to any out this project supported by the Ministry of International Trade and In-
dustry and the New Energy Development Organization. 

Basic design and engineering of the pilot plant was started in 1986, and manufacturing and construction started in 1988 fiLik 
Nakoso Cool Gasification Power Plant, The air-blown pressurized two-stage entrained-flow gasifier using the dry coal feed system 
will be constructed with tests to begin in 1989. Tests of hot gas cleanup with a high temperature gas turbine having a gas tempera-
ture at the combustor outlet of 1,300 degrees C will begin in 1990. 

Project Cost 53 million yen 

DOW SYNGAS PROJECT - Louisiana Gasification Technology, Inc. a subsidiary of the Dow Chemical Company (C-245) 

The Dow Syngas Project began commercial operations in April, 1981, operating at rates up to 92 percent of capacity. As of Novem-
ber 1988 the project has completed 5,603 hours on coal. It has produced 5,206 billion Thu of on-spec syngas and supplied Dow's 
Louisiana Division power plant with syngas for 5,042 hours 

At full capacity, the plant consumes 2,400 tons of coal per day providing 30 billion BTU per day of medium ff113 gas. The process 
uses Dow-developed coal gasification technology to convert coal or lignite into medium Fill synthetic gas 

The process uses a pressurized, entrained flow, slagging. slurry-led gasifier with a continuous slag removal system. Dow's 
GAS/SPEC ST-1 acid gas removal system and Select= sulfur conversion unit are also used at the Plaquemine, Louisiana, plant. 
Oxygen is supplied by Air Products. 

Construction of the plant was completed in first quarter, 1987 by Dow Engineering Company. The project is owned and operated 
by Louisiana Gasification Technology Incorporated, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company based in PIn-
quenrine, Louisiana. 

In this application the Dow Gasification Process and the associated process units have been optimized for the production of syn-
thetic gas for use as a combustion gas turbine fuel. The project received a price guarantee from the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation (now, the Treasury Department) which is subject to the amount of gas produced by the project. The amount of the 
price guarantee is based on the market price of the natural gas and the production of the project. Maximum amount of the 
guarantee is $620 million. 

Project Cat $72.8 million 

DUNN NOKOTA METHANOL PROJECT - The Nokota Company (C-iSO) 

The Nokota Company is the sponsor of the Dunn-Nokota Methanol Project, Dunn County, North Dakota. Nolcota plans to con-
vert a portion of its coal reserves in Dunn County, via coal gasification, into methanol and other marketable products, including 
carbon dioxide for enhanced oil recovery in the Williston and Powder River Basins. Planning for the project is in an advanced -- 
lion. $20 million has been spent and 12 years have been invested in site and feasibility studies. Alter thorough public and 
regulatory review by the state of North Dakota, air quality and conditional water use permits have been approved. The Bureau of 
Reclamation released the final Environmental Statement on February 26, 1988. The Federal Water Service Contract is expected to 
be approved in 1990. Operation of Phase I of the project is scheduled to begin in 1996. 

In terms of the value of the products produced, the Dunn-Nokota project is equivalent to an 800 million barrel proven oil reserve. 
In addition, the carbon dioxide product from the plant can be used to recover substantially more crude oil from oil fields in North 
Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming through carbon dioxide injection and crude oil displacement. 

The Dunn-Nokota plant is designed to use the best available environmental control technology. The impacts which will occur from 
the construction and operation of this project will be mitigated in accordance with sound operating procedures and legal and 
regulatory requirements. At full capacity, the plant will use the coal under approximately 390 acres of land (about 14.7 million 
tons) each year. Under North Dakota law, this land is required to be reclaimed and returned to equal or better productivity follow-
ing mining. Nokota will be working closely with local community leaden, informing them of the types and timing of socio-
economic impact associated with this project. 

Dunn-Nokota would produce approximately 81,000 barrels of chemical grade methanol, 2,400 barrels of gasoline blending stock 
(naphtha) and 300 million standard cubic feet of pipeline quality, compressed carbon dioxide per day from 40,000 tons of lignite 
(Beulah-Zap bed). 

Additional market studies will determine if methanol production will be reduced and gasoline or substitute natural gas coproduced 
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Existing product pipelines and rail facilities are available to provide access to eastern markets for the project's output access to 
eastern markets for the project's output. Access to western markets for methanol through a new dedicated pipeline to Bellingham, 
Washington, is also feasible if West Coast market demand warrants. 

Construction employment during the six year construction period will average approximately 3,200jobs per year. When complete 
and in commercial operation, employment will be about 1,6W personnel at the plant and 500 personnel in the adjacent coal mine. 

Nokota's schedule for the project calls for phased construction and operation, with initial construction (site preparation) beginning 
in 1992 and mechanical construction beginning in 1993 on a facility producing at one-half the full capacity. Commercial operation 
of this phase of the project is scheduled for 1996. Construction of the remainder of the facility is scheduled to begin in 1995 and to 
be in commercial operation in 19%. This schedule is subject to receipt of all permits, approvals, and certifications required from 
federal, state, and local authorities and upon appropriate market conditions for methanol and other products from the proposed 
facility. 

Project Cat:	 $2.2 billion (Phase land II) 
$0.2 billion (CO2 compression) 
$0.1 billion (Pipeline interconnection) 
$03 billion (mine) 

GFK DIRECT LIQUEFACTION PROJECT - West German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, Saarbergwerke AG, and 
01K Gesellschaft fur Kohleverflussigung MbtI (C400) 

Until 1984 01K Gesetlschaft fur Kohleverfiussigung MbH, a subsidiary of Saartiergwerke AG, has dealt with the single stage, severe 
hydrogenation, which is still uneconomic due to high hydrogen consumption and high pressure. Furthermore only expensive low 
ash-coals can be processed. 

For this reason since 1984 01K has conceived a unique process called PYROSOL The PYROSOL process is two-stage, comprising 
a mild hydrogenation in the first stage followed by pyrolysis of the residue in a second stage. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

GREAT PLAINS GASIFICATION PROJECT - Dakota Gasification Com pany (C-CU) 

Initial design work on a coal gasification plant located near Beulah in Mercer County, North Dakota commenced in 1971 In 1975, 
ANG Coal Gasification Company (a subsidiary of American Natural Resources Company) was formed to construct and operate the 
facility and the first of many applications were filed with the Federal Power Commission (now FERC). The original plans called 
for a 250 million cubic feet per day plant to be constructed by late 1981. However, problems in financing the plant delayed the 
project and in 1976 the plant size was reduced to 125 million cubic feet per day. A partnership named Great Plains Gasification 
Associates was formed by affiliates of American Natural Resources, Peoples Gas (now MidCon Corporation) Tenneco Inc., 
Transco Companies Inc. (now Transco Energy Company) and Columbia Gas Systems, Inc. Under the terms of the partnership 
agreement, Great Plains would own the facilities, ANG would act as project administrator, and the pipeline affiliates of the 
partners would purchase the gas. 

In January 1980, FERC issued an order approving the project. However, the United States Court of Appeals overturned the F'ERC 
decision. In January 1981, the project was restructured as a non-jurisdictional project with the SNG sold on an unregulated basis. 
In April 1981, an agreement was reached whereby the gas would be sold under a formula that would escalate quarterly according to 
increases in the Producer Price Index and the price of No. 2 Fuel Oil, with limits placed on the formula by the price of other com-
peting fuels. During these negotiations, Columbia Gas withdrew from the project. On May 13,198Z it was announced that a sub-
sidiary of Pacific lighting Corporation had acquired a 10 percent interest in the partnership; 73 percent from ANR's interest and 
23 percent from Transco. 

Full scale construction did not commence until August 6, 1981 when DOE announced the approval of a $102 billion conditional 
commitment to guarantee loans for the project. This commitment was sufficient to cover the debt portion of the gasification plant, 
Great Plains' share of the coal mine associated with the plant, an 5MG pipeline to connect the plant to the interstate natural gas 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

system, and a contingency for overruns. Final approval of the loan guarantee was received on January 29, 1982. The project spon-
sors were generally committed to providing one dollar of funding for each three dollars received under the loan guarantee up to a 
maximum of $740 million of equity funds. 

The project was designed to produce an avenge of 125 million cubic feet per day (based on a 91 percent onstreani factor) of high 
BTU Pipeline quality synthetic natural gas, 93 time per day of ammonia, 88 tans per day of sulfur, 203 million cubic feet per day of 
carbon dioxide, potentially for enhanced oil reery, and other miscellaneous by-products including tar, oil, phenols, and naphtha 
to be used as fuels. Approximately 14, tons per day of North Dakota lignite is required as fcedstoct 

In August 1, 1985 the sponsors withdrew from the project and defaulted on the loan, and DOE kgggifl operating the plant under a 
contract with the AM) Coal Gasification Company. The plant successfully operated throughout this period and earned revenues in 
excess of operating costs. During 1987, the plant produced an average of 1413 MMSCF per calendar day, which is 103% of design 
capaicity. The gas Is marketed through a 34 mile long pipeline connecting the plant with the Northern Border pipeline running into 
the eastern United States. 

In parallel with the above events, DOE/DOJ filed suit in the United States District Court in the District of North Dakota 
(Southwestern Division) seeking validation of the gas purchase agreements and approval to proceed with foreclosure. On January 
14, 1986 the North Dakota Court found: 

That state law is not applicable and that plaintiffs (DOE/DOJ) are entitled to a summary judgement for foreclosure. A 
foreclosure sale was held on June 30, 1986 and DOE obtained legal title to the plant and its asses. This decision was 
upheld by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit on January 14, 1987. On November 3, 1987, the 
Supreme Court denied a petition for a writ of certiorari. 

The defendant pipeline companies are liable to the plantiffs (DOE/DOS) for the difference between the contract price and 
the market value price. This decision was upheld by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit on May 19, 
1987. No further opportunity for appeal exists and the decisions of the lower court stands. 

In early 1987 the Department of Energy hired Shearson Lehman Bros. to help sell the Great Plains plant. In August, 1988 it 
was announced the Basin Electric Power cooperative had submitted the winning bid for atmroximntelv $115 million up-front 
Dim future orofitharint with the Rovernment. Two New Basin subsidiaries, Dakota Gasification Company and Dakota 
Coal Company, will operate the plant and the mine respectively. An initial payment of $85 million was given to the U.S. 
Department of Energy in November, 1988. and ownership of the clant was transferred. 

Budeet projectionsfor
M781,11-An

 profit. before interest and de preciation, of $11.4 million on revenues of 1170.9 million, and 
a nroduct cat of $3.05 	 BTU. 

Project Cost $2.1 billion 

6SF PILOT PLANT PROJECT - German Democratic Republic (C-435) 

Since 1983 a 30 Wane per day gasification complex has been in operation at Gaskonrbinat Schwarze Pumpe (6SF) in East Ger-
many. It produces more than 50,0 cubic meters raw gas per hour. Practical results and experience gained during operation of 
this system are planned to be applied to the construction of a large-scale gas works, fwe to 10 times larger, with an annual output of 
two to four billion cubic meters raw gas. 

The environmental compatibility of the (3SF coal gasification process is said to meet the highest requirements even if coal that is 
rich in ash and sulfur and contains salt is used. The GSP process involves the gasification of pulverized coal under pressure, using 
the brown coal of the German Democratic Republic 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

HUENXE CGT COAL GASIFICATION PILOT PLAN!' - Carbon Gas Technology (CGT) GmbH a joint venture of Deutsche 
Babcock AG, Gelscnberg AG, and Manfred Nemitz Iadustrieverwaltuag (C-an) 

COT was established in 1977, with the - of developing a coal gasification process to the point of commercial maturity and 
economic utilization. The CC!' coal gasification concept consists of the combination of two principal processes of coal gasification 
in a specially developed reactor. The characteristic feature of the OUT Process is the integrated fluidized bed and dust gasification 
stages. The coal is fed into the fluidization zone of the reactor, and fluidized and gasified by the addition of the gasification media 
(steam and oxygen) through side nozzles. The unconverted fines exit the reactor with the 1,000 degrees C hot product gas and are 
separated in a downstream cyclone as coke dust. The hot coke dust is cooled and stored in bunkers. The coke dust is then fed to 
the dust gasification stage at the top of the reactor and gasified with steam and oxygen in a cooled combustion chamber. The 
Product gas exiting the combustor at high speed is directed to the fluid bed. The ash melted in the combustor flows down into the 
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fluidized bed and is drawn off through the slag outlet. The coupling of a fluidized bed with entrained flow gasification under pres-
sure leads to a higher specific throughput capacity with simultaneously higher efficiency. The production of tar-free product gas at 
the relatively low temperature of the reactor leads to various simplifications in gas purification. 

The overall program for the development of the CUT processconsists of three stages. Step 1: (1978-1981)—FInnin& construction, 
and management of checkout tests of key components of the technical pro. Step 2: (1991-1986)--Planning. construction and 
operation of a 4 tons per hour operating system. Step 3—Demonstration of the prowess at commercial scale. For the component 
test program, in 1979 a cold now pressurized fluid bed facility and one for an atmospheric pressure dust gasification stage were 
erected. In 1981, planning began for building a 4 we per hour test facility for a multi-stage COT gasification process. The process 
design was agreed to in September 1962 and construction of the facility was completed on schedule in mid-1983. The component 
test facility and the 4 tons per hour pilot plant were erected at the site of the BP Ruhr refinery at Hoc=. The test work comprises 
a conceptual test program to the end of 1986. After bringing the facility on line and operating the combined fluidized bed with 
entrained flow gasification, the complete working of the test facility with a reference coal will be carried out over the entire operat-
ing range. In the following test phases the suitability of different feed coals will be checked out. In connection with the systematic 
test program, gasification tests with client cook for specific applications are planned. 

Prefl Cost Not disclosed 

HYCOL HYDROGEN FROM COAL PILOT PlANT - Research Association for Hydrogen from Coal Process Development (Japan) 
(C-504) 

In Japan, the New Energy Development Organization (NEDO) has promoted coal gasification technologies based on the fluidized 
bed. These include the HYBRID process for high-BTU gas making and the low-BTU gas making process for integrated combined 
cycle power generation. NEDO has also started to develop coal gasification technology based on a multi-purpose coal gasifier for 
medium-BTU gas. 

The multi-purpose gasifier was evaluated as a key technology for hydrogen production, since hydrogen is the most valuable among 
coal gasification products. NEDO decided to start the coal-based hydrogen production program at a pilot plant beginning in fiscal 
year 1986. Operation is planned to begin in fiscal year 1990. 

The key technology of this gasification process is a two-step spiral flow system. In this sytem, coal travels along with the spiral flow 
from the upper part towards the bottom because the four burner nones of each stage are equipped in a tangential direction to 
each other and generate adownword spiral finer. As a result of this sprival flow, coal can stay for a longer period of time in the 
chamber and be more completely gasified. 

In order to obtain a higher gasification efficiency, it is necessary to optimize the oxygen/coal ratio provided to each burner. That 
is, the upper stage burners produce reactive char and the lower stage burners generate high temperature gas. HIgh temperature 
gas keeps the bottom of the gasifier at high temperature, so molten slag falls fluently. 

The specifications of the - plant are as follows: 

 -Coalprocessingcapacity	 20 too per day 
- Pressure	 1.0 MPa 
- Temperature	 lj® to 1,800 degrees C 
- Oxidant	 Oxygen 
- Coal Feed	 Dry 
- Slag Discharge	 Slag Lock Hopper 
- Refractory Lining	 Water-cooled slag coating 

The execution of this project is being carried out by the Research Association for Hydrogen from Coal Process Development, a 
joint undertaking by nine private companies, and is organized by NEDO. Additional researches are also being conducted by 
several private companies to support research and development at the pilot plant. The nine member com panies are: 
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KANSK-ACHINSK BASIN COAL LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANTS - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (C495) 

The Soviet Union is building a large coal-based project referred to as the Kaask-Achinsk Fuel and Energy Complex (KATEK). 
The project consists of a very large open pit mine (the Berezovskiy-1 mine), a 6,400 megawatt power plant, and a coal liquefaction 
facility. Additionally, the small town of Sharypovo is being converted into a city with new schools, stores, housing, and transports-
don. 

A pilot plant referred to as an 51-75 installation is being built at KATEK to tat a catalytic hydrogenation process. Construction of 
the unit began in 1982. Start up of the unit was originally planned for 1984, but has been postponed to 1985 due to equipment 
design and delivery delays. Preliminary tests indicate that Timtons of Kansk-Acbinsk brown coal can produce one ton of liquid 
products at a cost that is 25 to 30 percent less than products that are refined from crude oil from remote Siberian regions. 

Additionally, a second unit referred to as the E'flCh-175 is being built to test rapid pyrolysis of brown coal from the Borodinskoye 
deposit. The tat unit will have a capacity of 175 tons of coal per hour. The process will produce coke, tar, and combustible gases. 
Construction of the unit was completed in December 1983, and testing using inert materials began in the Spring of 1984. However, 
a facility to convert the coal tar into fuels and chemicals has not been built. Therefore, the tar will be burned as fuel in the the adjacent 
utility. 

A third experimental coal liquefaction unit, ST-S, is under construction at the Belkovskaya mine of the Novomoskovsk Coal As-
sociation. The unit is intended 10 demonstrate a relatively low pressure hydrogenation process that reportedly operates at ap-
proximately 1,500 psig and 400 degrees C. A catalyst is used in the process to enhance the hydrogenation of coal into high octane 
gasoline. The liquid and solid are separated, and the solids are combusted to recover the catalyst. Startup of ST-5 was to occur in 
1984. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

K-FUEL COMMERCIAL FACILITY - Energy Brothers Inc. (C-SIB) 

Energy Brothers, licensor of the K-Fuel process, is building a plint located next to the Fort Union Mine near Gillette, Wyoming. 
The plant will use the process invented by Edward Koppelmàn and developed further by SRI International. In the K-Fuel process, 
low-grade coal or peat is dried and mildly pyrolyzed in two coupled reactors that operate at elevated temperatures and at a pres-
sure of 800 psi. The process produces a pelletized coal, and by-product water and fuel gas. K-Fuel pellets contain 60 percent more 
energy (approximately 27 million BTU per ton) and 40 percent less sulfur than the raw coal. The fuel gas from the process is util- 
bed on site to provide the needed heat for the process. The proposed facility will utilize 4 modules each capable of producing 
350,000 tons per year of K-Fuel. Wisconsin Power and Light has agreed to a 10-year purchase agreement for 'a substantial portion' 
of the output of the plant. The K-Fuel will be tested at Wisconsin Power and Light's Rock River generating station near Beloit in 
south-central Wisconsin. For the tat Wisconsin Power and Light will purchase the fuel at the cost of production, which has yet to 
be determined but is estimated to be over $30 per ton. If the test is successful, Wisconsin Power and Light has the option to invest 
in the process. En gineering drawincs have been completed and bids for eguinment went out in December. 1988. Construction on-

Wisconsin Power and Light is interested in burning K-Fuel to eliminate the need to install expensive equipment to reduce sulfur 
emissions from the power plant. The upgraded coal is also less expensive to ship and store due to its improved heating value. 

Project Cat: W Million for Phase I 

KILaGAS PROJECT - Allis-Chalmers, KILaGAS R & D, Inc., State of Illinois, United States Department of Energy, Electric Utility 
participants ale: Central Illinois Light Company, Electric Power Research Institute, Illinois Power Company, Monongahela Power Com-
pany, Ohio Edison Company, The Potomac Edison Company, Union Electric Company, West Penn Power Company (C-520) 

The KILaGAS process is based on Allis-thatmer's extensive commercial experience in rotary kiln, high temperature minerals 
processing. A 600 tons per day KILnGAS Commercial Module (KCM) has been installed near East Alton, Illinois adjacent to Il-
linois Power's Wood River Power Station. The plant provides low-BTU (160 BTU per standard cubic foot) gas to the Wood River 
station. Gilbert/Commonwealth Associates, Inc., was the architect-engineer. Construction management was provided by iS. Jones 
Construction. Scientific Design contributed to the process design. 

The KCM includes a pressurized gasifier which is a 170 foot 'long by 12 foot diameter rotary kiln. Coal, transported through the 
gasifier by inclination and rotation of the kiln, is progressively dried, pre-heated, and devolatilized by couaterflowing hot gases. Air 
and steam are injected through a unique system of ports located along the length of the gasifier and react chemically with carbon in 
the hot coal to form hydrogen and carbon monoxide, the primary combustibles in low-BTU gas. The gas, which leaves by both the 
feed and discharge ends of the gasifier, is cooled and passed through a sulfur removal process. Particulates and tars, which an rich 
in carbon, are separated from the gas and recycled to the gasifier to improve carbon conversion efficiency. 
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The objectives of the KILnCiAS program are: (1) demonstrate system performance in a utility environment; (2) obtain data to con- 
firm processdesign; (3) utilize KCM operating data to forecast commercial gas generation costs and (4) establish a data base to 
proceed with design of commercial plants in the 2,000 to 5,000 tons per day range. The 11CM, for which construction was corn-
pitted in mid-1983, is used to support these objective. 

Spanning a period from mid-1983 through late 1985, the KCM underwent performance testing, demonstration runs In 1986 the 
first phase of a Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability Program. (RAM I) was launched. This program continued with utility 
and DOE financial support. The more significant accomplishments to date are: (a) high-sulfur Illinois coal has been successfully 
gasified; (b) an Illinois Power Company boiler has been successfully fired from KCM-generated gas; (c) carton conversion ef- 
ficiencies exceeding 90 percent have been achieved; (d) an avenge of 90 percent total sulfur removal has been accomplished; (e) a 
wide range of performance, reliability, availability and maintainability improvements has been designed, installed, commissioned; 
(I) excellent winter startup and cold weather operating experience under RAM I has been gained for commercial design use. 

Economic studies extrapolating experience to 400 NW 10CC plants show performance potnetials in the 8,000 Btu/kW-hr range 
with 'base plant"capital costs near $1,W) per kW. Significant advantages are believed to be gained from being able to operate on 
gas turbine bleed air rather than having to employ pure oxygen from a captive oxygen plant. 

Total fundings for the program through RAM RB is shown below 
Electrical Utility	 $46.0 million 
State of Illinois	 35.8 million 
Allis-Chalmers	 114A million
United Slates Department of Energy 17.7 million 
EPRI (testing only) 	 5.8 million 

Total	 $219.7 million 

KRW ENERGY SYSTEMS INC. ADVANCED COAL GASIFICATION SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC POWER GENERA-
TION - The M.W. Kellogg Co., United States Department of Energy, and Westinghouse Electric (C-980) 

In April 1984 Westinghouse sold its coal gasification technology to Kellogg Rust and the new organization was named KRW Energy 
Systems Inc., owned 20% by Westinghouse and 80% by the M.W. Kellogg Company. Themajor activities of KRW Energy System
has been to complete development of a fluidized bed coal gasification technology and to develop a commercial demonstration 
project. 

The major development facility for 11kW is a coal gasification pilot plant located at the Waltz Mill site near Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. This facility has been in operation since 1975 and has accumulated more than 12,000 hours of hot operation utilizing a broad 
range of coals. These coals include high caking Eastern bituminous, Western bituminous, and lignites with high and low ash con-
tents and high and low moisture contents. 

The pilot plant utilizes a single stage fluidized bed gasifier with ash agglomeration and hot fines recycle. The pilot gasifier is 
operated at temperatures between 1,550 degrees F and 1,950 degrees F and pressures between 130 psig and 230 psig, with air feed 
to produce low-BTU gas and oxygen feed to produce medium-ifFU gas. Pilot plant coal capacity ranges between 20 and 35 tons 
per day, depending on coal type. 

The DOE hot gas cleanup program that was initiated in late 1984 will be completed in fiscal year 1988. The results from this 
development program have provided significant cost and efficiency improvements for the KRW gasification technology as applied 
to gasification combined cycle electric power generation. Operations at the Waltz Mill pilot plant with an air blown gasifier using a 
high sulfur (2-43%) and highly caking Eastern bituminous coal, have achieved the following significant demonstrations: 

- A simplified process to deliver a hot and clean low BTU fuel gas to a combustion turbine. 
- Gasifier in-bed desulfurization to meet NSPS requirements by removing over 90% of feed sulfur utilizing limestone or 
dolomite sorbents. 
- Utilization of a regenerable zinc ferrite sorbent in a sulfur polishing mode to reduce fuel gas sulfur levels to less than 20 
ppm. 
- Demonstrated use of sintered silicon carbide candle filters at 1,100-1,200 degrees F and 16 arm pressure to reduce fuel gas 
solid particulates to less than 10 ppm. 
- Delivery of final product fuel gas at high temperature and pressure containing less than I ppm combined alkali and heavy 
metals. 

Commercial scale process performance systems studies show the KRW hot gas combined cycle power system to have net heat rates 
less than 8,000 BTU/kWh and capital costs less than 1,250$/kWh for 300400 MW sized plants. A significant feature of these sys-
tems is the modularity of design which provides much planning and construction flexibility. 

Project Coat: Not disclosed
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LAKESIDE REPOWERINO GASIFICATION PROJECT - Combustion Engineering. Inc. (0545) 

The project will demonstrate Combustion Engineering's pressurized, airblown, entrained-flow coal gasification repowe ring tech nol-
ogy on a commercial scale. The syngas will be cleaned of sulfur and particulates and then combusted in a gas turbine (40 MWe) 
from which heat will be recovered in a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). Steam from the gasification process and the HRSO 
will be used to power an existing steam turbine (25 MWe). 

The proposed project Is selected for demonstration at the Lakeside Generating Station of City Water, Light and Power, 
Springfield, Illinois. The selected site with associated characteristics and costs includes repowering an existing steam turbine to 
produce 65 MWe via the combined cycle mode. 

The project is funded under Round 2 of the Department of Energy's (ian Coal Technology Program. 

LAPORTE LIQUID PHASE METHANOL SYNTHESIS - Air Products & Chemicals, them Systems Inc., Electric Power Research 
Institute, and United States Department of Energy (0550) 

Air Products is testing a 5 tons per day PDU located near LaPorte, Texas, The unit is being run as part Ma program sponsored by 
the DOE and will be used to evaluate the liquid phase methanol synthesis technology developed by them Systems. In the process, 
synthesis gas is injected In the bottom of a reactor filled with light oil in which a methanol synthesis catalyst is suspended. The oil 
acts as a large heat sink, thus improving temperature control and allowing the use of more active catalysts and/or a more con-
centrated synthesis gas. 

Additionally, a wider range of synthesis gas compositions can be used, thereby allowing the use of low hydrogen/carbon ratio gases 
without the need for synthesis gas shift to produce more hydrogen. While the technology is particularly suitable to syngas derived 
from coal, the concept will be tested initially using hydrogen and carbon monoxide produced from natural gas. 

In spring 1985, the liquid phase methanol PDU located near LaPorte, Tens was started, with the initial objective of a 40 day con-
tinuous run. During the run, the LaPorte unit was operated under steady-state conditions using carton monoxide-rich gas repre-
sentative of that produced by advanced coal gasifiers. During the run, the plant achieved a production rate of up to  tons per day 
with a total production of approximately 165 tons of methanol (50,0DO gallons). The plant, including the slurry pump and a spe-
cially designed pump seal system, operated very reliably during the run. 

In a four-month test lasting from September 1, 1988 to January 8. 1989. the unit produced methanol from simulated coal ns at a 
rate more than twice the original design rate of the test facility. 

The current 30-month. $9.4 million contract ex pires in October, 1989. 

Project Cost DOE $25.6 million 
Private participants: $3.8 million 

Lit COAL LIQUEFACTION/COGENERATION PLANT - 561 International, Triton Coal Company (0557) 

SQl International is developing a 35 megawatt electric cogeneration and coal liquids production facility to be located near Colstrip, 
Montana. This facility is designed to utilize the Liquids from Coal (Lit) process, developed by SQl International. An 
LFC/cogeneration plant consists of an electric generation unit combined with Lit process equipment in one cogenerating system. 

According to the developers, SQl's L.PC process is an adaptation of existing reliable equipment and utilization of state-of-the-art 
technology. Compared with other coal conversion processes where high temperatures and pressures are required, the LFC process 
operates at low pressures and less severe thermal process conditions, some of which require only low-grade and medium-grade heat 
(140 to 600 degrees F). In the system, the electric generation unit supplies waste heat to meet these LFC process thermal loads, 
while the solid waste by-products from the Lit process are used to fuel the electric generation unit. 

SQl has obtained a long-term (35 year) power sales agreement with Montana Power Company. The estimated project cost is 
$72.5 million. SQl Internatknal is currently working to obtain a contractor to perform the design and construction of the Lit 
Cogeneration Plant.
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes slate D.L.. 19811) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

It was announced in late 1988 that the Triton Coal Comu.m, (a subsidiary of Shell Mining Company) would join the oroject, which 
would be sited near Triton's Buckskin Mine, north of Gillette. Winning. 

Project Cost See above 

LULEA MOLTEN IRON COAL GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT - KHD Humboldt Wedag AG and Sumitomo Metal In-
dustries, Ltd (C-580) 

Kill) and Sumitomo agreed to jointly build and operate a 240 tonnes per day pilot plant to test the molten iron coal gasification 
processes independently developed by both companies Construction of the pilot plant was completed in Lulea, Sweden at the 
country's steel research center in mid-1985, with operation scheduled to last through 1987. 

The pilot plant was designed for operation at pressures up to 5 atmospheres. In the process, pulverized coal and oxygen are in-
jected into a bath of molten iron at temperatures of 1,400 to 1600 degrees C Potential advantages or the technology include simple 
coal and oxygen feed controls and low carton dioxide production. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed 

LU NAN AMMONIA-PROM-COAL PROJECT - China National Technical Import Corporation (0387) 

The China National Technical Import Corporation awarded a contract to Bechtel for consulting services on a commercial coal 
gasification project in the People's Republic of China Bechtel will provide assistance in process design, design engineering, 
detailed engineering, procurement, construction, startup, and operator training for the installation of a Texaco gasifier at the 
200 metric tons per day Lu Nan Ammonia Complex in Tenian, Shandong Province. When completed in September, 1989, the Lu 
Nan modification will replace an obsolete coal gasification facility with the more efficient Texaco process. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed 

MILD GASIFICATION PROCESS DEMONSTRATION UNIT' - United Coal Company and United States Department of Energy 
(0622) 

United Coal Company's Research Division, UCC Research Corporation has built a Mild Gasification Process Demonstration Unit 
at its research center in Bristol, Virginia. The unit is capable of processing 1 ton per day of coal or coal waste. Under the sponsor-
ship of the United States Department of Energy (DOE), UCC has developed a process that is primarily aimed at recovering the 
energy value contained in wastes from coal cleaning plants. To utilize this waste, UCC developed a mild gasification/coal liquid ex-
traction process. 

Work under Phase I or the Mild Gasification Process Demonstration program is now complete in all areas Phase II continues un-
der the sponsorship or the U. S. Department of Energy/Morgantown Energy Technology Center involving further development of 
the process with concentration on a variety of coal feedstocks rather than coal waste. The two year program will undertake the fol-

Developing a more detailed test plan for conducting in-depth optimization tests of the Mild Gasification Process. 

Conducting the extensive test program to optimize the operation or the Mild Gasification Process and producing significant 
quantities of coal liquids and char. 

Testing char and char/coal blends for use in industrial/utility boilers, 100 percent char in stoker boilers, and for use to re-
place or extend coke in blast furnaces. 

Evaluating the coal liquids as a home heating fuel. 

Distilling the coal liquids into fractions with boiling ranges approximately those for gasoline, diesel oil, and heavy oil to 
determine which fractions may be best suited for commercial applications. 

The process demonstration unit will undergo a modification phase initially to enhance the overall unit performance. Modifications 
to the condensing system, reactor tubes furnace, and coal feed system are planned. Upon completion of this phase, an expanded 
optimization program will be initiated. Product testing and economic assessments will be expanded as the unit production 
capability and operating efficiency is fine tuned. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes ehan3es sines December 1980) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Canted) 

MONASH HYDROUQUEFACrION PROJECT - Coal Cornoratios of Victoria and Monash University (0665) 

The Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, and Physles Departments at Monash University at Clayton, Victoria are conducting a major 
investigation into the structure and hydroliquefaction of Victorian brown coat Batch autoclave and other studies are being con-
ducted.

fltfl I&1J U C! ,EJt1kt. (k,i C,; 1ii is&!1t1Y, 

Partial oxidation of brown coal is thou ght to be adventitious for hydrolipucinction, particularly in the carbon 
monox$de/water/aluminate avetem. 

A wide man of collaborative projects are currently in protress. 

Project Cost: $10 million (Australian) since commencement 

MONGOLIAN ENERGY CENTER - People's Republic of China (C-&6) 

One of China's largest energy and chemical materials centers is under construction in the southwestern part of Inner Mongolia. 
The flat-phase construction of the Jungar Coal Mine, China's Potential largest open-pit coal mine with a reserve of 25.9 billion 
tons, is in full swing and will have an annual capacity of 15 million tons by 1995. 

The 1k Se League (Prefecture) authorities have made a comprehensive development plan including a 1.1 billion yuan complex which 
will use coal to produce chemical fertilizers. A Japanese company has completed a feasibility report. 

The region may be China's moat important center of the coal-chemical industry and the ceramic industry in the next century. 

MRS GASIFICATION PROCESS PROJECT - British Gas plc and Osaka Gas Company Ltd. (C-701) 

Work is being carried out jointly by British Gas plc and the Osaka Gas Company Ltd. of Japan, to produce methane and valuable 
liquid hydrocarbon coproducts by the direct thermal reaction of hydrogen with coal. A novel reactor, the MRS (for Midlands 
Research Station) incorporating internal gas recinulation in an entrained flow system has been developed to provide a means of 
carrying out the process without the problems of coal agglomeration, having to deal with excessive coal fines, or excessive 
hydrogenating gas preheat as found in earlier work 

A 200 kilogram per hour pilot plant was built to prove the reactor concept and to determine the overall processeconomics. The 
process uses an entrained flow reactor with internal gas recirculation based on the Gas Recycle Hydrogenator (GRII) reactor that 
British Gas developed to full commercial application for oil gasification. 

Following commissioning of the plant in October 1987, a test program designed to establish the operability of the reactor and to 
obtain process data was started. 

Project Cost:	 Phase I $16 million 
Phase II $7.4 million
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 1988) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

NEDOL BITUMINOUS COAL LIQUEFACTION PROCESS - New Energy Development Organization (NEDO) (C-SOS) 

Basic research on coal liquefaction was started in Japan when the Sunshine project was inaugurated in 1974, just after the first oil 
crisis in 1973. NEDO assumed the responsibility for development and commercialization of coal liquefaction and gasification tech- 
nology. NEDO plans a continuing high level of investment for coal liquefaction R&D, involving two large pilot plants. The con-
struction of a 50 tons per day brown coal liquefaction plant was completed in December 1986 in Australia, and a JQ tons per day 
bituminous coal liquefaction plant is planned in Japan. 

The - plant in Australia is described in the project entitled 'Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project? The properties of 
brown coal and bituminous coal are so different that different processes most be developed for each to achieve optimal utilization. 
Therefore, NEDO has also been developing a process to liquefy sub-bituminous and low, grade bituminous coals. NEDO had been 
operating three process development units utilizing three different concepts for bituminous coal liquefaction: solvent extraction, 
direct liquefaction, and soh'olysis liquefaction. These three processes have been integrated into a single new process, so called 
NEDOL Process, and NEDO has intended to construct a jQ tons per day pilot plant. 

In the proposed pilot plant, bituminous coal will be liquefied in the presence of activated iron catalysts. Synthetic iron sulfide or 
iron dust will be used as catalysts. The heavy fraction (-538 degrees C) from the vacuum tower will be hydrotreated at about 350 
degrees C and 100150 atm in the presence of catalysts to produce hydrotreated solvent for recycle. Consequently, the major 
products will be light oil. Residue-containing ash will be separated by vacuum distillation. 

Detailed design of the new pilot plant has been completed. It is expected that the pilot plant will start operation in 1991 

In 1988,5 different coals were processed in the bench scale unit with encouraging results. 

Project Cost: 100 billion yen, not including the three existing PDU 

NYNAS ENERGY CHEMICALS COMPLEX - AGA, A. Johnson & Company, and the Swedish Investment Bank (C-754) 

A group of Swedish companies are Planning to build a nsificntion plant in Sweden. The Nynex Energy Chemicals Complex 
(NIX) will utilize the Texaco coal gasification process to produce fuel ins for a combined cycle unit and synthesis gas for ammonia 
production. Initially, the facility will produce 280 mczawatts of electricit y. 200.000 tons of ammonia ocr war, hot water For the 
Southern Stockholm district heating system, and industrial gases (oxygen, nitrogen, and argon). Also, Nynas Petroleum's refinery 
in Nynashamn will switch to fuel gas from NEX. The plant is scheduled to go on stream in 1991. 

Participants in the project are: ACM, the Swedish industrial gas group; A. Johnson and Company, a privately-owned Swedish trad-
ing and industrial group; and the state-owned Swedish Investment Bank. 

The Investment Bank ACM, and Johnson are equal partners in a new company, Nynex Kombinate AD, which owns 100 percent of 
NEX. AGA will build on their own the air separation plant for the facility. 

Project Cost: US$500 million 

OHIO-1 COAL CONVERSION PROJECT - Energy Adaptors Corporation, Hoechst-Uhde Corporation, and Wentworth Brothers 
Incorporated (C-756) 

Energy Adaptors Corporation, Hoechst-Uhde Corporation, and Wentworth Brothers Incorporated originally proposed a project to 
produce energy-grade methanol (METHYL FUEL) and anhydrous ammonia. In mid-1986 the project was re-designed to produce 
300,000 gallons per day of an octane enhancer (methanol with co-solvents and corrosion inhibitors) directly from coal. Production 
of ammonia was eliminated. The project will be constructed on a site in Lawrence County in southern Ohio. This plant will use 
high grade sulfur coal from existing mines in the area. 

The proposed project will utilize a High Temperature Winkler (HTW) fluidized bed gasifier to produce raw, synthesis gas. The gas 
is cleaned by one or more cyclones and subsequent scrubbing. The cleaned gas is then cooled in a steam generator or boiler feed 
water heat exchanger to recover available energy for use in the plant. Solids removed by the cyclone(s) are recycled to the gasifier 
to improve the carbon conversion efficiency. Carbon conversions of approximately 96+ percent an expected. The raw gas, 
cleaned of particulate matter, is processed in the synthesis section. 

Construction _w scheduled to start early in the third quarter of 1988, with completion and initial operation scheduled for the first 
quarter of 19%. 

Project Cost: $260 million
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since December 19S) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

OHIO ONTARIO CO-PROCESSING PROJECT - Ohio Ontario (jean Fuels Inc., Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., HRI Inc., 
Ohio Coal Development Office, and United States Department of Energy (C-253) 

This project is a prototype commercial coal/oil co-processing plant to be located in Warren, Ohio. This plant will convert high sul-
fur, high nitrogen, Ohio bituminous coal and poor-quality petroleum to produce clean liquid fuels. The process to be utilized is 
HRI, Inc.'s proprietary commercial ebullated-bed reactor technology. In this process coal is blended with residual oil and both nit 
simultaneously convened to clean distillate fuels. A 'typical' C4-975 degrees F distillate fuel will contain 0.1 percent sulfur and 
0.2 percent nitrogen. The prototype plant will process 800 tons per day of coal, plus residual oil sufficient to yield 11,750 barrels 
per day of distillate product. Startup of the plant is slated for 1990. 

The project was selected by DOE for financial assistance in the Clean Coal Technology Program and negotiations have been com-
pie ted with DOE and Ohio. 

Project Cost: $2173 million 

OULU AMMONIA FROM PEAT PROJECT - Kemira Oy (C-757) 

Kemira of Finland is building a pressurized fluidized bed peat gasification system for producing synthesis gas. The gas will be used 
for ammonia and other chemicals. Ammonia production is to be 80,000 tons per year. 

Currently Kemira operates in Oulu a minor ammonia plant based on the gasification of heavy fuel oil. However, peat is the only 
realistic domestic raw material for synthesis gas in Finland. Therefore, a research program aiming at the gasification of peat was 
started in the middle of the 1970s. 

The gasification plant includes as integrated individual processes: peat transfer, screening, crushing, drying, pressurized HTW 
fluidized bed gasification, soot removal, raw gas compression and three-stage gas purification. The existing Pyroflow boiler plant 
serves for energy supply and a waste incinerator. The gasification Plant was placed in operation in June 1988. It has a ca pacity of 
130 megawatts. thermal. 

Project Cost: Investment costs are expected to be F1M225 million. 

POLISH DIRECT LIQUEFACTION PROCESS - Coal Conversion Institute. Poland 

In 1975. Polish research on efficient coal li quefaction technology was advanced to a rank of Government Procram PR-I "Comolex 
Coal Processing, and in 1986 to a Central Research and Develo pment Program under the same title. 

The leading and coordinating unit for the coal liquefaction research has been the Coal Conversion Institute, part of the Central 
Mining Institute. 

The construction of the direct hydrogenation PDU at the Central Minin g Institute was finished in the middle of 1986. In Novem-
ber 1986 the first integrated run of the entire unit was carried out. 

The results from the oceration of the PDU will be used in the design of a pilot plant with a capacity of 200 tonnes coal per day 
which is exoected to be com pleted by the end of the eighties.
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes sInce December 198) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

PRENFLO GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT - Krupp Koppers GmbH (XX) (C-798) 

Krupp Koppers, of Essen, West Germany (in United States known under the name of GICF Gesellschaft fuer Kohle-Technologie) 
are presently operating a 48 tons per day demonstration plant and designing a 1,000 tons per day demonstration module for the 
PRENFLO (pressurized entrained flow) protest The PRENFW processis KK's pressurized version of the Koppers-Totzek (1(T) 
flow gasifier. 

In 1973, XX started experiments using a pilot Kr gasifier with elevated pressure. In 1974, an agreement was signed between Shell 
Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BV and XX for a cooperation in the development of the pressurized version of the 1(1' 
process. A demonstration plant with a throughput of 150 tons per day bituminous coal and an operating pressure of 435 psia was 
built and operated for a period of 30 months. After completion of the test program, Shell and XX agreed to continue further 
development separately, with each partner having access to the data gained up to that date. KICs work has led to the PRENFLO 
procea 

Krupp Koppers has decided to continue development with a test facility of 48 tons per day coal throughput. The plant is located at 
Fuerstenhausen, West Germany. Simultaneously with the pilot test program, the design and engineering of a demonstration plant 
with a capacity (coal feed rate) of 1,000 tons per day will be carried out. The engineering of the 1,000 tons per day gasifier module 
('ready for construction') _t expected to be completed in 1988, 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

RHEINBRAUN HIGH-TEMPERATURE WINKLER PROJECT - Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, Uhde GmbH, West 
German Federal Ministry for Research & Technology (C-803) 

Rheinbraun and Uhde have been cooperating since 1975 on development of the High Temperature Winkler fluidized bed gasifica-
tion process. 

On the basis of preliminary tests in a bench scale plant at Aachen Technical University near Cologne, the sponsors commissioned a 
pilot plant in July 1978 at the Wachtberg plant site near Cologne. Following an expansion in 1980/1981, feed rate was doubled to 
1.3 tons per hour dry lignite. By end of June 1985 the test progrim was finished and the plant was shut down. From 1978 until 
June 1985 about 21,000 tonnes of dried brown coal were protessed in about 38,ODO hours of operation. The specific synthesis gas 
yield reached 1,580 standard cubic meters per tonne of brown coal, MAP, corresponding to 96 percent of the thermodynamically 
calculated value. At feed rates of about 1,800 kilograms per hour coal, the synthesis gas output of more than 7,700 standard cubic 
meters per hour per square meter of gasifier area was more than threefold the values of atmospheric Winkler gasifiers. 

Itheinbraun constructed a 30 ton per hour demonstration plant for the production of 300 million cubic meters syngas per year. All 
engineering for gasifier and gas after-treatment including water scrubber, shift conversion, gas dean up and sulfur recovery was 
performed by Uhde; Linde AG is contractor for the Rcctisol gas cleanup. The synthesis gas produced at the site of Rheinbraun's 
Ville/Berrenrath briquetting plant was pipelined to Rheinbraun's Union Kraftstoff subsidiary for methanol production testing 
periods. From startup in January 1986 until end of July1988 about 240,000 tonnes of dried brown coal were processed within about 
10,200 hours of operation. During this time about 276 million cubic meters of synthesis gas were produced. The plant availability 
was increased from low values in the beginning up to 80 to 90 percent. Carbon conversion reached a maximum value of 98 percent. 

Studies for further development of the 1f17W process for higher pressures up to about 25 bar are being performed including or 
timization of the processing system as well as operation in a recycling fluidized bed especially in respect to utilization for combined 
power production. 

The erection of a new pilot plant for pressures up to 25 bar and throughputs up to 6.5 tons per hour is planned on the site of the 
former pilot plant of hydrogasif.cation. The basic engineering for the new pilot plant was finished at the end of April, 1987. Con-
struction was Planned for 1988, with completion in mid-1989. 

Project Cost: Undisclosed 

SASOL - Sasol limited (C-820) 

Sasol limited is the holding company of the multi divisional Sasol Group of Companies. Sasol is a world leader in the commercial 
production of coal based synthetic fuels. The Synthol oil-from-coal process was developed by Sasol in South Africa in the course of 
more than 30 years. A unique process in the field, its commercial-scale viability has been fully proven and its economic viability 
conclusively demonstrated. 

The first Saw] plant was established in Sasolburg in the early fifties. The much larger Sasol Two and Three plants, at Secunda - 
situated on the Eastern Highveld of Transvaal, came on-stream in 1980 and 1982, respectively. 
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes share December 1989) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The two Secunda plants are virtually identical and both are much larger than Sasol One, which served as their prototype. Enor- 
mow quantities of feedstock are produced at these plants. At full production, their daily consumption of coal is almost 100, 
tons, of oxygen, 26,000 tons; and of water, 160 megaliters. Sasol's facilities at Secunda for the production of oxygen are by far the 
largest in the world. 
Facilities at the fuel plants include boiler houses, Lurgi gasifiers, oxygen plants; Recticol gas purification units, symbol reactors, gas 
reformers and refineries. Hydrocarbon synthesis takes place by means of the Sasol developed Symbol piocea 

The products of Sasol Two and Three, other than liquid fuels, include ethylene, alcohols, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, pitch, tar 
acids, and sulphur, produced for SasS's Chemical Division, and ammonia for the group's Fertilizer and Explosives Divisions. 

Sasol's Mining Company manages the six Sasol-owned collieries, which have an annual production of 35-million tons of coal. The 
collieries comprised of the five Secunda Collieries, which form the largest single underground coal mining complex in the world, 
and the Sigma Colliery in Sasolburg. 

A technology company, Sastech, is responsible for the Group's entire research and development programme, process design, en-
gineering. project management, and transfer of technology. 

Project Car: SASO[. Two $2.9 Billion 
SASOL Three $3.8 Billion 

*At exchange rates ruling at construction 

SCOTIA COAL SYNFUELS PROJECT - DEVCO (A Federal Crown Corporation); Alastair Gillespie & Associates Limited; Gulf 
Canada Products Company (a subsidiary of Gulf Canada Limited); NOVA. an Alberta Corporation; Nova Scotia Resources Limited (a 
Provincial Crown Corporation); and Petro-Canada (a Federal Crown Corporation) (0.822) 

The consortium conducted a feasibility study of a coal liquefaction plant in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia using local coal to produce 
gasoline and diesel fuel. The plant would be built either in the area of the Gulf Point Tupper Refinery or near the coal mines. The 
25,000 barrels per day production goal would require approximately 2.5 million tonnes of coal per year. The plant start-up could be 
in 1989/1990. Additional funding of $750,000 requested from - the Oil Substitution Fund (a fund jointly administered by the 
Canadian Federal Government and the Provincial Government of Nova Scotia) to evaluate two-stage process options was an-
nounced by the Nova Scotia government on October 3, 1984. 

A contract was completed with Chevron Research Inc. to test the coals in their two-stage direct liquefaction process (CCLP). 

Feasibility report has been completed. Financeability options are being discussed with governments concerned and other parties. 

Scotia Syafuels Limited has been incorporated to carry on the work of the consortium. Scotia Syafuels has down sized the project 
to 13,000 barrels per day and has reached agreement in principle to purchase the Point Tupper site from Ultramar Canada Inc. 
Recent developments in co-processing technology have reduced the capital cost estimates to under $C00 million. 

Project Cost:	 Approximately $4 million for the feasibility study 
Approximately US$250 million for the plant 

SCRUBGRASS - Scnsbgrass Associates (C4125) 

Scrubgrass Associates (SGA) planned to build a 2,890 barrels per day coal-to-methanol-to-gasoline (and other products) plant, to 
be located in Scrubgrass Township, Venango County, Pennsylvania. The sponsors submitted a request for loan and price 
guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under the solicitation for Eastern Province or Eastern Region of 
the Interior Province Bituminous Coal Gasification Projects. The technology consists of three basic processes: high pressure 01Cr 
entrained-flow coal gasification, Ia methanol synthesis, and the Mobil methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) process. On November 19, 
1985, the SFC dropped the project from further consideration. 

Scrubgrass Power Corporation has converted the project from production of liquid fuels to the production of electrid power, at the 
same location. Environmental work had largely been completed for the previous plan. The capacity of the plant is 80 MEG. The 
plan is to use circualting fluidized bed technology fueled with up to 6 percent sulfur coal 

il No federal assistance of any kind is sought: 

The estimated total project costs, including start-up, commissioning, engineering, procurement, and construction, and financing 
costs, are $145,000,. 	

r	 -	
,	 I.	 . 

Project Cost: See above
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes shies December 19S8) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

3ASIFICA'IlON POWER PLANT PROJECT - SEP (830) 

SEP. the Central Dutch electricity generating company, has submitted to the government a plan to build a 250 megawatt coal 
gasification plant, to be ready in 1993. SEP's previous electricity plan, approved early in 1987, contained a project to build a 600 
megawatt coal gasification unit at Maasvlakte, near Rotterdam, but construction for startup in 1997 will non' be based on ex-
perience gained from the smaller plant. 

SEP has given Coinprimo Engineering Consultants in Amsterdam the order to study the gasification technologies of Shell, Texaco 
and British Gas/Lurgi. 

The location of the gasification/combined cycle demonstration station is likely to be in Buggenum, in the province of L.inburg. 

Project Cat: DFI,700 million 

SHANGHAI CHEMICALS FROM COAL PLANT - Peovle's Republic of China 

SHELL COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Royal Dutch/Shell Group and Shell Oil Company (U.S.) (C-840) 

Shell Oil Company (U.S.) and the Royal Dutch/Shell Group are continuing joint development of the pressurized, entrained bed, 
Shell Coal Gasification Process. A 6 tons per day pilot plant has been in operation at Shell's Amsterdam laboratory since Decem-
ber 1976. A number of different coals and petroleum cokes have been successfully gasified at 300 to 600 psi. This pilot plant has 
now operated for over 10,000 hours. 

A 150 tons per day prototype plant has been operating at the German Shell Hamburg/Harburg refinery since 1978 with over 
6,000 hours of operation logged. Its experimental program now complete, the plant has successfully gasified different types of coal 
in runs as long as 1,000 hours and has demonstrated the technical viability of the process. Further development of the Shell process 
is continuing through active pursuit at other Shell facilities. 

Shell Oil Company has constructed a demonstration unit for making medium-UM gas, using the Shell Coal Gasification Process, 
at its Deer Park Manufacturing Complex near Houston, DC. The facility's gasifier uses high-purity oxygen to process a wide range 
of coals, including about 250 tons per day of high sulfur bituminous coal or about 400 tons per day of lignite. The medium-BTU 
gas and steam produced are consumed in Shell's adjacent manufacturing complex. The Electric Power Research Institute is also a 
participant in the program. 

Shell's demonstration unit started up in July 1987 and reached design capacity within the first 50 hours of operation. During the 
five month period from December 1987 to May 1988, the unit operated at design conditions 82 percent of the time. Additionally, 
the unit has successfully completed a planned demonstration run of 1500 hours - or more than two months - of continuous opera- 
tion. The plant operated smoothly and met design conditions. During the demonstration the unit consumed about 230 tons daily 
of Illinois No. 5 coal containing 3 percent sulfur. The smooth plant operation during this long run indicates the reliability of the 
process and mechanical features of the Shell Coal Gasification technology. 

The long run also validated the environmental acceptability of the Shell process. The plant's emissions were well below, the limits 
of the company's Texas air quality permit, while the wastewater was treated at the plant's bio-treater and posed no significant 
operating problems. The product gas contained the required low level of sulfur compounds and no detectable solids. The slag 
produced was used locally in a variety of construction applications. 

Since achievement of the long demonstration run, the plant has focused on evaluation of additional coals, plant runs aimed at op-
timizing and refining design fuels and technology improvements. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

SLAGGING GASIFIER PROJECT - British Gas Corporation ((>850) 

The British Gas Corporation (BGC) constructed a prototype high pressure slagging fixed bed gasifier in 1974 at Westfield, Scot-
land. ('This gasifier has a throughput of 350 tons per day.) The plant has been successfully operated since that date on a wide 
range of British and American coals, including strongly caking and highly swelling coals. The ability to use a considerable propor-
tion of fine coal in the feed to the top of the gasifier has been demonstrated as well as the injection of further quantities of fine coal 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

through the tuyeres into the base of the gasifier. By-product hydrocarbon oils and tars can be recycled and gasified to extinction. 
The coal is gasified in steam and oxygen. The slag produced is removed from the gasifier in the form of granular (sit. Gasification 
is substantially complete with a high thermal efficiency. A long term proving run on the gasifier has been carried out successfully. 

A new phase, started in November 1984, is the demonstration of a 500 tons per day (equivalent to 70 megawatts) gasifier with a 
nominal I.D. of 73 feet. Integrated combined cycle tests will be carried out with an 5K 30 Rolls Royce Olympus turbine to gener-
ate power for the grid. The turbine is supplied with product gas from the plant. It has a combustor temperature of 1,950 degrees 
F, a compression ratio of 10, and a thermal efficiency of 31 percent. Currently, this gasifier has operated for approximately 1,200 
hours and has gasified over 26,000 tons of U.K. and U.S. (Pittsburgh No. 8) coals. EPRI. the Gas Research Institute (Urn), and 
British Gas are cosponsoring a test program at Westfield with Pittsburgh No.8 and Illinois No.6 coals that began in late 1987. 

In addition to the current 500 ton per day gasifier, an experimental gasifier designed to operate in the flied bed slagger mode at 
pressure up to 70 atmospheres is being constructed. It is designed for a throughput of 200 tons per day. Completion of construc-
tion is expected in mid 1988. The unit is to be used to study the effect of pressure on methane production and gasifier perfor-
mance. 

Project Coat: Not available 

50(7TH AUSTRALIAN COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Government of South Australia (C-865) 

The South Australian Government is continuing to assess the feasibility of building a coal gasification plant utilizing the low rank 
brown coal of the Northern St. Vincent Basin deposits, north of Adelaide. The plant being studied would be integrated with two 
300 MW combined cycle power station modules and is one possible option for meeting additional power station capacity require-
ments in the mid- 1990s. 

Coal has been tested in a number of processes including the Sumitomo CGS (molten iron bath), Westinghouse, Shell-Koppers and 
Texaco, and studies are continuing in conjunction with Sumitomo, Uhde-Steag, and Krupp-Koppers. Heads of Agreement have 
been signed with a consortium headed by Uhde GmbH to test coal from the Bowmans deposit in the Rheinbraun HTW gasifier 
and perform a detailed design and feasibility study for a 600 MW gasification combined cycle power station. Ten tonnes of coal 
were satisfactorily gasified in the small scale Process Development Unit at Aachen, PRO, in August 1985. Testing Bowmans coal in 
the 40 ton per day Rheinbraun pilot plant at Frechen-Wachtber& FRG has been completed. 

Project Cost: DM 73 million 

SYNTHESEOASANL&GE RUHR (SAR) - Ruhrtohle Oel and Gas GmbH Ruhrchemie AG (C-869) 

Based on the results of the pressurized coal-dust gasification pilot plant using the Texaco process, which has been in operation 
from 197$ to 1985, the industrial gasification plant Synthesegasanlage Ruhr has been completed on Ruhrvhemie's site at 
Oberhausen-Holten. 

The coal gasification plant has been in operation since August 198& The coal gases produced have the quality to be fed into the 
Ruhrchemie's oxosynthesis plants. Approximately 220.) tons of German hard coal have been gasified up to the end of 1988 to 
produce synthesis gas and hydrogen. The investment is subsidized by the Federal Minister of Economics of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. The Minister of Economics, Small Business and Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia participates in the 
coal costs. 

Project Costs: DM220 million (Investment) 

TEXACO COAL GASIFICATION PROCESS - Texaco Inc. (C48%) 

The Texaco Coal Gasification Process reached a milestone in January, 1989 with the successful completion of the five year demonstration 
of commercial operation by the Cool Water Coal Gasification Program. After production of more than 2.5 billion kilowatt hours of 
electricity from gasification more than one million tons of coal, the Cool Water Program completed operation in late January to permit 
full documentation of the results. As the first fully integrated commercial scale gasification combined cycle power plant in the world, 
Cool Water demonstrated the ability of the lesson process to efficiently use a wide range of coals in an environmentally superior manner. 
Emissions of sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen and particulates from even high sulfur coals were far below the stringent Federal New 
Source Performance Standards requirements for coal fired plants. 

The Texaco Coal Gasification Process can be used for the commercial production of electric power and a variety of products, and has ap-
plication for a wide range of chemicals which can be manufactured from synthesis gas. Commercial projects currently in operation utiliz-
ing the Texaco Coal Gasification Process include the 903 tons per day Tennessee Eastman plant which manufactures methanol and acetic 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

anhydride, the 1,650 tons per day Ube Ammonia plant which manufactures ammonia, and the 800 tons per day SAlt plant in 
Oberhausen, West Germany for the manufacture of oxo-chemicals. Commercial projects currently in detailed design and/or construction 
include the 400 ton per day LuNan Coal Gasification Plant in China to manufacture ammonia, and the 1,100 tons per day Shoudu Coal 
Gasification Plant in Beijing, China, which will produce town gas. Many United States utilities axe actively considering coal gasification 
for future electric power capacity additions, and are working with Texaco on detailed site-specific studies of the Texaco process. Outside 
the U. S. many projects using Texaco's technology are in the evaluation stage and include plants to be located in the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Denmark, Italy and China. 

Project Cost: Not applicable 

WA AMMONIA FROM COAL PROJECT - Tennessee Valley Authority (C-940) 

The TVA is conducting an ammonia-from-coal project at its National Fertilizer Development Center, located at Muscle Shoals, 
Alabama. A Texaco Partial Oxidation Process coal gasifier was retrofitted to an existing 215 tons per day ammonia plant. Plant 
construction was completed in mid-1980. Capital cats total $46 million. Brown and Root of Houston held the $25.6 million con-
tract for the construction of the eight ton per hour coal gasifier. The air separation plant was built by Air Products and Chemicals, 
Inc. at a cost of $5 million. The remainder of the work was done by WA. The coal gasifier can provide 60 percent of the gas feed 
to the existing ammonia plant. The existing plant retains the option of operating 100 percent on natural gas, if desired. The initial 
feed to the coal gasifier was Illinois No. 6 seam coal. 

The gasifier was dedicated and started up at the WA's 13th Demonstration of Fertilizer Technology conference in October 1980 
and continued in itermittent operation until 1981. However, actual production of feed gas for ammonia manufacturer was not ac-
complished because of mechanical problems. The plant was shut down while modifications were made to the gasifier and other 
downstream processes and equipment. 

The plant was restarted in April 1982. Operations continued intermittently through November 1982 and culminated in a 5-day per-
formance test. Although the plant did not meet all the contract performance requirements, particularly in the sulfur recovery area, 
the facility did provide synthesis gas for the production of ammonia. Plant operations continued for 12 days, prior to being shut 
down at the end of the performance test. Total operating time was approximately 1,600 hours. 

The plant was not operated again until July 1983 primarily because of budget limitations. A 5-day coal test was made in July and 
was followed by a 20-day test using EDS residues. Additional tests were made in late 1984 and 1985. The project was completed 
and the facility was shut down in September 1985 after operating for 3,600 hours. 

Project Cost: $60 million total 

UBE AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PLANT - Ube Induitries, Ltd. (C-952) 

Ube Industries, Ltd., of Tokyo recently completed the world's first large scale ammonia plant based on the Texaco coal gasification 
process ("TCGfl. There are four complete trains of quench mode gasifiers in the plant. In normal operation three trains are 
used with one for stand-by. Ube began with a comparative study of available coal gasification processes in 1980. In October of that 
year, the Texaco process was selected. 1981 saw pilot tests run at Texaco's Montebello Research Laboratory, and a process design 
package was prepared in 1982. Detailed design started in early 1983, and site preparation in the middle of that year. Construction 
was completed in just over one year. The plant was commissioned in July 1984, and a first drop of liquid ammonia from coal was 
obtained in early August 1984. Those engineering and construction works and commissioning were executed by Ube's Plant En-
gineering Division. Ube installed the new coal gasification process as an alternative "front end" of the existing steam reforming 
process, retaining the original synthesis gas compression and ammonia synthesis facility. The plant thus has a wide range of 
flexibility in selection of raw material depending on any future energy shift. It can now produce ammonia from coals, naphtha and 
ISO as required. 

The gasification plant has operated using four kinds of coal—Canadian, Australian, Chinese, and South African. The overall cost of 
ammonia is said by Ube to be reduced by more than 20 percent by using coal gasification. Furthermore, the coal gasification plant 
is expected lobe even more advantageous if the price difference between crude oil and coal increases. 

Project Cost - Not disclosed 

VEW GASIFICATION PROCESS - Vereinigte Elektrizitatswerke (C-974) 

A gasification process being specially developed for application in power plants is the VEW Coal Conversion Process of Vereinigte 
Elektrizitatswerke, a German utility. The process works on the principle of entrained flow. However, coal is partly gasified with air 
and the remaining coke is burned separately. A prototype 10 tons coal per hour plant has been operated in Gersteinwerk near 
Dortmund since 1985. Superheated steam of 530 degrees C and 180 bar is generated in the waste heat boiler. Three variants are 
being tested for gas cleaning, whereby both wet and dry gas cleaning axe being applied. These consist of: 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Wet ps-cleaning with prescnrbbing to remove NII4CI, and aniisol washing plus a Clans plant to remove sulfur. 

Prescnabbing to remove NH4CL, with combustion of gases free of chlorine and alkalies in the gas turbine, 
followed by sulfur separation in the P01) Final-

Dry removal of chlorine and alkalies in a circulating fluidized bed in which lime is used as a reagent, with sulfur 
removal in the PCI) plant. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

VICTORIA BROWN COAL 1I01JEFACI1ON PROJECT - Brown Coal Liquefaction (Victoria) Ply. Ltd. (C-975) 

BCLV is operating a pilot plant at Morwell in southeastern Victoria to process the equivalent of 50 tons per day of dry ash fret 
coal. BCLV is a subsidiary of the Japanese-owned Nippon Brown Coal Liquefaction Company (NBCL), a consortium involving 
Kobe Steel, Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Nissho lwai, Idemitsu Kosan, and Asia Oil. 

The project is being run as an inter-governmental cooperative project, involving the Federal Government of Australia, the State 
Government of Victoria, and the Government of Japan. The program is being fully funded by the Japanese government through 
the New Energy Development Organization (NEDO). NBCL is entrusted with implementation of the entire program, and BCLV 
is carrying out the Australian components. The Victorian government is providing the plant site, the coal, and seine personnel. 

Construction of the drying, slurrying, and primary hydrogenation sections comprising the first phase of the project began in 
November 1981. The remaining sections, consisting of solvent deashing and secondary hydrogenation, were completed during 
1986. Both sections are now operating. The pilot plant is planned to operate until September, 1989. 

The aim of the pilot plant is to provide data on the BCL Process developed since 1971 by members of the consortium. Tentative 
plans call for construction beginning near the end of this decade of a demonstration plant consuming about 5,000 tons per day of 
day coal equivalent, this being the first unit of a six unit commercial plant. 

The pilot plant is located adjacent to the Morwell open cut brown coal mine. Davy McKee Pacific Ply. Ltd., provided the 
Australian portion of engineering design procurement and construction management of the pilot plant. 

Project Cat: Undisclosed 

WUJING TRIG ENERAI1ON PROJECT - Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant (C-992) 

Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant is considering a trigeneration project to produce coal-derived fuel gas, electricity and steam. 
The proposed plant will be constructed near the Shanghai Coking and Chemical plant in Wujing, a suburb south of Shanghai. 
SWCC contracted with Bechtel on June 6 1986 to conduct a technical and economic feasibility study of the project 

The proposed project will consist of coal gasification facilities and other processing units to be installed and operated with the 
existing coke ovens in the Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant. The facility will produce 3 million cubic meters per day of 
3,800 Kcal per cubic meter of town gas (106 million cubic feet per day of 427 BTU per cubic foot); 50 to 60 megawatts of 
electricity 100 metric tons per hour of low pressure steam; and 300,000 metric tons per year of 99.85 percent purity chemical grade 
methanol, 100,000 metric tons per year of acetic anhydride, and 50,000 metric tons per year of cellulose acetate. The project will be 
constructed in stages. 

The study was completed and evaluated. Bechtel was - from a $600,000 grant to SW' from the United States trade and 
development program (TDP), International Development Cooperation Agency. 

Phase I, designed to produce one million cubic meters per day of town gas, 1,000 tons per year of methanol, and 15,000 tons per 
year of cellulose acetate was submitted to the Chinese National Planning Board for approval by Shanghai municipality in April, 

Project Cost: Not disclosed
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

UNDERGROUND COAL CONVERSION PROJECTS 

3RGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, INDIA - Oil and Natural Gas Commission (C-1045) 

The government of India has appropriated $40 million to test the potential of underground coal gasification (UCO) for domestic 
coal. The proposed site for the test in western India contains large reserves of subbituminous coal that could be amenable to UCG. 
However, experts from the United States, France, Netherland, Belgium, and West Germany concluded that the depth of the 
coal—approximately 2,750 feet—may cause some challenges, but have agreed with the strategy adopted by India for detailed 
geological, geophysical and hydrological studies prior to gasification and proposed horizontal drilling, completion policy and surface 
design. Therefore, they recommended that the Indian researchers utilize the Controlled Retracting Injection Point (CRIP) 
technology developed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 

The first information well (UCG-1) has been drilled in Mehsana City structure located in North Gujarat. Detailed hydrological, 
geological and geophysical studies have been completed. Detailed 3-D seismic work has been done. Another well is proposed to 
be drilled For more data gathering before actual gasification in 1989-90. 

Project Cat: $40 million appropriated 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, JOINT BEL,GO-GERMAN PROJECT- Belgium, European Economic 
Community, and Federal Republic of Germany (C-1150) 

A Belgo-Gennan trial project is being conducted in Belgium at Thulin, in a coal deposit at 860 meter depth. The goal of the trials 
is to create an underground gas generator which can operate at a pressure of 20 to 30 bar. Investigation of the potential for 
developing underground gasification of deposits at great depth was begun in Belgium at the end of 1974. The first effort has grown 
since 1976, when a Belgo-German cooperation agreement was signed which resulted in the execution of an experimental 
underground gasification project sited at Thulin. The site chosen lies at the western end of the Borinage coalfield, in an area where 
the deposits are still unworked because of the considerable tectonic disturbances present between the surface and the 800 meter 
level. Work began in 1979 and is planned to continue into 1987. 

The first reverse combustion experiment was executed from April to October 1982 without the formation of a linking channel. The 
test had to be halted due to self-ignition of the coal, after 35 days. In November 1982 the fire was extinguished by injection of 
water and nitrogen. 

Before starting a second experiment of reverse combustion, the wells have been restored and various improvements were brought 
to the equipment to eliminate the self-ignition of the coal in the vicinity of the injection hole and to prevent the accumulation of 
water at the bottom of the gas recovery hole. This second experiment started in September 1982 and was stopped in early May 
1984. The experiment suffered from 4 interruptions due to tubing breakage by corrosion. 

The trials demonstrated that it is not possible to avoid self-ignition of the coal in the vicinity of the injection well, but after 
scattering of this fire, the oxygen content of the exhaust gases increased to a level when it should be possible to again develop 
reverse combustion starting from the recovery well. 

The trials made during February-May 1984 demonstrated that this concept can be successful. It was possible to start coal burning 
by self-ignition in the vicinity of the recovery well on March 20 and April 19, injecting ca. 500 cubic meters per hour air and 50 cubic 
meters per hour carbon dioxide under 250 bar and keeping a backpressure of 100 bar at the outlet. 

During the last trial, the combustion evolved to gasification, producing 150 cubic meters per hour of lean gas during 12 days. A 
careful analysis, however, of the available data (flow/pressure, tracer tests) did not show any evidence that a channel had been 
started. The experiment has been stopped, while intensive work is devoted to solving the corrosion problems (the tubing has to 
withstand both cold and hot corrosion), and to preparing a trial with strongly deviated drillings, starting from the existing wells. 

This trial has been made with success in September 1985: a drninhole of 40 meters length (27 meters in coal) has been drilled from 
Well I in the direction of Well II, and a flexible liner has been set inside this drainhole. However, the azimuth control was poor. It 
is planned to drill a sidetrack from Well II and to link it with the drainhole in early 1986; this delay is due to the long delivery time 
of the special, corrosion resisting material to be set inside Well II. 

In December 1985 and January 1986, a sidetracked hole was drilled from the level 670 of Well II and crowd the seam at about 
1 meter from the drainhole. The coal plug between the wells has been expelled by high pressure water on February 4,198& The 
final completion of the wells was done in March-April 1986. 

Due to problems encountered during the setting of the measuring equipment into the drainhole, it has been decided to insert in the 
injection well a coiled tubing of 1-1/2 inch diameter, the end of which is provided with a gas burner and some thermocouples. The 
preparatory works (wellhead modification, design construction, and tests of the new equipment ended in August 1986. 
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Underground GnS1&CtIOO Projects (Continued) 

After preliminary trials made above ground to simulate the conditions of rubber hose combustion, the underground trial took place 
on August 24 and was only partially successful. About 10 meters of rubber hose were destroyed, but the connection with the 
recovery well was reduced by tar accumulation and it was still impossible to push the burner and the coiled tubing into the curved 
part of the injection borehole. The sponsors believe that some strata displacement damaged the flexible liner after its insertion in 
September 1985. 

Having cleaned the channel between the wells by water circulation and checked the remaining free section at the bottom of the 
injection well, the sponsors decided to start the gasification without any change to the equipment. 

They tried to provoke self-ignition of the coal by injecting a small flow of oxygen enriched ait this succeeded on October 14. the 
program is: fist, to improve the communication by burning some coal along the existing communication, then to demonstrate the 
feasibility of synthesis gas production using a carbon dioxide/oxygen mixture as gasifying agent and then to extend the gasifier as 
far as possible using compressed air as the gasifying medium. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, LLNL STUDIES - Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (01092) 

The LLNL has been working on in situ coal gasification since 1972, under the sponsorship of DOE and predecessor organizations. 
Tests that have been conducted include three underground coal gasification tests at the Hoe Creek site near Gillette, Wyoming 
five small field tests ("Large Block Tests") at an exposed coal face in the WIDCO coal mine near Centralia. Washington; and a 
larger test at the same location (the "Partial Seam CRIP Test"). 

Previous LLNL work involved development of the packed bed process, using explosive fracturing. A field test, Hoe Creek No. 1, 
was conducted during FY1976-1977, to test the concept. A second experiment, carried out during FY1977-1978, Hoe Creek No. 2, 
was gasified using reverse combustion and produced 100 to 150 Bill per standard cubic foot gas using air injection, and 250 to 
300 BTU per standard cubic foot gas during a two day steam-oxygen injection test. The third experiment, Hoe Creek No. 3, was 
carried out during FY1978-1979, using a drilled channel to provide the link between the process wells. The test ran for 57 days, 
47 consecutive days using steam and oxygen, during which 3,800 tons of coal were gasified with an avenge heating value of 
215 BTU per standard cubic foot. The test showed that long-tern use of steam-oxygen underground gasification is technically 
feasible, operationally simple and safe. The use of steam and oxygen is crucial because the medium heating value gas produced by 
steam-oxygen gasification is readily convened to chemical synthesis gas or to pipeline quality, which is the objective of this project. 

The "Large Block Tests" in FY1982 were designed to any the concepts of the laboratory tests to a larger size in the field and still 
retain the ability to visually examine the burn cavities by simple excavation. The tests were very successful in providing detailed 
data which were used to develop a S .D cavity simulation model, CAVSM. The results from the Block tests led to the design of the 
Centralia Partial Seam CR!? test which was carried out in FY1983-1984. Over 2,000 tons of coal were gasified with steam and 
oxygen to produce a gas with an avenge heating value of 240 BT1J per standard cubic foot. The test was designed to test the 
Controlled Retracting Injection Point (CRlF) concept in a coal scam with real commercial potential but on a scale small enough to 
allow the test to be completed within 30 days. Oxygen-steam injection was used through a 900 foot long well drilled from the coal 
face parallel to the dip of the seam. The product gas was produced first through an intersecting vertical well, and second, for the 
CRIP cavity, through a slant well drilled from the exposed face. Two distinct gas qualities were achieved a relatively high level after 
the CR11' maneuver and lower levels during the first cavity burn and after the roof collapse of the second burn. Even though some 
directional control problems were encountered in drilling the slant holes, the overall success of the Partial Seam test was very 
encouraging for the future of UCG at the Centralia site. The CRIP concept adds one more degree of control to the process in that 
the average heating value of the produced gas can be controlled by controlling the position of the injection point. 

A large scale test, Rocky Mountain 1 was carried out in late 1987 and early 1988 at Hanna, Wyoming. The test provided a direct 
comparison of the CR!? method with a vertical injection well method. Both test modules utilized directional drilled links and 
horizontal production wells. One module used a CR1? injection system while the other used vertical injection wells. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, LEIGH CREEK - State Government of South Australia (01097) 

A study sponsored by the State Government of South Australia projects favorable economies for underground gasification to coal 
to produce electric power from the Leigh Creek deposit. Confirmatory drilling to test geotechnical assumptions made for the 
feasibility study was conducted during October 1984. Because significant capital is required and because government and utility 
trust expenditures are presently committed to other coal-related programs, the test panel burn that was planned for 1986/1987 has 
been postponed. However, discussions with Shedden Pacific are continuing. 

Shedden Pacific Pty. Ltd., conducted the feasibility study, which found that at least 120 million metric tons of coal at Leigh Creek 
could be used for UCG. These reserves are unlikely to be economically recoverable by open pit or underground mining methods, 
and would support a 250 megawatts power station for approximately 25 years.
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Underground Gasification Projects (Continued) 

The preliminary design laid out in the study is based on a gasification panel consisting of a coal seam 13 meters thick with dip 
angle of 10 degrees to 13 degrees, into which one blast air borehole and two production boreholes are drilled horizontally. Each 
Mel is 400 meters long and 80 meters wide with the blast air borehole located along the central axis and the production bores 
spaced equally on tither side. 

The blast air and production boreholes are drilled down dip using deviated drilling techniques. At the down dip end of the panel 
are located four vertical ignition bores equally spaced across; the panel. A blast borehole in the seam has the great potential 
advantage that, provided that it does not burn back by reverse burn, it will always deliver the blast to the bottom of the active 
gasification zone. 

Project Cost: Approximately $1 billion (1983 Australian dollars) total capital costs 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, ROCKY MOUNTAIN I TEST - Amoco Production Company, Electric Power 
Research Institute, Gas Research Institute, Union Pacific Resources Company, and United States Department of Energy (C-1099) 

A field test of the Controlled Retracting Injection Point (CRlF) technology was conducted in late 1987 and early 1988 near Hanna, 
Wyoming. The test, named Rocky Mountain 1, is funded by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) and a four member 
industrial consortium. The consortium, headed by the Gas Research Institute, also includes the Electric Power Research Institute, 
Amoco Production Company Research Canter, and Union Pacific Resources Company. 

The test site is about two miles south of Hanna, Wyoming, near a site used in the 1970k by the government to conduct some of the 
United States' lust underground coal gasification tests. The CR11' technique was conceived by LLNL in the late 1970s to improve 
the efficiency, boost resource recovery, and increase the reliability of underground coal gasification. The CRlF method uses a 
horizontal well drilled along the base of a coal seam that is lined with a thin-walled metal pipe to supply oxygen to the coal to 
support the gasification process. To gasify the coal, successive sections of the well liner are burned away and the coal seam is 
ignited by a propane burner inserted in the horizontal well. The coal gasifies from the bottom of the seam upward producing 
medium-MU gases. The gases are transported to the surface either through a second horizontal well near the top of the seam or 
through widely spaced vertical wells bored into the coal seam. As sections of the coal seam gasify, a cavity forms and ultimately 
reaches the top of the seam. Then, the ignition device is moved, or retracted,' to a fresh section of coal, and the process is 
repeated. 

A 30 day field test of the CR11' technique was conducted in 1983 at an exposed coal face in the WIDCO coal mine near Centralia, 
Washington. The Rocky Mountain I test created multiple cavities in two parallel rows 350 feet underground in a 30 foot thick 
subbituminous coal seam. One row consisted of a 300 foot long CR11' module. The other ELW module used vertical injection 
wells similar to those in previous underground field tests. 

A companion effort will evaluate the ecological and environmental aspects of underground coal gasification. 

Very satisfactory results were obtained from both modules. The CRIP module, the better of the two, gasified 11,000 tons of coal 
over a 93 day interval, producing a product with an average heating value of 287 B'flJ/SCF, dry gas comp. 38% H 2, 9% CH4, 12% 
COand 38% CO 2' at an oxygen utilization efficiency level of 1640 BTU/0 2 (IIHV). 

Project Cost: $9.85 million 

UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION OF ANTHRACITE, SPRUCE CREEK - Spruce Creek Energy Company: a joint venture of 
Gilman Company, Geosystems Corporation, and Bradley Resources Corporation (C-IWO) 

Spruce Creek is planning a test of underground gasification of anthracite at a site near Tremont in eastern Pennsylvania. The 
technology to be used will be similar to the gasification-of-steeply-dipping-beds technique used by Gulf at tests near Rawlins, 
Wyoming. The volatile and sulfur content of the anthracite is low, thus reducing the costs of treating the product gas. 

The project is currently on hold. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, AMMONIA/UREA PROJECT— Energy International, Inc. and United States 
Department of Energy (C-Ills) 

Energy International (El), Inc has been authorized to receive $12 million from the Department of Energy's Clean Coal Technology 
Program in support of an underground coal gasification (UCG) project near Rawlins, Wyoming. The DOW money, which will be 
repaid From any resulting profits, will supplement the more than $65 million in private sector financing that will fund the UCG 
production of raw materials used in fertilizers.
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Underground GasiIlca*ioe Projects (Continued) 

Following the merger of Gulf Oil Company with Chevron, the former Alternate Energy Development management of the Cuff 
Research and Development Company (GR&DC) purchased the rights to a variety of coal-based technologies they had developed 
for Gulf and formed Energy international. Work on the Rawlins site has been underway sines the late 197, when the GR&DC 
began an experimental UCG project there. The site of the earlier work has now been environmentally restored and the new 
project will be located nearby. 

As part of its Rawlins project, El has made commitments to purchase existing fertilizer plants in Augusta, Georgia, and El Centro, 
California. 

Project Coati $77 million
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COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Project 

A-C Valley Corporation Project 

Acurex-Aerotherm Low-BTU Gasifier 
for Commercial Use 

ADL Extractive Coking Process 
Development 

Advanced Flash Hydropyrolysis 

Agglomerating Burner Project 

Air Products Slagging Gasifier 
Project 

Alabama Synthetic Fuels Project 

Amex Coal Gasification Plant 

Aqua Black Coal-Water Fuel 

Arkansas lignite Conversion 
Project 

Australian SRC Project 

Beach-Wibaux Project 

Beacon Process 

Bell High Mass flux Gasifier 

Beluga Methanol Project 

RI-GAS Project 

Breckinridge Project 

Burnham Coal Gasification 
Project 

Byrne Creek Underground Coal 
Gasification 

Calderon Fixed-Bed Slagging Project 

Car-Mox Low-BTU Gasification 
Project 

Catalytic Coal Liquefaction

Sponsors 

A-C Valley Corporation 

Acurex-Aerotherm Corporation 
Glen-Gery Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
Foster-Wheeler 
United States Department of Energy 

Rockwell International 
U.S. Department of Energy 

Battelle Memorial Institute 
United States Department of Energy 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc 

AMTAR Inc. 
Applied Energetics Inc. 

AMAX, Inc. 

Gallagher Asphalt Company, 
Standard Havens, Inc. - 

Dow Chemical Company, 
Electec Inc. 
International Paper Company 

CSR Ltd. 
Mitsui Coal Development Pty, Ltd. 

See Tenneco SNG from Coal 

Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
TRW, Inc. 

Bell Aerospace Textron 
Gas Research Institute 
United States Department of Energy 

Cook Inlet Region, Inc. 
Placer U. S. Inc. 

United States Department of Energy 

Bechtel Petroleum, Inc. 

El Paso Natural Gas Company 

Diavo Constructors 
World Energy Inc. 

Calderon Energy Company 

Fike Chemicals, Inc. 

Gulf Research and Development

Last Ancearance in SFR 

June 1984; page 4-59 

September 1981; page 4-52 

March 1978; page 8-23 

June 1987; page 4-47 

September 1978; page 8-22 

September 1985; page 4-61 

June 1984; page 4-60 

March 1983; page 4-85 

December 1986; page 4-35 

December 1994; page 4-64 

September 1985; page 4-62 

March 1985; page 4-62 

December 1981; page 4-72 

December 1983; page 4-77 

March 1985; page 4-63 

December 1983; page 4-78 

September 1983; page 4-62 

March 1987; page 4-90 

December 1985; page 4-73 

March 1980; page 4-53 

December 1978; page 8-25 
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Pmiect Svonsors Last Appearance in SFR 

Caterpillar Low BTU Gas From Coal Caterpillar Tractor Company September 1988; page 4-55 

Celanese Coastal Bend Project Celanese Corporation December 1982', page 4-83 

Celanese East Texas Project Celanese Corporation December 1982; page 4-83 

Central Arkansas Energy Project Arkansas Power & Light Company June 1984; page 4-63 

Central Maine Power Company Central Maine Power Company June 1984; page 4-63 
Sears Island Project General Electric Company 

Stone & Webster Engineering 
Texaco Inc.	 - 

Chemically Active fluid Bed Central & Southwest Corporation (four December 1983; page 4-80 
Project utility companies) 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation 

Chemicals from Coal Dow Chemical USA March 1978; page 13-24 
United States Department of Energy 

Cherokee Clean Fuels Project Bechtel Corporation September 1981; page 4-55 
Mono Power Company 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
Rocky Mountain Energy 

Chesapeake Coal-Water Fuel ARC-COAL, Inc. March 1985; page 4-64 
Project Bechtel Power Corporation 

COMCO of America, Inc. 
Dominion Resources, liii. 

Chiriqui Grande Project Ebasco Services, Inc. June 1987; page 4-51 
United States State Department (Trade & Development) 

Chokecherry Project Energy Transition Corporation December 1983; page 4-81 

Circle West Project Meridian Minerals Company September 1986; page 4-58 

Clark Synthesis Gas Project Clark Oil and Refining Corporation Dezember 1982; page 485 

Clean Coke Project United States Department of Energy December 1978; page B-26 
U.S. Steel 
USS Engineers and Consultants, Inc. 

Coalcon Project Union Carbide Corporation December 1978; page B-26 

Coates Process Development Coates Energy December 1978; page B-26 

COGAS Process Development CODAS Development Company, a joint December 1982; page 4-86 
venture of: 
Consolidated Gas Supply Corporation 
FMC Corporation 
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company 
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company 

Columbia Coal Gasification Columbia Gas System, Inc. September 1982; page 4-72 
Project 

Combined Cycle Coal Gasification Consumer Energy Corporation December 1982; page 4-86 
Energy Centers 

Composite Gasifier Project British Gas Corporation September 1981; page 4-56 
British Department of Energy 

Conoco Pipeline Gas Demoastra- Conoco Coal Development Company September 1981; page 4-57 
tion Plant Project Consolidated Gas Supply Company
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Electric Power Research Institute 
Gulf Mineral Resources Company 
Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America 
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company 
Sun Gas Company 
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company 
Texas Eastern Corporation 
Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Corporation 
United States Department of Energy

Cresap Liquid Fuels Plant Fluor Engineers and Constructors December 1979; page 4-67 
United States Department of Energy 

Crow Indian Coal Gasification Crow Indian Tribe December 1983; page 4-84 
Project United States Department of Energy 

Crow Indian Coal-to-Gasoline Crow Indian Tribe 	 - September 1994; page C-S 
Project TransWortd Resources 

DcSota County, Mississippi Mississippi Power and light September 1981; page 4-58 
Coal Project Mississippi, State of 

Ralph M. Parsons Company 

Dow Coal liquefaction Process Dow Chemical Company December 1984; page 4-70 
Development 

Dow Gasification Process Development Dow Chemical Company June;1987 page 4-53 

EDS Process Anaconda Minerals Company June 1985; page 4-63 
EN! 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Exxon Company USA 
Japan Coal Liquefaction Development Co. 
Phillips Coal Company 
Ruhrkohle A.G. 
United States Department of Energy 

Elmwood Coal-Water-Fuel Project Foster WheelerTennessee March 1987; page 4-66 

Emery Coal Conversion Project Emery Synfuels Associates: December 1983; page 444 
Mountain Fuel Supply Company 
Mono Power Company 

Enrecon Coal Gasifier Enrecon, Inc. September 1985; page 4-66 

Exxon Catalytic Gasification E=on Company USA December 1984; page 4-73 
Process Development 

Fairmont Lamp Division Project Westinghouse Electric Corporation September 19824 page 4-76 

Fast fluid Bed Gasification Hydrocarbon Research, Inc. December 1982; page 4-90 
United States Department of Energy 

Fiat/Ansaldo Project Ansaldo March 1985; page 4-66 
Fiat T1'G 
KRW Energy Systems, Inc. 

Flash Pyrolysis Coal Occidental Research Corporation December 1982; page 4-91 
Conversion United States Department of Energy 

Flash Pyrolysis of Coal Brookhaven National Laboratory June 1988; page 4-69 

Florida Power Combined Cycle Florida Power Corporation December 1983; page 4-87 
Project United States Department of Energy
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Fuel Gas Demonstration Plant Foster-Wheeler Energy Corporation September 19W, page 4-68 
Program United Slates Department of Energy 

Fulaiji Low-BTU Gasifier M.W. KelloggCompany December 1988; page 4-59 
People's Republic of China 

Gas Turbine Systems Development Curtiss-Wright Corporation December 1983; page 4-87 
United States Department of Energy 
General Electric Company 

Grants Coal to Methanol Project Energy Transition Corporation December 1983; page 4-89 

Greek Lignite Gasification Project Nitrogenous Fertilizer Industry (AEVAL) September 1988; page 4-61 

Grefco Low-BTU Project General Refractories Company December 1983; page 4-91 
United States Department of Energy 

Gulf States Utilities Project KRW Energy Systems March 1985, page 4-74 
Gulf States Utilities 

Hampshire Gasoline Project Kaneb Services December 1983; page 4-91 
Koppers Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance 

H-Coal Pilot Plant Ashland Synthetic Fuels, Inc. December 1983; page 4-92 
Conoco Coal Development Company 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Hydrocarbon Research Inc. 

- Kentucky Energy Cabinet 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Ruhrkohle AG 
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 
United States Department of Energy 

Hillsborough Bay Coal-Water ARC-Coal Inc. September 1985; page 4-69 
Fuel Project Bechtel Power Corporation 

COMCO of America, Inc. 

Howmet Aluminum Howmet Aluminum Corporation March 1985, page 4-74 

H-K International Syngas Project H-R International, Inc. December 1985, page 4-80 
The Stagging Gasification Consortium 

Hydrogen from Coal Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. December 1918; page B-31 
United States Department of Energy 

HYGAS Pilot Plant Project Gas Research Institute	 . December 1980; page 4-86 
Institute of Gas Technology 
United States Department of Energy 

ICGG Pipeline Gas Demonstra- Illinois Coal Gasification Group September 1981; page 4-66 
tion Plant Project United States Department of Energy 

Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction Cities Service/Lummus September 1986; page 4-69 

ITI' Coal to Gasoline Plant International Telephone & Telegraph December 1981; page 4-93 
J. W. Miller 
United States Department of Energy 

Kaiparowits Project Arizona Public Service March 1978; page B-IS 
San Diego Gas and Electric 
Southern California Edison 

Kennedy Space Center Polygeneration National Aeronautics & Space June 1986; page 4-85 
Project Administration
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Ken-Tex Project Texas Gas Transmission Corporation December 1983; page 4-95 

Keystone Project The Signal Companies September 1986 page 4-71 

King-Wilkinson/Hoffman Project E J. Hoffman March 1985; page 4-80 
King-Wilkinson, Inc. 

KILaGAS Project Allis-Chalmers December 1988; page 4-65 
State of Illinois 
United States Department of Energy 
Central Illinois Light Company 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Illinois Power Company 
Ohio Edison Company 

Klockner Coal Gasifier Klockner Kohlegas March 1987; page 4-74 
CRA (Australia) 

Kohie Iron Reduction Process Weirton Steel Corp December 1987; page 4-75 
U.S. Department of Energy 

Lake DeSmet SNG from Coal Texaco Inc. December 1Z page 4-98 
Project Transwestern Coal Gasification Company 

Latrobe Valley Coal Uque- Rheinische Braunkohlwerke AG December 1983; page 4-96 
faction Project 

LC-Fining Processing of SRC Cities Service Company December 1983; page 4-96 
United States Department of Energy 

LIBIAZ Coal-To-Methanol Project Krupp Koppers KOPEX December 1988; page 4-65 

Liquefaction of Alberta Alberta/Canada Energy Resources March 1985, page 4-81 
Subbituminous Coals, Canada Research Fund 

Alberta Research Council 

Low-UM Gasifiers for Com- Irvin Industrial Development, Inc. June 1979 page 4-89 
mercial Use-Irvin Industries Kentucky, Commonwealth of 
Project United States Department of Energy 

Low/Medium-BTU Gas for Multi- Bethlehem Steel Company December 1983; page 4-98 
Company Steel Complex United States Department of Energy 

Inland Steel Company 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Company 
National Steel Company 
Northern Indiana Public Service Company 
Union Carbide Corporation 

Low-Rank Coal liquefaction United States Department of Energy March 1984; page 4-49 
Project University of North Dakota 

Lummus Coal liquefaction Lummus Company June 1981; page 4-74 
Development United States Department of Energy 

Mapco Coal-to-Methanol Project Mapco Synfuels December 1983; page 4-98 

Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project Cerchar (Prance) September 1985, page 4-73 
European Economic Community 
Gas Development Corporation 
Institute of Gas Technology 

Medium-BTU Gas Project Columbia Coal Gasification September 1979 page 4-107 

Medium-BTU Gasification Project Houston Natural Gas Corporation December 1983; page 4-99 
Texaco Inc.
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Memphis Industrial Fuel Gas CBI Industries Inc. June 1984; page 4-79 
Project Cives Corporation 

Foster Wheeler Corporation 
Great Lakes International 
Houston Natural Gas Corporation 
Ingersoll-Rand Company 
Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division 

Methanol from Coal UGI Corporation March 1978; page 11-22 

Methanol from Coal Wentworth Brothers, Inc. March 1980; page 4-58 
(19 utility and industrial sponsors) 

Midrex Electrothermal Direct Georgetown Texas Steel Corporation September 1982 page 4-87 
Reduction Process Midrex Corporation 

Millmerran Coal liquefaction Australian Coal Corporation March 1985; page 4-82 

Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas American Natural Service Co. March 1987; page 4-78 
Group Gasifier Anierigas 

Bechtel 
Black, Sivalls & Bryson 
Burlington Northern 
Cieweland-Ciffs 
Davy McKee 
Dravo 
EPRI 
Hanna Mining Co. 
Peoples Natural Gas 
Pickands Mather 
Reserve Mining 
Riley Stoker 
Rocky Mountain Energy 
Stone & Webster 
U.S. Bureau of Mines 
U.S Department of Energy 
U.S. Steel Corporation 
Western Energy Co. 
Weyerhaeuser 

Minnegasco High-Fm Gas Minnesota Gas Company March 1983; page 4-108 
from Peat United States Department of Energy 

Minnegasco Peat Biogasification Minnesota Gas Company December 1981; page 4-88 
Project Northern Natural Gas Company 

United States Department of Energy 

Minnegasto Peat Gasification Gas Research Institute December 1983; page 4-101 
Project Institute of Gas Technology 

Minnesota Gas Company 
Northern Natural Gas Company 
United States Department of Energy 

Mobil-M Project Mobil Oil Company September 1982; page 4-88 

Molten Salt Process Development Rockwell International December 1993, page 4-101 
United States Department of Energy 

Mountain Fuel Coal Gasification Process Mountain Fuel Resources September 1988; page 4-67 
Ford Bacon & Davis 

Mulberry Coat-Water Fuel Project Coaliquid, Inc. March 1985; page 4-85 

NASA Lewis Research Center Coal-to- NASA Lewis Research Center December 1983; page 4-102 
Gas Polygeneration Power Plant
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National Synfuels Project Elgin Butler Brick Company September 19M page 4067 
National Synfuels Inc. 

New England Energy Park Bechtel Power Corporation December 1983; page 4-104 
Brooklyn Union Gas Company 
Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates 
EG&G 
Westinghouse Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

New Jersey Coal-Water Fuel Ashland Oil, Inc. March 1985; page 4-86 
Project Babcock & Wilcox Company 

Slurtytech, Inc. 

New Met Coal Pyrolysis Project Energy Transition Corporation September 1988; page 4-67 

NSa Project Northwest Pipeline Corporation December 1983; page 4-104 

North Alabama Coal to Methanol Air Products & Chemicals Company March 1985; page 4-86 
Project Raymond International Inc. 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

North Dakota Synthetic Fuels InterNorth December 1983, page 4-106 
Project Minnesota Gas Company 

Minnesota Power & Light Company 
Minnkota Power Cooperative 
Montana Dakota Utilities 
North Dakota Synthetic Fuels Group 
North Dakota Synthetic Fuels Project 
Northwestern Public Service 
Ottertail Power Company 
Wisconsin Power & light 

Oberhausen Coal Gasification Ruhrchemie AG September 1986; page 4-79 
Project Ruhrkohle CMI & Gas GmbH 

Ohio! Coal Conversion Alberta Gas Chemicals, Inc. March 1985; page 4-88 
North American Coal Corporation 
Wentworth Brothers 

Ohio Valley Synthetic Fuels Consolidated Natural Gas System March 1982; page 4-68 
Project Standard Oil Company of Ohio 

Ott Hydrogeneration Process Carl A. Ott Engineering Company December 1983; page 4-107 
Project 

Peat-by-Wire Project PBW Corporation March 1985; page 4-89 

Peat Methanol Associates Project E1'CO Methanol Inc. June 1984; page 445 
J. B. Sunderland 
Peat Methanol Associates 
Transco Peat Methanol Company 

Penn/Sharon/Klockner Project Kiockner Kohlegas GmbH March 1985; page 4-72 
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

Philadelphia Gas Works Synthesis Philadelphia Gas Works December 1983; page 4-108 
Gas Plant United States Department of Energy 

Phillips Coal Gasification Phillips Coal Company September 1984; page C-28 
Project 

Pike County Low-STU Gasifier Appalachian Regional Commission June 1981; page 4-78 
for Commercial Use Kentucky, Commonwealth of 

United States Department of Energy
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Plasma An Torch Swindell-Dresser Company 
Corporation Technology Application Service 

Port Sutton Coal-Water Fuel Project ARC-Coal, Inc. 
COMCO of America, Inc. 

Powenon Project Commonwealth Edison 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Fluor Engineers and Constructors 
Illinois, State of 
United States Department of Energy

Purged Carbons Project 

Pyrolysis Demonstration Plant 

Pymlysis or Alberta Thermal Coals, 
Canada 

Riser Cracking of Coal 

RUHRI® Project 

Rheinbraun Hydrogasification of Coal 

Saarbergwerke-Otto Gasification 
Process 

Savannah Coal-Water Fuel Projects 

Sesco Project 

Sharon Steel 

Simplified 10CC Demonstration Project 

Slagging Gasification Consortium 
Project 

Sohio Lima Coal Gasification/ 
Ammonia Plant Retrofit Project 

Solution-Hydrogasification 
Process Development

Integrated Carbons Corporation 

Kentucky. Commonwealth of 
Occidental Research Corporation 
Tennessee Valley Authority 

Alberta/Canada Energy Resource 
Research Fund 
Alberta Research Council 

Institute of Gas Technology 
United Sates Department of Energy 

Ruhrgas AG 
Ruhrkohle AG 
Steag AG 
West German Ministry of Research 

and Technology 

Reinische Braunkohlenwerke 
Lurgi GmbH 
Ministry of Research & Technology 

Babcock Woodall-Duckham Ltd 
Big Three Industries, Inc. 
The BOC Group plc 
British Gas Corporation 
Consolidation Coal Company 

Sohio Alternate Energy Development 
Company 

General Atomic Company 
Stone & Webster Engineering Company

December 1978; page B-B 

December 1985; page 4-86 

March 1979; page 4-86 

December 1983; page 4-108 

December 1978; page B-34 

March 1985; page 4-90 

December 1981; page 4-93 

September 1984; page C-29 

December 1987; page 4-80 

September 1985; page 4-78 

March 1985; page 4-93 

September 1978; page 3-31 

Saarbergwerke AG
	

June 1984; page 4-86 
Dr. C. Otto & Company 

Foster Wheeler Corporation
	 September 1985; page 4-77 

Solid Energy Systems Corporation	 December 1983; page 4-110 

Kiockner Kohlegas GmbH	 March 1985; page 4-92 
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

General Electric Company	 September 1986; page 4-71 
Burlington Northern Railroad 
Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation 
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation 
Ohio Department of Development 
Peabody Holding Company 
United States Department of Energy
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Southern California Synthetic C P. Braun March 1981; page 4-99 
Fuels Energy System Pacific Lighting Corporation 

Southern California Edison Company 
Texaco Inc. 

Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration International Coal Refining Company September 1986, page 4-83 
Plant Air Products and Chemicals Inc. 

Kentucky Energy Cabinet 
United States Department of Energy 
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. 

Steam-Iron Project Gas Research Institute December 1978, page 8-35 
Institute of Gas Technology 
United States Department of Energy 

Synthane Project United States Department of Energy December 1978 page 8-35 

Synthoil Project Pouter Wheeler Energy Corporation December 1978; page 8-36 
United States Department of Energy 

Sweeny Coal-to-Fuel Gas Project 

Tenneco SNG From Coal 

Tennessee Synfuels Associates 
Mobil-M Plant 

Toscoal Process Development 

Transco Coal Gas Plant 

Tri-State Project 

TRW Coal Gasification Process 

Two-Stage Entrained Gasification 
System 

Underground Bituminous Coal 
Gasification 

Underground Coal Gasification 

UCG Brazil 

UCG Brazil 

Underground Coal Gasification, 
Canada 

Underground Coal Gasification, 
English Midlands Pilot Project 

Underground Coal Gasification, 
Hanna Project 

Underground Coal Gasification 
Hoe Creek Project

The Signal Companies, Inc.	 March 1985; page 4-94 

Tenneco Coal Company	 March 1987; page 4-85 

Koppers Company, Inc.	 December 1983; page 4-112 

TOSCO Corporation 	 September 1988; page 4-72 

Transco Energy Company December 1983; page 4-113 
United States Department of Energy 

Kentucky Department of Energy December 1983; page 4-113 
Texas Eastern Corporation 
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

TRW, Inc. December 1983; page 4-114 

Combustion Engineering Inc. June 1984; page 4-91 
Electric Power Research Institute 
United States Department of Energy

Morgantown Energy Technology Center	 March 1987; page 4-93 

United States Department of Energy 	 June 1985; page 4-75 
University of Texas 

Compannia Auxiliar de Einpresas Electricas Brasileriras September 1988; Page 4-75 

Companhia Auxiliar de Empresas Electricas Brasileiras Decemeber 1988; page 4-25 
U.S. DOE 

Alberta Research Council 	 September 1984; page C-37 

British Coal
	

September 1987; page 4-76 

Rocky Mountain Energy Company 	 June 1985; page 4-75 
United States Department of Energy 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 	 December 1983; page 4-119 
United States Department of Energy
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Underground Coal Gasification Mitchell Energy March 1985; page 4-98 
Republic of Texas Coal Company 

Underground Coal Gasification ARCO December 1983; page 4-120 
Rocky Hill Project 

Underground Gasification of Deep Seams Groupe d'Etudes de In Gazeifucation Souterraine December 1987; page 4-86 
Charbonnages de Prance 
Gas de France 
Institut Francais du Petrole 

Underground Gasification of Basic Resources, Inc. December 1983; page 4-121 
Texas Lignite, Tennessee 
Colony Project 

Underground Gasification of Tens A & M University December 1983; page 4-121 
Tens Lignite 

Underground Coal Gasification, In Situ Technology March 1985; page 4-102 
Thunderbird H Project Wold-Jenkins 

Underground Coal Gasification, Sandia National Laboratories March 1983; page 4-124 
Washington State 

Underground Gasification of Basic Resources, Inc. March 1985; page 4-101 
Texas Lignite, Lee County Project 

Union Carbide Coal Conversion Union Carbide/Linde Division June 1984; page 4-92 
Project United States Department of Energy 

University of Minnesota University of Minnesota March 1983; page 4-119 
Low-BTU Gasifier for Commer- United States Department of Energy 
SI Use 

Utah Methanol Project Questar Synfuels Corporation December 1985; page 4-90 

Verdigris Agrico Chemical Company September 1984; page C-35 

Virginia Power Combined Cycle Project Consolidation Coal December 1985; page 4-90 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Slagging Gasification Consortium 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 

Watkins Project Cameron Engineers, Inc. March 1978; page B-fl 

Westinghouse Advanced Coal KRW Energy Systems Inc. September 1985; page 4-80 
Gasification System for 
Electric Power Generation 

Whitethorne Coal Gasification United Synfuels Inc. September 1984; page C-36 

Wyoming Coal Conversion Project WyCoalGas, Inc. (a Panhandle Eastern December 198Z page 4-112 
Company) 

Zinc Halide Hydrocracking Conoco Coal Development Company June 1981; page 4-86 
Process Development Shell Development Company
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS 

Company or Ornnization Project Name Las 

ABC Ltd. ABC Ammonia/Methanol Operations 4-50 
Coalplex Project 4-55 

AGA Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex 4-67 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4-64 

A. Johnson & Company Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex 4-67 

Amoco Production Company Underground Coal Gasification Rocky Mountain I Test 4-77 

Asia Oil Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Australia, Federal Government of Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Basin Electric Cooperative Great Plains Gasification Plant 4-59 

Bechtel Inc. Appalachian Project 4-51 
Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 

Belgium, Government of Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4-75 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. BHEL Coal Gasification Project 4-51 
BHEL Combined Cycle Demonstration 4-52 

BP United Kingdom, Ltd. Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 4-66 

Bradley Resources Corporation Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4-77 

British Coal British Coal Liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-52 
CRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 4-57 

British Department of Energy British Coal Liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-52 
CRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 4-57 

British Gas Corporation MRS Gasification Process 4-66 
Sagging Gasifier Project 4-71 

Broken Hill Pty. Broken Hill Project 4-53 

Brookhaven National Laboratory Brookhaven Mild Gasification of Coal 4-53 

Brown Coal Liquefaction Ply. Ltd. Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Cart'ocol Colombia Gasification Project 4-55 

Carbon Fuels Corp. Char Fuels Project 4-54 

Carbon Gas Technology Huenxe COT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant 4-60 

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry CRIEPI Entrained Flow Gasifier 4-57 

Char Fuels of Wyoming Char Fuels Project 4-54 

Diem Systems, Inc. Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4-64 

China National Technical Import Lu Nan Ammonia-from-Coal Project 4-65 
Corporation
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Càal Conversion Institute PolisW Direct Liquefaction Process 4-68 

Coal Gasification COGA-1 Project 4-55 

Combustion Engineering Lakeside Repoweriag Gasification Project 4-64 

Continental Energy Associates Can-Do Project 4-53 

Deutsche Babcock AG Huenie COT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant 4-60 
DEVCO Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Dow Chemical Dow Syngas Project 4-58 

Electric Power Research Institute Advanced Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 4-50 
Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 
Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4-64 
Underground Coal Gasification Rocky Mountain 1 Test 4-77 

Empire State Electric Energy Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 

Energy Adaptors Corporation Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4-67 

Energy Brothers Inc. K-Fuel Commercial Facility 4-62 

Energy International Underground Coal Gasification, Ammonia\Urea Project 4-77 

European Economic Community Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4-75 

Gas Research Institute Underground Coal Gasification Rocky Mountain I Test 4-fl 

Gelsenbcrg AG Huenxe CC!' Coal GAsification Pilot Plant 4-60 

General Electric Company Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 

Geosystems Corporation Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4-fl 

German Democratic Republic -	 GSP Pilot Plant Project 4-60 

GFK Gesellschaft fur Kohleverfiussigung GFK Direct liquefaction Project 4-59 

Gillespie, Alastair & Associates, Ltd. Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Oilman Company Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4-77 

Gulf Canada Products Company Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Hoechst-Uhde Corporation Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4-67 

HItI Inc. Ohio Ontario Co-Processing Project 4-68 

Idemitsu Kosan Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Japan, Government of Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Japan cool Water Program Cool Water Gasification Project 4-55 
(JCWP) Partnership 

Kellogg Company, The M.W. Appalachian Project 4-51 
KRW Energy Systems Inc. Advanced Coal Gasification 4-63 

System for Electric Power Generation 

Kemira Oy Oulu Ammonia From Peat Project 4-68 

1(1-iD Industries Lulea Molten Iron Pilot Plant 4-65 

Kobe Steel Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74
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Korf Engineering 

Knipp Rappers GmbH 

lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

Manfred Nemitz Industrieverwaltung 

Minister of Economics 
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries 

Monash University 

Ncw Energy Development Organization 

Nippon Brown Coal liquefaction Co. 

Nissho Iwni 

Nokota Company 

North-Rhino Westphalia, State of 

NOVA 

Nova Scotia Resources limited 

Ohio Ontario Clean Fuels Inc. 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission 

Osaka On Company 

Otto-Simon Carves 

Pennsylvania Electric Company 

People's Republic of China 

Petro-Canada 

Research Ass'n For Hydrogen From Coal Process 
Development 

Rheinische Braunkohiwerke 

Royal Dutch/Shell Group 

Ruhrkohle AG 

Saabergwerke AG 

Sasol Limited 

Scrubgrass Associates 

SGI International 

Shanghai Coking & Chemical Corporation 

Shell Oil Company

Corer Iron Making Process 

PRENFLO Gasification Pilot Plant 

Underground Coal Gasification - WIlL Studies 

Hucnxe COT Gasification Pilot Plant 

Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 
Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 

CRIEPI Entrained Flow Gasifier 
Hydrogen From Coal Pilot Plant 
Nedol Bituminous Coal liquefaction Project 

Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Dunn Nokota Methanol Project 

Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 

Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Ohio Ontario C&Processing Project 

Underground Coal Gasification, India 

MRS Gasification Process 

CRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 

Appalachian Project 

Mongolian Energy Center 
Shanghai Chemicals from Coal Plant 

Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Hydrogen From Coal Pilot Plant 

Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 

Shell Coal Gasification Project 

Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 
British Coal liquid Solvent Extraction Project 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 

GFK Direct liquefaction Project 

Sasol Two and Sasol Three 

Scrubgzass Project 

LEC Coal Liquefaction/Cogeneration Plant 

Wujing Trigeneration Project 

Shell Coal Gasification Project

4-56 

4-69 

4-76 

4-60 

4-52 
4-74 

4-66 

4-57 
4-61 
4-67 

4-74 

4-74 

4-58 

4-52 
4-72 

4-70 

4-70 

4-68 

4-75 

4-57 

4-51 

4-66 
4-71 

4-70 

4-61 

4-69 

4-71 

4-52 
4-52 
4-72 

4-59 

4-69 

4-70 

4-64 

4-74 

4-71 
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LIt Coal Liquefaction Plant 	 4-64 

Sohio Alternate Energy Development Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 
Company 

South Australia, Government of South Australian Coal Gasification Project 4-72 
Underground Coal Gasification, Leigh Creek 4-76 

Southern California Edison Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 

Spruce Creek Energy Company Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4-77 

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation Ohio Ontario Co-Processing Project 4-68 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Inc. Lulea Molten Iron Pilot Plant 4-65 

Swedish Investment Bank Nynas Energy Chemicals Company 4-67 

Tennessee Eastman Company Chemicals From Coal 4-54 

Texaco Inc. Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4-55 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process 4-72 

Triton Coal Company LFC Coal liquefaction Plant 4-64 

WA WA Ammonia-From-Coal Project 4-73 

Ube Industries, Ltd. Ube Ammonia-From-Coal Plant 4-73 

Uhde GmbH Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 4-69 

Union Pacific Resources Company Underground Coil Gasification Rocky Mountain I Test 4-77 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Kansk-Achinsk Basin Coal liquefaction Pilot Plants 4-62 

United Coal Company Mild Gasification Process Demonstration Unit 4-65 

United States Department of Energy Advanced Coal liquefaction Pilot Plant 4-50 
Appalachian Project 4-51 
KRW Advanced Coal Gasification System for 4-63 

Electric Power Generation 
Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4-64 
Mild Gasification Process Demonstration Unit 4-65 
Ohio Ontario Co-Processing Project 4-68 
Underground Coal Gasification Rocky Mountain 1 Test 4-77 
Underground Coal Gasification, Ammonia/Urea Project 4-77 

Veba Gel GmbH Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4-52 
Vereiaigte Elektrizitatswerke VEW Gasification Process 4-73 

Victoria, State Government of Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4-74 

Wentworth Brothers Inc. Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4-67 

West German Federal Government Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4-75 

West German Federal Ministry of Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4-52 
Research & TEchnology GFK Direct Liquefaction Project 4-59 

Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 4-69 

Westinghouse Electric Appalachian Project 4-51 
KRW Advanced Coal Gasification System for Electric 4-63 

Power Generation
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